CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS VOLUME.

CORRIGENDA.

P. 27, last line, for “Wilmott” read “Wilmott.”
P. 30, l. 30 from bottom, for “Sibthorpe” read “Sibthorp.”
P. 33, l. 19, for “follis immaculatis” read “follis immaculatis et immaculatis.”
P. 38, l. 8 from bottom, for “have unspetto” read “sometimes have unspetto.”
P. 60, l. 26, for “Grose” read “Ghose.”
P. 83, l. 15, for “latifolia” read “latifolia.”
P. 96, l. 37, for “1898” read “1918-20.”
P. 98, l. 15, for “bulboscolium” read “Bulboscolium.”
P. 99, l. 32, for “Sulius” read “Sulius.”
P. 166, l. 25, for “maxicola” read “maxicola.”
P. 166, l. 29, for “demonstrated” read “demonstrated.”
P. 210, l. 31, for “idiochromosomes” read “idiocromosomes.”
P. 224, l. 33, for “Malmö” read “Malmö.”

SUPPLEMENT.

P. 33, l. 4 from bottom, read “glabrifolium.”
P. 38, l. 15, for “F.” read “E.”
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THE FLORA OF STEART ISLAND.

By H. Stuart Thompson.

On August 13, 1923, I made a fairly exhaustive survey of the phanerogamic vegetation of Steart Island at the mouth of the river Parrett in Somerset, which small flat isle I had not visited for many years. Two days earlier I did the same thing on Steart Point, that narrow stretch of marsh land, sand, and mud immediately west of the Parrett mouth. At low tides the Point is connected with the island by three-quarters of a mile of mud, across which cattle have from time to time been driven in order to graze upon the herbage in the centre of the island.

The river Parrett is half a mile wide at the northern extremity of Steart Point. Its sudden contraction between here and Combwich, where was an ancient passage, is the chief cause of the tidal bore so well known at Bridgewater. The fact that Steart Point is remote from villages, though the little hamlet of Steart, or Stert on the old maps, possesses a church, a couple of farms and various other houses, explains why it has not often been visited by botanists. I believe the late E. S. Marshall was one of the last to go there, in 1915; he and Mr. C. E. Salmon also botanised there in 1907. Among earlier botanists who collected both at Steart and on the island was Thomas Clark, jun., many of whose specimens in my possession are dated 1824 and 1826. His friend, the Rev. J. C. Collins, sent MS. notes of some of these to H. C. Watson for the Supplement to the New Botanist's Guide, 1837; but both there and in Murray's Flora of Somerset the name Steart was used somewhat vaguely—sometimes for the Island and sometimes for the Point, or "Steart Marsh," as it appears occasionally in Murray and in Mr. White's "flora of Bristol."

The object of this article is to make some observations on the ecological and other features of Steart Island and Steart Point, to enumerate some plants not hitherto specially recorded there (prefixed by an asterisk), to mention a few probably extinct species, and to correlate these observations with the flora of the mainland about Burnham and Bower on the east and about the coast west of the Parrett. The river divides v. c. 6 ("N. Somerset") from v. c. 5 ("S. Somerset") as far as Langport, thence its main tributary, the...
Yeo, is followed to Ilchester; but Watson then chose an arbitrary line "curving round to the northern extremity of Dorset," instead of following in a natural manner the Yeo to the Dorset border just east of Yeovil. Steart Island is actually in v.e. 5, for the channel of the Parrett separates it from the coast at Burnham; but sometimes the island has been taken as belonging to N. Somerset, and here again there has been ambiguity. However, that Steart Island records should appear in the Flora of Bristol (1912) was certainly worse, while, and adds to the interest of that most useful book. Marshall put the Island in Murray's Div. 3 of Somerset, whereas he put Steart Point in Div. 2; the dividing-line between 2 and 3 runs right up to Steart Point.

At high tide it is a simple matter to get rowed across from Burnham pier to the island, less than three-quarters of a mile to the S.W. It is difficult to get back at low tide, on account of the extensive stretches of soft mud. On August 13th I had arranged to be met and return at low tide; but after crossing much mud and soft sand I got involved in a quicksand and turned back, to be picked up 2½ hours later. I was then told that slight quicksands are better negotiated quickly, and not at the cautious pace at which I was proceeding.

The most apparent and pleasing thing about the flora of both Steart Island and Steart Point is the great quantity of Glauconium flaveum and Eryngium maritimum; these handsome plants have become extremely scarce between Burnham and Brean Down, where formerly they flourished. Both appear in Herb. T. Clark from Steart Island, 1824.

All round the island Salicornia abounds in greater or less quantity. On the southern beach of flat pebbles and mud, four to six feet lower than an area of shingle and sand, small plants of *Salicornia dolichostachya* (new to v.e. 6) appeared among S. herbacea and S. ranunculifolia, with *Salicornia neglecta* in small quantity. Some acres of the south-western shore are more muddy and bright green with *Salicornia*.

On the south-east side of the island a sandy beach extends 150 yards to low-water line; then due east is a salt-marsh with pools and small channels. *Salicornia, Triglochin maritimum*, and *Suaeda maritima* are dominants, *Spergularia salina* var. neglecta, *Symse sub-dominant, Glycera maritima* not very frequent, and *Spergularia maritima* with *Suaeda maritima* and *Spergularia neglecta* in smaller quantities. Some acres of the south-western shore are more muddy and bright green with *Salicornia*.

Adjoining the salt marsh is a large dry sandy area partly covered with *Salicornia*, *Spergularia*, and *Suaeda maritima* cropped by rabbits. Further north the marsh is mostly covered with *Plantago maritima, Triglochin maritimum, Juncus Gerardi*, and a little *Thrift*.

The north end of the island below high-water mark is chiefly flat pebbles and mud, rather bare of phanerogamic vegetation except for *Salicornia* here and there; but with a few algae such as *Fucus cani-"
stolonifera (but very short, as also at Steart Point), *Trifolium repens, *T. fragiferum in small quantity, Lotus corniculatus, *Potentilla Anserina, and Cerastium vulgatum. There was also one
small plant of *Elymus Lachenalii and a little *Carex hirta. A
colony of dwarf *Phragmites communis occupies a space nearer the
west shore.
I saw not more than about 70 species and varieties of planarograms
at Steart Island; probably not 100 planarograms and no vascular
cryptogams have been collected or recorded thence. This number is
not large, but there are factors which diminish the chances of a large
flora, viz., the very exposed position, no fresh water (not even Hydro-
cotyle was seen), and the “rock” is nothing but sand, pebbles, or
saline mud. Moreover, the highest part is not 10 feet above the
level of the highest spring-tides.
I failed to find Artemisia maritima, which T. Clark collected
there in 1829; this is extremely common on the Parrett wall between
Steart and Combwich, where in 1907 Marshall and Salmon found the
variety gallicus. Nor did I see Eriogonum acre (Herb. Clark, 1824),
Trifolium arenense (Herb. Clark, 1824, and J. W. White, 1884—this
plant is less abundant on the mainland sand-hills than 30 years ago),
T. striatum (J. W. White), Statice binervosa (1902, C. E. Moss),
Triglochin palustris (Herb. Clark, 1824), or Ocimilla maritima (loc.
cit. 1824). Marshall said in 1914, “It still grows in plenty at
Steart Point”; but I saw it there in very small quantity. It varies
much in its appearance from year to year on the Somerset coast,
and was far more frequent north of Burnham in 1923 than in 1922.
Among other plants of the mainland expected to grow at Steart
Island, but not seen by me, nor specially recorded thence, are Lycopodi
arenensis, Cynoglossum officinale, Calystegia Soldanella, Trifolium
scabrum, Euphrasia, Hordeum marinum, Festuca uniglumis, and
Phleum arenarium.

STEART POINT.

Steart Point resembles the island in having no exposed rock. It is a mere expanse of sand and alluvium separated from the sea by a
tract of more sandy ground and a long shingle or pebble beach.
Below the pebbles is a narrow belt of hard sand, beyond which stretch northwards for two miles the muddy Steart Flats, covered at
every high tide. The island of Steart is at the eastern extremity of these Flats.

Approached from Cannington and Otterhampton the road passes
through an alluvial tract cut up into large grass fields by rives containing
many of the usual water-plants of the Somerset levels near the sea.
The very large pastures nearer Steart are composed almost entirely of
Hordeum pratense, with a small Poa beneath, which was too dried
up in August for identification.

In a corner of a large pasture adjoining the bank of pebbles was a
little *Juncus compressus and Buglelumum tenutissimum. Let us
work our way eastwards towards the church and beyond. The broad
bank of shingle has plenty of Glaucalem flavum and Eryngium
maritimum, Sedum acre, Hordeum marinum, H. murorum, Festuca
rubra var. *arenaria, a little *Euphorbia Paralias, and Matricaria
inadaura var. salina. The vegetation between the pebble beach and
the field is chiefly Carex arenaria, Tritium pungens, T. junceum
(small), a little Carex distans, Glaicum verum, Plantago Coronopus,
 Arenaria peplodes, and a little Trifolium *fragiferum. Close by
were Juncus Gerardi, Spergularia neglecta, Leontodon antenivalis,
Lotus corniculatus, Cerastium tetraneum, and Ononis horrida.
The next field towards the village has a closer pasture, with
Festuca spp., Carex arenaria, Lotus corniculatus, and Ononis
horrida dominant. The sand-bank near the church produces *Salvia
Verbenaca, Lycopsis arenensis, and a curious form of Phleum pratense
with short awns to its truncate glumes, but outwardly more like
P. arenarium. *P. pratense of normal height, but with still shorter
awns to the glumes, has since been found by Mr. Gibbons at Bed-
minster, Bristol.

On the shingle opposite the village are Anthriscus sylvestris and
Atriplex Babingtonii. And on low incipient dunes are Carduus
tenusflora, Beta maritima, Triglochin junceum, Carex arenaria,
Festuca rubra var. arenaria, with a little Calke maritima, Seseli
(D. silvaticum), and Salvia nigrum—all as strand-plants at or just
above high-water mark. The sandy top of the pebbles here has
Malva rotundifolia, small Agrostis alba var. stolonifera, great
masses of Salsola, Polygonum aviculare var. littoralis Koch, Lycopsis
alba, and Senecio Jacobaea. I saw no Polygmonum Blue, which in
1907 Marshall found abundant in sand; but this is erratic in its
appearance, and has at least temporarily disappeared from the main-
land N. of Burnham.

Orodanche minor, on Ononis, was seen in a field of close herbage
nearer the actual Point. About half a mile north of the farthest
farm-house is the last low stone wall separating the enclosures.
Beyond this are no strand-plants on the pebbles. Saltings called
“Eighty Acres” extend from this low wall to the end of Steart Point.

Whatever vegetation there may be on the muddy Parrett side of
the Point, I saw on August 11th only fourteen plants of Salicornia
(S. ramosissima and S. europaea) on the whole of the north coast,
and in a very confined area. Nor did I see any Salicaria maritima
except on the Parrett bank a mile south of the village, where towards
Combwich it and Salicornia are frequent. The almost total absence
of Salicornia or of any planariform vegetation on the actual sea-
shore at Steart Point is remarkable, especially since of the island
shores are green with Salicornia. Elymus arenarius, recorded by
Collins from “Steart,” has not, I believe, been seen there since. It
is very rare on the Somerset coast, but is now well established in an
enclosure of sand on the coast at Burnham.

CONCLUSION—An examination of the facts concerning the flora
of Steart Island and that of the mainland is somewhat disappointing.
Apparently the Island does not produce, and has not for a hundred
years, a single species or variety which does not occur in greater or
less frequency on the seven miles of sandy seashore between the Brue
and Brean Down; and few species which have not also been observed
at Steart Point. At least four times as many Phanerogams occur on those seven miles of littoral, within 500 yards of the shore, as upon the Island. But that coast is particularly rich; several freshwater ditches come within that distance of the sea, and formerly there were good marshes on the dunes.

Insular floras are usually of extreme interest, partly because large islands surrounded by deep water, e.g. those of the Mediterranean, are often sanctuaries for plant types which have become extinct on the mainland. Steart Island is so small and so nearly connected by shallow water with the mainland, as well as being geologically recent, that it does not contain a single endemic species or variety in so far as even the county of Somerset is concerned. Nor do any of the islands of the Bristol Channel contain any such endemic plant not found on the mainland, unless the Steep Holm Peeny, not noticed till near the end of the 18th century, be regarded as indigenous—which is contrary to the usual belief. Allium Ampeloprasum, naturalized since 1688 on the Steep Holm, is an alien there and on the Flat Holm. The total number of Phanerogams and Vascular Cryptogams found on Steep Holm island has been put at about 150; but it must be remembered that this is a Carboniferous Limestone island 250 feet high, and part of it has long been cultivated, so that many weeds of cultivation have been introduced. Very few aliens have become established on Steart Island—e.g., neither Euphorbia bursaria nor the Patagonian E. odorata, both of which retain their hold on the Burnham sand-hills. The former was first recorded thence in 1834 by Dr. Gapper in the Bath and Bristol Mag. vol. iii. and the latter was gathered by T. Clark in 1859.

Coreopsis arenaria appears to be the most generally distributed plant on the sandy island of Steart and on the sandy littoral of Somerset both east and west of the Parrett. Where the low front dunes are subject to erosion, its long underground stems can sometimes be traced for 8 or 10 feet—occasionally quite exposed. Both there and further inland, where there is a gradual transition to "Dune Pasture," it is the chief agent in matting the sand together, for it extends much further landwards than Marram Grass, and is the dominant species of the Association of Dune Sward-forming plants. Trifolium junceum, Festuca rubra var. arenaria Blies, Euphorbia Paralias, Ononis horrida, Lotus corniculatus, Sedum acre, Erodium cicutarium, Arenaria serpyllifolia, A. peplus, Cerastium tetragonum, C. semidecandrum, Leontodon nudiculus, L. autumnale, Plantago Coronopus, Galium verum, and Salvia Kali are among the next most frequent plants common to the Island and sandy mainland. Of salt-marsh plants common to these areas the most abundant are Salicornia herbacea, S. ramosissima, Triglochin maritima, and Spergularia neglecta. Suaeda maritima, Plantago maritima, Spergularia salina, and Aster Tripolium are increasing locally. Glyceria maritima is abundant only on the muddy mainland at the mouth of the R. Brue and S.W. of Berrow Church, as far as this part of the coast is concerned.

Since my paper on "Changes in the Coast Vegetation at Berrow, Somerset," was published in the Journal of Ecology (May 1922), further great changes have been observed. The rapidly forming salt-marsh now extends on the south to within 25-30 yards of the sand-dunes proper. Hundreds of plants of Aster Tripolium are now visible, and scores of Spartina Townsendi, many quite small and of low stature are scattered over a large area, whereas in 1921 there were only three clumps. The deep and long channel then mapped by me as entering the Parrett mouth near the small Lighthouse has become almost entirely silted up. Important changes in the configuration of some of the exposed dunes have also been observed. The phenomenon tides on and about October 10, 1928, have probably caused fresh changes.

A RECESSION OF LOPEZIA.


The genus Lopezia (Onagraceae) is interesting on account of the pronounced median zygomorphy of its flowers, which have a single posterior stamen, an anterior petaloid staminode, and one or two glistening tram nectaries resembling drops of gum on each of the two posterior petals, the other two petals being unmodified (Eichler, Blühende Gramineen, ii. 457, f. 188 b). Pollination is effected in L. coronata and L. racemosa by means of an explosive mechanism. In the first stage the stamen is pressed against the staminode, the filament being in a state of upward, and the claw of the staminode in a state of downward, tension. The visiting insect—attracted, according to Delpino, by the tram nectaries—alights on the staminode, the lamina of which jerks downwards, while the stamen jerks upwards and scatters its pollen on the lower surface of the insect's body. The style, which at this stage is only about half as long as the stamen, elongates rapidly and acts as a new alighting-place. The true nectaries are situated at the base of the stamen and staminode (Knuth, Handb. Blütenthirol. i. 403; Engl. ed. ii. 447).

Lopezia appears to be confined to Mexico and Central America, its extreme range being from the State of Chihuahua in the north to the volcano of Chiriqui, Panama, in the south. H. Levelle described (Fedde Repert. iv. 226; 1907) a supposed new species from Brazil, based on Glaziou 14701, but this number is Diplasodon virgatus Pohl (Lythraceae) according to Glaziou's Liste (Bull. Soc. Bot. France, Mem. 3, 392; 1909).

The genus Lopezia is commonly cited from Cav. i. 12, t. 38 (1791), and the name L. racemosa Cav. (i.c.) is adopted for the type-species. But an excellent coloured plate of this species with enlarged figures of the flower was published five years earlier by Jacquin (i. Pl. Ram. t. 208) under the name Lopezia mexicana. The title-page of i. Pl. Ram. vol. ii. is dated 1758-93; and the letterpress relating to L. mexicana appears on p. 1, t. 203 being the third plate in the volume—hence we may assume that both text and plate appeared in 1780. Consequently, under International Rules (Art. 37),
L. mexicana takes precedence of L. racemosa, under the provision that plates accompanied with analyses are equivalent to a description. It is a moot point, however, whether a plate with analyses can be regarded as the equivalent of a generic description. Art. 38 states that a genus named "without being characterised conformably to Art. 37 cannot be regarded as effectively published." The question is whether the words "conformably to Art. 37" cover the second paragraph of that article or not. If not, the species Lopezia mexicana Jacq. (1786) is valid, although the genus Lopezia was not effectively published until 1791. Similarly, the species Philonoma hibbertioides Hilly, was effectively published in 1894 (Granddier, Madag., Bot. t. 265), although the genus was not validated by any sort of description until 1806 (Dubard et Dop in Rev. Gén. Bot. xx. 334). If, on the other hand, a plate with analyses is equivalent to a generic description, then the genus Lopezia should be cited as Lopezia [Cav. ex] Jacq. (1786) instead of Lopezia Cav. (1791). But if this interpretation of Art. 38 is correct, a botanical name-monger may secure effective publication of any number of new generic names, without giving diagnoses, simply by citing plates with analyses published before 1908. The text of the Rules obviously requires emendation.

The generic name was given by Cavanilles in honour of the Licentiate Thomas Lopez of Burgos, who lived in the reign of the Emperor Charles V. The type-species must have been in cultivation in the Botanic Garden, Madrid, for some years prior to 1791, when Cavanilles published his description and plate, for Jacquin states (Coll. v. 1) that he received seeds of it under the name Lopezia mexicana, and his plate was published in 1786 (Ic. Pl. Rar. t. 209). Jacquin's misidentification of L. mexicana (Coll. v. 1) was published until 1796, was apparently written in 1786 or earlier, as he cited "Jacq. Coll. vol. v." under L. mexicana in Ic. Pl. Rar. ii. 1, t. 203.

A revision of the species has long been required. Many of the older ones are very imperfectly known, and much valuable information as to their characters and affinities is obtainable only by a prolonged search in the scattered literature of the genus. The most important recent contribution to our knowledge is a paper by Rose in Contr. U.S. Nat. Herb. xii. 298-301. He devoted a large amount of time to "a review of the names of 38 species of Lopezia," but unfortunately did not publish his conclusions, confining himself to describing nine new species, all from Mexico. No adequate revision of the genus can be written until a thorough recension of the known species and especially the older ones has been accomplished. For the present it is convenient to group the species in two series according to the number of tubercles on the posterior petal:

Ser. I. UNIBERULATE: mexicana, hierunt, coronata, axillaris, cordata, minuta, oppositifolia, minima, lineata, hamatoles, albiflora, gracilis, angustifolia, foliosa, elegans, glandulosa, purpurea, Pringlei, Smittii, corymbosa.

Ser. II. BITUBERULATE: minuta, pubescens, trichota, paniculata, cornuta, ovacana, Palmeri, stricta, violacea, tepicana, paniciflora.

The number of tubercles is not known in L. punicea Bonpl., L. integrifolia DC., and L. conjugens [sic] Brandgei. In the following synopses the species are arranged in chronological sequence, an index to the trivial names being given at the end.

I. L. MEXICANA Jacq. Ic. Pl. Rar. i. 1, t. 203 (1786); Wildl. Sp. Pl. i. 18 (1798); var. β; Vahl Enum. i. 3 (1805); Roem. et Schult. Syst. i. 32 (1817); Link Enum. 6 (1821); Schult. Mant. i. 49 (1822); Sprengli Syst. i. 16 (1825); Schlecht. in Linnaeus, xili. 273 (1838); Loes in Bull. Herb. Boiss. ser. 1, i. 534 (1894).—L. racemosa Cav. Ic. i. 12, t. 18 (1791); Curtis Bot. Mag. t. 254 (1814); Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 2, i. 10 (1810); Schult. in Nov. Act. Nat. Cur. 90 (1818); J. E. Smith in Rees Cyclop. xxii. sp. 2 (1819); Mordant de Launay Herb. Gén. Amat. iv. t. 275 (1820); Drapiez Herb. Amat. vili. t. 578; DC. Prodr. iii. 62 (1828); G. Don Gen. Syst. ii. 698 (1822); Zuccarini in Abb. Acad. Muench. ii. 342 (1837); Burnett Pl. Util. iv. t. 119 a (1850).—Pistaria autonemorosa Bonato, Psaura, p. vii. t. 1 (1783).—Ehrenbergus libraous Mocinio & Sessé ex Ramírez in An. Inst. Nat. Mex. xi. 2, p. 88 (1903).


Vernacular name "Parrilla" (Loes. l. c.).

"The first seeds that arrived in this country [England] were sent in a letter from Madrid in 1791 by the Abbé Cavanilles to the writer of the present article, and produced plants at Kew and Chelsea the following year, which bloomed abundantly in the autumn and were much admired" (J. E. Smith, l. c.). There are specimens in Herb. Mus. Brit. from Hort. Chelsea 1796 and Hort. Rew. 1797. There is also a sheet endorsed by Lambert "Mexico. Herb. Pavón" with a ticket: "Lopezia racemosa Gen. n. de Mexico." Pavón himself was never in Mexico, and it is conjectured that the Mexican plants in his herbarium formed part of the collections of Mocino and Sessé: see Hemslay, Bot. Biol. Centr.-Amer. iv. 120. The plants from Pavón in Herb. Mus. Brit. were purchased at Lambert's sale in 1842. Ramirez (op. cit. 68) quotes a document, dated 28 June 1814, from which it appears that certain manuscripts and herbarium specimens relating to the Expedición Botánica de México, left behind by Mocino when he fled from Spain, were handed over to Ruiz and Pavón.

The species figured by Bonpland (Doser. Pl. Rar. Malm. 65, t. 25; 1813) as L. racemosa is represented as having two tubercles on the claw of a posterior petal, whereas L. mexicana has only one.
2. L. hirsuta Jacq. Obs. v. 5, t. 15, f. 4 (1796); Vahl. l. c.; Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 2, i. 10 (1810); J. S. Kerney Gen. Pl. Scl. Spec. t. 2 (1811) [not seen]; Roem. et Schult. op. cit. 34; Schrank l. c.; J. E. Smith op. cit. sp. 1; Link l. c.; Spreng. l. c.; DC. l. c.; G. Don op. cit. 659; Zuccarini op. cit. 341; Schlecht. l. c.; Rev. Hort. 1877, 100, cum tab. col.; Gleason in Addisonia, vii. 35, t. 242 (1922).—L. mexicana var. β hirsuta Willd. Sp. Pl. l. 18 (1798).


Jacquin’s description and figure of L. hirsuta are very inadequate. He merely stated that it agreed with L. mexicana but for the terete and long-hirsute stem and branches, more villous leaves, and the staminode being of the same colour as the petals. As in L. mexicana, the posterior petals are unibaccate (cf. Schrank, op. cit. 92, differential characters of L. fruticosa; J. E. Smith, l. c., generic description).

According to Schlechtendal (l. c.) L. hirsuta was the only Lopezia seen by Schiede near Jalapa. Material belonging to various species has been referred to L. hirsuta. In the absence of any evidence to the contrary, we have accepted Schlechtendal’s identification of the Jalapa species. Loesener has recorded L. hirsuta as collected by Selser in San Luis Potosi—we suspect, however, that Selser’s specimens may be conspecific with Schaffner 640 from the same State. This was originally distributed as L. hirsuta and was subsequently referred to L. punilla (S. Wats. in Proc. Am. Acad. xvii. 557), but appears to be not.


Mexico. Stated to have been introduced into cultivation in England in 1805 by Messrs. Lee and Kennedy (Ait. l. c.). It is not known from what part of Mexico it came, and it has been seen none but cultivated specimens. L. corona is closely allied to L. mexicana, from which it differs in the darker green colour of the stem and leaves, narrower and more coriaceous toothed leaves, long unbranched inflorescences with falcate bracts, longer pedicels, and large capsules. The posterior petals are unibaccate.

The plant figured in Rev. Hort. 1909, n.s. v. 216, 217, as L. corona is certainly not that species. It may be L. mexicana, judging from the relatively broad leaves, which are described as obscurely toothed, the short branched inflorescence, and the small bracts.

4. L. axillaris [Thumb. ex] Schweigger in Königsberger Archiv, i. 236 (1811); and Enum. Hort. Regni Mont. 44, adnot. 20 (1812); Schrank, op. cit. 91.

Reduced to L. corona Andr. in Roem. et Schult. l. c. and DC. l. c.—probably correctly. We have seen no material. Schweigger stated that he had received the species under the name L. axillaris from Thunberg, and as L. corona from England. His original description fits corona, but the statement (Enum. Hort. Regni Mont. 44, adnot. 26) that the capsule is pyriform in mexicana and globose in axillaris is puzzling. The capsule of corona is, if anything, more Pyriform than that of mexicana, but the shape seems to vary in both species.


Mexico. According to Lagasca, l. c., L. miniata was raised in the Botanic Garden, Madrid, from seeds sent from Mexico by Sessé in 1804. Loesener (l. c.) has referred specimens collected by Selser near Cuernavaca, Morelos, to L. miniata. The posterior petals are bituberculate (Zuccarini op. cit. 93; J. F. Jacq. l. c.), in which respect L. miniata differs from all the previously described species. We have so far found no published material only. The type-specimen of L. frutescens Roem. et Schult. is in Herb. Mus. Brit.


Mexico. Guanajuato: on hills at 6000–7740 ft. between Guanajuato and Santa Rosa, Humboldt and Bonpland.

A doubtful species. According to S. Watson (op. cit. xvii. 337) small specimens collected at Guanajuato by Douglas agree with the original description. These we have not seen. It is questionable whether Schaffner 640 from San Luis Potosi, and Palmer 487 from Guadalupe, Jalisco, which were referred more or less doubtfully by Watson (l. c.) to L. punilla, really belong to this species.


Reduced to L. mexicana in Schultes l. c. and Sprengel l. c., but kept apart by De Candolle.


Reduced to L. corona ("vide Lagasca in litt.") in Schultes, Mant. i. 49 (1822), and DC. l. c. Sprengel (l. c.), on the other hand, cited it under L. mexicana.

9. L. oppositifolia Lagasca Gen. et Sp. Nov. 1 (1816); Schrank op. cit. 91; DC. l. c.; G. Don op. cit. 699.—L. annua Cerv. ex Lagasca l. c.; Hort. ex DC. l. c.
L. trichota is a very distinct species, possessing several unusual characters. The ovary is densely glandular-pilose, all the petals are ligulate and villous, and the posterior are larger than the anterior. The former are bituberculate, the tubercles being unequal in size. The midrib of the staminode is produced into the sinus as a thick apiculus 0·3 mm. long.

Schleichendal described the stamen of *L. trichota* as pilose, but all the specimens above cited have glabrous stamens. S. Watson was the first to indicate this discrepancy.

17. *L. macrophylla* Benth. Pl. Hartzog. 53 (1841); Fl. des Serres vii. 177, t. 709 (1851–52); Journ. Hort. Soc. vii. 278 (1852); Bot. Mag. t. 4724 (1858); Hemsl. op. cit. 465; Donn. Smith Enum. iii. 35 (1893) = *Jehilla macrophylla* Rose, l. c. f. 39.


Mexico. Described from a plant raised from Mexican seeds in the Botanic Garden, Leipzig.

Evidently closely allied to *L. mexicana*, from which Kunze distinguished it, *inter alia*, by the glandular-pilose pedicels and the white staminode, which, as a matter of fact, are also characters of *L. mexicana*. There is an authenticated specimen of *L. hematoxylon* in Herb. Mus. Brit.


Presumably a misprint for *L. macrophylla* Benth. We have not seen the periodical cited above, which was a precursor of Gartenflora (Bolton, Cat. Sc. Period. 517).


A doubtful species, described from a plant cultivated in the Botanic Garden, Halle. *L. albiflora* Donn. Smith, Enum. i. 14 (1889), differs notably in the shorter pediotes, long-hirsute ascending pedicels, and densely stose sepals, and is described below as a new species, *L. corimbosa* (44).


Panama. Veragua: Volcano of Chiriqui; Boquete, fl. and fr., Febr.—March, Seeann 1225.

We find that the posterior petals are bituberculate. This character was not noted by Seeann.


25. *L. inflata* Hemsl. Diagn. 16 (1878); Biol. i. 464, t. 30 (1880) = *Pseudolepeza inflata* Rose l. c.


Remarkable for its horned capsules. We have examined a flower of Palmer 367, and find that the posterior petals are bituberculate. This was not mentioned by S. Watson.
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27. L. gracilis S. Wats. in Proc. Am. Acad. xxi. 429 (1886).


The posterior petals are ovate-oblong and unituberculate, the tuberole being flattened and inconspicuous in a dried state.


MEXICO. Vera Cruz: moist banks in the Barranca de Temampa near Zacapan, Purpus 2303 (Mus. Brit.).

The posterior petals are unituberculate with setulous claws, characters not given by Brandegee.

32. L. elegans Rose op. cit. 298, f. 40.

33. L. GLANDULOSA Rose l. c. f. 41.

34. L. OAXACA Rose op. cit. 299, f. 42.


36. L. SPATHIFLORA Rose l. c. f. 43.


38. L. PARVULA Rose l. c. 300, f. 44.


40. L. PRINGLEI Rose l. c. f. 45.


42. L. SMITHI Rose l. c. f. 46.


44. L. TIUCITA Rose l. c. 301, f. 47.

45. MEXICO. Jalisco: Sierra Madre west of Bolaños, fl. Sept., Rose 2979.

46. L. VIOLEAE Rose l. c. f. 48.

47. MEXICO. Morelos: Sierra de Teoponlan, 7890 ft., Pringle 8858.


MEXICO. Sinaloa: near Cofradia, Brandegee.

Brandegee remarks that “this species is intermediate between Lopexa proper and L. cravenata, which has been included by Dr. Rose in his genus Pelozia.” We have not seen any specimens. It is

doubtful whether Brandegee intended to name the species “conjugans” or “conjungans,” hence we have retained the original spelling.


MEXICO. Tepic, Sinclair (Hb. Kew.).

More detailed descriptions of this species and the next will be given in L. A. M. Riley’s “Contributions to the Flora of Sinaloa, which is in course of publication in the Kew Bulletin.


MEXICO. Western Sierra Madre, Seemann 2169 parnita (Hb. Kew.).

Seemann’s No. 2169, which he identified as Lopexa racemosa, comprises two species, L. paeziflora and Pelozia racemata Rose. Many of Seemann’s Mexican plants are labelled merely “Sierra Madre,” and may have been collected either in Sinaloa, Durango, or Tepic. For an account of Seemann’s itineraries in Sinaloa, see Kew Bull. 1923, 103.

44. L. corymbosa, sp. nov. Caulis erectus, ultra 40 cm. longus, inferne subteres, ceterum tetragonos, grosse hispatus, rubidus, circiter 3 mm. diametro 30 cm. infra apiis; rami ascendentes, inferiores usque ad 15 cm. longi, dense hispati, in corymbo desinente. Folia lanceolata, acuta acuminata, basi cuneata, 2–3 cm. longa, 0.7–1 cm. lata, manifeste denticulata, utrinque praeque subtus dense subpilosa; petiolis 3–5 mm. longis, hispati; folio ramorum pro rata minoribus.—Corymbi 8–10–florati, 3–3.5 cm. longi; bracteis foliaceis, inferiores usque ad 1.5 cm. longi, reliquis sursum sensim minores; pedicellis 1–1.5 cm. longi, longe hispati, sub fructu ascendentibus. Aliabas arborea. Flores violacei (Galetti). Sepala 5 mm. longa, extra praeque superne dense setosa. Petala anteriores unguibus linearibus 3 mm. longis; petala posterioria unituberculata, usque setulosa 1 mm. longa, lamina spatulata-linearis 2.5 mm. longae superne 0.5 mm. lata. Anthera 1–7 mm. longa. Staminodium usque (status amplissimo) 1–8 mm. longo basi 12 mm. lato sursum
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- albiflora 21.
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- conjunctis 41.
- cordata 7.
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- fruticosa 5.
- Galeottii 29.
- glandulosa 33.
- Glauca 30.
- gracilis 27.
- grandiflora 14.
- hematoxylon 19.
- hirsuta 2.
- hispida 18.
- integra 25.
- integrafolia 13.
- lineata 15.
- longiflora 24.
- macrantha 20.
- macrophylla 18.
- mexicana 3.
- minata 5.
- minima 10.
- minuta 8.
- oaxacana 34.
- oppositifolia 9.
- Palmeri 35.
- paniculata 23.
- Parvula 36.
- pauciflora 48.
- Pringlei 37.
- pubescens 12.
- punica 6.
- racemosa 1.
- Smithii 38.
- stricta 30.
- tepicosa 42.
- thymifolia 11.
- trichona 16.
- trichotoma 18.
- violacea 40.

Mycetozoa from North India.

By G. Lister, F.L.S.

An interesting collection of Mycetozoa from North India was obtained by the Department of Botany, British Museum, in the spring of 1921 from Mrs. J. Drake. The specimens were gathered by her between the years 1912 and 1919 in four different districts, two in low-lying places and two on the hills, viz.: from Serampore, near Calcutta, and Bir Tal, United Provinces, both in the lowlands of the Ganges Valley; from Kotgarh, N.E. of Simla in the Sutlej Valley, over 1000 ft. altitude, and from Tidhar in the high land near Darjeeling, Sikkim. Many of the species are inconspicuous, and show that the collector had a trained eye and a skilled hand. The leaves and wood on which the specimens occur are fastened with thread to the floor of pasticboard boxes, a method which enables them to be rearranged more easily than if they had been glued down. The good condition of the collection bears witness to the care that has been taken in preserving and packing these fragile objects.

Comparatively few Mycetozoa seem to have been collected previously in North India, and the present series is especially valuable in extending our knowledge of the distribution of many species. Five of the thirty-seven species in Mrs. Drake’s collection are new to Asia; five had not been recorded nearer to North India than from Japan, and twenty-three had not been found nearer than Ceylon and Malaya. One of the forms possesses such unusual features as to entitle it to receive a new varietal name.

The following is a list of the species found—

**Baldwiniella versicolor Lister.** On bark, Bhim Tal, Sept. 1910. Clusters of small pinkish-brown sporangia with characteristic clustered spores. A rare species, or perhaps one that is often overlooked; recorded from Cornwall, Aberdeenshire, Germany, Switzerland, Ottawa, and Colorado.

**Physarum melleum** (Berk. & Br.) Mass. On dead leaves, Serampore, Sept. 1918. A line colony of many hundreds of white-stalked orange sporangia, from which most of the spores have fallen. An abundant species in the tropics. Mrs. Drake writes that she found the species “under a Kadam tree” (Anogeissus Ca-
damba Benth. & Hook., Fam. Rubiaceae, a plant bearing heads of fragrant orange flowers), “when they [the sporangia] looked like the flowers of the tree in miniature, and reminded me of the exclamation of an aged hill-man when he saw some Mycetozoa, ‘Oh! the children of the flowers!’”

**P. luteo-album Lister.** On wood, Kotgarh, Oct. 1912. Over a hundred dark orange sporangia on stout white stalks, which are often in pairs and are arranged in rows. The pale yellow columnella are not smooth and subglobose as usual, but are irregularly lobed and show a tendency to break up into large lime-knots. Recorded before from S.W. England, Holstein, North Italy, and Colorado.

**P. nuclatum Rex.** On dead wood, Serampore, 1919. A small group of iridescent grey sporangia; the line in the capillitium is in the form of crystalline nodules. Abundant in the tropics; recorded also from Cornwall, Roumania, South Africa, and the United States.

**P. viride** (Bull.) Pers. var. hinnuleum, n. var. On much decayed wood, Tidhar in, Oct. 1915. A large colony of lenticular nodding sporangia; they differ from the typical yellow form in being pale fawn-coloured or reddish brown, and having the fusiform line-knots of the same colour; the stalks, instead of being dull brown below from enclosed refuse-matter, are ochreaceous-yellow and are distended with calcaceous deposits except at the slender apex; the base of the stalk is often constricted. Typical yellow sporangia have been found with deposits of lime in the stalks, but this is a rare occurrence; while in the present specimens lime-deposits are present in every stalk. Such a striking variety seems to require a Journal of Botany.—Vol. 62. January, 1924.
a distinguishing name; I propose that of *himnuleum* in reference to the fawn-coloured sporangia; var. *himnuleum* may be described as follows—sporangia and lime-knots fawn-coloured; stalks buff, enclosing calcareous deposits.

**P. auriscalpium** Cooke. On dead wood, Serampore, 1919. The broken remains of pale yellow (possibly bleached) sporangia with yellowish-brown bases and short dark stalks. Recorded from Scotland, France, Germany, Switzerland, Portugal, the Cape, Malay, the United States.

**P. renecum** R. E. Fries. On the dead pinnae of a small fern, Serampore, Sept. 1918. The few small scattered brown or iridescent sporangia form inconspicuous objects on the curled fern-pinnae. This rare species had been recorded only from the West Indies and South America.


**Leocarpus fragilis** (Dicks.) Rost. On dead wood, Kotgarh, Oct. 1913. This species is abundant in temperate regions and rare in the tropics. The nearest locality to the present one that it has been found in is the high plateau of East Tibet.

**Diderma effusum** (Schwein.) Morgan, and **D. hemisphericum** (Bull.) Harm. In great abundance on dead leaves at Serampore, Sept. 1918.acked together in several large boxes. The two species are nearly allied and resemble each other, but the discoid sporangia of *D. hemisphericum* are flatter, and have usually short white stalks.

**D. radiatum** (L.) Morgan. On dead wood, Bim Tal, Oct. 1911, and Kotgarh, Oct. 1912. The few motiled red-brown sporangia have short yellowish-brown slender stalks and pale subglabrous or glaveul culeuella; the capillitium threads are slender and nearly colourless, the spores are dark, 10 to 12 μ diameter. This variable species is fairly common in temperate regions; in Asia the only previous record has been from Japan.

**Diachea leucopoda** (Bull.) Rost. A very large colony on dead ferns, leaves, and twigs, found at Serampore, August 1918; a widely distributed species in both temperate and tropical lands.

**Didymium anellus** Morgan. On dead leaves, Serampore, Sept. 1918. A group of typical slender curved or ring-shaped plasmodiocytes; recorded previously from England, Ohio, Colorado, and Ceylon.

**D. clavatum** (Alb. & Schw.) Rabenh., **D. squamulosum** (Alb. & Schw.) Fries, and **D. nigripes** Fries var. *xanthopus* were found together on much decayed leaves; they are all abundant and widely distributed species.


**S. herbarica** Peck. A large growth scattered in tufts over dead leaves and twigs, Serampore, Sept. 1914. Widely distributed.

**Comatricha fulcimella** (Bab.) Rost. Many small sporangia scattered over dead leaves, Serampore, Sept. 1914. This typical form is abundant in Europe, and has been found in Japan and near Singapore; in the tropics it is usually represented by the more cylindrical var. *gracilis* Lister.
Margarita metallica (Berk. & Br.) Lister. On dead wood, Kotgarh, Oct. 1912. Two groups of shining golden-bronze almost confluent sporangia, with scanty and very fragile capillitium which has probably become brittle with age. Young sporangia are pearly grey or pinkish grey, but this colour fades in time to an ochreous shade. A widely distributed species in temperate regions; recorded also from Malaya.

Although many of the Mycetozoa have a wide range of distribution, certain species and even genera are found to be characteristic of temperate, warm, or cold climates. This is borne out in the present collection; Mrs. Drake’s gatherings from the heights of Kotgarh belong to species usually occurring in a more northerly latitude, while those from Sarampore are either widely distributed species or have been found more frequently in the tropics.

Since writing these notes, a letter has been received from Mrs. Drake from the Mission College, Sarampore, Calcutta. She tells how her interest in Mycetozoa was first aroused fourteen years ago by finding a tuft of Stevoniis sporangia at Landour, N.W. Himalaya; these were pronounced to be “probably a fungus” by a botanical friend. On returning home on furlough interest in the strange objects was revived by her little daughter finding “egg-cups” of Oxalidaceae under a hedge. An article in The Country-side described what the egg-cups were; a visit to see the exhibits at the British Museum (Nat. Hist.) and a study of the Guide to British Mycetozoa published by the Museum gave the impetus to make this valuable collection in fields which had hardly been searched before and have proved to be prolific in those minute and beautiful organisms.

MERISTIC FLORAL VARIATION IN GALIACE.—II.

By L. A. M. Riley, B.A.

A paper by the writer on Meristic Floral Variation in Galiace was published in this Journal for 1922 (p. 385-382), in which were given statistics for seven species of Galiace and three of Asperula. Since then there has been opportunity to examine several other members of the group, viz.: one additional Galium and one Asperula, two species of Rubia, and the monotypic genera Phuopsis and Sherardia. The figures for these are given on p. 21.

Of the sixteen species examined, eleven exhibit a meristic range of three numbers only, nine a range of four numbers, and only two species exhibit a range of five numbers. As might be expected, the least meristic variation was found in the monotypic genera Phuopsis (0-7-0, pentameres) and Sherardia (99-8-10-0, hexameres), but according to Penzig (Pflanzenfarbenlehre, ed. 2, 11. 142) Sherardia has very frequently trimerous, pentameres, and hexameres, flowers, so that some strains are evidently much more variable than others. In this connection Mr. Sprague informs me that Veronica persica seems to exhibit considerably less meristic variation, in Surrey, Middlesex, and Hertfordshire than was observed in Somerset (see Journ. Bot. 1872, 31). Penzig also describes Galium Apurina, G. Mollugo, and G. verum as 3-6-numerus; I have myself observed no 0-numerus flowers in these species.

The results obtained demonstrate the existence of a much greater amount of meristic variation in Galiace than is indicated in Flora; it is hardly accurate, for example, to describe Rubia tinctorum as pentameres when 18% of the flowers may be tetrameres and 4% hexameres.

A comparison of the figures of the heteromeric tribe Galiace with corresponding figures for homomeric families such as Compositae or Umbelliferae should prove interesting. As has been previously indicated (op. cit. 383), less meristic variation may be expected in homomeric groups.

The material of Phuopsis stylosa and Rubia tinctorum was obtained from plants cultivated in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, the former in June 1923, the latter in August; the material of Asperula odorata was collected at Oldham, Hants, in May, that of Galium Cruciatum at Chelmsford in June, of Sherardia aspera at Colchester in July 1928, and of Rubia peregrina at Colwell Bay, Isle of Wight, in August 1922. It should be added that a thousand flowers of each species were examined.

HIREA QUAPARA.

By T. A. Sprague, B.SC., F.L.S.

In 1775 Anblet (Hist. i. 304, t. 186) described one of six new Malpighiaceae from French Guiana as Banisteria guapara—at that time all shiny-fruited Malpighiads were referred to Malpighia and all dry-fruited ones to Banisteria. Adrien de Jussieu transferred it to Hiresia in 1840, and replaced the specific name guapara by mallotis in doubtless on the ground that guapara was a "barbarous
CULTIGENS AND CULTIVARS (see L. H. Bailey in Science, n.s. xlvii. 306; Genus Herbarum, fass. 3, 113; fasc. 4, 150, footnote).

"Cultigen is a plant, group, or series known only in cultivation and presumably originating under domestication; it has no nativity; used in contrast with indigen." "The cultigen is a species, or its equivalent, that has appeared under domestication—the plant is cultiginous." "Cultivar [is] a botanical variety, or a race subordinate to species, that has originated and persisted under cultivation. It is essentially the equivalent of the botanical variety except in respect to its origin." Bailey cites Zem Mys as a good example of a cultigen—we know neither its country nor its origin. He considers that even when the parent indigen is known, many of these cultigens have their own entity and by every taxonomic right should be separately recognized, and he accordingly denotes them by binary combinations. Among numerous new cultigens proposed by him are Vitis labrusca for the Labruscan Vineyard Grapes, Begonia Rex-cultorum for the cultivated derivatives of B. Rex, and Rubus loganobaccus for the Loganberry. The usual cultivated "flowering" Canna of the present time becomes Canna generalis, and the orchid-flowered ones are named C. orchidoides. Among new cultivars may be mentioned Tulipa Generanica var. Durioina for the Darwin Tulips and Lathyrus odoratus var. nanellus for the dwarf Sweet Pea, as represented particularly in the variety Cupid. On the whole, the adoption of definite specific and varietal combinations for plants which have originated in cultivation may be welcomed. So long as such plants are known merely by vernacular or fancy names, they are apt to remain virtually undescribed. Bailey's promised Manual of Cultivated Plants should form an important contribution to our knowledge of the subject.

The application of the term cultigen calls for criticism. From its derivation it should mean any group arising in cultivation, and the Latin form should be cultigena corresponding with indigena. But Bailey uses cultigen to denote a group of specific rank, and gives cultigen as the Latin equivalent. Surely it would have been better to employ cultigen (cultigena) in the general sense of "a group which has arisen in cultivation," and to distinguish cultispecies, cultivars, and cultiforms as subordinate categories. Bailey (Gen. Herb. 8, 127) adopts "new transfer" (translatio nova) for what is generally known as "new combination," and "new status" (status novus) to indicate a change in rank.—T. A. Sprague.

THE TYPE-SPECIES OF BIGNONIA (see Journ. Bot. 1922, 236, 368; 1923, 191). Dr. N. L. Britton (Addisonia, viii. 29, t. 276; Sept. 1923) gives an account of Campsis radicans Scop. under the synonym Bignonia radicans L. He has apparently overlooked the articles cited above, in which it was demonstrated that the type-species of Bignonia L is B. capreolata L. His statement that Bignonia Tourn, was first published in 1719 is due to misappropriation; he has evidently referred to the third edition of Tournefort's
Institutions, whereas the name Bignonias was first published in 1694 in the first edition of that work, which was entitled Elémens de Botanique. The first description of Campsis radicans was not by Cornuti (1685) but by Ferrari (1693). Cornuti named the species Gelsemium cedracaem Indicum, not G. hederacea: early authors frequently used the spellings Edera and cedracaem (see Fl. Hist. Nat. ed. Harduin. iii. 1008).—T. A. Sprague.

Brya or Aldina. The well-known genus Brya (Leguminosae) comprises three species: B. Ebenus (L.) DC., the West Indian Ebony (Jamaica and Cuba), B. bullulina (Marr.) Urb. (Hispaniola), and B. niobrunensis Oerst. (Nicaragua). The name Brya is adopted by Parocci and Rendle (Fl. Jam. iv. 25; 1920) and by Urb (Symb. Antill. viii. 258; 1920). The fact that under International Rules Brya DC. (1825) is a synonym of Aldina Adams. (1768) seems to have been overlooked. Aldina Adams. Fam. ii. 325 is based on Brya P. Browne, Hist. Jam. t. 31 fig. 2. It is valid under International Rules because it is accompanied by a diagnosis, and under the Type basis Code because it is associated by citation with the binary specific name, Asplathus Ebenus L. (Sp. Pl. ed. 2, 1001; 1763), which is also based on Brya P. Browne. The only way of removing the name Brya under International Rules would be to make it a nonum conservatum. But is this desirable? The list already includes 458 names of Phanerogamic genera. Is it to be extended indefinitely? "We fail to see what gain can result from the adoption of the Harms list, if it is to be regarded as capable of indefinite extension in the future" (Britten in Journ. Bot. 1907, 26). Obviously such names as Combretum should be conserved (see Journ. Bot. 1923, 115). But is it worth while suspending the operation of the Rules in the case of a genus of only three species, even though one of them is of economic importance? Brya has stronger claims than some of the Vienna nomina conservata, but there is a general feeling that many of the latter were conserved on insufficient grounds. It has seemed desirable to draw attention to the case of Brya and Aldina, as many similar instances will doubtless come to light when all Adanson's genera have been subjected to scrutiny. Until the question of the conservation of Brya has been decided by the next International Congress, the proposal of new combinations under Aldina is to be deprecated.—T. A. Sprague.

REVIEW.

Flora der Schweiz. 1 Teil: Exkursionsflora. Vierte, stark vermehrte Auflage von Prof. Dr. Hans Schinz unter Mitwirkung von Prof. Dr. Albert Theilsson. Zurich: Albert Ranstein, 1928, pp. 792, 135 fig. in text. 8 frames.

The fourth edition of this excellent work has been brought up to date with considerable addition and correction. Its aim is to meet the needs both of schools and of persons studying alone, and to provide the means of grasping the natural relationships of the endemic flora. For this reason the keys are not of the Grelin type, but indicate the whole of the most noteworthy characters of each group, whether family, division of genus, etc., so that the student shall obtain a true conception of the groups and their classification and subdivision, and not merely a knowledge of "spot characters." The characteristics given in the diagnoses have been well tested in the field and the necessary corrections so brought to light have been made and ambiguities of expression removed. A list of 72 helpers is given; it seems an astonishing thing that professional botanists in this country study everything but their own flora and cannot provide anything approaching such a piece of work.

Numerous abbreviations are used; without them it would be impossible to cram in such a great amount of information. There is a good glossary of these abbreviations and of technical terms, while a few text-figures are given where they are useful; the latter are quite well done, simple, and clear. Of Gymnadenia coccinea we read (p. 165) "L. (under strong lens) papillose above." Such notes seem likely to be of help in avoiding misinterpretation.

It is a pity that there is as yet no classification of the categories of variation which would enable groups to be of the same value throughout. Species, subspecies, varieties, etc., admittedly are used differently by different students, but as a rule it is not so much a question of the facts of the case as of the size each person likes to have his "species," etc. To me it seems immaterial whether we call the completely separated groups "species" and the local races with some transition forms "subspecies," or whether we call the latter "species if they have some definite distribution, so long as we could all agree to use each term consistently as indicating a definite type of variation. But to leave all the terms undefined is to leave them meaningless. Here Rubus has 64 species (81 pages), Rosa 21 (40 pp.); Hieracium 34 (10 pp.); the remaining genera being indicated without description as, e.g., "H. rubriflorum Zahn=auritatum Hoppeanum"), while Euphorbia (proper) has 18 species. In Oenothera the series O. helticum is named O. tauricum Wild, with O. stellulatum W. & K. as a synonym, and both of these names belong to species absolutely distinct from any Swiss plant. This happens partly because there is no correlation between the group name and the recognised degree of distinctness between the forms. In this case the authors have followed Braun Blanquet, who clearly had insufficient knowledge of O. tauricum and O. stellulatum, which do not in any way show transitions to O. helticum. Nor will British botanists agree that there is the same relation between Sparmannia erecta subsp. neglecta and polygonum (i.e., "ramosum"), which do not offer transitions, and S. simplex type and subsp. foliosa, which has nothing but distinctions in leaf to distinguish it. But in general it seems that a considerable degree of uniformity has been obtained. Varieties are not given in this volume; they are reserved for Part II, in which the critical forms are to be fully dealt with.

The following notes on botanical matters may interest British...
botanists. Engler's system is followed: it is scarcely necessary to point out that the genera adopted by British botanists are in many cases due to the absence of a really modern flora. It is unfortunate that the conditions under which Babington's Manual was reprinted prevented any revision of the limits of genera. The work under notice uses such genera as Dryopteris, Echinochloa (Alium vaun-
culoides, etc.), Atroplia (Sclerocleptis pars), Vulpia Trichophorum (including Eriophorum alpinum and Scirpus compressus), Hol- schnerum, Schenoplectus (Scirpus pars), Spiridela (Lemma poly-
rhiza), Isoetes, Loropetalum (Orchis hircina), etc.: most of these
names, unfamiliar to British botanists, will figure in any really new
British handbook. The species in general are of the size known
to British students, with few exceptions, such as the Sparganium men-
tioned above. Rumex sanguineus L. is made synonymous with
R. nemorosus Schroeder, which it is not. Polygonum aviculare
remains, without note of Lindman's work on the group, Arenaria
leptocladus is treated as a subsp. of A. serpyllifolium, which seems
unnecessary to the reduction, and A. gutiius as a subsp. of A. citata.
Sparganium atheniens, which should be named S. campestris,
made a subsp. of S. rubra: this genus requires a modern monograph.
The name Delphinium Ajacis is used in the usual sense, but Linnaeus's
plants, and references all indicate D. orientale, while D. Ajacis auct.
formed part of D. Consolida L. I know no name which can serve for
D. Ajacis Gay non Linn., and therefore give it the name D. Gay
(nom. nov.), as I have for long sought a correct name for the
species. D. orientale Gay becomes D. Ajacis Linn. (non auct.):: a most unfortunate change which will cause trouble but
cannot be avoided, as the evidence is unshakable. Ranunculus reptans
L. now a subsp. of R. Flammula: it certainly has no characters
but its habit, yet it seems to be quite a distinct plant with a definite
distribution. Ranunculus Alse is made a subsp. of R. bulbosus, and
R. Stevani the only subsp. of R. ncr. The only Batracian Ranunculi
are fluitans, cicerinatis, dolomius, aquatilis (= petaloum), Bandiditii
which should be obtusiflorus (Gray) Moss), fuscullus (= trichop-
nythus Chaix), and hederaceus. The name Adonis avena is cited
as of L. em. Hudson in spite of arguments which have shown that it
should be L. em. Mill. The authors' minds do not seem quite open
to reason in matters of nomenclature. Popaver Lecouii is made a
subsp. of P. dubium, which again seems a very unnecessary reduction
in view of the complete distinctness of the plants. Thluppu ilexter-
est is placed as a subsp. of T. alpestre, while T. irivus is kept distinct:
this is not sound if the plants are the same as the British, which I
much doubt. Barborra arcuata is rightly abolished. Barborra Eryphi-
na (Schleeber), i.e. A. arcuata Shurtleffworth, is not in evidence, but may be the subsp. sensiffolia
Gaud. of A. hirsuta: in any case the Swiss plant is the original
(3ilatd and the Irish requires a new name, A. hibernica mihi, nom.
nov. = A. ciliata R. Br. quoad plant, hibern., et auct. angl. Alche-
missula vulgaris L. has subsp. pratensis and alpestre: these forms
have such remarkable constancy in characters and habitats that they
have the nature of true species, although the differences are minute.
It is a mistake to think that species should be of the same size.
Genera and families are large and small, so are species. It is the
relation between the variation and distribution which should determine
the rank, and not the degree to which the differentiation is obvious. If
these were realised it might be possible to obtain more agreement as to
the rank of forms. The name Trifolium procumbens L. is still used
for T. campestris, although Linnaeus almost entirely intended T. dubium,
ot understanding that there was a species between his T. ageratum
and T. procumbens, and thus falling into error in his herbarium.
Lotus tetus is placed as a subsp. of L. cornutissimus. Geranium
purpureum Vill. (emend.) is placed as a subsp. of G. Robertianum,
which again seems absolutely without justification. Lianum augu-
sitifolium is placed as a subsp. of L. unifolium, presumably because
the cultivated plant is supposed to have arisen from this species, but
suppositions do not justify such a procedure. All the Callitriches
but C. hermopolea (G. australis) are placed as subseries of C.
palustris. Viola ravenii and V. Kitsbahlana are made subsp. of
V. tricolor. Epilobiun Lamy is placed under E. tetrac Sturm. Apium repens is kept distinct from A. nodiflorum, as is Galeopsis
bifida from G. Tetrahit. Hybrid Mentha are described, although
hybrid Salices are not. Numerous species of Alectorolopus are
retained: these should be subsp. to be in conformity with
Alchemilla, Callitriche, &c. Galium spurium is placed as subsp.
of G. aparine, as is G. erectum of G. Mollugo. Arctium pubens is
retained as distinct from A. nemorosus. Taraxacum officinale has
12 subsp.

There is little need to speak of the nomenclature, as the authors
have already published notes on the name-changes, and these were
reviewed in this Journal for 1922, p. 196. In some cases the
authorities for genus-names are given, as, e.g., Cheiranthus L. em.
R. Br., in others we merely have Erigeron L.; but I know from experience how difficult it is to be consistent in the matter.
Although the authors consider it advisable to indicate precisely the limits of
their "genus," they do not do this for "species," although the cases
are quite analogous. They still cite Viola montana L., Elatine
Hydroepiper L., Ranunculus aquatilis L., etc., although such
authorisations are so meaningless that they might as well be omitted.
Diphthongs are used in defiance of the Rules. But as there is no agreement concerning the functions and principles of nomenclature,
we cannot hope for agreement in the names themselves, and we will
not consider the lack of it here. The diagnoses of the groups them-
selves seem to be good, and that is the principal matter for
congratulation.

For the rest, the print, paper, and binding are very pleasing, and
misprints are rare. But the thought that continually returns is
"What a pity we havn't a British Handbook like it!"

A. J. Willmott.

The unfolding of life upon the earth, the marvellous story of development and change, of increasing complication and endless variation on the one hand, and on the other the great problem of how the complex organism comes to develop from the minute zygote, can never lose their fascination for the human mind.” This statement, made by Mr. A. G. Tansley in his recent address at Liverpool, may be taken to represent the outlook of the average botanist on the study of fossil plants, and may be fitly quoted in reference to the completion of the new third edition of Dr. Scott's studies. The volume before us deals mainly with the ancient seed-plants whose structure is known to us with some considerable degree of completeness. It differs considerably from the previous edition of the work, which has been for the most part re-written, new discoveries have been incorporated and new conclusions have been reached, often radically different from those previously held. The volume is of a most important contribution to the story of the development of plant-life.

More than half the book is devoted to the Pteridosperms, the plants of Palaeozoic age, which were generally characterised by the possession of fern-like foliage, with true seeds borne on some of the leaves, together with a peculiar vascular structure which suggested to earlier observers the name of Cycadofilicales. In this group are several new types of stem, whose structure indicates relationships to the better-known plants such as Lycopodium, Medullosa, etc. The variety of the stems, here described in a brief but interesting manner, indicates clearly that this group of plants was of great importance in all the Palaeozoic forests which are known with any degree of completeness. The second great group of palaeozoic gymnosperms—the Cordaitales—are ably reviewed, and their resemblances to the Pteridosperms on the one hand, and also to the more recent Coniferales and Ginkgoales, are brought out. Though the author gives a prominent place to some of the current views of the polyphyletic origin of our great groups, yet a good deal of evidence is brought forward for the monophyletic origin of the gymnosperms. The general considerations of the phylogeny and history of vascular plants are summarised in the last chapter, and a chapter is devoted to the sphenophytes. As in previous editions the illustrations form a noteworthy feature. There are 130 admirable figures, which make the argument easy to follow; many of these are drawings or photographs of microscopical preparations, which are very clear and beautiful. Over 50 of the figures are new.

The earlier editions of this work have generally been used by students as text-books, but the greater part of this volume has less of the character of a text-book and more of the nature of an original survey of our knowledge of plant-evolution. New and unpublished work is referred to in several places, such as the researches of Prof. Gordon on Pitys, while the results of all important recent work have been considered. The work of the last fourteen years has led the author to make several important changes in his views on phylogeny; the chief one is that we can no longer regard the Cycadophyta as descended from the true ferns, for both groups may be traced back to very early times and may have descended from a common stock. The general conclusions in the last chapter are all interesting, and tempt the reviewer to engage in a discussion of many points, but he can now only characterise them as a survey of modern views on the descent of plants, which will take an honoured place in botanical literature.

The sections dealing with the mesozoic cycadophyta appear to us to be the least convincing part of the book, not because the descriptions are less lucid or the facts less well presented or illustrated, but because the attempt to interpret the reproductive structures of the Bennettites in terms of the Angiosperm flower raises such difficulties and demands such large assumptions. Dr. Scott appears to attach more weight to the theoretical conclusions of Dr. Weiland than many other English botanists, and considers that “the evidence for some affinity between the Mesozoic Cycadophyta and the Angiosperms appears strong.”

But though the bisporangiate strobili of the Bennettites may be compared in general organisation with some Angiosperm flowers, there is a vast difference between even their simpler microsporophylls and the Angiosperm stamens, and it is difficult to see how the mature female strobili of Bennettites Gibbonsianus can be described morphologically as a flower. Similarly, few botanists will go so far as to call the megasporophytes of Cycas carpels, and there seems to be no grounds whatever for regarding Cycadofilicales as possessing carpels. The acceptance of Weiland's uncritical morphology in this chapter does not seem to be in keeping with the caution and precision shown throughout the rest of the book.

The criticism of Chapter V. serves to remind us of a further noteworthy point, for this chapter treats of the only large group, to our knowledge, of which Dr. Scott himself has not made substantial contributions. These studies are not only a masterly survey of the facts of plant-evolution, but a monument of the results of original observation and investigation extending over a considerable number of years. As we pass from chapter to chapter we find that our knowledge of several of the interesting and important plants is due to Dr. Scott or to those whom he has inspired. It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of his contributions to our knowledge of the structure of Palaeozoic plants, and, whatever changes may occur in the future in our phylogenetic views, this work will remain as a valuable store-house of facts about the structure of fossil vegetables.

We are informed in the Preface that the Scott collection of fossil slides is now at the British Museum (Natural History) and is open to consultation by students—a fact which deserves the widest advertisement in botanical circles.

H. H. THOMAS.
BOOK-NOTES, NEWS, ETC.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on Nov. 15, a paper on "The Flora of Solomon's Pools" by Miss E. M. Blackwell was read, of which the following is an abstract:—Solomon's Pools lie about six miles south of Jerusalem, 1,015 feet above sea-level, in a valley, Wady Artás, which runs east and west between low hills of reddish ferruginous earth through which limestone boulders project. The pools, three in number, are obviously artificial, and are in fact large open cisterns or reservoirs. The high walls of the pools, at first cut in the hard rock, have been lined at some time with a mortar made of lime and broken red earthenware. On some sides the walls are sheer and precipitous, on others they are terraced, thus affording a platform at various levels. Surface-water drains from the hill-sides, and there are five good sources of water immediately about the pools. The Civil Administration which came into office after the occupation of Jerusalem by the British Forces (1917-18) is thoroughly overhauling the system. The middle and lowest pools have been cleaned and partly repaired, and pumping plants erected. In July 1928, the uppermost pool had already dried up. As the water is constantly evaporating in the hot summer, it is not surprising that analysis shows a high percentage of dissolved solids. The clear water of the lowest and middle pools supported a luxuriant growth of Chara spp., C. contraria in the lowest and C. contraria and C. fragilis in the middle pool, forming almost a pure society. In the middle pool there was in addition an aquatic grass growing freely, and a few filamentous algae, desmids, and diatoms. In the lowest, however, Potamogeton flabellatus var. scoparius was flowering and fruiting with equal vigour, almost rivalling the Chara for dominance. At the deeper end of the lower pool were tufts of Rikela helicophylla, their spirally coiled thalli floating out into the water in loose rosettes at a considerable depth. Where the floor of the west side of the lowest pool was exposed on account of the slope, the drying mud was covered with a thick carpet of bleached plants of Chara, and growing up through it Typha latifolia, Scirpus maritimus, Hecelochasia palustris, and Euphorbia aelpea. The flora forcibly reminds one of the "slacks" in the Lancashire sand-dunes, having Chara contraria, Typha, Scirpus, and Hecelochasia in common. The waters in both cases are calcareous, with a high percentage of dissolved solids, especially chlorides and carbonates.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on 29th November, Mr. C. C. Lacaita read a paper on "The Onesmas of Linneus and Sibthorp with a Note on those of Tournefort's Herbarium." He began by pointing out that the generic name Onesma had been regarded as feminine by Linnaeus, though neuter in Greek; he adopted the latter. He recounted the various species published up to the present time, and was glad to record his almost entire agreement with Javorka, the Hungarian botanist, in his determination of the available specimens; then followed an enumeration of the Italian forms, from the age of Fabio Colonna to the present day. Finally, he cleared up the confusion caused by Sir J. E. Smith amongst the Sibthorpean collections. Specimens from the herbaria of Linnaeus and of Smith were shown in illustration. Mr. Lacaita's paper in the November number of this Journal may be referred to in this context.

At the same meeting a paper by Dr. C. L. Withercombe, now of Trinidad, was communicated, "On the Function of the Bladders in Utricularia vulgaris Linn.," of which the following is an abstract:—

The bladders are not passive traps, but capture prey by active movement in response to stimuli. At the lower portion of the somewhat circular opening there is a semicircular collar of parenchymatous cells. Covering this, and actually forming a sharply differentiated zone round the inside lower half of the mouth, is a triple layer of highly specialized cells. The fore end of the valve, which closes the bladder mouth, fits into a slight groove along the margin of this zone, extending to the middle layer. The valve is a continuation of the wall; it is two cells in thickness, and of such shape as to close the mouth completely when its free margin is applied to the collar. It consists of three ill-defined regions; marking the third or marginal flap are four, tapering, bicular hairs. These hairs are sensory, and on stimulus cause certain motor tissues in their immediate vicinity to contract, and this withdraws the valve margin from its groove. After action the valve always springs back, and its edge is held in the groove. A certain amount of mucous is secreted, apparently by the middle layer of the specialized cells of the collar, and this makes a complete watertight fitting of the valve. The quadrifid hairs lining the bladder constantly absorb the fluid within, whether it is pure water or an infusion of decaying animals, etc. With reduction in volume of the contained water, the bladder must yield to external pressure; therefore the lateral walls bulge inwards exerting some tension, on release springing back to their former position. The hairs continue to absorb until equilibrium is reached between the internal negative pressure and the osmotic tension which can be exerted by the cell contents of the hairs. There is not a considerable tension upon the valve, tending to pull it inwards, but this cannot happen since the cushion of specialized collar cells prevents the free margin of the valve from moving inwards. The valve also is so constructed that it continues to bulge outwardly at its centre, this condition being mechanically more stable than if the valve were plane or concave. Only an upward movement can possibly release the valve from its catch, and this is brought about by touching the sensory hairs. A note was also communicated on the germination of the seeds of Utricularia vulgaris. This in its first stages is very similar to that of Pingicula vulgaris and does not show a whorl of filiform leaves in its earliest stages as described by Kamienski.
of Angiospermous Descent," with the discussion which followed, and obituary notices of Sir Isaac Bayley Balfour (1833–1922), Dr. William Carruthers (1830–1922), Mr. H. J. Elwes (1846–1923), and others. It would, we think, add greatly to convenience of reference if the contents of the pages, and the date, were indicated at the head of each, especially when, as often happens, several numbers are bound together in one volume.

The Bulletin of the Torrey Club for October contains an important paper by Bessie Goldstein, with plate, on the resting-spores of Emmonsia Musca. The author regards these as "chlamydospores, formed under dry conditions after conidial discharge is no longer possible. They are formed most frequently as terminal swellings on short hyphal fragments or tubes, or intercalary in the hyphal filaments, or by apparent budding from hyphal bodies. They are generally rounded cells, with smooth evenly-thickened walls, and contain many nuclei." The number also contains an ecological study of Cheilanthea gracillima by F. L. Pickett. In the November number Mr. K. K. Mackenzie continues his "Notes on Carex," in the course of which he identifies C. Goodenowii Gay with C. stricta L., which latter name he retains. On the abandonment by Kitkenthal, on the ground of confusion, of C. muricata L., Mr. Mackenzie writes:

"This German practice of suppressing Linnean names where Linnaeus had some mixture is to be most strongly condemned. . . . The only proper course to pursue is to apply the type method, and, in the present case, that requires the use of the name C. muricata L. for C. echinata Murr. (C. Leersii Willd.; C. stellulata Good.)."

The Journal of the Department of Agriculture ( Pretoria) must be one of the cheapest periodicals in existence; its price is 5s. per annum, single numbers 6d. The number for November contains nearly a hundred pages, abundantly illustrated; the "Weed of South Africa" selected for description and illustration is Opatia imbricata, which, although at present not spread to the same extent as O. aurantiacus, may proved to be equally dangerous and should be carefully watched. There are also papers of economic importance on olives, fodder, and pasture grasses, and Nicotiana rustica. We have also received the first (introductory) part (price 3d.) of the Weeds of South Africa, in which the useful papers published in the Journal by Miss K. A. Landsell are to be reprinted. It contains a glossary illustrated by 64 excellent figures, and should be exceedingly useful; it is also remarkably cheap.

The useful Flora Arabiae, which the Rev. E. Blatter, S.J., is publishing in the Records of the Botanical Survey of India (vol. viii.) has now reached its fourth part (Labiate—Ceratophylloideae). The work contains no descriptions, but in every other respect is singularly complete, a very full synonymy being given, with a summary of distribution in and outside Arabia, a list of vernacular names, and references to economic uses.
NOTES ON BRITISH CHAROPHYTA.


(Plate 570.)

The following notes relate to three Charophytes, one of which seems to us sufficiently distinct to justify its description as a new species, while the other two are treated as new varieties.

The Charophyta are an extremely plastic group, and most of the common species are, as regards their vegetative system, subject to much variation, due no doubt, in most cases at any rate, to external causes. Some authors have given distinctive names to an immense number of forms. We have not thought it desirable to follow this plan, and in making use of varietal names in connection with such species we wish it to be understood that we regard them as extremes of variation, between which and the several types there is usually a series of intermediates, and not necessarily as representing divergent races.

*Nitella opaca* Agardh var. *brachyclema* (var. nov.). Caulis crustosissimus, diametro =--800 μ, internodia prolunga; ramuli breves, crassi, incurvati, dactyli quam radios primarii saepse longioribus.

A very large distinct-looking plant resembling *N. translucens*, attaining to a metre in height, the internodes often as much as 14 cm. long and the branchlets usually quite short, the upper often very thick and tumid, not much longer than the diameter of the stem, strongly incurved, and giving the appearance of small knots along the branches. It fruits rather sparingly.

This variety presents a marked contrast to the ordinary forms of *N. opaca*, which is characteristically rather a small compact-growing plant. It occurs in fairly deep water in lakes. We have seen specimens from the following localities, and it is probably to be found in similar habitats elsewhere.

*Westmoreland*: Grassmere, T. A. Cotton (Comm. A. Bennett);
*Wicklow*: Lough, near Wick, J. Grant (Comm. Beechy).
*Aberdeenshire*: *A* *S* *t* *l* *o* *ch*, G. G. Drake.
*Donegal W.*: Kindrum Lough; L. Nagle, G. R. B. W.

*Chara muscosa*, sp. nov. (Plate 570.)

Section Diplostephanae diplothicae tylacanthae monoscia.


A low tufted plant of moss-like appearance, soft to the touch, wholly uncrusted and dark green. Stem 250–375 μ in diameter; the internodes not much exceeding the length of the branchlets;
the cortex regularly diplostichous, the primary rows strongly developed, sometimes almost obscuring the secondary; the spin-cells normally solitary, spreading, elongated (sometimes twice as long as the diameter of the stem), usually tapering from a somewhat broad base, obtuse to subacute. Stipules of both series well-developed, irregular, the cells often of unequal length, sometimes as long as the lowest branchlet-segment, similar to the spin-cells. Branchlets incurved, of 4–5 short segments, the ultimate segment very short, and often exceeded by the uppermost branchlets. Branchlets at the fertile nodes normally 5, usually all developed, very variable in length; bracteoles long, much exceeding the branchlets. Oogonia and antheridia solitary, produced at the first and second branchlet-nodes. Oogonium frequently producing a lime-shell; corona unusually large and conspicuously spreading from its base, measuring as much as 450 μ across its widest splay, the cells roundly-truncate at their base. Oospore black, showing 19–16 fine low ridges; membrane dark red-brown; the outer membrane finely granulated, showing a series of about 24–30 granules between the ridges.

In point of definite characters C. muscoa comes nearest to C. contvaria and C. boltica, but presents such marked differences from both that we think it best regarded as a separate species. From C. contvaria it differs in its moss-like much branched habit, dark green colour, and the uniformly short internodes, recalling in appearance the tufted form of C. cæsiaecus; the greater development, shape, and persistence of the spin-cells, the more strongly developed stipules, the smaller number of branchlet-segments, and the larger corona, the cells spreading widely from their base. C. contvaria is almost invariably incertate, whereas C. muscoa has, so far as we have seen, little or no incrustation. From C. boltica it differs by its habit, as above, the much weaker and more slender stem, the very large primary cortical cells, the shape of the spin-cells, the less regular stipules, the weaker, more slender, and less numerous branchlets, with fewer segments, and the smaller antheridia.

First collected by G. R. B. W. in July 1917, and subsequently in the same month of 1919 and 1923, on the eastern shore of Lough Mullaghderg, West Donegal, in sandy soil, in about two feet of water, closely associated with C. aspera and C. delicaulata. The distinctive characteristics of the plant have been maintained during several years of cultivation. It is smaller than the usual forms of any other British Chara.

**Chara latifolia** Brzel. var. rigida (var. nov.).

Caulis rigidus, alt. 30–45 cm. gracilis (diam. c. 600–750 μ) fragilissimius. Bulbilli numerosi, multilocellulati. Internodia quam ramulos duplo-triplio longiora. Cortex regularis, cellulis serierrum primariorum et secundariae diametro pene equilibus; aculei manifeste patentes, caulis diametrum nonnullum excedentes, versus apicem subcorpinum nonnulli fastigati. Stipulodin superiores et inferiores bene evoluta, equilibis. Ramuli plerumque pene recti, segmentis 6–7, 1–2 superiores cticatis. Bractae ad nodos fertiles norma-

**Notes on British Charophyta**

**Excis Latifolia** L.: A Historical Study.

By Colonel M. J. Godfrey, F.L.S.

Linnæus's earliest description of *Orchis latifolia* is in *Hortus Cliffortianus*, 1737 (p. 429): it runs —

"*Orchis radicibus palmatis breves flore longioribus, nectarii labio tripudio cornu germinibus breviore... Cresset in pratis humilibus Belgii, Sueciae, &c. Variat foliis immanibus.""

It should be noted (1) that the description is based on Belgian and also Swedish plants; (2) that it included both spotted-leaved and unsotted forms; (3) that Linnæus did not regard the presence or absence of leaf-spots as a specific character.

The next record is in Act. Upsal. p. 15 (1740). "*Orchis bulbis subpalmatis rectis, nectarii cornu concavo labio tripudio integerrimo, bracteis flore longioribus;* ibi c. Hort. Cliff. 429. "O. palmata palustris latifolia," Bauh. pin. 86. Rudb. Elys. 2. p. 214. f. 12 (which has unsotted leaves) and six other synonyms. He gives several varieties, e.g., "O. palmata pretensis latifolia, longis calcaribus Bauh. pin. 55" (this is figured in Fl. Danico, t. 266, and is clearly *incarnata*); "O. palmata sambuci odoris," which is *O. sanctae E.; O. palmata pretensis latifolia longis calcaribus, flore carneus,* the same "flore albo," the same "flore suaverrumente图像* Sambuci purpurei Tournet," all of which suggest *incarnata*; and finally "Pamata serapias palustria, leptophylly, violacea, maculae et non maculata. Bauh. hist. 2. p. 776." This so exactly describes the marsh-loving slender-leaved red-violet *O. Trauneiineri Saut.,* whose leaves are sometimes spotted, sometimes not, that there can be little doubt that this was the plant in question. Here again a spotted-leaved plant is mentioned. It is reasonably clear that in Act. Upsal. *O. latifolia* included *sambucina, incarnata,* and *Tras nieneri,* as well as the spotted and unsotted *latifolia* of T. Cliff.

In 1741 Linnæus made his celebrated journey to the island of Oeland; in his journal (usually cited as It. ocl.) he tells us that on June 2nd he found three species of *Orchis* at Rella—*O. sambucina, O. maculata,* and a third (cited in subsequent works under *O. lati folia*) of which he writes:—"Orchis palmata palustris non maculata"
was distinct from *maculata*: for the two outer corolla-leaves are bent back against each other, whereas in *maculata* they stand stretched out in the same plane; the flower-lips are less divided, with the sides less bent back; the stalk is shorter, the spike blunter, and the bracts are longer than the flowers’” (translated from the Swedish original, *L. oel. p. 48*).

Mr. Edwards of the British Museum (Nat. History) visited Rolla in June 1922, bringing back specimens of *maculata* and *latifolia* from the locality where Linnaeus botanised. This Rella *latifolia* was identified as *O. praetermissa* Druce. I inspected these specimens last October and came to the conclusion that they were not *O. praetermissa* for the following reasons:—1. The flowers are too small. 2. The lips have 1 or 2 coarse teeth on each side. 3. On some lips the characteristic markings of *incarnata* (see *Journ. Bot.* 1920, t. 558, figs. 2 & 2b) were still visible, though they will soon disappear. 4. The leaves of the stoutest specimen resembled those of *incarnata*, broadest near the base, tapering gradually upwards. The other specimens had narrower leaves, as is the case in some northern forms (hence the name *O. angustifolia* Wimmer, Fl. Siles. p. 251, 1829). Mr. Wilmott has since told me that re-examination of the specimens in conjunction with Dr. Stephenson convinced them both that they were *incarnata*; they resembled the narrow-leaved figure of *O. angustifolia var. ensata* Hartm. in Reichenth's Icones, which was taken from a Gotland specimen, and therefore likely to be the same as the Oland plant. Linnaeus did not regard the Rella plant as typical *latifolia*, for he refers to it in MS. as “varietas.”

In his *Fl. Suecica* (Man. iii. pp. 127-131: 1842) Fries tells us that in the place indicated by Linnaeus he collected the three species recorded in *H. Oel. 48*, and that the “O. . . . non maculata” was *incarnata*: the specimen in his Herb. norm. vil. No. 63, was labelled by him “O. incarnata L. Certis!” According to Mr. Wilmott this exactly matches some of the recent Rella specimens, and was the one relied on by Mr. C. B. Clarke (see *Journ. Linn. Soc.* (Bot.) xix. 207) for the identification of British *incarnata*. As Fries saw the plants in situ in the classical locality, his evidence is of special weight.

*O. latifolia* next occurs in Linnaeus’s *Flora Suecica* (1745, p. 161):—”728. O. bulbis subpalmitatis rectis, nectarii cornu conico, labio trilobo lateribus reflexo, bracteis flore longioribus.” Here follow the synonyms as in *Fl. Suec.* whilst Fl. sv. 728 and *Bulb. paris* 274 are also cited. Next come four varieties:—”b. O. palamastris latifolia Bauh. pin. 86. c. O. palmastris maculata Bauh. pin. 86. d. O. palmastris sambuci odore Bauh. pin. 86. e. O. palmastris maculata Bauh. pin. 86. Habitat in Europe partis. 2. Petala 2 lateralia sursum flexo, tria vero comm. Vent. Nectarii lobium lateribus reflexum.”

In addition to the citation of Act. upsal, Hort. Cliff., both of which included spotted-leaved plants, we have now for the first time a specified variety with spotted leaves.

Finally comes the second edition of the *Flora Suecica* (1755, p. 198):

> “801. Orchis (latifolia) bulbis subpalmitatis rectis, nectarii cornu conico: labio trilobo lateribus reflexo, bracteis flore longioribus.” The synonyms follow as before, with the addition of Spec. plant. 941; the description continues: “Habitat in partes montosis humidioribus, minus frequens in plerisque regionibus. 7. Fadii rubici, nee multum divaricatis, quoque duos vel tres digito divisi. Folia parum maculata, prasertim inferiores. Petala 2 dorsalia palmastris margine postico reflexo. Nectarii lahibium retrosum complutum, serratum, obscurum trilobum.”
Longer observation and closer study have here enabled Linnaeus to be fuller in detail and more exact in description. He omits *sambucina* altogether; “Labio triulo internervata” of ed. 1 becomes “labio triulo lateribus reflexis,” and is elucidated further by the phrase “labium retrospectum complacutum, serratum.” He no longer gives a specified variety with unspotted leaves, but says of the species generally “folia parum maculata pressinm intestina.” Why this sudden change?

The reason appears to be that Linnaeus has now split off from his original composite *O. latifolia* two new species—*O. sambucina* and *O. incarnata*; the latter is described as follows:

---

“SO1. Orchis (incarnata) bulbis palmatis, nectarii cornu conico; labio obscuro triulo serrato, petalis dorsibus reflexis. Orchis palmata lutea, floribus labio maculato. Segv. Veron. 3 p. 249, t. 8. f. 5. Habitat in Pratis mariis. Precendent [i.e., SO1 latifolia] similium, a qua differt: Folii pallide viridibus immaculatis, nec saturato viridibus maculatis. Calde dimidio breviore. Bracteis vix flore aut germine longioribus. Corolla pallide incarnata; nec rubris. Petalas 2 dorsibus taliiter reflexis, nec tantum patulal nec maculatis; nectarii labium structura convenit.” Here the “petala 2 lateralia sursum flexa” of Sp. pl. *O. latifolia* are transferred to *incarnata*, and entirely omitted from SO1. *O. latifolia*. The leaves of *incarnata* are light, rather yellowish green, unspotted, while those of *latifolia* are dark green and spotted. Linnaeus has transferred all the plants with invariably unspotted leaves to *sambucina* and *incarnata* respectively, leaving those with normally spotted leaves to *latifolia*.

But, as in the latter, the leaves are by no means always heavily spotted, but often very slightly so, he says “somewhat spotted, especially the lower ones.”

The contention that the plant of L. oel. was not *incarnata*, because it continued to be cited under *latifolia* instead of being transferred to *incarnata*, will not bear examination. If this was not a mere oversight, it only shows that Linnaeus did not realise the full scope of his new species. He apparently restricted *incarnata* to plants with pale flesh-coloured flowers, for, though he cites Segvier’s yellow-flowered form, he makes no mention of it as a Swedish plant, though it occurs with “straw-coloured ivory flowers” in South Sweden (Robb. Icon. xiii. 54). Whether Linnaeus recognised it or not, the Rella plant was a form of *incarnata*, and the creation of that species absorbed it from *latifolia*. Of Linnaeus’s original *O. latifolia* the only forms with invariably unspotted leaves were *sambucina* and *incarnata*, and on their segregation nothing was left but plants with normally spotted leaves—i.e., *latifolia*, as generally understood, and *Treuendorneri*, both of which have unspotted leaves.

Mr. Wilmott, in his communication on *O. latifolia* L. to the Linnean Society on Nov. 2, 1922 (see Journ. Bot. 1922, 372), which embodied a large amount of valuable research, was unfortunately misled by the identification of the Rella specimens as *O. protermissa*; his statements as to *protermissa* on the Continent were hence made under a misapprehension. Although it is the commonest marsh orchid with unspotted leaves in Britain, the only evidence as to its presence on the Continent appears to be that of M. Spikes with reference to Holland (De Linnenda Naturae, June 1921), except perhaps Vaillant’s rare Porcherfontaine plant. Dr. Keller, who has seen a thousand paintings of orchids from various countries in Europe, tells me he only knows of it from Britain and Holland. He suggested that a plant which grows at Lychen in Germany might be *protermissa*, but specimens sent to me from Lychen by Herr Dageforde, at his request, turned out to be *incarnata*. I have never seen *protermissa* on the French or Italian Riviera, or in Savoie, Haute Savoie, Switzerland, or Italy.

Mr. Wilmott concludes as follows:—“It seems fairly clear that by *O. latifolia* Linnaeus in 1755 understood *O. protermissa*, perhaps including the hybrid with *maculata*. Certainly he did not intend *O. majalis* Rehbg.” There are two obvious objections to this:

(1) In his earliest description of the species, Linnaeus said “variat folbis maculatis et immaculatis.” Endeavour is made to eliminate this evidence by the statement “Hort. Cliff. was written before Act. Ipsal. . . . Whatever there is therefore is erased by the latter work.” Linnaeus was of a different opinion; he not only cites Hort. Cliff. under *latifolia* in all the works quoted in this paper, but considered it of sufficient importance to give the diagnosis in full.

(2) The objection that in 1755 Linnaeus wrote, not of any specified variety, but of *latifolia* as a species, “folia parum maculata” and (folis) “saturate viridibus maculatis” is sought to be met by the ingenious suggestion that Linnaeus was deceived by disease-spots on his solitary herbarium specimen! This implies that he could not remember from observations in the field whether his *latifolia* was spotted or not, but had to refer to a dried specimen, by which he was led to believe that a really unspotted plant had spotted leaves! It would, however, be impossible for anyone gathering marsh orchids not to have a vivid mental picture of the spotted forms which always attract attention. There is much less liability to error in the case of spotted leaves, which jump to the eye, than of unspotted ones, for it often happens that plants gathered under the impression that they are unspotted turn out on closer examination to be somewhat spotted. One of Mr. Edwards’ Rella specimens had spots, which Mr. Wilmott says are an extraordinary match with the spots on Linnaeus’s herbarium specimen; these, he states, “are merely pathological, caused by an alteration of the cell-walls in the neighbourhood of the stomata.” As stomata are seldom or never found on the upper surface of the leaf (except in water-plants with floating leaves, in which the upper surface only is exposed to the air) it appears that the spots on the Linnaeus specimen were on the lower surface of the leaf. As the natural leaf-spots of *latifolia* are on the upper surface, it is hard to believe that Linnaeus could have been deceived in the manner suggested. The truth is that Linnaeus was just as credible a witness when he said that the leaves of *latifolia* are spotted, as when he described the plant of L. oel. 48 as non maculata. He was much too keen an observer to have to refer to dried plants for information as
to conspicuous external characters. In any case the suggestion is pure conjecture, of no value as evidence against the reliability of Linnaeus as a witness.

The introduction of the name O. majalis Rhb. serves only to confuse the issue. O. majalis was not a new species, but merely a new name given to O. latifolia L. Wimmer and Grabowski (Pl. Siles. ii. 2, 250, n. 1319: 1829) wrote under O. latifolia: “Superemine [H. G. L.] Reichenbach [Icon. Pl. Crit. vi. 7, n. 771 (sphalm. 770; 1828)] sequentem [O. angustifolia (Lois.)] nomine O. latifolia, hanc novo nomine O. majalis propositum.” (“very recently Reichenbach proposed the name O. latifolia for the following, and for this the new name O. majalis”). The “sequentem” referred to is Wimmer’s 1829, O. angustifolia Lois., generally cited as O. angustifolia Wimm., because Louisel only admitted it to the varietal rank as O. latifolia var. angustifolia. Wimmer’s admirable description shows that this was a narrow-leaved form of O. incarnata L. Reichenbach tried to restrict O. latifolia L. to plants with unspotted leaves, giving the new name majalis to the species with spotted (rarely unspotted) leaves, just as Dr. Druce wished to restrict O. maculata L. to O. elodes Gr. and to rename typical maculata... O. Fuchseii Druce (see Journ. Bot. 1923, 306). Reichenbach fl. (Ic. Fl. Germ. xiii. 57: 1851), who had unrivalled opportunities for knowing what his father’s O. majalis really was, confirms Wimmer’s view of the matter, placing O. majalis as a synonym under O. latifolia “genuita” with a mark of certainty. Why then replace O. latifolia L. by a dead synonym, disowned by Reichenbach’s son, founded on the wrongful transfer of the name latifolia to another species in the same genus (incarnata).

Mr. Wilmot admits that “the var. e of Sp. pl. was probably O. majalis, for the figure in Radd. clys. is good majalis.” Fries identified O. latifolia L. with O. majalis, saying “Orchis latifolia Thunb. in Belgio (ubi O. majalis vulgata) a Linneo primo distincta.” But this, Mr. Wilmott states, cannot be taken that O. majalis could be O. latifolia L. Why not? Linnaeus’ earliest conception of O. latifolia was founded on a Belgian plant, and the probability amounts almost to a certainty that the “variat folii maculatos et immaculatos” of Hort. Clift. referred to majalis. The only other plant it could refer to is O. Traunsteineri. The suggestion as to hybrids is insufficient, as they are relatively rare. The admission that var. e of Sp. pl. was probably majalis has been apparently forgotten, as well as the fact that by citing Sp. pl. 942 Linnaeus implicitly embodied the var. e in his O. latifolia of Fl. sv. 1755.

To sum up. The O. latifolia of Linnaeus’s early works was a composite species including all palmate marsh orchids known to him, as well as the very different O. sambucina. In the 2nd ed. Fl. Suec. 1755, he differentiated O. sambucina and O. incarnata as separate species, thus eliminating from O. latifolia all the forms with invariably unspotted leaves. The segregation of O. Traunsteineri Saut. in 1830 (Rh. fl. Germ. excurs. 140. 18) reduced O. latifolia L. to a single unixed species, normally with spotted leaves, except longitudinally unspotted. This is the view held alike by the monographers of the Orchideae and the authors of the greater Flora.

Up to 1847 the British conception of O. latifolia L. had not got beyond that of Linnaeus’ Sp. Pl., for it embraced all the palmate marsh orchids both spotted and unspotted. In the 2nd ed. of his Manual (p. 310, 1847) Babington separated O. incarnata (including the not yet recognised O. pretermissa) from O. latifolia, thus eliminating the only element with invariably unspotted leaves, and logically, leaving to latifolia nothing but plants with normally spotted leaves. The British point of view thus came into line with that of Fl. Suec. 2nd ed. 1755. It took us ninety-four years to take the step forward made by Linnaeus in two!

The idea that O. latifolia L. included only plants with unspotted leaves, and was identical with O. pretermissa Druce appears to be unsupported by evidence, and is in direct opposition to the testimony of Linnaeus. The suggestion that British latifolia is a hybrid between pretermisus and maculata appears to rest on no surer foundation than the fact that hybrids between these species have sometimes been mistaken for latifolia, and the conjecture that the latter is itself the offspring of such parentage. The question was gone into at some length in this Journal for 1920, pp. 280-290.

TAUTONYMS, NOMINA ABORTIVA, AND HOMONYMS.

By T. A. SPRAGUE, B.SC., F.L.S.

Tautonyms (“duplicating binomials”) are binary combinations in which the trivial merely repeats the generic name (Journ. Bot. 1922, 130), e.g. Alliaria Alliaria. They are rejected under International Rules, Art. 55, 2°. Nomina abortiva are names or combinations which at the date of their publication contravene the International Rules, ed. 2 (1912). They may conflict with the Rules because they were superfluous at the time of publication (Art. 51, 1°), or because the original trivial was not retained on transference to another genus, although no obstacle to its retention existed (Art. 48), or because they duplicated the name of a previously published group which was not at that time regarded as a synonym (Art. 51, 2°). According to the “principle of nomina abortiva,” combinations based on such names are also invalid. The following are nomina abortiva—Erysimum hybridaum Gillib., because it was a superfluous name for E. Barbarea L.; Tetragonobulus Scandens Scop., because the original trivial of Lotus siliquosus L. was not retained on transference to Tetragonobulus; and Astragalus brownii Boiss. (1848), because it duplicated an accepted name, Astragalus Royle (1835).

If the same name or combination has been effectively published for two or more groups of the same rank, the later applications of the name or combination are homonyms. Thus Abula Lindl. 1853 (Orchidaceae) is a homonym of Abula Adams. 1763 (Gromineae);
and Astragalus rhizanthus Boiss. (1843) is a homonym of *A. rhizanthus* Royle (1835). Under the International Rules homonyms as such are not necessarily rejected. “No one is authorized to reject ... a name (or combination of names) ... because of the existence of an earlier homonym which is universally regarded as non-valid” (Art. 1). It will be noticed that in the Rules the first application of a name is included under “homonym.” It seems desirable for the sake of precision to restrict the use of the term to later applications, as in the American Code (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club, 1907, 174).

Fertility of names and the avoidance of all useless creation of names are among the main objects of the Rules (Art. 2 & 3). The rejection of tautonyms and of combinations based on *nomen abortiva* and the conditional acceptance of homonyms have, on the contrary, resulted in a want of fixity and an unnecessary multiplication of names. This may be illustrated by examples taken from the British Flora. The numbers appended to the names indicate that the latter were adopted in the following publications:

2. Britten & Rendle, List of British Seed-plants and Ferns (1907).
3. Druce op. cit. 1907, 241–244; List of British Plants (1908).
7. Schinz & Keller, op. cit. ed. 4, i. (1923).

1. Instability due primarily to rejection of tautonyms (British examples).

*Babarea* Babarea MacMill.—*B. lyra* Aschers. 1, 2, 3; *B. vulgaris* R. Br. 4, 5, 6, 7; *Allaria* Allaria Britton.—*A. alliacea* Britton et Rendle 2; *A. officinalis* Andrz. 4, 5, 6, 7.

*Corynopus* Corynopus Karst.—*C. procumbens* Gilib. 1, 2, 5, 7; *C. verrucosus* Muschl. et Thell. 3; *C. Ruelli* All. 6.

*Petasites* Petasites Karst.—*P. ovatus* Hill 2, 3; *P. hybridus* Gaertn. Mey. et Scherb. 4, 5, 6, 7.

*Pulicaria* Pulicaria Karst.—*P. prostrata* Aschers. 1, 2, 3; *P. vulgaris* Gaertz. 4, 5, 6, 7.

*Taraxacum* Taraxacum Karst.—*T. officinale* Weber 2, 5, 6, 7; *T. vulgaris* Schrank 3.

*Nymphoides* Nymphoides L.—*Nymphoides orbiculatum* Gilib. 1; *N. peltatum* Britton et Rendle 2, 3.

*Corynophila* Corynophila Karst.—*C. occa* Seep. 1, 3; *C. trifida* Chat. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

*Polygonatum* Polygonatum Jirmsek.—*P. odoratum* Druce 1; *P. officinale* All. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7; *P. angulosum* Montandon 3; *P. Sigillatum* Druce 3; *P. anceps* Moench. 6.

*Phegmites* Phragmites Karst.—*P. vulgaris* Druce 1, 3; *P. communis* Trin. 2, 3, 5, 7.

"Calamagrostis Calamagrostis Karst.—*C. canescens* Gmel. em. *Druce* 3, 4, 6; *C. lanceolata* Roth 2, 5, 7.

In the eleven cases cited the rejection of tautonyms has resulted in two, three, or even five names being used for the same species since 1906, and in the creation of five superfluous new combinations. The seven combinations *Babarea lyra*, *Allaria alliacea*, *Corynopus verrucosus*, *Pulicaria prostrata*, *Taraxacum vulgaris*, *Polygonatum angulosum*, and *Phragmites vulgaris* are invalid because they are based on *nomen abortiva*. According to Schinz and Thellung (Vierteljahrschr. Nat. Ges. Zürich, liii. 572; 1909), *Calamagrostis canescens* also is based on a *nomen abortive*; in the opinion of Rendle and Britten, and Wilmott, however, this view is incorrect. How closely the rejection of tautonyms is associated with *nomen abortiva* and consequent instability in nomenclature may also be seen from the list of 25 combinations based on *nomen abortiva* given by Schinz and Thellung (op. cit. 513). This includes 8 of those already cited in the British list. Of the remaining 17 instances of variance in nomenclature, all but 4 are the result of the rejection of tautonyms, that is to say 84 per cent. of cases in the list are due to that cause.

As part of the variance in nomenclature in the British examples is due to the absence from the Vienna Rules of any mention of *nomen abortiva*, and as part may be attributed to different interpretations placed on the Rules by the several authors cited, it seems desirable to give instances of name-changes adopted by Schinz and Thellung in a series of papers on the nomenclature of Swiss plants during the period 1906–1921. The Arabic numerals after the names refer to the following publications. Roman numerals indicate the corresponding editions of Schinz & Keller’s Manual der Schweiz, ed. I (1906); II (1906); III (1909); IV (1923). In the case of editions II–IV it is the first part (Exkursionsflora) which is cited.


II. Instability due primarily to rejection of tautonyms (Swiss examples).

*Eravogrostis Eravogrostis Karst.—E. major* Host I; *E. megastachya* Link 1, II; *E. citianensis* Vignolo-Lutati 2, III, IV.

*Dracunculus Dracunculus Voss.—D. vulgaris* Schott I, II, IV; *D. major* Garsault 3, III.

*Amelanchier Amelanchier Degen.—A. vulgaris* Moench 1, II, *A. ovalis* Meslik. 2, 3, I, III, IV.

*Cycloria Cycloria Karst.—C. vulgaris* Pers. I, II; *C. oblonga* Mill. 2, III; *C. maliformis* Mill. 5, IV.
The rejection of combinations based on *nomina abortiva* was a result—unforeseen by many botanists—of the retro-active character of the International Rules (1905). "Les règles... ont toujours un caractère rétrospectif; les noms ou les formes de nomenclature contraires à une règle ne peuvent être conservées" (Art. 2). "It is much to be regretted that this point was not discussed at the [Vienna] Congress" (Rendle and Britten in Journ. Bot. 1907, 488). Janchen (Zur Frage der gotzlobenen Namen: Wien, 1909) gave an answer—and to me convincing—exposition of the case against the "principle of *nomina abortiva*," which rejects such combinations. He showed that it had introduced unnecessary complications into nomenclature, that it frequently demanded lengthy researches into the history of species, and that even its chief exponent, Schinz and Thellung found it so difficult of application that they made mistakes in individual cases. Thus in 1907 these authors cited *Antheois Scandix* (Scop.) Aschers. and *Stachys danius* (Mill.) Schinz et Thellung, as examples of combinations based on *nomina abortiva*, but in 1909 they admitted that both combinations were invalid (op. cit. liii. 498, 513). As Janchen put it: "If the highest authorities on botanical nomenclature cannot avoid mistakes in carrying out a principle originated and defended by themselves, how can other botanists who are not so experienced in nomenclature nor inclined to devote so much time to it succeed in applying it?"

The British Museum botanists (Journ. Bot. 1909, 187) urged that it should be made clear by means of illustrative examples that such names as *Cucubalus latifolius* Mill., which was published as a new species, are not *nomina abortiva*. Schinz and Thellung's view (op. cit. 496; 1909) that *C. latifolius* is a *nomen abortivum* seems to be due to a misconception of the respective spheres of taxonomy and nomenclature. The delimitation of natural groups belongs to taxonomy; after these groups have been fixed, their names should be settled in accordance with rules of nomenclature. Miller separated *C. latifolius* from *C. Behen* L. as a distinct species. It is now agreed that the two are conspecific. Miller's mistake was a mistake in taxonomy, not in nomenclature. He was fully entitled to give a new name to his supposed new species; in fact, he would have been breaking the rules had he applied the same name to two groups which he treated as distinct.

At the Brussels Congress the "principle of *nomina abortiva*" was definitely incorporated in the Rules by the addition to Art. 56 of a second paragraph and three examples. The first and third examples offer no difficulties. *Linnnum multiflorum* Lam. (1778) is rejected under Art. 51, 1°, because it was a superfluous name for *L. Radiola* L. (1753). *Polypodium montanum* Vogl. (1781) is rejected under...
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founded. A nonen abortivum has no status whatsoever in nomenclature; it is treated simply as non-existent. Hence, in 1905, at which date I. squarrosa L. was generally regarded as a synonym of I. spinosella, the existence of the invalid I. squarrosa Bernh. formed no obstacle to the valid publication of the same combination by Schinz and Thellung (Schinz & Keller Fl. Schweiz, ed. 2, i. 507). Mr. Willett informs me that the combination was published in 1800 by Bernhardi (Syst. Verz. Pfl. Erfurt, 148), a fact which has been generally overlooked.


The conditional acceptance of combinations which are homonyms is a prolific source of name-changes. Two cases may arise: a homonym may be first rejected and then accepted, or vice versa. Cheno podium virgatum Thunb. (1815) was for many years an insufficiently known species (DC. Prodr. xii. pars 2, 77 (1849), and was accordingly kept up in the Index Kewensis. Hence the homonym C. virgatum Ambrosi (1857) could not be used for Britton virgatum L., and the latter was known as C. foliosum Aschers. The discovery by Murr (Bull. Herb. Boiss. ser. 2, vii. 175, foott-note, 1907) that C. virgatum Thunb. was a form of C. album L. led immediately to the replacement of C. foliosum by C. virgatum Ambrosi. Conversely the homonym Aster salicifolius Schollcr (1787) was used in the third edition of Koch's Synopsis and the first three editions of Schinz and Keller's Flora before it was discovered that it was untenable owing to A. salicifolius Lam. (1783) being the accepted name of a North American species. The numbers after the names in the following list are explained on p. 48.

III. Instability due to conditional acceptance of homonyms (Swiss examples).

Brongniatia multiflora Sm. II, III; B. grossa Desf. 4, IV.
Chenopodium foliosum Aschers. I, II; C. virgatum Jessen 1, 2, III; C. virgatum Ambrosi 5, IV.
Aster salicifolius Scholler I, II, III; A. salicius Willd. 4, IV.
Erigeron Schlecteri Grems I, II, III; E. mistjas Arv.-Tourn. 2; E. glandulosus Hegesht. 4, IV.
Doronicum spiculoides Willk. et Lange 2, III; D. grandiflorum Lam. 4, IV.
The undesirable consequences of the rejection of tautonyms, the adoption of the "principle of nomina abortiva," and the conditional acceptance of homonyms are indicated by the fact that, during the period 1906–1923, 25 species have borne 58 different names in the works cited. Had the Vienna Congress reached contrary decisions on these three questions, only 26 names would have been used. The status of Selene hyperbula and Junca Conyza, which have caused so much trouble under the present Rules, would have presented no difficulty. S. latifolia (Mill.) and S. angustifolia (Mill.) would have been rejected as homonyms, and the species would stand as S. venosa (Gillib. 1781) Aschers. Similarly, Junca squarrosa (L.) is a homonym, and the name J. vulgaris (Lam. 1778) Trevisan would have been adopted, as the trivial antedates J. Conyza DC. (1836).

Conclusions.
1. Tautonyms should not be rejected.
2. The "principle of nomina abortiva" should be expunged from the Rules.
3. All combinations which are homonyms should be rejected.

IMPERIAL BOTANICAL CONFERENCE.

The following is the Provisional Programme for the Imperial Botanical Conference to be held at the Imperial College of Science and Technology, South Kensington, on July 7–12.

1. SYSTEMATIC BOTANY AND ECOLOGY. (a) The best means of promoting a complete botanical survey of the different parts of the Empire. (b) Correlation of taxonomic work in the Dominions and Colonies with work at home. (c) Training in field ecology. (d) Online accounts of vegetation survey in different parts of the Empire.
2. GENETICS. (a) The economic possibilities of plant-breeding. (b) The value of selection in the improvement of crop plants.
3. PLANT PHYSIOLOGY. (a) Recent work on crop physiology. (b) The scientific problems of fruit storage, especially of fruit in transit overseas.
4. PLANT PATHOLOGY. (a) Observe plant diseases of widespread occurrence. (b) The relation of genetics to plant pathology.
5. EDUCATION AND RESEARCH. (a) The possibility of promoting: (i) Temporary exchanges of botanical posts in different parts of the Empire. (ii) The interchange of post-graduate students between the overseas and home Universities and Research Institutions. (b) The desirability of providing further facilities for botanical research in the tropics and Dominions.
6. (a) The paleobotanical resources of the Empire. (b) Wood Technology (e.g., Fungal attacks on wood and the preservation of timber). (c) Nomenclature (expression of opinion on Rules of Nomenclature). (d) Joint Conferences with other bodies (e.g., Legislation on plant diseases, especially as regards the control of plant imports).

The last three or four days of the Conference will be devoted to excursions to places and institutions of Botanical interest. The subscription for attending the Conference is five pounds, which should be sent to the Secretary, Mr. F. T. Brooks, 31 Tenison Avenue, Cambridge.
NEW SOUTH AFRICAN CAMpanionULACEAE.

By R. D'O. Good, B.A.

The following new species and varieties are described from a collection of S. African plants made in June 1829 by Dr. C. E. Moss of Witwatersrand University, and presented to the Botanical Department of the British Museum.

**Roella ciliata** L. var. triplora, var. nov. *Saffron*; *caule ramoso pilosum; foliis lineari-acuminatis erectis acutis incurvatis, lacinio dentatis; floribus terminalibus solitariis vel ternatis; calyx lobis lanceolatis acutis dentatis pilosis; corolla variegata, tubo quam lobos calycis viridii longiori.

*Hab.* Klaaier Valley, Cape Peninsula; 7501.

Differs from *R. ciliata* var. *incurea* in the clustered flowers and the hairy calyx.

**Roella ericoides**, sp. nov. *Saffron* purpur; *radice lignosa proli;

*caule ramoso subglaubro; foliis non fasciculatis, lineariis subulatis acuminatis decurrentibus utrinque glabris, marginibus incurvatis ciliatis integris, ad apicem raro dentatis; floriulbus sessilibus terminalibus, solitariis rarius ternatis; calycis lobis erectis subulatis acuminatis, ad apicem reflexis et introrsis dentatis; corolla alba, tubo quam lobos calycis paulo longiori, lobis patentibus ovatis acutis; *capsula* cylindracea subpubescente.

*Hab.* Klaaier Valley, nr. Simonstown; 7501.

A much-branched dwarf shrub 10-15 cm. high, leaves 3-4 mm. long, calyx lobes 3 mm. long, corolla white, tube 4-5 mm. long, limb 1 cm. across. Quite a distinct species characterised by the bushy erioid habit and absence of leaf-fascicles.

**Lightfootia erecta**, sp. nov. *Saffron* a basi ramosa, radice lignosa; *ramis* erectis teretibus pubescentibus; *foliis* sessilibus alternatis (raro oppositis vel ternatis) siepiis fasciculatis, incurvatis subulatis acutis remotis subdenticulatis, utrinque glabris, marginibus ad basim ciliatis; floriulbus axillaris pedicellatis erectis, in terminale racemo confluentibus; pedicellis pubescentibus quam folio viridi longioribus; calycis tubo hemispheirico pubescente pilosis, lobis subulatis acutis farinosis; corolla lobis lanceolatis subacutis patentibus quum lobos calycis duplo longiori.

*Hab.* Klaaier Valley, Cape Peninsula; 7491; 7499! is conspecific.

Closely related to *L. longifolia* A. DC., but differs in the shorter, narrower, more spreading, often fasciculate leaves, in the longer pedicels and the more compound raceme.

An undershrub of about 25 cm. high, leaves acicular, generally fascicled, somewhat spreading, about 1 cm. long. Pedicels rather longer than the leaves subtending them. Calyx-lobes 2-3 mm. long, corolla about 6 mm. across, lobes 4-6 mm. long.

**Wahlenbergia fitisculus**, sp. nov. *Herba* ramosa; *radice* proli; *ramis* erectis patentibus foliatis filiformibus rigidis, internodii longis nudis; *foliis* senioribus alternatis

- succulutatis, glaberrimis subulatis acutis, marginibus paulo incurvatis, ad basim minute ciliatis; *foliis* junioribus in axillis fasciculatis; *floribus* basieter pedicellatis in axillis solitariis; pedicellis glabris quum folia velae brevioribus; *calycis* tubo elongato, lobis angustatis acutis sequantae; *corolla* fere ad medium divisa, lobis triangulis acutis; *fructibus* tenuisbus non basi expansis; *stignis* bilobo oculanduloso; *capsula* 2-loculare.

*Hab.* Klaaier Valley, Cape Peninsula; 7501.

A very wiry herb up to 20 cm. high, with very fine almost black branches. Leaves widely spaced, almost 1 cm. long. Pedicels quite robust, 2-3 mm. Corolla 3 mm. long and about the same across. Capsule very fine and cylindrical. In the type specimen the flowers at the apices of the branches are swollen and monstrous and have not opened.

Although not previously described, the plant has several times been collected. In Herb. Mus. Brit. there are three specimens; one collected by Fr. Masson at the Cape of Good Hope, the other collected by Wallich in Dec. 1842 on sandy plains near Wynberg. The species is distinguished from all other Wahlenbergias by its characteristic general habit.

**Hobelia mossiana**, sp. nov. *Herba* perennis erecta glabra; *caule* erumso anguilo subulato striato; *foliis* alternatis, inferis sessilibus lanceolatis acutis, acuto serratis, utrinque glabris; superio angustatelineariis acutis, remoti dentulatis, utrinque glabris; *bracteis* subulatis; *floriulbus* axillaris pedicellatis in laxe racemo terminalis; pedicellis pubescentibus erecto-patentibus quam bracteas paulo breviores; *calycis* tubo turbinato pubescente striato, lobis subulatis acutis valde ciliatis quum tubum duplo longioribus; *corolla* tubo quum lobos calycis paulo longiores, extus pubescentibus; *pleriscis* dorso glabris, inferis barbatis; *capsula* obovata.

*Hab.* Pietermaritzburg; 2670; 516! is conspecific.

An erect herb about 25 cm. high with a long lax terminal raceme. Leaves up to 3 cm. long by 1 cm. broad, the upper leaves sessile. Pedicels glandular-pubescent, 1-1.5 cm. long. Corolla-tube about 16 mm. long, twice as long as the calyx-lobes.

Shows most affinity with *L. Erinus* L. and *L. ancopsis* Thunb.; it somewhat resembles *L. patens* A. DC., but differs in the leaves, hairy pedicels, and calyx, and in the proportions of the floral parts.

**Hobelia longirracemosa**, sp. nov. *Herba* reniformis a basi ramosa; *frutibus* foliast glabris bracteis angustatis atatis; *foliis* membranaceus, inferis longe petiolatis oblanceolatis obtusiis, remote patenti-dentatis, ad basim longo cuneatis, utrinque glabris, superis subesiliibus lineariis lanceolatis obtusis, remote patenti-dentatis; *floriulbus* pedicellatis in terminale longo laxe racemo; pedicellis glabris filiformibus quum bracteas subulatas longioribus; *calycis* tubo turbinato quum lobos linearces acutos 3-plo longiores; *corolla* glabra, lobis inferis acutis, lobis superis subulatis, tubo quum lobos calycis multo longiores; *pleriscis* dorso glabris, inferis barbatis; *capsula* cylindracea-turbinata.

*Hab.* Damp sandy spots in the Glen, Montagu; 5386.

An erect or spreading herb up to about 25 cm. high. *Indo-Journal of Botany.—Vol. 62. [February, 1924.]*
resence a very long, rather lax raceme. Lower leaves 3 cm. x 1 cm.; upper leaves much narrower. Bracts 5-7 mm. long, pedicels up to 1 cm. long. Calyx-lobes less than 1 mm. Corolla-tube 2-3 mm. long.

Appears to be most nearly related to L. anceps Thunb., from which it differs in the less fleshy, more upright habit, thinner leaves, and long racemes.

Lobelia anceps Thunb. var. vagans, var. nov. Herba glabra procumbens; caulí deblinisso attenuato vix alato; foliis tenueissimis, inferis longe petiolatis oblongoellatis obtusi subdentatis, utrinque glabris, superis linearibus subsessilibus obtusi sub-integris, margine lacinias; floris pedicellis solitariis in axillis superioribus; pedicellis ciliatis.

Hab. L. A. side, Cape Peninsula; 2672!

Distinguished from the type by its extremely weak straggling habit and thin attenuated leaves, the lower ones tapering gradually into a long petiole. An unnumbered S. African specimen, in Herb. Mus. Brit., collected by Wallich, seems to be identical.

Lobelia (Isolobus) spathulata, sp. nov. Herba nana procumbens; ramis ad summos exceptis glabris, angustatis, margine-laciniosis; foliis inferibus orbicularibus, superis angustatis obtusis serratis; floribus in axillis superioribus, breviter pedicellatis; pedicellis sparse glabris; calyce tubo turbinate glabro-subelliptico, pedicello ciliato, lobis angustatis laciniosis; corolla alba, lobis purpurascentibus linearibus, subaequasibus, lobis calycis duobus longioribus.

Hab. Klauer Valley, nr. Simonstown; Moss 7448!

A procumbent annual, glabrous except at the extremities of the branches. Lower leaves almost orbicular narrowed into a long petiole, up to 1 cm. broad, cillously dentate. Upper leaves much narrower, wedge-shaped, with few serrations. Pedicels 1-2 mm. long. Calyx-tube 2 mm. long. Pedicels rather shorter. Corolla 2-3 mm. long.

Close to Lobelia (Isolobus) Echloniana Sond., but distinguished by the much broader, rather larger leaves, shorter glandular pedicels, and glabrous calyx with laciniate lobes.

VITALITY AND DISTRIBUTION OF SEEDS

(See Journ. Bot. 1928, 297.)

At the present time, the bottle being filled and left uncorked, and placed with the mouth slanting downwards, so that the water could not accumulate about the seeds. The bottles were buried about 20 inches below the surface of a sandy knoll in a row marked at each end by a hammer, and one bottle has been dug up every five years, and the seeds tested for germination, the last (eighth) test being in the year 1920. It is proposed that the interval of testing be now lengthened to ten years, so that the final test may be made in the year 2039, at the expiry of 160 years.

The species selected were the following:—Brassica nigra, Capsella Bursa-pastoris, Lepidium virginicum, Stellaria media, Lychnis chalcedonica, Portulaca oleracea, Malva rotundifolia, Tribolium repens, Eruca vesicaria, Ambrosia artemisiifolia, Ambrosia bidentata, Ambrosia retroflexa, Polygonum Hydropiper, Rumex crispus, Euphorbia maculata, Bromus secalinus, and Setaria glauca. No seeds of the Lychnis, Tribolium, Rorippa, Euphorbia, and Bromus have germinated in any of the eight tests. The following germinated in the eighth test, i.e. after forty years burial: Brassica nigra, Lepidium virginicum, Portulaca oleracea, Eruca vesicaria, Ambrosia artemisiifolia, Plantago major, Amaranthus retroflexus (which proved to be mainly A. retroflexus), and Rumex crispus. Lepidium virginicum is the only species which has an unbroken record of germination. The Brassica, Eruca vesicaria, Amaranthus, and Rumex have each failed once, and the Portulaca three times out of eight. The germination of Ambrosia artemisiifolia, which failed to germinate in the previous seven tests, and Plantago major, which has germinated only once previously, are especially interesting. On the other hand, neither Capsella Bursa-pastoris nor Setaria glauca, each of which have failed only once previously, germinated in the eighth test.

Those who are interested in the progress of the new flora of Krakatau should refer to "The Flora and the Fauna of the Islands of the Krakatau-Group in 1910," by W. Druker van Leeuwen (Ann. Bot. Buitenzorg, xxxi. 103-140, 1910; 1921). The author considers that "we are in reason bound to accept Veitch's and Trub's statements as to the absolute extinction of the entire natural and vegetable life, unless facts of a serious nature should be discovered which would justify doubts as to the reliability of them; and such facts have not been found" (op. c. 104). "My own list now numbers no less than 272 plants, against 137 in the list of Ernst. . . . Of genuine littoral-plants only seven novices have made their appearance. . . . Contrary to the number of forest-plants have been greatly added to. I found 68 species [vascular plants only] in all, whereas Ernst mentions 20 species. . . . Most noteworthy is the great increase of epiphytes" (op. c. 117, 118). "It is surprising to note the entire absence of the Loranthaceae, which are common parasites in Java and Sumatra and elsewhere; which should be accounted for from the absence of the birds that disseminate the Loranthus seeds. . . . Trub and Pfenzig found chiefly such plants.
as were conveyed by the sea and the winds. Penzig only mentions four species whose seeds were probably conveyed across by birds. . . . Plants, whose distribution is undoubtedly effected by birds, were already found by Ernst, and myself also found fairly great numbers of such plants. But still most of the new plants are even now brought by winds and sea" (L. C.).

T. A. Sprague.

Mr. J. C. Siehenstone's interesting contribution recalls an occurrence related to me by the Land-steward on Dunure Estate, Perthshire, which is perhaps worth recording. In 1866 a considerable area of Scots Pine in the Muir Wood on this Estate was felled, and after the removal of the timber the brushwood etc. was burnt in heaps, as is the general custom preparatory to re-planting. The fires left the usual burnt patches on the ground, 5 or 6 yards in diameter. In the following year, large numbers of seedlings of *Ulex europaeus* appeared round the margin of these burnt places, and in the second year after felling the growth of the plant was so dense as to suggest that it had been sown thickly to form a circular belt 8 or 9 inches wide. Since there was no *Ulex* in the wood nor in the immediate neighbourhood, and since it appeared around the burnt patches so plentifully, one inclined to the view that the seeds must have been present in the soil. Conditions allowing of germination seem to have followed the disturbance of the ground, and one wonders, in this instance, how far the temperature factor was involved. No indication can be given of the length of time the seeds had lain dormant, beyond remarking that the timber-trees which were removed were about 70 years old and they had been growing in fairly close canopy.

J. R. Matthews.

NOTES ON COLLECTING ROSES.

By LIEUT.-COL. A. H. WOLLEY-DOD.

There has been a considerable improvement in the specimens of Roses contributed lately to the Exchange Clubs and sent to me for determination by collectors, but not all are quite what they should be. It must be borne in mind that Roses are of a protean nature, and that their leading characteristics are not always obvious on all parts of the bush. A small flowering-shoot with three or four leaves is as a rule useless for naming. An effort should be made to cut specimens which are characteristic of the average of the plant, avoiding abnormal portions, and in these I include the strong shoots of the year which often have abnormally large leaflets and prickles. An average specimen may not be easy to obtain, but, if an ample supply is sent, the average should be apparent. Sufficient to fill the standard size of botanical mounting paper should be the minimum, and if two sheets can be sent, so much the better.

Most Roses are in the best condition for determination from the last week in July till the end of September, and often later so long as the leaves have not fallen. Roses of the sections which erect their petals are best as just as the fruit reddens, and in the *Villosae*, in which the members of the *Omesseae* are chiefly distinguished from those of the *Tomontae*, by the persistence of the sepals till the fruit is fully ripe, they are best gathered in that condition. The ideal specimen is one which is gathered first in flower, then just as the fruit reddens, and lastly when it is fully ripe; but this is more than one can expect from most collectors, who are not always able to visit the same spot twice, nor to identify the same bush (a very important point) if they do.

Notes on the habit and colouring are useful, if not for the first determination, at least for record and for further study. I have paid little attention to the colour of the petals, since I seldom know this, and believe that it is quite as subject to variation as all the other characteristics, but continental rhodologists give considerable value to this—for instance, I often get plants named *R. dumetorum* "if the petals are pink," but *R. obtusifolia* "if they are white."

For the purpose of recording the distribution collectors should always give Watson's vice-county numbers or at least names, and it is always useful for writing up notes referring to specimens if reference-numbers are given. I have often been puzzled whether to refer two specimens from the same locality and collected at the same date to the same variety, in default of this information. Often what purports to be the same variety is gathered year after year with no reference to former gatherings, so that it is quite possible that they may receive different names of closely allied varieties.

Since I have studied the Roses of Moyle Rogers's collection, I have made several alterations in names and nomenclature, so that many of the names I have given in the past may be in need of revision. I shall be glad to go through any specimens which have been sent to me before if collectors will kindly forward them to me next winter, when I hope my revise will have been completed; but will they please not send more than about 50 specimens at a time?

DR. FORBES'S NEW GUINEA PLANTS.

The following addenda should be made to the enumeration published as a Supplement to last year's Journal:—


_Pygeuma Forbsii_ Koehne (p. 13). The locality for this is Mt. Gwada, 5000 ft.; it is a large tree with yellowish-white flowers.

_Under Rubiaceae add.: Uncaria ferrea DC. Sogere, 863,—_Lamantthus sogereensis_ Wernh. in Journ. Bot. iv. 72. Sogere, 4000 ft. 313.—_L. canephorides_ Wernh. op. cit. 73. Sogere, 4000 ft. 203._Hydnophytum Forbsi_ Hook. f. in Bot. Mag. sub tab. 7218. Dr. Forbes sent a living plant of this to Kew in 1886, where it flowered three years afterwards. There is a small
fragment in the Kew herbarium. For *Cerbera Odollam* Gaertn. (p. 82) read *C. floribunda* K. Schum. A large tree with white flowers.


*Endiandra papuana* Laut. (p. 42). Delete as synonym of *E. Forbesii.


At end of *Euphorbiaceae add:* *Neoscorerichia Forsesti* Pax (Scorocrichia Forsasti Hook. f. in Hook. Jc. Plant. sub tab. 1708). Sopere, 434. A large tree; fruit greyish green; seed bright lake-scarlet.

**Principal Bibliography.**

1901. Perkins in Pflanzenreich (Monimaceae).
For other references before and including 1901, see Schumann and Lauterbach: *Die Flora der Deutschen Schutzgebiete in der Südsee.*

The following species included in the list were published from collections made since Dr. Forbes's visit to New Guinea (1880-86):—


**SHORT NOTE.**

*Rumex elongatus* x *obtusifolius.* When collecting some specimens of *Rumex elongatus* Guss. on the river-bank near Kew last July, I met with one plant that had the appearance of a hybrid between that species and *R. obtusifolius.* While it bore the narrow, dull green foliage of *R. elongatus* and was of the same relatively slender habit, its cauline leaves were less flat and less attenuate below, and its somewhat closer panicle showed the very irregular development of the fruiting perianth that is commonly seen in hybrid docks. The inner perianth-segments were not only irregularly developed, but varied greatly in form, some being of the oval-deltoid, entire outline, with a single narrow tuberous, characteristic of *R. elongatus,* and others of a broad, triangular-cordate shape, with shortly toothed margins, such as is often seen in hybrids of *R. obtusifolius* with *R. crispus.* This plant differed clearly, however, in its much less undulate foliage, and, no doubt, to the influence of *R. elongatus.* It was observed on the river-wall, and not on the tidal mud where *R. elongatus* usually grows. On referring to my herbarium, I find that I collected at Kew in 1918, as *R. elongatus,* what was certainly the same hybrid. There is a note by Mr. C. E. Britton in this Journal, xl. 99 (1911), on the occurrence of this hybrid between Putney and Barnes.—H. W. PUGSEY.

**REVIEWS.**


This handsome volume fully justifies the expectations that had been formed concerning it, and occupies a position which has for some years remained unfulfilled. The second edition of *Veitch's Manual of Coniferae* (by A. H. Kent), which appeared in 1900 and was favourably noticed in this Journal for the following year (p. 40), was in some respects more comprehensive, including as it does an account of the morphology and distribution of the family, with biographical notes; the authors of the book under notice—we think wisely—content themselves with such general information as is necessary for purposes of identification. "Coniferae are dealt with from the point of view of the gardener, forester, and student rather than the botanist," and the authors "have endeavoured to include all known species"; the list of works consulted in the preparation
of the *Handbook* indicates how greatly the literature relating to *Coniferae* has increased during the last twenty years, and the text shows how fully the information has been embodied in the volume. Bearing in mind the classes for whom they are especially intended, the descriptions are couched "in as simple language as possible," and this will render it equally acceptable to the large number of folk who, while not belonging to either, will welcome a book of reference which deals in comprehensive fashion with a tribe of plants in which many are interested. For the benefit of these, and perhaps of the student, we are inclined to regret that a reference to the first publication, which is given for more recently described species, is not appended to the name in every instance; it would have taken little room and would, we think, have added to the value of the work.

After a brief introduction and a synopsis of families and tribes, with a key to the genera under cultivation, the book is divided into three parts, devoted respectively to the *Taxaceae*, *Pinaceae*, and *Ginkgoaceae*. The detailed account of each genus is in most cases followed by a key to the species, which (as do the genera in each tribe) stand in alphabetical order; this of course has its conveniences, but we are inclined to think that the better plan would have been to describe them in accordance with affinities, leaving the alphabetical arrangement to be supplied by the index. The evidence of the up-to-date-ness to which we have referred meets us on the second page of the descriptions, where we find the genus *Austrotaurus*, found by Mr. Compton in New Caledonia and described by him as recently as 1922. The number of varieties given is somewhat astonishing: of the common Yew, for example, 38 are enumerated, and these are only "the more important"—several, however, are varieties of species. Among these the most interesting are var. *Davastonii* of about 1777, when Mr. John Davaston, of Westfelton, near Shrewsbury, bought for 6d. from a cobbler in the village a young yew; var. *Janei*—the "Irish Yew," originally found near Florence Court, Co. Fermanagh, about 1780; and var. *fructu-luto* ("Yellow-berried Yew") —first found in the grounds of the Bishop of Kildare at Glasnevin about 1817. An interesting specimen of the common yew was found by one of the authors in 1921 on the Great Orme's Head. "This originated in a crevice of the rock 0-12 in. deep. On reaching the surface it commenced to spread laterally until in 1921 it measured 3 ft. 7 in. across in the widest part, was quite flat, and barely 4 in. high. A small piece of stem less than half an inch in diameter, cut from the outer edge, had 38 annual rings. There was no other yew near, and the dwarf character appeared to be due to poverty of soil and the shearing effect of wind." The term "variety" throughout the book is employed in accordance with horticultural use—it is clear that it has no equivalent in botany. Moreover, it is applied in two different senses—under *Taxus baccata* we have "var. adpressa, Carrière" followed by three "varieties," which are mere forms distinguished, as their names indicate, by colour or habit—e.g., "var. adpressa alba"—although they stand in the same type as varieties of greater importance; moreover, they are, by their trinomial structure, excluded from botanical recognition. Omitting these, there are many for which no authority is given—e.g., "var. aurea," "var. Dovastonii," "var. elegantissima"; the preface informs us that the *Kew Hand-list of Coniferae* has been generally followed, but this, we think, should have been indicated in each case, if the authors did not think it worth while to trace them further back; moreover, the inference that the *Handbook* is intended would not always be a safe one, as we are told that "the names adopted are chiefly from that source."

Although the main object of the book is to provide descriptions of trees, a great deal of other information is incidentally supplied—thus in the account of the Larches there is a full description of the insect and vegetable pests by which they are attacked. The common Larch is "the most widely grown and probably the most valuable exotic tree in Britain," from it come the posts and poles employed by the Post Office, which "last longer than many coniferous woods when placed in the ground in a natural state," though their life is greatly prolonged when they are treated with creosote. The Japanese Larch ( *Larix leptolepis*) "has not attained maturity in this country, so it is impossible to say how it will compare with European Larch when grown under similar conditions, but from tests carried out on pit-wood of similar age it appears to be decidedly inferior. The authors do not accept Dr. Henry's conclusion that *L. pendula* "was the result of a chance cross between *L. europaea* and *L. decidua*;" but maintain it as a species. The Spruces and Pines are also treated with reference to their economic value.

The get-up of the book is in every way excellent; Miss Lister's drawings, to the number of 120, and thirty-one plates, admirably reproduced from photographs, add greatly to its attractiveness; type and paper are good; the volume is carefully (but extravagantly) printed, and there is a very full index. The arrangement, however, might be improved. The right-hand page-headings are almost uniform throughout—"Pinaceae" occupies pp. 81-541; whereas the space might profitably have been filled by the name of the genus, or even of the species, treated below. There are pages of varieties—e.g., pp. 64-8, 515-17—where the name of the species does not appear, so that on opening the book at random one does not know to which they belong. The names of species and varieties are in the same font; these in the keys should be in bolder type and at the end of the line. The commas between the names of the plant and the authority is probably due to the connexion of one of the authors with *Kew,* where that obsolete practice was until recently maintained. These matters are small but not unimportant, as most detract from the practical usefulness of the book, though they do not impair its value. The authors acknowledge "help in various ways" from the British Museum and *Kew*; it is to be regretted that the officials at either of these places were not also consulted as to the best mode of presenting information.

We understand that the Royal Horticultural Society has recognised the value of the work by conferring on each of the authors the Hitchin Medal and the sum of £25.

In these two parts of the Transactions of the Bose Institute, which are published together, the author continues, with the assistance of various collaborators, his physiological studies, mainly on the electrical reactions of plants. There are in all twenty-two papers, followed by a "general review" of the contents of volumes iii. & iv.

The first paper describes further observations on the localization of the geoeceptive layer by means of the very ingenious electric probe of which a description was given in the second volume of these transactions. In all the stems examined, this layer, as determined by its electrical response, was found to coincide with the starch sheath. Using the electrical method, the relation between the degree of geotropic excitation and the angle of inclination was studied in the petiole of Trapa and the stem of Convolvulus. The relation was found to follow approximately the same law, but the excitation at 90° instead of being the same as at 45° was found to be about 20% greater; this difference is explained as due to differences in the sensitivity of the protoplasm of the two ends of the cells of the starch sheath.

A very interesting paper is that on the critical angle for "geo-electric" excitation—a continuation of Bose's earlier work. It is found that if a stem or petiole is gradually displaced from its normal erect position there is at first no electrical reaction, but this occurs abruptly when a "critical angle" is reached, which varies slightly with different plants but is about 32°. This observation appears to give strong support to the statolith theory of geotropic response, for the sudden electrical reaction suggests a sudden slipping of the movable starch grains into a new position. If this explanation is correct it is not at all evident why extrapolation backwards of the excitation curve for angles above the critical angle should cut the abscissa at about 32°. Once the critical angle is passed, excitation should be as great as if the process of excitation were continuous from 0° upwards. Other papers deal with the effect of anaesthetics and of carbon-dioxide on the electrical reactions of plants and with the "death-spasm" of plants. The geotropism of the petiole of Mimosa is also studied, and the very interesting observation is made that the reaction of the pulvinus when placed horizontal is determined by the relative position of the four sides. If the normal upper side is directed upwards the leaf remains or becomes horizontal, i.e., it is diageotropic; if the side normally uppermost faces downwards, the leaf becomes vertical, i.e., is negatively geotropic. When the normal right or left sides are placed upwards, the response is a right-handed or a left-handed torsion. These reactions and also the reactions to light are due to the differential action of the four quadrants (effectors) of the pulvinus.

In Article LXXI. the electrical response of the leaf to light stimulus is studied by a very ingenious method, in which the four quadrants of a leaf are made to serve as the four arms of a Wheatstone Bridge. The delicacy of this method is such that it will demonstrate the alteration in the resistance of the leaf-tissues exposed to the light of a single spark discharge, the duration of which is only about 1/100,000th of a second. This latest volume is thoroughly characteristic of the author, alike in the employment of experimental methods of very marked ingenuity and in the use of apparatus of great delicacy of his own device; not all the interpretations put forward will commend themselves to plant physiologists in general.

V. H. B.

BOOK-NOTES, NEWS, ETC.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on December 18th, Mr. R. D'O. Good gave an account of the Germination of Hippuris vulgaris. The various stages in germination were described from seedlings raised from fruits taken from the gizzards of wild duck shot in Scotland. The first stage is the lengthening of the hypocotyl, which pushes the hard plug out of the foramen of the endocarp. The hypocotyl then turns towards the mud, and produces a ring of root hairs near its tip. Beyond these hairs the radicle is developed and grows straight down into the mud. While this is in progress the hypocotyl becomes erect and the cotyledons gradually free themselves from the endocarp which drops clear of the seedling. From this point the vegetative shoot is developed in the cotyledon axil in the normal manner. The function of the ring of root hairs was discussed, and the view put forward that its function is to provide a stable basis from which the straightening of the hypocotyl can take place, and to ensure that the growing seedling keeps its green parts above the surface of the mud. The normally delayed germination was also considered and a suggestion made that this is partly due to the mechanical difficulties in the way of immediate germination before the exocarp has decayed. There seems no reason for supposing that passage through the alimentary canal of a bird is a necessary preliminary to germination. Mr. Ridley stated that he had seen Hippuris fructifying in a Kew tank. The fruits were produced in September and floated for some distance in the tank, slowly sinking. Transferred to a tumbler of water, all sank in a week, one or two sinking each day. The importance of the slow sinking of the seeds of aquatics is very great, as by these means they are carried to a sufficient distance and there sink in a suitable spot. Mr. A. J. Wilmott said that he had experience of germination of a seed of Hippuris taken from a thirty year old herbarium specimen, and therefore there are no mechanical difficulties to germination before the exocarp is removed. He suggested that the ring of hairs at the cotyledon enabled the seedling to keep itself vertical on the very soft mud when currents tended to push it over.

At the meeting of the same Society on Jan. 10, Mr. A. J. Wilmott exhibited specimens of Myosotis arvensis Guss., discovered by him
in Jersey in 1922; of Alchemilla lamarckii Besser, rediscovered in Teesdale by him last year; of Alchemilla glomerulans discovered in the herbarium of Rev. J. Roffey and now presented to the Natural History Museum; of Palmonaria from the New Forest, which he identified with P. longifolia (Brot.), a West European species, and not as formerly with P. aurea Bess., a species of Middle and Eastern Europe; of the British Viola which has been incorrectly named V. epipetala Fr., but which may be the Portuguese V. juvesrii K. Wein.; and of Geranium purpureum of English Botany which he has named G. Robertianum var. Forsteri. Readers of this Journal will remember and others may like to know that most of the plants exhibited have already formed the subjects of papers by Mr. Wilmott in these pages—Mossotia sculca in 1923, p. 212; Alchemilla glomerulans in 1922, p. 163; Palmonaria longifolia in 1917, p. 238; Geranium purpureum (G. Robertianum var. Forsteri) in 1921, p. 93.

The Journal of the Linnean Society (Bot. xlvii.: no. 309: price 10s.) contains the paper "On the Occurrence and Distribution of Festucca rubra in Britain," by W. O. Howarth, which was briefly summarised in this Journal for 1923, p. 61. Three species are described: E. heterophylla Lam., "generally regarded as having been introduced," on which point J. Bot. 1920, p. 8, may be consulted; E. rubra L. emend., of which two subspecies—genuina, with numerous forms, and fulva—are described; and P. juvesrii K. Wein. The paper is illustrated by plates of each, from herbarium specimens, and by one showing sections of leaves. Mr. S. L. Grose gives "A Systematic and Ecological Account of a Collection of Blue-green Algae from Lahore and Simla," with a plate and descriptions of numerous new species.

New Zealand botany has sustained a serious loss in the death of Thomas Frederick Cheeseman, who for more than fifty years has devoted himself to its investigation. Born at Hull in 1846, he went, at the age of eight years, to New Zealand with his parents, where the rest of his life was passed. His interest in natural history obtained for Cheeseman a post in the Auckland Museum, of which he became Curator, a position which he retained until his death on the 15th of October last—a period of nearly fifty years. He published numerous papers from 1872 onwards in the Transactions of the New Zealand Institute, and in 1906 issued, under the authority of the N.Z. Government, a Manual of the New Zealand Flora—the first complete compendious flora since the publication of Hooker's Handbook in 1864: his large and handsome volumes of Illustrations of the New Zealand Flora were noticed at some length in this Journal for 1916 (p. 66). Cheeseman became a Fellow of the Linnean Society in 1873; at the annual meeting of the Society in May last the Linnean Gold Medal was conferred upon him "for his labours in New Zealand biology, especially botany."

Mycologists will regret to hear that Sir Henry Cusack Wingfield Hawley, Bart., died on Nov. 18th, 1923, after a long illness.

Born in 1876, he succeeded to the baronetcy in 1900 (the mother of the first baronet was aunt to Sir Joseph Banks). Hawley was an all-round naturalist but was principally interested in mycology, being regarded as the British authority on Pyrenomycetes, on a monograph of which he was engaged for many years; unfortunately the manuscript is not sufficiently advanced for publication. After leaving Oxford, Hawley read for the Bar and became a member of the Society of the Inner Temple; he served in France in 1915-19. In manner he was exceedingly quiet and unassuming, but was ever ready to give information to mycologists. His specimens and MSS. have been presented by his widow to the Botanical Department of the British Museum.—J. R.

The Botanical Magazine (cxl. pt. 1; dated Nov. 28, 1923) contains many plants of special interest. Dr. Stapf, who is responsible for the whole of the number, gives reasons for the restoration of Tenore's genus Candida, hitherto usually placed in the Stengel section of Veronira, and describes a new species, C. stenostegia, from Tropical Africa; Semperivella is a new genus, based on Semperivella albescens Edgeworth; Primula calypthala Hutchinson, to which reference was made in this Journal for 1923, p. 171, which might have been mentioned, is regarded as very doubtfully distinct from P. rupestris I. B. Balf. & Farrer. A very remarkable innovation in nomenclature, which we can hardly think will meet with general acceptance, appears in Cordyline pseudoc N. E. Brownii, described by Dinter as C. pseudoc-Nebrownii; of this Dr. Stapf gives the following explanation:—"I have attempted to assure the correct pronunciation of the compound usually spelt 'Nebrownii', namely, N. E. Brownii, by treating the first two letters as initials, the species being dedicated to Mr. N. E. Brown, and not to a man of the name Nebrown." We prefer not to comment on what seems to us a revolutionary proceeding, but we are in entire accordance with Dr. Stapf's conclusion:—"It would be altogether better to avoid combinations of that kind." We note, by the way, that Dr. Stapf attributes "C. N. E. Brownii" (i.e. Nebrownii) to Dinter and Berger; but Berger is the only authority for the name given in this paper (Notizbl. Bot. Garten Airbus, iv, p. 249), where the species was first published. The text of Bot. Mag. now contains much botanical and general information, and is much more interesting than it used to be; on the other hand, one wonders whether the often very lengthy Latin descriptions of plants already described might not be abridged, to the saving of space, and indeed to the convenience to the average reader.

We have lately received a copy of the Wild Flower Magazine for Oct.—Nov. 1923, which is described by Dr. Druce as a "pleasing publication of an extremely popular Society which acts as a feeder to more advanced work." The number before us is not devoid of "more advanced work," as it includes the "interim report" of the Exchange Club concerning Carex microschinchi, to which reference was made in this Journal for 1923, p. 205. The volume for 1922 is
noticed at considerable length in the Report for that year of the B.E.C., whence the above commendation is taken; the Magazine, however, judging from the notice, seems chiefly remarkable for the number of misnomers it contains, to which it seems hardly worth while to have given further publicity; would it not be possible for the editor of the Magazine, Mrs. R. W. Dent, to obtain voucher specimens for the records and submit them to some competent botanist before publication? Dr. Druce, in his notice of the volume, expresses many doubts as to identification; he “would like to see” Carex alpina and *Pinguicula alpina* and *Urtica pilulifera* from new localities, and says that *Epilobium alpinum* from Marineth “cannot be accepted until a specimen is produced”; he has shown so much interest in the Magazine that he would probably act as referee in doubtful cases, which must, we think, be more numerous than the contributors of records suppose. The number before us ends with a note on *Cotoneaster vulgaris*, which suggests that a voucher specimen is desirable; the writer says: “I noticed in Marca's last year's diary a note of interrogation after *Cotoneaster vulgaris*. We found it on the downs above Ventnor and Bonchurch. My aunts, who are over 80, have known it there all their lives”! What can Bromfield, A. G. More, Townsend, Stratton, and all the other botanists who have visited the island be about, to have overlooked so interesting a member of the Vetrician flora?

A four-page circular issued last November, described as “no. 1” of a new magazine entitled *Werdenda Beitrage zur Pflanzenkunde*, has been followed by the second number (Dec. 20), which contains 14 pages. This is in many respects a curiosity; written entirely in German by Wilhelm Sulsdorff, it is devoted to Washington plants, and is published at Bingon in that county. It is the third of a series of papers, the first and second of which appeared respectively in the *Deutschen Bot. Monatsschrift* (1899-1901) and in the *Allgemeine Bot. Zeitschrift* (1906). The most remarkable feature of the contents, which consist almost entirely of new species and varieties, is the absence of any Latin diagnosis; this was also the case with the earlier instalments, and seems to have escaped the notice of the editors of the publications in which these appear. Names thus published are, of course, by the International Code, not entitled to recognition.

The American Journal of Botany for the same month contains the first of a series of “Studies of Lythrum Salicaria L.” by A. B. Stout—in this the efficiency of self-pollination is treated at considerable length. The conclusion of the author, based on experiments carried on since 1917, is that “the evidence of wide variation in the degree of self-compatibility is definite. The physiological differentiations of the sex organs are incompletely correlated with the apparent structural adaptations for cross-pollination; they are not fused, connectives being achieved either in expression or in variability, but are fluctuating and intergrading. They still present opportunity for further selection either toward greater or toward less restriction of fertilisation. The persistence of self-compatibility in various degrees of expression and the apparent difference in respect to self-compatibility seen among the various forms, present evidence that self-compatibility was the antecedent condition in the species out of which the present complex of sex relations is still evolving, just as the sets of styles and stamens of different lengths have been developed and of an original homomorphic species.”

The Gardeners' Chronicle for Jan. 5 contains an interesting article by Mr. W. H. Roberts, to whom we have often been indebted for bibliographical information, on “Dr. John Hall of Maidstone, Botanist and Poet.” Hall, “poet and medical writer, was born in 1629 or 1630, became a member of the Worshipful Company of Chirurgeons, and practised as a surgeon at Maidstone, Kent” (DNB, xvi, 69). He was the author of numerous works, from one of which, *A Poem in Form of a Vision*—reprinted in The British Biographer, vol. ii. (1812), —Mr. Roberts extracts a number of verses containing names of plants in use at the period. Hall's portrait, which is reproduced, appeared at the end of his translation of Lanfranco's *Chirurgia Parva*, dated 1664 and inscribed I. H. anno etatis sua 35.... It is particularly interesting to note that he is holding in his right hand a branch of a leguminous plant with seed-pods—possibly the ordinary Sweet Pea. [But according to Aiton the Sweet Pea was not in cultivation in England before 1700.—Ed. Journ. Bot.] With all the early portrait painters these emblems had a distinct personal significance, and in engraving this portrait the intention of the artist was undoubtedly to indicate that Dr. John Hall was a botanist. "This "signification" is deduced from the fact that Gerard, Parkinson, and L'Obel "are all shown holding a spray of a plant indicating the nature of their studies"; but surely this was a common feature in the portraits of that period? We fear that Hall's claims to a place in the "long-hoped for new edition" of the *Biographical Index*, the prospect of which is receding, are somewhat slight, but we have entered him as a claimant and may give him a reference.

Mr. Miller Christy contributes to the New Phytologist for December (xxii. no. 5) an interesting paper on Primula vulgaris var. eoleisceae—a name which, frequently applied to the hybrid *P. sericea vulgaris*, rightly belongs to “a variety, not a hybrid, of the common Primrose.” “The differences between them, though slight, are, when once recognised, sufficiently marked to enable anyone who has the two plants before him in the fresh state to discriminate between them with little or no difficulty: this cannot be said of them, however, when in the dried state.” In the same number Mr. Walter Styles completes his series of papers on “Permeability,” with a bibliography in alphabetical order which includes 817 works and occupies 28 pages.

Rhodora for October 1923 contains a paper by Mr. Bayard Long on the “naturalised occurrence” of *Punica Pedus* in numerous stations in the Philadelphia region, where it has been observed for thirty years,
and one on the American variety (var. americana) of Schuchzeria palustris by Mr. M. L. Fernald; "a forma europea differt floribus 3-4 mm. longis; foliis 7-10 mm. longis rostratis, rostro 0-5-1 mm. longo curvato; seminis anguste ellipsoides 4-5 mm. longis atris."

At the meeting of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh on 17th January, Miss Edith Phillip Smith gave an account of her anatomical observations relating to the vegetative propagation of Clematis, in which she contrasted the ready development of roots on internodal cuttings with the failure, as a rule, of root formation on nodal cuttings. At the same meeting Mr. L. B. Stewart discussed the morphology and vegetative propagation of Cardiocrinum giganteum, pointing out that two remarkably distinct growth-forms of this plant are obtained according to whether it is propagated from a terminal shoot or from a branch-cutting. On behalf of Mr. Arthur Bennett, a communication dealing with certain critical species and hybrids of Potamogeton was submitted, while records of Scottish Taraxaca were presented on behalf of Dr. G. C. Druce.

No. 13 (January) of The Flowering Plants of South Africa contains plates and descriptions of Strepalia flavopurpurea Marloth, Physophoria saundersii N. E. Br., Aloe vesicuudica Pole Evans, Veltheimia Roodea Phillips, sp. n., Polyzona consifolia Schott, and other species of interest: the plates, by S. Gower, are very well executed. The descriptive portion, which is unsigned, is presumably by Dr. Pole Evans, whose name, however, only appears as editor.

The Department of Botany of the British Museum has received from the Hon. Mrs. N. C. Rothschild a number of original water-colour drawings bequeathed by the late N. C. Rothschild. The drawings comprise 121 of the genus Iris by F. H. Round, 52 of British Orchids by E. J. Bedford, and 48 British Orchids by J. C. Davy.

At the meeting of the British Mycological Society at University College on Saturday, Jan. 19, Mr. W. J. Dowson described a disease of Antirrhinum caused by Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, the fungus obtaining entrance through the stigmas; Major K. W. Brail recorded his observations on stag-headed oaks, suggesting that the condition was brought about by Pestalozza hepatica; Miss G. Lister described a collection of Mycetozoa from Northern India, remarking on points of interest in distribution; Mr. F. Howarth gave an account of the sexuality of Ustilago; and Mr. T. A. Sprague spoke on the Principles of Nomenclature. Miss E. M. Wakefield exhibited further specimens of Engleromyces Goetzii and Dr. W. Brown cultures and slides of Nematosophora, which causes cotton-boll disease in Tanganyika territory.

A Misleading Name. A correspondent sends us the following:

"Lack of linguistic knowledge often leads to humorous results. In a recent number of the Kew Bulletin a new species is given the name Orophne salicifolia. It is conceivable that the author wished to indicate that the leaves were like those of a Salacia; what he has actually achieved is to label the unfortunate plant with a name fit for use only in the smoking-room."
PETALOCHILUS: A NEW GENUS OF NEW ZEALAND ORCHIDS.

BY R. S. ROGERS, M.A., M.D.

(PATE 571.)

Petaloichus, n. gen.

Herbas terrestres, hissute, tuberibus globulosis parvis, caule simplici f-foliatis. Foliolum ad basin, linearem. Flores pedicellati, 1 vel 2. Segmenta perianthii subequalia, fere similis, angustiuscula; posticum erexitum vel leviter incurvum, cetera plana et patentia. Labello ceteris segmentis simili sed breviusculum. Columna elongata, leviter incurva; in parte superiore late alata; inferiore angustata alata. Anthora suberecta, bilocularis, mucronata; pollinia pulvcræ; caudiculae nullæ. Stigma sub antlierum, concavum.

Species nobis notae 2, Nova Zelandiæ incolæ.

Leaf basal, linear. Flowers pedicellated, 1 or 2. Segments of perianth subequal, similar, rather narrow; the dorsal one erect or slightly incurved over the column, the others flat and spreading; labelle similar to the other segments, but slightly shorter. Column elongated, slightly incurved, widely winged above, narrowly below. Anther suberect, 2-celled, mucronate; pollinia powder; caudicles absent. Stigma concave, just below the anther.

Terrestrial hairy herbs, with small globose tubers.

The outstanding feature of the new genus is, of course, the ancestral form of the labelleum.

The excellent vernacular names, Cup and Pouch Orchid, originally applied by the discoverer, Mr. H. B. Matthews, have been latinised and retained as specific designations for its two representatives.

The plants are endemic to New Zealand, and, so far as is known, are restricted to the neighbourhood of the little town of Kaitaia, situated in the extreme north-east of the Dominion.

The peculiar appendage in the first species is probably staminodial in origin, and occupies the position of stamen a₁ of the inner whorl. In P. succatus the size and shape of the capacious pouch suggests that the wings of the column are not its sole constituents, but that the staminode is also a component part.

Superficially both species bear a striking resemblance to the diminutive orchid Caladenia minor Hook. f., which is likewise endemic to the same islands.

The affinities of the new genus are certainly with Caladenia rather than with Thelymitra, with which it has few features in common beyond the hitherto unique distinction of an undifferentiated labelleum. The Apostasis, in which, of course, the labelleum is also undifferentiated, must be regarded only as doubtful members of the Orchidaceae. It also approaches very closely to Glaisaulia, especially if it be admitted that the pouch in P. succatus represents a fusion between the wings of the column and the staminode. In the living state, however, there is little that is reminiscent of that genus in which the labelleum, although almost quite plain, is nevertheless very dissimilar.
in appearance to the petals, and the basal appendage is either bifid or
distinctly dual in character.

Mr. Matthews has had these orchids under observation since the
year 1912. He says that both species were plentiful, that they
seeded freely, and showed practically no variations. On one occasion
he collected about 100 specimens of *P. calyciformis* and 70 of
*P. sacca. tus. In January 1919 he wrote stating that he had recently
visited Kaitaia, and found that in all three places where previously he
had been accustomed to collect the Cup-orchid, the ten-tree (*Lepota-
spermum scoparium*), among which it grew, had been cleared for
agricultural purposes. Thus, unless a fresh locality should be dis-
covered, this interesting plant will be no longer available to students of
botany.

Column wings open anteriorly, not conate;

a linear sigmoid appendage, with a cup-
shaped summit, erect against the column... 1. *P. calyciformis.*

Column wings conate anteriorly throughout
their entire length, forming a pouch........ 2. *P. sacca. tus.*

1. *P. calyciformis*, n. sp.

Graecilis, circiter 7-22 cm. alta. Foliolum anguste lineare, fore
labrum, circiter 4-15 cm. longum. Caulis gracilissimus, hisute, infra
defd medium bractae linearis-lanceolatae instructus. Flores 1 vel 2,
subvirides, circiter 12-13 mm. in diametro. Ovarium elongatum
subvillosum. Segmenta perianthii subacuta, 5-nervosa, circiter 6 mm.
longa; labellulum ectoris segmentis brevissimis et aliquando latus-
clusum. Columna circiter 5 mm. longa, in parte superiore late alata.
Appendix longissima linearis sigmoides, apice calyculo instructa,
antecolumnam erecta.

N.Z.: Kaitaia, County Mangonui, H. B. Matthews, 27 October-
15 Nov., 1916.

A very slender plant, about 7-22 cm. high. Leaf very narrow
linear, nearly glabrous, basul, from 4-15 cm. long. Stem very
slender, hairy, a loose linear-lanceolate bract at, or a little below, the
middle. Flowers greenish, about 12-13 mm. in diameter, usually
single, but occasionally 2, the very slender pedicel subtended by a
narrow acute bract. Ovary elongated, rather hairy. Segments of
the perianth not very acute, pubescent-glandular on the outside,
5-nerved; the dorsal one erect or slightly incurved, the others spread-
ing; about 6 mm. long; the labellar segment a little shorter than
the rest and sometimes a little wider. Column about 5 mm. high;
winged throughout, rather widely in the upper half, narrowly below.
A linear appendage with sigmoid flexure, furnished with a little cup
at the apex, erect in front of the column.

2. *P. sacca. tus*, n. sp.

Graecilis, circiter 7-14 cm. alta. Foliolum anguste lineare, fore
labrum, calule subaqualongum. Caulis hisute, supra medium
bractae acuta instructus. Flores solitarius, canus, circiter 2 cm. in
diametro. Ovarium elongatum, villosum. Segmenta perianthii sub-
acuta, 5-nervosa, circiter 10 mm. longa; labellum brevissimum et

aliquando latusculum. Columna circiter 4-75 mm. longa; alae antice
connatae, sacca membranacea formantae.

A very slender species, about 7-14 cm. high. Leaf almost glab-
rous, narrowly linear, usually about as long as the stem. Stem very
slender, hairy, with an acute bract above the middle. Flower pink,
solitary, about 2 cm. in diameter, its pedicel subtended by a narrow
acute bract. Ovary elongated, rather hairy. Segments of perianth
not very acute, the sepals glandular-puberulent on the outside, 5-nerved,
a pink stripe down the middle; the dorsal one erect or slightly
incurved, the others spreading; about 10 mm. long; the labellar
segment a little shorter than the rest and sometimes a little wider.
Column about 4-75 mm. high with transverse pink bars; the wings
uniting behind the anther, coalescing throughout anteriorly, so as to
form a well-marked membranaceous pouch below the stigma.

N.Z.: Kaitaia, Mr. H. B. Matthews, 10-31 October, 1917.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Figs. 1-3 represent *P. calyciformis*; figs. 4-7, *P. sacca. tus.*
Fig. 1. Column from the side, showing appendage. Fig. 2. Front
view of the flower. The artist has represented the labellar segment
too long. Fig. 3. Column from the front, showing appendage. Fig.
4. Column from side, showing anterior union of the columnar
wings. Fig. 5. Front view of the flower. The artist has shown the
labellar segment too long. Fig. 6. Column from the front, showing
the union of the wings to form a pouch. Fig. 7. Column from the
back.

Note. All details much enlarged.

THE HEPATICS OF HEREFORDSHIRE.

BY ELEONORA ARMITAGE.

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION.

Very little work has been done with Herefordshire hepatics; there
is no published list and only a few old records exist. The statement
on p. 10 of the *Census Catalogue of British Hepatics* (1913) that
there are records in Purchas & Ley's *Flora of Herefordshire* (1889)
is erroneous.

The earliest and only printed records I have been able to find are
in the work entitled 'Collections towards the History and Antiquities
of the County of Hereford,' by John Duncumb, A.M., Hereford,
1804. In vol. i. p. 182, in the General Introduction, are lists of
plants; and in one of these—"Plants observed on the eastern border
of Herefordshire in the vicinity of the Malvern Hills, communicated
by the Rev. Mr. Douglas, late of Whitbourne"—occur the following
three species—1. *Jungemania epiphylla (= Pelto epiphylla),
Broad-leaved Star Tip; 2. *Jungemania furcata (= Metzgeria
furcata), Broad-splayed Star Tip; 3. *Jungemania Pinus (= Aneura
pinus), Jagged Star Tip."
In the seventies and eighties of last century Mr. Burton M. Watkins (1816–92) (cited as "W.") a relieving officer living at Hentland, began a study of local hepatics, and I have lately become possessed of his interleaved copy of Cooke's British Hepatics, which has given me some old records (quoted as "W, M.S."). In the Ley Herbarium at Birmingham University are some packets of Herefordshire hepatics collected about this time by Watkins, Rev. A. Ley (1842–1911, "L."); and Rev. J. F. Crouch (1810–89, "C.") of Pembridge. The late E. Clemeshaw was kind enough, at my request, to look through these packets, and he and Mr. H. H. Knight verified the names; the list was sent to me in 1914; they are incorporated in the following account and are the earliest records of several species, and I have found nearly all of them in the old localities.

The Mosses were so fully treated in the Flora of Herefordshire that it seemed desirable to fill the blank in the other group of bryophytes, and for this purpose I have perambulated the county for the last ten years or so, visiting all the fourteen botanical districts to make out the county distribution so far as possible, as well as to record the number of species and varieties for census purposes.

I have to thank the Rev. C. H. Binstead (B.) and Mr. Knight (K.) for their help in this way; and am much indebted to Mr. Symers M. Macvicar (M.), Mr. Knight, and W. H. Pearson (1840–1923) for naming doubtful and critical plants for me.

I have also some of the original correspondence between Mr. Watkins and Dr. Benjamin Carrington when the former discovered Riccia sororcorpa for Britain in 1872, and the latter eventually identified it, the naming being confirmed by Prof. Lindberg of Helsingfors in 1873. I have also letters written to Watkins in the years 1878 to 1884 by W. H. Pearson, when Watkins was supplying him with specimens of the Riccia and also of R. natans for his fascicles of exsiccatea; these letters are of considerable interest.

Voucher packets of all the hepatics recently collected have been sent to the Moss Exchange Club and are recorded in the Reports up to 1922, and in that of the British Bryological Society for 1923; while my herbarium contains upwards of 1800 voucher specimens.

**Climate and Soil.**

A mild equable climate is characteristic of Herefordshire; the rainfall, 25–30 inches, is smaller in the south than in any of the surrounding counties, but occasionally reaches 40 inches in the north. The greater part of the county is on Old Red Sandstone rock, the soil being a light loam, becoming clayey in parts. Carboniferous Limestone rocks occur in the extreme south, with Old Red conglomerate; Silurian rocks in the east about Woolhope and Malvern, in the north from Aymestry to the Downton gorge of the Teme, and in the N.W. about Kington. The oak woods on the upper part of the sandstone hills are mostly dry, so that in many woods visited the yield in records was often extremely small. The central portion of the county is very poor in hepatics, both in quantity and species. The most interesting locality is that of the Wye Gorge at Doward, with a rich flora on both limestone and conglomerate rocks; the Silurian limestones and shales also yield well, while on the west there is the Black Mountain range, from 1800 to 2100 ft., where moorland and subalpine species occur.

**Incidence of Species.**

Of the 73 genera of British hepatics, 43, including the more important ones, occur here. Of the 251 species of the Census Catalogue 90 species and 21 varieties and forms, making a total of 111, have been found so far. Many more cannot be expected to grow in this dry, inland, highly cultivated county. The abundance or scarcity of these plants in the fourteen districts may be summarized thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>District</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Varieties</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woollhope</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ledbury</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bromyard</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frome</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hereford</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wobley</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leominster</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aymestry</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kington</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pembidge</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Valley</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Mountains</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Ross district has perhaps been the most thoroughly worked and has produced by far the largest number of forms; nearly all being found in the Wye Gorge, and the following species have been found only on the limestone there: Metzgeria pubescens, Haplozia atrovirens var. spharorooida, Lophozia badeana, Masothea leviata, Lejeunea caviolata var. heterophylla, and Marchesinina Mackiae; and on the conglomerate, Lophozia excisa, L. attenuata f. elegelina, Sphenoebolus erectiformis, Harpanthus scutatus, Cephalozia bicuspidata var. setulosa, Bozzania tribulata, Lepidozia reptans var. tenera and juxtea. In the Black Mountain district there occur only on the high moorland and in the dingles, Aneura pinguis var. augustior, Pellia Neesiana, Haplozia pumila, Marshupella aquatic, Gymnocephalum infustum et f. laxum, Lophozia baenriensis and L. Muelleri, Scoparia intermedia, S. dentata, and S. undulata and Masothea rivularis var. simplicior. Probably no other districts will claim a similar distinction, though at present Aneura sinuata is only known from dist. 2, Blasia paulli 11, Fossombronia Wendrac-
banks, stream sides and in gardens, but no record earlier than 2. Grewstone, 1913. 48 records.

Marchantia polymorpha L. Uncommon; on garden paths, by streams and hillside rills: First record, 2. Great Doward, W. 1872; other early records, 8. Hampton Court, W., MS.; 10. Eardisland, C. 1875; 12. Dowton, L. 1878. Found in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 23 records.


Anemia pinguis (L.) Dum. Swamps and peaty hill-sides; very uncommon. 2. First record, Great Doward, W. 1872; small marsh on Doward, 1916; 8. May Hill, K. 1914; caleareous swamp and in sphagnum at Moss Pool, Haugh Wood; near Pentelow Brook; 14. Peaty ground, top of Black Mountains, 1900 ft.; head of Okeham Stream, wet rocks Prill Dingle; rocks near Firs Farm.


Melzania furcata (L.) Dum. Very common on trees, rare on rocks; recorded from every district, usually gemmiferous. First record, 3. Fownhope, L. 1890. 54 records; c. per. 2. Penyard Wood.


M. conjuncta Lindb. Rare, on sandy rocks. First record, 2: Carboniferous Limestone, Great Doward, L. 1887. Only found in 4 districts. 1. Old Red Sandstone, White Rocks, Garway; 2. Huntsham Hill and Doward; 10. Silurian rocks, Downton Gorge; 14. Black Mountains. B. A slender elongated trailing form on the Doward rocks is "probably" var. elongata Hooker (M.), and comes better under this species than under furcata.

M. pubescens (Schrank) Raddi. Very rare, only found on the Carboniferous limestone of the Wye Gorge. 2. First record, Great Doward, L. 1884; 3. Great Wood, Huntsham Hill.

Peltia epiphylla (L.) Corda. Occasional, on moist banks and wet rocks, found in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and probably may be found in all districts, but sparingly. Early record, no date, 12 Penbridge, C. (W., MS.); fruiting: 1. Darren Wood by the Monnow, K. 1915. 2. Doward, L. 1890, Penyard Wood, 588. 51 records.
Var. gricillima (Sm.) Heeg. Very common—on moist soil and footpaths—found in every district; first record, 2. Sellack, L. 1874; 63 records; fruiting; 2 Penyhard Wood; 3. Haugh Wood.

**H. reparta** (Tayl.) Dum. Uncommon; damp woods and swampy moorlands; first record, 14. Black Mountains, L. 1893; found in 5 districts. 2. Clay Wood; Huntsham. 3. Fowndale. 10. Mary Knowl Valley. 12. Belley. 14. Frequent in the Black Mountains to 2100 feet; Okeham Valley; Casup Dingle; Red Daren; Crasswall; variety, approaching var. rivicola. Bernard in swamps, Okeham Head.

**H. atrivirens** (Schlech.) Dum., var. sphaerocarpoides (De Not.) Massal. Very rare. 2. Only on wet calcareous rocks at the Dropping Well, Great Doward; first recorded by W. 1883; fruiting 1897.


**Gynnacolea infleta** (Huds.) Dum. Very rare; only on peaty moorland in one district. 14. First record, Hatterell Hill, L. 1890; among Squamata, Okeham Valley; top of Black Hill, 2000 ft.; Cefn Hill, 1500 ft., B.

forma laxa Nees, peat holes on Black Mountains, 1919.


**L. bodinex** (Gottse) Schiffn. Rare, on calcareous soil; only occurs in Dist. 2. Limestone cliffs, Doward, H. N. Dixon, 1906, "probably v. obtusiloba." M. Quarry N. face of Doward Hill. K. 1915.

**L. eucauli** (Nees) Dum. Rare, on wet rocks. Only in 14. Rocks of Okeham brook, B. 1917; furcature rock on Okeham by Firs Farm; rock by moorland stream, Black Mountains, B.


**L. ventricosa** (Dicks.) Dum. Occasional in rocky woods and moorland; found in 5 districts. First record, 2. Hope Mansel, 1874. W. 2. Clay Wood; Doward; Huntsham; Harechurch; Coppett Hill. 4. Malvern Hills, on eastern and western slopes of Herefordshire Beacon. 10. Shobdon Hill. 11. Wapley Hill; Huntsham Ridge. 14. Crib-y-Garth; Okeham Head; Prill Dingle; top of Black Mountains, 2100 ft.


**L. attenuata** (Mart.) Dum. Rare; only found on O.R.S. conglomerate rock in one district. 2. First record, Hope Mansol, W. 1874; Penyward Hill, L. 1887; Harechurch; Huntsham Hill; Coppett Hill; Great Doward.

**L. effusa** Schinz. On conglomerate rock; Harechurch; Penyward Hill, 1915. In this form the long, narrow, apical innovations which are so conspicuous in the type are absent. Some bryologists are of opinion that *L. Flavikii, L. atlantica*, and *L. attenuata* are all forms of one species; the other two are not found in Herefordshire.

**Sphenolobus exspectiformis** (Breid.) Steph. Very rare; only in one spot on conglomerate rock. 2. Great Doward, 1918.

**Plagiochila asplenoides** (L.) Dum. Very common in woods and on shady banks; found in every district. First record, 2. Great Doward, W. 1874. 74 records.

Var. minor Lindenh. Occasional; dry, shady banks; found in all districts. 43 records.


Var. major Nees. Very common, habitat as type; found in all districts; 68 records, first record, 2. Sellack, 1891.


**Lophocole bidentata** (L.) Dum. Wet, grassy places, frequent, but not nearly so common as *L. cuspidata*; older bryologists did not distinguish between the two species, and called *bidentata* what should be *cuspidata*. Found in all districts except 6, 11, 12, and probably occurs in all. First record, 2. Chasswood, 1908. 42 records; not found with perianths.

f. latifolia Nees. Rare. 5. Tedney, 1921.

**L. cuspidata** Limpr. Very common, woods, banks, stumps; recorded from every district; first record, 2. King's Capel, L. 1890. 116 records; fruiting abundantly.

f. gracilis, small elegant form. 2. Great Doward; Lodge Grove.

6 Tankard Walls coppice.


**L. heterophylla** (Schrad.) Dum. Very common, on tree holes in woods, stumps, and rocks; fruiting freely; variable in growth, sometimes very small; found in all districts. First record, 2. Great Doward, W. no date; 50 records.


**C. palleaceus** (Ehrh.) Dum. Very common, on moist floor of woods and banks; recorded from 13 districts. First record, 2. bank of Wye, Caplar, L. 1890; fruiting, 2. Chase Wood, K. 1914. 43 records.

**Harpante scutatus** (Web. et Mohr) Spruce. Very rare, among bryophytes on moist rocks. 2. On conglomerate rock, Penyward Wood, among other hepatics, Lepidozia, Blepharostoma, and Cephalozia, 1915, a few stems only, detected by M.

**Cephalozia bicuspidata** (L.) Dum. Very common, on moist soil in woods and peaty ground; recorded from every district; first record, 2. Doward, W. 1873; 54 records; fruits freely. A strikingly lax elongated form occurs at base of conglomerate rock. 2. Coppett Hill, 1917.

Var. setulosa Spruce, e. per. 2. On damp rock, Chase Wood, 1915; very rare.


**C. macrostachya** Kaal. 2. Penyward Wood, with other hepatics, 1915; detected by 8. M. M. in a mixed gathering, but named doubtfully, no perianth being present.

**Cephalozia byssacea** (Roth) Warnst. Rather uncommon, on damp wood floors and banks, found in 5 districts. 1. Welsh Newton Common. 2. Little Doward, K. 1915, first record; Chaswood, genniferous; Howle Green Wood; on conglomerate rocks, Great Doward; Lodge Grove, Bishopwood, a form with numerous gammas, on leaves, under-leaves, and stem. 3. Haugh Wood; May Hill. 4. Eastwood. 6. Bodenham.

**C. bigelia** (Schreb.) Schinz. Very rare, sandy banks. 2. Lodge Grove, 1915, first record; Coppett Hill.

**Ptilonolobus Turnert (Hook.)** Schinz. Very rare, on sandy banks, in shade; found only in 3 localities, in districts widely apart, in E., W., and centre. 3. Haugh wood, on Silurian soil, 1915; first

*C. fissa* (L.) Raddi. Very common in woods everywhere, recorded from all districts; first record, 1. Longrove, W. 1869. 91 records. This species does not always show the notched leaf- apex, but the under-leaves are different from those of *C. Triechomanis*.

*C. arquata* Nees et Mont. Almost as common as the last, the two species very frequently growing together; *C. arquata* is especially at home on crumbling sand in holes in shady banks, where its delicate thread-like stems and silvery leaves form a network over the surface; recorded from all districts, 60 records. First record, 1. Darren Wood, K. 1915. 2. Copped Hill, a tufted green form in a small cave, 1917.

*Bazzania trilobata* (L.) Gray. Very rare, only found in one district in S.E. 2. Penyard Hill, on conglomerate rock, L. 1887, on same rock, Harechurch Wood, 1916.


*Var. tenera* (Hüb.) Nees. Very rare, only found in one district, creeping among mosses. 2. Purlieu Wood, Hope Mansel, 1916, first record; base of shady rock, Chase Wood; on shady Conglomerate rock, Copped Hill, Great Doward, Penyard and Huntsham Hills.

*Var. jutilacea* Nees. Very rare, on more exposed rocks than the last. 2. Chase Wood, 1894, first record; Harechurch; Copped Hill; Huntsham; e. per. Purlieu Wood, Penyard and Chase Woods.

*Blyphaaronoma triechophyllum* (L.) Dunn. Very rare, only found in 2 districts, S. and W. on damp rocks. 2. Chase Wood, 1914, first record; Penyard Wood. 14. Among mosses, Prill Dingle, 1800 ft.; damp stone in stream-bed above Cusop, B.


*Triechocolea tomentella* (Ehrh.) Dunn. Rare, wet banks, only found in 3 districts. 2. Hillside, Lodge Grove, Bishop'swood, L. 1886, first record. 3. Haugh Wood, B. 11. Lyonshall Park, C., old record, no date.

*Diplophyllum albicans* (L.) Dum. Very common, in woods, on rocks and banks; found in every district except 6 and 7, the driest and least wooded parts of the country, 52 records; first record, 2. Doward, 1890, L., fruiting. 2. Chase Wood, Penyard, Doward, &c. Found in the most luxuriant development in the Black Mountains, on wet rocks in the Dingles about 1900 ft.


*S. gracilis* (Lindb.) Kaal. Very rare, only found in 2 districts, on rocks. 2. Chase Wood, K. 1914; Conglomerate rock, Huntsham Hill. 5. Oaken Coppice, Storridge.


*Radula complanata* (L.) Dum. Common, on trees and sometimes on rocks; found in 11 districts, not in 6, 10, 11; 28 records.
Hattoral Hill; also on similar rock, Black Mountains, Olchon Head, Crib-yr-Garth, Prill Dingle, and in tufted form on rock-ledges in Olchon Dingle, 1800-1800 ft.  


_A. crispus_ (Mont.) Donin. On soil in fields, rare. 1. Tretire. 2. Sellyk; King's Capel; Dason; Moraston; Foy; Coppett Hill. 6. Woodhouse, Bodenham, 1916, first record. 11. Hergest Ridge, Maises Banks.  

_A. levis_ L. On soil in fields, rare. 2. Sellyk; King's Capel; Coppett Hill; Foy. 3. Adam's Court, Lea. 6. Woodhouse, Bodenham, 1916, first record. 13. Lane Bank, near St. Margaret's, 780 ft. These plants fruit abundantly, the spores are useful in determining the species.

**IMPERIAL BOTANICAL CONFERENCE.**

**INTERIM REPORT ON NOMENCLATURE.**

[The following is the Interim Report drawn up for submission to the Imperial Botanical Conference by the Subcommittees appointed to consider the question of Nomenclature. A draft set of Rules embodying these recommendations has been distributed, but it is thought that the suggestions themselves may interest a wider circle of readers, and they are therefore printed here. The names of the Subcommittees are appended to the Report.—Ed. JOUR. BOT.]

1. The primary function of nomenclature is to provide a means of indicating with certainty the identity and precise circumscription of groups.  

2. The International Rules of Nomenclature have now been in operation for over eighteen years. In the light of the experience gained during that period, certain alterations in the Rules seem desirable. It is believed that the adoption of these suggested alterations would secure greater certainty in the application of names, while necessitating comparatively little change in actual nomenclature.  

3. The Rules are too long and complicated—mainly as a result of their close adherence to the “Lois” of 1867. The average botanist, who is not an expert in nomenclature, finds it difficult to interpret them correctly. They should be abbreviated and simplified.  

4. Even experts are not agreed as to the interpretation of some of the Rules. Take, for example, Art. 20 (conserved generic names). Briquet (Prod. Fl. Corse, I. 529), on the one hand, regards _nomen conservanda_ as being conserved against all competing names—hence, in his opinion, _Spergularia_ J. et C. Presl (1819) cannot be replaced.
by Alaine L. (1753). Rendle and Britten (Journ. Bot. 1907, 430) on the other hand, retain the generic name Alaine L. in place of Spérygularia. "It is true that Spérygularia occurs in the list of names to be retained, . . . but it is inserted in that list only with reference to the two genera of Adanson—Buda and Tessa—and not to the Linnean genus Alaine."

5. There is also disagreement as to the practical application of some of the Rules. This is particularly the case with regard to still-born names (nomina abortivae). Thus Schinz and Thellung (Vierteljahrsschr. Nat. Ges. Zürich, iii. 576; 1908) consider Cucululus angustifolius Mill. is a nomina abortivum, whereas Briquet (Prod. Fl. Corse, i. 548; 1910) and Rendle (Journ. Bot. 1911, 277) maintain that it is a valid name. The question is discussed in Journ. Bot., Feb. 1924.

6. A serious defect in the Rules is that they do not secure certainty in the application of names. This is largely due to one of the provisions of Art. 50. "No one is authorised to reject a name (or combination of names) . . . because of the existence of an earlier homonym which is universally regarded as non-valid." This leads to the use of the same generic name for different genera. A genus which in one decade is universally regarded as congeneric with an older one may be treated by some botanists in the next decade as an independent genus and the "later homonym" will then have to be re-named. On account of the very large number of generic homonyms Art. 50, if unaltered, will inevitably lead to sweeping changes in nomenclature, the avoidance of which was one of the main objects of the Rules.

Under the Rules Kickxia Blume (Apoecynacea) must be replaced by Kibatolia G. Don because Kickxia Dum. is no longer universally regarded as a synonym of Linoria L.; and Bassia Koegi (Sapotacea) must now be replaced by Madhuca Gmel., because Bassia A. (Chenopodiaceae) is no longer treated as a synonym of Chenola Thumb, which as a matter of fact it antedates. Busy taxonomists have no time to devote to investigating the validity of earlier homonyms. Thus since 1905 King and Gamble have described fourteen new species under Bassia Koegi, and Merril has published eleven new species and combinations under the same generic name. The thirty species known will now have to bear names under Madhuca (Macbride in Contrib. Gray Herb. n. s. iii. 16; 1918; Merrill Enum. Philipp. Fl. Pl. iii. 276; 1923), unless Bassia Koegi is placed on the list of nomina conservanda.

7. The Rules do not give clear guidance as to the right application of a generic name, when a genus is divided. Art. 45 reads as follows: When a genus is divided into two or more genera, the name must be kept and given to one of the principal divisions. If a genus contains a section or some other division which, judging by its name or its species, is the type or the origin of the group, the name is reserved for that part of it. If there is no such section or subdivision, but one of the parts detached contains a great many more species than the others, the name is reserved for that part of it.

The citation of Esculus as an example seems to indicate at least partial acceptance of the type-method, but the view has been taken by some botanists that the first sentence of Art. 45 implies that when a generic name cannot be adopted for the division containing the type-species, it must be applied to one of the other divisions. The genus Erotemia Sw., contained only two species, E. theooides and E. undulatum, which are now recognised as belonging to different genera. Fawcett and Rendle (Journ. Bot. 1928, 58) show that Erotemia theooides must be regarded as the type-species of Erotemia Sw., and state that if the name Erotemia cannot be used for E. theooides it must be applied to the genus typified by E. undulatum. Other botanists consider that a generic name should be reserved—whether as an accepted name or as a synonym—for the division containing the type-species.

8. The difficulties mentioned in 4, 5, 6, and 7 may be removed by certain alterations in the Rules—see 9, 10, 11, 12, infra.

9. It should be made clear that nomina conservanda are conserved as against all competing names.

10. The "principle of nomina abortivae" (by which combinations based on nomina abortivae are rejected) should be expunged from the Rules, as it leads to instability of nomenclature and unnecessary multiplication of names (see Journ. Bot., Feb. 1924).

11. All combinations which are homonyms should be rejected. All generic homonyms should be rejected except such as are specially conserved. (The word homonym is here used in the sense of a second or later application of a name.)

12. Names should be applied according to the type-method. This will be dealt with in a separate memorandum which is in preparation.

13. The provision for rejecting "duplicating binomials" (tutonyma) should be removed from the Rules, as it leads to instability in nomenclature (see Journ. Bot., Feb. 1924, pp. 41-49).

James Britten, J. Ramsbottom,
T. A. Sprague (Convener), E. M. Wakefield, A. J. Wilmott.
January 6, 1924.


By the death of H. T. Mennell on December 9, 1923, we lose yet another Quaker naturalist who gained his inspiration and early training at the well-known Friends' School at York which celebrated its centenary last June, where he was the oldest Bootham Scholar alive, having been born at Scarborough in 1835.

For many years Mennell was a prominent and useful member of the Society of Friends (his mother was a Tuke); he took a particular and very practical interest in education, and was successively secretary, chairman, and treasurer of the Friends' Education Committee. Before he left Newcastle in 1891, where incidentally he was Secretary of the Northumberland and Durham Nat. Hist. Soc.,
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his collections of English shells and herbarium of British flowering plants were already excellent and fairly complete. However, when the Watson Bot. Exch. Club was started in 1884 he became a member and remained so until 1918. A few notes were contributed by him to the Journal of Botany many years ago, but he published little else of botanical interest. As long ago as 1868 he became F.L.S., retiring only in 1923.

Mennell's happy union with Maria B. Newman, daughter of Edward Newman, the entomologist and horn lover and editor of the Phytologist, doubtless increased his friendships among naturalists, and more and more his many services to humanity became evident. In 1861 he took over the tea business in London of Tuke & Co., founded in 1725, and Mr. and Mrs. Mennell settled at the Red House, Croydon, where in later years the charm of his beautiful alpine rock-garden was shared with many.

In 1865 Mennell joined the Alpine Club, and many of his early climbs were done with his old school-fellow the late Dr. R. Spence Watson. It may almost be said that he introduced to English people Fiornay in the beautiful Val de Bagnes, for his later Swiss holidays for fifteen successive years were spent in that district, and he and his family were often accompanied by friends able to join the party. His enthusiasm for the mountains and the flowers was contagious, and he endeared himself to all, and especially to his guides. I was struck by this in August 1904 when I changed to be at Fiornay.

Three years later, in his 73rd year, he made his last ascent of a 12,000 feet peak in the Combin range. During the British Association meeting in Canada in 1884 Mennell and Macoun, head of the Canadian and Geological Survey, were the first white men to penetrate the Yolo Valley, now so famous in the Rockies. Upper Teesdale was one of H. T. M.'s favourite English haunts, and in middle life he visited it repeatedly. Among his lifelong friends were the late Alfred Russell Wallace and J. Gilbert Baker.

Mennell's herbarium has been presented to Mr. C. E. Salmon.

H. S. THOMPSON.

SHORT NOTES.

CROCUS VERNUS ALL IN SURREY. While walking in the neighbourhood of Malden, Surrey, in March of last year, my attention was drawn to a party of children gathering flowers in a meadow. The flowers were purple crocuses (C. vernus), which the children said were "wild" and had been picked regularly every spring. The field is an old pasture where the crocuses have evidently been long naturalised, for they differ considerably from the modern named Dutch forms and closely resemble those naturalised at Colney Hatch, which I found still abundant some twenty years ago (vide Flora of Middlesex, p. 274; 1869). The flowers of these plants are much smaller than in the garden forms of C. vernus, and of a purple ground-colour, more or less marked with whitish stripes. They are rarely wholly purple or with the clear white ground seen in such cultivated kinds as

"Pride of Albion" or "Sir Walter Scott." The plants are no doubt descended from some old cultivated forms, and are reverting towards the wild types of Central Europe, where the crocuses that I have seen have always shown relatively small and dull-coloured flowers. In the grass-plot of my garden, where I have grown C. vernus for about 25 years, I find that my original named varieties tend to die out, and natural hybrids spring up, generally with smaller flowers of intermediate colouring, which in time will presumably effect further crossing and gradually degenerate to the form noticed at Malden and in Middlesex.—H. W. Pulley.

SILENE LATIFOLIA (p. 45). By a typographical error, for which I am in no way responsible, Silene latifolia appeared in small capitals, as though it were an accepted name, instead of in italics. As I stated (l. c.), the choice lies between S. vulgaris and S. angustifolia.—T. A. SMURTHWICK.

REVIEWS.


Some four decades ago, a rambler generation of Oxford undergraduates, assisted, perhaps prompted, by resident younger graduates, used to say of a certain famous personage that he was appointed Professor of Greek in the University of Oxford because he knew a little Latin. And the Editor of this Journal, acting on a kindred principle, asks me to write something about a work on cultivated American Rubi because, forsooth, I know a little about the wild brambles of England; for if I know anything about the cultivated English forms, my knowledge is, as Bailey would say, wholly pomological.

This paper is one of a series of "occasional papers on the kinds of plants"; it has 7 pages of introductory remarks, and 55 of a list of Rubi cultivated in America with index ("finding-list of Latin names"). It is bound in a paper cover, and so far does not promise to hold together long; but it is admirably arranged, printed in good type on good paper, and beautifully illustrated with photographs, largely of mounted specimens.

We are not here presented with a Handbook of Cultivated Rubi, or of the Rubi of North America; for many forms are enumerated which lack a description. We have rather an attempt to survey the present state of the study and to indicate the lines on which it may in future be most profitably pursued. The author regards himself as only a middle link in a chain—beginning with Blanchard (ob. 1922)—just as Rogers did; Rogers always looked on his work as a starting-point for that of others, and would not at all resent his name and his results being "lost" in years to come. This attitude is the true answer to the foolish question once put to me, Will his work stand? Of course it will, in the shape of further work built upon it and
called probably by someone else's name. If it were to stand in the sense of being final, that could only mean that it had led to a cul-de-

doe, and nothing more could be done with it. That is just what

genuinely scientific mind like Bailey's would pray to be delivered

from. He does not aim to produce finitude or completeness but to

clear the ground and to provide material which others can use after

him. Botany gains this way, though botanists may miss the enter-
tainment which a certain class of dispute provides to onlookers.

The list of 55 pp. contains frequent discussions of the origin of

forms which are chiefly interesting to gardeners, professional and

amateur. Typical of these is the statement of the problem raised

by the Loganberry (p. 155). These pages also reveal several inter-
festing facts, as for example the large number of countries in both

hemispheres which have been laid under contribution for forms

ornamental or useful. The Rubus cult, moreover, like many still

more eccentric cults, appears to have attained far larger dimensions

in America than in England. There is a good story, solemnly printed

for true, about the Mammoth Blackberry and its cane 149 feet long,

covering a wall 40 feet long and 6-8 feet wide, and producing fruit

21 inches long, and yielding a weight of fruit which "is not now

capable of calculation." The Achilles-heel is there all right, though

for the Mammoth "is utterly insipid in short-cake."

Many forms are grown simply for beauty. From this point of

view, the worst of a bramble is that, late in the season, it becomes

unfriendly to the eye. True, it displays beautiful foliage for some

months, and in full flower it is often very handsome and indeed critically

distinctive; a mass of R. californicus with its white flowers and R. latifolius

in Merioneth, R. incana in Oxfordshire, R. macrophyllus at

Portmadoc, or a good luxuriant show of R. leucostachys anywhere,

is a beautiful sight. But as it decays, a bramble is more repellent to

the eye than most flowers; though R. rusticans in full fruit in October is a lovely thing. No doubt, however, where the cultivation of

brambles is sensibly undertaken, this drawback is put right by the

pruning-knife.

The few pages of introduction are to us in England far more

entertaining than the rest of the paper. To a field-worker, perhaps

the most appealing point all through is the passage on p. 143 about

the collecting and marshalling of material for the study of a critical
genus. A wealth of sad experience lies behind these sentences—

"Much of the difficulty in identifying the species of Rubus is due to our

methods of collecting and to the consequent random material in the

herbaria. We take a piece in one place or another in other

fragments in other places; when these are brought together they may

seem to represent different species, whereas all the forms might have

been found in the same patch or colony if it had been properly

collected."

That is very near the conclusion to which a more limited

experience leads me. I have, for example, been Rubus-hunting (with

W. C. Barton) of late in N. Wales, and found in large quantities

over the Portmadoc and Dolgelley neighbourhood three constant

forms which are difficult to place. In my herbarium I have about

a third of Rogers's Rubus herbarium, selected by myself through the

kindness of his son; and there I find one solitary specimen of each

of these three forms, collected by Rogers or sent to him by the

collectors; and each seeming to be a solitary and hence unform of some

species found elsewhere in normal shape. Rogers consequently placed

these isolated gatherings respectively under mollissimus, Lottii, and

podophyllus, but in all cases with strong reservations; and no doubt

with the material at his command it was the only thing to do. But

I am persuaded that if he had seen the results of our 1922-3 gatherings,

spread over 2, 3, or 4 counties, he would have separated the forms

from the named allies and consented to the more descriptive

descriptions. For with a very large series of this "Lottii" before

us, we find it fits equally well, and equally badly, chrysoxylon, Lottii,

euroides, podophyllus, and perhaps one or two others of our named

forms. This means that it is a distinct local form, as good as a dozen

others in our list; but systematic and extensive collecting, with

careful annotation, was necessary to reveal the fact; that is the point

large gatherings over a definite area. Then at once follows the

question, how to treat a series of such closely allied and graduated

forms, which not seldom occupy definite areas adjacent to each other:

for example, the form above referred to is "bounded by" chrysoxylon

on the N., euroides on the S., Lottii on the W., and Ireland. Bailey

would apparently desire to regard them all as varying aspects of one

species, and to a less degree Focke would do the same. But the

botanist with true imagination has yet to arise who can see through

the maze of forms—just as he who can justly grasp the meaning of

circles—and invent the ideal treatment. Sadie, with all his merits,

has not accomplished this. Subtilitas naturae subtilissimus sensus et

intellectus superat.

And so he finishes in words that cover with a wide sweep much of

our scientific literature:—"We are to recognise two kinds of species

making in Rubus. One is the process of breaking up the different

species after a country is thoroughly collected; the other is the

adding of new species when a country is being explored. In North

America, the Rubus flora is not yet collected." Neither is it in

England, save in patches, chiefly those personally worked by Rogers

and his closest collaborators. And to do what is really desirable, it is

necessary to amass and arrange an enormous herbarium, too large for

any private house, and requiring Government housing accommodation.

Is there not another difficulty which complicates these consider-

ations, and one sometimes identical with the others? I am beginning to

suspect that forms are actually changing from year to year. It would be a very interesting experiment to collect the

same form in one neighbourhood for, say, ten years in succession,

keeping characteristic specimens of each year, with careful notes as

to slight changes in stem, leaf clothing, and the like. Cultivation

would also serve to test the behaviour of the individual. My belief

is that Rubus is, even in this way, a rapidly developing genus, and

that variations are often due to an inherent fluidity which arises from
some unknown source entirely independent of "crossing"; and that such fidelity frequently finds largely increased scope in new surroundings.

It is thus a courageous undertaking of Bailey's to try to get behind the history of Rubus cultivation. As he says, the records of horticulturists are neither full nor pointed enough from the scientific point of view to enable us to come to real conclusions; for there has been no systematic amassing of relevant herbarium material in the past. Scientists and horticulturists have indeed much to learn from each other, and jointly may be expected to produce great results. But the attempt to collaborate has hardly yet begun. Results therefore must at present be largely guesswork.

Bailey seems to have arrived at a pretty clear notion of the meaning of "species." I wish I had! But he does say useful things about it; one is that sterile offspring can no longer be taken as evidence for "specific" difference between parents. Lidforss found that in Rubus it frequently happened that the more he crossed forms, the more fertile they became. And, of course, "intermediate forms" is no "proof of double parentage," even though hybrids are often intermediate in character.

H. J. RIDDELLSWELL.


The island of Santa Catalina lies 23 miles off the coast of Southern California at San Pedro, the port of Los Angeles; it is 22 miles long and varies in width from 3 to 8 miles; its total area is 48,483 acres. This we learn from the Preface, from which we extract the following:

"The island is especially interesting to the botanist because its Flora comprises a greater number of endemic species than any equal area of the Californian mainland. The strongly-marked character of several of these has given rise to various theories as to their origin and the geologic status of the island itself... It is imperative that the Flora be recorded in detail before the advancing activities of Man shall have modified too greatly its original characters. The wide ranging of large flocks of sheep; the introduction and increase of wild goats; the turning of various springs and canyon streams into ditches supplying Avalon [the shipping harbour of the island]; building and road-construction are elements working rapid changes in the natural features of the island."

The summary of the plants composing the Flora shows a total of 459 genera containing 882 species; of these, half are Spermatophytes, the remainder Thallophytes, chiefly fungi and lichens; it would, we think, have been useful if the number of endemics had been indicated.

Before coming to the Flora proper, however, we have an introduction containing a detailed account of the principal collecting-stations which extends over eighteen pages, and a very full list of collectors, even those who have noted only one or two plants being mentioned; it would have added to the usefulness of the list if the dates of deceased collectors had been added. "The pioneer botanical collector of the island" (Feb. 1847) was Dr. William Gambel; "while his plants are supposed to be deposited in the herbarium of the British Museum, London." There is evidently some mistake here; the herbarium of Elias Durand (1794-1873), who is intended, is in the Paris Museum; see Harshberger, Botanists of Philadelphia, 1889 (p. 177), wherein will also be found a biography of Gambel (1821-1849) and a full account, with portrait, of Thomas Nuttall (1786-1859), who employed Gambel in his early days as an assistant in his journeys. Nuttall's herbarium, it may be noted, was purchased by the British Museum in the year following his death; it contained about 5000 species, but Gambel's plants do not appear to be among them. Of the plants collected in Santa Catalina, "the herbarium of the Field Museum of Natural History contains the largest aggregation—over 3500 sheets."

The Spermatophytes, with which the following remarks are principally concerned, are fully described, the main groups being provided with a clavis to the genera and to the species. Mr. Millsbaugh (whose death we regret to see recently recorded) is mainly responsible for the work and for the description of the new species; the help is acknowledged of P. C. Standley (Chenopodiaceae), A. S. Hitchcock (Poaceae), and W. Trelease (Quercus), and in Thallophytes of various writers, the principal being W. R. Maxon (Fungi), R. S. Williams (Mosses), A. W. Evans (Hepatics), G. K. Merrill (Lichens), and C. E. Fairman (Fungi); of the last many new species are described and a "host index" is appended.

Turning over the pages, we note one or two points of interest to British botanists. Some of our plants appear under unfamiliar names: Polygopogon littoralis Sm. becomes P. latuosus (Poir.) Hitche.; Gastridium tendigerrum Gaud. (1828) is replaced by G. ventricosum (Gouan) Schinz & Thell.; Lepturus incurvatus is placed in Pholiurus and becomes P. incurvatus (L.) Hitche.; the memory of an old controversy is raised by the retention of Tissa for Spergularia. The genus Leptilum Raf. is revived, and Erigeron canadense becomes "L. canadense (L.) Britton, Brit. & Br. Ill. Fl. 3: 391."—"to this method of citation we think objection may rightly be taken: the authorship of the "Illustrated Flora" is attributed on its title-page to Britton and Brown; and although it is stated in the Introduction (i. 5) that "the execution of the Flora is mainly the work of Dr. Britton," it was "supervised throughout" by Judge Brown, nor in any case can we go beyond the title-page for authorship. This view has been generally accepted in the case of the Hortus Kewensis, the species in which are cited as of Aiton, though he certainly did not describe them (see History of Aiton's 'Hortus Kewensis,' Journ. Bot. 1912, Suppl. iii.)."
Eradicium cicutarium is common in the island, where it is known as "Escarce," a corruption of the Spanish name Agleroilla: it is asserted that some years ago a Mexican sheep-herder, knowing the value of this plant as fodder, was wont to carry a quantity of the seed with him on his rides about the island and sow it broadcast in all new localities he visited. A number of European plants are already well established, some of them escaped from gardens—e.g., Reseda odorata, Konigia (printed "Konigin Adans," but Adanson wrote "Konig"—it may be noted that his names beginning with K are all indexed under C) maritima, and the Peruvian Tropaeolum majus. Water-cress (for which Linnaeus's name Sisymbrium aquaticum is retained) is "established in perpetual streamlets"; Marrubium vulgare, first noticed in 1896, is "prevailing on dry hillsides"; certain weeds—e.g., Sonchus oleraceus and S. asper—are established, but Plantago major finds no place. Occasionally introductions are admitted on apparently slight grounds; thus Chrysanthemum coronarium occurred only once, in a grain-field. Among the numerous new species, the most striking appears to be Echecholzia Wrigleyana, of which a coloured plate is given; this, which is near E. croceum, is based on "two young plants, not found later." The other illustrations of plants, save for an excellent plate of Desmatodon Hendersoni, are not very illuminative.

Considerable typographical prominence is given to the local names, some of which are interesting—e.g., "Baobab" (Rhizobium floridulatum), which "covers the steep walls of one canyon to the height of a hundred feet and extends in a mass for a quarter of a mile"); "White Lilac" (Ceanothus); "Mulefat" (Baccharis viminea); "Fling" (Calendula); "Niger Head" (Coreopsis gigantea)—"a species almost entirely insular, becoming rare where cattle or sheep are pastured"); "Doughlass" (Atriplex semidecimtia, "an Australian plant much relished by sheep"); "Miner's Lettuce" (Claytonia perfoliata). There is a commendable absence of manufactured names, though the new Echecholzia, of which only two plants were found, is christened "Wrigley's Poppy."

The nomenclature is presumably in accordance with the American Code, but the practice of employing trinomials for varieties—"Stipa tepida Andersoni" (Vasey); "Hitehe," seems to us objectionable, and to append Gray's name to such a construction—"Salaniun Xanti Wallisie Gray" (p. 217), Proc. Am. Acad. ii. 90, 1876 (p. 217)—is not only inaccurate but anachronistic.

There is an admirable—we are glad to note that there is only one!—index, in which new names are in black type and synonyms in italics; its only defect is in the failure to repeat the generic name at the head of each column. A more serious omission, to which we have often called attention, is the neglect to utilise the headings of the pages, which stand throughout—on the left hand, "Field Museum of Natural History—Botany, vol. v.," on the right, "Flora of Santa Catalina Island, Millspaugh and Nuttall;" these, each repeated more than two hundred times, are as monotonous as they are useless. In typography and general get-up, the volume is admirably produced.


This attractive volume, the notice of which has been too long delayed, is the outcome of "a series of 155 articles which appeared in the Stratford-upon-Avon Herald during 1909—16." These have been carefully revised and considerably enlarged. Their origin explains the prominence of matters of purely local interest, such as references to the flora of the district and persons and places connected therewith, and also the considerable diffuseness and discourtesy of some of the chapters, which however do not detract from its interest to the general reader. It probably also accounts for the fact that no system has been followed in arranging the chapters, which we think for purposes of reference would have been more conveniently placed under the names of the plants in alphabetical sequence. The title is perhaps a little misleading; the Folk-lore of Shakespeare is a very large subject, and the author has done well to confine himself to that portion of it which is connected with plants.

Considerable attention has been devoted to local names, some of which—e.g., "drug-sticks" for Poterium Saginae—"we have not met with before. The identification of these is often to some extent a matter of speculation, but the author has sometimes overlooked important sources of definite information; for example, the late Nathaniel Colgan established beyond doubt that the plant usually known in Ireland as "Shamrock"—the discussion of which under "Clover" is an example of the discourtesy to which we have referred—is Trifolium minus, but this is not among the plant names mentioned in the text. Shakespeare's "Long Purples," again, the identity of which the author thinks "it is impossible to decide with any degree of certainty," is from the context quite clearly Orchis mascula. Some names are included on somewhat insufficient grounds—e.g., "Peach," though "the poet nowhere refers to the peach-tree," but alludes to the colour; and the "Dog-berry"—it is thought Dogberry took his name from the fruit of the Dogwood. The pleasant fiction that connects Limoing with the Furze, which has been finally disposed of by Dr. Daydon Jackson, finds place, qualified, however, by the useful prefix "It is said."

The volume is, on the whole, carefully printed; a long paragraph under "Lark-heels" (p. 98) clearly belongs elsewhere, and "Caryocanthus Americanus" (p. 230) should be Caryocanthus floridus. There are no useful headings to the pages—the title of the book is continued throughout. The two indexes—that of "Shakespearean names" is disfigured by ugly black type giving unnecessary information—should have been united; the "general index" is by no means adequate. The volume would have been more useful bibliographically had the author given us a list of previous books on Shakespeare's plants: he quotes "Ellacombe" and "Grindon," but gives no information about their works. All the same, he has given us an interesting volume, the result of much reading and research.
DISEASES OF GLASSHOUSE PLANTS

Dr. W. F. Bewley, Director of the Experimental and Research Station at Cheshunt, is well known for his researches on the diseases of glasshouse plants, particularly the tomato. In the present work he has summarised his results, and rounded off the account by descriptions of diseases affecting the inhabitants of glasshouses in general. The descriptions are as a rule somewhat meagre and hardly add to the value of the book. The first two chapters on hygienic conditions of glasshouses in relation to health and disease in plants and on diseases caused in plants due to environmental factors—light, heat, humidity, soil, etc.—show a clear insight into matters of importance to the practical grower, and suggestions are made as to the manner in which certain deleterious effects can be prevented or eliminated. The next three chapters deal with Diseases due to Fungi—Root Diseases, Bulb Diseases, and Stem, Leaf, and Fruit Diseases. These are for the most part excellent, but it would perhaps have been better to have treated a species such as Phytophthora parasitica in one chapter rather than partly under "Damping Off," "Foot Rot," and "Buckeye Rot." A chapter is devoted to Diseases due to Bacteria and one to Moszie Diseases; the last two chapters are headed "General Reflections and Considerations on Disease Treatment," and deal with such matters as different methods of soil and water sterilization, spraying and dusting, resistant varieties, and so on. The last paragraph of this section is worth reproducing: "Finally, a word to pathologists and students of disease problems, the outcome of much experience in commercial nurseries. First learn to grow your plants so that they may pass the most critical examination for health, quality, and productiveness by practical commercial growers, and then experiment upon the healthy plant. It is useless to base detailed knowledge of any disease or the method of its control on experiments conducted on half-starved, physiologically weak plants grown in tiny pots." This requires no commentary, except perhaps that the word experiment has been and is still the most misused word in science.

A list of Tomato diseases in this country is given as an appendix and a "selected bibliography." The index is full but very uneven. The printing is good, and there are sixteen excellent plates, but there is a great waste of space in some of them. There are a considerable number of text-figures, but these are not as a whole good, being often very diagrammatic and in some cases more conventional than accurate. Proof-reading has not been very carefully done, and the small initial letter to the generic names (pp. 9 & 10) should not have been passed. In spite of these minor blemishes the work is one which will no doubt fulfil its purpose: "to ordinary before growers of glasshouse plants the fundamental principles of disease control, in the hope that it may be of some assistance to them in the course of their business." It is written to that end, but it will also prove of value and interest to that rapidly-growing school of plant pathologists who are dealing with problems in the same enlightened spirit which characterizes the work of Dr. Bewley.

BOOK-NOTES, NEWS, ETC.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on Jan. 24, Mr. F. Howarth read a paper on "The Sexuality of Ustilago." After outlining the life-histories met with in this genus of smut fungi, he summarised the results obtained by Knipe and others in following out the fate of the four sporidia produced on the germination of the chlamydoспорa. His own results with U. hordetii and U. aenea also show that the sporidia can be divided into two groups; the sporidia of one group will not conjugate among themselves, but will readily do so with those of the other group. Both strains, so far as we can ascertain, are absolutely identical morphologically, but differ physiologically, the difference revealing itself in the capacity to conjugate. There is no conjugation in the absence of oxygen. It occurs best on a ventral or slightly alkaline medium; beyond a small range on the acid or alkaline side it is inhibited.

At the meeting of the same Society on February 7, Mr. E. J. Collins read a paper on Sex-Conditions in Silene nutans Linn. He stated that from the recorded facts of sex distribution, S. nutans may be described as a trizeicous species. Two plants and seed of S. nutans
var. Smithianus were received from Mr. C. E. Salmon in 1917; it was hoped that by raising seedlings of this form, light would be thrown on the relationship between hermaphroditism and dioecism and the question of sex determination in flowering plants generally. Upon flowering in 1918, one of the above plants proved to be female and hermaphroditic, but it must be stated that the female plant threw a few hermaphrodite flowers in the following year and subsequently became wholly hermaphrodite. Seedlings of varied parentage have now been raised and their sex condition recorded. In each individual progeny, hermaphrodite plants, plants of mixed sex, i.e., bearing ♀ and ♂ flowers together with flowers with a reduced number of stamens, and plants ostensibly female were noted. The entire 12 plants were divided into two groups, (a) three incapable of producing seed, neuters, and (b) those producing seed. The female condition of the plants in the latter group may continue for one, two, or three years, and possibly a few will remain as female seed-bearing plants, but soon or late maleness appears to break out in varying degree and finally the hermaphroditic condition may be reached. No definite change in the reverse direction has been noticed. Plants of mixed sex may show a bias either towards hermaphroditism or femalelessness during the season. The bias may undergo reversal between the flowering axes of the different order of branching, thus giving different sex phases with time and growth.

In all 1139 plants have been raised grouped as follows: Hermaphrodite, 480; mixed, 307 plus 130♀; female seedling, (a) outstanding female 14, (b) with some degree of maleness, 202; female-neuters. The possible origin of the neuter type and the general bearing of the facts upon the question of sex determination were dealt with.

At the same meeting Prof. Teizo Niwa gave an account of the forms cultivated in Japan from the original types of Chrysanthemum indicum L. and C. sinense Sabine. He said that among the many species of Chrysanthemum which are wild in Japan, there are two which approach nearest to the cultivated Chrysanthemum and C. sinense. In the Tokyo Botanical Magazine for 1909, Mr. Makino described a wild specimen as C. sinense, but this differed from the true plant; for the plant so widely cultivated the name C. sinense Sabine var. hortensis Makino has been employed. In Japan there are over fourteen sections of the species, that is, garden not botanical varieties; they transmit their characters very rarely by seed. Garden classification depends upon the flower, but also in some degree upon the leaf. The aim of the communication, which was illustrated by a large series of photographs, was to show how cultivation and artificial selection through many generations have affected the type. Mr. H. W. Pugsley exhibited specimens of an undescribed Stellaria from Pembrokeshire, which he proposed to name S. transwalliana in allusion to the district where it occurs; of this we hope to publish in due course a figure and description.

On the same occasion Mr. A. Sprague exhibited a seedling of Galium Aparine with three branches in the axil of each cotyledon.

Accessory buds are characteristic of many Leguminoseae, Rosaceae, Cornaceae, Caprifoliaceae, Rubiaceae, and Oleaceae, usually on the adult plant; they seem to occur less frequently in the axis of the cotyledons. In the case of O. Aparine, however, the reverse is the case. Like Stellaria media, O. Aparine exhibits encoiled unequal development of the axillary branches of the leaves of each pair. Owing to the leaves arising from the angles of the stem, and the axillary branches arising from the faces, the successive branches in the axil of the same cotyledon or ordinary leaf arise alternately to right and left, branch 3 and 4 arising between 1 and 2 respectively. For some unexplained reason the primary branches in the axil of the cotyledons and the strong branch of the node appear to be constantly on the same side of the stem.

At the meeting of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh on 21st February, Mr. J. Montague Drummond delivered a lecture on Crop-breeding in Scotland, in which he indicated some of the points of contact between the practical art of crop-breeding and the pure science of Botany. Special attention was drawn to the taxaonomy of crop-plants and to the bearing of the pure line concept on the significance of species and micro-species. The evidence of particular inheritance provided by Mendelian segregation was also discussed, and, finally, plant physiologists were invited to consider the possibilities of investigation of phenomena such as self-fertility, incompatibility in crossing, and the general physiology and ecology of fertilisation. At the same meeting Miss E. M. Henderson described the nodal anatomy of Sargentoidea cuneata; Miss M. B. Knagg recorded her observations on the structure of the leaf of Bogonia flabellata, and Mr. J. A. Alexander submitted an account of the flora of Mt. Riggala.

The Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society for January (vol. xlix. part 1) contains another of Mr. Miller Christy's papers on Primula: the subject of the present instalment is "The Garden Polyanthus: its Origin and History." Mr. Christy deals with characteristic fulness with the literary history of the plant, which he fails to find in any of the earlier herbalists, none of whom "up to about the middle of the seventeenth century was acquainted with the plant we now know as the 'Garden Polyanthus'". Mr. Christy discusses at considerable length the origin of the plant, and concludes by saying that "Whatever its precise ancestry may be, it is of English (or at any rate British) origin, having been evolved solely by the cultural skill of British horticulturists." The part also contains an account, with illustrations, by Mr. G. Forrest, of his "Exploration of N.W. Yunnan and S.E. Tibet, 1921-22", and an interesting biography, accompanied by an excellent portrait, of the late H. J. Elwes by his friend Sir Herbert Maxwell. Mr. Chittenden describes some of the new and noteworthy plants in the Society's Gardens, including Specseria ramulosa, a Tibetan plant described and figured by Trimen in this Journal for 1870, and introduced to cultivation by Mr. Forrest in connexion with his 1917-19 expedition.
THE TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE TORQUAY NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY for 1922-23 contains a paper by Miss C. E. Larter on “Some Features of Plant Distribution in Devon.” “More than geological formation, the elevation and exposure of tracts of country and nearness to the sea have apparently to do with the distribution of vegetation... Plants like Chrysanthemum segetum L., that cannot live on limestone, are naturally limited in range; whereas, lime-loving plants, like Ciciorium intybus L., Iris aquilina Borkh., and Clethra Vitalba L., are found in all of the eight botanical districts, but the latter does not grow in North Devon in anything like the numbers in the Torquay district. The Iris, therefore, is found in the south. Iris foetidissima L., too, is so plentiful around Torquay, and present in quantity in North Devon... Phyllitis scolopendrium L., at home on sandstone, is found in all the districts. High and exposed situations contain (but only as very rare plants) Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. in South Devon, and Empetrum nigrum L. in both North and South Devon. Sibbordia europaea L. and Melittis melissophyllum L., the latter a normally Devon plant, are widely distributed.” The eight botanical districts into which the county is divided are then passed in review, the more remarkable plants of each being cited.

The Bulletin de la Société Botanique de Belgique, vol. lvii. fasc. I., contains a portrait, biography, and bibliography of the late Elie Marchal (1830-1923) by E. de Wildeman; papers by J. Terby on “Un Cas de carcinose irreguliere dans le rhizome de Butomus umbellatus” and “L’Origine de lepharoplaste chez les Plasmodiophora Brassicae;” by M. Bech on “Champignons nouveaux recoltes 1915 a 1923;” with 3 plates of new species; and by V. Vandendries “Sur la sexualité des Basidiomyces.” The Bulletin de Jardin Botanique de L’Etat, Brussels, vol. viii. fasc. 2, is mainly the work of Dr. de Wildeman, who, besides notes on two new species of Musa from Ruanda and on Strephonem Gilletii (sp. n., with plate), publishes, in conjunction with Mr. E. G. Baker, numerous new species from Congo of Crotaaria and Indigofera. Vol. ix. fasc. II. contains, besides the memorial of Elie Marchal already mentioned, notes by Dr. de Wildeman on the African species of Gramineae, including descriptions of many novelties and observations on mycophylous species.

The Journal of the Department of Agriculture (Pretoria) in its January number contains the papers by Miss K. A. Lansdell on the “Weeds of South Africa,” which we hope will be collated; “Cocklebur and Burweed”—the former applied to various species of Xanthium (X. Strumarium, X. occidentale, X. italica), the latter to X. spinosum—are briefly described and illustrated, the species being shown in various stages of development from the germination of the seed.

Contributions from the United States National Herbarium (vol. xxiii. pt. 3; 1923) contains the third installment of Mr. Paul C. Standley’s important work on the Trees and Shrubs of Mexico, which “treats the families Olibaeae to Tamaraceae, both inclu-
sive. Several of the largest and most important groups of Mexican trees are included, such as the Miliciaceae, which contains the true Mahoganies of the genus Swietenia; the Euphorbiaceae, Malvaceae; and Sterculiaceae, among whose representatives is the cocoa, Theobroma cacao, perhaps the most important economically of the native Mexican trees. The accounts of the Meliaceae and Polygalaceae have been furnished by Dr. S. F. Blake.” We avail ourselves of this preface to note that Mr. F. V. Coville, Curator of the U.S. National Herbarium, because every page seems to have been taken to prevent the ready consultation of the book. The sheets are fastened into the cover in a way which makes it practically impossible to open the volume, the pages of which are uncut, and which contains no index at their heads, so that only those who are compelled to use the book are likely to wrestle with the structural difficulties it presents. This is the more unfortunate because the work evidently contains matter of the highest importance and interest and a large number of new species—with it, would appear from an early page (53), which is easily accessible, a considerable reduction of forms which have been described as such: under Ptelea trifoliata are lumped eight species of E. L. Greene, one of Rose, and two of Greene and Rose. The date of issue is not given, though that of the two previous parts is supplied.

The Journal of the Arnold Arboretum for October last (iv. no. 4) contains “Notes on Hybrid Berberis and some other garden forms,” including a very full bibliography of B. vulgaris, of which numerous forms are described; an elaborate study of “The Hortensias” (Hydrangea macrophylla DC., H. Hortensia Sm., and H. serrata DC.); and a continuation of A. Rehder’s “new species, varieties, and combinations from the Arnold Arboretum.” We are indebted to the Institute of Medical Botany, Brighton, for a little book entitled Herbs for Health and Healing, which has been compiled as a guide and arranged as a family vase-museum. It would appear from the contents that the Institute supplies packets of herbs at prices varying from 1s. to 2s. 6d. post free, and dealing with almost every ill to which flesh is heir; a more or less full description of each is given, but, save in one or two cases, the special herbs relied on are not specified, their names being given in a general list at the end, arranged under “barks, beans, berries and corns,” etc. We hope the knowledge of Herbs, also the Herbs themselves, have been collated; “those of Indian origin are marked by the prefix ‘Kavee Rajes’ and ‘Vait,’ who are the Herbal Specialists of India,” and the authority for the others is equally convincing. The names themselves are largely unfamiliar, or appear in forms to which we are not accustomed; thus the “Berries and Corns” consist of Anamirta, Arrhacallite, Baytree, Viburnum, Juniper, Pimento, Kubor Shewma, Calxahall, Anamerrita, Kakmarie, Rhamus, Crategus, Vanilla Pod, Loniana, Xylostein, Sunachi, Lycium, Horsegramme.” There is a long chapter “On Fumatory Treatment”; “The Leaves of Bickra-es-sambar”—of which no synonym is given—“were in vogue.
as a funerary in the times of Arphrexad the ancestor of Abraham in
the days when he dwelt in Shumur of the Accadians"; unfortunately
"our crop of this was totally destroyed by the disastrous earthquake
in Japan," and the preparations will not be obtainable until June.
A list of vegetable seeds for sowing gives a practical touch to the
booklet.

In his additions to the Flora published in Trans. Royal Soc. South
Australia, xvi. (1829), Mr. J. M. Block figures a new Centrolepis
(C. Marneyi) and describes new species of Kockia, Calandrinia,
Hedyspermum, Indigfera, and Pulicaria—the last, placed by Bentham
under P. villosa as var. (?) australis, is raised to specific rank at
P. trinervis.

We learn from the Annual Report of the Southwick Horticultural
Society, as reported in the Gardeners' Chronicle for Jan. 26, that,
"in making application for exemption from the entertainment tax,
the officials claimed that the wild flower collections of local school
children and exhibits of children's knitting were 'entertainments'
within the meaning of the Act, and notice has been served upon the
Committee that if these two items form part of next year's flower
show they will be liable to entertainment tax!"

The Garden for Feb. 18 contains a beautifully illustrated account
of Mr. F. J. Hanbury's rock garden at Brockhurst, East Grinstead.
The accompanying notes on the garden, by Mr. Hanbury, contain,
besides a general sketch of its contents, interesting particulars about
some of the individual species: e.g. "Semprevivum soboliferaum,
which was given me fifty years ago by the elder Fries while on a
visit to Upsala, was taken from a clump on Linnaeus's garden wall,
where it is known to have been planted by Linnaeus himself, and it
thus supplies a living link with the great botanist."

The British Museum (Nat. Hist.) will shortly publish new and
revised editions of Mr. Lister's Monograph of Mycotouo and of
Miss Lorrin Smith's British Lichens (part ii).

Mr. E. G. Baker's long connexion with the British Museum ended
on February 9th with the completion of his sixtieth year; the
occasion was made by his colleagues the opportunity for presenting
him with a token of their esteem.

Owing to a misunderstanding, the new Campanulaeae described
by Mr. Good in the February number (pp. 48-50) were stated to
have been collected by Dr. Moss in June 1923; they were, in fact,
collected at various dates during the past five years. An apology is
due to our correspondent who sent us the note with which the
number concludes, and who naturally inquires why the name salici-
folia should suggest "use only in the smoking-room." As printed in
the Bulletin and quite clearly written in the note, the name was
"salicifolia"; it was the printer (perhaps shocked by the suggestion)
who altered it, but the Editor is, of course, responsible for passing it
in proof, and regrets that the attempt to enliven the pages of the
Journal has so signaliiy failed.

THE ORIGIN OF CONSTANT SPECIES.

BY ERNST ALMQVIST,
Professor Emeritus, Stockholm.

In this paper I propose to sketch briefly the nature of wild plants
and the discoveries and actual theories concerning the breeding of
species, and to illustrate the question with concrete examples, if
possible from my own experience. The paper is a continuation of
"Linnaean Species in Our Days" (Journ. Bot. 1922, pp. 292-6).

THE NATURE OF EXISTING PLANTS.

Among wild plants we find a great many units that are well
limited by Nature and that keep their characters in cultivation. We
find also an immense number of smaller units, alike constant and
often grouped together into collective species. These groups con-
stitute the species and "varietates constantes" of Linnae. Jordan
emphasizes that the small units are the true species. According to
Johannsen, it is already admitted that the small species "must be
the units of systematic natural history" (Textbook, 1918, p. 7).

The species of Linnæ and of Jordan are both natural and not at
all arbitrary. Nevertheless, I will try to show in this paper that the
small species themselves are of very different values, and are not com-
parable with the large species, which latter are also of very different
relative value.

Then we have groups of ever-varying fertile hybrids. These con-
stitute perhaps a whole genus, e.g., the Salicaceae, or are confined
to some collective species. Many are bred by occasional crosses. The
perennial hybrids are able to survive a long time; the annual often
soon disappear. I think that the continually varying [regenerating]
hybrids are most common among perennials, especially among dic-
cocious and monocious plants.

Then the sterile hybrids must be discussed. The annual forms
disappear after completing their growth, and do not constitute a
species. Many perennial forms propagate very well vegetatively
and keep their habitat for a long time, some probably for centuries.
I refer to the sterile Calamagrostides which take an important place in
flora. Some are obviously hybrid, e.g., C. sikaitica x C. epigeos. I
have observed such a strain growing copiously at the same spot for
twenty-five years. A great multitude of wild plants produce seeds or
spores abundantly in spite of the lost sexuality. Some are hetero-
ygous, some homogenous; all keep constant, if mutation does not
interfere.

While Jordan's work, and especially his remarkable review of
1878, has been almost inaccessible for general study, I must mention
some of his discoveries. He writes in his review as follows (Aug.
Chevalier, Revue de Botanique appliquée, 1923, p. 404):

"Indépendamment du fait de l'existence en société des espèces
similaires, il en est un autre qu'il importe de faire remarquer ici, c'est
que ces espèces n'ont aucune tendance à s'hébridiser entre elles
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isolated. The second way Mendel found among the Hieracium; the crosses did not cause segregation; constancy appeared immediately. The third way is mutation or single variation. The mutation by loss (negative variation) is confirmed by experience; we may thus explain the loss of chlorophyll and of sexuality among higher plants.

Some authors report a positive variation, that is, mutation to higher qualities. These observations, as far as I know, are not verified. To this day we know only one way for reaching higher qualities, through crosses. An individual widely surpasses his relatives when he has received high qualities from both parents; in this way the great man is bred. A valuable quality of one parent may also be eliminated by segregation. Thus science has discovered ways both for progressive and for regressive development.

The theory of Alfred Ernst regards apogamy as being due to crossing. He suggests that apogamous plants are able to produce new constant forms by mutation and thus constitute the centre of many small species, as in the genera Hieracium, Alchemilla, Taraxacum. He also points out the possibility for sexual forms to regain sexuality (Bastard. als Ursache d. Apogamie, 1918).

Croses seem to be Nature's chief means for change and development. At first a multitude of different forms appears; most of them very immensely; nevertheless, the result is constancy. Darwin's law tends in this direction. The new-breeding hybrids die gradually; the strong, in many groups only the constant form, remain. In cultivation, however, selection prevails; man endeavours to exclude Darwin's law and the forces of Nature in order to save useful strains for himself.

**Experience of New Species.**

I have studied Capsella Hegeri, which was found in Lundau in 1897. It is not fitted to struggle for existence and soon disappears. I have cultivated the same strain for twenty years, it always produces a few C. Bursa-pastoris, scarcely 1:100. In 1900 Solano-Lambach stated that solitary C. Bursa-pastoris always appeared in the most careful cultures, and suggested that they were spontaneous (Botan. Zeit. 1900, p. 167).

The foreign forms in my cultures do not belong to the Swedish flora; they segregate often 1:15, i.e., one C. Hegeri of 15. All are similar to strains from the Rhine: C. lata, C. Origio, C. turionensis. It is possible that C. Hegeri was originally a hybrid, perhaps C. lata x C. turionensis, and that it segregates continually in small numbers. It will be necessary to investigate diligently all individuals of C. Bursa-pastoris that appear in cultures of C. Hegeri. C. Eremothera Lomarekiana has grown freely in my garden since 1912. At first it apparently segregated, and I found some plants of amarella and other remarkable forms. It is scarcely probable that continually segregating strains often grow naturally among wild allogamous plants. It is true that Jordan's cultures do not decide this question in cases where only a few novelties are produced; but in Nature the species meet on the same spot by thousands, and we very often find...
only constant forms. *C. Lamarchiana* and *C. Hoegeri* are new products; the wild plants very old.

In regions where related allogamous strains meet, hybrids will be bred; and also when new forms are imported. Most hybrids disappear; the surviving forms are commonly perennial, often constant; I will illustrate this by some examples.

*Genus rivale* grows abundantly on damp meadows, *G. urbana* in dry thickets. Where they meet, hybrids of different kinds appear. I have seen a beautiful abundant strain with great yellow flowers on the same spot for thirty years. A similar strain that I cultivated for some years was fertile and seems to be constant; it grew together with several different hybrids of the above-named species. Concerning *G. rivale* × *G. urbana* it is probable that we meet with hybrids both from new and older crosses, and also with constant forms. The same seems to hold good with *Lychnis dioica* × *L. vespertina*.

In 1911 Gerbault found in Sarthe (France) one individual of a new *Viola, V. eburnea*, pale, perennial, fertile, and constant in cultivation. It contained several genes both of *V. adorata* and of *V. hirta*, both of which grew in the neighbourhood. On the same spot he found also different strains of the same origin, probably some of the species described by Jordan. Gerbault assumes that the new species is bred by the above-named Linneas species directly, or by older hybrids of the same two species (Bull. Soc. d’Agricult. Sci. Arts Sarthe, 1915). The albinism probably affords evidence that this plant was a rather new product.

**The Present Distribution of *Capsella Bursa-pastoris***

*Capsella Bursa-pastoris* grows abundantly in temperate regions, and we are able to distinguish several hundred constant varieties. In the high north it grows near human dwellings only, but is often absent. In Mediterranean countries the Capsellas are tolerably common, and here some strains cross spontaneously; the number of individuals and of different forms is fewer than near the Rhine and in Middle and Southern Sweden.

In the glacial period the *Capsella* scarcely found a suitable habitat in the icy countries; it has been brought to us since that time by immigration. Different strains have doubtless been imported from different neighbouring countries.

My studies prove that very many strains are confined to a certain district, and in other districts I sometimes found forms similar but not quite the same. Those strains without spreading were probably bred where they grow now, and where, owing to their suitable environment, the competitors died out. In fact, I found it rather difficult to transplant the local forms; they thrive in cultivation, but usually disappear without protection (see Journ. Bot. 1922, p. 296).

The Swedish strains do not cross simultaneously, the breeding of new forms has probably stopped. All the indigenous species seem to be constant. In my cultures the Mediterranean species often produce hybrids with the northern. Perhaps some of them will continue to exist; every year I see such forms in my garden. Several subalpine strains grow at a lower temperature, and come to blossom and fruit more speedily than our common forms. This adaptation may be explained by the effect of environment on the original hybrids; the progeny were able to survive the cold climate. In Southern Sweden the difference between the inland and the shore species is rather striking. On the shores many strains are highly reduced; they are apetalous or prostrate, the forms of capsules and leaves are less marked. Many other plants change in a corresponding manner on the same shores. In cultivation I found all these reduced Capsellas constant; some of them I have observed for a long time and through many generations. Without doubt Darwin’s law has operated effectively here, perhaps together with mutation by loss.

I suppose that at first the immigration caused a large production of varying hybrids; gradually the number diminished and the existing constant strains persisted in the habitat. We are able to guess fairly well whence our Capsellas originate. Only few Swedish strains are to be met with in the European continent, but many remarkable characters are identical or very similar. Capsules with concave or oblique margins belong chiefly to the Mediterranean countries, but are also common in Siberia and not rare in northern and southern Sweden. Plants with lunulate leaves are found in Western Europe as far as Southern Sweden. *Capsella rubella* represents the forms here indicated both in capsules and leaves; its probable offspring is still common in Belgium and the Netherlands. Broad convex capsules and entire leaves are widely spread in western Europe, e.g., *C. crepidioides*, *C. sinesa*, and *C. robusta*. From the two groups—concave or convex capsules and pinnatifid to lunular or entire leaves—we are able to construct most of our Capsellas.

**Species of Linne and Jordan.**

It is well known that Linne described many collective species with numerous subspecies or constant varieties. Gradually the floras have promoted most of them to species, e.g., the strains of *Primula veris*, *Fumaria bulbosa*, *Sorrelia Helleborine*, *Ophrys insectifera*, *Primula vulgaris*. The limits of small and collective species were never obviously marked and have often been changed, not always consistently.

We assume that generally Jordan’s species differ in few genera, the Linnean in more. In some cases we are able to point out that the Linnean have bred the small species, in other cases perhaps vice versa.

Many Linnean species are as real and concrete as Jordan’s units. It would be a great mistake to deny the reality of a species when it possesses subspecies or hybrids. Thus *Veronica migrum* often lives solitary and is constant, but in some districts we meet with new forms. It is erroneous to think that the nature of a solitary species will be changed when subspecies or hybrids have been discovered in
any place; Geranium bohemicum has remained the same real unit even since 1910, when G. deprescens was discovered; they grow together on burnt spots without crossing. Linne's description agrees only with G. bohemicum.

A great many Linnean species are real units, but at the same time they may also be regarded as collective. On the other hand, some of his species, e.g., Primula veris in Sp. Plantarum, are only collective. Linne never described any particular form of Dracaena or of Capsella Bursa-pastoris. Both are collective species well defined by Nature.

Nature's work is very complicated and ought not to be treated with more uniformity than Nature herself shows. Linne was reserved on the species among Salix, Rosa, and the Fungi (Journ. Bot. 1922, p. 292). We are not yet able to define species anywhere, plainly because they do not exist in all groups.

C. Bursa-pastoris agata was described by Opiz as a real constant form. The name then became generalised, although the apetalous types are very different. In fact, each belongs to a special strain from which it scarcely differs in other characters. A general name is useless. Linne emphasizes that selected characters do not determine genera or species; on the contrary, a study of the natural groups will reveal the characters.

---

NOTES ON PEMBROKESHIRE PLANTS.

By H. W. Pugsley, B.A., F.L.S.

The following notes are the result of observations made during a short holiday at Tenby, extending from the end of last August to the middle of September. Although the season was advanced a number of interesting plants were met with, several of which do not appear to have been previously recorded for Pembroke. The county was first systematically explored for flowering plants by Babington, who published a list of about 550 species in this Journal in 1863. Further papers on the flora of the county by various botanists have subsequently appeared in the Journal in 1867, 1884, 1901, 1903, 1905 and 1919, but, owing to its remoteness, several parts of the coast, and especially the islands, have never yet been thoroughly examined. From the occurrence of Rumex maritimus, Cypripedium calceolus and Carex punctata it may be expected that other southern species may yet be found, such perhaps as Lotus hispidus or Scorzonera scorodonia, which grow on the opposite coast of Devon. Mr. J. E. Arnett, of Tenby, is now compiling the material for a complete Flora of the county.

Records that are believed to be new for the vice-county (45) are distinguished by an asterisk. Gentiana elegans Wild. and a new endemic Stotts will be treated in separate papers.

---

Thalictrum minus L. The plant of Tenby Barrows, which grows on the outcropping limestone rock and not on the sand, is the common British form of T. minus. I did not see T. dunense Dum., which is recorded in this Journal, ivii. 348.

Papaver Rhoas L. v. Pervari Druce. Manorbier. I did not notice this variety elsewhere although the type was frequent.


Arabis ciliata B. Br. I looked for this plant with Mr. Arnett about Lydstep, but without success. A. hirsuta, out of flower, was seen along the railway-bank between Tenby and Penally, on rocks at Giltar, and on the abbey ruins at Lamphye.

Brassica nigra Koch. Tenby Quarries. Pembroke.

Coronopus didymus Sm. Quays at Saundersfoot.


Viola palustris L. The form with more or less hirsute pediels and somewhat pointed leaves that has been referred to V. epipacta Ledeb. in a bog at Rosebush.—V. ericetorum Schrad. Tenby Sandhills.

Segina maritima Don. South Cliff and Castle Hill, Tenby (a weak, dwarf form).—S. subulata Presl. Cliff near Manorbier.—S. nodosa Fenzl. Tenby Marsh (Mr. Arnett).

Sporularia rupestris Lebel. Caldey Island.

Hypericum Androsaemum L. Cliff at Freshwater East.—H. pulchrum L. Precelly Mountain.—H. montanum L. Cliff at Freshwater East.

Lavatera arborea L. Shore at Saundersfoot.

Malva moschata L. Lydstep Haven.

Linum angustifolium Huds. Near the Railway, Tenby.

Erodium maritimum L'Hérit. Cliffs at Lydstep and Skrinkle Bay.

Trifolium praegens L. Tenby Marshes.

Lathyrus sylvestris L. Caldey Island.

Prunus Cerasus L. Near Trevayne.

Potentilla procumbens Sibth. Lanes near Lamphey.

Agrimonia odorata Mill. Near Trevayne.

Rosa spinosissima L. This rose, which is remarkably common on the Tenby and Penally Sandhills and extends thence to the sand-crowned summit of Giltar Head, is curiously absent from the opposite island of Caldey, although precisely similar habitats exist there. Its range on the mainland has apparently extended with the increase of the sandhills.

Epilobium obscurrum Schreb. Precelly Mountain.

Oenothera biennis L. Sandhills N. of Saundersfoot.

*Bryonia dioica Jacq. Caldey Island.

Eryngium maritimum L. Caldey Island.

Carum verticillatum Koch. Trevayne. Pointed out to me by Mr. Arnett.

Sium erectum Huds. Stream at Manorbier.
Daucus Carota L. - Forms of this were noticed in different spots on the coast but D. gummifer Lam., was not seen.
Rubia peregrina L. Above Waterlynn. Caldey Island.
Asperula cynanchica L. Tenby Sandhills.
Asperula saligna Willd. Naturalised by the railway at Penally.—
A. Tripoliun L. Cliffs near Manorbier.
Inula erithmoides L. Still on South Cliff, Tenby.
Matricaria inodora L. v. sativa Wall. Saundersfoot Harbour;
Caldey Island; Cliffs at Manorbier; probably general along the coast.
Serratula tinctoria L. Caldey Island.
Hieracium Schmidtii Tausch v. eustomon Lint. On rocks about
the Tenby Sandhills. Giltar. This plant very closely resembles the
North Devon variety deconiense F. J. Hanb., which I have collected
in various spots from Porlock to Lilaccombe. I can see no difference
in the average breadth of the phyllaries, which in both varieties bear
many black-based but relatively few glandular hairs. The Tenby
form does not appear to produce the long, upward-curved teeth to
the leaves which are often so noticeable in luxuriant individuals
in North Devon.—H. unbellatum L. The only aphyllodous hawk-
weed observed in South Pembrokeshire. On the Tenby Sandhills it is
much dwarfed—frequently one-headed and only three inches high.
Wahlenbergia hederacea Reichb. Bog at Rosebush: probably
frequent in North Pembrokeshire.
Salusia vilandra L. Cliffs near Manorbier.
Erythros Centaurium Pers. v. capitata Koch Giltar Cliffs.
Common on cliffs near Skrinkle Bay. E. Centaurium is erroneously
shown as an annual by Hooker and Babington, but appears correctly
as a biennial in Rouy’s Fl. de France. At Skrinkle great numbers of
seeding rosettes that will bloom next summer were conspicuous
among the flowering-plants. E. pulchella is, I think, always
annual.
* Gentiana baltica Murbeck. Very sparingly in a rough cliff
pasture near Saundersfoot. Apparently identical with the form
occurring in similar spots in North Devon.
Cynoglossum officinale L. Caldey Island.
Myosotis palustris Hill. Tenby Marsh. Without personal
authority in Top. Bot.
Convolvulus Soldanella L. Sandhills N. of Saundersfoot. Caldey
Island. Freshwater East.
Veronica angustifolia L. Freshwater East.
Euphrasia nemorus Mart. Abundant on Tenby Sandhills,
generally with large corollas but styles not exerted (I did not see
E. borealis in this locality). Caldey Island (a dwarf, condensed
form).—E. gracilis Fr. Precelly Mountain.—E. occidentalis Wettst.
Caldey Island. Miss Parkinson, 1919.—E. Rostkoviana Hayne.
Cliff between Saundersfoot and Monkstone. A slender form with
small foliage and flowers that occurs also in other Welsh counties
and is not very different from the Exmoor plant formerly referred in error
to E. femina Kuhl.
NOTES ON MEXICAN TILIACEÆ.

By T. A. Sprague, B.Sc., F.L.S.

Stanley's Trees and Shrubs of Mexico, of which three parts have now appeared (Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herb. xxii.; 1920–23) is the most important publication on the Mexican flora since the Biologia Centrali-Americana. As might be expected considering the scope of the work, the species recognized are for the most part rather comprehensive. Much of the work does not call for special comment, but the account of the Tiliaceae, which is not altogether satisfactory, suggests the following remarks:


Stanley has apparently overlooked my revision of the genus. He recognizes only two Mexican species, "B. greviolofolia A. Rich.," which is actually B. mexicana K. Schum., and "B. mexicana K. Schum.," which is B. insignis Baill. The following species are known from Mexico:

1. B. insignis Baill. in Adansonia x. 182 (1872); Hensl. Biol. i. 137; Sprague l. c. 274.—B. mexicana Stanley l. c. non K. Schum.

2. B. grandifolia Sprague l. c. 275.

Known only from Zacatecas, Vera Cruz.


4. B. tabascana Sprague l. c. 278.

A native of Tabasco. Vernacular name "Palciano."


For convenience of reference, the species which call for notice are numbered according to Stanley.


Evidently not a Heliocaropus, but a Triumfetta, as has been pointed out by E. E. Watson l. c. 114, in obs.

4. G. globrescens Hochr. l. c. 122; Stanley l. c. = H. MEXICANUS Sprague in Kew Bull. 1921, 272, et l. c. 1923, 348 (Adenodiscus mexicans Turcz.).

Stanley (l. c. 745) includes the same species in Triumfetta as T. mexicana Turcz. As I have already pointed out (l. c. 1921, 272), Adenodiscus mexicans Turcz. and Heliocarcus globrescens Hochr. were both based on Galeottii no. 4154.

8. H. Terebinthinae (DC.) Hoehr. l. c. 125; E. E. Wats. l. c. 121; Stanley l. c. 740.

Stanley cites H. levis Rose as a synonym of H. terebinthinae, but E. E. Watson reduces it to H. polyandra. I can express no opinion, as neither H. levis nor H. terebinthinae is represented in the Kew Herbarium or British Museum.

12. H. RETICULATUS Rose; E. E. Wats. l. c. 120; Stanley l. c. 741.

Both E. E. Watson and Stanley reduce H. microcarpus Rose to H. reticulatus. As pointed out in Kew Bull. 1923, 349, the two species differ notably in the fruit.

H. viridis E. E. Wats. l. c.

Known only from Sonora, where it was collected by Rose, Stanley, and Russell. Omitted by Stanley.

TRIUMFETTA L.; Stanley l. c. 741-746.

Stanley describes the spines of the fruits in Triumfetta as being uncinate at the apex. This is the case in some species, but in others the spines are terminated by straight spinules which are inserted at an angle with the body of the spine (Series Genculata Sprague et Hutch. in Journ. Linn. Soc., Bot. xxx. 1909). The numbers prefixed to the species dealt with below are those of Stanley's enumeration.


De Candolle (Prodr. i. 508) described T. polyandra as follows:

"T. polyandra (fl. mex. ined.) folis ovatis subcoriatis acuminatis pilosis serratis, calycibus glabris apiculatis, fructibus longe echinatis, setis pilosis; flores magni flavi; genitalia stipe crasso insidentia; fructus 5-loculares; priori [T. grandiflora Vahl] affinis."

[The italics are mine.]

Hochreutiner (Ann. Cons. & Jard. Bot. Genève, xviii-xix. 110; 1914) considered that the type of T. polyandra DC. was t. 117 of Moccino and Sesse's Icones Ineditae, which is named "T. polyandra" in De Candolle's handwriting. This has acute, non-acuminated leaves, according to Hochreutiner, whereas De Candolle described the leaves of T. polyandra as acuminate. De Candolle also described the calyx as glabrous, but Hochreutiner identified a specimen with tomentose flower-buds, collected by Langhássé (no. 363 bis) in Michoacan or Guerrero, with t. 117, and redescribed the species from Langhássé's material. Hochreutiner stated that T. polyandra was related, not to T. grandiflora, as stated by De Candolle, but to T. insignis S. Wats.

Stanley reduces T. insignis to T. polyandra without giving any reason. Whether this reduction is based on comparison of Hochreutiner's redescription of T. polyandra and T. insignis, or on examination of a duplicate specimen of Langhássé no. 365 bis, does not appear. It seems highly undesirable to replace the unambiguous name T. insignis S. Wats. by the problematic T. polyandra DC., the original description of which is irreconcilable with T. insignis.

14. T. mexicana Turcz.; Stanley l. c. 745 = HELIOCARPUS MEXICANUS (Turcz.) Sprague (H. globrescens Hochr.).
REPRODUCTIVE MECHANISM IN LAND FLORA.

I. SEX-THEORY.

By A. H. Church, M.A.

The expression Land Flora crystallized by Professor Bower\(^1\) serves admirably to indicate the relation of ordinary vegetation to the earth's surface, as opposed to the older Algal life of the water, from which flowering plants must have at some time arisen. Beyond the senescent life of the individual organism the chief attraction has always centered in the mechanism by which the various surviving races of plants are successfully maintained in the event of the inevitable death of the individuals. In this way distinct plant-forms, of which the contemporaneous representatives are visualized as species and genera, acquire a racial entity which we ourselves as somewhat complicated personalities tend to overlook. It is not too much to say that—at any rate, so far as plants are concerned—the race is still dominant over the individual personalities; and the latter play but a very subordinate part in the general scheme, and are very generally ignored. The species and not the individuals are the units of biological consideration. Thus the mechanism of racial continuity, conventionally known as reproduction, from the inevitable animal bias of human understandings, remains a fundamental problem of organic life; as the mystery ever grows as to how new organisms come into being, and what relation they may bear to the parental and antecedent forms.

Few, even of those to whom flowers are something more than mere decorative objects, to be cultivated, gathered, or thrown away at the merest whim of mankind, appreciate the enormous range of biological history that has gone to the making of the simplest blossom,—the almost indefinite ages that it has taken to evolve its present form, extending far beyond the first production of the land flora of the world surface, to remote ages of marine existence, back to the plankton epoch from which its developmental progress may be traced in phases of ever-increasing complexity and refinement, as new problems of racial maintenance are introduced by a changing environment, and have to be solved under penalty of extinction. It is again often difficult to realize that for many thousands of years the human race has lived in daily association with flowers, without the slightest idea of what they were for. The functions of fruit and seed-formation appeared obvious enough to fruit-eating humanity; but the flower (flora) was regarded as a casual glorification of the crowning effort of the plant in bearing fruit. To an early forest people the flower was probably merely a pretty thing which served as the criterion of all primitive ideas of the combination of form, texture, colour, and fragrance in an object satisfying some vague aesthetic perception, since associated with the promise of future gratification. Hence flowers were appropriated by the sexes as decorative material; a function they perform to the present day to many whose knowledge of the meaning of floral structure is no deeper. Strictly speaking, the flower is primarily a mechanism to subserve cross-pollination; any beauty of form, colour, texture, or fragrance it may possess is entirely due to the response of the plant to the selective action of certain classes of insect. Only in quite recent times has human intelligence and interference sought to improve or hasten the age-long progression of such natural causes by artificial selection. Even a reasonable recognition of the essential meaning and function of the floral parts and details has been attained only within the last hundred years.

It is true that artificial pollination of the Date-Palm is represented on Assyrian monuments, and that duplication of the Fig is probably as ancient as any Mediterranean people, while similar references occur in Chinese literature; but as these processes were concerned with methods of horticulture or of peasant cultivators, and did not refer to coloured flowers of any special decorative value, the proceedings were regarded more from the standpoint of magic rites\(^1\). All this time the view of more cultured philosophy was admirably expressed from the standpoint of an agricultural people, by noting that in the plant the seed ( semen) was not transferred to another body for its early growth\(^2\). It is only after the lapse of many centuries that any definite ideas begin to emerge as to any precise

---

\(^1\) Bower (1905), Origin of a Land Flora.

---

\(^1\) Traces of such an attitude persist to the present day. A well-known Oxford horticulturist, only recently deceased, stated that when as a young man he went to hybridize flowers in the greenhouse, his aged and pious father remained outside the door, trembling for his eternal welfare in being thus associated with the black art. Yet other people step in where angels fear to tread, and the pollination of flowers is now considered a suitable subject to be taught to little girls at school.

\(^2\) Genesis 1. 11.
function of the floral parts. Obviously there could be little advance beyond the horizon of Theophrastus (300 B.C.) until these small members could be examined under a lens; hence it is interesting to find Nehemiah Grew 1, in the seventeenth century, first discussing the subject from the standpoint of microscopic anatomy. Grew drew a striking analogy between the reproductive organs of animals and plants, and figures pollen-grains of various flowers as the Sperme, an idea which dates to Pliny. Though no experimental proof was forthcoming, there is sufficient evidence that such views were fully recognized at the time, and that such morphological deductions appeared wholly convincing. Experimental verification of the general facts of pollination was given by Camerarius 2 (1894), and many observers were henceforward actively concerned with the study of such sexual processes 3. The mutual relations of stamens and stigmas had been fully established before they were taken up and popularized by Linnaeus in his Sexual System of Classification (1735), thus emphasizing the supreme importance of the process of fertilization in the life of the plant, on lines very comparable with those of the animal kingdom.

All such early theory was, in fact, read in from animal experience, and owed much of its success to a pornographic tint resident in many minds. Even the original presentation of the subject by Linnaeus would be regarded as unnecessarily coarse, though in a metaphorical Latin phraseology 4. Considering the number of terms borrowed at times from animal anatomy, and still in use 5, we may be thankful that more have not been retained; though at present it seems hopeless to expect to see them altogether eliminated. Having been introduced into the sciences from a misconception of the facts of the case, they cannot be regarded as an aid to the dissemination of strict truth, however long they may linger as poetical phraseology or interesting links with the past 6.

Beyond emphasizing this crude anthropomorphic interpretation of the sex relations of stamens and ovary, however, the Linnaean system left all other features of floral construction and mechanism as vague as before. According to the Linnaean aphorism still "Flos est planctum gaudium" 7, and a new way of approaching the subject required to be found. This was given at first by the inverted method of looking among lower Cryptogama for the hidden homologues of the stamens and ovaries of flowers (cf. Moss 'flowers,' and the reproductive organs of Chara). But, in doing so, the true sexual cells were found—at first the motile antherozoids 8, obviously comparable with the flagellated sperm animalculae of animals described by Leu- venhuyck, and later the oospores of algae as Vaucheria, and the oospore of the Moss 9. The decisive observations of Thuret (1854) on the fertilization of the oospores of Fucus, followed by those of Pringsheim in Eelgrass (1855), first demonstrated the essential fact of the sexual process as being the intimate fusion of two gametecells; though so far only as expressed in plasmodiogenous. But while the details of fertilization were more clearly established for Mosses and Ferns by Hofmeister (1851), and the cases of the Gymnosperm and Angiosperm were indicated as clearly homologous 3, the story of the Flowering Plant still remained vague and obscure. It is difficult to realize that to Sachs, writing in 1875 10, as also in the first edition of his classical text-book 11, the fertilization of the Angiosperm oosphere by a fluid extruded from the pollen-tube was still considered probable—a standpoint really little further advanced than that of Grew and the despaired Blair in 1720. Further details of fertilization in the Flowering Plant were given by Strasburger (1877) 12, and the more precise fusion of the essential male and female nuclei in 1853 13.

Demonstration of essential Karyogamy, fertilization enters on its more modern phase. The cytoplasm recedes into insignificance, as the essential nuclear constitution of the antherozoid comes to be more definitely recognized, together with the interpretation of the plasma of the oosphere as passive moribund somatic material to be rejuvenated by the new combined nuclear control. With fertilization established at its proper value and cytological detail, another quite distinct category of reproductive cells comes into increasing prominence. In demonstrating the nature of the sexual phases of Bryophyta and Pteridophyta (1851) Hofmeister 14 was also expressing the remarkable assexuality of the spore-stages of these plants, as also that of the corresponding pollen of Phanerogams. In establishing the relation of the plant producing the sexual organs to the individual bearing only 'spores,' the so-called "alternation of generations" was brought to light, as indicating a feature in the life cycle of land-flora approaching unknown in the animal kingdom, and to some reason or other the peculiar property of autotrophic land-plants. Hofmeister himself (1851) 15 expressed this association of a decreasing

---

1 Grew (1682), Anatomy of Plants, p. 172, tab. 58, 63.
3 Patrick Blair (1790), Botanick Essays i., 'The Generation of Plants,' gives a vivid account of the views of his time, including an English translation of the objectionable 'Ode to Camerarius.' His essay is remarkable for the final elimination of what may be termed the agricultural conception of fertilization. For survival of this mental attitude of the seventeenth century into the nineteenth, cf. Tennyson, 'Talking Oak,' vers 46.
4 Linnaeus (1755), Systema Naturae. cf. Monocotyli., 'Mariti et Uxores uno eodemque Thalamo gaudent.'
5 Ovary, placenta, chalaza, cotyledons.
6 Hermaphrodite, gynoecium, Phanerogam.
7 Linnaeus (1755), Systema Naturae.
8 Moss antherozoid, Unger (1854) ; Fern antherozoids, Suminski (1848).
13 Strasburger (1877), Befruchtung und Zeiltheilung (1879) Die Angiospermen und die Gymnospermen.
14 Cf. Wilson, 1899 edit. The Cell, p. 182.
16 Hofmeister, loc. cit. p. 439.
and decadent 'gamophyta' with an increasingly efficient 'sporophyte,' in a series of types from the alga Chara to the Angiosperm, entirely as an academic view of plant-progression. With subsequent introduction of ideas of evolution, this became interpreted very naturally as a definite expression of the consequence of the emergence of plants from the water to the land, and the view has been embroiled by many observers. In recent times it has been stated most elaborately and definitely by Professor Bower, to be interpreted as the expression of the intercalation of an asexual spore-producing stage in the life-cycle, correlated with the progressive attainment of the land-habit, and based on reproductive necessities, though pursuing a method of progressive sterilization of reproductive tracts. In view of the enormous amount of new subaltern problems which would have to be solved in the evolution of an entirely new land-structure, this interpretation also remains very vague, and also largely academic. But for the fifty years, from 1850-1900, the examination and discovery of such complex life-cycles, and the record of every available detail bearing on such a standpoint in all types of Bryophyta, Pteridophyta, as also Fungi and Algae, may be said to have largely dominated botanical research and teaching. Sexual mechanisms were emphasized at the expense of somatic organization and biology; sexual and asexual theories afforded the basis of phylogenetic speculation, and reproductive relations were pressed into the service of classification as if they were the only thing that mattered. An outsider might gather from textbooks that phenomena of reproduction were studied almost morbidly for their own sake, and were still unduly exaggerated as the climax of plant-attainment, and not as a means to an end. Reproductive processes, it is true, are now recognized as being often more conservative in the retention of ancestral methods, since the plant must have learned to live before it can reproduce. Hence often, though not necessarily so, they may afford a better clue to remote history than does a somatic mechanism which directly feels the strain of changing environment; but they are at best only a part of a wider complex organization. In fact, the progression of the land-plant is in itself a parable, and with the diminution of the older sexual phases of the water, increased significance attaches to the mechanism of 'asexual' spore-production.

1 Bower (1908), Origin of a Land Flora, p. 82.
2 Cf. Bredfeldian classification of Fungi; the rise of the group Archegoniate.
3 Sachs, Textbook (1875), commences the discussion of both the Moss (p. 290) and the Fern (p. 335) with an account of their sexual stages. Goebel (Outlines of Classification, Eng. Trans. 1887) goes one better, and also gives priority to the sexual stages of Phanerogams (p. 339); even sporophylls and spores are described as male and female.

(To be continued.)

THYMUS TENUIFOLIUS

BY A. J. WILMOTT, B.A., F.L.S.

Thymus tenuifolius Miller, Gard. Dict. ed. 3, s. no. 2 (1768), is described as "folio latiore tenuior" and is "fasciculus incanus, floribus verticillato-spicatiis. Thyme with linear, spear-shaped, hoary leaves, and flowers growing in whorled spikes. Thymus vulgaris, folio tenuior C. B. P. 219. Common Thyme with narrow leaves...". The second sort has shorter stalks (than T. vulgaris), the leaves are longer, narrower, and end in sharper points than the first [T. vulgaris], and the whole plant is hoary. The flowers grow in long whorled spikes, and are larger than those of the common Thyme.

There is no specimen in Herb. Miller (Herb. Mus. Brit.) representing this name, wherefore Bentham's use of it (Labiat. Suppl. 728) for a diagnosis based solely (so far as he indicates) on specimens originating "in Hispania australi Pavon! prope Cedix Picard! (h. s. sp. comm. a cl. Lambert)" seems unjustifiable in view of the fact that in his diagnosis he states that the leaves are "viridissimis, glabrissimis, vel vix subitus tenuerit cano-pubescentibus." Bentham's plants have been referred to T. zygis L. by Boissier (1839-45; Voy. É. 457-8 & Suppl. 728), whence Miller's name has sometimes been applied to T. zygis.

But it is clear that this name is not applicable. Linnaeus and Miller as being T. vulgaris, folio tenuiore of C. B. P.'s Pinax is nothing but ordinary T. vulgaris L. Linnaeus himself (Sp. Pl. 591) cites it under his T. vulgaris, making Bâhion's T. vulgaris folio latiore a var. B. But Linnaeus clearly separates T. zygis from them both. Miller made the var. B of Linnaeus his T. vulgaris and separated the "folio tenuiior" as T. tenuifolius. But the specimens in Herb. Sloane show that the "Common Thyme" was regarded as the T. vulgaris, folio tenuiore of C. B. P. Specimens under this name are in Herb. Sloane 19, f. 62, from Uvedale's garden at Hampton Court; 167, f. 385, Herb. Uvedale; 392, f. 193, Herb. Boerhaave. Similar specimens occur in Herb. Sloane under the name of T. vulgaris or of T. durius, which names are in Ray Hist. 521 regarded as being equivalent to T. vulgaris tenuiore folio of C. B. P.; Ray doubts if the "folio latiore" of C. B. differs from the "folio tenuiore", remarking "allii non distinguerent." Herb. Sloane bears out this last remark, for the only specimen under the name T. vulgaris folio latiore is in H. S. 38, f. 87 (Herb. Plkenst.) with the synonym "durius Dod."; this specimen does not differ from those in Herb. Sloane as "folio tenuiore" and all are ordinary T. vulgaris Linna., which varies a little in the breadth of the leaves but scarcely sufficiently to make varieties on that basis; probably the leaf breadth is dependent upon the conditions of growth. There is a specimen of T. vulgaris in Herb. Miller which apparently formed part of Herb. Houston, having been gathered in Hort. Lndl. (cf. Journ. Bot. Lxii. 136, 1923). This is T. vulgaris with slightly broad leaves, i.e. leaves two to two and a half times as long as broad. Whether the true T. vulgaris of Miller, which really referred to a plant cultivated in Journal of Botany.—Vol. 62. [April, 1924].
the Chelsea Physie Garden, had any broader leaves I cannot say, since I have been unable to trace a specimen of the T. vulgaris folio latiore of that garden; but fortunately there is in the Herb. Mus. Brit. a specimen from Chelsea garden labelled "Thymus vulgaris... Lin: Sp: Plant: 825.20. Thymus vulgaris folio latiore Bauh: pin: 210. 1771." It is not likely that the plant in the garden under the Buchonian name was different in 1771 from the one there in 1768, whereof this specimen may be regarded as type (probably from the same root as Miller investigated) of T. tenuifolia Miller. It is ordinary T. vulgaris, having leaves when mature about two and a half times as broad as long, and leaves on the new shoots about three and a half times, rarely to four times. Since this is probably the only specimen of its kind in existence, i.e. indicating the T. vulgaris folio tenuiore of Chelsea Garden about 1768, I regard it as the type of T. tenuifolia, the Miller name becoming a synonym of T. vulgaris L.

GREENLAND BOTANY.

We are indebted to Dr. C. H. Ostenfeld for three admirably printed papers (in English) from the report of the 11 Thule Expedition to the north coast of Greenland in 1916-18 (reprinted from the Meddelelser om Grønland, vol. lxxiv. (1923)).

No. 9 contains a general account of the plants of the North Coast, based on the collections of the late Dr. Thorill Wulff, the naturalist in charge, of whose death during the expedition a touching account is given. A note in this Journal for 1896 (p. 240) records the visit of Dr. Wulff, then "an enthusiastic young Swedish botanist," to this country in 1894; he published in Botaniska Notiser an account of his visit to the Isle of Wight, in the course of which he described and gave names to some of the dwarf forms well known to those familiar with the Freshwater downs—Scabiosa Columbiae f. avena, Cardina vulgaris f. humillima—"a most distinguished variety"—and Campanula rotundifolia f. pygmaea; another was identified by Wulff with a previously described plant—Pimpinella saxifraga f. arenaria N. Bryhn. Of these he sent specimens to the Editor of this Journal, which, with the letter that accompanied them, are in the Department of Botany.

The paper, which is very comprehensive, begins with a list of the 70 species of flowering plants and ferns, with notes on each and a table showing their local distribution. There is a figure of a large tuft of Minuartia Rossii (R. Br.) Gneb., which "is evidently easily propagated by loosening of small pieces of the shoots. The same kind of propagation probably holds good for the f. pulvinatum of Cerastium alpinum. Both plants grow on clayey soil which at times is covered by water from streams and rivulets, and the water acts as spreading agent." Much material of Torezecus was collected by Wulff; after careful comparison with authentic specimens, Dr. Ostenfeld finds four species present in the collection; these are figured on plate i. Following the enumeration come "Notes on the Vegetation and its Conditions of Life," in which are included the "External Factors of Importance"—Light, Heat, Precipitation (Rainfall) and Evaporation, Movements of the Air, Snow-cover and Snow-melting, and Soil—"Some Biological Features of the Plants," and "Vegetation Formations." On all these points Wulff's diaries yield abundant material, and, although we may agree with Dr. Ostenfeld in regretting that Wulff was not able to make use of it, one can but compliment him on the admirable way in which he has performed his task. Four other plates, two botanical and two topographical, are given, besides that of Torezecus already mentioned.

No. 5 is devoted to "Critical Notes on the Taxonomy and Nomenclature of some Flowering Plants of Northern Greenland"—by Dr. Ostenfeld—notes so careful and elaborate that it would be impossible to summarise them; we must therefore content ourselves with calling the attention of specialists to the principal genera and species considered. Among the former, Deschampsia, Dryas, Pot, and Draba hold a prominent place; individual species are Melandrium pauciflorum nov. comb. (Lechinia Lech.). Minuartia rubello Gneb. (Alkine Wahlenb.), Potentilla Pedersonii nov. comb.—the last=P. subquinata var. Pedersonii Rydb., here raised to specific rank—and Braya Thorild-Wulffii, sp. n. Some of the species were established by Robert Brown, and it would be interesting to have the result of comparison with the authentic material in the National Herbarium; we note, however, that that Herbarium contains no specimens of Pectopteris dubium R. Br., regarded as possibly identical with B. Thorild-Wulffii. Three excellent plates represent respectively Deschampsia arctica, Melandrium pauciflorum, and Braya Thorild-Wulffii.

Nos. 6-7 contain a list of flowering plants and ferns from Wolstenholme Sound (ca. 76° 30' N. lat.) drawn from the lists of various collectors beginning with L. M. Erichsen in 1903; and two lists from Inglefield Gulf and Inglefield Land (77° 28' and 70° 10' N. lat.).

In addition to the above, Dr. Ostenfeld sends us a "List of Arctic Cervophyllaceae, with some synonyms" (1920), reprinted from the Meddelelser, vol. xxxvii.; some new combinations under Minuartia, caused by the substitution of that name for Alkine (see Herin in Journ. Bot. 1899, 320), should be noted.

A NEW PYRENCANANTHA FROM NATAL.

By J. Thoove.

Government Herbarium, Durban, Natal.

Pyrenacantha cordata Thoide, sp. n.

Fruites scandentes, 5-20 pedalis et ultra. Truncus 4-5 cm. diametions, lentificulo-sebac, cinereus. Rami et ramuli volubiles, primum retrorsus-hispidi, deinde glabrescentes, lentissilis allisidis scabri, cinerei. Folia alterna, petiolaris, rotundata, basi cordata, apice acuminata vel obtusa, nonnumquam retusa vel fere reniformia, reti-
culato-nervosa, margin nervorum apicibus prominentibus crenatodentata, angulata, decumum subintegra, hispidio-ciliata, superne viridia, hispidio-pilosæ, subtus nervis principalibus incrasiatis costata, pallidiaco, hispidula, membranacea, 4-10 cm. longa, 6-9 cm. lata. Petiol teretes, hispidi-pilosæ vel fere glabrescentes, 3-5 cm. longi. Flores axillares, pedunculati vel subaxillares, tetramerii, monoceri vel duoceri. d : Pedunculi elongati, simplices (rarefìssimæ furti), racemum, multiflori, pilosi, 4-10 cm. longi. Flores breviter pedicellati, pedicellis uniformibus, basi vel apice bracteolis. Bracteolas lineares, recurvate, pilosas, pedicellis duplo longiorae, 2-3 mm. longae. Calyx campanulatus, ad basin fere quadrisculus, nonnumquam quinqueflorus, tubo brevissimo, segmentis oblongo-lanceolatis, obtusis, externe pilosis, interne subglabris, viridibus, 2-3 mm. longis. Petala nulla. Stamina 4, inter calycis segmentis inserata, filamentis 1-2 mm. longis, antheris simplicibus, oblongis, acuminate, glabris, albis, aquilongis. f : Flores singuli, subaxillares vel brevissimæ pedunculati, pedunculis bifloris, bracteosis. Bracteæ et calyx ut in floribus masculis. Staminodia 4, staminibus florum masculorum similis. Ovarium superius, oblongum, apice attenuatum, obtusum, setosum, 2-3 mm. longum. Stylus nullus. Stigmas brevissimæ, filiformia. Pyrena amygdaiformis, compressa, lignea, setosa, apice angustata, stigmatæ corona 10-12 x 2-5 mm., 1-2 locularis, interne verrucosa. Semen 1 vel 2, lanceolatum, pilosum, 6 mm. longum.


A large scented shrub resembling Trimeria alnifolia in habitat, and sometimes found twining around that species, scabrous to the touch and unpleasantly scented.

Specimens have been sent to the British Museum Herbarium.

**SHORT NOTES.**

**Clavator Reid & Groves.** In the *Proceedings of the Royal Society, B.*, lxxix. (1818), in a "Preliminary Report on the Purbeck Charaoses," the late Clement Reid and the present writer described and figured, pp. 253-9, t. 8, a new genus of fossil Charophytes, *Clavator*, but did not give any specific name. It was intended that this paper should be followed up by a much fuller report describing all the remains found, but the untimely death of Mr. Reid interrupted the work. I hope to be able to resume the investigation before long, but in the meanwhile, with intent to insure the validity of the generic name, I publish the specific name *Clavator reidii* to apply to the remains described and figured in the place indicated, the diagnosis of the genus applying also to the species. I am taking this action in view of the proposal to add to the International Rules for Botanical Nomenclature a fresh rule to invalidate a generic name unless associated with some specific name, though in my opinion such a rule would in the case of fossil organisms at any rate be inconvenient, besides being illogical. To my thinking, it should not be allowable to set aside a name applied to a group of any rank, provided such group is characterised, as in the present case, in such a manner that its identity cannot be misunderstood. This modern cult of the "type" fetish seems calculated to lead to endless contention, witness the case of *Orchis latifolia* Linn. I have much pleasure in dedicating the species of *Clavator* to my much-esteemned friend, to whose acumen and resourcefulness the elucidation of the remains was largely due. The specimens figured (l. c.) are deposited in the Museum of Geology of the British Museum.—JAMES GROVES.

**Nymphoides Nymphoides.** The undesirable practice of "representing botanical authors as saying what they did not say" is so trenchantly condemned by the New York botanists (Barnhart in *Journ. Bot.,* 1892, 262) that it is amusing to find a choice example in Britton and Brown’s *Illustrated Flora,* ed. 2, tit. 19 (1813). It is as follows:—

**Nymphoides Nymphoides (L.) Britton.**


*Limnanthemum nymphoides* Hoffm. & Link, Fl. Port. i. 344. 1804.

Neither Linné nor Hoffmannseg & Link employed the trivial name *nymphoides* for the species in question. The former published the species as *Mennanthes Nymphoides,* the latter as *Limnanthemum nymphoides.* Linné used the generic name *Nymphoides* Tourn. (Inst, 153, t. 67) as a trivial: he had previously cited *Nymphoides aquis immutans* Tourn. as a synonym of *Mennanthes folis orbiculatis corollis margine laceris.* Hort. Cliff. 53, on which *M. nymphoides* was based.

The derivation of *Nymphoides* is given by Tournefort: *"Nymphoides" dietur quasi planta ad Nymphum: toto enim habito & crescendi modo eam representat: sed maxime differt floris, fructus & seminis structure." If Dr. Britton thinks it desirable to alter *Nymphoides* Tourn., when used as a trivial by Linné, to *nymphoides,* why does he not alter it when used as a generic name by Hill? But surely it would be better to spell the name *Nymphoides* in both cases, as originally published: "Reformers are apt to cast names into too rigid moulds, forgetting the flexibility of classical orthography." (Barnhart, *op. cit.* 261).

**Minimusus moschatus** scentsless. In the *Gardener’s Chronicle* for Feb. 9, Mr. E. M. Holmes has an interesting summary of what has been written concerning the "Loss of Fragrance in the Musk Plant," which has lately attracted so much attention and had been dealt with at some length by Mr. R. W. Ascroft, of the Royal Horticultural Society, in the *Morning Post* for Jan. 8. Various theories to account for the absence are suggested by both writers: Mr. Ascroft quotes Mr. J. L. North, of the Royal Botanic Society, for the view "that the whole of the stock of *Minimusus moschatus* was derived from a single plant, and that this was a mutated mutation"—a suggestion favoured by Mr. Holmes; this however, having reference to the fact that Douglas, whose specimens we have, obviously named
the plant on account of its odour, seems to me improbable. Seventy years ago, the "old pensioners" at Chelsea Hospital had little gardens wherein they grew flowers for nosegays which they sold to visitors for a few pence, and also small pots of "musk" that were sold at 6d. each and were very popular; in those days and until comparatively recently—Mr. Holmes says "the date of the loss of odour is subsequent to 1838, although records of diminished fragrance had been noticed somewhat earlier"—the plant, which was always a popular cottage-window flower, was always fragrant. At present the scented form is very rare: Mr. A. Godwin knows of only two instances, and Mr. Holmes only one; the former writes: "A Scotch nurseryman has just sent me some roots and cuttings of musk from plants, which he tells me have been in his family since Lord Nelson's time. His grandmother, who is ninety-three, is still alive and knows the musk well. She says it is only on certain days and when the weather is warm that one can detect the fragrance." A note in The Garden for Sept. 6, 1919 (cited in this Journal for October, p. 255), mentions a fine plant at Feltham, Middlesex, "which was very strongly scented; it came from a small nurseryman in the neighbourhood, who at the time said it was not scented, but certainly became so afterwards. From this it would seem that the scent appears and disappears in the plant—a fact which I have not seen elsewhere noted. Mr. Holmes's note that "the seedsmen of Los Angeles (sic) obtained the seed of the scented plant from Europe" (Journ. Bot. 1923, 126, where I regret to say Los Angeles is also misspelt) is followed (l.c.) by a suggestion that "the continued in-breeding of the plant under foreign conditions has resulted in suppressing entirely the character of scent."—James Britten.

Peony. In the list of "New Spelling" recommended by the Society for Pure English, I was surprised to find "peony" as a substitute for "peonie." I could not remember to have seen the latter in use and the suggestion seemed unnecessary, but to my surprise I find it in current gardening papers: e.g., the Gardeners' Chronicle for Feb. 9—and that in its ugliest form—"Paeony," "Paeonia." I do not know when this monstrous made its appearance, but as Gerard, Parkinson, Miller, and most writers have been content with "peony," which moreover has the sanction of the Oxford Dictionary, it seems difficult to justify so ugly an innovation.—James Britten.

The Hornbeam in Britain. The following is a summary of Mr. Miller Christy's paper on this subject in the Journal of Ecology, to which reference is made on p. 128. Mr. Christy points out that the tree presents several features which are unique among our commoner British forest trees: it is the only one, except the Beech, which has a markedly-restricted distribution in Britain, and, owing to persistent mutilation, a fine, wild-grown, mature example scarcely exists. After showing that its range on the Continent is essentially Central European, extending from Western France nearly, or quite, to the Urals, and from the south of Sweden to the north of Italy, Mr. Christy proceeds to trace, as far as possible, its natural range in Britain. That it is truly indigenous here is proved by the fact that its nuts have been found in four deposits of Pleistocene Age, all not far from our east coast, and other remains of it in three deposits of the Roman Period—two of these lie slightly to the west of its known range to-day, though this does not necessarily prove its range in Britain to have been formerly wider than now. To trace its natural range is a task of very great difficulty, for the tree has been planted extensively and grows fairly far outside its natural range, even as far north as Sutherlandshire. As a result of much correspondence and personal enquiry, and of careful consideration of the evidence afforded by all the leading local floras, Mr. Christy reaches the conclusion that the Hornbeam, as a native tree, is confined to the south-eastern counties—little more than the Thames Valley, in fact,—though with possible extensions south-westward into Hampshire and north-westward towards Warwickshire and Worcestershire. Its range thus covers about 8500 square miles—approximately one-sixth of England. Small outliers round Bristol and on the opposite side of the Severn, in Monmouthshire, are due, Mr. Christy thinks, to introduction by human agency. He then discusses the natural features and peculiarities of the tree—its soil-preferences, its associates in woodland, the remarkable flitting of its stems and branches, its system of fruiting, its elegant cupules, its stature, its parasites, and so forth. He closes with a consideration of the Hornbeam from the economic point of view, pointing out that, though its wood is harder and whiter than that of any other British tree—almost hornlike, in fact,—it is useless for most industrial purposes, owing to the natural distortions of the tree and its very irregular grain, although it is valuable for making small objects and parts of many small domestic and other machines. Its chief industrial use in the past has been for making ox-yokes, for which it has been used regularly since very ancient times. The chief value of its wood is, however, domestic; it is unrivalled as firewood, for which it has long been used very extensively. As a result, practically all trees, both in woodland and hedge-row are mutilated by being periodically coppiced or pollarded, so that a naturally-grown tree scarcely exists.

REVIEW.

Menzies’ Journal of Vancouver’s Voyage, April to October, 1792. Edited, with Botanical and Ethnological Notes, by C. F. Newcombe, M.D., and a Biographical Note by J. Forsyth. Archives of British Columbia, Memoir No. 5, King’s Printer, Victoria, B.C., 1923. 8vo, pp. xx, 171, 17 pl. Price 5 dollars.

This is the hitherto unpublished and most recent addition to the series of journals of voyages and travels which, although primarily of geographical importance, have added materially to our knowledge of the ethnology and natural productions of the regions visited. The most important of these was, of course, the Journal of Sir Joseph
Banks during Cook's First Voyage (1768–71), edited by Sir Joseph Hooker, and published in 1896; this had been preceded by Cook's own Journal, edited by Captain J. W. L. Wharton, published in 1919, which contains little of botanical interest. In 1914 the Journal kept by David Douglas in North America (1823–27) was published by the R. Horticultural Soc. (cfr. J. Bot. 1915, 93), and in 1921 the log-books of Captain Bligh's Second Voyage to the South Sea (1791–93) were edited by Mrs. Charles Marriott (cfr. J. Bot. 1922, 22). It may be hoped that some day Bank's Journal of his "Voyage to Newfoundland and Labrador" in 1766 (see Journ. Bot. 1901, 9, 93, 1902, 105, 248) may see the light; some account of the plants collected during that voyage and of the drawings made from them by Ehret will be found at the first of the above references.

Of Archibald Menzie's Journal of Vancouver's Voyage, preserved in the British Museum (Addl. Ms. 32941), the portion relating to his visits to Hawaii (1792–94) was edited by Mr. W. F. Wilson of Honolulu, and published there in 1920, under the title Hawaii Nei 135 Years Ago. The volume before us, to which Mr. J. Forsyth prefaces a biographical note, contains only that portion which relates to Vancouver (April–Oct. 1792) Island and Puget Sound; it includes as an Appendix a list of the plants collected by Menzie on the northwest coast of America, to which reference will be made later; before discussing it, however, something may be said as to Menzie's relations with Banks, in whose herbarium many of the plants are preserved and through whose interest Menzie was appointed to the voyage with which his name is associated.

Menzie was formally introduced to Banks in a letter dated Aug. 22, 1786, by Dr. John Hope (1725–96), then Professor of Botany at Edinburgh, whose lectures he had attended. Hope "enabled him to pass through the academical studies necessary for his education as a surgeon" (Proc. Linn. Soc. i. 139), and, although it does not appear that Menzie graduated at the University, he obtained a post in the Royal Navy and served for some years on the Halifax Station, Nova Scotia; there, to quote Hope's letter, "he paid unremitting attention to his favourite study, botany, and through the indulgence of the Commander-in-Chief had good opportunities afforded him." That Menzie was in communication with Banks before Hope's introduction is evident from his letter to Banks dated May 30, 1784, written from Halifax; of this and of others to be referred to there are copies in the transcript of the Banksian Correspondence in the Department of Botany. With this he sent a small parcel of seeds collected near New York and in the West Indian islands—"where I found the plants in a state for examination I have subjoined their Linnean names"—and promised another parcel (Banks Corr. iv. 29).

Menzie arrived in England in August 1786, and, apparently through Banks's influence, was appointed Surgeon to the Prince of Wales—"a private adventurer, now fitting out at Deptford to go round the world." From the ship, then stationed at St. Jago, Menzie wrote to Banks (Nov. 10) expressing his thanks and assuring him that he will "lose no opportunity in collecting whatever is new, rare or useful in any branch of natural history." During his brief stay in England he had visited Banks's herbarium, where Dryander (who thanked Banks "for his civility and indefatigable zeal") had shown him Banks's Australian collections; and went to Kew, where Aiton "received [him] with all his usual hospitality and friendship" and showed him "many rare and curious plants," some of them raised from the seeds which Menzie had sent (Banks Corr. v. 118). On Feb. 11, 1787, he writes from Staten Island, where he had been stationed for about a fortnight, that he was sending to Banks young plants of Veters aroma tio—"at present in flower, which every where it grows lends the circumambient air with a most pleasing aromatic odor" (sic); and announces that, "notwithstanding the severity of the weather in this wild and inhospitable clime," he had had "several pleasing excursions," which enabled him "to examine and collect many rare and curious plants, some of which were not described even in the 14th edition of the Linnean system" (v. 129).

Of these and others collected in the following year, he sent more than a hundred specimens to Banks, carefully localised and dated and as far as was possible identified, with occasional notes as to habitat and, in one or two cases, MS. descriptions.

The letter dated July 14, 1789 (vi. 181), announcing Menzie's "arrival in the British Channel, after a tedious voyage round the Globe of near three years" is given by Mr. Forsyth (p. viii); on Oct. 9 of the same year (vi. 238) he announces to Banks his appointment to the voyage; for this Banks's formal instructions as to collecting—similar to those sent to other collectors—are summarised by Mr. Forsyth, and are given in full in Banks Corr. vii. 197.

During the voyage of the Discovery, Menzie wrote long letters to Banks (Corr. viii. 142–145, Jan. 1798; ix. 105–108, Oct. 1794; 210–213, April 1795; 291–291, Sept. 1795), summarising the events of the preceding months; these, however, are, of course, for the most part interestingly full of the instalment of the expedition. Notice (April–Oct. 1792), and in that of the three visits to the Sandwich Islands (1792–94) by Mr. Wilson, already referred to. The last letter cited contains Menzie's account of his treatment by Vancouver, to which Mr. Forsyth refers on p. x, and of which some account will be found in Edward Smith's Life of Sir Joseph Banks (p. 144). A letter to Dryander announcing the arrival of the Discovery at Deptford on Oct. 2 suggests that Banks had lately treated him with "the utmost kindness; and that the Vancouver episode may have been, at any rate in part, responsible for this." Banks, however, as shown by his letter to Menzie of Aug. 10, 1791 (quoted by Mr. Forsyth), had himself been apprehensive as to the treatment Menzie might receive, judging from "his conduct toward me, which was not such as I am used to receive from persons in his position."

It is interesting to note that at Nootka Menzie met with Sesé and Mocino—the name is spelt "Moçino" both by Menzie and his editor; he writes, "There were two Botanists attached to the
Spanish Squadron who visited the Coast this Summer, one of them [Sesse] had been in the Aranaeza to the Northwest and had made a considerable Collection of Plants from the different places they touched at, the other whose name was Don José Mozino remained at Nootka with St. Quadra, together with an excellent draughtsman St. Escheriaea [Echeverria] a native of Mexico, who as a Natural History Painter had great merit. These told me that they were part of a Society of Naturalists who were employed of late years in examining Mexico & New Spain for the purpose of collecting Materials for a Flora Mexicana which they said would soon be published, & with the assistance of so good an Artist it must be a valuable acquisition.” There is a marginal reference to the “Appendix” [Preface, p. xiv], where it is stated that “most of [Mozino’s] drawings were lost; copies, however, were made at Geneva of many of them.” The history of these is given by Alphonse de Candolle in the notice prefixed to the “Calques de Dessins” distributed by him in 1874; and a paper by Dr. José Ramirez (An. Ist. Med. Nac. vi. 68–84) (Mexico, 1908) contains a list of ninety unpublished plates with Mozino and Sesse names and identifications which he had seen in Madrid in 1898.

The Appendix contains a list, alphabetically arranged, of “plants collected by A. Menzies on the North-west coast of America,” curiously compiled by the editor from the various works in which Menzies’ plants are mentioned, with marginal references to each and occasional notes; names in English belonging to allied species are added in many cases, with results not only misleading, but in many cases absurd. Thus the plant referred doubtfully by Hooker (Fl. Bor. Amer. i. 320) to Chrysanthemum as C. novum is named “Ox-eye Daisy”; this, which Dr. Newcombe says is “not recognized by recent writers,” is correctly identified in Index Vivae with Bleenosperma californicum Torr. & Gray—a plant that bears not even a slight resemblance to Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum, to which “Ox-eye Daisy” belongs. It would, we think, have been well to have added some more definite information as to Menzies’ actual specimens, other than the general reference (p. xx) to their existence at the British Museum and at Kew; a small number of his plants are in the General Herbarium of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, to which his own collection, consisting chiefly of Cyperaceae, Gramineae, and Cryptogramms, was bequeathed; another small collection, presented by Menzies’ representatives to New College, Edinburgh, was transferred to the Department of Botany in 1885 (see Journ. Bot. 1886, 101).

On glancing through the list, certain points of interest present themselves, one or two of which may be indicated. Thus of the two species of Caltha—C. biflora DC. and C. leptosepala DC.—Menzies’ specimens in Herbarium are the types, cited as such in Syst. i. 310 (1818) and bearing the names in A. P. de Candolle’s hand. These were written during his visit in the early part of 1816 to Banks’ herbarium, then preserved in what he describes as “cette belle bibliothèque de Soho-Square qui est comme la capitale des sciences naturelles”; we have in the Department three long letters to Brown in which Dr. Candolle discusses points relating to Ranunculaceaee and Dilleniaceae, on which he was then engaged. Mr. Sprague tells me that specimens of C. leptosepala from Menzies—bearing the same MS. name as do those in the National Herbarium but with a note “horribus corculis” on one, in Hooker’s hand—are at Kew from Hooker’s herbarium; the larger figure in Hook. Fl. Bor. Amer. (t. xi) is taken from the specimen mentioned. Of Vaccinium obtusum, “unknown to Hooker,” the specimen, without flowers or fruit, on which Pursh (Fl. Amer. 290) based his description, is referred by J. J. Bennett in Herb. Banks—probably correctly—to V. parvifolium. Calypso bulbosa, entered as “Cypridium bulbosum of Menz. MS.” was described under the latter name by Linnaeus (Sp. Pl. 951); Menzies had previously sent this to Banks from Nova Scotia, and, in the letter of Nov. 16, 1786, already quoted, expresses himself as “happy in adding even one plant to your valuable collection.” The names attached by Menzies were often unpublished ones of his own and are occasionally entered in his Journal; thus Claytonia farcata (p. 23) corresponds with the small form of C. spathulata Douglas, figured and described in Hook. Fl. Bor. Amer. i. 226, t. ixxv., which, however, is very different in appearance from the specimens from Douglas’s herbarium, named by himself, in Herb. Mus. Brit. Mr. T. Howell in his “Rearrangement of American Portulacaee” ([Erythraea, i. 29–41] transfers a number of species of Claytonia, including C. parvifolia to Montia. The identity of Chrysanthemum novum Hook. with Bleenosperma californicum T. & G. has already been noted.

Other points suggest themselves for comment; but this notice is already too long, though not longer than the interest of the volume (which is admirably produced) deserves. Its usefulness is increased by a good index of persons, places, and plants; its attractiveness by reproductions from various publications of six of Menzies’ drawings, with portraits of himself (from Edie’s painting in the Linnean Society) and his wife, autograph letters, and pictures of places associated with his early life.

JAMES BRYTEN.


We congratulate Mrs. Chase on the achievement of her object in preparing this little handbook, namely to give to amateurs such an understanding of the structure of grasses as will enable them to use manuals of botany and other technical works, to the end that the grasses native in the United States may become better known. The difficulty experienced by beginners is the understanding of the spikelet, upon the varying details of which our systems of classifications are based. In a series of chapters, illustrated by clear semi-diagrammatic sketches, the author describes the details of the various
types of spikelets met with in the grasses of the United States flora, and by following the careful explanation the student should have no difficulty in dissecting and making out for himself its structure. A diagrammatic summary of the primary characters of the tribes at the end of the book will enable him to assign any particular grass to the group recognised in the American floras. Our own flora is somewhat less varied, but the student of British grasses will find the book helpful, though a few of the names will be strange, as the nomenclature conforms to the American code. The first lesson contains a brief general account of the vegetative structure and a comparison of the grass spikelet and flower with a complete typical flower, but no details are given as to form and structure or anatomy of the stem and leaf, nor is the ecological side mentioned. These are outside the scope of Mrs. Chase’s purpose, and for students of British grasses her primer might be regarded as supplementing the admirable account of the family given by the late Marshall Ward in his small handbook on grasses published by the Cambridge Press.

A. B. R.


In order to second the efforts of teachers to help their pupils to acquire correct habits of study—that is, of patient and accurate observation and of clear and logical interpretation and correlation of the facts observed—Professor Yapp has kept before him three chief aims in writing this book: (1) By employing as far as possible the inductive method, to make facts lead up to and illustrate principles. (2) To maintain a logical sequence in the arrangement of the subject-matter. (3) To make accuracy and thoroughness the key-note of the book, so far as the limits of space allowed. The practical examination in the first chapter of specimens of groundsel, sycamore, and cocks-foot illustrates the general plan of structure of a plant, and a general idea of flower, fruit, and seed is gained from observation of other examples in the two succeeding chapters. The more detailed study of the flowering plant is introduced with the germination of the seed and an experimental study of the conditions necessary, and the various functions of the plant growth, absorption from the soil, transpiration and its regulation, assimilation, movement and respiration are examined in association with the form and general structure of the plant organ concerned. Some chapters on “the different forms of plants and how plants pass the winter” contain useful suggestions for out-of-doors practical elementary work, which may be considerably amplified by an intelligent teacher. The flower with its pollination, and the fruit and seed and their distribution, are the subjects of later chapters, and a final chapter on the relationships of flowering plants gives the characters of twelve of the commoner families. The figures, which are all original, are numerous and good.

Elementary teachers will find the book very helpful. On a point of accuracy, we note that Prof. Yapp uses the name Virginian Creeper for the wall-climber generally known as Ampelopsis Veitchii. This is a native of Japan and a recent introduction as compared with the old original Virginia Creeper (A. quinquefolia) from America.

A. B. R.


The intention of this little volume is excellent, and the introductory matter useful, though we do not think the pulling of flowers to pieces for examination deserves the condemnation heaped upon it, nor that it “revolts thoughtful children.” The Second Section, headed “Groupings of Apparatus and Material for Nature Study,” is divided into 16 sections alphabetically arranged, so that the botanical portion, with which alone we are concerned, occurs at separated intervals, under “Bulbs,” “Fungi,” “Germination,” “Plants (General),” “Weeds”—the pages, in accordance with the ignorant and perverse fashion which mars the usefulness of more important books, are headed throughout “Apparatus and Material,” “Calendar,” and “Appendix,” thus affording no useful information as to what stands below them. For some reason which we do not understand, special prominence is given to fungi, which occupy 13 pages as opposed to 6 for “plants (general)”; “their collection and identification is (sic) a suitable work for schools.” They are distinguished by odd pseudo-English names: e.g., “The Deer” (Platea cereeina), “Rhubarb-Stem” (Coomphidus riscidae), and “Poison Pie” (Hebe- lomus crotuliuiforme”; “Cantherellus” and “Cantherellie” stand everywhere thus.

There is an elaborate calendar, not devoid of misprints, of which we confess we do not see the use; it was surely hardly necessary to indicate that groundsel and chickweed blossom every month, except apparently in October, for which they are not mentioned; here, again, fungi occupy a disproportionate amount of space, sometimes more than half a page, and the “English” names en bloc have an odd appearance. The Appendix contains what seem to be helpful “schemes of work in nature study” and a fairly useful bibliography with odd comments: e.g., of Bentham and Hooker’s British Flora, of which we understand a new edition is in preparation. We are told that “the second volume is pictures only, and is not necessary to the identification of plants, but enthusiastic students of flora sometimes find it interesting to colour the pictures from specimens. A book for those who take identification seriously as a hobby.” The title-page is disfigured in the manner almost peculiar, we are glad to say, to Messrs. Methuen, by an ugly and badly imposed rubber stamp.
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BOOK-NOTES, NEWS, ETC.

The Preliminary Programme of the Imperial Botanical Conference, which will take place at the Imperial College of Science, July 7-16, gives particulars of the discussions to be held. In Systematic Botany and Ecology, the discussion on "The best means of promoting complete Botanical Survey of the Empire" will be opened by the Director of Kew; on "Correlation of Taxonomic Work in the Dominions and Colonies with Work at Home" will be initiated by Mr. J. Burtt Davy; and an extended discussion on "Vegetation Survey in different Parts of the Empire, and Training in Field Ecology" will be opened by Mr. A. G. Tansley. In Genetics, there will be discussions on "The Economic Possibilities of Plant Breeding," and on "The Value of Selection Work in the Improvement of Crop Plants," initiated by Prof. R. H. Biffen and Prof. Percival respectively. In Plant Pathology, there will be discussions on "The Bul-bul of Palms," opened by Dr. Bott, and "The Relation of Plant Pathology to Genetics," opened by Mr. F. T. Brooks; on "The Relation of Forest Pathology to Silviculture," opened by Dr. Borthwick; and on "Fungal Attacks on Timber," opened by Prof. Groom. Under the heading of Education and Research, a discussion will be initiated by Prof. J. B. Farmer on the possibility of promoting an interchange of staff between the overseas and home Botanical Institutions, and on the desirability of providing further facilities for botanical research in the tropics and Dominions. The Report of the Subcommittee has been considering the Rules of Nomenclature will be discussed. Towards the end of the Conference, excursions will be made to various places of interest. Fuller particulars may be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. T. Brooks, 31 Tenison Avenue, Cambridge.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on Feb. 21, Dr. J. M. Dalziel gave a lecture on West African Vegetation, illustrated by about 90 lantern-slides. He began by describing the creeks in the delta of the River Niger and the mangroves and other vegetation on their banks, the moist climate, and heavy rains. He proceeded up the country, with views of the forests with their open ways between the trees, the river in flood, the full of standards undermined by the floods, sometimes, as shown, forming a bridge across a stream or blocking traffic on a motor road, next passing further inland, with the park-like appearance of the highlands with scattered trees. The most noteworthy of the trees, as the Bombax, and Butyrospermum yielding shea butter much used in the preparation of cheap chocolates, were shown; a view of mimosa on a scrub of Acacia albida, with its camels, showed the influence of the Saharan element in the flora. In the discussion which followed Dr. Rendle referred to the abundant specimens of bulbous plants occurring in collections, and inquired how these escaped destruction in the grass fires. Dr. Dalziel replied that many bulbs escaped the ravages of the grass fires by being several inches below the surface; that others grew amongst scattered tufts of grass, as Panicum stagninum, thus avoiding great heat.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on March 6, Dr. E. J. Salisbury gave an account of the International Phytogeographical Society's visit to Switzerland during the summer of 1923, in which Great Britain and Ireland were represented by Dr. Lloyd Praeger, Prof. Yapp, and the speaker. The address was illustrated by an extensive series of lantern-slides. Miss Helena Bandulskia gave a paper "On the Cuticles of some Recent and Fossil Fagaceae," the first part of which dealt with evidence for the inclusion of the fossil Dicylophyllum Stopesii Bandulskia in the genus Nothofagus Blume. The evidence is based on a study of the external characters and the external structure of recent Nothofagus leaves. The second half of the paper described the external form and cuticular structure of various recent species of Fagus and recorded a fossil Fagus with cuticle preserved from the Oligocene of Bournemoutr. Both Fagus and Nothofagus cuticles have isodiametric stomata whose average diameters are in close agreement. They are usually in definite groups. The stomata vary much in size; those of Nothofagus have strongly cuticularized poral rings, accompanied frequently by cuticular thickenings at the junctions of the guard cells, and by a horizontal strip of cutin at the poles of their long axes so that a daggger-like appearance is presented. In Fagus, all the cutinizations are less obvious, and generally only the poral rim is well cutinized. The epidermal cells of both genera may be sinuate or straight, or one surface only may be sinuate. It may be said that the cuticles of Nothofagus and Fagus form a continuous series. D. Stopesii shows agreement in external form with several species of Nothofagus, and its cuticular measurements and structure are those of a Fagus. It should therefore be called Nothofagus Stopesii. The external form and cuticular structure of the fossil named Fagus bournemoutr indicate its close connection with Fagus, and while its external form resembles Fagus sylvatica, it is in all probability specifically distinct, occupying an intermediate position between F. sylvatica and F. intermedia.

Monsieur H. Corbeyon, of Flonare, Chêne-Bourg, Geneva, has just brought out a second edition of his Album des Orchidées d'Europe, published a quarter of a century ago and out of print since 1865. There are interesting chapters on the biology, geographical distribution, and culture of European orchids, and the descriptions are short and clear. The 66 coloured plates are well reproduced, each representing a species, with enlarged single flowers and anatomical details, rendering identification easy. All the British orchids are illustrated (42) except such critical species as O. elodea (O. cricetorum Linton), O. pratensissima Druce, O. purpurella Steph., and Epipactis leptochila Godf. Most of the figures are slightly larger than life, except the six new plates, which have been reduced from the original drawings and are rather less than life-size. Hybrids are omitted, but one has been inadvertently figured in pl. 38, fig. 1, which is clearly Opheya apifera x orchidacea. This useful work is wonderfully cheap at the modest price of 25 francs Swiss.

The Orchid Review for March contains an interesting paper by Mr. Henry Munsley, of Ottawa, on Spiransites Romanzoffianus, his experience with which differs considerably from that of Drummond with the Cork plant in 1810 and that of Col. Godfrey as recorded in...
the *Review* for 1922, pp. 261–4. The paper is chiefly concerned with the tubers, of which five figures are given.

*The Essex Naturalist* (xx. part 5) contains the conclusion of Mr. Bouglies’s account of Richard Warner, with other notes on that subject, and a paper by Mr. Miller Christy on the remarkable decrease of *Euphorbia calantha* in Essex, the cause of which he is at a loss to explain.

In the *Bulletin* of the Torrey Club for January, Dr. Britton continues his “Studies of West Indian Plants,” describing new species from Cuba, Hispaniola, Trinidad (with a new genus of Melastomataceae—*Neocranum*) and Porto Rico. A specific name of somewhat remarkable construction—*Lecocemorovara*—commemorates the collector, Messrs. Leon, Clement, and Roca; Dr. Rydberg continues his “Notes on Fabaceae” (*Horologus, Kentrophyta*); Miss A. M. Johnson writes on “The Mid-styled form of *Ptiopus paniculatus*.”

The *New Bulletin* (1924, n. 1) contains the first portion of “Materials for a Flora of the British Honduras,” by Messrs. A. Sprague and L. M. Riley; it comprises a sketch of the vegetation and a note on the (very few) collectors, and the beginning of a list (extravagantly printed) which includes new species of *Hypoperca*, *Visnia*, and *Stoezaea*. Mr. Sprague also contributes an identification of the localities included in “Humboldt and Bonpland’s Mexican Itinerary,” which should be of great value to students of the Mexican flora. A list of additions to the Herbarium during 1923 is given.

The contents of the *Journal of Ecology* for January are mainly botanical. Mr. W. T. Saxton writes on “Phases of Vegetation under Monsoon Conditions”; Miss Katherine Warrington on “The Influence of Manuring on the Weed Flora of Arable Land”; Mr. Miller Christy has an exhaustive paper on “The Hornbeam (*Carpinus Betulus*) in Britain,” of which a summary will be found on p. 188.

To the *Gardener’s Chronicle* of Feb. 23 and March 1 Dr. Druce contributes notes from the correspondents, a portion of which has come into his possession, of William Baxter (1877–1871), Curator of the Oxford Botanic Garden and author of *British Phanogamous Botany* of which a full account by Dr. A. H. Church appeared in this *Journal* for 1922, pp. 58–68. There are interesting extracts from Joseph Sabine (1770–1837), who was Secretary of the Horticultural Society from 1816 to 1830, Sir Joseph Paxton (1803–1865), and Andrew Bloxam (1801–1878); those from J. S. Henslow and Lindley—the latter a more request for the loan of a specimen—seem hardly worth printing.

Newspaper Botany. “Mitchell Hall is a magnificent estate, one of its features being a tree which is believed to be of the same species as that associated with Calvary. Only two of these trees exist in this country, the other being in Wales.”—*Evening Standard*, March 7.

Corrections. In the paper on *Orobanche latifolia* (pp. 35–41), l. 5 from top, for “follis immaculatis” read “follis mucrulatim et immaculatis”; p. 38, l. 7 from bottom, for “have unspotted leaves” read “sometimes have unspotted leaves.”

**A NEW STATICE IN BRITAIN.**

By H. W. Pugsley, B.A., F.L.S.

At the end of last August, on a day’s excursion from Tenby, I noticed on a steep sea-cliff a *Statice* which at first I took for *S. binevosa* G. E. Smith, but which seemed to me peculiar from its narrow leaves and very small flowers. I therefore cut two specimens for comparison with the *S. binevosa* growing on the South Cliff at Tenby, and on my return found that I had indeed brought back a different plant. A little later I revisited the locality to obtain more specimens, and then saw that ordinary *S. binevosa* grew sparingly with the stranger. The two plants in life looked perfectly distinct, *S. binevosa* being on an average nearly twice as tall as the other, with relatively broad, obovate leaves and circular corollas about ½" in diameter, while the dwarfer new form showed linear-oblong leaves and stellate corollas only ⅛" across.

The original description of *S. binevosa* (G. E. Smith, Eng. Bot. Suppl. 2063 (1821)) is illustrated by a plate to which a good dissection of the flower, apparently drawn from fresh material, is added. This shows a violet-blue corolla, with the limb of the petals broadly obviate, slightly retuse, and contiguous or a little imbricated. The corollas of the Tenby and other Pembroke *S. binevosa* that I examined match that of this plate, and after looking through numerous *estevia* from various localities, among which a pressed corolla is here and there visible, I conclude that the plate correctly depicts the normal corolla of the species. According to *Syme* it is nearly as large as in *S. Limonium*, of which Hooker says "corolla ⅓". In recent works I find no mention made of the corolla of *S. binevosa*.

In contrast to this the corolla of the new plant in all the individuals seen was quite uniform and only half as large as in *S. binevosa*, being about ⅛" in diameter, with the limb of the similarly coloured petals oblong, emarginate and not contiguous, so that the flower appears more or less stellate.

The foliage of *S. binevosa* is stated by Mr. C. E. Salmon (Journ. Bot. xlii. 71 (1902)) to be “remarkably variable in size and shape, from narrowly lanceolate-obovate to broadly obvate-spathulate... acute or obtuse... apiculate or not... petioles longer or shorter than blades.” An examination of the material at Kew and Herb. Mus. Brit. reveals considerable variation, but in every form there is a distinct narrowing of the lamina at some point below the apex, giving rise to an apparent pedicle, although in a strict sense the leaves of these plants are not petiolate. The greatest breadth of the lamina seems to range from 4 mm. to 25 mm., while below it usually contracts to a false petiole only 2–3 mm. wide. The narrow, oblanceolate-spathulate leaves of the Wigton plant referred by Mr. Salmon to *S. binevosa* v. *himalia* (Journ. Bot. xlv. 25 (1907)) are likewise characterised by a clear contraction below, which imparts a long-petioled aspect.
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The leaves of the new form, on the other hand, are so little dilated towards the apex and so little contracted below that they cannot possibly be regarded as petiolate. The greatest breadth above is rarely more than double the least below, and in this way they differ essentially from the leaves of aggregate *S. binervosa*. Furthermore, the leaf-apex of the new plant seems to be always minutely and obscurely mucronulate. In *S. binervosa* the mucro may be absent, but when present it is quite distinct and often nearly 2 mm. long. The hyaline margin is also more marked in the new form.

The scapes and branching of the inflorescence in the Pembreskeshire plant are quite distinct from that of typical *S. binervosa*, with its compound panicle of erect branches and rather lax spikes, but they do not differ greatly from some of the stouter forms, with spreading branches and closer spikes, that have been referred to var. *intermedia* (Syme). The spikes, however, are shorter than in any form of *S. binervosa*, and usually spreading or arcuate-recurved. They are also denser, the two rows of spikelets being closely compressed. The spikelets and flowers are smaller than those of *S. binervosa* in all their parts, and the three bracts, though bearing nearly the same proportions, are relatively broader and more obtuse.

The new plant is thus readily distinguishable from *S. binervosa* in several features, although it evidently belongs to the same division of the genus (*Limonium* ser. *Densaflora* Boissier, ap. DC. *Prod. xii. 619*).

Of the other British species falling within this group, *S. recurva* C. E. Salmon, of which I have seen no living examples and only limited herbarium material, shows a resemblance to the new plant by its dwarf habit and dense spikes, but its leaves, while narrow, are more petiolate, its scape is asperous and much stouter, its spikes are longer and spikelets larger, with relatively larger and distinctly incurved outer bracts. I can find no information respecting the corolla of this plant except that Mr. Salmon's plate (Journ. Bot. tab. 449) shows it in the spikes with distant laxes unlike the flowers of *S. binervosa*, and I understand from Mr. Salmon that its petals are actually narrower.

*S. tychnidifolium* Gir., represented in the Channel Islands, is a relatively coarse plant with large broad leaves and dense panicles of curved spikes.

Among other Continental species I can trace nothing that matches the new plant, which is rendered very distinct in its series by its narrow foliage. *S. Dodartii* Gir., which is very like *S. binervosa* v. *intermedia*, and—to judge from a French example at Kew—has a similar large corolla, differs greatly in its broadlyspathulate and obtuse foliage. In its habit and inflorescence the Mediterranean *S. Girardiina* Guss. resembles the Pembroke form, but its scape is very much slenderer, and its obovate, obtuse leaves altogether different. *S. Dauriei* Gir., which grows in Western Algeria, is described as having “oblong-lanceolate, sessile leaves, attenuate below” and thus recalls the new plant. But the material in *Herb. Mus. Brit.* shows obviously broader and more obovate foliage, and its contracted panicle...
of spikelots with large, rotundate, inbricated outer bracts is quite distinct.

The Pembrokeshire plant appears therefore to be undescribed, and its status demands consideration. The generic section Limonium is a polyphyletic one that has been rather finely divided into numerous species based on characters taken mostly from the form of the leaves, the inflorescence, the spikelots and bracts, the calyx and occasionally the corolla, the fruiting organs apparently not affording any diagnostic features. In his account of the section Boissier (l.c.) remarks that it embraces several European species difficult to separate and often not offering positive characters; and he comments on the necessity of examining living material to determine especially the form of the corolla, &c. The lack of this in the existing seems still in evidence, and is probably, at least in part, the cause of the conflicting views of recent authors. While Mr. Salmon (Journ. Bot. xli. 67) separates as S. recurva, a distinct endemic species, the Portland plant previously referred to S. Dodartii Gir., and apparently regards S. Dodartii as a French form of similar rank, Rouy (Fl. Fr. x. 155) treats both of these plants as French and sinks them as varieties under S. binerose. At the same time he maintains S. lychnifolia Gir., S. Wildenowii Poir., S. Girardiniana Guss. and S. oulifolia Poir. as distinct species of the series. I am at present unable to see any sufficiently valid specific characters in S. Dodartii, which however is also kept distinct by Willkomm and Lange, as well as by Boissier, but the features of S. recurva pointed out by Mr. Salmon seems to me, upon examination of limited material, to warrant specific distinction as much as those of the other recognised members of the group; and its differentiation and distribution is not unparalleled in the case of some Mediterranean species of the genus. The Wigton plant, which is well represented at Kew, also appears quite distinct.

The new plant now brought to notice differs from all the other species of the series in the form of its narrow leaves—and this seems an important point in Statice. Its scale, spikes and spikelots may perhaps be regarded as a modification of those seen in S. bimerose or S. recurva although they present several small details. But the corolla again is essentially and, so far as is known, constantly different from that of S. bimerose, which approaches the new plant most nearly in most other respects. Unless polymorphism of this organ exists in this genus—and of this I can find no evidence—this is a second important peculiarity. The combination of these leaf and corolla characters renders the plant a very distinct one, and I think that, like S. recurva, it should be held specifically separate from S. bimerose and from the other members of the group. In its restricted geographical range it naturally recalls S. recurva, but it may be found to extend to various localities in Pembrokeshire and possibly into the adjoining counties. It grows on rocky sea-cliffs where it is only partially accessible, and comparatively few botanists have explored the district where I noticed it. And further, if seen in company with S. bimerose, it may be mistaken for poor material of that species, as in fact was one example in Herb. Mus. Brit., collected by Trimen, and a second at Kew collected by Bentham. While this paper has been held over for printing I have received a specimen from Miss Ada Roper from a second Pembrokeshire station.

It is therefore proposed to treat this plant as a new species, Statice transwalliana, the name alluding to the district where it grows—the site of the old English colony in Pembrokeshire, formerly known as Anglia Trans Walliana, or Little England beyond Wales. The description &c. are as follows:—

Statice transwalliana, sp. nov. (sect. Limonium ser. Deniciflorae).


Habitus glabri, relativus ana. Folia multa, plana, marginibus usque ad basin distincte hyalinis paeo tenuia, anguste oblongae, vel lineari-oblonga, superne parum dilatata et inferne seminum minime attonata, vulgo 25–45 mm. longa et ad partem latissimam 3–5 mm. lata (raro 55 mm. longa, 6 mm. lata) infere ciriter ad 2 mm. angustata; omnia obtusa, minute uncronulata et obscure 1-nervata. Scapus 9–15 (raro ad 30) cm. altus, robustusculsus, sursum haud attenuatus, levis, in plantis validis rami inferioribus longa strictia erecto-patentibus e basi ramosus, in plantis parvis solum dimido superiori rami brevibus preditius rami sterilis sapissime nulli. Ramuli pauci, in scaporum majorum rami inferioribus solis videnti. Squamae scapi triangulares, subamplexicaules, haud foliacae, inferiores 8 mm. longe longe acuminata, superiores latu acute nonnumquam 1 mm. longae. Spikez patentes vel erucato-recurrentes, breves, valde densiflorae, saepe subphilae, in plantis validis scapi ramosi apice approximata. Speculari relativore, 1–4-flore, bracteis exteriors speculareum in eadem serie contiguum sumus paupere inbricatedis distichie compressae. Bracteae exterior 1–1½ (raro 2) mm. longa ac lata subrotundata ovata, subacute, superne brunneo-tineta et late membranacea-marginata. Bracteat media parva, 1–1½ (rare 1–75) mm. longa oblonga, inaequaliter emarginata, membranacea, 2-nervata. Bracteae interior 9½–4 mm. longa, late ovata, obtusa, superne brunneo-tineta et late membranacea-marginata, bracteae exteriore plus duplicius longior. Bracteola 0–8, anguste oblonga, obtusa, membranacea, infima maxima 2–3 mm. longa. Calycis 5–5½ mm. longi limbus scariosius, valde nervatus, dentibus albis triangularibus obtusis vel subaequulis paulo dilatatis; tabus limbus subaequans, parce pilis appressis hissitutus. Corolla violaceae, minima circa 4 mm. lata, in petala remota, angusta, oblonga, emarginata fissa. Antherae oblongae, vix 1 mm. longae. Fructus circa 2½ mm. longus, anguste oblongus, semem 1½ mm. longum, leve, rubescens includens.

Scopulos maritimos in comitatu Pembrok Angliae habitat ubi mensibus Julio, Augusto et September flort.

Plant glabrous, relatively dwarf. Leaves numerous, flat, rather thin with distinct hyaline margins extending to the base, narrowly
oblanceolate or linear-oblong, little dilated above and very gradually and slightly contracted below, usually 25–45 mm. long and 3–5 mm. broad at the widest part (occasionally 55 mm. long and 6 mm. broad), narrowing below to about 2 mm.; all obtuse, minutely mucronulate and obscurely 1-veined. Spike 8–15 cm. high, rather stout and not tapering upwards, smooth, in strong plants branched from the base with the lower branches long, strict, and erect-spreading, in small plants with short branches in the upper half only; lower branches generally absent. Branchlets few, present only on the lower branches of large spikes. Scales of the scape triangular, subamplexicaul, not foliaceous; the lower long-acuminate and 8 mm. long, the upper broad, acute, sometimes only 1 mm. Spike spreading or areuate-recurred, short and very dense-flowered, mostly subsessile, in strong plants crowded at the end of the scape and branches. Spikelets small, 1–4-flowered, closely compressed in two ranks with outer bracts often slightly imbricated. Outer bract 1–1.5 mm. long and about equally broad, subrotund-ovate, subacute, tinted with brown above and with broad membranous margin. Middle bract small, 1–1.25 (rarely 1.75) mm. long, oblong, unequally emarginate, membranous, 2-veined. Inner bract 2.25–4 mm. long, broadly oval, obtuse, tinted with brown above and with broad membranous margin, more than twice as long as the outer bract. Bracteoles 0–3, narrowly oblong, obtuse, membranous, the lowest and largest 2–3 mm. long. Calyx 5–5.5 mm. long; limb scarious, strongly curved, somewhat dilated upwards with deep, obtuse or subacute, triangular teeth; tube subspouting limb, with scattered appressed hairs. Corolla violet-blue, very small, about 4 mm. broad, out into distant, narrow, oblong, emarginate petal. Anthers oblong, less than 1 mm. long. Fruit about 2.5 mm. long, narrowly oblong, with smooth reddish seed 1.5 mm. in length.

PLANTS FROM JEBEL MARRA, DARFUR.

By Cecil Norman, F.L.S.

In February 1921 Mr. L. V. Lester-Garland published in this Journal (vol. ix. p. 48) a preliminary list of plants collected by Admiral (then Captain) H. Lynes on the volcanic massif of Jebel Marra, Darfur. Admiral Lynes has since spent over a year in Central Darfur, including two periods of roughly 3 months each on Jebel Marra itself, viz., Feb.–May 1921 and Dec. 1921–Feb. 1922. Only the Jebel Marra plants are dealt with in this paper.

As regards the second period, it is to be noted that the intention was to proceed to the massif as soon as the rains ceased in October, when the full benefit of the wet weather would have been obtained, but owing to political disturbances the start had to be delayed for six weeks, and Admiral Lynes states that by then many of the plants had passed the flowering stage, and considers that many were over-
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looked by him. It is to be remembered that his primary object was the collecting of birds, as on the former expedition.

In all 132 species of plants were collected, but in view of the facts above stated, it is not to be supposed that the list of the plants of Jebel Marra is yet complete. Mr. Lester-Garland's remarks as to the composite nature of the flora are borne out by the present Collection, the preponderating elements consisting of Abyssinian and wide-spread tropical African species.

Five species are herein described as new, but they all belong to large, widely-spread, and very variable genera, and are in all cases more or less nearly allied to well-known species. Indeed, there seems to be less peculiarity about the flora than might have been expected, and so far nothing very remarkable has been revealed.

Our thanks are due to Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Broom, to whom the plants were in the first instance submitted.

The following list as to the great majority of species is identical with the one drawn up by them. For notes on the physical geography of Central Darfur and Jebel Marra, Mr. Lester-Garland's paper should be consulted. The specimens are in the British Museum Herbarium:


Ficus palmata Forsk. 41. F. ingentoides Hutch. 161. Parvitelia debilis Forst. 192 (in part.).


Boerhaavia plumaginea Cav. 155.

Silene Lutesii Norman, sp. nov. 105 b. Herba perennis, pilis glandularibus omnino vestita; caulibus erectis, vel sub-erectis, juxtanibus angulatis; foliis late lineariis, vel angustissimis oblanceolatibus, obtusis, ciliatis; floribus bracteatis longe
peluncelatus, solitaris axillaribus vel terminalibus; calyx longe cylindricus, 10-nervato, fructifer clavato basi truncato; lobis marginibus hyalinis, obtusangulis; petalis rubris longe exsertis, limbo patente profunde inciso; capsule ellipsoidae; seminibus parvis subreniformibus margine sulcato, facie depressa.

Niruaya, Jebel Marr, 6500 ft. "Common from 9000 ft. to 6000 ft. (or lower!). Sticky pink flower, fades on pressing."

Principal measurements: leaves up to 3½ cm. l.; peduncle ±2-3 cm.; calyx tube ±2-5 cm.; calyx teeth ±2 mm. Allied to S. macroscopus Steud. and S. villosa Forsk., but distinguished from the former as being without the conspicuous bracts halfway up the peduncle and by its broader bracts; from the latter by the strongly-veined calyx tube.


Martia angolensis DC. 103. 

Naesturium sp. 33. 

Tiliea pentandra Royle. 110, 111. —Cotyledon umbilicata L. 109. 9600 ft.

Dalbergia melanoxylon G. & P. 125. —Desmodium scapi DC. 124. 7500 ft. —Piqua incana Taub. 100. 3000 ft. —Indigofera alternans DC. 72. 5000 ft. (The occurrence of this S. African species is noteworthy: also occurs in Angola.) I. arrecta Hochst. 121. 7500 ft.

Crotalaria Lysnii Bak. fil. et Martin, sp. nov. 120 b. 

Suffrutex erectus; cauliibus albo-pubescentibus; foliis trifoliolatis, petiolis longis, pubescentibus; foliis subsessilibus, utrinque velutinis nervis prominentibus anguste ellipticis apice obtusis; floribus dense racemosis, pedicellis velutinis; calyce velutino dentibus linearis acutissimis, dente in tunicatam ceteris longiori; vexillo glabro in sicco virido-Testo purpurico-striato, ovario; corina glabra dorso rotundata; alia glabra aurea; ovario velutino oblongo-oviforme; stylo elongato curvato; legumine pubescente ±5-spermo, breviter stipitato. "Jebel Marr Highlands, 8000 ft. A frequent bush, downwards chiefly from 6500 ft."

Principal measurements: petioles 15-20 mm. l.; terminal leaflet 25-35 mm.; lateral 18-20 mm.; calyx tube ±4 mm.; lowest tooth ±5 mm.; vexillum with claw 13-14 mm.; corina 14-16 mm.; wings ±10 mm.; pod 20-25 mm.

Belongs to the section Eucrotaloria, subsection Medicicrifoce.

Noticeable on account of its dense racemes, the corina rounded on the back ±15 mm. long, its distinctly striated standard with deep orange ground and purple lines. Closely allied to C. argyreus Wolw. and C. usaramensis Bak. fil.
Clerodendron cordifolium A. Rich. 1. 6000 ft.

Lawandula pubescens Dode. 151. 8500 ft.—Mentha silvestris L. 27. —Commiphora bijloroe Bth. 51, 54, etc. 6000-7000 ft.—Nejesta bulletinfolia Hochst. 152, 153. 9500 ft.—Ototegia scariosa Bth. 88. 6000-7000 ft.—Colean demonstratus Lour. 46.

Colean darfordensis R. Good, sp. nov. 46.

Herba alta perennis; caul e erecto tetragono ramoso pilis glandularis pubescente; folis inferior petiolatis, subus subsessilis, ovato-rhomboidis ± longus acutis ad basim vix cuneatis, crenato-serratis supra glandulos-hispidis, subus glandulosis nigris copiosis et breve grisco-pubescentibus dense infectae; racemis terminalis; verticillastria confertis; eymi longe pedunculatis, 5-7 floribus; bracteis late ovatis irregulariter serratis decussatis, pedicellis pilis purpureis glandularibus infectis; calycis 5-6mm. calyci lobes ±2 mm.; corolla ±6 mm.

Closely allied to C. shirensis Gürke and C. diatilis Gürke, and should probably be placed between them. The hairiness of the plant, the inferences and the leaf-shape are all intermediate between these two.

Solanum nigrum L. 37, 132, 134.

Linaria aegyptiaca Dnm. 54d. 8200-9500 ft.—L. Elliotina L. var. villosa Boiss. 396, 401. —L. soumalaensis Vatke. 139a & 139. Differs from Hildebrandt (Somali-lund, 1409, on which Vatke founded the species) as represented in Herb. Mus. Brit. in the broadly hastate basal leaves and in the longer petioles, but such characters are very variable in the Elatinoides series to which all the tropical African species belong, and there seems no reason for regarding these specimens as other than forms of L. soumalaensis Vatke (R. Good).—Verbascum Terniaca Hochst. 20. 7400 ft.—Antirrhinum Orontium L. 135. —Sopria ramosa Hochst. 138. 6500 ft.—Minutula gracilis R. Br. 141. 5200 ft.—Alstro commutis Hamel. 137. 8300 ft.—Veronica Anagallis L. 15, 136. A form with broad short leaves.—Buchnera hispida Ham. 140. 6500 ft.—Streupuspermum Kunthianum Chat. 5200 ft.

Hypoestes Forskallii R. Br. 2.—Ruellia patula Jacq. 42. —Lipidaphis scariosa Nees. 143. 8300 feet.

Anthuspermum puchyrhizum Horn. 8000 ft. and upwards.—Pavetta gardnetafolia Hochst. 128.—Galium rotundfolium L. 124. 9200 ft.—Gallium sp. 125.

Campanula rigidifolia Steud. & Hochst. 54, 93. 8700 ft.

REPRODUCTIVE MEchanISM IN LAND FLORA.

I. SEX THEORY (concluded).

By A. H. CHURCH, M.A.

Once fertilization had been reduced to a question of nuclear fusion, further advance rapidly followed the detailed cytological examination of nuclei—more particularly in animal somata, in which these structures are often much larger and more clearly differentiated in construction than they are in plants. The nuclear chromatin was resolved into chromosomes, and the individuality of these units was clearly demonstrated (Van Beneden, 1888, Aecaria)1. To this was added the recognition of their specific constancy in number, as presenting in normal mitosis of cell-division an equational division. A curious 'heterotype' division in the production of animal gametes was distinguished by Fleming (1857), with the added information that after such a heterotype division the number of chromosomes on the mitotic spindle was diminished one half. Hence this stage came

1 Cf. the historical record of these years in Wilson (1896), The Cell in Development and Inheritance, pp. 296, 296 (2nd Edit. 1899).
to be distinguished as a 'reducing-division' (Van Beneden), but is now preferably termed meiosis (Farmer and Moore, 1905). In the animal kingdom this process was naturally interpreted as implying a certain preparation for the subsequent sexual fusion, which mechanism, by the union of two such 'half-nuclei' again make good the somatic number of the new zygote. This interpretation has long held the field, though to a botanist it seems curious to see such meiotic phenomena in animal tissues still termed 'maturation-divisions' 1.

Corresponding examination of plant-material showed that a condition of meiosis identical in all elaborated mechanism (synapsis, synkinesis, diakinesis, bivalent chromosomes) also held good for the flowering plant 2; a similar reduction to the haploid condition being found in the dividing mother-cells of the pollen-tetrad, and in the embryosac of the ovule—that is to say in the 'maturation' not of gametes, but in that of the asexual spores of the subaerial sporophyte. The counting of chromosomes in other types of Land Flora 3 enabled Strasburger (1894) 4 to formulate the sweeping generalization that all sporophytes were diploid in nuclear organization, and all gametophytes haploid. Conversely, the nuclear change was the causal factor which determined the somatic distinction of the two alternating generations of the plant; so that the life-cycle was to be punctuated by the two processes of karyogamy and meiosis, rather than by the actual 'germination' of the new individual. Otherwise the full significance of these phenomena remained vague and even more mysterious. The sexual fusion was still regarded as all important, and karyogamy the climax of the individual life. The possible benefit of karyogamy was interpreted solely in terms of the possible gain of experience from blended lines of descent, both to the stabilization of the species and the personal benefit of the individual; but why the mechanism of nuclear behaviour in active divisions should be so meticulously curious remained a puzzle 5.

The explanation of meiosis came from an unexpected quarter, and within the first few decades of the new century, a new theory of heredity was developing. In 1900 Mendel's work on Hybridity was recovered, and his 'Law of Gametic Segregation,' deduced entirely from experimental observations, became generally familiar. The reemphasis of the theory that a gamete (now known to be a nucleus) carries but one parental component for each structural element, and the conclusion that a diploid zygote must contain two, one derived from each parent, was obvious; and the anticipation of a sexual division to a haploid state precedes animal fertilization immediately suggested that this haploid gamete had been so produced for this reason—meiosis being the actual visible expression of the segregation in terms of material chromatin-substance. Many people toyed with the idea; the thing was to find what constituted a satisfactory proof 6. Cytological evidence of such separations of distinctive chromosomes has been forthcoming, particularly in the gametogenesis of Insects, and the full proof lies in the complex experimental work of Morgan and his associates on the Drosophila fly 7. No reasonable doubt now exists that this is the actual division. Further experimental work follows even the actual position of material factor-controls (genes) in the individual chromosomes, and the remarkable mechanistic changes in the latter preliminary to segregation 8.

The general result is that Meiosis increases in significance, as providing after all the essential key to the reproductive story, to which karyogamy is but the introductory step. It is clear that meiosis cannot ensue unless karyogamy has taken place; but, conversely, if there be no karyogamy there is no meiotic segregation; and this holds both ontogenetically and phylogenetically. Karyogamy may affect the life-experience of the new diploid individual, but meiosis produces new individuals, with a nuclear organization to a certain extent different from that of one another, as also from that of the parent organism. It is essentially a racial rather than a personal function 9. The fact that such factorial determinants,
expressed as material particles in the minute chromosomes of a plant or animal reduced to minimum equipment, must begin to approach the limitations of even molecular dimensions; affords an interesting view of the possible limitation of the bulk-relations of both plant and animal forms on the world's surface; as also that progressive refinement and specialization of the genes in the chromosomes may have been tending to reduce their mass in higher organism with its multitudinous linked factorial complexes. It also indicates the vast difference between such intimate racial mechanism and the grosser activities of somatic differentiation, and the mechanism of material transfer in space, to which human conceptions of sex were first applied.

The special interest of the reproductive mechanism of the higher vegetation of the land lies in the fact that their meiotic exchanges are wholly restricted to the land-form (sporophyte), while karyogamy is relegated to the archaic and increasingly depauperated gametophyte individuals; while a clear distinction must be drawn between such racial mechanism and wholly subsidiary and secondary details of sex characteristics in the older sense of the word. The progressive land-form of the alternation has secured the more important part of the nuclear cycle. In respect meiosis no longer appears convincing as a mere preliminary stage in the elaboration of gametes; it is the central feature of all racial evolution and progression. The reason why the cytological cycle of the higher plant should be so strikingly different from that of the higher animal remains to be explored. But clearly it is not likely to be explained by reading the story of the animal into that of the plant. The anthropomorphic method is again a useless survival. Putting wholly on one side the case of the highly complex heterotrophic and wholly secondary 'animal,' one must trace from the beginning the story of the simplest autotrophic plant-organizations.

1 Morgan (1922), loc. cit. p. 188.
2 Drosophila as a medicoes fly is estimated at some 2000 genes, collected in 4 unequal chromosomes (haploid number). The common fern (Nephrodium) has 72 chromosomes (haploid). The mitotic spindles of Diatoms and Peridinias may show a large and still indefinite number. In such unicellular organisms the chromosomes may well act as genes (cf. Streptoly, 64, Peridinias to 300).
3 Such 'depauperation' is merely a morphological conception. In higher plants the gametophytes are wholly parasitic and supplied with high-grade food, so that a soma becomes unnecessary. The small output of reproductive cells is again an expression of reproductive efficiency, as problems of wastage have been solved.

SUPERFLUOUS NOMINA CONSERVANDA

By T. A. Sprague, B.Sc., F.L.S.

The list of nomina conservanda adopted by the Vienna Congress (1905) was prepared by Dr. Harms in 1904. It does not seem to have occurred to anyone that a list of exceptions to Rules, drawn up before the Rules themselves had been fixed, might possibly require revision. At all events, the list was not revised, and it includes numerous nomina conservanda which are wholly superfluous, since they would in any case be adopted under the International Rules. This is due to the fact that, for one reason or another, the corresponding nomina rejicienda are invalid.

Dr. Rendle (Journ. Bot. 1912, 129) has pointed out that Patrick Browne's genera were not effectively published in his Civil and Natural History of Jamaica, since Browne's descriptions are of species only (Art. 38). Consequently nine nomina conservanda which appear in the list solely on account of earlier names given by Browne are superfluous. Some of the American genera published in Loefling's Iter (1758) are invalid for the same reason. Thus Loefling (op. cit. 158) gave descriptions of three species of Calocoloria Loell. but no generic diagnosis. Hence Hybanthus is the accepted name for the genus in question under the Rules, and it need not have been placed on the list of nomina conservanda. In other cases, however, Loefling added generic descriptions, as in Diodioiides (op. cit. 201, as a synonymy of Sperrmaceae).

Some of the nomina conservanda are superfluous because the corresponding nomina rejicienda were published in synonymy (Art. 38), or as subgenera or sections (Art. 49). In other cases the nomina rejicienda are invalid because they duplicate accepted names (Art. 51, 2), because they were published not as generic but as vernacular names, or because they were merely proposed tentatively by authors who did not themselves adopt them, which is equivalent to "citation in synonymy or incidental mention" (Art. 37, 38; Journ. Bot. 1922, 137, 262). In the case of Fornonia Schreb: the "corresponding" nomina rejicienda, Behen Hill; is not even congeneric, but is a synonym of Centaurea L., being based primarily on O. Behen L.; and Grassogenium Moench. is no longer regarded as being congeneric with Genus Case.

I append a list of thirty-two superfluous nomina conservanda arranged according to the causes of invalidity of the corresponding nomina rejicienda. Some of the nomina conservanda appear twice; thus Lachenanthes is inserted in table I. with reference to the synonym Gynotheca, and in table IV. in respect of Heritiera. Each genus is prefixed by the running number given in Dallas Torre & Harms, Genera Stiphanom—asmarum. Further superfluous names will doubtless come to light in the future.
I. Nomina rejicienda unaccompanied by generic descriptions.

739. Philodendron Schott (1829).—Bauarea Hoffmngg. (1824).
1151. Lachnanthes Ell. (1816).—Gyrotheca Salisb. (1812).
1292. Eleutherine Herb. (1843).—Gelatona Salisb. (1812).
2717. Xylophia L. (1759).—Xylopium P. Br. (1756).
5338. Letila Loecl. ex L. (1759).—Thamnium P. Br. (1756).

II. Nomina rejicienda published in synonymy.


III. Nomina rejicienda published as subgenera or sections.

739. Philodendron Schott (1829).—Bauarea Hoffmngg. ex Rechcb. (1828), subgen.
2202. Faegyphrum Moench (1794).—Helemea L. (1753), sect.

IV. Nomina rejicienda duplicating accepted names.

1161. Lachnanthes Ell. (1816).—Heritiera J. F. Gmel. (1791), non Ait. (1789).

V. Nomina rejicienda not generic but merely vernacular names.

4137. Ptoleum Burn. fil. (1768).—Tingulonga Rumph. (1755).

VI. Nomen rejiciendum suggested but not adopted by the author who published it.

Persoon merely threw out a suggestion that the three species Neottia spiralis, N. axilalis, and N. tortilis might represent a new genus, Gyrostachys, but he himself retained them in Neottia.

VII. Nomina rejicienda not congeneric.


VIII. Nomen rejiciendum composed of two unhyphened names (Art. 54, 3).

60. Cyphospora Konig (1803).—Phucagrostis major Cavolini (1792).
Graebner (Engl. Pflanzen., Pataomog. 147; 1907) cites "Phucagrostis major Cavolu." as a generic name. Even if Kunze (Rev. Gen. i. 744) was correct in his contention that the generic name was Phucagrostis, the name is invalid, since in that case the description is not generic but specific.

IX. Nomen rejiciendum rejected under Art. 46.

Bataclia Vahl, Symb. iii. 30, and Humboldtia Vahl, op. cit. 106, were published simultaneously. Vahl deliberately replaced Bataclia by Humboldtia in his Corrigenda and Addenda, and his choice cannot be modified by subsequent authors.


l
FERNS GROWN UNDER BOTTLES.

By Charles E. Benham.

The fact that ferns are apt to appear within a bottle, the mouth of which has been planted an inch or two almost anywhere in garden soil, has been verified by so many people that it has become quite familiar. The apparently obvious explanation is that the very minute spores of ferns are practically omnipresent, but lack appropriate conditions for development except when thus ensconced protection, together with the warm and moist environment provided for by the temporarily glass-house of a bottle. There are, however, difficulties in regarding this as a full and complete solution of the problem—at any rate, unless microscopic examination of garden-soil reveals the actual presence of the spores in sufficient abundance to account for successful germination in any chosen square inch. At the same time it must be frankly admitted that it is not easy at first sight to suggest any alternative to the universal hypothesis that the bottle-grown ferns must be derived from wind-wafted spores, yet it does not quite follow that because an alternative explanation is not easily arrived at none exists. Be that as it may, the phenomenon—if such a term be permissible—of the appearance of ferns in inverted bottles is sufficiently curious to demand a little closer examination by botanists than it has at present received. An example in the town of Colchester is particularly striking, not only because of the large scale on which it was carried out, but also because the county of Essex is by no means a fern country, and in recent generations is even less so than ever.

Some years ago in Colchester an Italian resident, keeper, who had an extensive garden at the back of his premises at the top of the High Street, conceived the idea, through some perversion of aesthetic taste, of "ornamenting" his flower-beds by placing his empty Chiants bottles as a bordering. Over a thousand of these were planted, mouth downwards, in rows, as a substitute for box-edging along the sides of each garden-path. To his surprise, as time went on he found a fern springing up in almost every one of the bottles. The ferns were of great variety, and here and there a violet or some other wild flower would occur. The property has now changed hands, but the bottles have remained, and there is scarcely one in which there is not a fern that has developed so profusely that its fronds are literally packed into the small space available for their growth, so that it would be impossible to remove the ferns without breaking the bottles—a course which I am personally of opinion the time has now come to adopt in the interests of both art and horticulture.

After inspecting this unique fenery in the year 1922, and finding on enquiring into the garden in question has never been previously used for fern-culture, I made the experiment with an inverted bottle in my own garden, choosing an uncultivated spot beneath some lime and chestnut trees. In about 12 months a spleenwort duly appeared in the bottle, and, before it had grown to such dimensions as to imperil its removal, I transplanted it and kept it under a bell-glass, where it has now grown to good proportions, putting forth many fronds.

There have never been any spleenworts previously in the garden for at least twenty years past, before which it was a potato-patch. In a small front garden in a street in the east of Colchester I recently saw two inverted glass vessels which had similarly conjured up ferns from the soil. A well-known resident at Harwich more than 40 years ago used to produce ferns grown under similar circumstances (under glass ginger-beer bottles), and any horticulturist could no doubt supply us with examples with plenty of others of the same sort.

The bottle is not an essential, for I observed the other day at the railway viaduct which spans the Colne near Colchester that one of the long stone ledges that terminate the arched portion of the pier was adorned from end to end with a row of hart's-tongue ferns, a species by no means plentiful in this district. The ledge is high up and faces west, and is therefore exposed to the winds that prevail most of the year—a fact which would seem to fit in with wind-borne spores.

Everyone knows how frequently polypodiums and other ferns are to be seen peeping out from crevices in the sides of little-used country wells and in similar places, where wind-wafting seems the natural explanation.

Thinking that still better success might attend experiment if the chances of germination were increased, I tried last year the test of taking a handful of garden surface-soil, placing it in a pail of water, stirring it repeatedly, and finally planting the floating spore on sterilised soil under a glass jar as covering; the spores being light would naturally tend to be among the scum, and the chances of obtaining ferns would obviously be greatly increased by adopting this method, instead of relying upon the selected single inch covered by a bottle-mouth. The conjecture seems to be justified, for as the result a large group of fern-parthalli has appeared; but time is still required for the development of fronds. It may be mentioned that a good deal of moss also put in an appearance, as might be expected.

With regard to the causes of the appearance of ferns under such circumstances as those mentioned above, I must leave it to botanists who have made more careful investigation of the subject to say whether the wind-wafting explanation is entirely sufficient to account for all the facts observed. Have they by microscopic examination ever discovered in ordinary garden-soil the presence of spores in anything like the abundance which would be implied by the effects so constantly met with? If not, are they prepared to explain the disguise which renders the spores unidentifiable? Is it proved beyond all question that in any case can a portion of a spore germinate under appropriate conditions? If not, is it too fanciful to conjecture that the vital principle may even reside in some particle of a spore which itself is ultra-microscopic? One knows what the text-books teach, but one also remembers that it was not long ago that the text-books laid it down as an unimpeachable canon that atoms were indivisible. The phenomena of radic-activity have shown us how Nature brushes aside the dicta of text-books; and a question arises as to whether it may not be that in the origins of organic life itself we are too much bound by academic dicta in the province of biology, as we were in chemistry before the research work of recent years made us reconsider some of the doctrines we had held to be unimpeachable.
SHORT NOTES.

AUDIBLE SPORE-DISCHARGE BY GROPTIS Coccinea. This fungus, collected in Leckwith woods, has been exhibited regularly in the National Museum of Wales, Cardiff, during the past two months (Jan.–March 1920). A glass dish has been kept inverted over the specimens in order to preserve their freshness. The phenomenon of puffing or simultaneous bursting of the sac has several times been observed without removing the cover. On one occasion recently the cloud of spores was observed as usual, and its formation was accompanied by a sound resembling that of effervescence. De Bary (quoted by Buller in Researches on Fungi, i. 228) is said to have observed audible spore-discharge in an asymptote, but no other observation of the kind seems to have been recorded.—H. A. HYDE.

[Mr. Rambottom directs our attention to a note by Dr. R. E. Stone, of Ontario, “upon the audibility of Spore Discharge in Helvella elastica” (Trans. Brit. Mycol. Soc. vi. 294), and to a similar occurrence in Otidea leporina recorded by R. B. Johnstone (op. cit. vii. 96.—Ed. Journ. Bot.]

Garcinia corymbosa. Garcinia? corymbosa Wall. Cat. n. 4859, from Sibeth, was not accounted for in Pl. Brit. Ind. nor in DC. Monogr. Phan., and appeared as an unreduced species in Ind. Kew. Chotia (Descr. Gutt. Ind. 38) suggested that it might belong to the Hippocratesae, and Guillaumin (Ann. Mus. Col. Marseille, sér. 2, ix. 101) actually identified it with Discostigma corymbosum Panch. et Seb., which is a native of New Caledonia! The type-specimen in Wallich’s Herbarium, however, is undoubtedly a Viburnum, and is named V. odoratissimum Ker by T. Anderson, but in my opinion is not conspecific with the plant represented in Bot. Reg. t. 496, though closely allied. I suspect that it may be an undescribed species, but cannot afford the time to revise V. odoratissimum and its allies. Inspection of the material in the Kew Herbarium suggests that more than one species was included under V. odoratissimum by C. B. Clarke in Pl. Brit. Ind. iii. 57.

A second Garcinia corymbosa was published in Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot. xiv. 273 (1921), as a new combination for Discostigma corymbosum, as follows: “Garcinia corymbosa Soleri & Pancher (sub Discostigma).” Such a mode of citation is apt to mislead the unwary, and to disguise the fact that a new combination is being proposed.—T. A. SPARGUE.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

The Times of Jan. 28 announced the death in Paris of Marcus Manuel Hartog (whom it somewhat oddly describes as “the authority on natural history”), who was born in London, Aug. 19, 1851. He was educated at University College, London, and Trinity College, Cambridge, where he graduated M.A. in 1874, taking a first class in the Natural Science Tripos. In the same year Hartog went to Ceylon as assistant to Tawaraka, where he made a special study of the floral structure of the Sapotaceae; on his return to Europe in 1877 he pursued the subject at Kew, the British Museum, and Paris, embodying the results in a paper in this Journal for 1878 (pp. 65, 145). Hartog then became demonstrator and lecturer on Natural History at the Owen’s College, Manchester; in 1882 he proceeded to Queen’s University (Colley) College, Co. Armagh, where he successively held the appointments of Professor of Natural History and of Zoology; he vacated the post in 1921, when he was made Emeritus Professor. Hartog was a man of varied interests; his publications include papers on zoology and general biological science, notably one on “Some Problems of Reproduction” in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science for 1891, and one on the Irish Dialect of English. He published important papers on the Sapotaceae in Trans. Royal Irish Academy in 1893 and in the Annals of Botany at various dates, and while at Cambridge translated from the French of H. Baillon The Natural History of Plants.

Robert Pace Brotherston, who has been for many years well known to readers of the Gardeners’ Chronicle by name or initials, was born at Ednam, Berwickshire, on Feb. 7, 1848. After occupying various gardening posts in England and Scotland, he became in 1874 head gardener to the Earl of Haddington at Tyningham, East Lothian—a post which he held until his retirement towards the end of last year. Chiefly self-educated, Brotherston had a good acquaintance with Latin and French and some knowledge of Greek; he possessed a large and valuable collection of books, chiefly connected with gardening and botany, which were sold at Sotheby’s at the end of last month. As a botanical botanist, Brotherston was keen in wild flowers and plant lore, and paid special attention to vernacular plant-names, of which he had a large collection. His communications to the Gardeners’ Chronicle extended for a long period up to his death—and indeed after, for an article on The Florist appeared in the issue of Jan. 26; this was the last of many interesting papers dealing with the history of early horticultural literature, of which Brotherston had an extensive and accurate knowledge. Unfortunately it will not be easy to trace these, for the index to the Chronicle is, in certain respects, does not include the names of contributors. Besides numerous papers of the kind indicated, Brotherston was author of an attractive little volume—The Book of Cut Flowers—which appeared in 1906. Prizes had been offered by the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society for the best essays on the employment of plants for decorative purposes, with a view to the production of a manual on the subject. The first prize was obtained by Brotherston, and this book, which is interesting and practical and has an excellent index and a useful bibliography, was the outcome. A notice of Brotherston, accompanied by a portrait, appeared in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of September 1, 1928, on the occasion of his retirement from active work; this was republished in the issue for January 5, after his death, which occurred on December 21st at Old Scone, Perth, at the house of his son-in-law.
The tablet bears the suitable inscription: "He knew and loved the realm of living nature and inspired successive generations of students with his desire for deeper knowledge."

The contents of the volume consist of a biographical sketch, a chronological bibliography, and a Flora of the City Parish of Aberdeen. Upon the last, of which a detailed notice by Mr. J. R. Matthews has appended, Trail had been engaged for many years. The MS. of the systematic portion, which had been prepared for the Aberdeen Natural History Society, was complete; the introductory portion was contained in four unfinished MSS., which it was found possible to bring into a connected account. It may be hoped that arrangements have been made for the issue in separate form of this important contribution to Scottish botany.

The Biographical Sketch, which is accompanied by an excellent portrait, taken in 1908, owes much of its interest to the fragment of an autobiograph, extending to about 1870; this has been brought down by his widow to the date of his death. The sketch of Trail's life by Sir David Prain, published in this Journal for 1919 (pp. 218-21) may be referred to for a general estimate of his work; the Memorial Volume, of course, contains many details, both as to his earlier life and his professional career, which could find no place in a brief biography.

The bibliography is unusually full, including, besides his important papers, syllabuses of lectures, reports of various kinds, the short notes contributed by Trail to the Annals of Scottish Natural History, which he edited from its beginning in 1892 to its close in 1921; there are also references to books in which he collaborated or wherein his help is acknowledged, and to papers in which plants collected by him are described, or contained descriptions of plants named in compliment to him. Among his contributions, biographies are very numerous; we note by the way that those of F. Buchanan White (Jour. Bot. 1893, 49) and H. M. Drummond-Hay (op. cit. 1896, 182) find no place, but this may be because these botanists were more fully treated in the Annals, as duly indicated.


Flora of the City Parish of Aberdeen.
(Memorial Volume, pp. 57-320.)

Among the older generation of teaching botanists the field-exursion was one of the chief instruments whereby students were brought into touch with the life-story of the common plants of their own district. Prof. Trail, as many know, either as former students or as readers of his Presidential Address to the Botanical Section of the British Association Meeting, 1910, on the Study of the British Flora (reprinted in this Journal, 1910, pp. 241-256), was an ardent exponent of the study of plants in their natural surroundings, and in these days, when so much botanical teaching has to be done in the laboratory, it is refreshing to turn to the pages of the volume before us—to be taken out of doors, as it were, to learn so much that is
interesting about the coming and going of plants in a small area which Prof. Trail had studied with the minutest care for a period of fifty years. For the Flora of the City Parish of Aberdeen is more than a mere list of plants and localities; it is, rather, the story of the changes which the flora of that area has undergone so far as these could be ascertained from early records and by comparison with existing conditions beyond the city's limits.

In the introductory pages, a description of the changes in the topography of the parish forms an interesting historical account (pp. 57-81); in this we are told that the ground on which the city has grown was formerly rough, and until about 1700 Gordon's description, written in 1681, was still accurate: "After you pass a nyll without the town the country is barr a lyke, the hills craygie, the plains full of marshes and mosses, the feilds are covered with heather or pebble stons, the corn feilds mixt with thes bot few." During the last 150 years, however, these conditions have become greatly modified. Cultivation of the ground surrounding the old town, the growth of the town itself, the drainage of lochs and marshes, the making of roads and railways, are but a few of the works of man which have profoundly altered the general aspect of a native vegetation. The changes brought about in the indigenous flora are described (pp. 81-90), and to the author's own knowledge, numerous moor and marsh plants, such as Erica cinerea, Pinguicula vulgaris, Pedicularis palustris, Empetrum nigrum, Narthecium ossifragum, and others, had disappeared within the parish since 1869, the year he began to trace the changes he describes.

But if native species were lost to the parish, the altered conditions favoured many which are followers of man. The account of the Alien Flora (pp. 90-98) forms not the least interesting reading in the volume, since it gives the natural views of a few observers on the status of many species commonly admitted as native in other quarters of Britain. The local conditions have been carefully analysed, and distinctions are drawn between denizens and sub-denizens, colonists and sub-colonists and different kinds of casuals, according to their probable mode of origin. It is the inclusion of a very large number of aliens—immigrants to the district—that provides the most noteworthy feature in the systematic record of the flora following the introduction. This record (pp. 90-326) includes well over 1000 names, of which about half are the names of native species, while the remainder are the names of aliens. In no small number of families—Papaveraceae, Cruciferae, Leguminosae, Umbelliferae, Compositae, Chenopodiaceae, Gramineae, and others—the number of aliens recorded well exceeds the number of native species admitted. It is not often in a British Flora that a place is given to the Grape Vine, the Orange, the Potato, or the Tomato. Such "rubbish-heap" botany is usually and rightly excluded from most published lists, yet in Prof. Trail's volume it is the observations on these casuals of town refuse that are often most interesting and instructive. So far north as Aberdeen, Lycopersicum esculentum growing on rubbish-heaps will ripen its fruits in favourable years, but the seeds do not mature to reproduce the species. Galiussoga parviflora, which spreads so rapidly over parts of England, appeared in Aberdeen in 1898. The arrival of Mitraria stricta (now described (p. 197), while the establishment of Elymus arenarius (probably not native in this part of Scotland) is related on pp. 318-320. But space forbids any further reference to detail.

The inclusion of so many aliens can only be understood and appreciated by keeping in mind the very special aim of the author, which was to provide a full and definite record which might be helpful to others in future years in measuring the extent and rate of further changes, whether in the reduction of species or in the arrival of new immigrants.

A word of praise is due to the various members of the Committee entrusted with the publication of the volume for the obvious care that has been taken in the preparation of the work for the press. The subordination of the alien species by printing their names in small italics in contrast to the heavy type used for the names of indigenous species is a pleasing feature in the arrangement of the systematic record. An index to generic names completes what is in some ways a rather unique Flora.

J. R. Matthews.


Without going so far as to endorse the statement of the publishers that by the help of this little book "any flower met with may readily be identified," we admit that it is the best of the little "keys to wild-flower knowledge" that have hitherto been provided. The method is not altogether new, and is open to the usual (and inevitable) objections; the plants are arranged according to the localities in which they are supposed to grow and the seasons—in this case only spring and summer—in which they flower; this would be all very well if they would behave themselves in accordance with the limits laid down, but they don't! We open at p. 12 and find Salvia Verbenacea placed as a "spring flower" of "mountains, hills, and chalk downs," yet we last saw it (in June) by the Thames at Hampton Court and by the roadsides at Dorchester, Oxon. Colour forms secondary ground of classification, and here again we should have not looked for Scutellaria minor under "purple," though "sometimes pink" is added later. As a whole, however, both habits and colours are carefully done, and convey the impression that the author knows plants and their ways.

After the keys, which terms are used for inflorescences that are explained with the aid of illustrations, come brief popular descriptions commendably free from inaccuracies—we should not have described the petals of Scutellaria granulata as pointed (pp. 61, 64),
and Trifolium hybridum is not “a pink variety” of T. repens (pp. 96). But the book as a whole is very carefully done, and the typographical arrangement is excellent; there are half-tone illustrations (from photographs) of varying merit—"Rough Chevron" represents Anthriscus sylvestris rather than Chenopodium temulum. The only defect of the volume is in the page-headings; the title of the book and that alone appears throughout, so that when you open it you do not know whether you are in fields or in woods, in marshes or on mountains. It is strange that publishers of Messrs. Cassell's experience should overlook an important detail of this kind.

Dioces de la Nature de l'Air; De la Vegetation des Plantes.

Two classical essays by Mariotte, published in 1679, as a small volume which must now be somewhat rare, have a special value. The first contains a statement of Boyle’s Law, while the second bears much the same relation to Plant Physiology as does the English work of Nehemiah Grew (1682) to Plant Anatomy. In the volume of 1679 the ‘Premier Essay de la Vegetation des Plantes’ precedes the one on Air, and begins in the form of a letter to M. Lau- tin, a parliamentarian of Burgundy, thus suggesting that Mariotte wrote it in response to some demand for his views. The text has been critically analyzed and abstracted by Sachs, at some length, in his History of Botany, and in this form is generally accessible to English readers (Eng. Trans. 1890, pp. 461-470). It presents a vivid picture of the chemical and physical ideas of this time, the age of Newton, Malpighi, Grew, and Camerarius. Mariotte displays the acumen of a modern scientist, though handicapped by lack of detailed information as to the structure of the plant. The present volume is a reprint of these two essays in a handy form, which should be welcome to all physiologists interested in the history of their science.

A. H. C.

BOOK-NOTES, NEWS, ETC.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on 20th March, Professor Teizo Niwa exhibited trees dwarfed by Japanese methods and read the following explanation:—For decoration both herbs and trees are grown in Japan in pots. The trees may be arranged for (1) foliage, (2) for flowers, and (3) for fruit. These products are usually proportionate to the size of the trees. They are grown from seed or by grafting, or from native places, but conifers are not easy to graft, and are usually taken from wild specimens or seed. Prunus Mume, very popular as a flowering tree for the New Year, is usually grafted. In some cases the specimens are cut down like Chrysanthemums. When well-shaped branches occur, they are often layered, and when rooted the branch is severed and potted. Pine-trees are kept in a dry and barren soil; during the first few years plants subjected to the dwarfing treatment retain the normal size of their leaves, then they diminish to the dwarf size. Certain plants produce both flower-and leaf-buds for the following year, such as Prunus gondoensis which blooms in April at Tokyo, followed by leaves; by May or June the rudiments of flowers and leaves are already formed for the next year, and by forcing they may be made to flower in January, or even with difficulty by the previous November. Before forcing, if the leaves have not naturally fallen, the specimens are enclosed in an ice-chamber to act as in artificial winter, after which they are gradually brought into heat and light. After flowering it is usually planted out, to restore its strength, and feed well; later potted in barren soil to induce the production of flower-buds. As a rule, dwarf plants must have a naturally dwarf character, but one of the chief varieties, Malus floribunda Sieb., is not a true dwarf, but is kept small by pruning. Long experience is needed in dwarf production, especially when applied to the tiny gardens so much esteemed in Japan. The chief plants grown as dwarfs may be set out as: Chaenomeles obtusa Sieb. et Zucc., several varieties, Japonica chinensis L. Cryptomeria japonica Don., Pinus densiflora Sieb. et Zucc., P. parviflora Sieb. et Zucc., P. Thunbergii Parl., Acer palmatum Thumb., Malus floribunda Sieb., Prunus gondoensis Mast., P. Mume Sieb. et Zucc., Hovenia nepalensis japonica Sieb. et Zucc., not to specify those grown for fruits.

At the meeting of the same Society on April 8, Mr. W. O. Howarth read a paper on “The Occurrence and Distribution of Eucalyptus ovina L., sensu ampliss. Hack. in Britain.” The forms of E. ovina L. recognised by collectors in the various herbaria in Britain are described under the species: (1) E. capillata Lam. and var. hirtula; (2) E. ovina L. and var. hispidula and formule; (3) E. supina Schur.; (4) Eucalyptus nov. (a species for which a new name has been necessitated as a result of the recognition of E. dicruscsu L. as a form of E. rubra L., sens. ampliss. Hack.); (5) E. glauca Lam. and var. casia. (1) and (2) and (3) are narrow-leaved forms, the diameter not more than 0.5-0.6 mm. In (1) the transverse section of the lamina is rounded, subepidermal sclerenchyma continuous, 5 vascular bundles; in (2) it is more keeled, discontinuous sclerenchyma, 5 v. b.; in (3) as 1 but 7 v. b. The leaf-sheaths of (1) and (2) are split at the base: of (3) entire in the lower third or fourth part. In (1) the ligule auricles are prominent and prolonged slightly upwards; in (2) scarcely prominent; in (3) finely or coarsely ciliate. In (1) the panicle is narrow, spikelets compact and small, glumes at most sharply pointed. In (2) it is more open especially at anthesis, with spikelets larger, and glumes with distinct awns more than 1 mm. long. The larger-leaved forms (4) and (5) are easy to distinguish by the absence in (4), the presence in (5) of a waxy bloom on the leaves and spikelets. E. capillata occurs from existing records in seventeen of Watson’s vice-counties, mainly in the more mountainous regions of N. Wales and the Pennines, scattered throughout the southern counties. E. ovina is much, more widely distributed.
and occur on both calcareous and siliceous soils, on the former, however, forming much more extensive tracts of grassland. *E. supina* appears, so far at any rate, to be absent from England, and its variety *vivipara* occurs only sparingly. *E. glauca* is only known under cultivation, but its var. *crista* occurs in a few localities, notably in the Bristol area, around Burry St. Edmunds (Smith’s original find) and in Notts. Vivipary is common in all the above forms except perhaps *E. glauca*. The viviparous *E. supina* is certainly a distinct race, true to this character under cultivation. It may prove that there is still another pure race as suggested by Jenkin (Aberystwyth), but viviparous states of the other species can be recognized, and are probably brought about by conditions affecting the growth of the panicle during the early stages of its development, such as extreme humidity associated possibly with lower temperatures or drought.

At the meeting of the British Mycological Society on March 15th, Miss E. J. Welsford gave an account of the diseases of Cloves in Zanzibar; the disease known as “sudden death” appears to be due to a fungus attacking the roots. Miss M. Brett described the relative abundance of sclerotia and conidia in a species of *Aspergillus* (*Stenognatogetis*) when grown on various media. Dr. J. Peklo summarised the results of the investigations of Satava and Krus in the life-history of *Yeasts* according to their endospores on germination give rise to colonies of small cells (reduced forms) quite different from the normal form of the yeast; the normal form arises from the fusion of two endospores or their derivatives. Mr. A. D. Cotton gave an outline of the main results obtained in the Plant Disease Survey of the Ministry of Agriculture during the last seven years. Mr. E. Clement described his cultures of *Ochrospora* obtained without the aid of the fungus extracted from the roots, and exhibited culture tubes and pots of *Odontoglossum* and *Cattleya*.

On April 9 the first expedition organized by the Scientific Expeditionary Research Association left Dartmouth for the South Pacific on the S.Y. “St. George,” Commander David Blair, R.N.R. The “St. George,” which is a schooner of 1100 tons with auxiliary steam-power, will call at Madeira and Trinidad and, passing through the Panama Canal, stop for one day each at Malpelo and Gorgona, arriving about May 26 at Albemarle Island (Galapagos), where a week’s stay will be made. Easter Island will next be visited (June 14), and should it be necessary to coal at Valparaiso—either Juan Fernandez or Masafuera. After returning to Easter Island to pick up the shore party, the vessel will next visit Pitcairn Island, where nine days will be spent, and then the end of July, Mangarava and Hapa (2 weeks each in Aug.), the Australs (3 weeks in Sept.), Cook Islands (12 days in Oct.), Tahiti (8 days), Fakarava (17 days, Oct.-Nov.), and the Marquesas (3 weeks, Nov.-Dec.). On the voyage home a stay of a few days will be made at Cocos Island. The estimated duration of the voyage is 10–11 months, of which nearly half will be spent in port. The scientific staff comprises eight members, the botanist being Mr. L. A. M. Riley, B.A. The first set of botanical specimens is destined for the Kew Herbarium, and the second for the British Museum.
tion adds much to our knowledge, but it would be difficult to uphold the proposed classification as a natural one. No details of culture are given, though the fungi must be grown in culture in order to study them. In the methods of culture adopted (7 Sabouraud's medium) certain structures are present in some of the fungi and absent from others; genera proposed on this basis seem rather more artificial than usual.—J. R.

The Bulletin de la Société Botanique de France for Nov.-Dec. 1923 (issued Feb. 28) contains notes on Corsican plants by M. Ayliès, in which Roripa silvestriss, Goyea pretensis, and Gymnadenia albidus are added to the flora of the island; Paul Dop concludes his study of Premna, describing a new species (P. Thorelii) and reducing (as P. hamiltoni) Merrill's genus Pygmaeopremna; Bouy de Lesdain continues his Lichenological Notes; Aimée Camus writes on her genus Digiarrhium, based on Ichanum fragilis R. Br. and only collected by Banks and Solander; A. Chevalier discusses "L'origine géographique et les migrations des Brûléres"; F. Gagnepain continues his descriptions of Euphorbiaceae (Acalypha, Eucocarnia, and Gelonium); J. Pavillard writes on Peridineae; A. Guillemot on the Strycanes of Eastern Asia; M. Mascaré discusses "Les cellules à anthocyane des pétales d'Anona" and P. Dangeard "Le Cytoplasme dans l'albinisme du Fleur"; G. Delfandre has a "Flore alpine du massif Haute-Savoie"; M. Gandoger writes on Stropho- darceae and Rosaceae with reference to Herb. Sonder, which he possesses; R. Henry publishes additions to the Monosp. of the Vogetes; and A. Davy de Virville discusses the occurrence of Datura virgata at Bagnères-de-Bigorre.

Melpigia (fase. ix-xii) is throughout the work of the editor. Prof. Busacchi, either individually or in combination, as indeed is (save for one paper) the volume of which it is the concluding part. It is mainly occupied by a continuation of the "Studia monografiche sulle Specie americane del Gen. Sauranida Willd.," in which G. Muscatellos co-operates; in conjunction with G. Roccella the Professor writes on "La emission di ossigeno attivato da alcuni organi delle piante"; and he himself is responsible for "Frondementi di Storia della botanica contemporanea Italiana," which is entirely concerned with Prof. Pirotta. The part containing the above-named fascicles, which reached us towards the end of March, is dated 1923; it covers volume xxix., which ends in the middle of a sentence; there is a title-page for the volume, bearing the same date, but face. i-iv are dated 1921, fasc. v-viii, 1922. The monograph of Sauranida, which began in vol. xxiv. (dated 1911) and is still in course of publication, is remarkable for the length of its descriptions and of the period of its continuance; up to the present 61 species have been described, many of which are new; of these no Latin diagnoses are provided, so that they are not entitled to recognition. It will in any case be somewhat difficult to ascertain the exact date of their publication, as the individual parts bear no definite dates and the indication of the year is not always to be relied on.

In Rhodora (January) K. M. Siegmau makes "Some Changes in Nomenclature," one of which affects a British species. He names as "Aetha tenuis Sibth. forma artistta (Parnell) forma nov." the "A. vulgaris artistta Parnell, Grass. Scot. 34 (1847)"); adding "Until it is decided whether A. capillaris L. is A. vulgaris With. as held by Hitchcock and Schinz, or some other species as held by several botanists, including P. we may follow P. in using the next oldest name that applies unquestionably to A. vulgaris, namely A. tenuis Sibth. This name antedates A. vulgaris With. by two years." O. A. Farwell discusses "The correct name for Spearmint," which, in accordance with general use, he decides to be Mentha viridis L.

The Nuovo Giornale Botanico Italiano, dated January (xxxi. no. 1), contains a paper by Dr. Zerini on the systematics of Sonchus oleraceus L. em. and S. olerus Hill. He apparently regards these as aggregate species, the former containing S. ciliaratus, S. lacerus, and S. subspinosus; the latter S. rufticeps, S. spinosus, S. viride—a new form—and S. decipiens. In the "ciclo" of S. olerus, S. spinosus bears the same relation to S. rufticeps as S. lacerus does to S. ciliaratus in the "ciclo" of S. oleraceus. Mr. Lucaita continues his studies on Onosma, and Dr. Passerini writes on the action of the powder of Pyrethrum cinerariifolium Trev., on insects and arthropods. The Bulletino of the same Society for February (March 5) contains descriptions by Dr. Chiappino of new Angolan plants collected in Angola by Dr. Mazzaioni-Abdennain: two new genera (Umbellifera Sesseini) and Otocephalus (Rubieae Anaehompea) are included. R. Cipriani begins a series of studies of Ustilagineae, mainly occupied with the genus Enylioma.

The Orchid Revue (April) contains a note by Colonel Godfrey on Cephalanthera Schutzii, a natural hybrid between C. ensifolia and C. grandiflora (palona), which might occur in England in any locality where the two species grow together. The description and figure are from Bull. Soc. Bot. France, 1923, where the plant is described by Mlle Camus.

In his Marine Algae from Easter Island (C. Skottberg: Nat. Hist. of Juan Fernandez and Easter Island—Uppsala, vol. ii, pp. 247-300, 50 figs., 1924) Dr. P. Börjesen provides us with a valuable account of the tidal alge of a lonely and surf-beaten island in the Pacific Ocean. Sixty-eight species are recorded, many of which grow epiphytically on larger algae. The character of the flora is subtropical and shows a remarkable correspondence with that of the West Indies. Seventeen new species are described; the figures which illustrate the text are very helpful.—A. G.

The Kew Bulletin No. 2 (April) contains a continuation of Mr. Hutchinson's "Contributions towards a Phylogenetic Classification of Flowering Plants," in which the genera of Gymnosperms are treated; "Notes on Tasmanian Haploids," by the late W. H. Pearson, with figures and descriptions of new species; and a note on the "simple triplet microscope" with which Raffs carried out the work.
for his British Desmidiaceae, which was specially made for Boerii; by him it had been presented to Raffles, who in turn gave it to Ed. Marquand, whose son has given it to Kew. It will be remembered that Robert Brown's simple microscope is in the National Herbarium.

Dr. Bruce has distributed as an "interim report" of the Botanical Exchange Club (pp. 2, x., Bruce, Arbuthnot) a description of Rumex artifolius All., new to Britain, which was found by him on Lochmagar, at the altitude of 2000 ft.

We learn that Prof. F. E. Fritsch has undertaken to rewrite the late G. S. West's Treatise on the British Freshwater Algae, published in 1904 by the Cambridge University Press, which has long been out of print.

Messrs. C. T. White and W. D. Francis publish in Proc. R. Soc. Queensland (xxv. no. 5; Dec. 21, 1923) a second instalment of "Contributions to the Queensland Flora." Numerous new species are described and figured, including a new genus of Proteaceae—Placostemon—which constitutes a new tribe of the subfamily Grevilleoideae.

In the Gardeners' Chronicle for March 29, Dr. Knauslin figures and describes a new genus—Lothania—based upon Madevaillia mordax Rehb. f., and named in honour of "the Marquis of Lothian who provided the means for Miss Florence Woolward's well-known monograph of Madevaillia."


"BLIGHTED!" Such is the heading under which the Evening Standard (April 3) publishes the following depressing account: "Ten square miles without a wild flower. Such is the melancholy state of the Black Country district of Rowley Regis, seven miles from Birmingham. Flowers abound in Hadley Hill Park, and in private gardens. A lad who picked flowers in the park for purposes of botany at school told Rowley Regis Urban Council the sad fact, and several members of the council agreed with him. His 'crime' was forgiven, but teachers are to be warned not to ask pupils to bring flowers to school. A councillor suggested the use of artificial blooms." The touch of humour which is seldom absent from the saddest things is present in the councillor's suggestion that "artificial blooms" would be suitable "for purposes of botany"; it was somewhere in the Midlands that a councillor objected on the ground of extravagance to the purchase of four pelargonias for the lake in the newly-formed park: "Get a pair," he said, "and allow Nature to take her course."

NEW TROPICAL AFRICAN LENTIBULARIACEAE.

By R. D'O. Good, B.A.

The following new species are described from specimens collected in Angola by Mr. J. Gossweiler and now in the Herbarium of the British Museum (Natural History).

**Utricularia bracteata**, sp. nov.

*Herba amphibia glabra; folia ante anthesin evanitidis igniosi; stolonibus paucais et basi scapi ortis; scopo erecto glablo tenuiter filiforme terete; bracteis aliquanto supra medium applicatione, supra lineari-acutis, infra leviter truncate; bracteolis lanceolatis; pedicellis erectis vix longioribus quam bracteae; floribus 2-3, in racemo brevissimo terminali confertis; calycis lobis inter se obsoletequibus obtusis late ovatis, basi imbricatis; corolla flava, labio superiore anguste oblongo, basi ampliato, quam lobus superus calycis multo longiore, labio inferiore rotundato integro calcari parallelo, palato valde elevato labio inferiore parallelo, calcare cito ad angulum rectum projecto basi latissimo et promineente angulato, lobum inferum corollae aquantae; filamentos fere rectis vix crassiis; loculis antherarum distinctis; stigmatibus subseisalis; capsula ovovidea lobis calycis accrescentibus subsquamosa."

*Hab.* Ganguelos, Angola. "Amphibious, in moist meadows in sparsely green spots in company with small Ericaceae, not frequent, only seen at Dongo near R. Cuba, flower yellow." No. 13; 11, 12, 18, 34 are conspecific and from the same region.

Scopae 12-20 cmm. bracteae 2-2.5 mm. long, corolla 7-9 mm. long, calyx-lobes (during flowering) 2.5-3 mm. long, slightly accrescent in fruit.

This species is of interest because it shows close affinity with the little-known Australian species *U. Buceri* R. Br. It differs, however, in the length and shape of the spur, the horizontal upper lip, and the colour of the flower. Both belong to the small group of species in which the bracts are attached near the middle.

**U. biddocalar**, sp. nov.

*Herba aquatica glabra; stolonibus filiformibus simplicibus; folia omnibus similibus ad unum segmentum reducitis saepius ampulliferae; amputis longe pedicellatis lentiformibus ore oblatis, lobis cucullum brevem formantibus, antennis parum ramosis; scopo breve erecto filiforme; bracteis minutis lanceolatis; bracteolis O; floribus terminalibus solitaris; calycis lobis subequalibus oblongis rotundatis inferiore paulum longiori; corolla aero-flava, lobo superiore erecto obtuso ad basin valde late plano triangulato quam lobum superosum calycis longiori, lobo inferiore brevi late triangulato subacuto, palato minute papilloso valde prominente bigibio, calcare ad basin lato, fere recto labio inferiore corollae parallelo, ad apicem minute bifida; filaments incurravet supra valde expansis; loculis antherarum distinctis; ovario subgloboso; stigmatibus parum pedunculato; capsula ignota."


*Journal of Botany.—Vol. 62. [June, 1924.]*
Scape 5 cm., bladders of moderate size 1-1.5 mm. in diam. Corolla 1 cm. long, upper lip 5 mm. long, calyx-lobes 1.5-2 mm. long.

Only one specimen collected. The affinity of this species appears to be with *U. odontosepala* Stapf, but it is at once distinguished from this plant by the entire calyx-lobes.

**U. triloba**, sp. nov.

_Herba glabra; foliis ante anthemis evanidibus ignotis; stolonibus ramosis tenueissimis; ampullis minutilissimis sparsis longe pedicellatis, ore obliquo, labio superiore cuculmum latum formans angulus ambos antennis ramulosus praeeditis; scopo filiforme erecto; braeclis ad medium affinis, supra late lanceolatis; bracteolis 0; floribus 1-4, longe pedicellatis in racemo terminalis brevem confertis, pedicellis erectis; calycis lobis late obnibus ovatis prominentem venosum superiore pal trou longiore et ad basim leviter gibbosum; corolla aureo-flava, labio superiore erecto subobtiecte quam lobus superius calycis multo longiori, labio inferiore tribo lobis ovatis obtusis, paleto minute papillolo pubescente velato elevato, labio superiore corollae paralelo, calcare quam lobus inferius multo breviori, ad apicem tricuspidato, exuere glabulo; filamentis crassis erectis supra valde expansis; loculis antherarum confluentibus; stigmatum subsecundis.


A single specimen only. Scape 25 cm., pedicels 5-10 mm. long, corolla 6 mm. long, spur 3-4 mm. long, calyx-lobes 1 mm. Lower flowers 1-5 cm. apart, bladders (as seen) very minute, less than 5 mm. in diam.

A very distinct species not very close to any previously described species and belonging to the little group characterised by having the bracts attached somewhere near the middle.

**U. faculta**, sp. nov.

_Herba aquatica glabra; stolonibus a basi scopo tentuius ramo-
sissimis, bifurcatum ramulosus ramulis similibus seape ampulliferis; ampullis parvis, brevem pedicellatis subentellularibus, ore ad pedicelam approximato, labio superiore leviter cuculato, antennis parvis vel obsoletis; scopo glabro erecto filiforme; braeclis oblongis subacutis, ad basin affinis; bracteolis 2; floribus 1-4, longe pedicellatis in racemo terminalis confertis; calycis lobis subquadulibus ovatis paullo aceressentibus, inferiore breviori obtusus, superiore longiore acuto, corolla aureo-flava, labio superiore erecto ovato rotundato basis versus angustato quam lobus superius calycis longiori, labio inferiore angustato rotundato integro, paleto leviter elevato labio superiort paralelo, calcare retro directo pedicello parallelo, labium inferius sub-
Aequante ad apicem leviter curvato; filamentis brevibus rectis vix erasis; loculis antherarum subdistentis; stigmatum subsecundis; ovario ovoide.

_Hab._ Angola. "Aquatic, flowers golden-yellow, Mirango-Kuhiriri." J. Gossweiler 15; 1 c, 27 are conspecific.

Scape 10-12 cm., ramuli of the stolons about 1 mm. long, dia-
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meter of bladders about the same, pedicels 5-7 mm., calyx-lobes 2.5-
3 mm., corolla 6-7 mm. long, lower lip and spur about equal, 5 mm.

This species has no very close relations among the African Utrici-
cularias, but it is very similar to the Asiatic *U. bifida* L. This latter is, however, a terrestrial form and no bladders have been described. There are also slight differences in the flowers of *U. faculta*, which justifies its description as a separate species. Unfortunately no fruiting material is available. In fruit *U. bifida* is characterised by recurved pedicels and accrescent calyx-lobes. The name "faculta" indicates the characteristic profile of the flower.

**U. Philletas**, sp. nov. (See figure, p. 164.)

_Herba minutilissima amphibia stolonifera; foliis 3-4 a basi scopae vel secundum stolones sparsis, spatblatibus rotundatissimis integris, basi euneatis anguste crassissimis, supra viribus, infra sine colore; stolonibus tenuibus simplicibus; ampullis paucis secundos stolones sparsis, lentici-
cularius, longe pedicellatis ore obliquo, labio superiore cuculmum conspicuum formant et annemis glandulosis multicellularibus praeedito, labio inferiore obsoleto; scopo erecto filiforme tenuissimo; braeclis ad basin pedicellarrum minutilissimis lanceolatis basihis; floribus saepius solitariis, rarius 2-3, terminalibus pedicellis brevibus; calycis lobis imparibus; lobo superiore inaceps aceressentibus. corolla corymbosa lato inferiore multo minore; corollae color ignota, labio superiore ovato-acuto ad apicem profunde emarginato, quarn lobus superius calyxis dimidio breviori, labio inferiore latis-
simo patente leviter 3-5 fido, palato paullo elevato gibbosum, calcare fere recto tenue acuto labium inferius aequante; filamentis rectis super paullo tumidis; antheris minutilis unicellularibus; granis pollinis paucis globosis; stigmatum breviter pedicellato; corolla oblonga-globosa.


An extremely minute amphibious herb with scapes from 9-
25 mm. long. The average plant has a single flowered scape of about 12 mm. long. Pedicel 2-3 mm., lower corolla lip and spur about 2 mm. long, stamens minute, 3 mm. long. Leaves, including the petiole, 3-6 mm. long by 2 mm. broad. Bladders 5-7 mm. in diam., upper calyx-lobes, in fruit, 2 mm. long and broad.

A plentiful supply of this plant was sent home, in spirit, by the collector. Closely associated with it were a moss and a species of *Nostoc* which formed small spherical colonies round the stolons. Ripe seeds appear to be rare. The chief interest of this plant lies in its small size. In this respect it is most nearly approached by the recently described *U. Lilliput* Pellegrin from Tonkin, but this species loses its leaves before flowering and the average plant of *U. Philletas* is probably smaller. In habitat *U. Philletas* closely resembles *U. obvolute* R. E. Fr. from N.E. Rhodesia, but this species is 15 cm. high.

The name Philletas is that of a classical poet-philosopher who is said to have been so tiny that he wore weighted boots to prevent the wind blowing him away.
U. *magnivenosa*, sp. nov.

*Herba aquatica glabra; stolonibus paucis e basi scapi ortis teretibus parum crassiis; foliiis ramosissimis, segmentis setosis rigidis divaricatis; amplexibus magis breviter pedicellatis lenticulatis, ore obliquo lato, labiis vestibulorum brevibus flamento, antennis parvis integris ciliatis; scopo valde filiforme terete tortilo, basi bracteis 2 parvulis predita eximia exscamta ebracteata, floribus terminalibus solitariis vel 2–3, longe pedicellatis; pedicellis in fructu supra tumidis; calycis lobis subequalibus ovatis subaeutis; corolla extus purpurea-flava, intus aureo-flava, labio superiore suborbiculari obtuso quam lobus superius calycis longiore, labio inferiore laevis rotondato integro calcari paralalo, nucule papillosa, calcar breviter fere recto obtuso quam labium inferius breviter; filamentis inervatis supra expansis; localiis antherarum confluentibus; stigmatibus stipitatis; capsula angusta ovoidea quam lobi calycis multo longiore; semina plana angulata, late alata.

_Hab._ Angola. "Caspiotes aquatic, scapae ascendentes, frequenti ter tawing on the neighbouring grasses, flowers large purplish-yellow externally, golden-yellow inside. Along the R. Tsumba, confluence of the R. Cuito." J. Gossweiler 10; 14, 20 b, 38 are all conspecific.

Scapae 8–15 mm. long, leaves about 5 mm. long and 6 mm. apart, bladders very large up to 5 mm. in diam. Pedicels 15–20 mm. long, calyx-lobes 1–2 mm. Corolla 6–7 mm. long, upper lip 2–4 mm. long.

A very distinct species with unusually large bladders. Its affinities are with *U. reflexa* Oliv. and with *U. ezoleta* R. Br., which it resembles in the ring of stolons at the base of the scape.

**Genlisea angolensis**, sp. nov.

*Herba amphibia; scapo erecto terete crasso glabro; bracteis fertilibus paucis triangulatis; foliiis a basi scapi confertis, tenues etis glaberrimis anguste spatulatis cuneatis petioloribus, valde reticulata venosis; utriculis cylindraceis magnis, ovoidis, tubo longo preditis; calycis longe pedicellatis in nuce meristema laxo conforatis; pedicellis in fructu erectis glabris filiformibus; calycis lobis subequalibus lanceolatis acutis basi gibbosis, extus minute puberulis; corolla (non viva) violacea; capsula globoidea, pilis brevissimis glandulosis cipocise predita.

_Hab._ Angola. "Leaves green, submerged, corolla violet. Skirting the marshes of the Cuiri and Muene Chippa, March 1906." J. Gossweiler 2841. The same collector's 3588 from Kuartiri and 43 without definite locality are conspecific.

Scape 50–60 cm., 2 mm. in diam. below, leaves up to 6–8 cm. long including the petiole and 1 cm. broad. Utricles 1 cm. long by 3 mm. in diam., tube some 3–4 cm. long, arms about the same length. Pedicels up to 4 cm. in fruit, capsule 5–8 mm. in diam., calyx-lobes 1–2 mm. long.

This species differs from *G. africana* Oliver, to which it is closely related in the much larger and narrower leaves, glandulous scapes, and puberulous calyx-segments.
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THE TYPE SPECIMEN.

BY A. S. HITCHCOCK
(U.S. Department of Agriculture).

The Description controls the Selection of a Type Specimen.

European botanists who are not accustomed to use the type method in the application of names have in some cases received the impression that this method places the emphasis on the specimen rather than upon the description. On the contrary, the specimen or specimens cited with the original description are used to interpret the description. Normally a single specimen cited is to be taken as the type, but should an error be demonstrated the description prevails. This is set forth in the Type-basis Code of Botanical Nomenclature recently formulated by the Committee on Nomenclature of the Botanical Society of America (Science, n.s. 50: 312–314, 1921). Under Section 2, Article 3, occurs the following paragraph: “1. The type specimen interprets the description, and fixes the application of the name, hence, primarily the description controls the selection of the type.” In the following case illustrating this point, the single cited specimen is not the type since it disagrees with the description and an error can be demonstrated.

Arenadinella Palmeri Vasey ined.; Beal, Grasses N. Amer. 2: 76, 1896. The only specimen mentioned is, “Mexico, Palmer, 12.” A figure (no. 20, A.a) accompanies the description. An examination of Palmer’s no. 12 (from Jalisco, Mexico, in 1896) shows that it does not agree with the description. Among other things, for example, the awn is hooked and not twisted, while the description calls for an awn twisted below as in the figure. Such a marked discrepancy indicates an error of some sort. In order to discover what it was and to determine, if possible, the actual type (the specimen from which the description was drawn), the specimens of Professor Beal’s herbarium in the herbarium of the Michigan Agricultural College were examined. Among these was a specimen, sent by Vasey to Beal, which bore the name Arenadinella Palmeri Vasey in Vasey’s handwriting, and again in Beal’s hand. This agrees with the description and illustration of A. Palmeri and hence is the type, though it is not the number cited. This specimen is Palmer’s no. 526, from Jalisco, Mexico, in 1886, not Palmer’s no. 12 from the same place. Palmer 526 (the type of A. Palmeri) and Pringle 1746 (which is also A. Palmeri) are cited by Beal under Arenadinella pallida. Palmer’s no. 12, which is A. Bertoroosa (Schult.) Hitchc. & Chase, is not represented in Beal’s herbarium.

This case is presented in the hope that it may serve to dispel the idea that selecting types is merely a mechanical process, and to show that typification belongs to the realm of taxonomy.

THE VEGETATION OF STEEP HOLM.


The little limestone island of Steep Holm in the Bristol Channel has been visited from time to time by many naturalists and has been known for more than a century as the home of several interesting plants, but we cannot find that any general account of its vegetation has ever been published. Opportunities of a visit do not often present themselves, but in June of last year we were able to accompany a party of the Cardiff Naturalists’ Society on a day’s excursion to the island, under very favourable conditions. The following notes are the product of that reconnaissance.

Turner, “the father of English botany,” in his famous Herbal (1562) speaks of plants growing “in a certain island between the far parts of Somerset and Wales”—probably Steep Holm, as Syngonium is mentioned; Lobel certainly visited the island in 1581 (Parkinson, Theat. Bot. p. 1015) but the only plant he recorded was “Biltum fruticosum maritimum” which is usually identified with Sweda fruticosus, though this plant does not now occur and it seems very improbable that it did in Lobel’s time. S. fruticosus occurs at Penarth, and Storrie (op. cit.) recorded it also from Steep Holm, but this we regard as an error, probably due to confusion with a stout form of S. maritima. The only botanist known to have visited Steep Holm during the seventeenth century was Ray’s correspondent, Newton (c. 1688), but a certain amount of information as to the plants existing earlier can be gathered from the “Account Book” mentioned below are alluded to in the Journal. The famous Peony, however, was not discovered until 1808, while the Rev. T. Butler visited the island in or before 1845 and procured the first known specimen of the Plantain peculiar to the island. In 1877 a small party of the Cardiff Naturalists’ Society stayed overnight at the inn then existing: an account of their visit (Storrie, Trans. Cardiff Nat. Soc. ix. p. 53) mentions the names of twenty species of plants observed. The same Society paid another visit (this time in greater numbers) in 1883 and a list of 140 species resulted (op. cit. p. 80). In 1891 The Flora of Steep Holmes received more extended treatment in a paper by the Rev. R. P. Murray (Journ. Bot. 1891, 269), while a few additions were made by the Bristol Naturalists’ Society in 1915 (Proc. Bristol Nat. Soc. 4th series, iv. 143).

The island is of carboniferous limestone, part of one of the folds to which the Channel owes its existence, and is plainly associated
geologically with the similar fold of Brean Down on the Somerset coast, from which it is three miles distant. It is about 24 acres in extent, nearly flat on the top, at a height of about 230 ft., and precipitous all round. The northern cliffs are, however, much more precipitous than those on the south side, where landing is practicable. The shape is oblong, about 2½ times as long as broad, with the narrow ends facing east and west. The west end is more or less unsalable, but at the east end there is a small beach of shingle, with a projecting spit running out some two hundred yards. This is the principal landing place, from which a path runs zig-zag up the cliff, past the ruined inn, to the plateau on top and thence round the island. The island was anciently inhabited by monks and in 1867 was fortified, the guns, batteries, and living quarters still remaining just as they were when abandoned in 1902. It has since been farmed, but this has also been abandoned; the island has been for many years without regular inhabitants, and its buildings are now ruined. It is the property of J. Sleeman, Esq., to whom we were indebted for the necessary permission to land.

The vegetation of Steep Holm differs very considerably from that of the limestone uplands on either side of the Channel, apart altogether from the occurrence there of peculiar constituent species.

On the south side, the island presents from sea to summit a very broken and steep slope of rock and rocky talus which is almost entirely covered by a rather open and highly peculiar association which is dominated by Iris fatidissima and Smyrniun Olatum (the latter freely rustled by Puccinia Smyrnii in both ecaudal and telescopatus stages). Co-dominant with these are Ligustrum vulgare and Rubus rusticanus, while Tayrnium Scorodonia is everywhere abundant. Conium maculatum also occurs in local patches. This is a remarkable collocation of species to cover such an extensive area. There are not many accessory species associated with the above, and such as occur are typical dry-soil species, for the most part equally at home on sand or limestone; the chief being:

- Geranium molle.
- Geranium Robertianum var. maritinum.
- Erodium cicutarium.
- Lotus corniculatus.
- S dum acre.
- Sherardia arvensis.

- Elago germanica.
- Seneio Jacobae.
- Anagallis arvensis.
- Blackstonia perfoliata.
- Cynoglossum officinale.
- Festucc rigidu.

When Banks and Lightfoot visited the island in 1775 they recorded this Smyrnium-Iris association as covering the whole top of the island. Since then culture has done away with it on the top of the plateau, and its place has been taken by a rough grassland, containing a good many weeds of cultivation. Here we find large patches of Nepeta hederacea and Sedum acre dominating considerable areas, while the general Festucc turf which otherwise covers the thin reddish-drift-soil contains also:

\- Ranaulus bulbosus et spp.
\- Driza media.
\- Vicia angustifolia.
\- Vicia lathyroides.
\- Primula veris.
\- Sororharia nodosa.
\- Soilla non-scripta.
\- Agrostis sp.

A somewhat similar association may be seen on the drift-soil on the north side of the Brean Down. The northern and western sides of the island possess steep cliff-slopes and rocky ledges with abundant species. The chief grasses are:

- Acrea pubescens.
- Acrea pratensis (near longifolia).
- Festucca duriuca.
- Festucca ovina.
- Brechypodium sylvaticum.

There are also frequent thickets of Rubus, almost entirely R. rustic anus, the common limestone bramble, together with Iris fatidissima and an abundance of very robust Brassica campesris (B. Rutabaga), which can easily be seen from a passing vessel. This plant is very glaucous and probably gave rise to previous reports of the occurrence of B. oleracea. We did not see the latter species, nor did White and Murray in 1891; while in White's Bristol Flora Mr. Stuart Thompson's authority is quoted for the assignment to B. campesris of specimens labelled with the habit of B. oleracea in Herb. Clark, which were brought from the island about 1840. It seems therefore improbable that true B. oleracea occurs there. Bird manuring is heavy on these cliff slopes, which may account for the presence there, and there only, of a few ruderal species such as Bellis perennis.

The turf contains abundant associated Bryophyta, chiefly a few species of liverworts, of which a collection was made, and most of the saxicolous lichens were collected on this side. Here also is the habitat for the peculiar Plantago Coronopus, var. Sabrina, about which we have more to say below.

The cliff at the east end is not perpendicular in its upper parts, but slopes down at a practicable angle to the verge of a precipice some fifty to seventy feet high which brings the small landing beach. Here on this slope we find again the Smyrnium-Iris-Ligustrum association, but one part of the slope is covered by an even more curious grouping of Allium Ampeloprasum, Ribes Grossularia, Hedera Helix, Primula veris, Ligustrum vulgare, and Phyllitis Scolopendrium.

The following plants deserve special comment:

- Plantago Coronopus var. Sabrina (Cardew and Baker in Rep. (1911) Bot. Excl. Club, 1912, p. 23). This is the only peculiar plant on the island the status of which is unquestionable. The late P. N. Williams believed it to be identical with P. Serraria L., an Adriatic species (see Prodr. Flor. Brit. p. 364), but our re-examination of the floral structure confirms the opinion of the above-mentioned authors that Williams's view cannot be upheld. Seed has been secured and will be cultivated in Cardiff.
Allium Ampeloprasum. This species is dominant over about a quarter of an acre at the east side of the island. It is supposed to mean to be a relic of early cultivation. In order to test this hypothesis the late John Storrie of Cardiff cultivated the plant in his garden for four generations and recorded that it showed no tendency to approach A. Porrum and remained totally unfit for food (Storrie, *Cardiff Flora*, p. 84). It was announced by James Newton to Ray and included in his *Historia* (ii. 1125; 1658) and *Synopsis* (1690, p. 165)—"In insula Holub dicta... copioso provenienium observavit D. Newton." It had been previously recorded however in the "Account Book of the Manor of Norton Beauchamp" c. 1625 as mentioned by Mr. J. W. While in the *Bristol Flora*. Even at that time must it have been abundant, as it was alleged to give the local rabbits such a flavour that they were uneatable. Notwithstanding rabbit browse it however, it has well maintained itself and shows no signs of approaching extinction.

*Antirrhinum majus*. Murray 1801 list. Also occurs, perfectly established, on Brean Down, with pink and white flowers.

*Covetandrum sativum*. Fide T. B. Flower in 1887 (quoted by Murray, 1891).

*Europalia Lathyris*. Apparently of irregular appearance. It was recorded with certainty from the south side as late as 1910 (specimen in Herb. Univ. Coll. Cardiff), but we failed to find it. Banks found only one specimen (Journ. Bot. 1906, 300). This may have been introduced, as often elsewhere, as a contaminant, but the seeds were also formerly used as a narcotic and to stupefy fish, though this could hardly be done in the open sea.

*Hyoscymus niger*. Scarcely. Possibly a relic of monkish pharmacy.

*Peonia mascula* Miller (*P. corollina* Reitz). There is now (1923) a good patch, apparently better than in 1883 to judge by the contemporary illustration given in *Trans. Cardiff Nat. Soc.* vol. xv. In June all the plants were in full flower and one in late flower. One cannot say how many individuals are concerned or the growth in the patch, or rather the two adjacent patches, is dense, but the whole area is roughly 5–6 square yards, on the very edge of the precipice. The island now being deserted, further increase will be very limited in amount, and the species is more likely to suffer from plant competition than from man. It is surrounded by a dense growth of *Sagina minor*, *Cheiranthes Leucanthemum* and *Rubus vaucannus*, the last being the most dangerous aggressor to the Peony on its precarious perch. Another plant was noticed near one of the ruined buildings, presumably a transplantation. There are records of other sporadic individuals having from time to time appeared, but none were seen. The Peony was not seen by either Newton in the 17th century or Banks and Lightfoot in the 18th, though both saw the *Allium*. It was discovered c. 1808 by F. P. Wright of Hinton Blawett in Somersetshire, and first recorded in Turner and Dilwyn’s *Botanists’ Guide* (ii. p. 523) in 1805; a figure was published by Smith in *English Botany* (v. 1513) later in the same year; in 1884 the plant was nearly eradicated by destructive visitors from the British Association meeting at Bristol (Cybele Brit. vol. i. p. 99). Wright originally described it as "abundant in rocky clefts"; this has usually been regarded as implying a former wider distribution on the island. This however is incompatible with the silence of Banks and Lightfoot, who made a pretty thorough inspection of the island in 1773. We are inclined to think that Wright only implied that the plant was abundant in the clefts in *which it occurred* (a description which is still accurate) without any necessary implication of widespread distribution, and that the probability is that it has for long, if not always, been confined to the corner of the island in which it now occurs. If this be a correct idea, it would make the native of the species more probable, inasmuch as the nature of the ground, have been close to any building or cultivation. Further, it is in accordance with the statement made to Wright and quoted in *English Botany* to the effect that the plant had been gathered on Steep Holm 60 or 70 years before 1803, i.e. 30 or 40 years before the visit of Banks and Lightfoot.

The following is a list of plants so far recorded from the island by various observers. For the identification of the cryptogams and the remarks thereon we are indebted to the kindness of Dr. W. Watson of Taunton ("a" appended to some names = abundant):—

- Clematis Vitalba
- Anemone nemorosa
- Ranunculus acris
- " repens
- " bulbosus
- " Ficaria
- " mascula
- Papaver dubium
- Pumaria capreolata
- " officinalis
- Cheiranthes Cheri
- Papaver alpinus
- Erupha vera
- Coelolesis officinalis
- " danica
- Sisymbrium Thaliatinum
- " officinale
- Brassica oleracea
- " Rjabaga
- " Rapa a. sativa
- " arvensis
- Diplojaxis muralis
- Capsella Bursa-pastoris
- Coronopus procumbens
- Lepidium campestre
- Cakile maritimus
- Reseda Luteola
- Viola sylvestris
- Polygala vulgaris
- Silene Cuclusus
- " maritima
- Lycis alba
- " dioica
- Cerastium tetrandrum
- " pumilum
- " somidecandrum
- " viscosum
- " vulgarum
- Stellaria nemorum
- Arenaria serpyllifolia
- Sagina apetala
- " procumbens
- Spergula arvensis
- Hypericum pulchrum
- " montanum
- Lavaters arbores
- Malva sylvestris
- Geranium molle
- " diseceum
- " Robertianum v.
- " maritimum
- Erodium cicutarium
- " maritimum
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*Verbena officinalis*
*Thymus Serpyllum*
*Calamintha montana*
*Nepeta hederacea*
*Marrubium vulgare*
*Lamium amplexicaule*
*maculatum*
*Bullata nigra*
*Taueria Scordonia*
*Plantago media*
"lanceolata"
"maritima"
*Coronopus var. Sabinae*
*Chenopodium album*
*rubrum*
*Bota maritima*
*Atriplex patula c. angustifolia*
*Babingtonii*
*Suada frutescens (error).*
"maritima"
*Salsola Kali*
*Polygonum aviculare*
*Rumex crispus*
*Acetosa*
*Acetosella*
*Euphorbia Lathyrus*
*Mercurialis perennis*
*Urtica dioica*
"urus"
*Parietaria ramiiflora*
*Orchis mascula*
*Ophrys apifera*
*Iris felidissima*
*Allium Ampeloprasum*
*Scilla non-scripta*

**Mosses.**

*Bambula convoluta (a).*
*Tortula intermedia (a).*
*Bryum Donianum.*
*Camptothecium sericum.*
"lutescens"
*Eurhynchium cirsinatum (a).*
*Hynum cuppressiforme v. toetorum (a)*
"cuspudatum."
*Schreberi.*

**Liverworts.**

*Madothea platyrhyncha (a).*
*Metzgeria aurea.*
*Frullaria tamarisci (a).*
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*Arum mauculatum var.*
*immaculatum*
*Anthoxanthum odoratum*
*Agrostis canina*
"alba"
*Ama caryophylla*
*Trisetum flavescens*
*Avena pubeescens*
"pratensis c. longifolia*
*Arrhenatherum elatum*
*Daetlyum glomerata b. congesta*
*Briza media*
*Poa annua*
"pratensis b. subcerulea*
*Festuca rigid*
"rotboelioide*
"ovinae and d. duriuscula*
"rubra and h. fallax*
"pratensis X Lolium perenne*
*Bromus erectus*
"steralis"
*hordeaceus*
*Brachypodium sylvaticum*
*Lolium perenne*
*Hordeum nodosum*
"murnium"
*Asplenium Adiantum-nigrum*
"marinum"
*Trichomanes*
"Bata-muraria*
*Ceterach officinarum*
*Phylitis Scopelendrium*
*Polypodium vulgare*
Lichens.

Physcia tanella (a).
" " pulvurleuca.
Xanthoria parietina (a).
Placodium callospillum and var. plicatum (a).
Callospillum citrinum.
" " pynceum.
" " ochraceum.
" " calvum (a).
" " ferrugineum var. festivum.
Lecanora galactiue (a).
Lecanora proschehiza (occurs on coast near Minehead).
" " erysibe.
Bacidia muscorum.
Bilimbia mesoidea (not previously recorded for Somerset).
Placynthium nigrum (a).
Verrucaria integra (a).
" " rupestris.
Cladonia prxidata (a) and var. pocillum (a).
" " rangiformis (a), form foliosa.
" " furcata var. pinnata.

It will be noted that the total number of flowering plants and ferns (220) is considerably in excess of the estimate (150) made in Murray's paper (1891) and quoted by H. S. Thompson (Flora of Steart Island, J. Bot. 1924, p. 1). In view of the fact that Steep Holm is fairly isolated and an ancient island, a percentage analysis of the phanerogamic flora, as compared with that of the Somerset mainland, may be of interest. In Table I, approximate percentages are worked out only for those families having ten or more representatives on Steep Holm; the figures for Somerset are derived from R. P. Murray's county flora (1896). 

Table I.

Percentage analyses of phanerogamic flora of Steep Holm compared with that of Somersetshire, and percentages of Somerset plants of various families which occur also on Steep Holm:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Steep Holm</th>
<th>Somerset</th>
<th>Family Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of species</td>
<td>Per cent.</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>×100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crucifera</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryophyllaceae</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leguminosae</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbellifera</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrophulariaceae</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gramineae</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other families</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>1034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The families named in Table I, form a far greater proportion of the flora of the Island than that of the mainland. The reasons for this are not clear, but it is probably not without significance that 85 per cent. of the Steep Holm composites have pappose fruits, a distinctly higher proportion than that for Somerset as a whole (Table II.). Water carriage suggests itself as one means whereby the island has been stocked with plants. However, an analysis of the Steep Holm flora for seed-husancy, based on the observations of Guppy (Plant Disperal, 1906) and Lloyd Praeger (Proc. Roy. Dublin Soc. 1913) shows that of 167 species for which observations have been recorded, only 11 (or less than 7 per cent.) have "seeds," which float for a week or longer, whereas of the 900 British species tested by the two workers mentioned 183 (or nearly 15 per cent.) were "floaters."

Table II.

Compositae with and without pappose fruits on Steep Holm, and in Somerset generally.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Steep Holm</th>
<th>Somerset</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No of species</td>
<td>Per cent.</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With pappose fruits</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without pappose</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fruits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The British Dactylorchids.

By M. J. Godfrey, T. Stephenson, and T. A. Stephenson.

This comparative table of Dactylorchids here submitted (pp. 176-177) has been prepared in collaboration in answer to suggestions. It seemed preferable to attempt a table of this sort rather than a "Key," in using which one mistake might lead to others. It should be remembered that in so variable a group of plants specimens may be found which will exactly agree with no standard description.

As regards habitat, O. incarnata is found in the wettest situations, often in standing water, and likes damp shore-sands. The other Marsh Orchids are found in any sort of damp open ground, in damp pastures and fens. O. pratensis and O. latifolia may also be found exceptionally in very dry situations. O. maculata appears to
### Comparative Table of British Dactylorchids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Tuberous</th>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Leaves</th>
<th>Bracts</th>
<th>Flowers and Colours</th>
<th>Lip-markings</th>
<th>Seeds</th>
<th>General Habit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>O. incarnata</em> L.</td>
<td>Palmate, di-virginate, often very long and narrow.</td>
<td>Very hollow, walls usually thin.</td>
<td>Erect, broadest near base, tapering gradually, usually yellowish, always unspotted, upper reaching or exceeding spike. Sometimes less keeled and more spreading (in sand).</td>
<td>Long, lowest rather broad, lower lip exceeding fifth.</td>
<td>Flesh-pink, rose-pink, purple, blue, room, pale straw-yellow, or almost white.</td>
<td>Usually spotted within all varieties. Rather stout, erect, reflexed.</td>
<td>Very stout, short, slightly curved and concave.</td>
<td>Oblong or oblong-ovate, as long or longer than side-lobe, reflexed (less in white form), cream, centrally, usually long-pointed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>v. pulchella</em> Drueke</td>
<td>Palmate, segments thick, long-tailed.</td>
<td>More or less hollow, or rarely solid.</td>
<td>Firm, oblong-lanceolate, spreading, broadest in middle, always unspotted.</td>
<td>Lowest very broad and long varying to narrow, lower lip exceeding fifths.</td>
<td>Bright purple.</td>
<td>Stout, rather obliquely or horizontally, not reflexed.</td>
<td>Very stout, very short.</td>
<td>Elliptical, broader than long, sinu-lobes rounded, not reflexed, central-lobe rounded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>O. latifolia</em> L.</td>
<td>Palmate, not di-virginate, robust.</td>
<td>More or less hollow.</td>
<td>Oblong-lanceolate, broadest in middle, rather thin, blotted, spotted or ring-spotted, spreading, rarely unspotted.</td>
<td>Narrow, slender, not conspicuous.</td>
<td>Lilac and purple of various shades, often paler, very rarely white.</td>
<td>Rather more slender, obtuse or obliquely erect.</td>
<td>Conico-cylindrical, long and more slender than in (1) and (9).</td>
<td>Continuous or broken lines, often in a double loop, with lines and spots inside and outside loop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>O. maculata</em> L. (= <em>O. Fachiani</em> Drueke)</td>
<td>Palmate, not di-virginate.</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>Lowest leaf oval, flat, upper half narrower, conspicuously spotted, often unspotted.</td>
<td>Narrow, slender, not conspicuous.</td>
<td>Lilac and rose, mostly pale, very rarely white.</td>
<td>Slender, erect or obliquely spreading.</td>
<td>Very variable, markedly three-lobes, sides-lobes rhomboidal, mid-lobe long and prominent (on basic soils) or lobes subequal (on chalk).</td>
<td>Double loops or fine lines and spots, often faint or absent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>O. globosa</em> (Benth.) Liston (= <em>O. proceae</em> Webster)</td>
<td>Palmate, not di-virginate.</td>
<td>Solid</td>
<td>Lowest leaf narrow, acute, usually keeled, upper half narrower, spotted, often unspotted.</td>
<td>All tints of lilac and rose, mostly pale, very rarely white.</td>
<td>Narrow, slender, not conspicuous.</td>
<td>Rather long and slender, often very preceding, often drooping.</td>
<td>Usually broader than long, very variable, sides-lobes large, irregularly crescent, centrally, usually long and slender, mainly small, often minute, often shorter than side-lobes.</td>
<td>Fine lines and spots or heavy lines, in great variety of shapes, absent in very pale fls.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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prefer basic and chalky soil, and O. elodes peaty moors; but often both species grow together.

As to time of flowering, O. incarnata is usually a fortnight earlier than the other Marsh Orchids in the same locality, and O. elodes than O. maculata.

In nearly every character some exceptional forms will be found, the sum of the characters must be considered. We have tried to summarize average types in the table.

No account has been taken of hybrids, which in some localities are numerous. These must be determined by careful comparison with parent-forms on the spot.

It is doubtful whether the British straw-coloured forms of O. incarnata belong to var. ochroleucus Wüster.

TRINOMINALS.

BY T. A. SPARGUE, B.SC., F.I.S.

I. FOR SPECIES.

It is somewhat surprising to discover a case of reversion in the sixteenth century to ternary names for species. Ascherson and Graebner (Sey. Mitteleur. Fl. vi. Abt. 2, 442-472; 1907) employed trinominals for six species of Melilotus, three of the combinations having been published previously in their Fl. Nordostl. Flachd. 434-435 (1898), the others being new. They were omitted from Supplements II. and IV. of the Index Kewensis—doubtless on account of their ternary nature—and are accordingly listed below, with the names on which they are based.

Melilotus melilotus Italica Asch. & Graebn. Fl. Nordostl. Flachd. 434 (1898); Trifolium Melilotus etica L.

M. m. Indica Asch. & Graebn. op. cit. 435; T. M. indica L.

M. m. officinalis Asch. & Graebn. 1. c.: T. M. officinalis L.


M. m. Polonica Asch. & Graebn. op. cit. 453; T. M. polonica L.

M. m. septetis Asch. & Graebn. op. cit. 469; T. M. septetis Bieb.

typography adopted in their book did not hesitate to alter the spelling of the trivial from *Melilotus italicus* to "*melilotus italicus*," but they omitted to insert the hyphen, thus giving to species the semblance of subspecies, varieties or forms, as cited by many botanists in the United States. This practice is adhered to throughout the work so far as it has appeared. Briquet also employed triminimals in the first volume of his Prodr. Fl. Corse, e.g. *Athyrium Elisium* and *Lycocius Flous cuculi,* but adopted the use of the hyphen in the subsequent volume, e.g. *Capsella Bursa-pastoris—*possibly in response to criticism (Jour. Bot. 1911, 277).

II. **For Subdivisions of a Species.**

The Editor of this Journal has frequently condemned the practice of employing triminimals for subdivisions of a species (e.g. in Jour. Bot. 1924, 88). Mr. Behder, on the other hand, countenances their use. "As long as the rank is clearly stated in the original publication, there can be little objection to omit it when using the name afterwards" (Jour. Bot. 1921, 294). He would for example employ the combination *Crateagus castanea luculenta* Sarg. I take a middle view and see no objection to *C. castanea luculenta* (without author's name) in cases where the reader is presumably acquainted with the group in question, but if it is necessary for the sake of precision to add the authority, then in my opinion the rank should also be given. This plan avoids the attribution of triminimals to authors who did not employ them.

**SHORT NOTES.**

**Cardamine Waldsteinii.*** The union of *Dentaria* with *Cardamine* necessitated the creation of a new name for *Dentaria trifolia* Waldst & Kt., as there was already a *Cardamine trifolia* L. In his monograph of *Cardamine* (1903) O. E. Schulz accordingly proposed the name *C. savensis,* which has been adopted by Handel-Mazzetti, Hayek, and Fritsch. But this is contradicted by the combination *C. Waldsteinii* (1893), which was inadvertently omitted from Index Kewensis, Suppl. I, and has consequently been overlooked. The synonymy and distribution of the species are as follows:


**A Goodyer-Stonehouse Confusion?** Can any reader explain the following entry in the Diary of Antony & Wood for the year 1667?

"Mr. … Goodier of Darfield (Derneford, querre) the floursest, died at Grey in cir. 1661."

That Wood omitted Mr. Goodier's Christian name indicates that he was not well acquainted with him and that he may have obtained the information from a muddled source; but his statement nevertheless contains a sufficient basis of truth to merit a thorough examination, for it may contain a clue to facts that are as yet unknown to us. The ascertained facts are that John Goodyer was of Mapledurham, of Burton, and of Petersfield, while his friend Walter Stonehouse, who might also be described as a "floursest," was of Darfield. Goodyer died in 1664, presumably in Petersfield. Stonehouse died in 1665, presumably in London. Does Wood's statement really refer to Stonehouse and give us a clue to the place of his last domicile on earth—Gray's Inn?—R. T. Günther.

**Preserving Power of Sugar.** Under this heading The West India Committee Circular for April 24 publishes the following interesting note: Aublet's Guiana plants formed part of the Bankian herbarium collections, and are of course in the National Herbarium. Dr. John M'Lean Thompson, Professor of Botany at the University of Liverpool, in a letter to the West India Committee, writes: 'During a recent examination of the herbarium collections of Aublet which resulted from his famous expedition to the West Indies and Guiana, it was found that many of his plants collected during the years 1780-84 had been preserved in what is apparently a sugar, and dried before mounting. The preservation has been so perfect that I have been enabled to employ Aublet's plants for the most minute histological study, with results which compare favourably with those obtained from modern plants preserved in spirit or formalin. The matter is one of very great interest from the point of view of the preservation of plant tissues. There is, of course, no possibility of employment of other than cane sugar by Aublet, and I should be most interested to trace the method employed.'

**Aphiun leptophyllum** (see Jour. Bot. 1923, 120). This species was first detected in Scotland in October 1907 by the late Prof. Trial on rubbish on Old Aberdeen Links (Trail Memorial Volume, 176; 1923).—T. A. Sprague.

**Tautonymy** (see p. 41). An additional example in favour of the acceptance of tautonymy is furnished by Schinz and Thellung in their eighth paper on the nomenclature of Swiss plants (Vierteljahresschr. Nat. Ges. Zürich. lvii. 461; 1929). They have just discovered that the name *Mariscus Cladium* previously adopted by them for *Scheuchzer Mariscus L.* (op. cit. iii. 523; 1909) must be replaced by *M. serratus* Gilib. But for the rule rejecting tautonymy (Art. 55, 2'), they would have been in 1909 to retain the original trivial name *Mariscus* under the genus *Mariscus,* and further name-change would have been avoided.—T. A. Sprague.
Linnaeus (afterwards Carl von Linné): the Story of his Life, adapted from the Swedish of Theodor Magnus Fries, Emeritus Professor of Botany in the University of Upsala, and brought down to the present time in the light of recent research by Benjamin D. Jackson, Knight of the Swedish Order of the Polar Star, Hon. Ph.D. (Upsal.), etc. Doniy 8vo, pp. xi, map, portraits. Withersby, 1923. Price 25s. net.

The confidence rightly expressed by Dr. Jackson in his Introduction that "in consequence of the fullness and accuracy of Professor Fries's work, this volume will give a better idea of the life and aims of the Father of Modern Biology than any previous publication in the English language," is greatly increased by the fact that it has fallen to his lot to make the work accessible to the English public.

During the more than forty years of his tenure of office as Secretary to the Linnean Society, Dr. Jackson has acquired a unique and intimate knowledge of the collections of Linnaeus which form its chief treasure, and has published numerous papers relating to these, including the history prepared for the centenary celebration of the Society in 1888 and an Index to the Herbarium; and it is obvious that no one could be more fitted to undertake the task which he has now carried to a successful issue.

The original work appeared in 1908, and shortly after its publication Dr. Jackson was asked to undertake its adaptation for English readers omitting nothing that is essential nor of general interest, he judiciously leaves out "details of persons, places and things comprehensible to the Swedish reader [which] would need explanation to those of any other nationality"; while supplementing the text by information acquired from various sources during the twenty years that have passed since Fries's work appeared. The present book may therefore be regarded as the most comprehensive biography of Linnaeus in existence.

So notice at adequate length a volume so crammed with interesting information, not only with regard to Linnaeus himself but concerning the contemporaries with whom he was associated, would occupy more space than this Journal can afford; we can therefore only glance at a few points of special interest, mainly those connected with Linnaeus's early life.

The child of parents who had a love for flowers—his father was no inconsiderable botanist— Carl almost from his birth (May 23, 1707) manifested the same feeling; when, at the age of a year, he was troublesome, he became silent as soon as a flower was put into his hand. As a boy at school, his devotion to plants increased; he collected them in the fields and taught his comrades their names, earning for himself the title of "the little botanist." This interest continued throughout Carl's school life, and when he entered the Gymnasium at Växjö in 1723, he was fortunate in finding a Rector and professors who encouraged his botanical tastes; he made excursions, extending over nearly thirty English miles, and was able to locate any plant within that radius. "Besides this he also busied himself to gain knowledge from certain old botanick books .... which he read day and night till he had them at his fingers' ends."

At the age of twenty, Carl went to the University of Lund, where he made the first of those scientific acquaintances to whose encouragement he was to be so much indebted in the person of Professor Stobæus, who showed him much kindness. In the following year he went to Upsala, and was disappointed to find the University and especially the botanic garden, in a most unsatisfactory condition; here, however, he met Celsius, in whom he found another Stobæus. In recognition of his indebtedness, Linnaeus presented Celsius with a pamphlet on the sexes of plants—a subject that was then attracting attention; this was circulated in manuscript, and came to the knowledge of Rudbeck, who communicated it to the Royal Society of Science of Upsala, who desired that it should be printed and published. Through Rudbeck's influence, Linnaeus obtained a university lectureship in botany; his demonstrations were very successful—"he wrote to Stobæus that he had almost always from two hundred to four hundred hearers, while the professors seldom had more than eighty." Linnaeus then took up his abode with Rudbeck, as pupil to his sons, and here began his Genera Plantarum and other works.

During his residence with Rudbeck the description of the latter of his journey to Lapland in 1695 fired Linnaeus with a vivid desire to undertake a journey in that country. For this an opportunity presented itself in 1732; Linnaeus's diary of the journey was translated into English, and published by Smith in 1811 under the title Lappnia lapponica; and the botanical results of the expedition were published by Linnaeus himself in 1737 as Flora Lapponica.

Having decided to abandon the clerical career, for which he was intended, for the study and practice of medicine, Linnaeus graduated in 1734 at the University of Harderwijk, and then went to Leyden; here he met Gronovius (1690-1762), to whom he showed the MS. of his Systema Naturæ. Gronovius was delighted and undertook to subsidize it, and the work, which was to be entitled Linnaeus's reputation appeared in 1737. Among the many to whom Linnaeus was indebted for help and encouragement, none merits a higher place than this Senator of Leyden, who "laboured for him night and day, year in and year out, on the correction of his work, and made it what it was." It was Gronovius who commemorated Linnaeus in the genus Linnaea, although he assuredly would not have traced the comparison suggested by Linnaeus himself (Critica Botanica, p. 81): "Linnaeeum dixit Gronovius plantum Lapponicum, depressam, vilum, neglectum, brevi tempore florentem, a consili um suo Linnaeo."

Even more important was the help he received from Boerhaave (1668-1738), who introduced him to Burman (1700-1780). With Burman Linnaeus visited George Clifford (1658-1790), a wealthy merchant of Leyden who had a wonderful garden and museum at Harkecamp, between that town and Haarlem. On the recommendation of Boerhaave, Clifford engaged Linnaeus as resident physician
and keeper of his herbarium; the two years spent with Clifford were described by Linnaeus as the happiest of his life. The catalogue of the garden—*Hortus Cliffortianus*—was printed in 1769, and the herbarium was, as is well known, acquired by Banks in 1791 (for £250), and is now in the Department of Botany. Dr. Jackson does not mention this important collection, the history of which before its acquisition by Banks is somewhat obscure. The only account of it hitherto published, and of its connexion with the *Hortus Cliffortianus*, is, so far as we are aware, that given by Dr. Rendle in this Journal for 1929 (p. 114), in the course of which he quotes Robert Brown’s reference to it as the principal authority for the plants described in the *Hortus*: a more detailed account will be found in the address delivered by Dr. Rendle, as President, at the Annual Meeting of the Linnean Society, which will be printed in due course.

The year 1737 was indeed that of Linnaeus’s greatest activity; it saw the publication of the *Genera Plantarum*, *Flora Lapponica*, and other works; the books which bear that date “consist of nearly 500 pages in large folio, and more than 1,350 pages in octavo... the year did not end before he was busily engaged in writing and printing other and important productions.” Moreover his correspondence was enormous; Dr. Jackson gives a list of the naturalists in many countries with whom Linnaeus exchanged letters, which includes all the notable botanists of the time.

It was during his stay at Harts camp and at Clifford’s expense that Linnaeus visited England; he saw Sloane in London, Philip Miller at Chelsea, and Dillenius at Oxford; his reception by the latter was somewhat frigid—Dillenius “received him so haughtily that he was hardly invited to step in,” but misunderstandings were removed, and when Linnaeus left Oxford, “Dillenius embraced him and parted from him with tears, having before that invited him to live and die there.” The pages devoted by Dr. Jackson to the account of Linnaeus’s visit to England will be read with special interest; G. D. Ehret, Peter Collinson, and John Martyn were among those whom he met while in London.

In May, 1788, Linnaeus left Harts camp and went to Paris; here he visited the brothers Antoine and Bernard Jussieu, who showed him much kindness. He visited the Botanic Garden and consulted the herbaria of Tournefort, Vaillant, the de Jussieus and others; and was elected a Foreign Correspondent of the Académie des Sciences. In September of the same year Linnaeus took up his residence in Stockholm as a practising physician, but for some time without success; his position however improved—he obtained public appointments and was elected first President of the newly formed Scientific Academy. Linnaeus now felt justified in terminating his long-standing attachment by marriage; this took place at Falun in Dalecarlia at the end of June 1740, and was followed in the succeeding year by the birth of a son (Carl), familiar to botanists as “Linn. Ill.”

On his return to Stockholm, Linnaeus “began to find his extensive medical practice an oppressive burden, and longed for a return to the quiet world of botany.” The conditions at Upsala “were similar to those of his student time”; after a stormy period, the chair of botany there became vacant, and Linnaeus sat in it. He was not alone in so doing, and it was only after an official wrangle, lasting more than a year, that Linnaeus was appointed to the vacant post. At the same time he was ordered to travel through Öland and Gotland to investigate their natural productions; this done, he took his residence in Upsala on Oct. 6, 1741, where he remained for the rest of his life, entering on his professorial duties upon the 27th of the same month. “His first discourse after installation was held on the 2nd November, 1741, and he continued thus [there] to the end of 1776 with never-slaughtering industry, so that except during the time that he was absent from the town ill, or hindered by other causes, he did not neglect a single lecture.”

A very interesting chapter is that on Linnaeus as a teacher and on his relations with his pupils. This begins with a description of the botanical excursions which he conducted, by a participant in them, J. G. Acrel; at one time he was accompanied by as many as two to three hundred students. Dr. Jackson gives a list of his pupils, among whom of course Scandinavians predominated, though Russians and Germans are fairly represented, and England, France, Italy, Holland, and America have each one representative. Several, including many not in the list, are selected for special notice—among them Daniel Solander, “the best of his disciples after Lödling” and future librarian of Sir Joseph Banks; the mere enumeration of these would occupy more space than we can afford. For the same reason we must content ourselves with mentioning the chapters which treat of Linnaeus as administrator of the Botanic Garden and Museum, of his relations with his contemporaries, such as members of the Medical College and in other official capacities, of his authorship and correspondence, of his benefactors and friends: all of these are full of interest, and incidentally contribute to our knowledge of Linnaeus’s contemporaries.

The later portion of the volume is devoted mainly to the history of Linnaeus as a private person; beginning with his own description of himself—at what date is not stated, but evidently late in life. A great smoker, he was abstemious in drink, except as to coffee; his son says he never worked “unless he was in good humour,” which the context suggests meant in the humours of his work. The accusation of avarice which had been brought against him is repelled, except as it related to his herbarium: “He was greedy in adding to his collection... . he considered he had a right to receive the plants collected by his pupils, at home or abroad, and valued them highly; if he missed such confidence he could not conceal his displeasure.” Thus he “complained that [Solander] never sent him a single plant or insect from the voyage of the *Endeavour*; he overlooked the fact that the whole of the collection belonged to Banks, who had incurred great expense in equipment.” “Without doubt the most noteworthy trait of his character was his ardent piety”: of this evidence is afforded by a memorandum, “never meant to be read by any but his children,” in which Linnaeus enumerates his numerous grounds for gratitude to God, who “provided him with the greatest
herbarium in the world, his greatest delight" and "let him see more of his created world than any mortal before him."
The picture of Linnaeus's home life is not attractive. His wife, though an excellent housewife, "who kept house while he worked," seems to have been unsympathetic, and, during his last days, neglectful; she was not present at his death, and ignored his instruction—"entertain nobody at my funeral"—by "providing, on the day after, an ample dinner." "With his children he was a too indulgent father, the elder son being spoiled by him for life;" the younger Linnaeus, indeed, seems to have been an unsatisfactory character, and in the document disposing of his herbarium Linnaeus wrote: "My son should not have them, as he never helped me in botany and has no love for it." His death, which was preceded by much suffering, occurred on Jan. 10, 1778, only his son-in-law elect and his English pupil, John Rotheram, being present. The history of the Linnean collections and of the events which preceded and followed their acquisition by Smith are narrated at length.
The book ends with a summary of the contemporary opinion and later criticism of Linnaeus and with an estimate of his scientific importance not only as botanist, but as zoologist and mineralogist, and of his "activity in the domain of medicine." The appendices include a list of his autobiographical MSS., which "have been diligently made use of in the present work," genealogical tables, lists of his principal pupils, and some curious "Notes on 'Nemesis Divina' (divine punishments)," drawn up for his son's guidance, with curious examples and "divinations" which should be noted by those interested in psychical research. There is also a "Select Bibliography," containing Linnean books and works relating to Linnaeus: among the former we note, under the heading "Auctores Academici," that although Dr. Druce's paper on Linnaeus's _Flora Anglica_ (published in the _Scottish Botanical Review_ for 1912) is mentioned, there is no reference to the reprint of the _Flora_ itself (on which Druce's paper is based) issued as a Supplement to this Journal for 1909, nor to the subsequent papers by Dr. Druce and the Editor which appeared in Journ. Bot. 1912-13. Mrs. Florence Caddy's pleasant little book, _Through the Fields with Linnaeus_ (1887), might also have been included. A useful map showing places visited by Linnaeus in his travels through Scandinavia, with portraits (not very well reproduced) and other illustrations add to the completeness of the work. The translation, though presumably accurate, does not always read quite smoothly, and the meaning is sometimes a little obscure. The book is well and carefully printed: "Spiraea flampendula" (p. 182) should be _S. Ulmaria_. The rather startlingly bright blue cover and yellow top-edge represent the Swedish colours.

One or two points suggest criticism. The placing at the head of the pages the year under discussion would have saved the reader much turning back; and the table of "contents" merely gives the chapter headings. This would be less serious if the entries under "Linnaeus" in the index had been given in chronological order, but unfortunately an alphabetical arrangement is adopted—the entry begins: "applied for post as gardener, 41; authorship, 271; benefactors, 283-329" and so on; so that nowhere do we get a chronological survey of the contents of the book. The index presents other grounds for criticism, as those who use it will discover, but we do not propose to indicate them lest by so doing we should appear to lay undue stress on defects in what is after all only a detail (though an important one), and cannot detract from the value and excellence of the volume as a whole.

**BOOK NOTES, NEWS, ETC.**

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on Ist May, Mr. J. Ramsbottom showed, on behalf of Mr. Edward Clement, seedlings of _Odontoglossum, Dendrobium, Cattleya_ and _Cymbidium—both on culture medium in tubes_, and potted out—which had been germinated without fungal aid. A series of lantern-slides were shown illustrating the mycorrhiza of orchids and the manner in which the fungus infects the seeds and stimulates germination. The work of Bernard and Knudson in inducing germination by chemical means was outlined; all previous success was gained with seeds which are easily germinated; the present cultures showed that with suitable media, about 90 per cent. of _Odontoglossum_ seeds could be got to germinate, and that normal growth continues after transfer from the medium to potting materials. Experiments so far seem to show, however, that _Odontoglossum_ is so exacting in its needs that the slightest variation in the composition of the medium is immediately detected; indeed, a medium suitable for the seed of one species may be distinctly out of favour with the seed of an allied species, and a modification be necessitated.

The _Journal of the Linnean Society_ (xvi. Botany, no. 310; April 16) contains papers "On New Species of Peruvian Osmundaceae," by M. D. Zaleskly (3 plates); "Notes on Indian Charophyta," by James Groves, with keys to the genera and species and descriptions and plates of two novelties (_Nitella mirabilis_ and _N. Watti_); "On the Cuticular Structure of _Psilophyton_," by W. F. Edwards (1 plate); "The Onomas of Linnaeus and Sibthorp, with a note on the title of Townsend's Herbarium," by C. C. Lacaita (1 plate); "On the Function of the Bladders in _Utricularia vulgaris_," by C. L. Willycombe (11 text-figures).

At the meeting of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh on Ist May, Mr. E. J. A. Stewart and Dr. Donald Paton submitted a paper on the flora of the Culbin Sands, which lie on the extreme west of the seaboard of Elginshire. The authors described the changes which had taken place in the vegetation of the area since the time of their survey in 1913, an account of which was published in the Society's _Transactions_, vol. xxvi. 1915. The major topographical features have been maintained, although owing to movement of the sand and
The Belfast Naturalists' Field Club published last year a Second Supplement to, and Summary of, Stewart and Corry's _Flora of the North-east of Ireland_, compiled by the late Senator W. W. G. O'Connor, of whom a portrait faces the title-page. The preparation of the Supplement was undertaken by a subcommittee of the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club, but Mr. Lloyd Praeger in his brief Introduction tells us that the labour of preparing the work fell entirely on Mr. Wear, to whose thoroughness and accuracy a high tribute is paid, who died within a week of its completion. The progress of research since 1888—the date of the publication of the _Flora_—is summarised, including a list of plants which were then supposed to be lost but have since been re-found, and of others for various reasons withdrawn. The additions are incorporated in the Summary, which, like the rest of the book, is very well done; no attempt, however, has been made to bring the moses and heathies up to date, owing to the deaths of Canon Latt and Rev. C. H. Waddell, the principal workers at these groups. The volume is published by the Belfast Field Club at the very reasonable price of 3s.

The _Botanical Magazine_ (published March 23) is entirely the work of Dr. Stapf, who describes a new species of _Amorphophallus_ (A. caryophyllaceus) from Bangkok; other new names are _Thrypros calycina_ (known as _T. Mitchelliana_ F. M., but described earlier by Lindley as _Baeckia calycina_); and _Lavatera bicolor_, described by Rouy as a subspecies of _L. maritima_ L., with which it was identified by Planchon. Among the more interesting of the other plants figured and described are _Schizophragma integrifolia_, in connexion with which a useful new term—_sematophora_—is proposed for plants "bearing special show- or semaphore-leaves (sematophylia) in this case highly modified sepals"; _Rhododendron Soverie Rehd._ & _Wils._, one of Mr. Wilson's Chinese discoveries; _Lithospermum oleifolium_ Lapeyr., a Spanish plant of very local distribution allied to _L. fruticosum_ and _L. diffluum_ (prostratum); and _Callistochys ovata_ Sims, for the description of which we are glad to see that Robert Brown's MSS. have been consulted. The English descriptive matter is very full and interesting, dealing with the geographical distribution, the names, and other particulars; the Latin descriptions are often very long, and as they are followed by English descriptions of almost the same length, one would think that they might be abridged.

We have from time to time called attention to the useful papers on "The Weeds of South Africa" by Miss K. M. Landsell, of the Division of Botany, Pretoria (who is also responsible for the excellent illustrations of the life-history which accompany the descriptions), that appear in the _Journal of the Department of Agriculture of the Union of South Africa_. We have now received a second instalment of the reissues of these, wherein is also given a coloured figure of the plant: the species included are _Coccus uva-crispa_, _C. chinensis_, _Acanthospermum hispidum_, _Cenoviree mollistis_, and _Opuntia aurantiaca_. We hope to be able to usefully occupy the blank page of the wrapper, and the name at the head of each page will facilitate reference. The pamphlet contains 38 pages and costs only 3d.

The adventures of Captain F. Kingdon Ward in search of plants have for some time found record, so far as their botanical and horticultural results are concerned, in the columns of the *Gardeners’ Chronicle*. In the handsome volume before us—*The Romance of Plant Hunting* (Edward Arnold, 12o. 6d. net)—he has brought together his experiences in his six expeditions—three before and three since the war—in the lofty marches of Burma, China, and Tibet. The floral results of his travels have entitled Captain Ward to a place among the great benefactors of horticulture and of botany—Farrer, Wilson, Forrest, and others—who have during so many years enriched our gardens with spoils from the same inexhaustible regions; “it is certain,” he says, “that we have as yet only skimmed on the fringes of botanical Asia . . . . we have been up to the barriers which fence off the garden; we have yet to climb over the wall. As with the Lord had Captain Ward’s discovery of the Glands of *Dioscorea macrocarpa*,” recorded in the text and in the special index, is largely, though by no means entirely, among Rhododendrons and Primulas. The author, while urging the plant-hunter the duty of making a herbarium, points out that those who finance him “are not themselves interested in dried plants,” and speaks somewhat disparagingly of “our great centres of botanical knowledge”: “in the dungeons of those feudal institutions are held the necessary inquests for purposes of identification; the describing and naming of new species is often the hobby of some overworked enthusiast who does it in his spare time with no thought of extra remuneration.” It is, however, satisfactory to be told that the collector “will always meet with the utmost kindness, courtesy and assistance from the headquarter staffs of famous gardens.” It is, of course, the floral side of the book (which is suitably illustrated) that chiefly appeals to us, but the general reader will find much that is interesting and even exciting in the author’s personal experiences.

The Rock, a Catholic magazine published at Hong Kong, gives in its February number an account of the Natural History Museum at Sianwei, Shanghai. The Museum was founded (in 1801) and directed by Fr. Pierre Houde, S.J. (1830-1902), who had travelled extensively in various provinces of China and Japan, and whose collections formed its nucleus. The herbarium of the Kiangnan province contains between two and three thousand species represented by some 30,000 sheets, to which frequent additions are made; there is also a herbarium of plants of Mongolia, Tibet, Fukien, Yunnan, and Chekiang, presented by Mr. Oliver of the Chinese Maritime Customs, formerly at Hangchow. Fr. Heude was succeeded at his death by the present Director, Fr. Frederic Courtois.

Vol. IX, pt. 3 (March 31) of the *Transactions of the British Mycological Society* contains lists of the fungi and lichens observed during the Bristol Foray in April of last year; and papers on “Some Scottish Ursidae and Ustilaginae,” by Dr. Malcolm Wilson, who, with Mr. R. B. Anderson, also describes *Canarosporum obtusum*, n. sp. (2 plates); “A Rhizoctonia causing Root Disease in Uganda,” by W. Smail (2 plates); “The ‘Slime-fluxes’ of Trees,” by L. Ogilvie; “Rhytisma acerinum, and *R. pseudooplodon*,” by R. Brucher (1 plate); “*Hormodendron olivaceum*,” by F. C. F. Robertson.

The fifth part of Mr. H. H. Haines’s *Botany of Babor and Orosia* contains the Apetale and Monocotyledones, extending to part of the Gramineae. There are full keys to the species and ample descriptions; the only drawback, which perhaps will not be apparent to those for whom the Flora is intended, is the absence of any bibliographical references. A number of new combinations are indicated, but no new species are described. The part, which is “sold by the agents for Indian Official Publications,” costs 11 rupees.

*Notes from the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh*, dated November 1923, but only recently to hand, contains numerous descriptions, alphabetically arranged, of new Primulaceae, by Prof. W. W. Smith and Mr. George Forrest, the collector of most of them; a paper on “The Lesser Glands of *Dioscorea macrocarpa*”, by M. Y. Orr (2 plates); and the description of a new Desmodogyne (*D. angustifolia*), by Mary M. B. Knapp.

The Cambridge University Press has issued a “second edition revised” of Mr. Harold Long’s *Plants Poisonous to Live Stock* (8o. 6d. n.), the first edition of which was noticed in this Journal for 1917 (p. 294). We have nothing to add to the commendation then given, both as to the completeness with which the subject is treated and to the arrangement of the volume. In this new issue “the text relating to a number of species has been much amended, and a further considerable batch of literature has been examined,” though the bibliography has not been increased by the addition of new titles.

The Cambridge University Press will shortly publish a small book of *Descriptive Labels for Botanic Gardens*, by Mr. H. Gilbert-Cartor, Director of the Cambridge University Botanic Garden, the object of which is to give information as well as pleasure to those who visit this and other public gardens, and to suggest their general use.

In *Torreya* for January-February Miss (?) Patty Thum Newbold publishes “Notes on some Foreign Crab-Grasses,” in which practically resolve themselves into a list of new combinations, a brief agricultural note being appended to each name. It is desired to refer to these under their correct names in another connection, eleven species hitherto known under various other generic names are here referred to *Synterisima*, the oldest valid name for the crab-grasses. As we have said on more than one occasion, we think that this wholesale creation of new combinations, without any indication that the
plants to which they are applied have been critically examined, it is greatly to be deprecated.

It is not often that periodical publications are antedated, but the New Phytologist of “April 23” was on our table on April 17. It contains papers by J. Henderson Smith “On the Early Growth Rate of the Individual Fungus Mycelium”; on “The Cytology of Matthiola incana,” by Irene M. Allen; and the conclusion of “The Factors Governing Bud Formation,” by F. Summers.

The seventh part of Mr. Oakes Ames’s Schedule Orchidaceae (Boston: Earshay Press Corporation) is devoted to “Additions to the Orchid Flora of Tropical America,” and is mainly concerned with Plerocaula, of which a large number of species are described and figured with the completeness and care which characterise the author’s work.


The Transactions of the Berkshire Society of Natural Science (vol. vii. part 3) contains a paper by Mr. J. E. Matthews on the Potamogeton of the Garn District of Berkshire.

“THE FLOWERS OF NEW FOREST.”

In his recent volume, The Oxford Circuit, Lord Darling becomes pathetically over the possible result of the teaching of Botany in Technical Schools, which, we gather, has been set on foot in Essex. Here are three of the verses:

“Alas! how our wall is for thee, aestivalis,
Spiranthes—you herald no longer the day.
Near Lyndhurst they spied thee—they cut thee, they dried thee,
The flowers of the Forest are all stolen away.

“Thy flowers, Calycium, they pluck and they twine ’em
With damp Humifusum—they found these near Sway,
The bright Pyrus malus next Springtime must fail us;
For flowers of our forest are all borne away.

“Wherever there grows a Lastrea spinulosa,
Felix-mas [sic], dilatata—next Bank Holiday
Learn’d ’Enry and ’Arriett will cut, and will carry it—
The flowers of New Forest are all torn away.”

We venture to hope that his Lordship’s fears are exaggerated; the Spiranea, we believe, still exists in the old locality, and of the Hypericums intended, the first is hardly a New Forest plant, and the second, even if sufficiently conspicuous to attract ’Enry and ’Arriett, is hardly likely to be exterminated. The danger, if such there be, is more likely to come from another class of collector, of whose patience and instances are on record.

GENTIANA ULINGINOSA WILDE. IN BRITAIN.

BY H. W. PUSLEY, B.A., F.L.S.

Among the interesting plants that I collected last September around Tenby is a dwarf Gentian of the Amarella group, which is clearly an annual with the cotyledons still green at the time of flowering. It grew in a damp, sandy pasture, and I saw at once that it was probably referable to Gentiana uilinginosa Wild., which does not appear to have hitherto been recorded with certainty for Britain.

In the British Flora of the last century G. Amarella L. was always treated as an annual, and the first indication in this country of its biennial duration and the existence of a separate annual G. uilinginosa appears in Journ. Bot. xxxii. pp. 1 sq., (1894), where Beeby gave a synopsis of a recent monograph of the generic group Endotricha Froel. by Herr Svante Murbeck (Acta Horti Bergiani, ii. No. 3, pp. 10 sq. (1892)). Beeby briefly mentions the chief diagnostic features of these plants, adding that Murbeck did not know G. uilinginosa from Britain, although it was recorded for Scotland by Nyman. In 1897 a further paper on this group was published (Denkschriften Acad. Wissen., Band 64. pp. 309 sq.) by Prof. R. v. Wettstein, who repeated Murbeck’s description of G. uilinginosa and gave three British stations (Arbroath, Richmond, Yorks, and Derbyshire), from which, however, he does not appear to have seen specimens. Another synopsis of Murbeck’s paper was inserted in 1904 in the second edition of Townsend’s Flora of Hampshire (Appendix p. 631), where rather fuller diagnoses than those printed by Beeby are given, and Wettstein’s three British stations for G. uilinginosa are repeated, with the addition of a fourth, which is accurately located (Marshall, No. 2171, E of Nairn). Marshall’s plant from this last station, as represented in Herb. Mas. Brit., however, is an annual form belonging not to the Amarella but to the Compestria group, and is presumably a state of G. baltica Murb. The only remaining British material that I have traced which may be G. uilinginosa is “Marshall, No. 2281, Damp sandy ground, Pembrey Burrows, Carmarthenshire, 1899.” This is labelled “G. uilinginosa Wild. me judice.” The specimens, which are in flower, show no cotyledons or basal leaves, and are perhaps biennials. Their habit is that of G. Amarella rather than G. uilinginosa, and their calyx-teeth seem too regular for the latter species. The habitat is certainly unusual for G. Amarella, but it is not unique, for I collected in 1899 a similar form on damp ground on Brauntoun Marsh, which likewise I should not refer to G. uilinginosa; and I have seen other material in herbaria from such situations.

Gentiana uilinginosa was originally described and differentiated from G. Amarella in 1797 in Willkomm’s Species Plantarum, i. p. 1947, the type being a North German plant, and it is figured with G. Amarella (as G. axillaris) in Reichensperger’s Iconogr. Bot., tab. lviii. et exx., where the features of the two species are well contrasted, although in both the corollas are wrongly shown as bright blue in colour. The later and more detailed accounts of Murbeck and Journal of Botany.—Vol. 62. (July, 1924.)
Wettstein evidently refer to the same plants, as also the excellent exsiccate that these authors have issued; and it is clear that G. uliginosa is well understood by the Central European and Scandinavian botanists.

The Tenby Gentian that I collected (unfortunately, rather too sparingly) matches the above-mentioned descriptions, figures and exsiccate exactly, except for a lack of scarabeads on the margins of the upper leaves and calyx-teeth. I cannot, however, trace this character in my British material of G. Amarella, to which it is also assigned, and I think it likely that it may be an inconsistent feature in all of these plants, and its presence or absence not at all matter of taxonomic importance. Wettstein admits that it may be wanting in the upper leaves.

As the characters of G. uliginosa seem imperfectly known in British botany, I append a full translation of Murbeck's description, with remarks, partly taken from the same source, on its differences from G. axillaris Reichh., with which the common British form of G. Amarella has been identified, and G. lingulata C. A. Agardh, v. procœx Wettst.


**Icosites.** Reichh. Iconogr. Bot., tab. viii. figs. 118 & 119; Reichh. Fl. Germ. xvii. tab. mxxvi. fig. 4 (as G. Amarella); Dietrich, Fl. Boruss. viii. tab. 506 (as G. Amarella); Wettstein, l. c. tab. iii. fig. 6.

**Kesico.** Dörfler, Nos. 3773 & 3774; Pugsley, No. 409, Tenby.

Annual. Stem furnished at the base with cotyledons which are green even at the time of flowering and a few larger leaves, erect, 3–20 cm. high, branched from the middle or even from the base. Branches erect or suberect, one–several–flowered, forming a racemose inflorescence. Basal leaves ovate or lanceolate, attenuated to a narrow petiole, broadest below or at the middle, narrowed towards the apex, rather obtuse or subacute except the cotyledons, 4–30 mm. long and 2–8 mm. broad, glabrous. Lower stem-leaves ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, broadest below the middle, more or less acute, of a length 2–4 times exceeding the breadth, up to 35 mm. long and 14 mm. broad, subpetiolate; upper stem-leaves dilated from the base, ovate-lanceolate or subtriangular-lanceolate, acute, generally spreading horizontally, with scaberulous margins. Calyx 5–6–lobed or not rarely 4–5 lobed; the segments quite unequal, linear-lanceolate or lanceolate, not dilated above the base, with margins more or less reflexed and scaberulous with most minute teeth, separated by sinuses which are generally acute; tube obconic, only half as long as the segments, angular. Corolla 5–6 lobed or frequently 4–lobed, tubular, 9–20 mm. long, dull violet or rarely white; tube equalling or a little longer than the calyx. Capsule cylindrical, sessile, finally exceeding the corolla. Stigmas ovate.

It may be added that G. uliginosa is usually quite dwarf—

**Gentiana uliginosa WILD. IN BRITAIN**

Wildenow in the original description gives its height as 1–2 inches—

with relatively few basal leaves above the cotyledons and very few (commonly 2–3) pairs of cauline leaves. The stem is tetragonal and often somewhat winged towards the base, and the branches frequently bear a single long-peduncled flower.

Contrasted with this plant morphologically the common British plant referred to G. axillaris Reichh. is usually taller (8–30 cm. high), with more numerous basal leaves and many more nodes to the stem. Its branches are thus usually more numerous although often they do not extend to the base of the stem, and they are more floriferous. The basal leaves are broadest above the middle, more or less spatulate and quite obtuse; the lower stem-leaves oblong and obtuse; and the upper only lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate and subacute. The segments of the calyx are subequal and shorter than the corolla-tube; their margins are flat and not reflexed, and the sinuses are generally obtuse.

G. lingulata C. A. Agardh v. procœx Wettst. closely resembles in habit the dwarf forms of G. uliginosa. But its basal leaves are numerous and still more spatulate in outline than those of G. axillaris, while the stem-leaves are oblong and obtuse, except only the uppermost pair, which become more ovate-oblong and subacute.

The range of G. uliginosa extends from South Germany to Silesia, South Sweden, Denmark, and Northern France; and its British station is thus a western outlier as in the case of G. lingulata procœx. It is possible that G. uliginosa grows in other localities, not only in Britain but perhaps in France, from which it is at present unrecorded through confusion with dwarf forms of its allies.

Touching the duration of these Gentians, although the life-cycle of G. uliginosa in Britain evidently coincides with that of the Continental form as described by Murbeck, this does not seem to be the case with the other two British plants. Murbeck states that G. axillaris and G. lingulata are biennials, germinating in the spring and forming during the first summer radical rosettes, which complete their development and produce the flowering stems in the following year. The life of each generation is thus two years. In British Floras and herbaria I have been unable to find any evidence that G. Amarella is anything but an annual; none of our botanists seem to be acquainted with the first year's rosettes; and during the past winter I have searched localities on Box Hill, where last year's dead plants were common, without finding any trace of young individuals although seedlings of Erythraea Centaurium were seen without difficulty. I therefore think that in Britain the common Gentiana Amarella is frequently, if not always, an annual plant, germinating in the spring and flowering in the autumn, as it has hitherto been shown in our Floras. It probably springs up much earlier in the season than G. uliginosa, and so has time to develop a more or less marked radical rosette, which is often dried up by the time the plant flowers. In these circumstances, although it is morphologically indistinguishable from G. axillaris Reichh., it is
proposed alterations in the international rules.

by t. a. sprague, b.sc., f.l.s.

(on behalf of the sub-committee on nomenclature, imperial botanical conference.)

drs. schinz and thellung devote their ninth paper on the nomenclature of the swiss flora (vierthaljahrsschr. nat. ges. zürich, ixx. 172-190; 1924) to a protest against the changes in the international rules advocated in "tautonyms, nomina abortiva, and homonymy" (pp. 41-47), and in "imperial botanical conference: interim report on nomenclature" (pp. 78-81), and to a warning of the dire consequences which—in their opinion—will ensue, if any substantial alteration in the rules is permitted. as before (op. cit. lxi. 311; 1921), they treat the vienna rules as "the law of the modes and persians, which altereth not," and formulate their views in the following propositions (op. cit. lxx. 184):—

1. no clear and unequivocal decision of the international rules of nomenclature may be upset.
2. alterations of the rules must be limited to additions, and may only concern:
   (a) explanatory additions to confused and equivocal passages in the rules, which experience has shown to give rise to differences of opinion as to interpretation.—example: the definition of the term "valid name" (in regard to the question of still-born names) in art. 50, which definition was not inserted until the second edition of the rules.
   (b) decisions on questions newly raised, and not yet dealt with in the rules.—example: the question of accidental binary names published in works in which binary nomenclature was not consistently adopted.
   (c) further recommendations.
   (d) extension of the list of nomina generica conservanda.

alphonse de candolle, the author of the "lois de la nomenclature botanique," 1867, on which the vienna rules were based, held more progressive views. "every author is necessarily led by certain tendencies, by certain exigencies of the times in which he lives: whence it follows that it is useful—every twenty years, for instance—to revise the ensemble of received rules. advantage is taken of this revision to abandon useless rules, and to replace them by more suitable ones" (laws of botanical nomenclature, 11; 1865). "in the meantime, let us improve the system of binomial nomenclature introduced by linnaeus. let us endeavour to accommodate it to the continual and necessary alterations that take place in science, and, for this purpose, let us diffuse, as well as we can, the principles of the method; let us attack slight abuses, slight negligence, and let us come, if possible, to an understanding on debated points. we shall thus have prepared, for some years to come, the way for better carrying out work on systematic botany" (op. cit. 16).

schinz and thellung seem to consider the question of the alteration of the international rules purely from the standpoint of the swiss flora. during the past twenty years they have devoted much time to bibliographical and nomenclatural research in order to ascertain the correct names of the swiss spermatophytes and pteridophytes, and they naturally view with apprehension any alterations in the rules which would necessitate a considerable number of further changes in swiss nomenclature. the value of their researches will, however, not be lost by any alteration in the rules. whatever rules are finally adopted, the synonymy of each species must be carefully investigated before the rules can be applied—hence schinz and thellung's work possesses a permanent value. it is also important as affording a means of testing the operation of the rules. the instability which arises from the rejection of tautonyms under art. 55, 2º has already been demonstrated (pp. 42-44); and schinz and thellung (op. cit. 181) frankly admit that the adoption of art. 55 has done more harm than good, and that it would have been better had the vienna congress adhered to the principle of "once a homonym, always a synonym." so far, the mischief arising from art. 50 and 55, 2º has been confined largely to the swiss flora, which represents only one-eighth of the whole flora of the world (2500 spermatophytes out of 200,000). would it not be wise to revoke these two undesirable provisions before further harm has been done?

schinz and thellung think that the general agreement reached at the vienna congress and confirmed at brussels would be endangered if any of the rules were revoked, and that nomenclature would relapse into the former condition of anarchy and chaos (op. cit. 182). their fears seem unfounded. they forget that it is not reform, but the denial of reform, which breeds anarchy. furthermore, the agreement at vienna was by no means so complete as might be gathered from their remarks. an important section of american botanists was alienated by the invalidation of names of new groups unaccompanied by latin diagnoses, by the conditional acceptance of homonyms, and by the adoption en bloc of a lengthy list of nomina conservanda prepared by a single botanist representing a single school of taxonomy and nomenclature, and presented without any statement of the cases for and against their conservation. the fact that thirty-two of these
nomina conservanda have been shown to be superfluous (pp. 143–145) indicates that the list requires revision.

Schinz and Thellung completely ignore the nomenclature of American plants. The phanerogamic flora (known and unknown) of the American continent and islands amounts to about one-third of that of the whole world, say 70,000 out of 200,000. I have shown (Journ. Bot. 1922, 129–131) that one species out of every nine bears different names under the International Rules and the American Code, therefore about 7000 out of the 70,000 American Spermatophytes will eventually be burdened with a dual nomenclature. If the Type-method—which is a common possession—is developed on divergent lines by International and American botanists, the proportion will be much higher. Moreover, the mischief will not necessarily be confined to the American flora. The American botanists in the Philippines and Hawaii have hitherto accepted the International Rules, but we have no guarantee in regard to the future. Hence it is possible that the blight of dual nomenclature may spread to tropical Asia and the Pacific, or even further. If either the Rules or the Code were to prevail, matters would right themselves, but there is not the slightest prospect of such a consummation. Each has definite points of superiority, and each has serious defects. Hence the hope of the future lies in such a modification of the Rules (by an International Congress) as may secure their world-wide acceptation (Science, 1923, n. s. Ivii. 207; Journ. Bot. 1923, 109). The extremists who will not abate one jot or tittle of the Rules or Code, as the case may be, block the way. If only the large body of botanists who hold moderate views on nomenclature could come together in consultation, unanimity might be achieved. The longer it is delayed, the more difficult it will be to secure. Owing to the growth of vested interests. Even now Schinz and Thellung oppose alteration of the Rules on the ground that it would annihilate their nomenclatural work of the last twenty years (op. cit. 182). In another twenty years' time opposition based on similar grounds will have greatly increased.

**ORCHIS FUCHSII DRESE.**

[A number of circumstances have contributed to delay the publication of the following paper by Dr. Druce. It is the result of a suggestion made to him by the Editor that it would be of interest to our readers to have his comment on the paper on Orchis Fuchsii by Colonel Godfrey published in this Journal in December last. To this we have appended a note by Colonel Godfrey. It may be well to say that, although both are printed as sent by the writers, Dr. Druce was good enough to abridge the earlier version of his paper, in order to bring it within the necessary limits of space. We may add that the suggestion that Mr. Rothe was responsible for the reference of O. elodes to O. incarnata is not borne out by the MS. of that work, which is preserved at Kew, and is indeed inherently improbable.—Ed. Journ. Bot.]

In this Journal for December Colonel Godfrey has a paper on Orchis Fuchsii Druce. From it I gather that he admits that there are two distinct species of the Spotted Orchis. If this be so, an important step on the road has been made, and the point of difference namely, the plant as a whole, and the name each aggregate shall bear, is still to be settled.

In the Report of the Botanical Society and Exchange Club, p. 99, 1914, I gave the reasons which induced me to restrict the name O. maculata L. to the sub-species ericetorum Linton and the O. maculata var. praece Webster, and to name as a separate species the plant figured in Eng. Bot. t. 632, 1799 (which, however, does not conform to Smith's description), from Norbury, Surrey, as Orchis Fuchsii (the separate flowers on the plate is different). O. Fuchsii is fairly well represented in my copy of Fuchs' Kreuterbuch, t. xcvii. Eng. Bot. t. 1043, hence the name selected. Colonel Godfrey thinks otherwise, and, although I am sure unintentionally, seriously misrepresents me. He says my case rests on the last three words of the description in the Species Plantarum "intermedia angustissimo, integerrimo." On this assumption, which is groundless, a large part of four pages is occupied with statements or deductions, which, as they are from wrong premises, might be deemed as not necessitating a reply, but I should be very sorry to act with any discourtesy or to leave myself open to the charge of evading the main issue. This is, why do I identify O. maculata in the sense of ericetorum? Why do I find O. Fuchsii? As these questions may be of interest not only to British, but to continental botanists, it may be well to bring the facts before the readers of this Journal.

In the paper before me I quoted the description of Linnaeus from the Species Plantarum, ed. 1, p. 1735: "Petalas 3 externa erecta; 2 interoia conniventia. Neetarii labium tridum planum; lobis lateralis majoribus crenatis; intermedium angustissimo, integerrimo," which, it will be observed, is not limited to the last three words. This, as I showed, agreed well with Linton's description of ericetorum and with Webster's praece. It does not agree with Fuchsii, which is characterised as having "Labellum deeply subequal, the lobes subequal, the centre longer and somewhat larger than the lateral, entire. The lateral ones have their outer margin straight or only slightly curved or rounded, slightly crenate or entire." Three years later, in the fifteenth edition of Hayward's Botanist's Pocket Book, p. 277, I gave the contrasting characters of the flowers:

- "O. maculata labellum tri-lobed, the lateral segments larger than the middle one, and as long or longer."
- "O. Fuchsii labellum tri-lobed, the middle segment as large and longer than the lateral." As will be seen, there is no reference to the three words detached from their context on which Colonel Godfrey says my case rests. My case depends on the Linnaean description, which is exceptionally clear: it eliminates Fuchsii. Colonel Godfrey agrees that ericetorum equals praece, and as he says O. elodes Griseb. is included in the above three names are much anticipated, and must be superseded by the Linnaean angulata. It must be remembered that in defining a species the description comes first, if
the synonyms agree well and good (of the Linnean synonyms cited for *O. maculata* Vaillant's plant is not *Fuchsi* nor is the third synonym), if not, they must fall. Of the Linnean synonyms cited for *maculata*, that of Bauhin's Pinax may be either plant, but since, according to St. Lagger, it is not represented in the Basle herbarium, one cannot say: it is really immaterial, since if it is *maculata* it is all right—if *Fuchsi*, then it does not agree with the description and becomes a misapplied synonym. Vaillant's plant as figured is not *Fuchsi* nor is the third synonym, cited from Dodoens' *Plantae frustrae* (borrowed from the woodblock of Lobel's *Observations*, p. 90, f. 4, 1576), which represents *maculata*, not *Fuchsi*.

As to the specimen in the Linnean herbarium, Dr. Moss, who working at the subject quite independently arrived at the same conclusion, emphatically states that it is true *maculata* which he says "equals ericetorum, and as you say precoc Webster."

Therefore if one had to determine the question by the synonyms cited and by the herbarium specimen we might safely discard *Fuchsi*, but the identification fortunately also rests upon the bed-rock of a good description which, as will be seen, cannot be made to fit *Fuchsi*.

One need not touch upon the other points raised, since they are covered by the statements already made. Nor need we discuss at length the assertion that *O. elodes* is in universal use for *ericetorum*. I know of only two instances of its use. It is not mentioned in any British Flora, not even in Wilmot's edition of Babington's *Manual*.

In the *Index Kewensis*, probably on the suggestion of Mr. Rolfe, it is made synonymous with *O. incarnata*. In Beck's *Fl. Nied.-Oester. 205, 1896*, it is placed under *Orchis maculata* *Equus* *maculatus adora.*

It is represented by a white-flowered plant with unsprouted leaves unlike the ordinary form of our *maculata*.

As to the inability to find *O. maculata* in Switzerland, persevering search alone is needed. It is represented from Leusanne and elsewhere in the National Herbaria, it is plentiful in Western France, in Italy, Spain, Belgium, Sweden, (Ahlerberg says it is abundant about Upsala, in O. Japan, Russia, etc. It is to be found chiefly where primitive or acid rocks are near the surface, or where much humic acid is present in the soil. One would not look for it among Dryas, but the searcher would probably find it among Drosera, Scirpus barbatus, and Carex echinata.

To summarize: Even if *O. maculata* L. included *O. Fuchsi*—of which there is no clear evidence—the description excludes it.

The Linnean description unmistakably refers to the *ericetorum* Linton, the *O. maculata* var. *precoc* Webster, and (possibly as a variant) to *O. elodes* Griesb.

Inferences drawn from plants gathered in the same locality in 1822 as one to which Linneus refers in his *Iter Oelandi* in 1745 have no bearing on the case. He describes nothing apart from *maculata* in the *Florae.* he gives no restricted habitat such as Rella, but says "in pratis Europaeae sequentibus," in which situations *O. maculata* delights to grow. Suppositions respecting what must have been in the mind of Linneus, or as to what he may or may not have seen, being conjectural, are valueless in the face of what he has written in establishing the species in 1753. Even if he saw *Fuchsi*, he may not have thought it worthy of specific distinction as in the case of *Quercus* and *Oregus.* He must have seen both species of the Oak and Hawthorn, but only gives one. As regards the Orchis, this is the plan followed by Lindman in the *Svensk Panerogamflora* of 1918 and by Syme in *English Botany* of 1898, where only one species is given, but Syme, unlike Linneus, has widened the description so as to cover both plants, which he thought were indefinable variants of one species.

G. Claridge Druce.

I withdraw with pleasure the expression to which Dr. Druce has taken exception. What I meant to convey was that the only part of Linneus's description, as quoted by Dr. Druce, which lends any support to the idea that it applied exclusively to *O. elodes* is the last three words. This may easily be seen from the description itself. 

"Petalta 3 extiora eretet" applies solely to *O. Fuchsi* Druce, for in elodes the sepals are not erect. "Nectaris labium trifidum planum" applies equally to both. "Lobis lateralis majoribus crenata" applies not only to elodes, but to forms of *Fuchsi* found both in Britain and abroad. The last three words, however, "intermedia angustissima integerrimo," appear at first sight to apply only to elodes, because in the latter the mid-lobe is as a rule much smaller than the side-lobes.

Like Dr. Druce, I at first thought that Linneus intended to imply that the mid-lobe was extremely narrow as compared with the side-lobes. As soon as I saw the Rella specimens, I realised that what he really meant was that it was very narrow in comparison with its length. It is long, sharp, and dagger-like, a good deal longer than the side-lobes, and very narrow in proportion to its length.

To the relative dimensions of the lobes of the lip, Linneus simply says "interiora minore integerrimo" (Act. Upsal. p. 14) and "lobis lateralis majoris" (Sp. pl. 942). The employment of the comparative degree only in this connection shows that the superlative "angustissimo" was not intended to refer to the relative magnitude of the lobes, but solely to the shape of the mid-lobe itself.

It was always difficult to understand why Linneus should have used the word "integerrimo" with reference to the tooth-like mid-lobe of elodes, which is too small to admit of any but microscopic denotation, but it applies aptly enough to the smooth edge of the long mid-lobe in the Rella specimens.

It is impossible to escape from the fact that Linneus, in his description of *O. maculata* in both editions of the *Flora suecica*, cites L. edel. 48, thereby establishing beyond question the fact that the Rella plant was his *O. maculata*. Rella is the only definite locality he gives for *maculata*. As Dr. Druce admits that the specimens recently brought from Rella are *O. Fuchsi*, the claim of
evidence appears to be complete that O. Fuchsi was included in O. maculata L.

It would have been helpful if Dr. Druce had given the authority (i.e., whether personal observation or otherwise) for his statement that elodes is plentiful in Western France, Italy and Spain, as the extension of this northern plant into warm southern regions would be of much interest.

M. J. GODFERY.

SOME NEW BRITISH ROSES.

By Lt.-Col. A. H. WOLLEY-DOD.

A new and thorough revision in the British Roses entitled The Roses of Britain is now in the press, and it is hoped will be in time for use this year. In the course of the revision I have established the following new varieties, forms, and hybrids:

×Rosa scottica hybr. nov. (R. spinosissima × mollis.)

Prickles straight and slender, running into glandular acicules, which are often few. Leaflets seven, rarely nine, large or rather large, oval, rounded or subacute at the apex, biserate, greyish tomentose on both sides, without subfoliar glands. Peticles densely tomentose, but typically hardly at all glandular or prickly. Peduncles solitary, of medium length, thinly and weakly aciculate. Petals white. Sepals more or less pinnate, with foliaceous tips, somewhat glandular. Fruit small, and apparently ill-developed, globose, clothed as on the peduncle or nearly smooth.

This hybrid, represented by Marshall's No. 2094 from Banff, and 2936 from S. Aberdeen, is much nearer to R. mollis (probably f. carnea) than to R. spinosissima, but its heteroecy and ill-formed fruit show the latter influence. I associate it with a very similar-looking plant gathered by Rogers in E. Inverness, differing in having numerous green or whitish subfoliar glands, which appear also on the upper surface. Its petals also are somewhat aciculate and prickly. I hardly think it deserves a separate name.

×R. mauroensis hybr. nov. (R. spinosissima × mollis.)

Prickles flat or declining, running into acicules, sometimes very numerous and almost eglandular. Leaflets seven, of medium size, oval, rounded or obtuse at the apex, fully biserate, greyish tomentose both sides, without subfoliar glands or with inconspicuous sessile green ones. Peticles more or less clothed with glandular setae and pricklets. Peduncles short, usually in clusters, thickly clothed with gland-tipped acicules. Fruit globose, similarly clothed. Sepals much as in ×R. scottica, but often broader and darker.

This is near ×R. scottica, but differs in its prickles and much more strongly armed peduncles. It is also of a darker colour, especially the stems and branches, which are often dark red.

It has been found in Mayo, Marshall No. 1623, and almost exactly the same form in W. Sutherland, Marshall No. 1891.

×R. Barclayi hybr. nov. (R. spinosissima × omissa.)

5 ft. high, running at the roots. Prickles straight, slender, sometimes more stout and more aciculate, very unequal, running into numerous glandular and eglandular acicules. Leaflets seven, oval, rounded or obtuse at the apex, fully biserate, dark green, subglabrous above, rather thinly pubescent beneath, densely covered with dark stipitate glands, which also appear in some quantity on the upper surface. Peticles densely glandular, with numerous very unequal straight prickles. Peduncles short, one to three in a cluster, armed with long spines, which also cover the whole calyx-tube. The longer spines are naked at the tip, but bear several very short lateral gland-tipped branches, the shorter spines are simple and gland-tipped. Sepals pinnate, intensely glandular, with some branched spines in the lower half. Petals deep red. Fruit ovoid-subglobose.

The description is from a plant gathered near Auchtermuir, Mid Perth, by Barclay in 1895, 1907, and 1918. The armature of the calyx-tube is unique. It is doubtless derived from var. suberecta (Ley.)

×R. Borealis hybr. nov. (R. spinosissima × omissa.)

6 ft. high. Prickles declining, straight, very unequal, the longest up to 2 in. long, running into acicules, which in my specimen are mostly eglandular. Leaflets ovate, somewhat narrowly oval, so small in most of the hybrids of the Villaros with the Spiniosissimae, acuminate, fully biserate, glabrous above, thinly pubescent beneath, with a few, sometimes very few, subfoliar glands. Petioles glabrous, with some stipitate glands and a few small pricklets. Peduncles one to four, of moderate length, with numerous long and short glandular or eglandular acicules, which extend in variable quantity to the calyx-tube, which is also sometimes smooth.Sepals long, not much pinnate, with a dark brown central band, and broad conspicuous pale edges, the band glandular, the edges tomentose and eglandular. Flowers white or tinged with rose. Fruit not formed, but probably ovoid or subglobose.

This is also almost certainly of omissa var. suberecta origin, but is quite distinct from the very striking ×R. Barclayi. I have only seen it from Sutherland, Marshall's No. 4081.


Characters of var. aspernata Briggs, but fruit globose or subglobose, typically densely, but sometimes thinly covered with glandular setae, not with acicules as in var. aspernata, though rarely some of the setae are almost strong enough to be described as acicules. Whole plant less glandular in all its parts.

I find quite a number of forms answering this description which have been labelled as R. aspernata in the past by British botanists, but the clothing and shape of the fruit differ materially. It has a less restricted distribution than R. aspernata, but is not common.

R. poulinii Tratt. Res. Monogr. ii. 112 (1823).

From the first time that I gathered the Ham Common, Surrey, R. stylosa var. evanida Chr., and examined the type-specimen gathered by Nicholson, I have doubted whether it was a Styloma form at all.
Mayle Rogers was also sceptical about it, while R. P. Murray thought it was an obtusifolia form. Sudre at first thought it was an andega-
vensis form and proposed to call it var. Wolly-Doddi, but later said he thought it might have all belong to the Stylora. Dingler agreed to its position in the Andegaevenses, but associated it with R. litigiosa Crép. His opinion was that it was a form of R. Pouzini, and thought it might be labelled R. Pouzini var. Wolly-Doddi (Sudre, 1908)
Dingler, a cumbersome and unsatisfactory name: I have since submitted my specimens to Dr. R. Keller, of Winterthur, who thinks it is neither a Stylora nor a litigiosa form, but one of R. Pouzini. So far as I know, Crépin never saw it.

Another plant from Fawkem Common and the neighbouring Bitchet Green, W. Kent, was seen by Crépin, who at once suggested that it was a form of R. Pouzini, but asked for ripe fruit. As I had gone abroad I asked Marshall to obtain this, but unfortunately he gathered fruit from the wrong bushes, which made Crépin decide that it was R. tomentella var. decipiens. Dingler, to whom I submitted all the specimens, saw the mistake, and quite confirmed Crépin's original opinion that my first gathering was a form of R. Pouzini, for which he suggested the name of var. anglica. More recently, Dr. Keller confirms these opinions, so I describe the two forms.

I give a short description of R. Pouzini Tratt., drawn up from those of Crépin and R. Keller, with the assistance of specimens of the typical species from Italy, kindly sent me by Dingler. The species has several striking varieties on the continent. Its chief characteristics are its prickles and the leaf toothed.

Rather low growing, with slender branches. Prickles with long, slender, curved or somewhat hooked points from long low bases. Leaflets remarkably small, glabrous, narrowed at each end, acute, but not acuminate nor cuspidate, often reddish when young, with conspicuously deep and open toothed, each tooth with a single glangular denticle on the back, none on the front. Petioles glabrous and densely glandular, the glands hardly extending to the midribs. Peduncles glandular-hispid. Flowers pale rose. Fruit ellipsoid or oblong, or ovoid with a narrowed apex, often very small. Styles glabrous or very thinly hispid. In Dingler's specimens the sepals are very short and little divided, but this does not appear to be a characteristic feature.

R. canina (Andegaevenses) var. Pouzini f. anglica f. nov.

Leaflets usually more acuminate or cuspidate than in the type of Pouzini, with less deep and more compound toothed. Petioles less glandular but more pubescent, the pubescence rarely extending slightly to the midribs. Fruit subglobose or ovoid.

Found on Fawkem Common, W. Kent, my No. 22, and between Bitchet Green and Stone Street, in the same neighbourhood, my No. 29, not Marshall's No. 1585 from the former station.

R. sylvaticus f. nov. (R. stylosa var. evenida Chr. in Bot. Exch. Club. Rept. 1879, 12 (1880).)

Leaflets, prickles, and slender habit of the type, but quite simply serrate (the original var. evenida was described as biserrate, but wrongly), the toothing finer and more correct, petioles not glandular and often much less pubescent than in f. anglica. Styles in an exerted column. Fruit as in f. anglica.

Found in some quantity on Ham Common, Surrey, but the station may have been destroyed by a fire which occurred a few years ago.

R. canina var. anglica. 1520.

A specimen from Stokes Henth, Surrey, I believe to be the same. It differs almost solely in its more pubescent petioles. It had been labelled R. litigiosa Crép. by Sudre, which R. Keller said it certainly was not, and labelled it R. canina L. subs. R. vulgaris Gains (Andegaevenses) var. adenotricha Burn. et Green, a name he oddly enough gave to my No. 46, which is undoubtedly the same as my No. 1590.

R. erecta x rubiginosa. 1978.

Prickles hooked, mixed with, but quite distinct from, numerous fine acicles and stalked glands on various parts of the branches. Leaflets elliptical ovate, with long acuminate point and somewhat rounded base, fully biserrate, coarsely so on the lower leaflets, much more finely on the upper ones, with plentiful subfoliar glands. Petioles densely glandular, with few prickles. Peduncles short, glandular-hispid. Fruit large, ovoid, smooth. Styles glabrous.

This has most of the characters of R. rubiginosa, but the leaflets of the upper leaves are quite different from any I ever saw in that species. My specimen might almost be described as heterophyllous, since the leaflets of the lower leaves are not only differently serrate, but are of a more regularly oval, much less acuminate form than those of the upper ones. The sepals have fallen.

It was gathered in 1878 by Druce on Barnwell Wolds, Northants, without any collector's number. Crépin labelled it "R. rubiginosa var.," and Baker said it was R. rubiginosa, but a very unusual form.

R. latens hybr. nov. (R. canina x mierontha; R. mierontha x canina l. Wolly-Doddi Dingl. in litt.)

Prickles stout and hooked, often running into acicles at the ends of the flowering branches. Leaflets oval, subaceate, broadly rounded at the base, subglabrous above, very finely pubescent beneath, sometimes with numerous, sometimes few subfoliar glands, finely glandular-

The appearance and colouring of this hybrid is quite unlike that of

The determination is due to Dingler.

R. dumetorum var. erecta var. nov. (R. dumetorum var. erecta W.-Dol in Journ. Bot. lvii. Suppt., 11 (1920).)
Prickles stout and hooked, but short. Leaflets rather large, oval, irregularly serrate, pubescent only on the midribs and nerves beneath. Petioles pubescent, rarely a little glandular, unarmed or nearly so. Peduncles conspicuous long, almost always in clusters of two to five. Sepals long, typically remarkably erect, but sometimes only spreading, or a few even reflexed, green and glandular on the backs. Styles hispid or thinly so. Fruit globose or broadly ovoid.

This might be mistaken for a Corisifolia form but for its long peduncles and only hispid styles. It often has the broad bracts and upper stipules of that group but this feature is a frequent one in Dumetorum forms. Crépin has expressed his opinion that it is a new variety of R. dumetorum. It is not easily separated from var. jactata.

It was originally gathered in Radnorshire, but has since been found in Surrey, Shropshire, Cheshire, and Cumberland. Examples from Essex, Middlesex, and Perth also probably belong here.

R. dumetorum (Collins) var. incerta (Désgl.) f. levistyla f. nov. (R. leuchochrau var. britt. non Desv.)

Differents from the variety in its glabrous styles.

This is the plant which has often been named R. leuchochrau Desv. in Britain, but it has none of the characteristics of the Stylosa, its disc being almost flat, that of the Stylosa being conical. The styles and stigmata, thin peduncles and more slender prickles also differ.

f. subglabra f. nov. (R. canina (Andegavensis) var. Wolley-Dodre R. Kell. in litt.)

Midribs alone very thinly pubescent, some of them often glabrous. Leaflets often more acuminate. Styles usually glabrous.

This form is considered by Dr. Keller to be intermediate between R. andegavensis and var. incerta, and he proposed to place it in the Andegavensis in spite of its pubescent midribs. I believe the admission of pubescent-leaved varieties into R. canina and glabrous ones into R. dumetorum may be correct, but have not adopted this arrangement, so place it under R. dumetorum.

f. pseudo-incerta R. Kell. in litt. (as var.) f. nov.

Leaflets more or less subbiserate.

I restrict typical var. incerta to forms with the leaflets almost or quite simply serrate.


Prickles few, small, with aggregations of fine glandular and eglandular acicles on the flowering branches. Leaflets rather small, rather narrowly elliptical, fully bi-serrate, thinly hairy beneath only. Peduncles solitary, long, glandular-hispid. Sepals strongly glandular. Styles thinly hispid or subglabrous. Fruit ovate, smooth.

This variety is only known from one station in Surrey.


6-8 ft. high. Prickles of moderate size, hooked or declining.

Leaves dark bluish green, rather large, regularly oval, acute, not acuminate, rounded at the base, thinly pubescent on both sides, with a few scattered inconspicuous subfoliar glands, biserate, the secondary teeth often reduced to sessile glands. Peduncles 14-18 mm. long, rather densely glandular-hispid. Sepals reflexed, more rarely more or less spreading, glaucous on the backs, with narrow pubescent. Styles often exerted, hispid, sometimes densely so, but more usually thinly. Petals pale rose. Fruit ovoid or broadly so, more or less glandular-hispid.

This variety has been mistaken for R. cassis Sm., with which it has no affinity. It is peculiar for the presence of subfoliar glands. It is often very near forms of var. incerta. It occurs frequently in Devon and elsewhere in Derbyshire.

R. dumetorum (Merciea) var. Saverry var. nov.

Prickles few, slender, arcuate. Leaflets of medium size, broadly ovate, almost suborbicular, obtuse, cuspitate, fully bi-serrate, slightly pubescent on midribs only beneath, with a few subfoliar glands. Peduncles in clusters of three, glandular-hispid. Sepals somewhat glandular. Styles glabrous on a very conical disc. Fruit not formed, but the calyx-tube looks as if it would develop into a small, broadly ovoid fruit.

This variety is known only from one station in S. Devon.

R. cornifolia var. subhispida var. nov.

Prickles of the type. Petioles glandular, sometimes densely so. Leaflets oval or broadly so, somewhat rounded or not much narrowed at the base, subacute, or subobtuse and cuspitate, rarely acuminate, glabrous above, pubescent all over beneath, without subfoliar glands, more or less irregularly, sometimes doubly serrate, very rarely simply so. Peduncles one to three, short, with a few glandular setae, some of them smooth. Sepals spreading or suberect, often very roughly hispid on the backs. Fruit globose or subglobose, smooth or rarely with a few scattered setae.

I use this name to cover specimens which have been referred to var. Watsoni, but have more or less hispid peduncles. They differ from var. Bakeri mainly in the absence of subfoliar glands, and usually in less biserate leaflets.

R. cornifolia var. Bakeri (Désgl.) f. setiger a f. nov.

Peduncles with strong or with numerous glandular setae. Fruit often more subglobose. Otherwise as in var. Bakeri.

I have segregated a few specimens which come under the above definition, and which can hardly be Baker's idea of var. Bakeri. I can find no continental name to suit them, unless it be possibly R. glauca var. pseudo-cineraria Roy.

X R. tomentelloformis hybr. nov. (R. tomentella var. Daverri x rubiginosa.)

Prickles few, large and much hooked, degenerating into numerous acicles below the inflorescence on some of the flowering branches. Leaflets rather large, oval, acute, subglaucous above, thinly pubescent beneath, subfoliar glands sometimes very numerous. Sometimes several. Petioles pubescent, glandular and prickly. Peduncles in considerable
clusters, densely glandular-acicular. Fruit small, ellipsoid, often ill-developed or abortive, smooth or slightly aciculate at the base. Sepals closely reflexed, shaped as in var. Borreri. Styles somewhat salient, hispid.

A very peculiar plant, which I think is certainly this hybrid, though R. rubiginosa is only known in gardens in the district where it grows. It has been suggested that it is only a strong form of var. Borreri or of R. tomentella var. desipiens, but all its characters are against such suggestion. It runs at the roots so as to fill several yards of the hedge where it grows.

It is known in one Cheshire station only.


As in typical R. mollis, but with subfoliar glands.

Smith's specimens have no subfoliar glands, and his description does not mention them, so I have segregated the form which Ley used to call "glandular mollis," but named var. recondita in his paper.

× R. glaucodes hybr. nov. (R. mollis × glaucus.)

Prickles long, straight, but with stoutish elongate bases. Leaflets of medium size, elliptical-oval, narrowly rounded or quite narrowed below, obtuse or acute, subentous on both sides, almost without subfoliar glands, fully glandular biseriate. Petioles tomentose, glandular, and prickly or unarmed. Peduncles as long as the fruit, smooth. Sepals long, narrow, pinnate, very glandular, erect. Fruit globose or subglobose, smooth. Styles villous.

I have this from two stations in Cumberland, in not quite identical forms. It has the appearance of R. glaucus, and Dingler suggested its hybrid origin.

× R. smoolbrand hybr. nov. (R. mollis × omissa var. suberecta.)

Prickles straight, often unequal in length. Petioles tomentose, very variable in armature, sometimes quite without glandular setae and prickles, sometimes almost as densely clothed with them as in var. suberecta. Leaflets ovate, subacute or obtuse, or even quite rounded at the apex, grey-green and more or less densely tomentose on both sides, typically without subfoliar glands, but in some forms with numerous ones, fully biseriate. Peduncles one to three, occasionally more, variable in length and armature, sometimes nearly smooth, sometimes densely acciculate with eglandular acicules. Fruit ovoid or broadly ovoid, clothing variable as on the peduncles. Sepals erect or spreading, sometimes entire, sometimes as much pinnate as in var. suberecta.

The description is a comprehensive one, since the hybrid varies, as all hybrids do, but the variations do not occur in combinations which would admit of segregation. They all seem to be intermediate in characters and general appearance between R. omissa var. suberecta and R. mollis, including its forma carulea, often having the red colouring of the former. The leaflets are more like those of R. mollis. Some of the fruits are often abortive or ill-formed, which supports the idea of the hybrid origin.

I have a considerable series from Ross and Sutherland, several of which have been labelled R. pumila var. vaginata Rouy by Suley, but I do not think they have anything to do with R. pumila.

R. pumila var. typica f. ssp. typica f. glandulosa f. nov.

As in the type, but without subfoliar glands.

There is little doubt that Smith meant his R. tomentosa to have subfoliar glands, and he expressly mentions them in his later description, so I segregate the forms which are without them.

R. tomentosa (Scabriuscula) var. britannica (R. britannica Boulenger (?) in Journ. Bot. lxxii. 283 (1920) non Désegl. MS. nec auct. brit.)

Prickles long, stout-based, quite straight or erect, sometimes quite absent. Leaflets often five only, very large, often 1.2 in. long by 0.5 in. wide (Boulenger gives even larger dimensions), widely spaced, usually rounded or even emarginate, more rarely narrowed at the base, thinly pubescent on both sides, with some, sometimes many, subfoliar glands, remarkably coarsely biseriate. Petioles densely but finely tomentose, moderately glandular, sometimes with numerous pricklets, sometimes unarmed. Peduncles rather long, densely hispid, sometimes almost aciculate. Sepals variable, usually more spreading-erect than is usual in the Group, but deciduous by mid-September. Fruit typically ovoid, but varying from broadly so to quite ellipsoid, though forms with it have it ill-developed, almost always more or less hispid, sometimes densely so, rarely quite smooth. Styles usually globose, but some forms have them hispid.

A constant character is the very large coarsely biseriate leaflets, widely spaced on the petioles. It comes near var. fowleri, but is quite different from specimens from Cheshire and elsewhere, which I believe represent Boulenger's var. britannica.

It occurs frequently north of the Downs in E. Surrey and extends into W. Kent. I have also seen it from Oxfordshire.

REPRODUCTIVE MECHANISM IN LAND FLORA.

II. LIFE-CYCLES.

BY A. H. CHURCH, M.A.

From preceding general considerations of the condition of reproductive mechanism, as first approached in higher plants and animals, it would appear that for Land Flora the essential process is enshrined within the confines of special gamete-nuclei, which act as carriers of individualized chromosomes; while within the latter are located the actual genes which in some way control the working out of all the morphological and biological characters of the plant soma. Such mechanism involves two distinct phenomena included as (1) Karyogamy, (2) Mitosis. The former process, in simplest
terms, including the mingling of the chromosomes of two haploid gametes into a single rejuvenated diploid nucleus of the zygote; the latter process a phenomenon of binary segregation, by which the diploid nucleus is restored to a haploid organization. These proceedings may be spaced far apart in the cell-history of distinct individuals; the nuclear cycle being interrupted possibly by many intervening stages of apparent resting, or by the active mitosis involved in the general continuation of vegetative cell-division. Meiosis is thus to be treated as the second act in the drama, in that it follows karyogamy, which may then appear as a causal factor (post hoc ergo propter hoc). But it may be reasonably concluded that the haploid state with its single set of determining factors (genes) is to be considered phylogenetically the older condition; if only because there must have been a time before such reproductive processes had been evolved, and any such organism, admittedly hypothetical, if they had possessed chromosomes would have been classed as haploid.

The second point that emerges is that in karyogamy and segregation, the two sets of paternal and maternal chromosomes have equivalent value and function; i.e., they do not themselves present sex-characters. In many insects special ‘sex-chromosomes’ were described (1905); either a distinct pair (idiocromosomes, x and y), or one only (x-chromosome); the function of these being apparently to control the sex of the zygote-soma. A comparable idiocromosome set was first described for a plant in the Hepatic Sphaerocephalus (Allen, 1917), and more recently similar sex-chromosomes have been found in plants of diverse relationship (e.g. Elodea, Hamamelis, Rumex Acetosa, Lycopersicum alba), while in Vallisneria spiralis even an ‘odd’ sex-chromosome. But the point of interest centres in the

1 In the case of Pinnus, between karyogamy and meiosis the haploid zygote may grow to a tree for 10–20 years before producing female and male sporophytes, spaced over 12 months (June to June); in the case of the microspore, 3 haploid mitoses between April and June of the succeeding year. The popular hypothesis of ‘Germ cells’ (Weissmann) does not apply to plants.

2 This is opposed to the zoological suggestion that the diploid zygote is the starting-point, and the segregation of chromosomes provides for the elaboration of single-factor gametes, with sexual fusion as the vital climax. The ‘pairing’ of the chromosomes is no indication of a miniature act of sexual union; but is solely a necessary device employed in the act of segregation. ‘Fusion’ only applied in higher plants as plasmatic tracts. Synangia is a less satisfactory term than karyogamy. Chromosomes are sorted only. Any hypothesis of normal blending, or exchange of material substance, would destroy the individuality so carefully guarded during wholly indefinite numbers of somatic divisions on similar mitotic principles. Hence ‘crossing over’, however general, appears as a defect or accident of the collodial mechanism.

3 Winge (1924) ‘Nature’, p. 295; Doncaster (1920), Cytology, p. 188. There must be something wrong with a terminology which commits one to the paradox that a ‘sex-chromosome’ controls the differentiation of sex in an asexual generation. The idiocromosome expresses a mechanism for the binary differentiation of the individuals of the same generation. It has no direct connection with karyogamy; but only very indirectly as part of the arrangement for securing the crossing which renders the reproductive scheme a success.

fact that while the ‘sex-chromosomes’ of animals control the differentiation of a diploid gamete-producing soma, in the higher plant the effective dioecism (or sex distinction) is expressed in the morphology of the ‘asexual’ diploid sporophyte; in Sphaerocephalus that of a haploid gametophyte. The intimate mechanism has no sex in the original sense of the obvious morphological distinction of somatic characters. The terms originally used to mark external and secondary features have been gradually carried on to essential organs and cells, as the process of fertilization was reduced to its ultimate details, until their connotation has been entirely changed. Thus in the plant, the chromosomes of the two gametes may be regarded as equally balanced, even if the nuclei are of different size following heterogamous differentiation; and when karyogamy and meiosis are spaced apart as two distinct though correlated phenomena, the nuclear cycle is cut into two sections, but one half is theoretically no more ‘sexual’ than the other.

Hence in the case of the land-plants, in which the two phases are isolated in distinct individuals (gametophyte and sporophyte), one plant soma is really no more ‘sexual’ than the other. It takes the two to make up the whole mechanism; and all sex-terms of anthropomorphic origin and introduction, as applied to the more visible differentiation of function in parts (members, organs, and cells) associated with the maintenance of crossing, are uncalled for, and might be preferably wholly eliminated. Neither generation is wholly devoted to the reproductive process; in either the necessity for a mechanism of crossing may be insisted. The morphological distinction of ‘sex’ bears a relation to some physiological mechanism of transfer only. In lower forms (Algae, Bryophyta, Pteridophyta) arrangements are made for the translocation of gametes in a manner directly comparable with the fertilization of animals; but in Phanerogams the onus of crossing falls on the sporophyte generation; hence cross-pollination has been confused with the cross-fertilization it ensures, and the mechanism of the approximation of spores has been equally and popularly distinguished by conventional sex-terms as ‘male’ and ‘female’ (flowers, trees).

The situation is readily expressed in simple phraseology. A heterogamic distinction in gamete-construction, analogous with that of animals, is very general, giving the microgamet and megagamete. But comparable differentiation of spores may be equally efficient in the mechanism of crossing, giving the microspore and megaspore respectively. Among Gymnosperms (Cyprus, Ginkgo) both types of differentiation obtain to a marked degree in the same life-cycle. Heterogamy of the gametes is extreme in Cycads, as is also the Heterospory (though now expressed in the sporophylls rather than in the spores) of the sporophyte. It is useless to attempt to describe distinct sets of biological phenomena in the same conventional sex-terms (male and female). There will always be a natural tendency to keep these words as convenient metaphorical expressions applicable to the original gametes themselves; since their mechanism of approximation (by chemotaxis and flagellar action) is at bottom identical.
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with that of animal gametes. But such mechanism of translocation has nothing to do with the essentials of karyogamy and meiosis. There can be no objection to the use of any simple terms, in the absence of better; so long as it is clearly understood to what extent they refer to realities, and are not merely subjective and metaphorical; e.g., the higher animal (Metazoon) has two types of body ("dioecious" in the Linnean sense), male and female, as also the "monoeocious" hermaphroditic, commonly diploid, but not invariably so. The higher type of flowering plant may have four types,—"androecious" staminate and carpellary, together with the monoeocious form, and commonly diploid,—the "sexual," "male" and "female," also (adding Psiridophyta) with the monoeocious possibility, and commonly haploid. The hermaphroditic (monoeocious) may be common to all three; but it is obvious that the same sex-terms, male and female, should not be used in all the cases. Lower plants may present additional "intercalated" stages. Hence the terms "haploid" and "diploid" remain exact indications of the normal condition of the nucleus, at respective stages of its cycle. But, though commonly associated, they have no necessary bearing on the morphology of individuals; and being in no sense of causation, they are not absolutely constant.\(^1\) Dating from Strasburger, 1905, these terms are precise and definite at their obvious connotation; they are not to be mixed up with or confused with either older sex-conceptions of male and female, or sexual and asexual; nor again with the conception of gametophyte and sporophyte which belongs to the latter half of the nineteenth century. Older terms are useful in their place, but they are not to be read into new points of view.

Again, since every occurrence of karyogamy demands a consequent meiotic segregation—it being obvious that chromosome sets cannot go on duplicating indefinitely, even if they do so now and then—\(^2\) it follows that all organisms, with nuclei which present phenomena of karyogamy, also normally exhibit meiosis. The former process, commonly expressed by initial plasmic fusion (syngamy) of gametes, being comparatively easy to check, has been the first to be generally described. Nuclear fusions in plants have been known since 1879 (Spirogyra), but meiosis only since 1890. Hence in every nucleated organism a racial sequence is set in operation; karyogamy and meiosis may alternate indefinitely over a range of individuals in progression of time. But the case of the higher animal, in which the entire cycle is included within the life of one individual, is so commonplace to our own animal perceptions of what is "fitting," that the case of the plant, in which the nuclear cycle may be spread over two or more generations, appears at first sight anomalous and even fantastic; while the few forms presenting a life-cycle completed in one individual appear better equipped as "sexual" organisms. There is really no inherent biological necessity why the nuclear cycle should not be spread over a succession of individuals. A division of labour, for example, in which one individual takes on the function of securing karyogamy, and another that of meiosis, is no more remarkable than the separation of bodily function commonly presented in the "micro" and "mega" organisms, whether gamete- or spore-producing of the same generation. The race, again, is not controlled by the exigencies of individuals; the latter are the servants of the race.

However, the fact that in all land-flora the nuclear cycle is so divided between two successive individuals of the life-cycle, as opposed to the story of the land animal, some consideration is required as to the possible manner in which this may have been effected—beginning with the case of simpler forms of aquatic habit still available, as suggesting the general lines of divergence from the original inception of the nuclear mechanism of inheritance. There is no need to force the plant into agreement with the animal, or to crush all the phenomena into one east-west scheme. The story of the animal (Metazoon) is curiously uniform on general lines of heterogamy; but too much consideration of one special case may militate against obtaining a true perspective for the whole range of living organism.\(^3\) The plant is not derived from the animal, any more than is the animal from the plant. Both present phases of the same problem. But the plant-story is distinctly more comprehensive, more open to variation, modification, and interpolation. In this way it covers a wider range of biological possibility. The more complex and specialized animal body may be associated with more advanced and stereotyped nuclear mechanism, but the simpler plants present better examples of the general case; and hence the plant story should be given priority in any discussion of the elementary relations of sex-phenomena and nuclear cycles.

The preceding may suffice to indicate the confusion that has resulted from collecting a large number of distinct biological phenomena under the old sex-headings (male and female). Originally\(^1\) of Weismann's Theory of Germ-Plasm, "Reduction," "Maturation" of gametes.
employed to denote differentiation of external form and function in
higher animals, these terms were passed on by anatomists to internal
cell-organs, and ultimately to the cell-games. In plants, applied
first to members and cells utilized in cross-pollination, they were
again passed on to the organs and cell-games of lower forms, to be
finally extended to the essential nuclei. It now appears more clearly
that in all organisms in which the nuclear tract has attained the
differentiation of chromosomes, the latter are involved in a mechanism
of racial inheritance, expressed in a nuclear cycle. This relation,
again, is quite distinct from any plasma-controlling function the
nucleus may perform during its so-called 'resting-stage' in the metab-
olism of the cell. This nuclear cycle (changing at karyogamy and
meiosis) is present in all phases of plant organism, right back to the
unicellular stage of the free plakton-flagellate. In higher plants it
appears as the inherited equipment of remote cellular organization,
and remains unchanged in all essentials as the key to the problem of
racial entity. Organisms whose nuclei can successfully cooperate in
the functions of both karyogamy and meiosis are recognized as specific
forms, in which, bar accidents, the inheritance is maintained and
continually cross-sorted and shuffled. These processes not only
establish the race as a community of living interbreeding units, but
stabilize it to a standardized type, which by natural selection is again
adjusted to a certain class of environment, isolating it the more
definitely from other competitors, to the end that the survivors appear
'adapted' to their surroundings. On the other hand, successful co-
operation demands very precise agreement, and the result of so
complicated a mechanism going wrong at any point affords scope for a
wide range of possible variations, which take their chances of success
under equally variable changes of environment. No species can
remain absolutely constant, as no environment to which it can be
subjected is constant either over an unlimited period.

The condition of the sea is the most variable; though even here
the factors of light-supply and temperature may vary locally with the
depth over a wide range. The age of sea-weed forms is beyond
computation. Hence to the botanist of the land, the sea remains a
vast reserve of the most archaic plant-life of the world. So slow are
the changes in such environment, that it is probable that the vegeta-
tion of the sea was, in somatic and reproductive attainment, much the
same as it is now, before there was any land-flora at all, or even any
land above the water for the plants to grow on. On the other hand,
the same priority cannot be claimed for fresh-water algae; all of
which, owing to the casual nature of any water-supply on land, have to
face a water-problem somewhere in their life-history—hence affording
copious examples of 'resting-stages,' as perennation-devices over
drought, which are wholly wanting in the sea; as again they face
the starvation of food-solutions diluted to the concentration of rain-
water.
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REVIEWS.

Die Laubmoose Fennoskandias. By V. F. Brotherus. 118 Text-
figures, pp. i-xiii, 1-635, 1923. Helsingfors, Akademisk

This fine volume is issued by the Society pro Fauna et Flora
Fennica as Flora Fennica i, with the aid of a State subvention.
It is an important contribution to the Bryological literature of contin-
ental Europe, comprising the mosses (excluding Sphagnum) of
the whole Scandinavian peninsula and Finland, which together form
a fairly well-defined and self-contained phyto-geographical area.
The work therefore takes up and concludes Hagen's Forsaker til en
Norsk Løvs solsflora, which was left uncompleted at his death, and
also Hj. Möller's Lofossor som utbredes i Sverige.

The full distribution of each species is given for Finland, and the
provincial distribution for Norway and Sweden (the more detailed locali-
"ties for those countries being given in the works named). The general
geographical distribution is also given for each species. The sub-
ject is, however, treated on quite fresh lines. Whereas, for instance,
Hagen does not (except in the case of newly-published species) give
descriptions of the plants, but only critical notes, more or less fully
according to the circumstances, the present work gives descriptions
of all the species; these are brief and concise, but are aimed to give
the principal distinguishing characters, and with the aid of the Keys
under each genus, will be found to supply most of the information
required to distinguish the species. The entire lack of critical or
descriptive notes will certainly be regretted, but the already con-
siderable size and weight of the volume is no doubt responsible for
this.

The general system followed is that which Fleischcr has gradually
evolved in his work on the Mosses of Java; thus departing rather
widely on the one hand from the system of Engler & Prantl, Pflanzen-
familien, and on the other from the order mostly followed hitherto
in works on European bryology. It will seem strange to many
European bryologists to find the Orthotrichaceae and Pterygotrichaceae
grouped with Fontinalis, Climaciurn, the Neckeraceae, &c., while the
families of the Pleurocarpidae, like many others of our old families in
these evolutionary times, have been to a great extent broken up, and
various members of them sent abroad to find a home in distant parts.
The genera of Entolomitaceae, for instance, as understood in the Pflan-
zzenfamilien, are distributed over at least five families in Fleischer's
system. Apart from the arrangement, moreover, the new system
shows a considerable increase in the number of genera. This arises
to some extent, at least, from following Hagen's system, under which
an appreciable number of new genera were created, e. g., under
Dicranaceae, where Pseudophrumiorn, Caesnium, Kiarin, and Para-
leocorys will have to many readers an unfamiliar ring.

In some respects we think it rather unfortunate that Hagen has
been so closely followed—e. g., in his division of the higher genera of


Dicerandraeaceae into the two groups: (i.) Section of leaf showing the lamina gradually diminishing in thickness from the nerve to the margin; (ii.) Section of leaf scarcely thinner at margin than near the nerve. The actual facts seem extremely doubtful; the distinction even where valid is frequently by no means easily observed, and the resulting system surely violates the natural grouping of the genus, as when Dicranella is separated from Anisochemanthe, and placed with Campylolpus and Dicranodontium, while Dicranum is separated from all these. If Leucoloma and Dicranoloma found a place in the Scandinavian flora, it is hard to say where, under such a system, they would be consigned! From their narrow marginal cells they would have to be put under (i.), with Dicranella and Campylolpus; but would they "stay put"—as our American friends say,—when no author as yet has been able to define the limit between Dicranoloma and Dicranum?

One other point as to which there will be some difference of opinion is the nomenclature employed. Hagen, as is well known, was not in sympathy with the decision of the Brussels International Botanical Conference, whereby the nomenclature of the Bryales began with Hedwig Sp. Musc. Following this view we have Bryum crysispum Schreb. (1771) resurrected, so that Dicranella Schreberi (Sw.) Schimp. becomes Anisochemanthe crisispum (Schreb.) Lindh., while Dicranella crisispum Schimp. becomes A. vaginula (Dicks.) Loes.; Trematodon ambigues (Hedw.) becomes T. elongatus (Stroem) Hagu.; Seligeria recurvata (Hedw.) Bry. eur. becomes S. setacea (Wulf.) Lindh., and so on.

European bryologists would be grateful to this volume, if for nothing else, in that the wealth of northern species of Brynum (their description scattered through many publications) 135 species, apart from subspecies—has been reduced to an ordered train with a practical key.

The volume is well got up and well printed; the misprints seem very few, so far as we have observed. Pterigynandrum is spelled Pterigynandrum throughout, but this is no doubt in deference to Hagen, who constantly spelled it so. Hedwig, however, certainly spelled it Pterigynandrum—and surely he was right. The spelling Pterigynandrum seems to arise from confusion with Pterigynandrum.

The illustrations are drawn in line for insertion in the text, and add greatly to the value of the book; but the lines seem to be unnecessarily hard, and therefore often convey a rather false idea of solidity. The detail with which the volume is produced is evidenced by the fact that the name of the firm supplying the paper, and even of that supplying the stuff paper for the cover, is given. If the price had been mentioned a still more useful detail would have been added.

H. N. D.
some times that witnessed the disruption of the Carolingian empire after the death of Charlemagne. He entered the Abbey of Reichenaun, in Swabia, and in course of time became its abbot . . . . There he died, from some cause unknown, on September 17th, 849, leaving to the world a number of elegant poems and several prose works which entitle him to a high place among Carolingian writers." This we learn from the introduction to this translation—the first to appear in English—of Hortus, a poem which was exceedingly popular in the middle ages: it was first printed at Nuremberg in 1610, from a manuscript found in the monastery of St. Gall, in Switzerland, and has often been reprinted. Mr. Lambert's translation is from a text published in 1884; Strabo, he says, "was the first amateur gardener in literature . . . . the first part of Hortus, describing how the monk laid out his garden, struggled with adversity, and finally produced what to himself seemed the finest crop in the world, is indeed a vivid literary snapshot which we moderns can appreciate."

The text begins with a charming dedication to the Abbot of Weissenburg. Then come practical instructions as to the making of a garden and its difficulties.

Strabo begins with the destruction of the nettles which covered "the little court-yard that adjoins my front door," and whose "roots formed a thick mat Just like what the plough-boys so cleverly plait For their stables, of osiers twined in a knot To protect horses' hooves from the damp and the rot," and describes the preparation of the soil.

Having dwelt on the reward of perseverance, Strabo proceeds to "Try to describe by its name and to teach The virtues of every plant that I grew, That the least may have honour, where honour is due."

Then follow the contents of the garden, beginning with Sage, "to which must be given the pride of first place."

The Pumpkin and Melon are described at considerable length: "the use and the power of redoubtable Horehound" include a tribute to its antidotal value:

"Again, if your step-mother bears you ill-will And mixes a poisonous aconite pill In your food, and rejoices to see you look sad As you swallow the drug and begin to feel bad, Never worry, but drink off a cup of this herb, Your step-mother's evil designs it will curb."

"Mint" seems to have had a very comprehensive signification—"What a number of separate species and kinds. Of different colour and power one finds." What was the "delectable species" that "provides"?

"With its foliage plenty of shade on all sides; Like the elder, it puts forth a fresh set of shoots From its branches, the higher they grow from the roots. The scent of this kind is distinct and the taste Especially bitter."
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followed by Prof. Ch. Flahault's valuable biographical account of the distinguished algologists Gustave Thuret and Edouard Bornet, with appended bibliographies; the late Prof. N. Wille, of Christiania, is similarly commemorated by K. Müntzer Ström. P. Frémy begins a contribution to the algalia florae of French Equatorial Africa; G. Hamel writes on the appearance on the Normandy and Brittany coast of Anadyomene aquatica F. Lamour., and an account of the work of Dr. M. Lyle in this Journal for 1922, pp. 340-350. "Phytoplankton and environment in the English Lake District" are discussed by W. H. Pearse. The remaining pages are occupied with bibliography, supplying a classified series of careful abstracts with full citation of new diagnoses.

We have received the reprints from the British Association Report for 1922 of the "List of Papers" bearing upon British Natural History during that year. In general format, it corresponds with that for 1921, which we noticed in last year's Journal (p. 157); the criticisms and suggestions then made apply to the present list, although we understand that they are being considered in regard to future issues. The list, which is very exhaustive, reflects great credit on the compiler—Mr. T. Sheppard, M.Sc., of the Museums, Hull.

At the Annual Meeting of the Linnaean Society on May 22, Dr. Rendle (President), delivered an address on the work of Linnaeus in Holland, his connection with Dutch naturalists, especially with George Clifford, and the Hortus Cliffortianus descriptive of Clifford's Herbarium. He also referred to the Cliffortian Herbarium (purchased by Sir Joseph Banks in 1791) and showed evidence of its intimate relation with the Hortus Cliffortianus. Other instances of the importance of early collections for interpreting Linnaeus's Species Plantarum were described, namely, Hermann's Herbarium, the basis of Linnaeus's Flora Zeylanica, and John Clayton's American collection, the basis of Gronovius's Flora Virginica; these, with Clifford's Herbarium, are now in the Natural History Museum.

At the meeting of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society on April 29, Prof. Weiss exhibited a plant he pollinated by the hybrid between the Primrose (Primula auricula) and the Oxlip (P. elatior) with the pollen of P. julia, a small alpine species with purple flowers, thus obtaining a tri-hybrid. This, though of larger size, has the habit of P. julia, and also the almost glabrous character of foliage and flowers, the tomentose condition of the Primrose and its hybrid having been lost. The leaves are larger and more elongate than those of P. julia, but smaller than those of the Primrose and the Oxlip; the leaves have the distincted coloration of P. julia; the flowers are also generally borne singly, though in one or two cases a diminutive scape is formed. The colour of the flower was in the majority of cases that of the Primrose, or somewhat paler, but in two cases the plants produced purple flowers, and in one case yellow flowers with a few purple streaks. It has as yet not been ascertained whether this tri-hybrid is fertile. The Oxlip employed was the true P. elatior Jaq., which, Prof. Weiss informs us, he obtained from Cambridgeshire many years ago and has had in cultivation ever since.
At the meeting of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh on 19th June a paper was read on behalf of Col. H. H. Johnston on "Additions to the Flora of Orkney." The additions are mainly in the nature of varieties and micro-species and include a dandelion, Taraxacum latifrons, described by Dahlstedt as a new species. Under notes on Zannichellia, Col. Johnston states on the authority of Dr. H. Dahlstedt and Prof. C. H. Ostenfeld that the Orkney plant from Loch Kirkbister referred by Dr. Boswell to Z. polyacrum var. tenaxissima Fr. is not that species, but Z. repens Boenn. As noted in our last issue, the Society will hold a two days' meeting on Thursday and Friday, the 17th and 18th of this month. The forenoon sessions on both days will be devoted to demonstrations of various methods and results of plant-propagation as practised at the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. The afternoons will be occupied in the reading of papers dealing with special problems of propagation in certain species and genera. The results of recent work on Clematis, Camphor and Bulbous Plants will be presented, while the general subjects of Root Cuttings and Horizontal Branch Propagation will also be discussed. Further particulars of the meeting may be obtained from the Secretary of the Society, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

The Journal of the Botanical Society of S. Africa (part 10) contains papers by Miss A. V. Duthie on 'South African Mycetozoa' (plate); R. H. Compton on 'The Ferns of Kirstenbosch,' with a key to those of the Cape Peninsula; and by K. Schum on 'Retsee (plate). Under the heading 'The Kew of South Africa' Mr. Compton, the Director of the Kirstenbosch Gardens, criticises a speech delivered by the then Prime Minister, General Smuts, at the opening last July of the new herbarium at Pretoria in connexion with the Department of Agriculture: "You want a Kew: what Kew is to England and the British Empire, this Herbarium must be to South Africa." The Kirstenbosch Garden, says Mr. Compton, "was founded as the National Botanic Garden of S. Africa long before the establishment of the Botanical Survey and its associated herbarium; in Kirstenbosch and the Bolus Herbarium—those two institutions were associated from the first—an embryo South African Kew already existed. The Bolus Herbarium, the finest in S. Africa, ekes out an existence on the bequest of its founder; Kirstenbosch is starved of funds. And yet it is seriously proposed to establish and finance another Kew in Pretoria! Is it official blindness or jealousy, or is it an example of the mania for centralisation?"

The Bulletin de la Société Botanique de France (vol. 71, parts 1 and 2; Jan., Feb. 1924) contains 'Écologie d'une aulnie [alderplot] dans les Moëres,' by Dr. M. B. de Leslai; 'Un nouveau genre de Dioscoreaées' (Acetra; Madagascar), by H. P. de la Bathie; 'Festuca maritima var. novas,' by A. Saint-Yves (British specimens are referred to); 'Sur les espèces du genre Kleiniodoxa,' by F. Pellegrin; 'Pollonia n. g. Compositae (Amann), by P. Gagnep., 'Associations végétales de la forêt de Preuilly,' by R. Gaume; 'Un genre nouveau africain à affinités ibériques' (Trag...tiana; Congo), by F. Pellegrin; 'Plantes des Corbières et des Pyrénées,' by Col. Verguin; 'Anomalies florales chez les Orchidées,' by A. Camus; 'Étude sur la végétation des côtes basses en Provence,' by J. Arène; 'Epiphytiques nouvelles' (Dendroicae, n. g., Tonkin), by F. Gagnep.; 'Cyperaceae africaines critiques,' by H. Chermouz; 'Le souffle des plantes,' by E. Gadeau; 'Pour la nomenclature tenebrosa,' by P. Fournier; 'Sedum Perrottii, sp. n.,' by Raymond-Hamet.

In Notes from the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, for November 1923, Mr. M. Y. Orr has an interesting paper on the leaf-glands of Discocraea unguiculata. This species, which is an inhabitant of West African tropical rain-forests, has remarkably well-developed acuminate leaf-spines with a complex glandular system traversing them from base to apex. The mucilaginous secretion which fills the lumen of the glands harbours a great number of a species of bacterium, which, when isolated and grown in pure culture, is able to fix nitrogen at an appreciable degree; the nitrogen content of the glandular mucous is greatly in excess of that of the leaf-lamina, indicating that a similar process of nitrogen fixation is taking place within the glands. The "symbiosis" between leaves and bacteria in different plants (Psychotria baxterii, Ardrisia crispa, etc.) is not common.


The Kew Bulletin (no. 4) contains in tabular form a 'Proposed Rerangement of Families comprising the Archichlamydeae,' by J. Hutchinson; 'A Revision of Elatostema,' by S. Garabedian (23 species, 2 new); 'Citharexylum Bessonianum' = C. spicatum, comb. nov., by T. A. Sprague; 'A Revision of Euserruria,' by D. Thoday (16 species, 5 new).

The Gardens' Bulletin, Straits Settlements, issued April 15, is entirely occupied by "A List of Oriental Vernacular Names of the Genus Discocraea," by Mr. J. H. Burkhill, who "has been engaged on a botanic and economic study of the oriental species of the genus and has collected much native opinion upon them." The list of names so collected, which, with preliminary notes, occupies 124 pages, is printed in the belief that "used as a quarry of statements meant for examination it can be of considerable ethnomological value." The paper includes various maps, illustrating the distribution of the species.
The fourteenth number (April) of The Flowering Plants of South Africa contains ten plates by various artists, with descriptions of interesting species; they include Diplogyphaea ciliata N. E. Br., of which no figure has been published since that of Masson in 1796; Protea Roupelettii Meisn., whose misspelling of the commemorative name is followed; Urginea Berkii Baker, a plant extremely poisonous to stock; Ceropogia ampliata E. Mey., and Eulophia leontoglossa Rehb. f.


The Journal of the Arnold Arboretum (vol. v. no. 2; April) contains papers by T. Nakai on the Sino-Japanese species of Raphio-lpis and Ereobryta, with a clavis to each genus, and "New and Noteworthy Ligneous Plants of Eastern Asia" with descriptions of many new species. Mr. H. Wilson writes on the Rhododendrons of Hupch, and Mr. E. J. Palmer on "The Ligneus Flora of Rich Mountain, Arkansas."

Mr. S. Swayne contributes to the Gardener's Chronicle for May 24 some interesting plant-lore from an old Latin Dictionary, printed in London in 1552—"a revised edition of Sir Thomas Elyot's Latin Dictionary" (the title-page is missing). It contains an interesting account of the making of "wad" (woad) which "hath remayned unknouen in Engelande 1000 yeeres, and now still now of late an honest marchant man (zelous of the common weale) hath eftessones nourished that herbe in his gardeyn at London, and by the example, which he founde in countreys beyond the sea, he makynge houses and myles, to his importable charges, hath now experienced to make the same wad to the inestimable commodite of this realme, ye it be woortherly imbraced, the merchants name is Rs. goodman (i.e. Ralph Goodman) a name ryghte agreeable unto his qualitees, who deserveth to be encouraged, that by his thanke and rewarde, other maie the rather endeavour themselves, either to invent by their wittes, or to attempte by the example of other countreys, to augmente the weale and honour of this realme of England."

The Botanical Department of the Natural History Museum has just acquired the extensive Scandinavian herbarium of Dr. Hugo Granvik, of Malmo, which consists of more than 16,000 sheets of excellently dried and selected plants. It contains series of critical plants, not previously represented in the Museum collections, which had been needed for comparison with British specimens, e.g., several of Alchemillas, Euphrasia fennica, Polygonum colchicum, etc. The collection should be very useful to British botanists who study critical forms, and also to students of nomenclature who desire to know the forms which Linnaeus would have known in the field. There is a fine series of plants from Oeland and Gotland, which should help in the understanding of the plants mentioned by Linnaeus in his account of his journey thither.

The Botanical Name of Water-Cress.

By T. A. Sprague, B.Sc., F.L.S.

The loyal acceptance of the International Rules of Nomenclature by a great majority of botanists has brought about a degree of uniformity and stability previously unknown in nomenclature. This is not generally realized, for the simple reason that there is no need to discuss names as to which everyone is agreed, and attention is consequently drawn only to disputed cases. The relatively few instances in which there is difference of opinion as to the correct name of a particular group under the Rules are due either to ambiguity in the Rules or to undesirable provisions. Both causes have operated in the case of the Water-cress, which has consequently been known since 1805 under eight different names, in addition to six used during the period 1800–1805, or solely in the United States.

Radula officinalis (R. Br.) H. & J. Groves in Babington Man. ed. 9, 26 (1804).


Bassenia Nasturtium-aquaticum (L.) Hayek Fl. Steierm. i. 498 (1909).


The Generic Name

The genus was long known as *Nasturtium* R. Br. (1812). *Rorippa* Scop. (1760) was revived by Beck in 1892, and *Radicula* Hill (1768) was restored by H. and J. Groves in 1904, and by E. L. Greene (for the Yellow-cresses only) in 1905 (Leaf. Bot. Obs. i. 118). Schinz and Thellung at first accepted the name *Radicula*, but afterwards considered that it should be rejected under Art. 54, 1°, “Names of genera must be rejected... when they are formed from a technical term borrowed from morphology, unless they are accompanied by specific names.” Rendle and Britton had pointed out by letter (see Vierteljahrschr. Nat. Ges. Zürich, liii. 537, footnote 2; 1909) that *Radicula Hill* was not borrowed from morphology, but was the diminutive of *Radix* in the sense of Radish—Hill gave Water-Radish as the English equivalent; both Columella and Celsius used the name for a kind of Radish, and *Radiola* of Play was a kind of Fuller’s weed or Soapsort. Nevertheless, Schinz and Thellung maintained that *Radicula Hill* was invalid, and that the word “borrowed” in Art. 54, 1°, was not intended to bear its plain meaning. The same view was taken by Briquet at the Brussels Congress (*Actes*, i. 51), and the wording of Art. 54, 1°, was so modified as to make *Radicula* invalid. “Names of genera must be rejected... when they coincide with a technical term concurrently used in morphology, unless they are accompanied by specific names.” In order to clinch the matter, *Radiola* was cited as one of the examples of names to be rejected. In 1909, Hayek, who regarded the Water-cress as constituting one genus, and the Yellow-cresses as another, revived the name *Bacunium* Gaertn. Mey. & Scherb. (1800) for the former. This led Janchen to propose that the name *Nasturtium* should be conserved for the Water-cress (Prop. Amplif. Liste Nom. Gén. Conserv. 4: 1909), and at the Brussels Congress *Nasturtium* was added to the list of *nomina conservata*. It was entered as genus No. 2005 (part of Dalla Torre and Harms’s Genera), and only two *nomina rejecta* were cited—*Cardamine Moench* and *Bacunium*. It is thus clear that the name *Nasturtium* was conserved for a genus including a single species, *Sisymbrium Nasturtium-aquaticum* L. What happens if the generic concept is widened? One would have imagined that a “nomen unicum conservandum,” one of the “nouns qui doivent être conservés en tous cas,” would not be affected thereby. This view has been taken by Pawrett and Rendle (1914), O. E. Schulz (1920), and Wilmott (1922), who accordingly adopt the name *Nasturtium* for the genus in the wide sense, comprising both Water-cress and the Yellow-cresses. Briquet (1913), and Schinz and Thellung (1915), on the other hand, adopt the view that the name *Nasturtium* must be superseded by *Rorippa* as soon as the Yellow-cresses are brought into the genus. This seems contrary to the very raison d’être of *nomina conservata*. *Nasturtium* was conserved because it is by far the best known generic name for a very common plant, the Water-cress. This practical reason is unaffected by the inclusion of the Yellow-cresses in the genus. The proposal to displace the conserved name *Nasturtium* by *Rorippa* on grounds of priority seems totally at variance with Art. 20. However, to avoid disadvantageous changes in the nomenclature of genera by the strict application of the rules of nomenclature, and especially of the principle of priority in starting from the dates given in Art. 16, the rules provide a list of names which must be retained in all circumstances.” [The italics are mine, and the expression “in all cases” of the English version is replaced by “in all circumstances,” which corresponds more exactly to “en tous cas” and “unter allen Umständen.”]

There is much to be said, on the one hand, for strict application of the Rules without exceptions of any kind, and, on the other, for their ruthless suspension in order to conserve certain well-known generic names. But a half-hearted adoption of *nomina conservata* is little to recommend it. In the event of two genera represented on the list being united, the earlier of the two conserved names should, of course, be adopted, as it is manifestly impossible to retain both. And, if a segregate genus on the list is reunited to a genus not on the list from which it was originally separated, the very object of *nomina conservata* would be defeated if the name of the original genus were replaced by that of the segregate. Thus, if *Melhonia* Nutt. is reunited to *Berberis* L., the name *Berberis* must stand, although it is not on the list and *Melhonia* is. Apart from these two eventualities *nomina conservata* should, in my opinion, be conserved unconditionally.

Britton (III. Fl. ed. 2, ii. 102; 1913) states that the Water-cress is the type-species of *Sisymbrium*. He has apparently selected it as such because it is the first in order and the best known of Linne’s sixteen species. When one remembers that “in the early days of taxonomy a name was applied to a concept rather than to an entity” (Hitchcock in Am. Journ. Bot. vii. 251; 1921), and that there is no reason to suppose that Linne did regard any particular species as the type, the method of selection seems not only inconvenient but arbitrary. The Linnaean genus included eight species of *Sisymbrium* (sensu Benth. & Hook. fil.), three of *Nasturtium* (sensu R. Br.), two of *Diplotaxis*, and one species each of *Arabidopsis*, *Brassica*, and *Doronicum*. Obes, what Linne had chiefly in mind was the genus commonly known as *Sisymbrium* at the present day, which constituted half of his genus in Sp. Pl. ed. 1. As the rules of the Type-basis Code (Science, n. s. xlix. 333; et op. cit. liii. 312) are more drastic than those of the American Code, it may be hoped that its adherents will recognise the advisability of selecting the type of *Sisymbrium* from one of the eight Linnean species still commonly referred to that genus. Those who are interested in the question of generic types should refer to Hitchcock’s “Type species of the first 100 genera of Linnaeus’ Species Plantarum” (Am. Journ. Bot. x. 510; 1923).
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THE TRIVIAL NAME.

No one appears to have adopted Nasturtium Nasturtium-aquaticum Karst. recently, although the trivial does not merely repeat the generic name (see p. 179 for the parallel case of Melilotus Melilotus italicus). N. aquaticum Garsault is invalid for reasons given by Britten and Rendle (Journ. Bot. 1900, 322). The next trivial in chronological order is fontanum, but the combination N. fontanum (Lam.) Aschers. is invalid, since Cardamine fontana Lam. is a nomen abortivum on account of the trivial Nasturtium-aquaticum not having been retained on transference to the genus Cardamine. Hence if N. Nasturtium-aquaticum Karst. is really excluded under Art. 55, 2—about which I have doubts,—the correct name for the Water-cress under the Rules is N. officinalis R. Br.

CAUSES OF THE INSTABILITY IN NOMENCLATURE.

Ambiguity in Art. 54, 1, of the Vienna Rules led to divergence of opinion as to the validity of Radicula. This has now been rectified. Ambiguity in Art. 20 (as to whether a nomen conservatum becomes subject to the rule of priority when the genus is united with another one) still causes difference of opinion among experts as to whether Nasturtium or Rorippa is the correct name for the genus comprising both Water-cress and the Yellow-cresses. The rejection of tautonyms ("duplicating binomials") was the primary cause of instability of the trivial under the generic name Nasturtium.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Nomina conservata of purely segregate genera should cease to be conserved if they are reunited to the genus from which they were originally separated.
(2) In the event of two genera on the list of nomina conservata being united, the earlier name of the two should be adopted.
(3) In all other cases nomina conservata should be conserved against all competing names.
(4) Tautonyms should not be rejected (see pp. 41-46, 81).

MISCELLANEA BRYOLOGICA.—IX.

BY H. N. DIXON, M.A., F.L.S.

(Continued from Journ. Bot. 1922, p. 291.)

ON SOME MOSSES FROM HIGH ALTITUDES.

I recently received from Mr. D. B. Bradshaw of Dublin a small tuft of moss gathered by his cousin (who is engaged on the Geological Survey of India) at the altitude of 18,800 ft., on the Hindu Kush Mts. He writes—"I gathered it last week (August) at a height of 18,800 feet on one of the highest peaks of the Hindu Kush. There was no other vegetation whatever, but wherever a small patch of ground projected through the surface this moss was quite abundant and must be extremely hardy." The tuft contained two species, Bryum pallaense Sw. and a few stems of a form of Hygroamblystegium flilimenum, probably referable to var. supro-alpinum Boud. The B. pallaense was an ordinary form, except for the presence of a large number of bright red adventitious shoots, either leafless or with rudimentary leaves, from the upper part of the stems; these may have been developed after gathering, as is sometimes the case with Brya kept in semi-darkness for some time before thoroughly drying; but in that case one would not have expected the bright red colour. Both species are of wide distribution in the North Temperate and Alpine-Arctic regions of both hemispheres.

This tuft represents one of the highest altitudes, if not actually the highest, at which mosses have been gathered. The only record from a similar height appears to be from Chimborazo; the statements as to this are very vague, and I have been at some pains to investigate them.

Wilson, Bry. Britannica, p. 191, says of Uloa phyllantha (B. & S.): "It grows at the highest point of vegetation on Chimborazo, in South America." This was written in 1855, and it seemed strange that Mitten in "Mosses austro-americanus" (1880) should make no mention of the occurrence. The only locality he gives for the plant is "Magellan, Hermite Island, J. D. Hooker." Nor does he give any species of Orthotrichum (including Uloa) from such height on Chimborazo; three species only are given from that mountain, and the highest altitude recorded for any of them is 13,000 ft. The only record I have found exceeding this belongs to O. psychrophylhum Mont., "in jugis Andium prov. Fosoti, ad rupes prope glacies aeternas (2500 hexap.) D' Orbigny." This may be supposed to be somewhere about 15,000 ft.

Failing to obtain confirmation of Wilson's statement in this way, I then searched his herbarium. Here there are two specimens labelled: "Uloa phyllantha. On Chimborazo, 18,800 ft., 1832; last trace of vegetation, monocious"; "Chimborazo, 19,000 ft. by Col. Hall. H. 1303. Same as the barren one by Jameson, H. 1304." A note describes the urnipe fruit, but there is no fruit present. These are quite clearly not U. phyllantha, and indeed are not in any way much like it, and it is rather difficult to know why Wilson referred them there. They are species of Orthotrichum, but the material, in absence of fruit, would hardly allow of accurate determination.

Hooker's herbarium at Kew, however, throws further light on the matter. There I find a sheet of an undetermined species of Orthotrichum, containing three specimens, which include those referred to by Wilson. They are: (a) H. 1305. Found by Col. Hall on Chimborazo at an elevation of 19,000 ft.; (b) H. 1304. Rocks of Chimborazo, about 18,000 ft.; (c) On treacytic rocks, Chimborazo, about 18,800 ft. Last trace of vegetation. Jameson, 1832. (c) is the same plant as (b), H. 1304. All three plants are vegetatively identical. (b) is without fruit; (a) has one young
capule with quite naked calyptra, and another young capsule; (c) has one immature fruit with calyptra quite hairy.

In spite of the difference in the two calypters—a difficulty certainly rather hard to get over—I cannot help concluding that both these plants represent one species. There is, to begin with, the antecedent improbability that at that extreme limit of vegetation—no other plants at all being present—two species of Orthotrichum should be growing side by side. But the chief argument for the conclusion lies in their vegetative characters, which are identical and very unusual. The leaves are elongate, with more or less undulate margins, and with a very peculiar apex; the leaf is longly acuminate, then abruptly prolonged into a proboscis-like tip, linear, more or less obtuse, opaque in texture, often half-twisted, and very fragile—similar in character to, though shorter than, that of Macromitrium sarcothrix C. M. and M. goniochaenum (D. & M.) Jaeg. In addition to this marked and peculiar character, both plants agree in having the margin often narrowly bi-stratose, as well as here and there narrowly recurved. This, too, is an unusual feature. The capsule in (a) while immature showed superficial stomata; one of those seen being in the upper half of the capsule, another about one-third of the way up.

The vegetative characters which unite the two plants collected by Hall and Jameson respectively are so strong, especially that of the curious apical prolongation of the leaf—unique, as far as I know, in the genus—that they must be held to outweigh the single naked calyptra; and I have no hesitation in referring both to Orthotrichum Mitt. Mitten's description, based on Spruce's No. 124 (“Andes Quitenses, in monte Pichincha, 11,000 ped.”), applies well to the Chimborazo plants, so far as the vegetative characters go, the form and exertion of the capsule, &c.; the calyptra he describes as hairy. Spruce's No. 124 quite bears out the identification; the leaf has the same peculiar apex, and the margin recurved and here and there thickened.

But Mitten's name, published in 1869, cannot, I think, stand. It is, I feel assured, synonymous with O. Wagneri Lor. (Moss-stud., p. 162) 1864. I have unfortunately been unable to see specimens, but the description agrees exactly with Mitten's, except in one respect; the capsules are described as “plane striata,” while Mitten in his Key describes the capsule of O. apiculatum as “fere ad basin usque plicata.” The capsules in the Kew specimen of Spruce 124 (O. apiculatum), however, are only lightly and variably striate, not plicate, one or two are only obsolescent striate, while one eperculate capsule, at least, is entirely smooth; and the same is the case with the British Museum specimen. The case is clearly the same as in O. speciosum, where capsules quite smooth or lightly striate may be found on the same tuft, or on different tufts, especially when gathered at different stages of maturity. Mitten was evidently unaware of Loewitz's species, as he makes no mention of it. It was gathered by Wagner in practically the same locality as Spruce's O. apiculatum, viz., “Von der höchsten Region des Pichincha bis an die Schneegrenze 18,500-15,500, auf Trachyt und vulkanischer Asche.” O. Wagneri Lor.

seems therefore to me clearly the name that the Chimborazo moss must bear, while O. apiculatum Mitt. must become a synonym.

As to the altitude of the specimens, Jameson's (18,800 ft.) would appear to be nearly calculated, while Hall's “at an elevation of 18,500 ft.,” would perhaps be given in round numbers. And as Jameson says of his plant, “Last trace of vegetation,” it would appear unlikely that Hall's plant was gathered at any higher altitude. In this case the Hindu Kish moss possibly represents the highest station actually recorded for a moss, but the point cannot be definitely settled, nor is it of very great importance.

CHEILOPTHILA CHILENSIS (Mont.) Broth.

The genus Cheiophiltha, allied to Ceratodon, is a small and well-defined one. It was founded by Lindberg on the Mediterranean Ceratodon chloropus Br. to which Brotherus has added Trichostomum chileense Mont., and has further described a New Zealand species, O. nova-zeelandiae.

Spruce distributed (Musci Amazon. et Andini, No. 214) as Tortula chilensis (Mont.) Mitt., the plant collected by himself “Andes Quitenses, ad pontem Agoyam prope Baños (5500 ped.),” determined by Mitten as Montagne's species, and placed by him in Tortula. This plant has no doubt been generally accepted as Montagne's species; R. S. Williams has issued a Bolivian moss as Trichostomum chilense (Mont.), and this determination was made, as he informs me, on the faith of Mitten's naming of Spruce, No. 214.

Having occasion to examine Montagne's specimens in Herb. Hamppe (“Chile merid., Gay, Trich. Gayi Sch., Chile”; “Trichostomum chilense Mgn.”; “Chile, D' Orbigny”), I saw at once that it was a different plant from Mitten's; and moreover, on careful examination, that it was quite inseparable from the New Zealand plant, which I have received from numerous localities in both islands. It varies considerably in length of seta, but not greatly in other respects. I have also had the Chile plant sent me from Bio Bio Prov., S. Chile, 1822, leg. J. Hamilton, ex herb. D. Lilie; Nos. 692, 693, 694, 701; mostly sterile, but with a few capsules. I cannot explain Mitten's identification of Spr. 214 with Montagne's species, as they are not very closely alike.

What Spruce's plant actually is remains to be made clear. It is in the fruit very closely allied to Trichostomum ordinum Sull., as described and figured by Sullivant, and this should to some extent define its affinity in Trichostomum—to which genus it undoubtedly belongs—since the capsule is of a very different form and structure from that of most species of the genus (rather wide and large, pachydermous, often plicate when dry, ovate-elliptical or ovate).

R. S. Williams has distributed in “Plants of Bolivia,” Nos. 1790, 1791, 2870, specimens named T. guineae Hamppe, which are the same. These were named on the strength of a specimen from Bolivia (No. 4570), determined as such by Herzog. T. guineae Hamppe is included by Brotherus under Trichostomum, but it is not given in Paris's Index. The reference is no doubt traceable to a statement
in C. M. Gen. Musc. Frond. p. 410, as follows: "Tr. Quitensae
l. (Tortula Trichost. brachydonitia Mitt. in Sprucee Coll. No. 148)
in den Anden von Quito (5000 F.)." Spr. 148, however, was issued
ad Syntrichia pinckiehensis, and is described by Mitten as Tortula
pinckiehensis. It is a Syntrichia, and has no relationship whatever
to Trichostomum brachydonium or to the present plant.

Tortula quitensae Hampe, in fact, is as mythical as Mrs.
Harris. No specimens occur in Hampe's herbarium, and I can find
no evidence of such a name ever having been published. The reference
could hardly be to Barbula quitensae Tayl. (Tortula quitensiae
Mitt.), a specimen of which occurs in Hampe's herbarium, since this is
a true Tortula, of the Section Zygotrichia, nearly allied to
T. subulata.

Spruce's 214 is, in fact, the same thing as his 210 (issued as T.
equatoriale Spr.) and 211 (as Trichostomum sp., and described by
Mitten in Musci austral-americani as Tortula brachydonia Bruch.).
The Andine plant, however, differs from the European in several
respects: the leaf-base is broader, the basal cells are longer and more
hyaline, and ascend at margin obliquely as in T. tortuosum, though
not nearly to the same extent; the capsules are considerably larger
and stouter, more pachydermous, and the peristome rather longer
and more persistent.

In the apparent absence of a validly published name, it seems
appropriate to give it Spruce's Catalogue name. I propose, therefore,
the following:—

Trichostomum equatoriale (Spr.) Dixon, sp. nov.
(1869), p. 148, nec Bruch.
Tortula chilenensis Mitt. op. cit. p. 146, nec Trichostomum chilense
Mont. A T. brachydonia Bruch (T. mutabile Bruch) perifolia
fuscos, cellulis basi latioribus, cellulis subularibus tenuioribus, magis
hyalini, ad marginem distincte, sed breviter oblique ascendentibus;
theae majore latiore, pachydermatica; peristomii dentes paulo longiores,
nimus fugaces.

It may be added that Spr. No. 213 was wrongly issued as Tricho-
ostomum andinus Sull. It does not agree with that species; and,
moreover (in M. austral-am. p. 147), Mitten described it as a new
species, Tortula contortifolia Mitt.

Reverting to Cheiolumella; C. nova-zeelandiae Broth. must in my
opinion be added to the synonymy of C. chilensis (Mont.) Broth.,
and is a further and very marked instance of the community of
plant distribution in New Zealand and Southern and Andine South
America.

Fissidens linearis and F. linkalis.

These names have given rise to a good deal of confusion, which it
may be well to clear up.

Fiss. Ind. ed. ii. gives—
"F. linearis Bryol. eur. Mon. p. 12, t. 6 (1843); C. M. Syn. i.
p. 46 (1840) et ii. p. 529 (1851) ... Afr.; Pr. B. Sp."

The latter entry is all wrong. It should read—
(1827); C. M. Syn. i. p. 71 (1840) et ii. p. 582 (1851); and the locality
should be Aust. or Eur.

The locality to Fissidens linearis Hornsch. in schist, from the Cape, which is referred by Hampe (M.S.
in Herb.) to F. plumosum Hornsch.

I have examined Schenker's type of F. linearis Bry. eur., and
find it identical with F. fascicularis Hornsch.; and Mr. Topp informs me
that Hampe had arrived at the same conclusion, as evidenced by his M.S. notes. F. linearis Hornsch. therefore—though
cited by Brotherus (Musc. p. 259)—is an unpublished name.
F. linearis Bry. eur. is a synonym of F. fascicularis Hornsch.

What the true F. linearis Bry. is appears to need clearing up.
Hampe has two specimens so named, one agreeing with the plant
afterwards described by Rodway (Tasmanian Bryophyta—Messes,
p. 74, 1914) as F. leptocladius C. M. MS., the other identical with
F. auriculata Hampe & C. M.; both belonging to the section Bryoidium,
but very different from one another. Brotherus places it in the
section Bryidiella. Pleischke, however, informs me that the original
plant is an Atoma. If this be the case it is much to be desired that
a full description may be published, so that its exact position and
relationships might be made clear to bryologists.

GAROVAGLIA TORTIFOLIA Mitt.

The genera Garovaglia and Endotrichella are so much alike in
vaguest characters that sterile plants may be and are often difficult
to assign to their right place. The fruiting characters are, however,
generally distinct. In Garovaglia the calyptra is nitroform, the capsule
immersed in a cup-shaped perichaetium, the inner bracts being wide,
shallow, and imbricated; in Endotrichella the calyptra is
ecululatum, the inner perichetoial bracts are narrower, not imbricated
nor sheathing one another, so that the perichaetium is not cup-shaped;
and the capsule is nearly, but not quite always, exerted above the
perichaetium.

The Bornean G. tortifolia is described by Mitten in his paper on
Thwaites's Ceylon mosses (Journ. Linn. Soc., Bot. xiii. 314); the
calyptra is not described; the capsule is described as "insera, the
perichaetial bracts are given as "late ovata," but nothing is said to
suggest their imbrication or convolution into a cup-shaped perichaetium.
On this ground, therefore, together with the resemblance of the species to E. elegans, Brotherus, who had not seen the plant
(or, at any rate, not the fruit), places it in Endotrichella.

Everett's Borneo plant has the perichaetium large, with broad,
narrow bracts, completely hiding the capsule, but not closely imbricated
and convolute as in typical Garovaglia; so that its conformation
is not altogether conclusive. A specimen, however, collected in Borneo
by J. C. Moulton, in 1911, "summit of Mulrab Mt.," and clearly
belonging to this species, had a single calyptra in situ, of the characteristic nitiform shape of Garovaglia, and as usual extremely small, barely reaching to the base of the lid, which is obliquely rostrate with a sharp beak, about equal in length to the width of the capsule. The species must therefore, I think, certainly be placed in Garovaglia.

Barsula Torquescens Schiupe.

The Cape plant, described by C. Mueller in Bot. Zeit. 1853, p. 163, is only one of the forms of Tortula pilifera Hook., an extremely variable plant, as may be judged from the varieties already described, and as would be expected from its wide distribution (India, S. Africa, Chile). C. Mueller in describing his species makes no comparison, perhaps wisely, with T. pilifera; the only characters that would suggest any difference are the short hair-point and the peristome ‘breviustum’; both features that might be expected in a small or dwarfed form of T. pilifera.

The aereation and other characters appear to me to justify its retention in Tortula (not Barbula) as Fleischer has done; although it must be confessed that it is difficult to assign it any close relation in that genus with any other species—it would perhaps be best to create a new section for it.

Rhynchosoriella convolutifolia (Hampe) Broth.

Brotherus (Musci, p. 1161) writes of this “Mit dieser Art ist Hypnum euculatum Mitt. in Oestaustralien wahrscheinlich identisch (Exemplare nicht gesehen).” I have received from the New York Bot. Garden part of the type of Hypnum euculatum Mitt. (Dargo, Victoria, Australia, leg. F. Mueller), and it is certainly identical with Hampe’s plant. The species must therefore be known as

Rhynchosoriella cucullata (Mitt.) Dixon, comb. nov.  


Hypnum convolutifolium Hampe in Linn. xxx. 641 (1859-60).

Rhynchosoriella convolutifolia Broth. in Engler & Prantl, Pflanzenfam. ii. 1161.

Hampe’s name was a very appropriate one, as the dry leaves roll up and become convolute and straight almost in the form of a cylinder.

Fissidens humilis Dixon & Watts.

In Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W. xli. 384 (1916) we published the above species, as belonging to the Section Amblyothallia, comparing it with F. integrissimus Mitt. I have recently recognised, however, that it belongs, not to Amblyothallia but to Crenularia; the error led to my overlooking its identity with F. coccifera C. M. (Gen. Musc. Frond. p. 76 as Conomorium). As, however, this is a nomen nudum, the name F. humilis must stand.

Some West African Stereophylla.

I have recently received from Mons. R. Navou of Antwerp among various collections of Congo masses several forms of Stereophyllum. One of these with usually glossy leaves, obtuse and rounded at apex, the median cells long, narrow, smooth, pale, thin-walled, and the apical very short and oval, often obscure, the nerve scarcely reaching to the middle, and weak, appeared to me to agree with the description of S. nitens Mitt.; but specimens issued by Paris as “S. nitens Mitt. var. Pobeguinii” had very different cells, the median short, shortly elliptic, the nerve stout and longer, the apex of the leaf bluntly pointed, and the cells considerably longer. Comparison with Mitten’s type of S. nitens at Kew, however, showed that this is incorrectly determined; the Congo plants are the true S. nitens, while Pobeguin’s plant is S. rivulare Mitt.

S. pallidifolium Ren. & Carol. in Bull. Soc. Belg. xxxii. 112 (1900) is, I have no doubt, from the description, the same thing as S. nitens. The comparison of the authors with S. nitens leaves little doubt that the plant that they had under that name was not the true species, but the “S. nitens” of Paris—i.e., S. rivulare Mitt.; while the description (given much more fully in op. cit. xli. 114 (1902-03)) applies exactly to S. nitens Mitt.

Mitten was himself, no doubt, to some extent responsible for the error. He compares S. nitens with S. radiculorum (Hook.), but as differing inter alia “in the upper cells elongate.” But he figures the cells elliptic, in no way differing from those of S. radiculorum, or if anything a little shorter. Moreover, he describes (and figures) the cells as “parietibus erasis,” which they are not in his type-specimens. There is no doubt contributed to Paris’ error in the determination of Pobeguin’s plant.

Philnotis afro-uncinata (C. M.).

This was issued by Rehmann in the M. austr.-afr. No. 552, and described by C. Mueller in Hedwigia, xxxviii. 91, as Bartramia afro-uncinata. He there describes it as dioicous. Rehmann’s plant, however, is upon dissection found to be autoicous; the 3 flowers are very inconspicuous, with rather long antheridia. It is certainly P. androgyna (Hampe) Jaeg.

The Peristome of Anthocormus Schimperi Doz. & Molk.

A. Schimperi is a frequently frequent and widely distributed moss in the Indo-Malay region, but is rarely found fruiting. The peristome is described and figured both by Dozy & Molk and Fleischer as of very short teeth “dentibus brevissimis” (Doz. & Molk.), triangular-lanceolate and obtuse, more or less approximated in pairs. A specimen from “old wood close to the ground, Tobuk forest reserve, Klang, Selangor, 1921; I. H. Burkill (5804),” however, has one or two capsules, and these show a peristome rather markedly different from that described above. The teeth are much longer, in length equaling almost half the width of the capsule; much narrower, being narrowly linear-lanceolate, and very little wider below; and they are
dark reddish-brown, whereas the figures referred to above depict them as pale. They are highly papillose, as described. The plant is rather small, but otherwise betrays no differences from A. Schiwertii.

The specimens of this species at the British Museum (Borneo, Lacoste) show only one imperfect peristome, which if anything agrees rather with that of Burkili's plant than with the structure as described. The plants at Kew have several capsules, but the peristome is for the most part lacking. One, however, "Borneo, h. v. d. Saude Lacoste" (and probably therefore identical with the Brit. Mus. specimen) shows the teeth quite distinctly, though broken off at the tips, and they agree exactly with Burkili's 5901. The plant is of moderate size. Other capsules at Kew, so far as they go, support this character of the peristome, and certainly none contradict it.

The difference in peristome, even if established, could hardly, alone, constitute a specific distinction. I suggest, however, that the specimen examined by Doz. & Molk. may represent an old and worn peristome, with imperfect teeth—a view which would be supported if Pleischner had under his eye the same specimen. Otherwise one may assume a certain degree of dimorphism, or of variability, in the peristome of this plant.

**ARABIS CILIATA IN WALES?**

**By C. E. Salmon, F.L.S.**

This seems to have been first reported as a plant of Great Britain—it had been known from Ireland for some fifty years previously—by C. C. Babington in 1856 (Man. Brit. Bot. ed. 4, 23), the locality being given as Lidstep, Pembrokeshire. In all subsequent editions, right up to Wilmott's (the tenth) in 1922, the same entry appears.

In 1863 Syme (Eng. Bot. ed. 3, i. 167) created the variety hispida of *A. ciliata* and placed the Welsh plant under it; it is so reported for v.e. 45 Pembroke in Watson's Comp. Cyb. Brit. 485, 1870, and his Top. Botany 58, 1873; ed 2, 41, 1888.

For some time I have been interested in *A. ciliata* and have asked various friends who visited Pembrokeshire to keep a good look-out for the plant in Babington's station. In 1916 a flowering example was sent me by Mr. J. N. Haines; in 1918 Mrs. Wedgwood kindly sent fruiting examples: none could be put to *A. ciliata*. In 1929 Mr. Arnett, who is compiling a new Flora of that county, kindly gave me some particulars as to its supposed occurrence but I saw no specimens. The Rev. H. J. Riddelsdell had examples sent him in 1916 from Babington's district, and he considered they came under *A. Retziana var. hispida* (as far as the young specimens sent could be determined) which he had gathered on the Glamorgan coast.

Reference is made to this plant in Rep. B. E. C. 1910, 539, where it is stated that M. Rouy is responsible for this name. I have been unable to discover where the varietal name was published.

Through the kindness of Prof. Seward I have been able to examine the actual specimens collected by Babington. There are two gatherings from Lidstep Haven upon one sheet, made on August 19, 1818, and August 18, 1851. Fortunately both gatherings include examples with ripe fruit, and there can be no doubt that all the specimens represent *A. hispida* (or a closely allied form) and not the Irish *ciliata*. Babington (see Memorials, 1897) made no note in his diary as to collecting any *Arabis* upon the dates mentioned.

The pods upon the Lidstep specimens are about 1 mm. broad and the seeds 1 mm. long × ½ mm. broad (or a little larger in the same proportion), truncate at the base and rounded at the apex. In the Irish plant the pods are about 1½ mm. broad and the seeds 1 mm. long × ¾ mm. broad (or a little larger proportionately), rounded at the apex and ± rounded also at the base (some may be found, however, in a large batch, distinctly truncate).

Superficially, *A. ciliata* and *A. hispida* var. glabrata Syme are somewhat similar; but besides the pod and seed characters, leaf-differences are pointed out in Watson, B. E. Club Report, 1917-8, 51, which need not be repeated here.

In Revue Bot. Systemat. 1903, 61, an interesting article by G. Rouy appeared upon *A. ciliata* R. Br.; this was translated practically literally by F. Townsend and printed in this Journal for 1903, 278. It should be noted, however, that the seed description "graines ovales, étroitement allées au sommet et sur l'un des côtés" should not have been interpreted "seeds ovate, narrowly winged at the summit on one side only." The winging of the seeds does not seem a very reliable character, as in a large batch of seed off the Irish plant (kindly sent me by Mr. W. C. Barton) almost every variation could be noted. Some were even practically wingless, others had a pronounced wing at the summit only or with a narrow wing along one side only or entirely so margined all round; a frequent state seemed to be a seed with a narrow wing (rather more pronounced on one side than the other) which is slightly wider at the apical end. Seeds of *A. hispida* (agg.) seem to vary, as regards this character, just in the same way, and it is apparently in the proportion of breadth to length that the best distinction between the seeds of *ciliata* and *hispida* may be found. Rouy (op. cit. 63) states that *A. ciliata* is closely allied to *A. Retziana* Beurl. and also to *A. curtisilicquar* DC. (which he makes a variety of the former) and that both these occur in Great Britain.

*A. Retziana* P. J. Beurling (Plant. Scand. 4, 1869) is classed apparently as a variety of *A. ciliata* R. Br.; no description is given, but the plant is based upon "Turrilis foliolis ovatis..." This leads us back to "*A. hispida* Linn. var. glabrissima Linn. f. var. p. 192, 225" in Wahl. Fl. Suec. pars 1, 415 (1824), with the description—"folius priscipuque radiculis glaberrimis singularius." Linné's plant (op. cit. 228; 1745) is merely described as "Turrilis foliolis ovatis dentinis hispidis, confluvis amplexicaulis men med helt glatte Blad;" [misprinted Blan]. This would seem to indicate *Arabis hispida*, "but with entirely smooth leaf."
As regards the other plant, A. curtisii qua DC., which Rouy noted as a close ally of A. ciliata, A. P. De Candolle’s description (Begni Vegetab. Syst. ii. 223; 1821) runs: “A. foliis oblongis subintegra pilis simplicibus ciliatis, radicibus in petiolum attenuatis, caulinis subamplexicaulis, pedicellis calycis longitudine, silicis erectis. Turritis curtis silicis. Fries’ ex Horn! herb. Hub. in Scania.” (2) (v.s. sp. in herb. Horn).—Habitat accedit ad duas prores [A. sagittata & A. hispida] sed ab utraque diversa videtur folii superne glabrius, pilis foliorum fert omnibus simplicibus, silicis dimidio circito brevius. Folia omnia minus dentata, magis oblonga, radicula patula in petioli longiusculum attenuata, caulina vix ac ne vix cordato-amplexicaulis ferre sessilia.”

It is difficult to see how Beurling’s Retziana and Wahlenberg’s globerrima can be separated from the plant Syne (Engl. Bot. i. 168; 1863) called A. sagittata DC, var. glabres, which is no doubt the A. hirsuta L. var. glabrae Hartm, and var. glabrae Lange’s Dansk. Fl. and Fl. Dan. 2011.

The Tenby plant certainly cannot be placed under A. curtisi qua, but may be one of the Jordanian segregates of A. hispida. As regards the Irish plant, Mr. Wilmott (Journ. Bot. 1924, 26), in pointing out that the name A. ciliata R. Br. is not tenable, proposed it should be called A. hibernica; he has seemingly overlooked Jordan’s name A. Brownii (Diagn. 128; 1864). For extremely interesting notes upon this plant Scully’s Flora of Kerry, 19 (1916) should be consulted.

In 1902 E. S. Marshall distributed (v. 2650) specimens of A. ciliata var. hispida Syne from Castlecregg, Kerry (Rep. B. E. C. 1902, 36), and stated that A. hispida was associated with it as well as type ciliata. It would be well to investigate whether in these hairy-leaved ciliata forms any parentage with A. hirsuta can be traced.

Unless the Welsh record stands upon a better footing than that afforded by the Babingtonian specimens, A. ciliata must disappear as a Welsh plant.

NOTES ON THE FLORA OF THE VARNA DISTRICT, EASTERN BULGARIA.

By W. B. Turrill, M.Sc.

During 1923 a valuable collection of plants growing in the area around Varna, the chief port of Bulgaria, was formed by my friend Mr. B. Gilliat-Smith, the British Vice-Consul. The collection was sent to me in parts and will be deposited in the Kew Herbarium; its value is considerably enhanced by the careful field-notes which accompany the specimens. This district on the Black Sea has been explored botanically by Velovsky, Davidoff, and others, but Mr. Gilliat-Smith has found a number of species and varieties not hitherto recorded from it, and an enumeration of these, together with some taxonomic notes, is given below.

Hypecoum ponticum Vell. in Sitz. bohl. Ges. Wiss. 1803, xxxvii. 6, & Fl. Bulg. Suppl. 14 (1898). On a sandy bank, north of Varna, in flower 21-4-23, no. 20. The outer petals are entire, while the inner petals are three-lobed, the middle lobe being long, narrow, ciliated, and erect against the pistil the stamens, the lateral lobes are short and spreading. The flowers open about 10 A.M. and close about 6 P.M.


Most of the specimens of B. incana which I have seen from the Balkan Peninsula belong to this variety, which, in its extreme forms, is distinguished by having the silicules much less inflated, often, in the dried state, with nearly plane and elliptical valves. I have, however, seen intermediate conditions, even on the same living plant. More complete isolation might fix and increase the differences, but I am not of present inclined to retain the species B. stricta.

Silene volgensis Otth. in DC. Prodr. i. 370 (1824). S. volgensis Spreng. Syst. ii. 413 (1825). In Aschers. & Graebn. Syn. v. 2, 195 (1921) the quotation Besser ex Spreng. Ind. sem. Hort. Halens. 1818, 7, is given; but I have not seen this work. North of Varna, 20-6-23, no. 223.


Lathyrus securatus Retz. Obs. iii. 99 (1753). On woody hills, south of Varna, 7-5-23, no. 62.

Achillea compacta Willd. Sp. Pl. iii. 2206 (1804) [non A. compacta Lam. Encyl. 1783]. A. Millefolium L. var. magna Rouy et Pour. Fl. Fr. vii. 247 (1903)]. A. coarctata Poir. in Lam. Encyl. Suppl. i. 19 (1810). A. clypeolata S. et S. Prod. i. 193 (1813), et Fl. Gr. vii. 71, t. 893 (1837). Near Varna, just begun to flower, 20-5-23, no. 101. Most authors have referred to A. clypeolata S. et S. plants, from various parts of the Balkan Peninsula, which do not belong to A. compacta and do not agree with the figure of A. clypeolata in the Flora Graeca. They belong to a species for which I have at present no name, but of which A. Vandasii Vel. may be one of the varieties, though without seeing an authenticated specimen of this I am not at all sure.

Centaurea sterilis Stev. in Bull. Soc. Nat. Mosc. xxix. ii. 390 (1856). Hills south of Varna, 10-6-23, no. 199, 20-3-23, no. 261, 11-11-23, no. 345; on the plain south of Varna, 20-10-23, no. 328; on the sandy plain near the shore, 14-11-23, no. 944. I have failed
to separate C. cautis Vel. Fl. Bulg. 304 (1891) from this species. There is variation in the intensity of the brown blotch on the phyllaries, but this is also seen in a series of Crimean specimens.

_Centauraea sublanata_ Boiss. Fl. Or. iii. 645 (1875). _C. paniculata_ L. Sp. Pl. 912 (1753), var. _sublanata_ DC. Prodr. vi. 584 (1837). South of Varna, on the hills, 30–8–23, no. 274 and also nos. 357, 367. With the series of specimens now available at Kew I have failed to find any satisfactory division between this species and specimens referred to _C. jaceaefolia_ Boiss. I have not seen the type of the latter from Bezzarabia (Tardent), but specimens from the Dobruja and Eastern Bulgaria are at Kew. Boissier originally described _C. jaceaefolia_ in his Diagn. ser. 2, iii. 73 (1856), but in Fl. Or. iii. 643 (1875) he suggested that it might be a variety of _C. rutifolia_ S. et S.


_Pulicaria dysenterica_ Bernh. var. _microcephala_ Boiss. Fl. Or. iii. 202 (1875). At the coast on the over-hanging shore-line, in flower, 1–9–23, no. 277, and in fruit 17–11–23, no. 348. The plant is very common and often grows to a great size. The variety is widely distributed in South Europe, but intermediates are said to occur between it and the usual northern variety. The plant is more branched, slenderer, decidedly less tomentose, the leaves with stronger venation, the capitula smaller and the ligular florets shorter than in the more northern specimens examined. Boissier reduces _Pulsatilla dentata_ S. et S. Prodr. ii. 151 (1813), et Fl. Gr. ix. 57, t. 874 (1837) to the variety, but in the figure cited the leaves are longer and relatively narrower than in our plant. Halácsy, Consp. Fl. Gr. ii. 26 (1902), uses the combination _P. dysenterica_ (L.) Gaertn. _β_ _dentata_ (S. et S.). Our plant agrees closely with the specimen of Heldreich Herb. norm. 675, preserved at Kew, this number being quoted by Halácsy.


_Cynanchum auctum_ L. Sp. Pl. 212 (1753). A series of specimens showing the considerable range of leaf-shape and coronal development found in this species.

_Popiloca greca_ L. Sp. Pl. 211 (1753). In hedges north of Varna, 17–9–23, no. 292. The flowers are all galled, giving the specimen a very strange appearance.


_Linaria eufixa_ Vel. in Sitz. böhm. Ges. Wiss. 1888 et in Fl. Bulg. Suppl. 425 (1891). On the sandy plain south of Varna, in flower and fruit, 26–10–23, nos. 301, 326 a. This is morphologically related to _L. genistifolia_ Mill., a species widely distributed in the Balkan Peninsula and, as generally understood, deciduously polymorphic. The characters mentioned by Velenovsky for _L. eufixa_ appear to be sufficient for separating it specifically and, according to the author, remain constant under cultivation.


_Salvia officinalis_ L. Sp. Pl. 23 (1753). In vineyards on the hills to the south of Varna, in flower, 20–5–23, no. 92, and in fruit, 1–6–23, no. 159.

_Schizas Thirkei_ C. Koch in Linn. xx. 985 (1848), var. _condensata_ Boiss. Fl. Or. iv. 720 (1879). North of Varna, 9–6–23, no. 196. It is possible that this species has a wider distribution in the eastern parts of the Balkan Peninsula than has hitherto been recognized, but has been confused with _S. germanica_, from which it is easily separated by the indumentum of the leaves and the very glabrous calyx. A specimen in the Kew Herbarium from "prope Sliven in graminis ad collum Sekerdze," collected by C. K. Schneider and referred to _S. germanica_, is, in my opinion, also _S. Thirkei_ var. _condensata_. I have not seen Koch's type of the species, but have based my determination on Wiedemann's specimen, from near Byzantium, and on descriptions. Briquet, Les Labies des Alpes Maritimes, 224 (1893), reduces, as I think wrongly, _S. Thirkei_ and its var. _condensata_ to _S. germanica_ subsp. _italica_ var. _italica_.


FOUR SHROPSHIRE ALIENS.

BY JAMES COSMO MELVILL, M.A., D.Sc.

Nowadays, when so much attention is paid to the presence of plants, foreign to Great Britain, that seem establishing themselves permanently in our midst or occur sporadically and therefore disappear after a while, I think it well to record what Shropshire, our largest inland county, with its large extent of 850,000 acres, is contributing towards the sum total. It has not hitherto been known to harbour many, and those that have been noted recently come from the neighbourhood of Benthall, where a small amount of ballast has been dumped. Here I, in company with Mr. George Potts and the late W. B. Allen of Benthall, have gathered Delphinium Ajacis, Sisymbrium and Erysimum, three or four species, Brassica juncea, Silene dichotomy, Melilotus three species, Achillea nobilis, Anthemis arvensis and A. tinctoria, Stachys annua and S. italica Mill.—the three most abundant being Reseda lutea var. longifolia, Epilobium angustifolium typical, and varying with white flowers, and Selinia verticillata most frequent of all. The most unexpected find was a small quantity of Hypericum linearifolium Vahl, in 111, happily in flower and unmistakably the true species.

GERANIUM ENDRESSI J. Gay. Native of the Pyrenees, and first recorded as a British alien from Halford, Corvedale, near Craven Arms, by the then Vicar of the Parish, the late Rev. E. H. Gilchrist de Castro, M.A. At his invitation I came to inspect and examine the locality, and found it growing in some plenty a fair distance from any houses. It bears some resemblance to G. macranthum L., so frequent in the Atlantic States of the U.S.A., where I have noticed it from Canada southwards to N. Florida, but the petals of G. Endressii do not seem fully to expand, but present a funnel-like form. Colour pale or bright pink. Miss Ada M. Roper has lately reported it as a casual near Bristol, and it is likewise named by Dr. Bruce (Adventitious Pl. Tweedside, p. 277) as occurring at the junction of the rivers Till and Tweed, Berwick.

TORSILL MACROCARPA Beass. Discovered by myself in company with the late W. B. Allen in 1910, in very small quantity on waste ground at Denbigh. Nearly allied to the common T. Anthriscus L., but leaf-segments much narrower bi- or tripinnatisect, and agreeing with this species also in the 4-6-leaved involure. It does not appear to be the typical form, but is Boissier's var. b. aculeata (=grandiflora Boiss. in Ann. Sc. Nat. iii. 56, 1844) as found near Ouchak, Phrygia, and Cappadocia, by Balansa, and Elmali, Lycia, by Bourgeau, all in Asia Minor, with which specimens close comparisons have been made. It has not before this been noticed in any other part of Great Britain, and must not be confounded with Cacalia grandiflora Hook. & Arn., an American species. Further particulars as to T. macrocarpa Bess. will be found in Boissier, Fl. Or. ii. p. 1081, 1872.

LACTUA (MULGEMDUM) MACROPHYLLA (A. Gray) Willd. This handsome plant has been known to me in two places, very near to each other, not far from Shrewsbury; and in 1922 specimens were forwarded by Miss Agatha Wilkinson to the Botanical Exchange Club, and duly recorded on p. 847 of their report for that year. Of late years it has increased considerably, its large lettuce-like leaves, runcinate-pinnatifid, and glabrous, with sericeous blue-grey flowers, profusely displayed, rendering it very ornamental; it is a native of the Caucasian range. It is more nearly allied to Melampyrum tetramum (L.) from Russia and Siberia than to our native M. alpinum, though all three are of the same character. Curiously enough, from some unexplained reason, it was at first believed to be a North American native, and as such was described by Dr. A. Gray. For fuller particulars write A. Gray, Synopt. Fl. N. Americ., vol. i. pt. 2, p. 444, 1844, and Boissier, Fl. Or. iii. pp. 799, 800, 1867.

RUDBECKIA AMPLEXICAULIS Vahl. Waste places at Benthall House, Boscley, noticed the last three or four years by Mr. George Potts; a native of Mexico and the Southern States of U.S.A., and occasionally found as far south as Rio de Janeiro. It is smooth, leaves dark green, amplexicaul, receptacle conical, central floret dark brown-purple, rays bright orange, or sulphur-yellow. Named by Vahl, 1793, and figured by Jacquin (Icon. Plant. Rar. iii. 16, t. 592). I am indebted to Mr. Edmund Baker for the determination.

NOMENCLATURE.

The following Resolutions were adopted by the Imperial Botanical Conference:—

1. That the Sub-Committee on Nomenclature remain in being (with authority to co-opt additional members) to continue its work and to receive and collate proposals for the modification of the International Rules of Nomenclature.

2. Certain alterations should be made in the International Rules of Nomenclature.

3. Art. 26 (invalidating names of new groups published on and after Jan. 1, 1908, without Latin diagnoses) should be replaced by a strong Recommendation to supply Latin diagnoses.

4. All combinations which are homonyms (i.e., later homonyms) should be rejected.

5. All generic names which are homonyms (i.e., later homonyms) should be rejected except such as may be specially conserved.

6. The principle of the Type-method of applying names should be formally accepted.

7. Art. 55, 20 (rejecting “duplication binomially,” e.g., Linaria Linaria), should be revoked.

8. The “principle of comma abortiva” should be expunged from the Rules.

9. The List of Nomina generic conservanda should be revised.

10. It should be made clear how far each of the Nomina generic conservanda is conserved.
11. That for the future the name of a group shall not be regarded as effectively published when the description is issued only with exsiccata.

12. Publication of new genera and species should be only in scientific publications and, if possible, only in such as habitually reach systematic botanists.

Proposals for the modification of the Rules may be addressed to the Convener of the Sub-Committee, T. A. Sprague, the Herbarium, Kew.

The next International Botanical Congress will be held in June 1926, at Ithaca, N.Y., U.S.A.

SHORT NOTES.

Cotoneaster microphylla Wall. in J. Wight. On p. 62, in the course of a notice of the Wild Flower Magazine, we referred to the record in its pages of the occurrence of Cotoneaster vulgaris on downs in the Isle of Wight, and suggested that a voucher specimen of the plant would be desirable. This has kindly been supplied by Mrs. B. W. Dent, the editor of the Magazine, and the plant proves to be the well-known C. microphylla Wall., common in our gardens (to which it was introduced from the Himalayas in 1824). The specimen was collected by Miss Marcin Mason, and is accompanied by a letter which states that it “was picked a few days ago on the downs above Bonchurch—there were several patches growing among blackberry bushes. My aunts, who are still, though over eighty, keen flower-hunters, have known it there all their lives.” The letter also states that the plant’s recent occurrence on a heath far from houses in Dorset. In this Journal for 1906 (p. 357) the Kew Bulletin for that year (p. 231) is quoted as stating that “specimens have been received at Kew from the chalk downs near Ventnor, communicated by Mr. F. R. Armitage, and from Radborough [Rothamsted] Common near Stroud, sent by Mr. A. D. Annesley.” Mr. S. T. Druce in his Alien Flora records it from Bream, Trowbridge, Somerset, whence it was received at Kew in 1892; other records in this Journal are from Minchinhampton Common, Glos. (1908, 395); Fowey, Cornwall, in which county—see Davey’s Flora—it occurs in several places (J. Bot. 1907, 119); and different parts of Glamorganshire (J. Bot. 244, 274); it is also completely naturalised on a small island adjacent to Anglesey (J. Bot. 1909, 233), and other records of its occurrence have been published elsewhere. The free fruiting of the plant in cultivation doubtless leads to its distribution by birds. The misnomer in W. F. M. is, we think, capable of a simple explanation; the I. Wight plant was certainly a Cotoneaster, and, as only one species occurs in the British list, the natural conclusion was that it was this. C. vulgaris is not generally known, and no one who had ever seen it could mistake C. microphylla for it.—Ed. Journ. Bot.

Combinations based on Nomina nuda. In his account of the Gramineae in Biol. Centr.-Amer., Bot. iii. 475—588 (Nov.—Dec. 1885), Mr. Hemsley was “able to use an unpublished monograph of [the Mexican grasses] (which we understand will now shortly appear) by the late Dr. Eugène Fournier.” As Fournier’s Enumeration did not appear until 1886, six new combinations based by Hemsley on new species described by Fournier are invalid, since the binomials on which they were based were nomina nuda in 1885.


P. mexicanum Hemsli. op. cit. 508; Gymnothrix mexicana Fourn. l. c.

Sporobolus noterophilus Hemsli. op. cit. 546; Tifla noterophila Ruppr. ex Fourn. op. cit. 99.

Oryzopsis Fournieri Hemsli. op. cit. 538; Stipa breviculys Fourn. op. cit. 130.

Capparopsis Fournieri Hemsli. op. cit. 538; Gouinia polygama Fourn. op. cit. 103.

Hitchcock (Contrib. U.S. Nat. Herb. xvii. 266, 267) has pointed out that the effective publication of Pennisetum bambusiforme and P. mexicanum dates from Ind. Kew. ii. 458 (1894). Similarly, Sporobolus noterophilus may be cited from Ind. Kew. ii. 970 (1895). Chrysocephalus Fournieri, however, was not effectively published in Ind. Kew., as it was there treated as a synonym. Oryzopsis Fournieri is a nonum abortivum, because the specific name breviculys was not retained on transference to the genus Oryzopsis. Capparopsis Fournieri is also a nonum abortivum. The combination Capparopsis polygama was preoccupied by C. polygama C. Koch (1848), but this had been reduced to Nephelelocha persica (Don persica) by Grisebach (Ledeb. Fl. Ross. iv. 367; 1853) and Boissier (Fl. Or. v. 610; 1854), and there was consequently no obstacle in 1885 to the retention of the specific name polygama on transference to Gouinia to Capparopsis.—T. A. SPRAGUE.

Nomenclature under International Rules and American Code. Some years ago I estimated (Journ. Bot. 1921, 139) that in the Seed-plants one species of every nine bears different names under the Rules and the Code. As this estimate was regarded as exaggerated by Dr. Pennell (Journ. Bot. 1922, 116), I subsequently checked it by a test including all the genera contained in Britton and Brown’s Illustrated Flora, and showed (op. cit. 131) that the ascertainment differences slightly exceeded the estimate (3501 : 3977). I now offer further evidence which suggests that the actual proportion of different names under the two systems of nomenclature may be even higher than my original estimate of one in nine.

The five parts hitherto published of Mr. L. A. M. Riley’s Contributions to the Flora of Sinaloa (Kew Bull. 1923–4) include 407 species; 90 of which bear different names under the Rules and the Code.
Instead of one in nine (11 per cent.) the actual proportion of different names is more than one in six (17 per cent.). As the objection might be raised that this proportion is unduly high, owing to the 467 species including 189 Leguminosae—a family in which nomina conservanda cover more than one species out of every six (1865: 11,000).—It seems desirable to give the figures for the Leguminosae and the remaining Polyptera separately:

Leguminosae: 46 names out of 189 different, i.e. more than one in four (over 25 per cent.).

Remaining Polyptera: 34 names out of 257 different, i.e. one in eight-and-a-half (nearly 12 per cent.).

Thus, even excluding the Leguminosae, the ascertained differences are greater than the estimated. Instead of being exaggerated, my original estimate of the differences in nomenclature between the two systems may have been too low. I now estimate that about one name out of every eight (12½ per cent.) is different.—T. A. Sprague.

SEEDS OF ULEX. With regard to the interesting account given by Mr. J. R. Matthews (p. 52) of the appearance of seedlings of Ulex europaeus around the margin of burnt patches, it may be pointed out that the seeds need not have lain in the ground the whole of the period during which the 70 years old trees were growing. As I have shown in the New Phytologist, viii. 27 (1908), the seeds of Ulex, provided they are as an orange-coloured caruncle, are largely distributed by ants, which carry them off to their nests. In this way many of them may have been transported into the wood, when the trees were comparatively well grown. This does not, however, touch the interesting phenomenon of their sudden germination after the burning of the bushwood.—F. E. Weiss.

FERNs Grown UNDER Bottles (p. 146). It may be of some interest to your readers, with regard to the planting under bottles of the seum derived from washing ordinary surface-soil, to know that the times of fertilisation have been as follows:—

Seum planted under bottle July 24, 1922.
First appearance of prothall October 1923.
First appearance of a fern-frond June 22, 1924.

The initial growth of the minute frond is remarkably rapid, shooting up fully ¾ inch in 24 hours.—Charles E. Benham.

Lotus pilosus L. in Berks. I found a single specimen of this pretty plant in long grass on Streathley Down, near Goring, on June 11th, and think its occurrence here may be worth recording. The locality was an ordinary chalk down with abundance of Hieracium vulgare, Gymnadenia conopsea, and the ordinary chalk-flora. There were no other plants which could have been garden-escapes, and only one house within sight, from which it did not seem likely to have come. I had no further time to seek thoroughly for more of it. The species seems to be widely spread over Europe, and, as far as distribution goes, I see no reason why it should not be a native plant.—H. N. Ridley.
there is no sufficient evidence. He also gives a list of subspontaneous species whose presence is due to cultivation and of those whose verification is desirable; these, with the dates of his excursions, an alphabetical enumeration of the localities cited, maps of the islands and other introductory matter, precede the systematic portion, which begins with the Algae. For these and the rest of the cellular cryptogams Dr. Knoche has depended upon the assistance of others: the Algae follow the work of Rodriguez and Piccione (1888–9); the Fungi are taken from various authors, the two or three collected by himself being determined by Prof. Maire; the Lichens and Mosses, obtained by Dr. Knoche are determined respectively by Dr. Rouy de Leslau and Dr. F. Canus; the author's own work begins with the Filiolaceae, where the method followed throughout is established. The enumeration begins with the name of the plant, with its place of publication, followed by synonyms, so far as these bear upon the Flora or are of importance in connexion with the history of the species; then comes a full enumeration of the localities, those visited by the author being specially indicated; in the case of the more interesting species an outline-map is given, in which are shown the places in the islands in which the plant occurs; there is also a note on the general distribution of the species, with descriptive or general remarks where these are needed. The arrangement followed is that of Engler and Prantl, and the nomenclature is that of the Vienna Congress. Three subdivisions of the Linnean species are admitted—varieties ("les petites espèces des auteurs"), subspecies ("intermédiaire entre la variété et le type"), and forms which present no permanent character.

We(UINT) the pages, numerous points of interest presented themselves, to some of which attention may be drawn. Scolopendrium vulgare is very rare in Majorca, only one locality being given; its occurrence in Minorca needs confirmation. Alisma aveneumoides has been recorded by Willkom for Minorca, but Dr. Knoche thinks that this was a form of A. Plantago-aguaticus. Poa balearensis Porta is regarded as a form of P. trivialis L., and Carex roventina of the same author is placed as a variety of C. Halteriana Asso. A still more frequent occurrence throughout the works—e.g., under Smilax aspera three varieties and six species of other authors are reduced to forms; Dr. Knoche's intimate acquaintance with the living flora and his frequent opportunities of access to types give a special importance to his conclusions.

In attributing the name Rumex parviflora to the Editor of this Journal (Journ. Bot. 1814, 217), the author has overooked, as we did when printing it, the previous publication of the combination by Bubani in 1901—the correction is made in the same volume of the Journal (p. 217). The Iris majoricensis of Barcelo is lost; Dr. Knoche thinks it was probably I. albicans, a form or variety of I. florentina to which Barcelo himself had at first referred it. Aris-totolchin Brownii—described by Senan and Pau in 1811 and figured on plate xii (as A. balearensis)—is an endemic species with numerous affinities in the East, in South Europe, North Africa, and Mexico.

Cerastium semidecandrum L., "Rod. Willk. &c., is placed as a form of C. varius (Coss. & Germ.—"Rodriguez n'est pas sûr que c'est bien là la plante de Linne"); Hermann, however, having re-examined the plant (referred by Knoche to C. varius as a "form"), which he described as "le licol à petites fleurs et à pétales atrophiés du C. semidecandrum, Specularia rubra is treated very comprehensively; all the Balearic Spargelariaceae are, in Dr. Knoche's opinion, forms of this species; he groups them doubtfully under four varieties, the first of which, "var. Dilleniit, has five forms.

Among the most interesting of the endemic species is Rumices Weyleri; this, with a number of species (which he enumerates) from all parts of the world save Europe, where it is only represented by R. Bolbifh, forms, according to Dr. Knoche, a distinct and very ancient group, characterised by the pale tint and thickness of the ename (émail) on the face of the petals. "L'ancêtre du R. Weyleri a pur migré pendant le Mioèce de la Tasmanie par la Nouvelle-Guinée, les Philippines, Java et l'Inde. Au contraire, si cette espèce est venue par le continent Transpacifique et la région des Andes, c'était pendant l'Éocène." Another interesting endemic of the same order is Helleborus lividus L., here placed as a variety of H. trifolius L., on which we hope to publish a note on a future occasion. Rubus and Rosa are very sparingly represented, the former only by R. canus, the latter by R. canina and R. sempervirens. A new species of Euphorbia—E. Varesii—described and figured, with two varieties; these had been referred by previous authors to E. Gorgi Salis., to which they are "très voisines," but Dr. Knoche regards them as distinct. There is an interesting note on Buxus balearensis in Majorca: "Marès et Viguéres disent qu'en 1858 le Buaxon balearenc convint en véritable forêt le Toix et le Puig de Terrenes. Quelques-uns de ces arbres avaient des trones de la grosseur du corps d'un homme. . . . . , en 1852 les charbonnières (fumantes encore) l'avaient avalées, jusqu'aux racines mêmes. Il ne restait plus alors que dix pieds de l'espèce au Puig Gros de Terrenes.

An especially interesting plant is Rhhamnus Ladanisi Salavatoris Chod. (R. balearoi Willk.), which nothing is known of in the whole Mediterranean region resembles. In all the herbaria where Dr. Knoche has consulted, the only plant which showed any affinity with this was R. croceus Nuttill, a Californian species, of which he saw at the British Museum the type, collected by Nutall at Monterey—a town in which he says (having lived there) the ecological conditions resemble those of the Balearics. It is remarkable, that of the only two species of Gecko (Phyllophryxius) belonging to the northern hemisphere, one should be found in the Azores and in the Ligurian and Tyrrhenian islands and the other in California.

Another interesting endemic species is Daphne vellosa Willd., which, belonging to the Cassucus group and presenting a vague resemblance to some European species, has no near relationship with any. An even more remarkable example of an unrelated plant is afforded by Adirandia Bicknelli, described by Briquet as a
Pirinicipella in 1898, but here raised to generic rank. The plant, of which two plates are given, was discovered by the late Clarence Bicknell, but had, Dr. Knoche tells us, been found previously by Cambessèdes, in whose herbarium is a specimen collected in 1825; it is of doubtful affinity, approaching Conopodium in its fruits, but differing from that genus in many other characters. The name is derived from Ariant, a farm near Pollenca (Majorca), its only known locality; it is mentioned by the late Cedric Bucknall in his paper on Balearic plants in this Journal for 1907 (p. 55), who with Mr. J. W. White was guided to the station in 1883 by a native of Pollenca, "who assured us that we were the only botanists who had visited the spot since its discovery by Clarence Bicknell," who directed them (and Dr. Knoche) to the locality.

The only form of Primrose, found rarely at high elevations in Majorca, is that named by the author Primula majorca var. alta, in which, however, he sees little difference save that of colour between the Balearic form and the type. Statico has given Dr. Knoche much trouble; numerous forms are described, but "il rège une telle confusion dans la synonymie qu'un monographe seul pourrait décider"; his conclusions so far do not correspond with those of Mr. Bicknell (J. Bot. 1907, 57). The plant called Erythrea latifolia Sm. can hardly be that species. Considerable amount of space is given to Teucrium, beginning with T. Polium var. Polium," under which are placed many names, with the remark: "Les paroles de Linne (Sp. Pl. 50) -- "Species Poli, a variétations distinctas, bodie confusae" -- reproduisent exactement mon opinion sur cette espèce."

Digitalis dubia, described by Rodriguez as a species and variously referred by other authors, is here placed as a subspecies of D. purpurea; in the mountains of Spain and Portugal there is a series of forms which approach it, but Dr. Knoche regards it as endemic. In the same way he distinguishes Sibthorpia balearica, a plant which has been referred to S. africana L., but which his examination of specimens from Shaw, who sent the plant to Linneus, leads him to consider distinct.

We had noted many other points for comment, but space will not allow; nor can we do more than indicate the contents of the third volume, in which the history of the islands from every point of view is fully and elaborately dealt with. The fourth volume is entirely devoted to plates—all of them excellent—and maps; in this are figured, from photographs, a selection, to the number of about 40, of the most interesting species, with aspects of vegetation and other views.

In every respect the 'Flora' has clearly been a labour of love; it has been produced regardless of expense, and the cost, although high, cannot repay the author the money that has been spent upon it; the work was indeed originally printed for private distribution, and only a few copies have been upon the market. This leads us to express the hope formed while perusing it that Dr. Knoche may see his way to produce an edition of the text more convenient in form and less extravagantly printed; in the present the unnecessarily large type employed for the names of divisions, orders, and families gives the pages on which these appear an ugly appearance and serves no useful purpose. Opportunity might then be taken to correct certain misprints which, although not serious, are somewhat numerous; the most noticeable is that of "Soleder" for "Solereder" (p. 457). We note with pleasure that the page-headings are utilized, and that each volume has an excellent index; the placing of the synonymy by themselves in a second alphabet after the list of those retained is an innovation which has little to commend it. These criticisms are are made with a view to the new edition that has been suggested, which will, we hope, not be long delayed.

BOOK-NOTES, NEWS, ETC.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on 5th June, Mr. Rambottom, as Botanical Secretary, gave an account of a paper by Mr. G. Erdtman, entitled "Studies in the Micropalaeontology of Post-glacial Deposits in Northern Scotland"—an investigation of the pollen grains preserved in the peat from thirty-eight localities situated in Ross-shire, the Isle of Skye, the Isle of Lewis, Sutherlandshire, and the Orkney and Shetland Islands. From the thirty-eight localities examined Erdtman has found pollen of the following genera:—Acer, Alnus, Betula, Carpinus, Fagus, Equisetum (?), Pinus, Quercus, Tilia, Ulmus, Ilex, and Salix. Of these Betula is by far the most abundant, usually providing 70% of the total pollen. Next in order come Pinus (14-6 per cent.), Alnus (11-8 per cent.), Salix (11-25 per cent.), Carpinus (4-25 per cent.), Quercus (2-4 per cent.), and Ulmus (1-2 per cent.). The beech was represented by a single pollen grain in three separate localities. Holly also occurred but rarely, viz., in five places, of which three were the same as those containing beech. Acer was rare, as in Scandinavian post-glacial deposits. The first appearance of the pollen of Alnus probably marks a definite horizon, and it is suggested that this may correspond to the level of the first appearance of alder pollen in Scandinavia. The latter is late Boreal or about 6000 B.C. A striking difference, as compared with Scandinavia, is the total absence of Picea. The occurrence of Carpinus, though very rare, is extremely interesting, since it has only been recorded hitherto from fossil deposits in Great Britain from pre-, late-glacial and Roman deposits south of the Wash. The presence of Fagus, too, in these post-glacial peats of the north of Scotland rather negates the idea that the present restricted range of this species is the outcome of its recent immigration. Pine pollen is always associated with that of Birch and it seems probable that these two trees were the principal constituents of the post-glacial forests of northern Scotland.—Mrs. Reid stated that the statistical study of pollen in the peat-mosses held the best hope for arriving at a knowledge of woodland floras; also of climate since Late Glacial times; because the deposits are so widespread that they give continuous evidence over wide areas, and they are fairly continuous in time in their deposition, so that they give a consecutive history.
At the meeting of the same Society on 10th June, Dr. A.B. Roeulo, the President, exhibited a hybrid between Carex remota and C. diuvalsia sent by Mr. C. E. Salmon. This occurred near Mayfield, in Sussex, in one large clump with a quantity of C. remota and a little C. diuvalsia. It differs from C. remota by its more scabrous stem, only one bract (or at most two), spikelets male at the summit, or even wholly male, and in other particulars. C. remota hybrids with vulpinus and produces × C. axialis, which has longer-beaked fruit than the specimens exhibited, compound spikelets, &c. It also hybrids with C. paniculata and produces × C. Boenninghauseniana—a very different plant. C. remota × diuvalsia seems extremely uncommon and is perhaps new; Aecherson and Grabner mention it with some doubt. Mr. T. A. Dymes showed a series of slides illustrating the seed of Orchis latifolia. In a previous communication (see J. Bot. 1923, p. 224) he stated that the seeds of the British Dactylorhizas fell into two groups: (1) Maculate, and (2) Latifolia. The question of O. latifolia L. in Britain had to be left in abeyance, because all the material that had then been examined appeared to be of hybrid or mongrel origin, and always a blend of both groups. Further research has revealed a form, agreeing in other respects with latifolia L., whose seeds are obviously pure. They belong to group (2) Latifolia, and are very like those of O. prateriannus Druce, but somewhat shorter and broader and inclined to taper and curve in the apical half. The kernel, as in the other forms, is remarkably constant, both in shape and measurements, and it, too, is shorter and broader than in O. prateriannus; the mesh is smaller. The evidence of the seeds of these plants, which came from Winchester and Chippenham Pen, suggests that O. latifolia L. and O. prateriannus Druce are close allies or forms of the same species. It would also seem that some of the hybrids are hardly to be distinguished in the field from O. latifolia L., but that their seeds betray the strain of the Maculate by the spirals or lines of thickening on the walls of the cells of the testa.

At the same meeting Mr. T. B. Blow exhibited an extensive series of Charophyta collected by him during a recent visit to Madagascar. He stated that great interest in these plants has arisen during the past five years by reason of their affording a possible means of preventing the spread of malaria by acting as larvicides. A pioneer in this field, Dr. Caballero, of Barcelona, observed that, in pools where certain species of Chara abounded, there was an entire absence of the larvae of mosquitoes, whereas in pools free of Chara these larvae abounded. He made a great number of observations round Barcelona, and his conclusions were confirmed by several workers, such as Monsieur Allaud in Morocco and Dr. Vasconcelos in America. On the other hand, other workers almost completely negatived these observations, notably W. C. Rooker and M. A. Barber in America. Caballero's idea was that the Chara produced toxic matter which spread through the water and was fatal to the mosquito larvae. It was judged desirable to make further experiments and observations in a tropical country where malaria abounded, and Madagascar was selected. The country covered there was not only the East coast line, where are great marshes and much water, and where malaria is rampant, but also the higher ground around the capital, Tananarivo, where the climate is much healthier, and the mountainous portions near Antsirabe, where mosquitoes scarcely exist, and lastly the district of the great Lake Alaotra, which is probably the most malarious part of Madagascar. It was noticed in connection with several species of Chara that, where they abounded, there were rarely any mosquito larvae in the water. The species that seemed to keep the water quite free of mosquito larvae were as follows Chara zealanica, C. gymnopitys, Nettela Roxburghii, and some other species of Nettela probably new. The time occupied by Mr. Blow in Madagascar in searching for these plants was seven weeks. Some of the country explored had no roads, only tracks, over which one had to be carried in a chair on the shoulders of four men.

Under the title "A Great Pioneer Gardener" the Times of July 7 gives an interesting sketch of the life and work of the late Sir Harry James Veitch, who died at his residence, East Burnham Park, Slough, on the preceding day. Born at Exeter on June 29, 1840, at the age of eighteen Harry, who had been placed with the horticulturists at Vilmorin in Paris, joined his father at Chelsea, and with him developed the great establishment which attained worldwide celebrity under the name of James Veitch and Sons; the burden of this rested upon his shoulders from the death of his father in 1880 until his retirement in 1913-14. James Veitch had set on foot while at Exeter the experiments in the hybridisation of Orchids; this, under his son, developed into an important branch of the business, and formed the subject of a paper read by the latter before the R. H. S. in 1885, in which the process of hybridising and of making the seed, until then a trade secret, was revealed to the public. The sending by the firm of collectors to California, South America, and the Far East, while primarily horticultural in its object, added greatly to our knowledge of the botany of those regions. Sir Harry's name is associated with numerous plants, of which Amselopisis Veitchii is the best known.

Young collectors will derive considerable help from Mr. J. H. Crabtree's British Mosses and how to identify them (London: Epworth Press, 1/6 net), wherein they will find photographs of about 60 of our common mosses, each with half a page of notes on habitat and specific characters. The nomenclature, apart from some antiquated exceptions, is taken from Wilson's Bryologia Britannica published nearly seventy years ago, and is therefore quite old-fashioned. The tedious English names are also expated from Wilson's work—names which never caught the public fancy, and long since become effete. Who would go out of the way to memorise such a conection as "Neat Meadow Feather Moss," when the crisp Porrhinum purum is so easy to grasp and has been in common international use for a century and a half?—A. G.
The *Kea Bulletin* (no. 5) contains a revision of the genus *Spathanthus* (38 species, 9 new) by Dr. Walter Robyns, of the University of Louvain; it may be suggested that the usefulness of the keys in the Bulletin would be increased were smaller type and a somewhat different arrangement employed: in the present instance it extends over five pages. Mr. Riley continues his “Contributions to the Flora of Siulaula,” with descriptions of many new species and detailed descriptions of two *Lopexia* briefly diagnosed in this Journal in 1914 (p. 13); there is a Decade (the fifth) of New Orchids; Dr. Burt's Davy continues his notes on “New or Noteworthy South African Plants” and Mr. J. S. Gamble his “Notes on the Flora of Madras.”—In No. 6, Mr. C. V. B. Marquand revises the genus *Cyamus* (21 species, 5 new); and “Diagnoses Africaines” and “Decades Kewenses”—the first in its 78th, the second in its 106th instalment—are continued.

The *Botanical Magazine* for June contains plates and descriptions of two new species—*Pentas coccinea* (Tropical Africa) and *Dendrobinum laxifolium* (Lousiades Archipelago); there are also descriptions of a new *Cassiope* (C. pectinata, Tibet–Yunnan frontier) and a new *Spenocera* (S. parviflora); a plate is given of *S. rumalana*, the original species figured and described by Trimen in this Journal for 1879, which seems likely to become a valuable addition to the rock-garden. Dr. Stapf writes “Trimen wrote *Spenocera*. I prefer the form *Spenocera*, following the usual practice in latinising names derived from proper names ending in -era and the recommendations of the International Code”; such alterations seem to us neither necessary nor desirable. Two new Chinese species of *Phelbinia* (*P. obliqua* and *P. scandens*) are also briefly diagnosed. The part is entirely the work of Dr. Stapf, whose descriptions contain much of botanical and geographical interest.

Perhaps the most remarkable feature of *Science Progress*—the “Quarterly Review of Scientific Thought, Work and Affairs”—is the absence of Botany from its pages. In the July number, save for the eight pages devoted to Dr. R. C. Knight’s summary of “Plant Physiology,” as represented in some American periodicals, and reviews of Mr. Tansley’s *Plant Biology* and Dr. Scott’s *Extinct Plants*, occupying between them little more than a page, Botany is unrepresented.

*Rhodora* (dated April) contains a monograph of North American Scutellarias, by C. W. Penland, with a key, based on nutlet-characters, to the 21 species described and two plates.

The *Botanical Gazette* (June) contains papers on Determination of Sex in *Eloeden*, by J. K. Santos, with 5 plates; Protein Synthesis by Plants, by S. H. Eckerson; the Female Gametophyte of *Microcycos*, by L. G. Reynolds; Transpiration in *Eucelia farinosa*, by E. B. Shreve; Development of Seed in *Orotalaria sagittalis* (2 plates), by M. T. Cook; and a memoir with portrait of George Lincoln Goodale (1839–1929).

In the *Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club* (May) P. A. Ryberg concludes his paper on the *Taherianum* section of *Solanum* in Mexico and Central America; and C. C. Pitit and L. J. Passin write on the Effect of Evaporation and Light on the Distribution of Lichens. We note that the *Bulletin* follows the practice of *Rhodora* in giving in each number the actual date of publication of that which preceded it.


In *Contributions from the U.S. National Herbarium*, vol. 22, part 7, Mr. A. S. Hitchcock adds to his Monograph of Grasses “The North American Species of *Aristida*”; 39 species, of which 7 are now, are enumerated and described with the care and detail inseparable from Mr. Hitchcock’s work. Part 8 is devoted to “New American Asteraceae,” by S. F. Blake, mostly from Mexico, Central and South America; they include a new genus (*Trichocoryne*, Helianae), 118 new species with 10 plates, and numerous new names, with descriptions of additional material for species already published.

*Annales Mycologici* (xxii, 1/2) is mainly occupied by a continuation of F. Petrak’s “Mycologische Notizen,” in which many new genera and species are described. H. Sydow and E. Werdermann write on new and interesting fungi of the Canary Islands; F. Hohnol on *Cylindrosporangium*, and A. Plaut on *Thelephoraceae*. H. Sydow describes a new genus *Petrukkia* (*Diphasithecium*) and new South African Fungi; a critical enumeration of Bohemian *Farnellaceae* is contributed by A. Hiltizer.


The *Naturalist* for July contains “Further Notes upon the Vascular Plants characteristic of Pest,” dealing principally with *Cullenia vulgaris*, by Mildred Hinrichs and J. H. Priestley, of the Botanical Department, University of Leeds; and “The Plankton of the River Wharfe,” by E. W. Butcher.

The *Times* of July 15 records the death on July 13 at Giffnock, Lanarkshire, of Dr. Robert Knox, of Stirling. “He was a Doctor both of Law and of Science, a Justice of the Peace for Stirlingshire, and a Fellow of the Royal Society, of the Geological Society, and of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.” He was a leading authority on palmobotany, and his works include over a hundred papers and memoirs on the Carboniferous Flora, published in the transactions of various societies. In 1890 the Royal Society of Edinburgh awarded him the Neill medal, and in 1916 he received the
Marchion medal from the Geological Society." His Catalogue of the Palaeozoic Plants in the British Museum was published in 1886.

Messrs. W. H. E. Wheldon and Wesley have re-issued, as a "second edition" at half the original price, Miss Ellen Willmott's handsome folio volume of views (41 in number) of Warley Garden in Spring and in Summer, which was published at a guinea by Mr. Quaritch in 1909, and noticed in J. Bot. for 1910, p. 82. The only text is the table of contents.

The Royal Academy Exhibition at Burlington House included portraits of Professor Seward and Dr. Druce—the former by Mr. W. O. Hutchinson, the latter by Mr. Walter W. Russell, A.R.A.

We note with pleasure that the University of Cambridge has conferred the degree of Doctor of Philosophy on Mr. Joseph Burtt Davy, who left Kew for California in 1882 and subsequently went to the Transvaal as Government Botanist; he is now working at Kew on his Handbook of the Transvaal Flora. A portrait of Dr. Davy appears in the Gardener's Chronicle for May 10; in the same number is an illustrated account of the Pear-scarb Fungus (Venturia Pirina) by E. S. Salmon and W. M. Ware.

The writer of "Rhymes for the Times" which for some years have formed a daily feature of the Evening News occasionally chooses a common plant for his subject. His verses on the Coltsfoot and Groundsel have already been reprinted in these pages (J. Bot. 1917, 165; 1920, 96), and to these may be added those on "Rosebay" (Epilobium angustifolium) from the issue of July 17:

"Here on the heath where fire and smoke
Quite put the wind up country folk
It seems to me but lately
A wondrous glory comes to birth,
And flowers that hide the blackened earth
Appear to flourish greatly.

The setting sun refulgent shines
Through open ranks of red-stemmed pines,
And, in his splendid glowering,
Acre on acre thickly spread
With blushing with a rosy red,
The willow-herb is blowing.

This is the vision of delight
That bursts upon the traveller's sight,
A prospect quite amazing,
To make one rub one's eyes and doubt
Whether, as in that time of drought,
The heath is truly blazing.

Thus Nature with a lavish hand
Revives the parched and stricken land
To new and greater glory,
Perchance when we have passed away
Those who come after will display . . .
But that's another story!"

NORFOLK MYCETOZOA.

By Henry J. Howard, F.R.M.S.

Records of Mycetozoa found in the county of Norfolk have appeared at somewhat wide intervals in the Transactions of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society, but no full list has hitherto been published. Since many alterations in nomenclature have taken place within recent years, and several new species have been recorded in the nine years during which the writer has been working on the group, it was thought that the following notes might be useful to enable Norfolk records to be compared with those made in other parts of the country, and in the hope of encouraging other workers to interest themselves in the subject. The present list contains 114 species.

The climate of Norfolk is, generally speaking, dry: the average rainfall for the ten years, 1912 to 1921 inclusive, being 27-61 inches (this period includes the wet 1912, when the rainfall was 85-08 inches, and the drought year 1921, giving 15-71 inches for the year), a fact not apparently favourable to the development of such moisture-loving creatures as the Mycetozoa. Most of the woods are comparatively small, and, being closely preserved for game-rearing, are inaccessible to the mycologist during certain parts of the year. I have only had opportunities for paying regular visits to localities within a few miles of Norwich, yet the record is a very extensive one. More observers are needed in other parts of the county, for, if more ground were covered, the number of species recorded would doubtless be increased and a better knowledge of the distribution of this extremely interesting but little-known group would be obtained.

The first records of Mycetozoa appear in the lists of Norfolk Fungi by that gifted mycologist Dr. Powrington, of King's Lynn (see Trans. N. Norfolk Nat. Soc., vi. 47; iii. p. 75). Further records were made by Mr. W. H. Burrell, F.L.S., who did much valuable work upon the group; he was furnished with additional data by Mr. L. R. J. Horn, of Woodton, near Bungay (op. cit. vi. 449; ix. 106).

The localities in which my researches were carried out are chiefly Whittingham Woods, Dunston Woods, a small fir wood belonging to the Earlham Hall estate, Buckenham and Strumpshaw Woods, the woods belonging to Mousehold House, and also those belonging to Sir Ernest Gurney at Thurne. I am greatly indebted to the owners for permission to visit these places from time to time. Those species which have been previously recorded and have not been met with by the author are marked with an asterisk (•).

I am deeply indebted to Miss Guelma Lister, F.L.S., for her encouragement and valuable help in verifying or correcting the records which have been made. Mr. W. H. Burrell, of Lees, has kindly given assistance with regard to previous records, and Messrs. H. Springall and Cockle, of King's Lynn, have forwarded a considerable amount of material collected in their neighbourhood.
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Ceratiumella fruticulosa Meebr. Very abundant in June and July on decaying pine wood in most localities; a pinkish form is occasionally met with.

*Radula* capulifera Berk. Gathered on a stump at Spixworth.

*B. utricularis* Berk. Fairly common; it has occurred in the Whittingham, Buckenham, and Racecourse woods; a very large gathering was also obtained from the Reffley woods, King's Lynn. Has been met with throughout the year upon leathery fungi; a very large gathering covering several inches was made in Jan. upon some dead horse-chestnut logs.

*B. nitens* Berk. Two records have been made of this, one on a dead oak branch in Reffley woods.

*B. macrocarpa* Rost. A large gathering of sessile sporangia was made on the bark of a fallen poplar in July; a stalked form was found on bark in the August of the succeeding year. Both gatherings were made at Whittingham.

*B. punctata* Rost. Fairly common on dead wood and old ivy stumps, April to Sept.

*B. foliosa* List. On dead branches, Dunston, Earlham, and Whittingham woods in summer and autumn. On two occasions it was found in a heap of dead branches partly covered with leaves.


P. penetrado Rex. Large colonies of this rare species were found in Dunston, Mousehold House, and Bramerton woods on dead branched stumps in summer. Var. *incarnatus* List. The only other British record is from Luton ( Beds.); it also occurs in Ireland.

P. cornu List. & Sturgis. Found for several years in succession in the Mousehold House woods in late summer and early autumn (see Journ. R. M. S. 1917, p. 265). With the exception of a small gathering made near Lisbon by Dr. Torrend, this interesting species has only been met with elsewhere in Colorado, U.S.A.

P. viride Pers. The typical form is common on dead wood in summer. Var. *incurvatum* List. A single gathering was made on mossy bark in the Racecourse plantation, Thorpe, in Oct.

P. galbatum Wing. On dead bramble and bracken in bramble thickets in Buckenham, Dunston, and Mousehold House woods, July to Oct., especially after rain.

P. nutans Pers. Very common on dead wood everywhere throughout the year, is sometimes associated with a limeless form known as var. *violascens*. Var. *leucophaeum* List. is also fairly common.

P. pusillum List. On dead ivy stems at Whittingham; a smaller neat form occurred on straw heaps at Earlham; summer and early autumn.

P. compressum Alb. & Schwein. On dead wood and bark, fairly common throughout the year. A very large growth was seen at Earlham in July covering old cabbage-stalks thrown into a heap.

P. straminipes List. On old straw heaps at Whittingham, Earlham, and Dunston, July and Aug.

P. didermondii Rost. On an old straw heap at Swainsthorpe in Sept.; in great abundance.

P. cinereum Pers. Common on dead and living leaves, April to Sept.

P. vernum Sonn. The typical form is not common; var. *irideascens* G. List. is fairly abundant on dead leaves and bracken in the Mousehold House woods during summer.

P. siusatum Weinn. Frequent on dead leaves and bramble-stems, June to Sept.

P. bitectum List. In similar habitats to the preceding, July to Jan.

P. contextum Pers. Two gatherings of this were made; one on dead ivy at Earlham in Nov., the other maturing from yellow plasmodium on larch needles in Whittingham woods in July.

P. pyxma Rost. Found in Feb. 1922 by Mr. A. Adcock, of Upton Road, Norwich, in a cucumber-house. It had matured upon a dead stick; a fine group of sporangia was seen by the writer two days afterwards upon human form of decaying beech leaves in the same greenhouse. In June 1919 it was found in a greenhouse in the Edinburgh Botanical Gardens by Dr. M. Wilson, F.L.S., who cultivated the plasmodium (fed on bread) from spores. Probably Berkeley's *Didymium daladatum*, described as occurring in great abundance in a cucumber-frame at Milton, Northants, in 1860, was this species; apart from this Mr. Adcock's is the only English gathering known.

P. lateritium (Berk. & Rav.) Morg. On dead wood at Dunston; also in abundance on dead leaves beneath low bramble growths in Mousehold House woods; it matured from yellow plasmodium—a fact not previously recorded—and occurred in July, Aug., and Sept. The only other British record is on holly leaves near Smethwick, Staffs., by Mr. A. Camin.

P. virescens Ditm. On moss, Whittingham, and at Elseg, near East Dereham, maturing from yellow plasmodium; also obtained from Stratton Strawless (W. H. B.). Var. *obscurum* List. has been frequently found in the interior of dense bramble clumps in Mousehold House woods, July and Aug.

Fuligo septica Gmel. Very common, May to Aug. It usually occurs on old stumps, and has been noted on sawdust heaps and on living bracken-stems. Var. *rufo* List. has been met with in three successive years on a fallen horse-chestnut tree in Dec. at Whittingham.

P. cinereum Morg. On old straw, scattered over a small area, and looking like the droppings of large birds; found in July at Earlham.

Collema minutum Fr. Common on dead leaves, straw, and twigs throughout the year.

C. leucopephalum Ditm. Common on dead holly and oak leaves throughout the summer.

C. aureum Fr. Has occurred at Whittingham, Dunston, Mousehold House, and King's Lynn on dead leaves throughout the summer.
Leocarpus fragilis Rost. Frequent on dead and living bracken, dead leaves, and on pine needles, during summer.

Diderma spinariaeoides Fr. Fairly frequent on dead leaves, March to Aug.

D. globosum Pers. A fine gathering of this species, which is rare in Britain, was made on dead grass-stems and moss in a boggy alder copse at Buckenham in Oct.; a small specimen was found in similar surroundings on a piece of dead wood in the Strumpshaw woods in July, and Mr. J. Saunders gathered it at Holt in Oct. 1897. All the Norfolk gatherings are of a form intermediate between typical D. globosum and D. spinariaeoides, having the eggshell-like walls of the former and spores measuring only 9-10 μ.


D. hemisphaericum Hornem. On dead leaves, stems, and old straw in Whittingham, Earlam, and Mouseland House woods, April to Nov.

D. effusum Morg. On dead leaves, bracken, and dead herbaceous stems in Mouseland House, Buckenham, and Earlam woods, July to Nov.

D. deplanatum Fr. One gathering on dead bramble-stems in Mouseland House woods, Sept.

D. simplex List. A large gathering on dead leaves under low brambles during Aug. in the Dunston woods; the sporangia were pale drab in colour.


D. floriforme Pers. Seen in all stages of development on dead wood and bracken in Dunston woods in Aug.; also in the same woods and in Mouseland House woods in Sept.

D. auriculatum List. The first British gathering of this species was made in Oct. 1910 by Mr. W. B. Burrell upon stems of Equisetum palustre on marshy ground on Flordon Common.

Diachea leucopoda Rost. Fairly common on dead brambles, bracken, etc., during summer in Mouseland House, Whittingham, and Dunston woods.

*D. subaxillaris* Peck. Found at Holt by J. and E. Saunders (see Trans. N. N. S. vi. 451).

D. diffusum Duby. Common everywhere on dead leaves, straw, and decaying herbaceous stems throughout the year.

D. vaccinum (Dur. & Mont.) Buchet (D. Trochus List.). In fair abundance amongst the under layers of decaying straw forming the bottom of an old stack at Swainthorpe in Sept.

D. complanatum Rost. On bracken, bramble-stems, and moss in Dunston, Mouseland House, and Earlam woods during summer.

D. Clavus Rabenh. Fairly common on dead leaves and decaying herbaceous stems, July to Nov.


D. nigriipes Fr. On dead leaves in Buckenham and Earlam woods during summer. Var. xanthopus Fr. is much more common and occurs in summer in similar habitats.

D. squamulosum Fr. "An exceedingly common and prostrate species, occurring throughout the year. An iridescent form has been met with, and in the summer of 1922 flat specimens resembling D. complanatum were found on leaves of Nepeta Glechoma.

Mucilago spongiosa Morg. Plowright mentions this species as being very common, but I have gathered it only three times—once on wild raspberry canes in Nov. at Earlam (between 1914 and 1922), and during the summer of 1922 two large growths on Nepeta Glechoma at Earlam and Whittingham.

Colle茄eronia octulata G. List. After several years of vain searching, this was discovered during wet weather, maturing amongst moss on a fallen tree-trunk in the Belmore Plantation, Thorpe, in Oct.


S. splendens Rost, var. flaccida List. Has been met with several times on dead wood; one specimen matured two feet up an erect dead pine tree, another on a painted gatepost four feet from the ground on College Road; Whittingham woods, May to Sept.


S. flavoquerci Jahn. On dead pine wood and old pine needles in most localities, June to Sept.

S. ferrugineae Ehrenb. A large gathering appeared during three successive seasons on a fallen horse-chestnut trunk in the Whittingham woods; it has also been found on dead wood at Dunston; May to Sept.


C. embriata G. List. & Cran. Two gatherings of this tiny species were made on dead pine wood in the Whittingham and Earlam woods in Sept.

C. elegans List. A single colony was found on a dead oak twig in the Mouseland House woods in July.

C. typhoides Rost. Fairly common on dead wood from May to September; it appeared for several years on a fallen horse-chestnut trunk in the Whittingham woods.

C. pachyphylla Rost. Abundant on dead leaves and bracken in Mouseland House woods, and less so in the Dunston and Whittingham woods; in summer.

C. tenerrima G. List. On dead wood, once on straw; at Earlam and Whittingham, Aug. to Nov.

C. rubens List. On dead coniferous wood at Earlam in Nov.
Eriophorum papillatum Rost. Fairly common, chiefly on dead pine trunks and on horse-chestnut logs, in all localities, March to Sept.

Lamproderma columbinum Rost. Found once on a mossy log in the Whittingham woods, developing from white plasmodium, Sept.

L. areyronoea Rost. A single gathering of this, which is uncommon in Britain, was made on dead wood, probably beechn, in the Whittingham woods in July.

L. scintillans Morg. Abundant throughout the year on leaf heaps, particularly beechn, in all localities.

L. violentum Rost. Two large gatherings on a mossy tree-trunk in the Whittingham woods during Nov. and Dec.; on one occasion a few sporangia were found maturing on the pincers of a small fungus.

L. atrusporum Meylan var. debile G. List, & Howard and var. anglicum G. List, & Howard. Both were found in considerable abundance and close together in 1918, 1920, and 1923, upon the same two heaps of beechn leaves in Whittingham woods (see Journ. B.t. 1919, 25, pl. 552). The typical form of the species has not been recorded in Britain.

L. Guelicia Meylan. A few sporangia were found on a beechn heap in the Earith woods in Nov. 1918; the only other British gathering was made by the Rev. W. Cran in Aberdeen in Sept. 1913.

*Aneurochate fuliginosa Macbr. Found at Sheringham by Mr. W. H. Burrell.

Brefeldia maxima Rost. A single gathering on an old elder log in the Strumpshaw woods in May.

Cribaria argillosea Pers. Common on dead wood in summer.

C. rufa Rost. On dead coniferous wood in Earith and Mousehold House woods during Nov.

C. vulgaria Schrad. Very common on fallen pine logs during summer; often forms large colonies, especially in the Whittingham and Buxton woods. Var. aurantica Pers. Appears at the same time and place.

C. tenella Schrad. A single large gathering was made in the Whittingham woods on a dead pine trunk in July.

Dictyophorus cancellatum Macbr. After a spell of wet weather the developing sporangia form a remarkable sight; the rain-soaked pine logs are covered for several feet with the purple-black moist sporangia which quickly change to red-brown on maturing. It is fairly common in all localities visited. Var. fasciculatum also appears on dead coniferous wood, but has been recorded only in the Whittingham woods in summer.

Ctenaria flexuosa Pers. Frequent on dead pine branches in the Whittingham, Earith, and Racecourse woods in summer.

*Oscodella operculata Wing. The first gathering of this minute species outside North America was made by Mr. Burrell in 1908 on Fruinaria dilatata and other small liverworts on a beech tree at Nash's Grove, Stratton Strawless (see Trans. N. N. S. 9. 100).

Tabiseris ferruginosa Gmel. Common on pine logs in the Whitlingham and Buckenham woods during summer.

Dictyophorus plumbeum Rost. Not uncommon on dead wood in the Dunston and Whitlingham woods throughout the year.

Entodidium olivaceum Ehrenb. A single specimen on dead wood at Dunston in March.

E. liceoides G. List. On dead pine wood at Earith in Nov.

Reticularia lycopods Bull. Common in various situations; on one occasion it was seen maturing on the end of a recently cut willow in the full sun, and on another occasion four silverly white asthali were seen five feet up the trunks of living limes in a city churchyard.

Liceopsis lobata Terrend. A single gathering of this somewhat rare species was found on an old pine stump at Dunston in July.

Lyceoga fuliginaea Rost. A large asthalium was found upon a rotting stump, probably elm, in the Whittingham woods in Aug.

L. epideridium Fr. One of the earliest species to appear in spring; the developing asthalium are often very numerous and conspicuous; very common on dead wood, April to Sept.

Trichia fenoginea Pers. In Ploceo's List (Trans. Norf. Norw. Nat. Soc. i. 47) occur T. turbinata and T. chrysopersea, which are now regarded as synonymous with T. fuliginaea. Ploceo probably followed Berkeley's classification in Smith's English Flora; he mentions both species as occurring commonly. The writer has never met with T. fuliginaea in the county; the records probably refer to either T. scabra, T. persimilis, or T. affinis, which only came to be recognised after Berkeley's time.

T. affinis de Bary. On decaying logs at Whittingham and elsewhere throughout the year.

T. persimilis Karst. Very common on decaying wood in all localities; found all the year round, but more abundant from Nov. to April.

T. scabra Rost. Occurred for successive years on decaying tree-trunks in Whittingham woods; the colonies of sporangia found in winter were often very large and were occasionally associated with Hemitrichia serpentinum.


T. contorta Rost. Found occasionally in Whittingham woods, March to April.

T. lataeespina List. A few scattered sporangia of this rare species were found in July on a dead alder branch which had been submerged in a wide ditch that was still in a boggy condition; after removing the sporangia the branch was returned to the ditch and a further gathering was found on it in the following Oct. The gatherings were made in the Belmore Plantation, Thorpe.

T. decipiens Macbr. Common in early spring in the Whittingham, Dunston, and Earith woods. It also occurs less frequently throughout the year, maturing sporangia being found in Aug. upon beech and horse-chestnut wood.
ANEMONE NEMOROSA VAR. CERULEA

By E. J. Salisbury, D.Sc., F.L.S.

In the recently-issued Report of the Watson Botanical Exchange Club (p. 240) the question is raised as to the status of variety cerulea of Anemone nemorosa, and it is suggested that this plant may be merely a colour-form.

I have seen this plant in a number of stations in the Quercus sessiliflora woods of Cornwall, where, in my experience, var. cerulea (DC. Pl. Fr. ed. 3, iv. 884; 1809) never occurs in large patches but in small groups of from two to three to perhaps twenty flowering shoots together. Such patches, owing to the clear pale blue of the upper surface of the perianth segments, are conspicuous features and appear as islands of colour in a sea of the white flowers of the var. genuina. The colonies appear in the same spots year after year, and their small size and scattered distribution amongst the normal white variety seem to warrant the assumption that the colour is not a direct response to a changed environment and that therefore the status of forma cannot be applied. It may be added that the pink-flowered condition, sometimes of a very deep colour, also grows in these Cornish woods, but whereas all gradations are to be found between the white and pink states, I have been unable to find any such gradations between var. genuina and var. cerulea.

Nevertheless, though var. cerulea cannot be properly called a form, we do not as a matter of custom—for our systematic units are aggregates of convenience—give the status of variety to every Mendelian segregate that only differs by a single phenotypic character. It is more convenient in such cases to adjust the varietal or specific diagnosis to include them. In the case of var. cerulea there are other differences besides that of colour of which the most noteworthy is the difference in number of floral parts. The number of parts, whether of perianth segments, stamens, or carpels, is not, of course, a constant, but is capable of presentation as a variation curve, the mode for each type of floral structure or for the parts of the flower as a whole being subject to variation both with season and locality.

When studying the Cornish woodlands I took the opportunity to examine material of both var. cerulea and of var. genuina, the latter being from plants growing immediately adjacent to the former. In the case of var. genuina the perianth showed a range of from 6 to 11 segments, the number of stamens ranged from 51 to 109, and the number of carpels from 6 to 46. The total number of parts to the flower varied between 64 and 164. The corresponding ranges for var. cerulea were: perianth 6 to 8, stamens 61 to 106, and carpels 5 to 33. The total number of parts ranged from 62 to 145.

The mean values with their standard errors are given below.

| Anemone nemorosa var. cerulea: Parianth 6, st.ens 69 ('standard error' of mean 2.55), carpels 13 ('standard error' of mean 1.78); total number of parts 90 ('standard error' of mean 0.39). |
| Anemone nemorosa var. genuina: Parianth 7, stamens 78 ('standard error' of mean 3.20), carpels 23 ('standard error' of mean 2.57); total number of parts 111 ('standard error' of mean 4.8). |
Taking the differences between the two varieties we have then:
- **Stamens**, difference = 9 ('standard error' of difference 4.1);
- **Carpels**, difference = 10 ('standard error' of difference 3.02);
- **Total**, difference = 21 ('standard error' of difference 4.8).

It is apparent that, since the difference in the total number of parts is more than four times the standard error of difference, the difference may be regarded as "significant" with a high degree of certainty. In the case of the carpels the difference is more than three times the standard error, so that here again we can attach considerable importance to the difference observed. As to the number of stamens, the difference here is less than three times the standard error, so that there is here a possibility that the samples examined do not fairly represent, in this respect, the "population" from which they were taken, and that the difference noted is accidental. In view, however, of the obvious significance of the data as to the total number of parts the difference with regard to the stamens is very likely also of significance.

The conclusion then to which our statistical examination leads us is that colour alone is but one of the features by which var. _carnosa_ is distinguished from var. _genuina._

It is interesting to note that, in one of the woods from which the material of var. _carnosa_ was collected, specimens were also obtained of the rare var. _robusta_ Salisbury (cf. Ann. Bot. xxx. 525-528; 1916). These were too few in number to justify placing much reliance on the means obtained, but they are included together with data respecting _A. ranunculoides_, also based on a few specimens only, in order to show the approximate relation of the varieties and species, either wild or naturalised in Britain, with respect to the number of floral parts.

It will be at once apparent that the various Anemones are fairly clearly separated with regard to the number of stamens and carpels, the more so that, when sufficient numbers are examined, it becomes at once evident that there is a primary mode about which any secondary modes that may be exhibited are grouped. The acquisition of such data is, of course, a laborious matter, but, nevertheless, one may hope that Flora of the future will no longer be satisfied with the bald statement that the carpels or stamens of a genus or species are numerous.

**Number of Parts in Flowers of Anemones.**

*Anemone nemorosa.*
- var. _carnosa_ DC. (Cornwall). P. 6-8. A. 51-106 (Mean 69). G. 5-83 (Mean 13).

*Anemone nemorosa.*
- var. _carnosa_ DC. (Cornwall). P. 6-8. A. 51-106 (Mean 69). G. 5-83 (Mean 13).

**Anemone ranunculoides** L.

---

**STATICE AND LIMONIUM.**

BY T. A. SPINGLE, B.SC., F.L.S.

As the name *Statice* has been commonly used in this country for the Sea-Lavenders since 1813 (Journ. Bot. 1813, 22; 1815, 237, 320; 1917, 33; 1922, 345; 1924, 97; 1925, 188), it seems desirable to point out (1) that the correct name for the genus in question—whether under International Rules or Type-basis Code—is *Limonium*; and (2) that this is now widely recognized both in Europe and America.

It is a mistake to suppose that Art. 45 of the International Rules requires in all cases that the original name of a genus which is divided into two or more genera should be applied to that part of it which contains the larger number of species. Art. 45 consists of three sentences. The first requires that when a genus is divided the generic name should be retained for one of the parts. The second requires that, if the genus contains a section or some other division which, judging by its name or its species, is the type or origin of the group, the name should be reserved for that part of it. It is only where there is no such subdivision that the name of the species is reserved for the part (if any) which contains many more species than the others. The origin of *Statice* L. (Sp. PI. 274; Gen. PI. ed. 5, 135) was *Statice* Tourn, which is *Armeria* Willd.; and Limoniaceae recognized two subdivisions, *Statice* auctorum (alcyce communi triplici flore subrotundum composit), including the Thrifts, and *Limonium* auctorum (alcyce communi imbricato flosculoso serie oblongo exibet), comprising the Sea-Lavenders. Hence it is clear that the name *Statice* should be applied to the Thrifts.

In order to justify the application of the name *Statice* to the Thrifts, Schinz and Thellung in 1897 adduced the fact that Miller, who was the first to divide *Statice* after 1753, reserved the name for the Thrifts (Bull. Herb. Boiss. sér. 2, vii. 334). But this fact is immaterial—the International Rules do not state that the first author who divides a genus into two or more genera is to be followed in his application of the original generic name. Schinz and Thellung afterwards, however, supported their position by citation of Art. 45 (Vierteljahrschr. Nat. Ges. Zürich, lll. 555; 1909). The following authorities among others are agreed that the name *Statice* should be borne by the Thrifts: Druce, Britten and Randell, London Catalogue, Schinz and Thellung, Hayek, Robinson and Fernald, Blake, L. H. Bailey, and N. L. Britton. To those familiar with nomenclature this list will be fairly conclusive. It may be useful to cite the principal works in which *Statice* has been used for the Thrifts, as distinguished from the Sea-Lavenders; references to authors who included both genera under *Statice* are excluded:—

at its suggestive value, which only becomes satisfactory as confirming conclusions drawn from the corresponding phases of higher algal forms.

Advanced nuclear organization, with distinct and numerous chromosomes has been described for types of unicellular Protocols as Diatoms, Brown-Flagellate Peridines, a few Green Flagellates (Emiliania, Phaeas, Trachelomonas) 1, and also for derivative isozooic groups as Heliozoa and Myctozoa. In these last groups alone has meiosis been definitely located, and the succession of haploid and diploid phases accounted for. On the other hand, granted nuclei with chromosomes presenting karyogamy, it is evident that meiosis is equally obligatory, though as yet traced with difficulty, and in only a few examples, owing to the imperfection of methods for dealing satisfactorily with the cytology of minute objects not available in any great mass.

The fact that meiotic segregation is affected on a nuclear spindle-mechanism, in all respects similar to that of normal mitosis—to the extent that it is often stated that meiosis is intercalated in a condition of mitosis 2—undeniably implies that the latter as a nuclear function, involving a high degree of specialization in chromosome-content, had been so long in existence as to be fully established as a fundamental feature of the normal mechanism of cell-control and binary fission in all advancing organism, long before any karyogamy occurred, bringing with it new problems of a reduction-scheme. Fertilization and meiosis may thus be regarded as comparatively late departures in the history of the evolution of the planktop-cell.

Given the existence of a normal cell-organization, and free suspension in the medium, karyogamy following plasmogamy, and hence giving a diploid nucleus, may be regarded as an extreme case of stimulation for both gametes—the entire organism acting as a gamete;—and, as a matter of fact, all future gametes are essentially no more than similar isolated cell-units. Again, since the general result of all stimulation of plasma may be considered as a shock-effect to which the organism responds more or less quickly by an attempt to regain the former condition of equilibrium (recoll), the first effect of karyogamy should be expressed in an attempt to revert to the antecedent condition. Hence meiosis might be expected to normally follow at the first opportunity—i.e., at the next spindle-mechanism, or at the first division of the diploid zygote. Where the products of such meiosis immediately separate, as freely as following the mitosis of ordinary binary fission, there would be little to mark the nuclear cycle, which must nevertheless be existent; and all somatic cell-individuals would be so far classed as haploid. In such case, it will be noted, meiosis introduces no special problem or difficulty in the life of the individual or in the life-cycle; and this is undoubtedly the original inception of the process. It created no confusion;

1 Tischler (1921), Allgemeine Pflanzenkaryologie : cf. chromosome-numbers p. 359.
2 Doncaster (1920), Cytology, p. 88.
though, on the other hand, the advantages to be gained are doubly suggestive. Karyogamy admittedly affords the stimulus which rejuvenates the moribund plasma, and out of two old units makes one new one with blended inheritance. Meiosis, in correcting the nuclear community of chromosomes, tends to standardize the race, though with minor differences in the inheritance of each individual—i.e., all are alike, but practically no two identical. This double gain is apparently so valuable an asset in maintaining and establishing the race, that it is fixed by natural selection (that it to say, by the death of all which do not conform to the rule), and it remains the primary key to advancing racial mechanism for ever after. Higher plants at first do little more than retain this elementary plankton-phase in their reproductive processes. The mechanism may be soon further elaborated in some respects (e.g., by heterogamy, apogamy, siphonogamy, autogamy, etc.); but behind all these advanced stages one comes back to the consequences of such chromosome summation and segregation.

To what extent any forms of really primitive organization remain in existence at the present time is extremely doubtful. All are now advanced in specialization in some respect. Primitive features require to be deduced and isolated from the complex of ‘lower’ forms—many conceivably decadent, or relegated to modes of life widely divergent from that in the original medium of the sea (Bacteria of soil, Cyanophyceae of mud).

Among more elementary plant-forms, it is interesting to note that the clearest suggestions of such a cycle are to be found in Akontia, an algal series which, as the name implies, now wholly lack all flagellar mechanism. They are all confined to fresh water, and hence can in no sense be regarded as wholly primitive. The case of the Desmids (Closterium, Cosmarium) illustrates syngamy of whole individuals, with formation of four nuclei by two successive divisions in the zygote. These are divided between two distinct individuals, and one nucleus is suppressed in each. Though the chromosome numbers are not given, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that this 'post-sexual' phase is only the expression of the fact that the two complementary meiotic nuclei must separate as free Desmid individuals. Very similarly in Spirogyra, as a common form of cell-sprouts in unicellular floating filaments, the characteristic zygospore formed by siphonogamic approximation of two whole gamete-cells, gives on germination four nuclei, of which three are suppressed, and one haploid unit survives to build the new individual. Zygogynia follows the same rule. But the extent to which these phenomena are primary or merely express decrepitude of an older story may be left open.

3 Korschakow (1912), Flora, 194, p. 65.

Beyond the condition of the primary autotrophic flagellate of relatively small size (5-10 μ) and comparatively simple organization, even the plankton-phase presents complications, as it also includes the various attempts of organism to attain a larger and more efficient soma-complex. These sponges may retain the plankton-habit, but may freely pass on to benthic stages, in which they present phenomena running parallel with the generally accepted benthic forms conventionally regarded as more normal cellular stages. The conventional idea of a ‘plant’ is again based on observation of the more familiar cellular organization of the higher vegetation of the land, which is hence accepted as affording the most generally successful solution of the soma-problem. Such somatic phases comprise:

1 The large complex cell-bodies, with highly differentiated plasmatric tracts, still controlled by a single nucleus (larger Flagellates, Euglena, Peridines, Diatoms, Pyrocystis, Gymnodinium).
2 Catena-stages, as colonial aggregates of independent cells (many Diatoms, Desmids, Spirogyra, Ceratium).
3 Palmetta-forms, as colonial aggregates in three dimensions, often with distinct form-factors (Cosmoeladium).
4 The Cosmoecytic soma (Foraminifera, Polykrikos).
5 The Cosmocaudial soma (Myxozoa).
6 The Plankton true sphere-soma (mistermed ‘Coenobium’), Volvox, Hydrodictyon, Caulerpa.

Many of these assume the benthic habit with little change—cf. benthic Palmetta-forms, Hydsum, Schizomena-Diatoms, Laccophora (Diatom), Oocladium (Desmid), Dinobryum.

In all such cases the problem of maintaining syngamy of regressive flagellates arises, and meiosis requires to be adjusted to a nuclear cycle. The varying possibilities are probably most clearly estimated from the consideration of the successful solution by the benthic algae. At present details of cytology are scanty, and serve best to emphasize the lacunas still obtaining in our knowledge of the origin of some of the most fundamental features of plant-biology. Among these, as in the case of the Desmids and Spirogyra, one disturbs the freshwater forms, as advanced and specialized migrants introduced to new water-problems, involving also a time-factor (often seasonal), as expressed in the provision of large ‘resting spores’ with abundant food reserves. In many cases syngamy is still undescribed; yet it is difficult to deny its probability in the case of any complex soma. Where mass-production of cell-units is associated with narrow conditions of life, rapid mass-production may have a stabilising effect on the race-aggregate (Bacteria), as well as breakings out of the race on a timescale, even in binary fission. But where the soma has definite form-factors, and the individuals are freely isolated, some means of standardization appears obligatory; also ‘species’ could not have been defined. Hence even where still undescribed, syngamy of regressive flagellates is probable; at any rate, as the general rule, even though many residual but long-established forms may now continue to exist without it.
In the case of the large cell-somatata of Peridines, elaborate nuclei have been described for Ceratium tripos, with many chromosomes; in some forms up to 200; but syngamy only for Ceratium hirundinella, a form with the conjugation mechanism of the Desmid (Alonzia), which is probably equally secondary with a fresh-water resting-spore. On the other hand, the original method of the race is more clearly discerned in marine Gymnodinium and Pyrocystis (Diplodinium), the complex adult cell being broken down to smaller 'Gymnodine young' with the characteristic flagellation of the group. Though these may develop 'asexually,' it is evident that syngamy should be their normal fate. But whether meiosis takes place at the change of state in 'gametogenesis,' or at the 'germination' of the possible zygote, is still unknown.

Similarly, the case of the Diatoms of fresh water approaches the Desmid type in conjugation before the production of a resting-spore (auxosporo). The antecedent division of the nucleus of Rhopalodia gibba into two (of which one is decadent) has been interpreted as a 'reduction'; but there is no apparent necessity for the suppression of potential gametes, and the chromosome story is still a little vague. A more definite case is described for similar reduction in gametogenesis in Surirella saxatilis, in which the nuclear division is retained from the four nuclei, as clearly a decadent phase of a single spore set free in the medium. On the other hand, many nertic and pelagic Diatoms break down to smaller units (Coscinodiscus, Bdellidium, Corethron; Corethron Valdiviae) to as many as 128. These last are said to act as gametes, and the zygote to show a suggestive stage on germination; but the details require confirmation. Syngamy has been claimed for the green Flagellate Eudlena, by means of small non-flagellated gametes; but in the allied heterotrophic Copromonas the individuals fuse whole, and the interest attaches to Actinophrys sol, a fresh-water Heliozoan. Isogamous conjugation takes place between adults; the nuclei of the two gamete-individuals divide in the manner of Rhopalodia; one nucleus of each deteriorating, the others fusing to constitute the zygote. According to Balz, meiosis takes place in such gameto-

2 Zeidehauer (1904), Berichte, 23, p. 1; West (1916), Algae, p. 74.
4 West (1916), Algae, p. 74.
5 Klebs, (1902), Algein., 29, p. 585.
7 Karsten (1904), Berichte, 23, p. 544, in spirit-material; Ottmann (1922), p. 193; West (1916), p. 511.
9 Dobell (1908), cf. Dobell (1916), Protozoenkreide, p. 191.
10 Dobell, loc. cit. p. 448.
11 Dobell, loc. cit. p. 489.

1 The nuclear figures for Actinophrys (Balz, 1923) are singularly beautiful, with repeatedly twisted chromosomes in strepotomia; it being evident that in details of chromosome organization, mode of division, constancy of number, and reduction phenomena, there is little to be learnt in higher plants and animals, which has not been well-established in such plankton forms (Balz, loc. cit. p. 38).
3 Jahr (1911), Berichte, 29, p. 231, Phycologia.
4 Zimmermann (1921), Algein., 60, p. 256.
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REPRODUCTIVE MECHANISM IN LAND FLORA

genesis, with reduction of chromosomes from 44 to 22. This implies that these specialized Protista are diploid organisms, and reduction with loss of half the product of meiosis approaches the animal story of 'maturatio.'

Among the Foraminifera, as a distinct marine holozoic group, with conoecytic somata, often of great complexity and 'chambered,' attaining the value of reef-building organisms in earlier stages of the world's history, a definite alternation of generations, as dimorphic sexual and asexual individuals (gamont and agamont), has been described in some detail for Peneroplis pertussus; but details of cytology are still wanting. It is difficult to avoid the obvious suggestion that one is haploid and the other diploid. A more definite nuclear cycle occurs in Menopoma, which attain an almost plant-like habit, as they solve the extreme wastage-problems of subaeriel existence and the insistent water problem, by a mass-aggregate soma (plasmodium) and the production of a vast number of gutinized 'spores.' These last on germination give flagellate which become amoeboid, and then divide and fuse to constitute a communal soma. Karyogamy occurs in the plasmodium, which may thus be regarded as essentially diploid, and meiosis is interpolated before spore-formation. Lastly, taking the sphere-soma of Valvus as another line of somatic progression in a free-plankton condition, it is interesting to note that meiotic reduction does not take place in gametogenesis of this heterogamic type, but in the germination of the zygote (pereninating spore).

Such fragmentary considerations suggest that, even in the plankton phase, the whole matter has been worked out in varying possibilities, between the horizon of the first flagellate and the various attempts at more massive aggregated somata, and settled once for all. Even the benthic alga can do no more than follow along the same lines. One point appears clear: all questions of origin of reproductive processes and life-cycles are to be referred to the plankton-phase of the sea. It is useless to look for origins elsewhere; and though survivals may throw light on the subject, the problem of the origin and even full establishment of the details of karyogamy, meiosis, and the nuclear cycle, remain inconceivably remote. The causal factors are to be sought in adaptation to the environmental demands of marine plankton.

On the other hand, while the plankton-phase deals with regressive flagellates, pure and simple, as a retention of the older phase of the plankton individual, the Benthic phase illustrates the progressive evolution from such regressive flagellates of 'sexual' cells, as also
aseexual" zoids or spores, as reproductive units subordinate to the increasingly important soma, to be further specialized in connection with other tissue-units as cell-organs, and even specialized members, for this all essential function. The main interest of higher progressions centres in the fact that, while the soma responds freely to new conditions of benthic life, or ultimately of subaeiral existence, these reproductive mechanisms lag behind; though the older free plankton life may be long retained in the so-called reproductive cells. All primary reproductive cells (not gemmae, buds, conidial stages) are regressive flagellates, or their immediate non-flagellated derivatives—(1) losing flagella as they become too large to move by flagellar activity; (2) adding a cutinized wall as they become wind-dispersed; or (3) reduced to mere nuclei in siphonogamic approximation. Such reproductive cells punctuate stages in the life-cycle, as marking changes of phase, recapitulatory of older phylogeny.

Even in the state of free plankton and derivative types included as Protozoa and Protostyphta, the various possibilities of meiosis appear to have been tried out, at the possible changes of phase—(1) in the zygote-division (Spirogyra, Closterium, Volvox); (2) in gametogenesis (Rhopalodia, Suriella, Actinotheca); (3) in formation of sub-aerial spores (Mycetoza) 1. Though the main line of benthic evolution follows the cellular algal soma, it can only follow one of these methods: the point is, which one and why? What advantages follow the different schemes, especially in connection with soma-building, which is the essentially new departure? Even so far, it begins to appear that the more successful specialization of a soma comes to be associated with a 'postponement' of meiosis from the germination stage of the zygote; and the further elaboration of the diploid organism is the main theme of plant-evolution 2.

The general suggestions are so far clear:

1 Meiosis in the zygote may be taken as the primitive condition; but it does not follow that all forms now presenting it are necessarily primitive.

2 Any specialized larger mass, even if uninucleate, which breaks down to smaller regressive haploid gametes for reproductive purposes, gives a diploid zygote-soma, which retains the diploid organization until the next change of phase in gametogenesis 2.

1 Bower (1908), Land Flora, p. 75.
2 Suggestions as to the effective benefit of the diploid nucleus in the diploid zygote individual may be obtained from the initiation of tetraploidy, which occurs as an accident of the mechanism. A doubled nucleus is definitely a larger one, and may thus be expected to control or stimulate a larger tract of plasma. Though the mechanism which admits effective cooperation of two sets of parental chromosomes is unknown, and in the case of four sets of diploidy, it may be assumed that the diploid cell is metabolically more efficient, and in free competition with haploid individuals would tend to be favoured by natural selection. Cf. also the remarkable conclusions of Wettstein for Mosses (Biolog. Centralb. 1924).

(3) Many types in fresh water, with associated production of a large resting-spore containing abundant food-reserves, inter Matter meiosis at the germination of this spore, and hence return to a haploid soma, as a phenomenon of secondary deterioration in the life-cycle.

(To be continued.)

PLANT PROPAGATION AT EDINBURGH.

The meeting of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh on 17th and 18th July took the form of a Conference on the vegetative propagation of plants by means of stems, roots, and leaves. By permission of Prof. W. Wright Smith, Regius Keeper, the meeting was held at the Royal Botanic Garden, and in the large laboratory attached thereto there was an exhibition of some 300 species of seed-plants and nearly 200 photographs illustrating various methods of propagation practised at Edinburgh. Many of the results obtained by Mr. L. B. Stewart, who is in charge of the Propagation Department, remarkable enough in themselves, present interesting problems for investigation along anatomical and physiological lines. Certain specific questions were discussed, and a brief indication of the results already obtained may be of interest to readers of this Journal.

In the genus Clematis stem-cuttings root freely when the cutting is made through an internode, but generally not at all when cut at a node. This problem was discussed by Miss E. Philip Smith, whose work seems to indicate that the peculiarity has some relation to the large amount of sclerenchyma at the nodes, since it is found that, if the stems are etiolated before the cuttings are prepared, rooting from the node takes place readily. Etiolation is considered to act in two ways, resulting in a softening of the fibrous tissue and in a restoration of the carbon; nitrogen ratio believed to be necessary for full meristematic activity.

Mr. L. B. Stewart read a paper on the propagation of plants which possess horizontal branches. Propagation from such branches used as cuttings results in the establishment of a new individual which fails to develop a shoot axis, but which exhibits, especially in Conifers, a more or less pendulous habit. The genera Xylophagum and Garienia were discussed as special cases. In the former, a non-orthotropic branch-cutting forms adventitious roots freely, but the new plant does not produce an orthotropic stem axis. In the course of time, however, a new vertically-directed shoot arises from an adventitious bud which appears on the root-system of the plant. The development of this bud into an ordinary orthotropic stem may possibly be related to the fact that it has not previously been affected by the stimulus of gravity. In Genesia a horizontal branch-cutting produces a new plant having a growth-form distinct from the parent in its complete absence of horizontal branches. Moreover, the new individual is precocious in flowering.

Mr. Stewart dealt also with the results of propagation from roots,
dealing especially with Peltarionium and Acanthus montanus. In the latter, juvenile or adult growth-forms arise according to whether young or old portions of the root are used for cuttings.

Propagation by means of leaves formed the subject of a paper by Dr. R. J. D. Graham, who demonstrated that from leaf-cuttings of non-succulent dicotyledons the root system is first established, followed by the formation of the shoot. The appearance of the shoot is in some instances long delayed, and seems to depend to some extent on the viability of the leaf. On the other hand, in the case of leaves of monocotyledons the shoot-buds appear before the adventitious roots, and succulent leaves of dicotyledons behave in the same way.

A second communication by Dr. Graham dealt with the propagation of bulbous plants, making use of the bulb scales. In Ornithogalum, Drimia, Haemanthus, and others, isolated scales are exposed to sunlight until the mucilage from the injured surface is dry. The leaf-bases are then laid on sand watered once in ten days, and within weeks bulbs develop freely on the axillary side of the scales. The method is a rapid one for providing large numbers of saleable bulbs in a relatively short interval of time. The origin of the bulbs from meristematic tissue was traced in detail.

The Conference, which was well attended by botanists and horticulturists, was brought to a close by a general discussion of the demonstration illustrating the practical side of the questions which had received attention.

J. R. M.

SHORT NOTES.

Sphagnum riparium Angstr. in Cheshire. Amongst a batch of Sphagnum sent to me recently for determination, collected near New Ferry, in Wirral (v.e. 58), was that exceedingly rare British species S. riparium Angstr. It does not seem to have been collected recently in any of the few stations formerly recorded for it, but Mr. Sherrin found it last year at Burnham Beeches (v.e. 24). It is extinct in West Lancashire, where Mr. A. Wilson and I formerly gathered it, through reclamation of the bog, and the more or less doubtful Staffordshire and Cornish stations have not yielded it for very many years. It was collected at New Ferry on July 19th by some members of the Liverpool Botanical Society. The plant sent me was the var. coryphaeus Russ forma gracilis Russ, which is apparently new to Britain. I visited the locality with Mr. W. G. Travis on the 23rd and found the conditions extremely different from those of the Lancashire habitat. On Cookham moss it grew on a peat bog just reaching the stage in which Betula was obtaining a footing at the circumference, but the centre was simply quaking liquid peat with a crust of Sphagnum etc. The Wirral station was a large excavation in the boulder clay, one of a series of brick-pits near the Mersey shore, nearly all the pits having a different flora according to the depth to which they had been worked, and probably also to the

length of time which had elapsed since they were excavated. These pits are under ecological observation by some of the gentlemen named, so I will not describe them further than to state that there seems to be no indication of peat in the vicinity. The predominant associates of Sphagnum riparium in the pit in which Mr. Travis and I collected it were: S. squarrosum, S. fimbriatum, Polytrichum commune, Hypnum cupulatum var. fluitans v. Klinggr., Salix aurita, Énaëthe Phellandrium, Juncus glaucus, Typha angustifolia and Alisma Plantago. Reference to p. 30 of the Flora of West Lancashire will show how different were the associated species on Cookham Moss, only the Polytrichum and Sphagnum fimbriatum being noted.—J. A. WHEELDON.

Limonium transwollanum, nom. nov. Mr. Sprague has very kindly sent me a copy of his paper (p. 267) proposing to adopt the name Limonium for the Sea Lavenders in place of Statice, in order that I may place the plant described as a new species at p. 133 of this Journal under the correct generic name. This will therefore stand as Limonium transvallanum = Statice transvallanana Pagel, in Journ. Bot. 133 (1924). I must say, however, that I make this change with some misgiving. In all the great systematic works of the last century the genus Statice represents the Sea Lavenders, and practically every one of its many species was originally described under that name. Mr. Sprague mentions one work only between 1528 and 1801 in which Limonium is used. So, while I can follow the abstract argument in favour of Limonium, as its adoption will involve a set of new combinations for a very large number of species, I think the really practical course is to retain Statice and Armeria for the Sea Lavenders and Thrifts respectively as noma conservanda.—H. W. PEGLEY.

HIGH ALTITUDES OF MOSSES (p. 228). Mr. Cosmo Melvill has kindly drawn my attention to a passage in Edward Whymper's Travels among the Great Andes, in which he refers to the question discussed at the page mentioned. Whymper distinctly states that 18,500 ft. was the highest altitude on Chimborazo at which he saw any trace of vegetation, represented by the lichen Lecanora subfuscæn L. He gives cogent reasons for concluding that the altitudes given by former travellers, Humboldt etc., were over-estimated. He makes special reference (p. 76) to the Chimborazo Orthotricha collected by Col. Hall, and for reasons into which he enters thinks it impossible that they were gathered at the height estimated (18,800 ft.). The highest elevation at which Whymper himself collected mosses on Chimborazo was 16,660 ft. (Grimmia consobrinia Kunze, Andrea striata Mitt., etc.). It would appear certain that the altitudes given for the Chimborazo Orthotricha are very considerably over-estimated, probably by about 1000 ft.—H. N. DIXON.
most interesting extension of its range, and makes one hope that it may be found elsewhere. The plant very rarely flowers, and many seasons may pass without any sign of one. The past year has been a wonderful year for epiphytes, Monotropa, Notottia, and Corallorhiza all being remarkably abundant and luxuriant. Since Epipogium was originally discovered in this country during September, there is still time for botanists to keep their eyes open and explore thoroughly old woodlands where decaying leaves accumulate in slaty damp sloping places. As this is almost the only British species not represented in the National Collection of British Plants, it is hoped that any discoverer will present a specimen or photograph to the Natural History Museum. An account of the find, by Dr. Bruce, appeared in the Gardeners’ Chronicle of August 16th.—A. J. Wilmott.

**Orchis hispida** Grantz in Surrey. A living specimen of this was sent me on June 27 by Miss A. M. Johns; it was collected in the open on the chalk, Rammore Common, by Miss M. Pank, one of her former pupils at the Powell Corderoy School, Dorking.—A. J. Wilmott.

**Bees and Clover.** We clip the following from the Daily News of August 4:—“The humble bee is now employed in a plant-breeding garden at Slough to fertilise red clover which is sterile. The plant breeder having spotted his bee among the lupins or delphiniums, for which the species has a preference, places an empty match-box upside down swiftly over the insect, closes it, and the bee is a prisoner. Placed in a tube, the captive is bathed in water, sun-heated to the temperature of the bee’s body, and after being cleansed of all alien pollen, is dried on blotting-paper under a tumbler. About a dozen bees are needed to pollinate the two plants which are enclosed in a device like a meat safe. Thither the bees, each under his own tumbler, are carried on a tray and released inside. Whether it is because they are hiveless, without a bed at night, or are lonely, the bees usually die in ten days or a fortnight, or even less. In that case relays of fresh bees arrive to complete the fertilisation of the plants.”

---

**REVIEWS.**

**The Saprolegniales, with Notes on other Water Molds.** By **William Chambers Coker.** 201 pp., 63 plates. 4to. University of North Carolina Press, 1923. $10.

Professor Coker, of the University of North Carolina, has published several papers on the *Saprolegniales* during the last dozen years, and in the present imposing volume he has monographed the group. The previous American monograph, by J. E. Humphrey, appeared in 1892, and A. Fischer’s treatment of the group in the volume on Phycomycetes in Ravenhorst’s *Kryptogamen-Flora* was published practically simultaneously. Since that time there have been many developments. The old controversy concerning the presence of true sexual fusions raged for many years longer and, with the application of cytological methods, served at first to wax even more furious until the work of Truax eventually carried conviction. At the beginning of this period also Klebs applied his cultural methods to these fungi, and proved their varying morphological and reproductive responses to differing environmental conditions—phenomena “which invariably give great delight to the majority of non-systemic mycologists who periodically vainly imagine that a little further knowledge on the nature of variation will either reduce the identification of species to a matriculation standard or create such chaos that only elementary identifications could be expected.

Lately a certain amount of attention has been paid to the biology of these interesting forms, the names of Petersen and von Minden being prominent in this connection. An important paper by the latter, “Beiträge zur Biologie und Systematik einheimischer submerser Phycomycesen,” in Peltz’s *Mykologische Untersuchungen und Berichte*, i. p. 145 (1916), has been overlooked, and does not appear in the very full Bibliography of the work under review.

The aim of Professor Coker’s volume is “to get together a treatment of all known species, and to illustrate all species [he has] seen in the living state.” It is concerned primarily with the *Saprolegniales*, but genera and species of the other families of the *Saprolegniales* have been noted, and those of North Carolina treated in some detail. The Introduction is restricted to sixteen pages. In many ways a more detailed introduction would have been of greater convenience, but the author has followed the more logical method of incorporating or referring to cytological and physiological work in connection with the species concerned. There are, however, many general points discussed in the Introduction: one is whether the zoospores of *Saprolegnia, Achnia*, etc., leave the sporangia automatically, with the conclusion that the evidence against this view is overwhelming. A preliminary account is given of the work of Mr. J. N. Couch confirming the observations of Rotherton that the spores of *Achnia* and *Aphanomycetes* are connected by threads on emerging, and showing that in *Achnia, Aphanomycetes*, and *Leptospora* there is material connection between the spores while within the sporangium and that in the first two the connection is maintained until the spores have taken up their position in the apical bulb—the opinion being expressed that they play the most important part in drawing the spores together.

A matter of considerable systematic importance is the discussion of the variation from the supposed normal behaviour of the sporangia and spores in *Saprolegniales* and a review of the recorded instances. “In case of bacterial contamination, or foulness from any cause, or where the spores are put in liquid nutrient media, there is a strong tendency for the spores to be retained in the sporangium, or if discharged for them to sprout at once without a second swimming stage.” Incidentally the attitude taken up by Lechmere in his papers in the *New Phytologist* (1910–11) is severely criticized.
A general comparison of the biological results obtained by Petersen and by the author shows that "certain differences are found and to be expected, due to the cold climate of Denmark, as that the period of the Suprionaleae begins in the spring and generally closes in November. With us there is no closed season, and we find water molds wherever the water is open any day in winter. In Denmark Apodactyla is common, while Leptomitus is not recorded by Petersen. In Chapel Hill Leptomitus is very common, while Apodactyla has been found but once." A table is given containing 598 collections made between February 1912 and December 1913, and it is further stated that the number of collections made since then will easily run into several thousands.

Throughout the work there is an abundance of keys. A key to the families of the Suprionaleae is succeeded by one to the genera of each family as it appears and to the species in each genus. Further, the larger genera Suprionale and Achlya each have two keys, one labelled "natural," the other "artificial," which hardly seems a scientific classification of keys! Following the keys each species is described in the normal way, followed by notes on distribution and any points of biological, cultural, cytological, or other interest. The descriptions are adequate, and every assistance seems to have been given towards definite identification.

The book is lavishly illustrated, there being 63 plates. These are mostly very clear line drawings, often a dozen or more to the plate; the remaining six plates being half-tones. In the matter of plates, however, there is a great waste of paper, and one page contains only the number of the plate and the next (reverse) page the explanation of the plate; the following page contains the drawings on one side of the paper only. Thus the 63 plates occupy 252 pages.

A new genus, Protoachlya, is proposed for Achlya paradoxs Fr. (Isochrysis Ehr.). It differs from Achlya in the motility of some or all of the spores on emerging, the not infrequent internal proliferation of the sporangia and their thick rounded tips, the presence of spherical or pear-shaped gemmae, and, from all except the Racemosa group, in the egg-structure. It differs from Suprionale in the non-motility of some of the spores on emerging, in the predominant sympodial proliferation of the sporangia, and in the frequent occurrence of dictiosporangia. From Isospora it differs in the non-motility of some of the spores on emerging, in the frequent occurrence of dictiosporangia, in the absence of chained oogonia and in the presence of antheridia on all oogonia (normally). The relationships of the genus are not obvious. Either Dictychus or the Racemosa group of Achlya seems nearest.

The following new species are diagnosed:—Suprionale delica, S. litoralis, S. megalosperma, S. parasitica; Isochrysis unisporea, I. eccentrica; Achlya proliferoides, A. flagellata, A. imperfecta, A. compacta, A. dubia, Dictychus sterile, Aphanomyces parasitica, and a few new varieties.

Septolocasia Coker & Grant (1922) is sunk as being the same as
In his account of the history of plants, Dr. Scott adopts the plan of working back from the known to the unknown. He begins with the flora of to-day, and shows how certain of its elements stretch back to Eocene and Cretaceous times, concluding that we have as yet no evidence at all as to the primitive representatives of the Angiosperms. He then describes the changes which are found in the flora when we get back to the earlier part of the Mesozoic period, afterwards dealing with the apparent transformation of plant-life in Permian times and subsequently working back to the oldest-known land-plants of Middle Devonian age. It is to be regretted that more attention could not be given to the questions arising out of the study of the geographical distribution of fossil plants, which probably have considerable significance, but perhaps we cannot expect every aspect of the subject to be discussed in the course of a short book.

One would not be surprised to find, in a book of this character, a restatement of the conclusions which the author had already published in other works of a more special character. But Dr. Scott is not one of those whose views are stereotyped, and his conclusions are drawn in the light of the most recent investigations. Consequently we have here an original contribution to botanical thought rather than an epitome of a text-book. Though all the plants mentioned are, with one or two exceptions, fairly well known, there are several new figures and photo-micrographs among the excellent illustrations which add to the value of the book.

It is impossible here to review the conclusions reached, but at the end the author finds himself compelled to take up an agnostic position with regard to many problems. He feels in concluding his brief survey that "we know a good deal about extinct plants, but not enough, as yet, to throw much light on the problems of their evolution. New discoveries constantly raise new questions, and seldom solve those which were before our minds." This is certainly the case, but one can scarcely read this admirable book without being struck with the importance of the knowledge already gained.

H. H. T.

---


This volume, the first to appear of the second edition of Engler and Prantl's great work, contains the first half of the Mosses, including the greater number of the Acrocarpous Families. The Hepaticae are now treated in a separate volume.

The introductory matter, by several authors, is little altered, though some additions are made, e.g., a section on the phyllotaxy of mosses (p. 37). The Sphagnaceae are dealt with by H. Paul, the system being very considerably altered from Warnstorf's arrangement in the first edition. The remaining groups (Andreaeales and Eubryinales) are by Brotherus. The arrangement is that of Fleischner in his work on the mosses of Java; hence the order of the Families is very considerably altered from that of the first edition. Within this arrangement, however, the treatment of the species within each genus is not greatly changed, with certain exceptions; but, as all the species published since the appearance of the first edition are included, the work is considerably enlarged. The number of genera is appreciably increased, in part owing to the foundation of a number of new genera on new material in the interval, and in part through the raising to generic rank of a certain number of the subgenera of the old edition.

Some idea of the fuller contents of the present edition may be formed by comparing the number of species of four of the larger genera in the different editions:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
<th>1st Edition</th>
<th>2nd Edition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fissidens</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbula</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tortula</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryum</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It will be seen therefore that the present volume is by no means a mere reprint of the old, but contains a very considerable amount of new matter; and botanists will find it quite indispensable to a knowledge of the world moss-flora.

The format is greatly changed. The paper is thinner and the surface less suitable for the reproduction of the figures in the text; the disadvantage arising from this, however, is largely counterbalanced by the resulting volume being much more compact and light, and more easily handled than the earlier one. The printing is closer and smaller, while quite clear, and in consequence families that occupied about 500 pages in the first edition are here, in spite of the greatly increased matter, compressed in less than 480.

Misprints seem very few: on p. 176 Trematodon Brodeleyi should be Baileyi. Ecchymium Whiteleggei, on p. 160, appears as "E. Whiteleggei Brotherus, n. sp.," though it was published in 1901. No New Zealand species of Leucobryum appear; if this were in accordance with facts, it would be a great relief to systematicists in that country; unhappily this is not the case.

It is unfortunate that more use is not made of the page headlines; the Family alone is there given, more than once the same heading appears for 50 pages at a time. If the genus had been given instead it would have greatly added to convenience of reference, especially as there is no index to this volume.

One is a little disappointed to find the bibliography somewhat cut down. In the first edition the very valuable bibliographical matter is divided in two, part being given by C. Mueller in his introductory
section, and a supplementary list by Brotherus bringing it up to date, i.e., up to the commencement of the work. The bibliography of the present volume omits a large number of the less considerable papers contained in the former lists, while retaining the more important ones and adding papers of importance subsequently published. For anything like a complete bibliography, therefore, the three lists in the two editions need to be consulted, and even then they overlap. No doubt conditions of expense are responsible for this, but it would seem better either to have made the present list as complete as possible—a very much needed work—or failing that to have attempted merely to supplement the previous ones by adding papers published during the intervening years. Another defect—and perhaps the only one that is of any moment (apart from the page head-lines)—due also, no doubt, to limitations of expense, lies in the illustrations. The principle carried out in the previous edition was to represent each genus by at least one figure. In the present edition practically all the old illustrations are reproduced, and one or two new ones (e.g. in Sphagnum) are brought in; but, practically speaking, none of the newly included genera are figured. It seems a pity that the funds could not run to this, partly because the new genera are, naturally, those for which the illustrations are most required, and partly because it makes a departure from what was a distinct feature of the publication, one of its principal specific, not to say generic, characters! The wonder is, however, that under present conditions in Germany it is possible to issue at all, and at so reasonable a price, a volume so well produced and so complete, and one which will certainly be indispensable to all bryologists who desire an acquaintance with the mosses of other regions beside their own.

H. N. D.

BOOK-NOTES, NEWS, ETC.

The Times of April 25 contains a biographical notice of the late Dr. R. Hingston Fox, the author of the volume on Dr. John Fothergill and his Friends which was reviewed at some length in this Journal for 1920, pp. 56–59. Dr. Fox was born at Stoke Newington in 1883, and died at Beaconsfield on April 20. Apart from his professional work, his chief undertaking was the Centenary History of the Hunterian Society, to which body he held the highest offices.

In the part (vol. xxi, pt. 4) of the North American Flora published March 10, the Trigoniaceae and Vochysiaceae are described by Mr. C. P. Standlee, who has adapted Aublet’s name for the genus usually known as Vochysia; the Meliaceae by Mr. Percy Wilson; the Polygalaceae by Mr. S. F. Blake are begun in this part and concluded in pt. 5 (March 20)—179 species, some new, are enumerated and described. We note that Nordicas of authors (not of Linnaeus) is replaced by Elston of Adanson; in Diapetalaceae, undertaken by Mr. H. A. Gleason, Diapetalum Thoms (1806) is replaced by Symphyphyllum Vahl (1810)—the former being regarded as a “hyponym.” Apparently in order to retain the name of the species more or less in the centre of the page, references are split into two lines—

"Swierania cirrhata" Blake, Jour. Wash. Acad. 10: 292. 1920—

innovations of this kind, while they testify to the inventive genius of the human mind, seem to us of no possible utility. We notice that "in," which should, we think, always precede a reference to a paper in a periodical publication, is usually omitted, though sometimes, as in the above instance, indicated by a comma.

The late Professor v. Hönel (1852–1920) was so prolific a writer that it is not surprising to find that he left sufficient material for the publication of several papers, which have been edited by his successor, Prof. J. Wees. One of these (on the microfungal flora of Java) appears in the Buitenzorg Bulletin du Jardin Botanique, vol. vi.; this includes two new genera—Phrynodochoicum and Septoriosis; the latter name has, however, previously been used by Fraga (1915) and Stevens and Dalby (1919). Von Hönel’s herbarium has been acquired by Harvard University.—J. R.

The Fifteenth Report of the Botany Committee of the Transactions of the Devonshire Association, edited by the Secretary, Miss C. E. Larter, shows that useful work continues to be done in the various Botanical Districts. The Torquay station for Tortula canescens, which formed the subject of a note in this Journal for 1911 (p. 127), has been completely destroyed by the excavations for a new drive; the whole face of the rock on which it grew has been cut away, and the mass of debris hurled over the cliffs; a specimen of Lycopodiun giganteum found at Chagford weighed 19½ lbs., with a girth of 63 inches; a number of freshwaer algea from the Honiton District are new county records. Omphalodes verna has established itself in great plenty near Littlehempstone. Some of the records stand on the authority of local field clubs at Exeter and Plymouth. We note that Miss Larter finds it necessary to protest against the "present custom of extermination by certain clubs, some field clubs and others," which, unless abandoned, will render it necessary to withhold even the names of the parishes in which a rare plant is found. Phenological notes from the Barnstaple and Torquay Districts add to the interest of the Report; in the former "the early leafing generally this year of Quercus Robur was notable; by Dartside, in the otherwise dark woods, the fresh gold-shining leaves of the trees looked like masses of brilliant flowers lighting up the gloom."
The verses on *Epilobium angustifolium* which we printed last month (p. 256) may be supplemented by the lines prefixed by Miss Muriel F. Watson to her recent novel; this has for its title *Fireweed*, the American-Canadian name of the plant, referring to its appearance after fire—a fact also embodied in the poem already quoted. The verse runs:

"And ever after Fire still flies the glory of the Weed,
With the purple of its blossom, and the embers of its seed,
To cloak the begoggled soil anew, redeeming it from flame
With its majesty of courage and its lowliness in name."

*Contributions to the U.S. National Herbarium*, vol. xxiv, part 5, is devoted to an account of the "Economic Fruit-bearing Plants of Ecuador," the result of eight months' work in the Republic by Mr. Wilson Popeneo, agricultural explorer of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, during which "an effort was made to obtain data concerning the distribution, common names, and uses of all cultivated fruit-bearing plants, as of wild ones, the fruits of which are utilised by Ecuadorians." The descriptions, which are very full, are preceded by an interesting introduction, from which we learn that "one *Passiflora*, two species of *Disterigma* and one of *Mecleania* have been named from material collected during the investigations"; these are named and described in the text, which is accompanied by sixteen plates.

The American Orchid Society (Boston) has issued in a beautifully printed little volume *An Enumeration of the Orchids of the United States and Canada*, prepared for the Society by Mr. Oakes Ames. It contains a short account of the Orchidaceae and a key to the genera; the names of these and of the species then follow in alphabetical sequence, with complete synonymy (including bibliographical references), geographical distribution, and common names, manufactured and other—does anyone, even in the Bahama Islands to which the plant is confined, ever speak of "Mrs. Britton's Poutishwa"?

The Report for 1922–23 of the Botanical Section of the South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies contains a list of the plants seen at the four 1923 excursions and a list of botanical referees, with useful notes as to the condition in which specimens should be sent and the methods of sending them.


The *Bulletin of the Torrey Club* (July) includes "Across the Sonoran Desert," by Forest Shreve; "Notes on Southern Californian Plants," by P. A. Munz and J. M. Johnston; and a continuation of C. P. Smith's "Studies in *Lupinus*.


*Jones Plantarum Japonicorum* (vol. i, n. 6), March 1, Murazen Co., Tokyo, which has not previously reached us, contains excellent plates, with full descriptions in English and Japanese, of *Sorocaulus rubriflora* F. Schmidt, *Prinula sieboldii* Thunb, *Saxifraga sarmentosa* L. f., and *Lychnis coronata* Thunb.

The *Fortieth Report of the Watson Botanical Exchange Club*, edited by the Hon. Sec., Mr. H. S. Thompson, contains, as usual, much interesting matter, some of which we hope to quote later, should space permit. We note the description by Mr. Pugsley, who also contributes notes on *Euphrasia scottica*, *Rueus elongatus*, and other species of a new variety (*cornubiensis*) of *Fumaria muralis*, and an interesting note by Mr. J. W. White on *Limonium recurvum*; the species of *Salix* have received the special attention of several contributors.

With much regret we announce the death of the Rev. Oswald Mosley Fielden, Rector of Welsh Frankton, near Ellesmere, Salop. Born on September 16, 1837, he was educated at Christ Church, Oxford, and as long ago as 1865 was appointed Rector of Welsh Frankton. Left Brownlow being the patron of the living, he resided nearly sixty years he lived among a devoted people a typical parish priest, foremost in all good work, and a great lover of Nature, especially its trees and flowers. His parish, though a large one of some three thousand acres in extent, was entirely rural; in its neighbourhood are the seven meres of Ellesmere, and the celebrated Whixall and Penn's Mosses, so rich in local species, and I, as Recorder for Botany in the Proceedings of the Cardoc Field Club for the past fifteen years, have received from time to time valuables lists from him, mainly from his own neighbourhood, which have been of the greatest service. Mr. Fielden was also President of the more recently constituted Offa Field Club, its headquarters being Oswestry, situate five miles W. of Frankton, whose particular hunting-grounds are the extreme western portion of Salop and most of Montgomeryshire, this last including the far-famed Breidden Hills. He thoroughly deserved the kindly appellation of the "Gilbert White of Shropshire," by which he was locally known. After a brief illness, he passed away on June 20th in his 87th year.—J. C. M.


The Annals of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Peradeniya, is now issued as "Section A. Botany" of the Ceylon Journal of Science, and appears in a greatly improved form. The first part of vol. ix. (June 29) contains a paper on "Thread Bright," by Mr. T. Petch, who also contributes an article on "Gregarious Flowering"; Mr. C. H. Galt writes on Physophora Fieberi (1 pl.), and Mr. E. J. Livera on Ceylon Dipterocarp, in the course of which he transfers Shorea bissophylia Thw. to Leptocera and Stereophorus Lewiniusus Trim. to Vatica, in each case retaining the original specific name.


The vacancy in the Department of Botany caused by the retirement of Mr. E. G. Baker has been filled by the appointment of Mr. A. W. Ekell, B.A., late Scholar of Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
enthusiasm. On his second visit to London, while staying with my brother he met with an accident, which unfortunate occurrence, though interfering with his plans, was to our advantage in affording an exceptional opportunity for increasing our intimacy.

Nordstedt was a good correspondent and took a great delight in the company of his friends. He amassed a large collection of botanical portraits and autographs; in a letter I had from him last year he told me that the former numbered some 500 and the latter 2500. The very pleasing portrait which accompanies the notice in the _Botaniska Notiser_ gives a good idea of the kindly humorous personality of this very lovable man.—J. Groves.

For the following admisible sketch of Nordstedt's life we are indebted to his friend Miss Elin Mihle:—

Otto Nordstedt, the eldest among the Swedish botanists, died at Lund on the 6th Feb., 1924, at the age of 86; he was born at Jönköping, 20th Jan., 1838. His father was Carl Peter Nordstedt, a well-known physician and a descendant of the Linne family, his grandfather having married a niece of Carl von Linné. Having passed his childhood in Jönköping, Otto went in 1856 to Lund, where he entered the University the same year. He very soon came under the fascination of Jakob Georg Agardh, the celebrated algologist. This acquaintance resulted in his abandoning the medical studies he had begun to conserve his life to the plant-world, and especially the Alge. In 1861 Nordstedt had passed a primary medical examination and was practising at a hospital in Stockholm. A revival of interest in botany had just then arisen at the University; the young and energetic professor, Frederic Arthus, had gathered around him a number of enthusiastic young men interested in botanical studies, and had started with them the Botanical Society of Lund in 1858. Being financially independent, Nordstedt decided to give up his medical studies and join this band, and soon became the leading power among them. The purpose of the Society was to encourage the study of botany in the northern countries of Europe, to introduce to each other those interested in the plant-world, and to facilitate the exchange of specimens. Dividing his time between work for this Society and his own scientific researches, Nordstedt's life was from then onward filled up with hard work, and in a few years he had gained a world-wide reputation as an algologist. He never held any office as a teacher, but was always willing to give information and assistance to the young men who came to him, placing freely at their disposal his own considerable botanical experience and the resources of his library.

The bent of his character and genius fitted him for the work of a collector and editor rather than that of a professor, and in 1873 Nordstedt accepted the office of amanuensis at the Botanical Institution of Lund, which office he retained until 1921, more than forty years. About 1879 a new post, that of conservator at the same institute, was created on account of the gift of the extensive herbarium made by Agardh, comprising about 40,000 specimens, and Nordstedt was appointed to the position. In 1910 he gave up this post, receiving a small pension from the State. In 1881 the degree of Doctor was conferred upon him, and in 1903 he was given the title of Professor. During his latter years Nordstedt held office in a fresh capacity. Agardh had presented his library to the Institution, and Nordstedt was appointed as its first librarian, an office without salary, in which his extensive knowledge of botanical literature was of the greatest value. For twenty-two years he was actively at work in this capacity; only a few days before his death he was to be seen in his place registering magazines and answering letters.

Perhaps his most important work, however, was his editorship of Swedish botanical review _Botaniska Notiser_. Published for the first time in 1838 by Lindblom in Lund, this journal had existed about thirty years when it suddenly ceased to appear for lack of an editor. After two years' interval, Nordstedt decided to resume it, and he continued its publication without interruption for fifty-one years. Until 1907 it was the only botanical magazine in Sweden, and its importance is enhanced by the record which it furnishes of the great share taken by Sweden in the botanical activities of the latter part of the nineteenth century. To carry on such a publication with a very limited number of subscribers involved hard work and careful management, but Nordstedt was particularly well qualified for the task, and before he gave up the editorship he had secured an annual contribution from the State towards the support of the Journal.

As regards his purely scientific work, his researches in algology have made Nordstedt's name well known, especially in connection with the Desmids and Characeae, upon which he concentrated his attention. On the death of the distinguished botanist Alexander Braun in 1877, Nordstedt was entrusted with the publication of the Monograph of the Characeae, which Braun had left unfinished. He accomplished this in 1882, having added much valuable matter to the work. Another remarkable achievement, and the one by which he will perhaps be best known, is his _Index Desmidiaeaeum_, published in 1896, a standard work of the greatest value.

In summer Nordstedt used to make long excursions in Sweden and Norway. Several times he went to continental centres, assisting at scientific congresses or travelling as a private individual, always with eyes and mind intent on his favourite objects. He twice visited England and once travelled in Scotland. When Rome was mentioned, he would tell in his characteristic humorous way how he found a new species of Desmid, _Coomarium leve_, on the very top of St. Peter's.

Friendly, modest and always in good spirits, Otto Nordstedt was everywhere a welcome guest, and in his little home in Lund he had often the opportunity of returning the hospitality he had enjoyed while abroad. The generation to which he belonged and with whom he had worked has passed away; but those of the present generation who knew him will not readily forget the lively old man with the young soul, working until his last days with the same energy and enthusiasm as in his prime. With the history of the Botanical Institution in Lund his name will always be associated, as much for the work he did for it as for his generous donations of money, books and botanical collections.

---
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It is generally considered that a trivial grammatical or orthographic alteration in a plant-name does not warrant the citation of another author than the one who first published the name in question, but there is no agreement as to where the line should be drawn. Lamèe is cited as the author of *Ranunculus aconitifolius* and *Eriogonum alpinum*, though he published these species as *R. aconitifolius* and *E. alpinum* respectively; and *Cydonda uniflora* is ascribed to Miller, though he spelt the trivial name "Maliforme." Trelacce (the genus *Phoradendron*) 5 made "new combinations" under *Phoradendron* for species published under *Phoradendron*, and C. B. Clarke (Urb. Symb. Antill. i. 58-75, 103-138) did the same in *Eleocharis* (*Eleocharis*) and *Rynchospora* (*Rynchospora*), but few botanists consider it necessary to carry accuracy of citation to such an extreme. Druce (Fl. Berks. 208; List Brit. Pl. 54) made "new combinations" under *Kentranthus* for *Kentranthus ruber* and *C. Calcitrapa*, but Briquet and Cavillier (Barnet Fl. Alp. Marit. v. 186, footnote) regard *Kentranthus* and *Centranthus* as orthographic variants which do not require the citation of different authors for binary combinations. *Scabiosa* Scop. was conserved under International Rules as against *Scabiosa* L., apparently in order to avoid the necessity of making new combinations under the latter. Britton and Millspaugh (Bahama Fl. 182), however, treated these names as being equivalent, ascribing combinations under *Scabiosa* to authors who employed the form *Scabiosa*. The cases of *Cajanus* DC. (Cajan Adams.) and *Canavalia DC.* (Canavalia Adams.) are similar. *Annona* and *Anona* are orthographic variants as to where the line should be drawn between orthographic variants and different names, it is desirable that all doubtful cases should be decided by a small International Committee of taxonomic and bibliographical experts. From this brief survey of the subject two conclusions may be drawn: (1) greater care should be taken in the future in the selection of generic names; (2) names when once effectively published should not be modified without cogent reasons. The unfortunate results of orthographic correction in the cases cited induce me to accept Barnhart's dictum (Journ. Bot. 1927, 261) that alterations in spelling should be permitted only in cases where the evidence is clear that there was an unintentional error in the original publication. Briquet takes the same view, adopting the original spellings *Rorippa* and *Valentina* in place of *Rorippa* and *Valentina* (Prodr. Fl. Corsi, ii. 28; Barnet, Pl. Alp. Marit. v. 171). The Editor of this Journal (Journ. Bot. 1898, 316) considers that in works of a bibliographical nature each name should appear exactly as published—even as regards the gender. If such works were used solely by experts I should agree, but many who consult them have neither the time nor the requisite knowledge to determine the correct genders of generic names, and to such workers it is a distinct convenience to find all the entries under one generic name made uniform as regards their gender. If the expert considers that the gender adopted is wrong—mistakes will occur in the best edited works—he is not obliged to accept it.
NEW MALAYAN PLANTS.

By H. N. Ridley, C.M.G., F.R.S.

The following new species from the Malay Peninsula are based on specimens sent, since the publication of the first three volumes of the *Flora of the Malay Peninsula*, by Mr. Burkill, Mr. Holtum, and their native collectors, Mohamed Hanif and Mohammed Nur, together with a few collected by other botanists. Many were obtained from a mountain now known as Fraser Hill, near what was formerly called the Semanggok Mines, at the Pahang or eastern side of the Semangkok Pass, and is on the boundary line between Selangor and Pahang. This very rich botanical district has produced a very large number of interesting novelties. It is the beginning of the great mass of mountains forming the backbone of the peninsula from the west side; these mountains rise to a height of 4000 feet and are densely clad with forest. The flora, though continuous with it, is remarkably distinct from that of the mountains of the Thaiping Hill region to the north.

Mr. Holtum has also explored botanically the mountain of Gunong Belumut, the highest of the most southern mountains of the peninsula, in Johore, a spot which has been very seldom visited and where no collecting botanist has previously been. Messrs. D. F. A. Harvey and R. Hulitt accepted it in 1875, and the former gave an account of the expedition in the *Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society* (iii. 85). He mentions some plants, and it appears that the two explorers collected some specimens; but I have no clue as to what became of these, if indeed any were preserved.

As most of the mountain-peaks which have been visited by botanists have produced a considerable number of new species, and there are numerous ranges which have never been explored, there must still remain a very large number of species yet collected. It may be interesting to mention that recently Mr. Henderson, Botanist to the F.M.S. Museum, has recorded the occurrence of *Aneema* and *Loniceria*, both new to our area, in the Malay Peninsula.

*Sterculia nerifolia* Ridl. n. sp. (Stereuliacae). *Arbor parva 3 ad 4 m. alta glabra, foliis in apicibus ramorum congestis oblongo-lanceolatis angustis nitidis, apicibus acuminatis obtusis, nervis 17 paribus ferme horizontalibus intra marginem anastomosanibus, tenuibus, prominentibus 15 mm. ad 17 mm. longs. 2/6 mm. latis, pedunculis gracilibus basibus et apicibus incrassatis 2/6 mm. longis, racemo subterminali 7/5 mm. longo, floribus 1 ad 3 in ramulis remotis 2 mm. longis; pedicellis 4 mm. longis, masculis calycibus tubo clyndrici-campanulatis 5 mm. longo pallide viridi-griseo glabro, lobis lineari-orbatis obtusis subaqueo-lanceolatis, marginibus hirtis, androceo brevi erecto, antheris 10 in seriebus duabus, serie inferiore quam superiore minoribus. Flores feminei et fructus ignoti.

Hab. Negri Sembilan on Bukit Tengga (Burkill 11820).

Allied to *S. levis* Wall., differing in the remarkably narrow lanceolate shining leaves.

*New Malayan Plants.*

*Tetraactinia Holttami* Ridl. n. sp. (Rutaceae). *Arbor cortice ramorum rugoso griseo, foliis in apicibus ramorum congestis, coriaceis elliptico-obovatis basibus angustatis, apicibus obtusis, nervis 5 paribus, costa subitus prominent, 6 cm. longis 4/3 cm. lati, petiolis 1 cm. longis; paniculis in axillis superioribus 5 cm. longis, pedunculis 2/6 cm. longis gracilibus, ramis 3 ad 5 gracilibus aequilongis, floribus minoribus 2 mm. lati pedicellis brevibus pubescentibus, sepulis 4 ovaris, petalis multo majoribus ovaris subovalibus, staminibus 4 meris aequi-longis filamentis validis in apicibus attenuatis e basibus lanceolatis, staminodium ad petala adnata minuta, filamentis applanatis, androceo minoribus, discis prominulis, ovario profunde quadrilobo, dorsis rotundatis, stylo cylindrico, stigmatibus pulvinaribus.

Hab. Johor, in Gunong Belumut ad 3000 pedes, alta (Holttami). Seems to be most closely allied to *T. philippinensis* Elmer, but the leaves are rounded and more obtuse.

*Conmarea rubescens* Ridl. n. sp. (Geraniaceae). *Erecte scandens, foliis trifoliatis, foliolis coriaceis ovatis obtusis acuminatis-cuspeditatis, basibus rotundatis, glabris superne nitidis nervis circiter 7 paribus subitus conspicuis 5 cm. longis 2/6 cm. latis, petiolulis 1 mm. longis, petiolis 2/6 cm. longis; paniculis in axillis fasciculatis 2/6 ad 3 cm. longis rubris glabris, ramis brevissimis, floribus minimis pedicellis griseo-aqueulis, bracteis brevissimis linearibus, oloribus glabris, sepulis oblongis rotundatis, petalis aequilongis ovatis rotundatis amnis pubescentibus apicibus et marginibus ciliatis, staminibus 10 petalis brevioribus, in serie inferiore brevioribus et glabris, stylis 5 stigmatibus parvis.

Hab. Pahang, Tengah, Temerloh (Foxworthy 5170). Native name, Bolimbing Akar.

The leaflets resemble those of *C. monophylla* Planch., but in that species they are solitary. The glabrous axillary fascicled panicles are very distinct; the plant is a climber.

*Hex Kalsaili* Ridl. n. sp. (Iliciaceae). *Arbor cortice ramorum tenero lenticeolato, foliis glabris coriaceis oblongo-elliptici acuminati cuspeditatis, basibus rotundatis vel breviter angustatis, nervis tenuibus 5 paribus, basibus in costa crassa decurrentibus, areolibus 1 cm longis 6 mm. lati, petiolis crassis 5 mm. longis, racemo axillari bus 2/6 cm. longis, pedicellis 3 mm. longis, bracteis minimis ovatis petulitis, sepulis 6 rotundatis marginales ciliatis; petalis 6 oblongo-ovatis, staminibus 6 filamentis brevissimis ad bases petalorum adnatis, ovario late conico, lineis elevatis 12, in apice, 12 loculari, stylis 3 brevibus.

Hab. Johor (Kelsall 1845), Pahang, Fraser Hill, at 4000 to 4870 ft. alt. Flowers heliotrope, resembling closely those of *T. engeliofelia* Pierre of Cambodia, but much bigger and mucronate.

*Symphory lanceolata* Ridl. n. sp. (Rhamnaceae). *Erecte scandens glaber, foliis tenero coriaceis lanceolatis cuspeditatis obtusis basibus inaequilateris euneatis, nervis 5 ad 7 paribus tenuibus, nervulis transversis et reclinulis rotundatis 10 mm. longis 3 cm. lati, petiolis 2 mm. longis, floribus minutis 4 vel 5 in glomerulis axillari bus pedicellis brevissimis pubescentibus, oloribus quadrangulo-
laribus complanatis, pubescentibus, sepalis triangularibus acutis, petalis paulo longioribus unguiculatis, limbo lato aboeunato profunde bilobo, lobis rotundatis, dente minute inter eos, staminibus brevioribus, filamentis gracilibus, antheris conicos loculis duobus inferis, samara lanceolata obtusa coriacea basi angustato torta, 8-7 cm. longa 1-2 cm. lata.

Hab. Penang, Highlands (Burkill 9142), Batu Ferringhi (Curtis 2780).

This plant, till lately only known from Curtis's flowering specimens, was considered to be a variety of S. macrocarpa Hems!, but the fruits obtained by Mr. Burkill's collectors show it to be very distinct. The fruits are of the form of those of a Ventilago, but very much narrower; the wing is lanceolate blunt and has a twist at the narrowed base; the leaves are also narrower and generally smaller, and the petals are deeply bilobed with a minute tooth in the notch.

Micromeles malayensis Ridl. sp. n. (Rosaceae). Arbor 13 ad 16 metr. alta glabra, foliis tenuibus membranaceis late lanceolatis acuminatissimi acutis, basibus longe angustatis, marginibus serrulatis, nervis 6 ad 8 paribus in dentibus desinientes 8-7 cm. ad 10 cm. longis 3 cm. ad 6 cm. latis; petalis gracilibus 2-5 mm. longis, corymbis terminalibus 5 cm. longis et latis ramulis gracilibus, floribus copiosis albis 4 mm. latis, sepalsis cuspidatis ovatis, petalis oblongis obtusis unguiculatis, staminibus 15 in anulo elevato in ore calycis, stylos 3 valvis, stigmatibus rotundatis, ovulis minutis.

Hab. Pahang, Fraser Hill, 4500 ft. elevation (Burkill 11241).

This genus is new to the Malay Peninsula, being hitherto only known from India and China and Japan. The species is very distinct in its small flowers, and is most nearly allied to M. kochinensis W. W. Smith, of Burma.

Eugenia alyxifolia Ridl. sp. n. (Myrtaceae). Arbor ramis gracilibus obscuris 4-angulatis, foliis coriaceis lanceolatis acuminatissimi obtusis, basibus attenuatis marginibus inerassatis, superne minute punctuatis, subtus costa prominenti, nervis circiter 20 paribus tenuibus obscuris parallelis, intramarginali nullo, 7-5 cm. longis 1-8 cm. longis, petalis 2 mm. longis, corymbis terminalibus 1-2 cm. longis, pedunculis et ramis brevissimis crassis, calyce tubo-obconico truncato vix 2 mm. longo, petalis calyptrae albis rotundatis, staminibus brevioribus circiter 20.

Hab. Pahang, Fraser Hill, 4000 ft. alt. (Burkill 11213).

One of the small-flowered Syngonium section with calyptrate petals and few stamens, distinct in its narrow many-nerved leaves.

Eugenia Holttami Ridl. sp. n. (Myrtaceae). Arbor ramulis graciabilibus rufo-furfuraceis, foliis glabris tenue repere coriaceis ellipscitis acuminatissimis cuspidatis obtusis, basibus angustatis, nervis gracilibus 20 paribus in utraque pagina conspicuis, nervo intramarginali undulato, 5 cm. longis 2-5 cm. latis petolis 3 mm. longis, corymbis axillaris et terminalibus 4 ad 6 cm. longis laxe patentibus 3 cm. latis, pedunculis ramisque rufo-furfuraceis, floribus in corymbis ad 3, pedicelis brevissimis gracilibus, bracteis lanceolatis subulatis minutis, sepalis 5 minutis

subulatis, petalis calyptratis, staminibus plurimis, ovario campanulato 2 mm. longo, stylo persistente.

Hab. Pahang, Fraser Hill (Burkill & Holttam 7751).

Remarkable for the rough scurfy papilliform indumentum of the branchlets and panicle, the papilla prolonged into minute points.

Oxyspora sobrida Ridl. sp. n. (Melastomaceae). Frutex foliosis glabris late ovato-lanceolatis acutis acuminatis, basibus breviter cuneatis nervis 2 paribus exterioribus 2 gracilibus prope margines, inferioribus 1-2 cm. distantibus a margine, prominentibus, costa prominente, omissibus transversis circae 22 paribus, pagina inferiorie copiose punctata, 27 cm. longis 10 cm. latis, petiolis furfuraceis 5 cm. longis; panicule 15 cm. longa 22 cm. lata laxa breviter rigide hirsuta, calyce infundibuliformi sparse hortico sepalis obscuris, petalis oblongo-ovatis acutis, staminibus majoribus 4 antheris linearibus oblongis rectis obtusis haud acuminatissimis basibus bilobis, calli dorsisilbus, filamentis crassissulis staminibus minoribus 3, filamentis gracilibus ferme staminibus majoribus aquilongis antheris multinominobus linearibus dorsisilbus, callo in dorso, stylo crassissulo cylindrico, capsula campanulata costatis sparse hirtis vel glabris, 3 mm. longis.

Hab. Pahang, Gunung Tahan, 4500 ad 6000 ft. alt. (Mohammed Hamiff).

Cassearia minutaflora Ridl. sp. n. (Samyaceae). Frutex parrus, ramosum coriice pellucidum, foliis coriaceis nitentibus, late lanceolatis acutis basibus attenuatis glabris nervis tenuibus 4 paribus reticulatioribus aculeo conicis 5 cm. longis 1-8 cm. latis petiolis brevibus gracilibus, floribus 1 vel 2 subsessibus in axillis minutis viridibus, bracteis ovatis, sepals 4 ovatis cuspidatis, petalis 4 ovatis rotundatis ellipscitis, staminibus 8, stamina 8 oblongis linearibus lanuginosis, pistilla cylindrico base dilatato, stigma capitato rotundato.

Hab. Pahang, Fraser Hill, 4000 to 4370 ft. alt. (Burkill & Holttam 8851).

Most nearly allied to C. coriacea Vent., but with very small sessile flowers and small shining leaves.

Canthium hirtellum Ridl. sp. n. (Rubiaceae). Frutex 2 ad 3 metra metrae, ramosus hirtus acuteae stipularibus brevissimis vel nullis, foliis tenuibus membranaceis elliptico-lanceolatis acuminatissimis cuspidatis basibus attenuatis, superne sparse hirtis, costa densius hirta, subtus hirtioribus, costa et nervis 4 paribus hirtis, corymbis axillae hirtis 5 mm. longis congestis, bracteis minutis lanceolatis acutis hirtis, pedicellis brevissimis hirtis, calyce horto campanulate, lobis 5 ovatis acutis, corolla 2 mm. longa alba, tubo globoso, lobis 5 aquilongis ovatis acutis carnosis glabris, staminibus 5 brevioribus, antheris elipticis, discus annulari glabro, drupis globosis semine unico, bilobis seminibus duobus 8 mm. longis (in seco).

Hab. Negri Semban, Gunung Angsi (Mohammed Nur, Burkill 11069).

Perhaps most nearly allied to C. aciculatum Rill., but hairy and not spiny.

Canthium scabridum Ridl. sp. n. (Rubiaceae). Frutex incernis ramis gracilibus pubescento-squamosis, foliis membranaceis ellipticos
Agapes pubescens Ridl. n. sp. (Vaccinioidea). Fruticulus epiphyticus ramis et inflorescentiis pubescentibus, foliis lanceolatis longo acuminatis basibus rotundatis, nervis supraconspicue gracilibus ciriciter 8 paribus intra margines areanuntius, ommam glabri, costae basi subtus pubescentes excepto 12-5 cm. longis, 3 of 3 cm. lat.; petioli crassiss 2 mm. longis, cymis axillaribus floribus 3 vel 4 pedunculis 6 mm. longis, pedicellis 1-2 cm. longis, omnibus pubescentibus, calyces tubo subgloboso pubescentibus 2 mm. longo, lobis lanceolatis acuminatis aquilongis pubescentibus, corolla tubo 6 mm. longo cylindrico crasso, lobis brevibus recurvis viridi, staminibus haud exsistentibus.

Hub. Pahang, Fraser Hill, 4000 to 4370 ft. alt. (Burkhill & Holtum 7828).

Allied to and much resembling A. perakensis Ridl., but distinct in its pubescence, conspicuous leaf nerves and rather larger flowers.

Ardisia itophylla Ridl. n. sp. Frutex paribus juvenibus et inflorescentiis pubescentis, foliis tenenti coriaceis angustate lanceolatis obtuse acuminatis basibus attenuatis, subtus minute furfuraceo-punctatis, nervis inconspicuus utra virginita paribus 11 cm. longis 2-5 cm. lat.; petioli 2-5 cm. longis, paniculis terminalibus furfuraceo-pubescentibus 7-5 cm. longis, bracteis lanceolatis obtusis 2 mm. longis, pedicellis 5 mm. longis, sepals parvis oblongo-lanceolatis obtusis dense glandulosis, corolla 4 mm. longa rosee, in alabastro acuminata, lobis angustate lanceolatis acutis, staminibus conniventibus lineis pubescens, stylo elongata corollam in alabastro supranate.

Hub. Johor, Gunong Besiologi at 1500 ft. alt. (Holtum).

Has the willow-like leaves of A. tanahico King, but differs in its searliness and small narrow sepals and acuminate corolla.

Trachospermum obtusifolium Ridl. (Apocyneaceae). Frutex scandens, rami nigrescentibus rugosis, folii rigidi coriacei elliptici obtusissimis apicibus rotundatis minute cuspidatis, basibus euneatis marginitibus inerassatis, nervis tenusbus 9 paribus, costa elevata 6 cm. ad 7-5 cm. longis 8-7 cm. lat.; petioli 1-2 cm. longis; cymis terminalibus 4-9 cm. longis, 7-5 cm. latis, pedunculis 3-7 cm. longis, cymis 3 pedicellis 6 mm. longis, sepals ovatis acutis, corolla tubo brevi crasso 6 mm. longo, ore flocculentae papillosae, lobis oblongis latis rotundatis minute denticulatis, omnino pallide flovo, staminibus e basilibus, antheris lanceolatis calcariibus duoibus filamentis longioribus apicibus acuminatis mucronatis, disco annulato integro, stylo brevissimo.

Hub. Pahang, Fraser Hill, 4000 to 4370. Flowers light yellow, fragrant (Burkhill & Holtum 8808).

Very distinct from our only other species T. Curtissii King & Gamble, of Penang and Perak, in its thick coriaceous bluish leaves, ovate sepals and oblong corolla lobes.

Tylophora grandiflora Ridl. n. sp. (Asclepiadaceae). Scandens gracilis glaber, folii oppositis tomibus membranaceis ovatis cuspidatis basibus cordatis, nervis 4 paribus intra margines areanuntius 10 cm. longis 3-7 cm. lat.; petioli 2-5 cm. longis, pedicelis 1-8 cm. longis, racemis 1-2 cm. longis floribus circiter 8 ad apicem, pedunculis generatis, pedicellis 4 mm. longis, bracteis minutis lanceolatis acutis, sepals parvis lanceolatis acutis, corolla campanulatis pallide viridi 1-2 cm. longa, lobis 5 ovatis acutis, columna minima, corona brevi lobata staminata circumscrita, filamentis crassi, antheris deflexis quadratis exappendiculatis, marginibus inferioribus minute tridentatis, stigmatn parvo bilobo, foliiculis ellipiticis obtusis glabriss 7-5 cm. longis, ultima 2-5 cm. lati expansis.

Hub. Pahang, between Fraser Hill and Tras Valley (Holtum 11428).

Remarkable for the size of flowers, perhaps the largest in the genus.

Gartneria latifolia Ridl. n. sp. (Loganiaceae). Frutex validulus glaber, internodiis 5 cm. longis, folii herbaecis subtus punctatis elliptico-oblanceolatis cuspidatis basibus longe attenuatis, nervis 12 paribus gracilibus paullo elevatis 22 cm. ad 25 cm. longis, 6 cm. ad 12 cm. lat.; petioli 3-7 cm. longis teretibus, stipulis basibus connatis triangulares 1-2 cm. longis, racemis laterales oppositis extra-axillaribus gracilibus 10 cm. longis, bracteis lanceolatis acuminatis binis basi via connatis 2 mm. longis, calyce lobis 5 ovatis brevibus, corolla 5 mm. longa, tubo lobis oblongis obtusis anguste, becco globoso 6 mm. longo.

Hub. Pahang, Fraser Hill (Burkhill & Holtum 8600).

Closely allied to G. ovata Ridl. of the same district, but the leaves of that species are ovate, decurrent on a short broad pedicle, the bracts on the raceme connate at the base and the corolla short.

Eochynanthus lanceolatus Ridl. n. sp. (Cytandraeae). Epiphyticus, caulibus repentibus gracilibis, folii tenenti coriaceis infra pallidorubens oppositis, linearae-lanceolatis acuminatis basibus obtusis 1-8 cm. longis 5 mm. latis, petioli brevisimis flore singulo terminali, pedicello 2 mm. longo, calyce cylindrico-tubulare, 1-3 cm. longo sparse pubescente, lobis brevibus ovatis 1 mm. longis, corolla rubra sparse pubescente 5-8 cm. longis basi dilatata, tubo curvo, lobis ovatis obtusis 6 mm. longis, marginibus hirtis, staminibus exsistentibus lobis hardly supernatis.

Hub. Pahang, Fraser Hill (Burkhill & Holtum 8418) on tree-trunks.
Allied to *A. pervfolia* R. Br., but the leaves are very small, narrow and linear-lanceolate, and the calyx is much shorter and hardly pubescent.

*Gomphostemma lactea* Ridl. n. sp. (Labiatae). *Cardia ligulosa* dense stellato-tomentosus, *foliis ovoato-elliptico acutis, basibus rotundatis vel brevissime angustatis, marginibus integris, dentibus panicis obscursis ad apices exceptis, superne stellato-tomentosis, subuts dense albo-stellato tomentosis, nervis 8 paribus subus elevatis nervulis transversis et reticulationibus aequi elevatis, 17 cm. longis 7-5 mm. latist, petiolis crassis albo-tomentosis 2-5 cm. longis, *floribus pluriibus congestis in fasciculis axillarisibus, pedicellis 4 mm. longis, bracteis linearisibus acutis, *ala* *infundibuliformi* 7 mm. longo, albo-tomentoso, lobis brevibus acutis 3 mm. longis, *corolla* lactea 2-6 cm. longa hirta, tubo tenue cylindrico ad basam, superne late infundibuliformi, lobis superoriibus brevibus obtusis.


Nearly allied to *G. oblongum* Wall, but leaves rounded at the base not long narrowed to the petiole, and almost entire, except for some short indistinct teeth at the tip.

*Piper unicinatum* Ridl. n. sp. (Piperaceae). *Frutex glaber verisimiliter scandens, foliis coriaceis ovatis acutis basibus rotundatis subepicallisteribus, nervis 6 a basi prominentibus cum duobus teniouribus prope marginibus; nervulis transversis parallelis, 5 ad 6 cm. longis 4-3 mm. ad 5 cm. latis; petiolis 2-5 cm. longis, *spicis masculis* non visis, *spicis femininis* crassissulcis 3-7 mm. longis, pedunculis 6 mm. longis, *bracteis rotundatis marginibus dense lanatis, ovarii profunde insertis, stiliis longo exsertis, stigmatibus 4 vel 5 recurvis uncatis.

*Hab.* Pahang, Fraser Hill, at 3000 ft. alt. (Holttam).

Seems most closely allied to *P. macruron* Bl. and *P. moluccense* C.D.C., but the bracts are very curious, and the style is long, bearing 4 or 5 recurved stigmas.

*Raccaea velutina* Ridl. n. sp. (Euphorbiaceae). *Arbor* ad 18 metres alta, ramulis velutinis, *foliis coriaceis superne glabris subuts nervis 5 paribus elevatis et costa velutinis ovata cuspida basibus rotundatis, nervulis transversis prominis parallellis 175 cm. longis 10 cm. latis, petioli velutinis 5 ad 6 cm. longis, *pyramidalibus velutinis* 8 cm. longis, *bracteis magnis ovatis ima 5 mm. longis, *bracteis* ovatis obtusis, *florum* *magnis* 2 mm. longis *flavis, sepulis* *oblongis* *obtusis* *hirtis, velutinis utrinque, staminibus glabris, filamentis brevissimis, anthemium lobulis elliptico-globosis. Flores feminine et fructus ignoti.

*Hab.* Mountain forests, Selangor, Semangkok Pass (Ridley 15692); Pahang, Fraser Hill, 4000 ft. alt. (*Burkhill* 11319). Native name, *Tampoi Tunggaul.*

Allied to *B. reticulata* Hook. fil., but has very much larger leaves, panicles and flowers, velvety all over except the upper surface of the leaves.

**Ficus staphylosyce** Ridl. n. sp. (Urticaceae). *Arbor* *ramulis* appressus hirtis, *foliis* *tenuibus subumbonanensiis lanceolatis acuminatingis cuspidad obtusiis, basibus longe attenuatis, nervis gracilibus 5 paribus costa subuts appressis hirta 10 cm. longis 2-6 cm. latis, petioli gracilibus 5 mm. longis, *sycidia* in fasciculis remotis in tuberculis caulis, pedunculis gracilibus hirtis 2-5 cm. longis, bracteis 2 ant 3, brevibus ovatis acutis ad apices, *sycidia* obovatis hirtis viridibus 8 mm. longis, *bracteis externis* in ore ovatis acutis, interioribus longioribus, *flores* *masculi* non visti, femineis perianthio nullo, *ovario* obliquoobovodeo pedicello, *styla* laterale apice hirta.


Allied to *F. Miguelii* Hook. fil., but differs in its hairiness, narrow lanceolate leaves and very small figs.

*Pasanua erythocarpa* Ridl. n. sp. (Cupulifera). *Arbor* ad 10 ad 15 metres alta, ramis validis, *foliis* *rigide* *coriaceis* *elliptico-lanceolatis* *acuminatis* acutis, basibus breviter cuneatis costa utrinque elevatis, nervis 12 paribus subuts elevatis, nervulis parallellis incompicis, 22 cm. longis 7-5 mm. latist, petioli crassis 1-2 cm. longis. Flores non visti, *spicis* *fruticiferis* validlis, 14 cm. longis, frueitibus juvenibus ternis subglobosis sessilibus dense murielatis, *apicibus* quamarum brevibus, adultus, upulis rotundatis versus basin dilatatis apicibus attenuatis sessilibus crassis annulis 10 et squamis incopinatis 1-8 cm. longis et suaque latiss, 6 mm. profundis, *glandibus* oblongis conoides, *apicibus* obtusis, *rubris* minute furfuraceis ferme 2-5 cm. longis 1-2 cm. latiss ad bases, basibus exaequatis, umbone parvo.

*Hab.* Negri Sembilan, Gunung Angsi, near bungalow, at 2700 ft. alt. (*Mohammed Nur, Burkhill* 11652).

Allied to *P. spicentia* Oerst., but the tall red acorns are unlike those of any other oak of its section. The cups are borne sessile in threes, but in only one of the three does the acorn develop. In the young fruit the cups are thickly munitae with the free scale tips, but in the adult the cups are merely roughened and sebaceous.

---

**THE AGE AND COMPOSITION OF THE PENNINE PEAT.**

By T.W. Woodhead, Ph.D., M.Sc., F.L.S.

For some years considerable attention has been paid to the remains in, and immediately below, the peat in Yorkshire by Messrs. Buckley, Burrell, Cheetham, Pearsall, Priestley, Mixes Rankin and Whithall, and the writer. Some of the results of these investigations, bearing on the age and succession of the vegetation of the Pennines, were exhibited at the Imperial Botanical Conference. The exhibits included photomicrographs and drawings of the organic remains found by Messrs. Buckley, Cheetham, and an account of whose work appeared in *The Naturalist* for May 1924; slides illustrating Prof. Priestley's work on the anatomy of peat plants; specimens of
Eventually increasing moisture, accompanied by defective aeration and acidity of the soil, led to the degeneration of the forest and the formation of peat. In this forest, birch was the dominant tree, with some oak, pine, and hazel. In the forest layer, and in the lower layers of the peat, are found tools of neolithic age and triangular or leaf-shaped arrowheads. At a higher level, at the site above mentioned, occurred a horn of Bos primigenius, also a piece of bronze and a barbed arrowhead typical of the Bronze Age. The peat above consists mainly of Cotton-grass (Eriophorum vaginatum), the basal leaf-sheaths of which are readily detected and form the chief part of the mator. Other species, e.g., Juncus conglomeratus and J. squarrosus, Eriophorum angustifolium, Vaccinium myrtillus, are usually quite inconspicuous. In the Northern Pennines, as Lewis has shown, Sphagnum and other mosses are important peat-formers. No typical Arctic species, e.g., Arctic Willows, have so far been discovered in the peat of the area studied. Recent excavations by Mr. Ian A. Richmond on the Roman Road at Blackstone Edge, have shown that in the part across which the trench was cut, the pavement rested on a bed of sandy peat at least 22 inches in depth. These excavations suggest that the peat is much older than was formerly supposed. By some it was thought to be post-Roman, and the degeneration of the forest to be due, in part, to their activities.

The succession above indicated seems to be generally applicable to the Southern Pennines. While early man occupied the hills, by historic times he had moved from the summits, and maps indicating pre-Norman village sites showed that he occupied the lower rock-terraces, usually well above the flood plain of the valleys. This was strikingly shown on vegetation maps based on the Domesday Survey. It was only when the rivers were controlled, and the water-power used for the corn and fulling-mills, that man descended into the valleys which he now occupies. Maps showed the effect of these changes in the vegetation, especially in the reduction of forest. The alder-willow swamps of the lowlands are restricted to quaker areas; most of the oak woods of the rock-terraces have gone, the chief remains being on the steep and stony escarpments of little agricultural or commercial value. Maps and a model were also shown illustrating the distribution of single dominant species in a selected area, the life-histories of which are being studied in detail.

These studies of the Pennine peat indicate that the species found at the moors are by far the oldest in the area, are the same as those on the mors to-day, further, that they have been distributed and extend into the Arctic regions. It is suggested that, as the Southern Pennines were an unglaciated area during the Ice Age, these meadow species would for the most part persist through that period. As the ice receded, many of these would serve as efficient colonizers and extend their bounds. Maps indicating their distribution in detail, show that they occupy a larger area than any other group of native species. This generalization also applies to the whole county of Yorkshire, thus from a different line of enquiry,
supporting Willis's contention of "Age and Area," that the plants which occupy the greatest area in a given country, in a given time, are the oldest plants in that area.

Further maps showed the influence of successive human invasions by Romans, Angles, Danes and Norse, and the limits of their occupied sites, also how the geographical factors had throughout the ages determined the distribution and operations of man.

A "QUILLED" DANDELION.

By F. E. Weiss, D.Sc., F.R.S.

Some years ago my attention was drawn in a field near Manchester to a peculiar form of Dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), which differed strikingly in the colour of its flower-heads from the other Dandelions around it. It was of a pale lemon-colour, and on closer inspection I found that this lighter colour was due to the fusion of the normally ligulate corollas into closed tubes in such a way that only a pale under surface of the petals was exposed to view. Owing to this tubular character of the corollas the inflorescence appeared to be composed of more delicate florets, the tube being naturally narrower than the expanded ligulate flowers of the ordinary Dandelion. I have since cultivated this interesting mutant in the garden and its seeds have produced similar plants, which was to be expected, as they are probably apogamous. I have indeed proved that they are apogamously produced by decapitating the florets at an early stage of flowering. Except for the peculiar structure of the corolla there was no marked difference between the mutant and other specimens of dandelion surrounding it. Drawings of the florets showing a side view (fig. 1a) and a front view (fig. 1b) will indicate the special features better than a mere description.

Some of the external florets of the capitulum may be normal in character, but for the most part they show a tendency to fuse, beginning by a slight incurving of the outermost teeth of the corolla (see fig. 1c). All the inner florets terminate in narrow closed tubes. The corolla is therefore tubular at the base, and at the tip bearing a slit-like opening through which the staminal tube, style and stigma protrude.

It would be interesting to know whether this peculiar mutation occurs elsewhere in Britain. From the Continent it has been recorded on several occasions. Dahlstedt (Act. Horti Bergiani, iv. 1907) describes two such forms which were cultivated in the Bergian Botanic Garden at Stockholm. To these he gave the specific names of Taraxacum tiroliense and T. euculatum respectively. These forms, like the British one described above, are characterised by the pale colour of their inflorescence, T. tiroliense having been originally distributed by Hellweger under the name of T. alpinum Koch var. ochroleuca tubulosum. It was found in the Austrian Tyrol, while S. euculatum was only known in cultivation. But as the seeds of the latter came from Salzburg it is probably also of Tyrolean origin. Dahlstedt considers them to be distinct types, though closely allied. The corollas, though modified in the same way as in the British form, have a more hooded form, as seen from the copy of Dahlstedt's drawing (fig. 1f). The specific name euculatum is therefore descriptive. An examination of the specimen distributed by Hellweger in 1908 shows a less hood-like corolla. Indeed, the modification seems an exact counterpart of that shown in the British specimen.

Apart from these cases a form with tubular corolla was described by Beauverd (Bull. Soc. Bot. Genève, 1919) under the name T. officinale var. stramineum. As the specific name (straw-coloured) indicates, this form also is characterised by the pale yellow inflorescences, due to the fact that only the under surface of the corolla is visible. Chodat in his reference to this plant in an article on Alpine Endemism (Verhand. d. Naturforsch. Ges. in Basel, xxxi. 1928) states that apart from the original locality (St. Moritz) it occurs in quite a number of places in the Swiss Alps. Being probably apogamous, it has been able to multiply and maintain itself pure amongst the plants of T. alpinum, of which it is probably a derivative.

The occurrence of a similar mutation in different countries (Tyrol, Switzerland and Britain) and arising from at least two distinct species of a genus is a matter of some interest, and has some bearing on the origin of "corresponding" species of plants and animals in different parts of the world.


Fig. 1 a, b, c. Taraxacum officinale var. euculatum.
   a. Side view of one of inner florets.
   b. Front view of same.
   c. Tips of two outer florets.
   d. Floret of T. officinale, after Dahlstedt.

The figures are about twice the natural size.
I do not suggest a new specific name for the mutation described above, but consider it might be referred to as *T. c. officinale var. cuellatum*, not that the corolla-tube is particularly suggestive of a hood, but because the variation obviously belongs to the same category as that of the corolla of *T. c. Dahlistedt*. 

**SHORT NOTES.**

*SEDUM LACOBROTTENSE* R. P. Murray in Journ. Bot. 1899, 201. With the exception of the annual *S. rubens*, this is the only Stonecrop known from the Canary Islands. The describer obtained only a single specimen (1892). By the kindness of the late Dr. Pérez, I obtained living material from Murray’s station, “El Risco.” Dr. Pérez’s emissary described the place as a cliff about half a mile north of the well-known chapel of Las Nieves, and the plant as occurring very sparingly there. I am glad to report that the plant is not nearly so rare on Lanzarote as these reports would suggest; I found plenty of it in Murray’s station, and also under the cliffs directly under the chapel, 1500–2000 feet. It turned up again on high cliffs W. and W.N.W. of Haría, and also on the north-west of the Risco de Famara, this being the lowest station, about 1000 feet. Inland, it was seen in profusion at the Barranco de Chafariz to the southward of Haría. In spite of three months spent in collecting succulents, no other *Sedum* was found anywhere on the Canaries, although five new species of *Sempervivum* were obtained; but I brought home from Madeira living plants of the endemic *S. fastuforme*, an interesting and pretty plant, with glaucous foliage and large golden petals with a brownish mark. It has very seldom been collected, and so far as I know has not been in cultivation previously.—R. LLOYD PRATT.

*THIASPI ALLIAEUM* L. In the Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture for September 1923 (pp. 595–598), Miss M. W. W. Ware and J. E. Chambers, of the South-Eastern Agricultural College, Wye, describe and figure this species, which occurred in abundance in May of the same year in “a weed-infested arable field in the neighbourhood of Hothfield, near Ashford, Kent: the plants were so numerous as to resemble a crop being grown for seed.” There is a specimen in the British Herbarium of the Nat. Hist. Museum, labelled in Lightfoot’s hand: “Thiaspi alliaceum [sic] British Mr. Toftoll.” Thomas Toftoll was born at Wilsden, Yorkshire, in 1730, lived at Doncaster, where he had a garden, and died and was buried at Portsmouth in 1779. Nothing more seems to be known about him, except that he was a correspondent of Hudson, who commemorated him in the genus *Toftollia* (Fl. Angl. ed. 2, 175; 1778) but gives no particulars concerning him and does not even include his name among those of the botanists to whom he was indebted (pref. iii). *T. alliaceum* is included in Petofer’s “Account of divers Rare Plants” observed in 1714 in gardens about London, and particularly in the Apothecaries’ Garden at Chelsea (Phil. Trans. No. 343, pp. 209–284): he enters it as “Coreodi-thapsi [sic] Ulissis Aldrovandi Clabr.” with a note: “This very great and laborious Naturalist Ulissis Aldrovandus first discovered this Plant growing about Bononia. It flowers and seeds in Chelsea-Garden early in the Spring” (p. 275); there are specimens in Petofer’s herbarium (Herb. Shaks, 276, f. 90; 1714). The plant is not included in Mr. Dunn’s *Alien Flora* (1906).—JAMES BRITTEN.

*CALAMAGROSTIS EPIGIGOS IN KENT.* According to Hanbury and Marshall’s *Flora* (1899) this is a rare plant in the county, only nine stations being mentioned. Mr. J. E. Chambers has just sent me excellent fresh specimens from a wood near Pluckley; this is new to District 9 of the *Flora*. Mr. Chambers tells me he has found *Dianthus Armeria* between Bethersden and Ashford and *Trigonella purpureascens* on Hothfield Common; both these stations are in District 9, and the latter is an addition to that division of the county.—C. E. SALMON.

**COLLECTORS’ REFERENCE NUMBERS.** Comparatively few British collectors make use of reference numbers for their specimens. Even in one’s own collection such numbers are useful, but they should always be used for specimens which are distributed. The number should always appear on the top of the label, preferably on the left-hand side. Numbers are especially useful to distinguish specimens gathered on the same day at the same place. When such plants are sent in for distribution without name or number, it is often impossible to determine whether they are intended by the collector to represent the same species or variety; and here I would suggest that when critical shrubs are distributed, such as *Rosa*, *Rubus*, *Sorbus*, &c., it is very desirable that a separate number should be given to each bush. I have come across numbers of cases where the collection has admittedly been made from several bushes which are not the same. This method is, of course, impossible in the case of small plants such as *Euphrasia*, or *Patrinia Romanei*. In this connection I would point out how confusing is the use of the *London Catalogue* or *Druce’s Catalogue* numbers, which may always be mistaken for the collector’s number unless it is clearly shown what they mean, which is often not done. If it is thought desirable to use such numbers, it would be clearer if they were cited after the name of the plant, not before it, and the edition of the Catalogue added. The same argument applies, but with less force, to vice-county numbers; if these are used they should be in addition to, not in substitution for, the vice-county names. It must be very confusing to foreign botanists, not conversant with our methods, to find three numbers on the same label.—A. H. WOLLEY-DOD.

*GLADIOLUS ILLYRICUS.* Mr. G. H. Dalrymple, of the Nurseries, Bartley, Southampton, writes in *Gardening Illustrated* of Aug. 28: “Last month (June) I found a colony of the rare *Gladiolus illyricus* in the New Forest, about three miles from here. It was then in bud.
I was unable to go again until last week, when I found the blooms were over, and only the seed-pods visible, of which I send two or three. . . . The colony was growing in the open on the edge of open woodland to the south of it and at the bottom of a range of hills to the north. It was more or less free of Erica cinerea and Calluna, but bracken was growing up with it and now covers it. Cattle graze over the ground and trample it, so it has a struggle to keep going." The specimens which were sent to us for confirmation have been placed in the British Herbarium of the Natural History Museum.

**Digitalis dubia** Rott. I was very interested in the review of Dr. Knoche's handsome *Flora Balearica* (pp. 247-251) which recalled memories of a most enjoyable visit to the fascinating island of Majorca nearly twenty years ago. It little surprised me to see that Dr. Knoche reduces the status of *Digitalis dubia* Rodr. to a subspecies of *D. purpurea* L., as quite apart from the differential characters which the two plants present, the behaviour of *D. dubia* when pollinated by *D. purpurea* would seem to indicate that it is entitiled to full specific rank. From seed brought back from Majorca, both I and my friend the late Mr. R. S. Standen raised several plants of *D. dubia*, and these when planted out in the neighbourhood of *D. purpurea* invariably failed to set seed which was not the result of pollination by *D. purpurea*. The resultant hybrids were remarkably fertile plants, much branched and rather untidy in habit, but entirely failed to set any fertile seed at all, and the plants soon flowered themselves to death. Neither they nor *D. dubia* appeared to be hardy enough to stand an ordinary English winter. The effectual pollination may show that the two species are closely allied, but the sterility of the resulting hybrid is generally considered as some evidence in favour of the specific distinctness of the two species involved. The prepotency of the pollen of *D. purpurea* in fertilising *D. dubia* was apparently absolute, and it occurred to me that in similar cases prepotency on the part of a possibly newer and more robust species might be a very active agent in hastening the destruction of an old and dying-out species, to which category apparently most of the endemic species of the Balearic islands belong.—W. E. Nicholson.

**Carex vesicaria, L.** emend. Stokes in *With. in Sommerset*. A specimen of this has been sent me from a marsh near Muchelney, Langport, collected on July 5 by Dr. Harold Downes. It is not recorded in Murray's *Flora of Sommerset*, nor in Marshall's *Supplement*, but is known from a single locality in West Gloucester, and in Cornwall and South Devon from a few localities.—A. J. Wilmott.

**Lotus siliquosus** L. in **Berke** (see p. 246). This striking plant was found by Mr. V. Murray at Strettlely, Berks, so long ago as 1913. It is included in the Report of the B. E. C. 423 for 1918 in the 'Supplement to the Berkshire Flora.' This year Dr. H. Smith showed it me growing plentifully on a grassy slope on the Berkshire side of the river near Henley, where it appears thoroughly established. In both habitats it seems to me to owe its origin to grass-seeds. The Rev. E. Elliman writes to me that it has appeared near Bath in Gloucestershire in great quantity in pasture land. He says that about twenty to thirty years ago the land was hand-cultivated for potatoes and manured with barley-refuse, when the plant came up and has since much increased. Here it is thoroughly and permanently established, chiefly on clay, and also on oolitic limestone.—G. Claridge Drue.
on the International Code and endorsed by Professor Bailey, to whose
Cyclopedia, which it follows so largely in common names, the Commi-
tee is so greatly indebted.
As to these latter, it may, of course, for "buying" purposes be
possible to establish a single name for each plant, but we fail to see
that the existence of "a total of 245 vernacular appellations" for a
single plant is "a ridiculous state of affairs"; and the Committee
may rest assured that it not only "may" but will "be impossible to
eradicat[e] names" firmly entrenched in local popular usage, however
"contradictory and confusing" they may appear. By way of
"eliminating synonymy," "the Committee has adopted this rule!"
Whenever a common name properly belonging to one genus is used as
a name for a plant of some other genus (unless very rarely when very
closely related) it is to be used only as part of a compound name,
written either with a hyphen or solid." "The Committee prefers,
and prints May Apple. It makes no serious objection to May Apple.
It objects very positively to May Apple, which is apt to mean,
for anyone not familiar with the plant [Podophyllum] that it
is a species or variety of the genus Malus; hyphens are to be
avoided where they are not clearly desirable. "The sign of the
possessive is omitted; thus we have "Adam Laburnum," "Balfour
Polyceas," "Engler Abelia" and so on, though, "for euphony or
clearness," "Brown Lily, not Brown's Lily or [for] Brown Lily."
Manufactured names abound, as in our own books; it is difficult
to suppose that folk really talk about "a Waveleaf Plantainily" or a
"Lantern Groundcherry," or refer to Picen Kosteriana as an "Koster
Blue Spruce. Exception may be taken on more Occasions to
"Maplewort" for Aeearanthus, which must have escaped the notice
of those responsible.
The labour expended on the names of florists' forms must have
been enormous, and one wonders whether the result will be propor-
tionate. Under Gladiolus, for example—a word that reminds us to
say that the usefulness of the work would have been greatly increased
had the correct pronunciation of the names been indicated—the list
occupies 22 pages in double columns; it was prepared by A. C. Beal,
the Registrar of the American Gladiolus Society; the "originator
and date of each are given," the former in an abridged form—the
names and addresses of those occupy 3 columns. Other florists'
flowers are treated at equal or greater length—Tulips have 17 pages
and Roses 52; though some, including Hyacinths and Crocuses,
remain for consideration, and "the Joint Committee has been unable
to prepare an authentic list of the varieties of Antirrhinum." The
names are standardized for a period of not less than five years, by which
time the number will be indefinitely increased. We have often
urged the desirability of including all names in one index; in this
case, however, it would, we think have been better to have placed
the horticultural genera by themselves in an appendix, thus avoiding
the resetting of the volume when these have to be revised. We note
that the Orchid and Grass genera are grouped under those headings,
each name being also separately indexed, with a cross-reference to the
group.
The book is much more than a mere list: the columns abound in notes which will be of interest to the botanist as well as to the horticulturist. Thus under *Ageratum* we find, "The plants known to gardeners as *Ageratum* are in a state of great confusion botanically. They apparently include species of the genera *Ageratum*, *Alonia* and *Eupatorum*;" under *Lycium barbarum*, "The true *L. barbarum* and *L. europaeus* are probably not in cultivation; the plants sold under these names are usually *L. halimifolium* or *L. chinense*"—this being so, it seems unfortunate to have "standardized" the vernacular name as "Barbary Matrimony-Vine"; under *Mahonia japonica*, "The name has been commonly applied to *M. Bealei*; the true *M. japonica* of botanists is not in the trade." If this group is separable from *Berberis* as a genus, then the work of the American Rules is Odostemon—the names under these Rules, when differing from those adopted are given as synonyms. The derivation of odd horticultural names are sometimes given: thus, we read that "The name *Peego*, as a colloquial abbreviation of *Hydrangea* *P. Aniculata* *G. randiflora* is firmly established in the trade as the only common name of this plant."

It would be easy to prolong this notice, but enough has been said to show that the work is the result of much care and labour: how far it will attain its object only time will show. If we may judge from the commendation which appears at the head of the circular of its contents it is assured of an enthusiastic reception: "Standardized Plant Names," the paragraph runs, "is a cracker-jack—all that we have expected. This book will help us a lot along the way. I mean it to be about the most useful book in my office. It may not be any better than the Bible, but I will probably consult it more often.—Frank A. Waugh, Amherst, Mass."

We ourselves are as ignorant of what a cracker-jack may be as Mr. Macewber confessed himself with regard to gowans, but it is clearly a term of superlatively appreciation.


This book contains a very valuable store of information on more subjects than the title might suggest. The author, as is evident, in the introductory chapter that he intends to deal not only with permeability in the strict sense, but also with other factors controlling the movements of substances in plants. In the second chapter he discusses, mainly on orthodox lines, the structure of protoplasm, and emphasizes its complex and heterogeneous nature. The succeeding chapters deal with the pure physico-chemistry of surface phenomena, diffusion, the permeability of membranes and osmotic pressure. A large part of this convenient digest forms a necessary basis for the later discussions of botanical problems: and even if certain portions of the mathematical treatment seem to stray rather far from the living plant, yet the botanist may well be glad to have them on his shelf to refer to in an hour of need.

The next chapters bring us back to botanical topics, dealing with the chemistry of the cell-wall, and the question whether there exist round cells, plasmatic membranes—in the sense of surface layers with semi-permeable properties different from those of the rest of the protoplasm (p. 72). On this latter point much interesting evidence is presented, tending to show that there exist in certain cases distinctly limiting layers round protoplasts, and also that in some cases the distribution of solutes inside and around cells really does make it necessary to consider them as osmotic cells surrounded by semi-permeable membranes. But the latter evidence, as the author himself points out, is only relevant in the case of non-vacuolated cells, since the osmotic behaviour of vacuolated cells may depend on semi-permeable properties of the protoplast as a whole, not on the matter, is the evidence for visible limiting layers relevant, since it is not shown that it is these that are semi-permeable. To go further; it may well be urged that the primary and important physiological question is after all to what extent the cell functions simply as an osmotic mechanism, and that it is a secondary question on what part of the protoplasm the necessary semi-permeable properties depend. This long and interesting chapter might then have been divided under other headings.

Chapter 9 deals with the "water-relations of the plant cell." An exposition of the different pressures to be considered in a tissue of osmotic cells is similar to that given by Ursprung and Blüm in various papers. As methods for the measurement of the "osmotic pressure of the cell," the old plasmolytic method and the newer "plasmometric" method are followed. The author, however, gives the osmotic pressure of the normal cell, since the former gives its osmotic pressure at incipient plasmolysis (Og of Ursprung and Blüm). Reference is made to various researches tending to show a gradient in "osmotic pressure" (by which is usually meant O of Ursprung and Blüm), which is more important demonstration by Ursprung and Blüm of an upward gradient in "suction-pressure" (which equals osmotic value of normal cell minus its turgor-pressure) in the beech. Such a gradient is the only one which the upward movement of water should lead us to expect, since it is the inverse of the gradient in free energy of the water. A gradient in "osmotic pressure" is not necessary. Briefly mentioned is also the important find by the same authors of a marked break in this gradient of suction-pressure, between the innermost cortical layer of the root with high suction-pressure and the endodermis with low. This means that here some different mechanism must be at work: its nature is, however, left undecided.

The remainder of the book, which deals with the rate of passage of solutes into and out of cells, and the equilibrium finally obtained, is perhaps the most attractive part and the most originally set forth. Here the author can often quote from the researches of himself and collaborators. He strongly emphasizes that the rate at which a solute enters a cell depends not only on the permeability of the cell, but also on the concentration gradient under which it is moving, and
Rhododendrons and the Various Hybrids. Second Series. By J. G. MILLAIS. With 17 Coloured Plates by Miss BEATRICE PARSONS, Miss WINIFRED WALKER, and Miss LILIAN SNELLING; 14 colotype plates and numerous illustrations from photographs. 4to. 16×12 in. Cloth, pp. xii, 265. £10 10s. net. Longmans, Green & Co.

In our volume for 1918 (pp. 26-28) we reviewed at some length the work of which the second volume is now before us, and to the notice there given we must refer the reader for a general estimate of this handsome book—equal in every respect to its predecessor and in one detail even superior, for certain typographical flaws to which we then called attention find little place in the present volume.

The most striking feature of the book is the testimony it bears to the astonishing advance which has been made in our knowledge of the genus to which it is devoted—mainly due to the researches of Mr. George Forrest and Captain Kingsdon Ward, the result of whose earlier collecting, up to 1916, with that of E. H. Wilson and Dr. Henry, was embodied in the preceding volume. Mr. Forrest's collections of 1917-22, and Captain Ward's of 1919-22 are here included with those resulting from the explorations of Reginald Farrer, unhappily terminated by his death on Oct. 10, 1920, on the frontier range between Burma and China. A special chapter is devoted to a full account of the recent discoveries of these investigators, by whom "an immense amount of exploration has been effected in Western China and in the Tibetan marches and N.E. Burma...... Something like 400 new species from these areas, mostly described by the late Sir J. {1} Bayley Balfour, Prof. W. W. Smith, G. Forrest, Kingsdon Ward and Reginald Farrer, have been added to our list; whilst large numbers await descriptions." The whole number of species of Rhododendron is estimated by Mr. Millsia at over 670; but he is inclined to think that several of those described by Balfour "are merely natural hybrids," and himself claims to have produced them by artificial crossing. In his Introduction, indeed, the author is even more sweeping: "We know to-day that hundreds of Rhododendrons have been described as species when they are nothing more than local forms of one plant"; he himself has "tried to steer a middle course." He expresses special indebtedness to the "initiation and enterprise" of Mr. J. C. Williams, of Caerhayes Castle, Cornwall, whose impatience Mr. Forrest shared as a collector and who has been in distributing the new species secured by him. Mr. Williams' great experience finds due recognition in the chapter on Hybrid Rhododendrons, in which, with the late Sir Edward Loder and Mr. Gill, he is said to "have practically exhausted and run the whole gamut of crosses likely to prove exceptional"; the list of hybridizers and of the hybrids for which each is responsible occupy six pages. There is a special account of the Japanese Azaleas which have lately assumed prominence in our gardens, largely due to the investigations of Mr. E. H. Wilson on behalf of the Arnold Arboretum; these "remained practically unknown to Britain and America until 1916."

The greater part of the volume is occupied by a list, in double columns, of "Rhododendron Species and Hybrids," with full descriptions and references; it is arranged alphabetically, and, although we can quite understand that this may be the more convenient plan for most of those who will use the book, it may be regretted that the intention of providing a key to the species, which was quite impossible at the time when the first volume was in course of preparation, has not been carried out. This, however, it would hardly be reasonable to expect in a work which is primarily of horticultural interest, and in view of the great increase of species, which will evidently continue, would indeed be premature. Something in the way of systematic arrangement is done by grouping together under series the names of the species belonging to each—Madlent, lapponicum, stramineum,
not be featured in our public parks.” The name “laurel” was applied to the Kalmia from the form of its leaves, which resemble those of the true Laurel—the latter, by the way, is not so restricted in its growth with us as Mr. Buttrick seems to suppose when he says it “has been known as a greenhouse plant in England for centuries”; to the earlier name, “Spoonwood,” given by the Indians from its use in making simple eating implements, has almost passed away. The Mountain Laurel, according to Mr. Buttrick, was first mentioned by Captain John Smith in his Generall Sketch of Virginia (1024); the earliest account of it appeared in Pluquet’s Mantissa, p. 49 (1700); it is figured in his Amathus (t. 375, fig. 18), and specimens are in his herbarium (Herb. Sleane, 38, f. 100, 94, f. 180).

The British Mycological Society Transactions (vol. ix. pt. 4) contains several papers of interest. M. Wilson and F. C. Ford-Robertson write on “A new species of Monochattia” (M. Cryptomeria) found on fallen leaves of Cryptomeria japonica, fully describing its cultural characters; C. H. Cunningham describes the development of Gallaeae Scherodera (Cke.) Lloyd, a monotypic genus from New Zealand which closely resembles Hysterangium; H. R. Briton-Jones records his observations on eight strains of Rhizoctonia solani, some of which are easily distinguishable macroscopically, though when examined microscopically they cannot be separated by observable characters; E. W. Braid, writing on the anatomy and hollow, stag-headed oaks, suggests that the attacks of the fungus may be responsible for the well-known malformation; R. Paulson records observations on “Tree Mycorrhiza,” stating that the association with the fungus begins in the case of the bird almost immediately after germination; and that there are indications that in times of severe drought, when much mycorrhiza has been destroyed, certain trees lose vitality and become especially subject to attacks from microfungi; J. S. Bayliss-Elliot and O. P. Stansfield give the life-history of Polysporium Trifolii Kunze, which includes a conidial stage (Polysporium), a pycnidial stage (Sphaeria Trifolii Pers.), and an ascospor stage (Dothidella Trifolii, n. sp.); F. T. Brooks supplies a semi-popular paper on “Epidemic Plant Diseases,” and the late Sir H. C. Hawley, of whom the number contains an obituary notice, has a note on “The Flora of a Blackbird’s Nest,” which by the courtesy of the editors we hope to print later.

The Journal of the R. Horticultural Society (vol. xlix. pt. 2; July) contains two papers by Dr. Dayton Jackson of special interest: one, on “Botanical Illustration from the Invention of Printing to the present day,” was read by the author before the Linnean Society in April 1923, and is briefly epitomised in this Journal for that year (p. 181); the other is the long-desired “History of the Compilation of the Index Kewensis”—this, by permission of the Council of the R. H. S. and of the author, we propose to reproduce. The part also includes a paper on “The Flora of the Upper Irmawaddy” by Captain F. Kingon Ward, in which we notice several nomine nuda;
and an interesting description of "Some Pyrenean Plants at Home," by Sir Arthur P. Hort; Mr. W. A. Dowson contributes an account of "A New Disease of Sweet Peas" to which the name "Cladosporium album, sp. nov." is given—it would seem on somewhat slight grounds, as the diagnosis is "Cladosporium herbarum (Pers.) Lk. simile sed album." "Book Reviews" (10 pp.) and "Notes and Abstracts" (28 pp.), with other papers and reports, make up an unusually interesting number.

Two fascicules of British and Irish Charophyta have recently been issued by Mr. James Groves and Canon G. R. Bullock-Webster, and may without hesitation be regarded as among the most satisfactory exsiccatas ever issued. The beautiful specimens, for the preparation of which the Canon is mainly responsible, are well mounted and, because of their fragility, provided with protective covers of paper so transparent as to permit the labels to be easily read and the habit of the plants to be studied. There are twenty-one sheets in each fascicule, including examples of new species and varieties mostly described in this Journal in recent years. Only 25 sets are available for distribution; and the price for the two fascicules is two gaineas.

F. M. Esso (University of California Publications in Botany, vii. no. 14) describes "The Morphology, Development, and Economic Aspects of Schizopyllum commune Fries"—a plant of great biological interest upon which much has been written. According to the author the segments of the mycelium and the spores are regularly binucleate. During development the hymenium primordials are formed in an apical cavity, thus differing from all other Hymenomycetes so far studied. The "gills" arise upon the surface of an apical depression due to tensions set up by unequal rates of growth; the "lamelle" are such by analogy only, being the edges of smooth hymenial areas: Schizopyllum consequently should be placed in the family Thelephoraceae. The mycelium is found only in small amount in infected wood; it can grow upon fresh, and, under very favourable conditions, living wood. Natural infection takes place through some injured or weakened part of the tree. The plant is usually associated with other parasitic fungi, which probably do most of the damage attributed to Schizopyllum but escape attention due to the longer time necessary for them to produce fruit bodies.

In connexion with the 'St. George' Expedition (see p. 158), botanical collections have been made in Madeira, Trinidad, Panama, the Galapagos, and the island of Gorgona off the west coast of Colombia. These are being worked out at Kew by the botanist to the Expedition, Mr. Riley, who has returned to England on medical advice. The Madeira plants have already been named, and the first and second sets have been presented by the Scientific Expeditionary Research Association to Kew and the British Museum respectively. Very little was previously known of the flora of Gorgona, and the collection from that island should prove of great scientific importance.

The London Naturalist for 1923 (L. Reeve, 3d.) contains an account of the plants met with during the four excursions of the London Natural History Society, of which it is the organ, to Chiselhurst, Box Hill, Epping Forest, and Egham and Wisley; the most interesting plant mentioned is a "form of Cepaea rotundifolia with form divided at its base into five narrow strap-shaped segments, several plants being found in one area." One species has been added to the northern portion of the Society's area and twenty-three to the southern.

The Bulletin de la Société Botanique de France (tom. lxxxi. parts 3, 4; March, April) contains: "Homologies de la feuille chez les Graminées," by P. Bugnon; "Dimorphisme sexuel des Fleurs," by L. Blairinghem (Lychnis vespetina et L. Flos-eculi; 2 plates); "Les Symposoces d'Extréme-Orient," by A. Guillamin; "Développement vasculaire dans Helianthus annuus var. multiflorus," by G. Bouyain; "Le Vacuome chez les Eugénien:" by P. Dangeard; "Bizarreness (Spindaceae) et Auguraria (Cassipinaceae)," gen. nov.; "Rapaces hypogamiques," by L. Mugnier; "Monographia Crocyniarum," by the Abbé Hue.

The Kew Bulletin (no. 7) contains "Notes on the Flora of Patos"—a small uninhabited island 14 miles long, "attached to the Colony of Trinidad and Tobago and situated in the Gulf of Paria," by R. O. Williams; 27 species are enumerated, 9 of them Cacti (1 pl.); "Fresh-water Algae of the West Falkland," by Mrs. E. F. Vallentin; and the first part of a paper "On the Flora of the Gallipoli Peninsula," by W. B. Turrill.


Lieut.-Col. A. T. Gage, late Director of the Botanical Survey of India and Superintendent of the Calcutta Garden, has been appointed Librarian and Assistant Secretary to the Linnean Society.

We regret to record the death at the age of 86 of Mr. Charles Bailey, M.Sc., F.R.S., which occurred on September 14th at his residence at St. Marychurch, Torquay, and of Mr. George Webster at York, aged 78, of whom fuller notices will follow in due course.
"FLORA LONDINENSIS."

[Reprinted from Punch of July 23 by the special permission of the Proprietors of Punch.]

When my eyes are fairly weary of this London of to-day,
I withdraw live battered folios all marbled black and grey
From their station on my bookshelves, and I read the world away
In the company of Curtis, prince of botanists, whose word
Was the last on London’s flora in the reign of George the Third,
When he lived at Lambeth Marshes . . . Yes, I know it sounds absurd.

But the flowers and Curtis flourished there, the Thames was bright with Sedge,
Not a crumpled wall at Putney but had Stonecrop on its ledge;
There was Traveller’s Joy at Lewisham along the turnpike hedge.
Then Toadflax throve on Temple walls and Lilies slipped their sheath
In Lord Mansfield’s little pinewood on the way to Hampstead Heath,
And the copes out at Croydon had white Violets beneath.
Not a day went by for Curtis without some botanic thrill,
He found Teasels down at Deptford and “on Mouley Hurst” a Squill,
And he plucked a Twayblade Orchis from the turf of Shooter’s Hill.
For him the Chelsea Kingcups blew, for him the Mushrooms stood
In the pasture-lands of Itchingon this side of Hornsey Wood;
You can’t pluck Cress on Hounslow Heath, of course, but Curtis could.

At times “within sides of old wells” he found a Harrow-tongue fern,
And every year at Battersea he watched the brief return
Of the Poppies whose “fugacity” aroused his quaint concern.
And now his London too is fled, there’s scarce a petal’s trace
Of the Thames-side flowers that flourished in his Georgian year of grace,
Only weed on weed of brick-work that has over-run its place.
Yet if you can harbour Curtis (and the elbow-room he claims
Speaks itself of ampler ages) take him down and read the names
Of his blossoms and their habitats, until your fancy flames
With gable-ends and gravel-pits and lanes that gain the down,
And rushing streamlets close at hand and sylvan hills to crown
A city almost suburbless, a country-girdled town.

ADDITIONS TO THE SCOTTISH SPHAGNA.

By J. A. Wheldon, M.Sc., A.L.S.

In the Synopsis of European Sphagna (1917), prepared for the British Bryological Society by the writer, an effort was made to indicate all the species, varieties, forms, and subforms then known to occur in the British Isles. During its preparation it was noticed how few reliable records there were for some of them from the Scottish counties. Since then a few enthusiastic collectors have sent me specimens from time to time, and the object of this paper is to show some of the results of their exertions. During the war, when Sphagnum came into prominence as a dressing for wounds, the Scottish bogs supplied vast quantities for this purpose, and some of the collectors sent me a few varieties of interest, which were new to Scotland or to Great Britain.

It is unfortunate that bryologists, both Scottish and English, with a few exceptions, are attracted so much by the rich Alpine cryptogamic Flora that they show little inclination to visit the airdor and willow swamps, the lowland peat bogs and marshes, to which some of the rarer sphagnas seem to be restricted. So that it is not possible to give any reliable indication of the actual distribution, either altitudinal or horizontal, of any of the species, although we possess a few data as to the ascending limits of some of them.

The present list is designed to supplement the comital numbers of the Synopsis, and they are nearly all of them additional to those shown in that work. All those included have passed through my hands with the exception of S. subtile, and probably over 95 per cent. of them are represented in my collection of British Sphagna by voucher specimens. An asterisk is prefixed to the names of those which are believed to be new records for Scotland, although in a few cases these may have been already mentioned in the Bryological or other Society’s Reports, or in periodical literature. But these duplications are not numerous. Forty species are accepted in the list, and one (S. Brunnicola) is at present excluded as somewhat doubtful.

In the Synopsis thirty species were admitted for Scotland, and one (S. platyphyllum) regarded as requiring confirmation. When the Catalogue of British Mosse was published in 1907 some plants now ranked as species were treated as varieties, and vice versa, but so far as one may estimate, that catalogue would show about 30 species for Scotland if reduced to present standards. I have seen only one Scottish species which does not occur in England, viz. S. Lindbergii, though probably S. balticum should be added to it, as English examples have not been recently found.

Species found in England, Scottish specimens of which have not yet reached me, are the following:—S. riparioides W.; S. riparii Anstr.; S. Torreywpum Sull.; S. obtusum W.; S. illici W.; S. hercynicum W.; S. bavaricum W.; S. armoricum and S. hakko-dense W. & Card. These are all plants of comparatively low levels, few of them ascending to 1000 ft. in their recorded stations.
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The number of records by the Rev. D. Lillie, of Watten (marked L.), and Mr. D. R. Robertson, of Dundee (marked R.), denote how enthusiastically they have helped to fill the gaps in our knowledge of the Scottish Sphagna, and my special thanks are due to them for their generous help. Thanks are also due to the other collectors whose names are quoted in the list without abbreviation. The contributions of my companion on many excursions, Mr. Albert Wilson, are indicated by W. and my own by Wh.

It may be finally remarked that the Sphagna of no Scottish vice-county are completely worked out, unless it be that of Caithness, where the Rev. D. Lillie has collected so assiduously. So that any botanist may easily add to our knowledge by taking up a few of the specimens met with on his quest for plants of other groups.


**S. concinnum** W. (=arcticum Jenz.). 85. *R.*


90. *R.*

**S. squarrosulum** Russ. 107. L.

**S. stachyodes** Russ. 73. *W. West*. 90. 105. 107. L.


92. *Wh. & Wh.* 109. L.

**S. Warnstorfii** Russ. var. *carneum* W. (=stricticulium Roth). 87. *Wh. 90. R.*


var. *virescens* Russ. 96. *Wh. & Wh.*

var. *versicolor* Russ. 88. *Binsted.*

S. *flavescens* W. var. *viride* Dallman. 102. *Gilmour.*
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var. *pallescens* W. f. *dasycladium* W. 90. 105. *L.*


var. *flavorubens* W. 85. 90. 91. *Sim. 95. Wh. & Wh.*

var. *flavescens* W. 78. 83. *Wh. & Wh.* 109. 112. *L.*

var. *obscurum* W. 109. *L.*


var. *cerealescens* Schlepp. 89. Wh. & Wh. 105. 108. 111. *L._


var. ochraceum W. *f. immersum W. 88. T. H. Russell.—
* f. congestum W. 88, 98. Wi. & Wh. 91. Sim. 105. R. 112.
Gasking.—L. orthocladum Wheld. 105. L.
*S. tenerum Sull. 81. Miss D. Bate. 90. Mrs. F. Bryan
(per W. R. Sherih.). New to Britain.
S. molle R. var. molluscoides W. f. heterophyllum W.
*subf. typicum Wheld. 109. L. subf. tenerum W. 91. J. Sim.
S. compactum DC. *var. squarrosum Russ. f. densum Card.
73. M. Andrews. 95. Armitage.
var. subquasrubosum W. *f. strictum W. 108, 109. L.—
* f. divaricatum W. 105, 111. L.—*subf. fuscescens W. 70. R.
88. Braithwaite. 107, 109, 111. L.
var. imbricatum W. f. capitatum W. 94. Wi. & Wh.—f. obscurum W. 105, 107, 109. L. 112. West.—f. densum W.
105. L.
S. squarrosum Poir. var. spectabile Russ. f. patulum W.
Braithwaite.
var. subquasrubosum Russ. *f. elegans Russ. 90. R.—* f. gracile
Russ. 105, 109. L.—*f. molle. 109. 111. Grant.—*f. densum
Russ. 105, 109, 111, 112. L.—*f. hydrophyllum W. 109. L.
This yellowish-green dasycoralliform form is new to Great Britain. It is
our distinct in habit from our other forms of var. imbricatum,
which, so far as I have seen them, all fall under forms silvertic or
pycnoclados Wheld.
S. teres Angstr. var. subteres Lindb. 75. Armitage. 109. L.
var. imbricatum W. *f. gracile W. 70. R. 75. Armitage.
105. L.
S. Lindbergi Schimp. *var. microphyllum W. 112. L.
S. amplexiphilum Russ. var. mesophyllum W. *f. sylvaticum
Russ. 94. 96. Wi. & Wh. 109. L.—*f. alcestis W. 96. Wi.
L. These are somewhat doubtful and need confirmation.
var. partifolium W. (S. brevifolium Röll.) f. tenue W. subf.
capitatum W. 100. Travis. 107, 109. L. subf. brochycladum
W. 96. Wi. & Wh.—f. Warnstorphi (Jens) W. 109. L.
S. Balticum Russ. 107, L.
*S. pulchrum W. var. fuscolavens W. *f. brachyhamo-
cladum W. 109. L.—*f. brachyhamo-
cladum W. 109. L.
S. recurtum P. de Beauv. *var. robustum Bredi. *f. fuscescens
W. 107, 109, 109.
var. majus Angstr. f. silvicicum Russ. 90. R. 96. Wi. &
Wh. 105, 107. R.—*subf. deflexum. 107. R.—*f. sub-
undulatum W. 96. Wi. & Wh. 105, 108, 109. L.—*f. spha-
rocephatum W. 109. L.
var. partium W. *f. viride W. 75. Armitage. 88. Wi. &
Wh. 90. R.—*f. fuscescens W. 75. Armitage. 107, 109. L.—
* f. pallens W. 109. L.
*S. fallax v. Klinggr. *var. microphyillum W. 96. Wi. &
Wh. *var. laxifolium W. 90. R. *var. Schultzii W. 76.
Dallman.
*S. serratum Aust. var. serrulatum W. 105, 107, 109. L.
S. cuspidatum Ehrh. var. falcatum Russ. f. molle W. *subf.
erycruudatum W. 108. L.—*subf. tenellum W. 75. Armitage.
109. L. subf. capitatum Wheld. 96. Wi. & Wh. 105, 109. L.—
* f. rigidum W. subf. pungens W. 96. Wi. & Wh. 109, 112. L.
subf. gracile. 104. G. A. Briggs.
var. submersum Schimp. f. crispatum W. 109. L.—*subf.
88. Wi. & Wh. 111. L.
var. pluemosum Schimp. *f. remotum W. 90. M. Duke (per
W. R. Sherih.).
S. molluscum Bruch. var. vulgatum W. f. robustum W. 105.
105, 108, 109, L.—*f. gracile W. 109 L. *var. SUBERECTA
(Gay.). 109. L. 111. Grant.
S. obscurum W. *var. mastigocladium W. 109. L.
*var. hemisphyrillimum W. 109. L.
*var. insolitum W. f. pareifolium Wheld. 75. Armitage.
[S. francoale W. var. robustum W. 109. L. Specimens
somewhat unsatisfactory and so doubtful.]
S. subsessum Nees var. tenellum W. f. brachycladum W.
109. L.
var. intermediate W. 109. L.
var. lanceolatum W. *f. humilis W. 105. L.
S. inundatum W. var. ovalifolium W. *f. brachycladum W.
75. Armitage. 88. Wi. & Wh. 105. L.—*f. densum W. 111.
R. 105. L.—*f. brachyhamocladum W. 111. Grant.
*var. lancifolium W. *f. falcatum Schild. 105. L.—*f. sub-
mersum W. 109. L.
*var. diversifolium W. *f. rufescens W. 90. R. New to
Britain.—*f. fuscescens W. 108, 109. L.
S. athericum Schimp. var. ovatum W. *f. brachycladum W.
75. Armitage. 108, 109. L.—*f. rufescens W. 105. L.—*f. varie-
gatum W. 105, 111. L.—*f. pungens W. 88. Wi. & Wh.
105. L.
*S. canoviensis W. 109. L. *var. submersum W. 105.
L. *var. laxifolium W. 105. R. 109. L.
S. aquatili W. *var. mastigocladium W. 105. R. *var.
sanguinale W. 105. L. *var. subfuscum W. 109, 112. L.
S. confertum Schultz (S. loricatum Spruce. S. eurythermum
Wilks.).
*S. majus C. Jens. f. laxifolium W. 90. R.
93. Hunt. 109. L.
*S. platystyllum W. *var. laxifolium W. f. monocladum W.
109. L.
S. crassifolium W. var. diversifolium W. *f. inundatum W. 109. L.

S. magnifolium W. *f. laxissimum W. 75. Armitage.

S. intermedium W. f. ovatifolium W. *subf. brevifolium W. 85. L.

S. camtsit W. var. plumosum W. 109. L.


S. albescens W. 75. Armitage. 85, 90. R. 88. Wi. & Wh. 109. L.


S. fulvus W. 109. L. *f. latifolium W. 105. L.

S. pumilum W. f. fuscescens W. subf. nectarum W. 75. Armitage. 88. Wi. & Wh. 109, 111. L. subf. gracile W. 109. L.


S. convolvosus W. 109. L.

S. tuberculatum W. var. immissum. 109. L.

S. laxifolium W. 109. L. var. revidivimum W. 105. R.

S. insignitum W. 109. L. var. cordifolius W. 105. R.

S. iridatum Russ. var. cristatum W. *f. glaucescens W. 86.

S. urceolatum W. f. speciosissimum W. 85, 90. R. 88. Wi. & Wh. 109. L.

S. glaucum W. 75. Archer. 90. L.

S. subelevatum W. 88. Wi. & Wh.

S. affine W. f. glaucescens W. (S. tenuifolium W.). 85, R.


McArthur. 90. L.

S. papilliferum Lindlb. var. normalis W. f. mojavensis Gray.*subf. subflavum Wheld. 88. Wi. & Wh. 105, 107, 109. L.

S. squarrosum Wheld. 88. Wi. & Wh. 105, 107, 109. L.

S. squarrosum Ingl. & Wheld. subf. neglectum Ingl. & Wheld. 109. L.


S. squarrosum Wheld. 88. Whitehead. 75. 96. Gasking. subf. squarrosum Wheld. 75. 83. Archer. 92. Gasking. 105, 109, 105. L.


S. subelevatum W. f. validum W. subf. squarrosum Wheld. 105. L.


S. squarrosum Wheld. *subf. hetrodendron W. 88, 90. L.


S. cyphoconicum Ehrh. var. glaucescens W. *f. squarrosum Pers. subf. dejectum W. 105. L. *f. squarrosum Wheld. 96. Wi. & Wh.


S. flavescens W. 107, 108. L.

S. fuscescens W. 107, 108. R. 105, 105, 105, 105. L.

S. atrovirens Schliep. 90. R. This fine plant is, I believe, new to Great Britain; I have, however, a previous record for Ireland (vide Canon Lett's 'Irish Sphagnum in Irish Naturalist,' 1923, p. 61).

S. subciliatium Hampe var. subcarneum W. 75. Armitage. 105, R.

S. fuscescens Russ. 75. Armitage.


S. abbreviatum W. 78, 83. Archer. 109. L.


S. obscurum W. 105. L. *f. squarrosum W. 107. L.

S. subf. dasybrachyorthocladum W. 108. L. New to Britain.

UNWARRIANTED CHANGES IN GENERIC NAMES.

By T. A. Sprague, B.A., F.L.S.

Mr. O. A. Fairwell (Papers Mich. Acad. Se. 1923, iii. 91) replaces Prynium Wild. (Marantaceae) by Narukito Adams. Under International Rules, however, Prynium Wild. is a nomen conservatum and Narukito is a nomen abortivum, being "cosensitive" with the Linnaean Pontederia, which Adamson (Fam. ii. 599) cited as a synonym. Mr. Fairwell (op. cit. 92) rejects Heteranthera Ruiz et Pav. (a nomen conservatum) in favour of Prynium Loesl. (Iter, 178), but the latter is invalid, as it was published in synonymy. He applies (op. cit. 91) the name Pontederia L. to the genus Monochoria, on the ground that Linne's description of Pontederia in Gen. Pl. ed. 5, 140, was based on P. hastata (Monochoria hastata), as regards the characters "capsula trilocularis" and "semia plurina." Reference to Gen. Pl. ed. 1, 102, and Hort. Clif. 138, however, makes it perfectly clear that the type-species of Pontederia L. was not P. hastata but P. cordata.

Pontederia † Sagittaria similis Moris. iii. 15, t. 4. f. 8, vide HM. iv.: 44. communicante D. Gronovi (Gen. Pl. ed. 1,
102; 1737).—The species collected by Banister in Virginia, published by Morison and communicated to Linné by Gronovius was *P. cordata L.* The word "vide" in the interpolated reference to *Hortus* M[alabaricus] called attention to Rheedse’s figure of Carim-gola without definitely citing it as a synonym of *Pontederia*. In Hort. Cliff. 133 Linne had a single species *Pontederia floribus speciosus* also based on *Sagittaria similis plantae-pulvaris Virginiae, apica florum cumula* (Banister MS.); Moris., with additional references to Petiver and Platenet, all these references being synonyms of *P. cordata*. Linne added the remark "Hujus generis videtur Carim-gola Hort. pal. p. 91, t. 44."

Thus it is evident that in 1737 he gave the new generic name *Pontederia* to the species subsequently named by him *P. cordata*, and that he was uncertain whether Carim-gola (*P. hastata*) was congeneric or not. This effectually disposes of Mr. Farwell’s contention that *P. hastata* was the type-species of *Pontederia*.

The four changes in generic nomenclature proposed by Mr. Farwell are, as follows:

2. *Utisema* Raf. *vice Pontederia* L.

Fortunately, as shown above, all these changes are contrary to the International Rules. Furthermore, Nos. (1), (2) and (3) are also contrary to the Type-basis Code, to which Mr. Farwell apparently adheres in other cases, *e.g.*, in the adoption of the generic names *Melophon* and *Allionia*, and the acceptance of tautonyms.

*Narukila* Adans. (Fam. ii. 54, 581) was effectively published according to the American Code (1907), since the generic name *Narukila* is associated with the previously published binomial, *Pontederia ovata* L., as both Adanson and Linne cited *Narukila* Rheedse Hort. Malab. ii. t. 34 as a synonym. The Type-basis Code (1921) requires a "definite reference to at least one previously published binomial." (Art. 2 c). Does a non-binary citation in common with a previous author, as in the case of *Narukila*, fulfill this requirement or not?

GEORGE CLIFTON, R.N.
(1822-1913).

I am somewhat surprised that, so far as can be ascertained, no mention has been made in any botanical journal of the demise and career of George Clifton, who passed away at his residence, Northwood, Eastbourne, on August 12th, 1913, in his ninety-first year.

The son of Marshall Walter Clifton, F.R.S., and one of a family of sea-captains, in early life he entered the Royal Navy, serving as Midshipman on board H.M.S. "Bellerophon," and being present at the blockade of Naples and Alexandria; also in 1839-40 taking part in the bombardment of Syrian ports, notably Acre and Beyrout, when he received both the naval and Turkish medals in recognition of his services.

In 1851 Clifton proceeded to Australia, and settled near Fremantle, in the Western Province, being appointed Head of the Water Police, and also Governor of the Convict Prison at Rottnest Island, about nine or ten miles from the mainland, and situated nearly opposite to Fremantle. His sojourn there lasted eleven years, and, in 1864, on the recommendation of Sir Edmund G. Henderson, he was offered and accepted the important Governorship of Portland Prison, which office he held for nineteen years, finally retiring into private life in 1883. In 1853 he married a daughter of J. S. Roe (1797-1878), at that time Surveyor-General of Western Australia, in which capacity he did much to promote the knowledge of the flora, and celebrated his diamond wedding in February 1913. Very shortly after this he passed away; his funeral took place at Fulham, where he was buried.

His scientific attainments found full play during his sojourn near Fremantle. He had previously become very interested in marine botany, and upon the arrival of W. H. Harvey in 1854, intent upon amassing material for a work upon the Algae of Australia, its western shores and seas more particularly being as yet almost unexplored, the two at once fraternized and joined forces, the results of which are evident in the first volume of the *Physiologica Australasia*. This work was begun in 1858, and ended with the fifth volume in 1868; during the whole of that time Clifton was assiduously engaged in dredging many Alge of consummate interest. The dedication of the first volume runs:

"To GEORGE CLIFTON, Esq., R.N., of Fremantle, West Australia, an acute observer and successful collector of Alge, this first volume is inscribed in pleasant memory of our boating and dredging excursions, and as a grateful acknowledgment for liberal supplies of well selected specimens, by his friend and Fellow-Student, WILLIAM HENRY HARVEY."

Clifton is commemorated by Harvey (op. cit. ii. t. 100; 1859) in the beautiful genus of Floridean, *Cliftonia*—"in honour of George Clifton, Esq., R.N., the indefatigable and successful explorer of the Alge of Western Australia": the plant had been discovered by Clifton in the previous year at Garden Island, off Fremantle. Later, in the preface to vol. v. (1863), Harvey pays a further tribute to Clifton, "whose name occurs so frequently throughout the volumes and in the Synopsis [and to whom] I am indebted for so many of beautifully preserved specimens, including many species collected by no one else. His contributions commenced in 1854, while I was resident in Western Australia, and have been regularly continued, at short intervals, up to the present time. Three new genera, *Cliftonia*, *Binderia*, and *Eucaryophyllia*, besides many new species, prove the zeal and success with which Mr. Clifton has conducted his researches." It will be noticed that the spelling of the commemorative name has been altered; this is thus explained by Harvey in a note to t. 279, where another species is figured—"Originally published as *Cliftonia*; now
altered to Cliftonia, in order to distinguish it from Cliftonia, Banks." A large number of species described by Harvey and J. G. Agardh also bear Clifton’s name.

After his return to England I cannot find that Clifton paid further attention to Botany. In 1889–90, at which period he was residing at Putney, he presented to the British Museum his collection of Australian Algae, amounting to nearly 600 species.

J. Cosmo Medill.

RUMEX ORTUSIFOLIUS L. × R. PULCHER L.

By J. E. Little.

This hybrid occurred in some quantity in 1923 on Windmill Hill, Hitchin, with the parent species, and has been distributed to both Exchange Clubs. Material will be found (Ref. No. 561) in Hb. Mus. Brit. and several other public herbaria. I have had it, under constant observation for a year. My attention was first drawn to it by the root-leaves, of which the blades, while in some respects recalling those of R. obtusifolius, were smaller (up to 18 to 25 cm. long and 8 cm. broad), of a duller less vivid green, narrower, more oblong, more obtuse, more rarely subacute, with cordate base, nearly flat, slightly crenate-undulate on the margin. In May the coloration of the leaves is entirely green, and lacks the red usually present along the upper surfaces of the midrib of L. obtusifolius. The petioles are less deeply furrowed, about as long as the lamina. The root is long and stout, dividing at a little below the crown into several branches, which ultimately produce erect flowering stems up to 75 cm. high, unbranched in at least the lower third of their length, bearing leaves much larger and broader than those of R. pulcher. The upper portion of the flowering stem divides into long distichous or deliquescence branches like those of R. pulcher. In R. obtusifolius the stem, petioles and nerves of the leaves are plentifully covered with stout papillate emergences. These appear in the hybrid, though hardly to an appreciable greater extent than in R. pulcher. The panduriform contraction of the lamina does not always appear in R. pulcher, and I think not at all in the hybrid. The unopened anthers are white. The fruiting segments closely resemble those of R. pulcher, as does the tubercle; I should describe them as elongate-triangular rather than oblong (R. pulcher itself varies in this respect), one being slightly longer. The nut is, when dry, 2 to 2.5 mm. long, its faces ovate with a short acute tip, bright chestnut, polished and shining, broader than in R. obtusifolius, but to me indistinguishable from that of R. pulcher. The nuts are well-filled, and the hybrid appears to be a fertile one, whereas R. obtusifolius × sanguineus var. vicinis, Wallington Hall, Norfolk, distributed through the Watson Exchange Club, 1923, a hybrid between two different groups, was entirely sterile.

On July 12, 1922, I gathered from the roadside near Portfield Cemetery, Chichester, with Prebendary R. J. Burdon, a plant to which I should now ascribe the name R. obtusifolius × pulcher, as the stems near the nodes were slightly and the nerves rather strongly papillate. The habit was that of the hybrid as described above.

To sum up:—The Hitchin form of the hybrid has much of the facies of R. pulcher, but differs in its taller erect stem and its larger and broader cauline leaves, and appears to correspond with Borbas’s description of R. equinocnia (Magy. bot. lapok, 1903, 49), which runs:—“R. obtusifolius refer folis inferioribus laticiniis majoribus que sed ramis magis divaricatis; persicogniti foliorum callis solitarius bene evolutis, apicem versus minus producta, rigidius aristato-dentata, ± foveolato-reticulata ut in R. pulcher.” The same description with a slight verbal variation, is repeated in Reichenb. l.c. xxii. 48.

I am indebted to Mr. E. G. Baker for help in determining these rather puzzling plants.

THE FLORA OF A BLACKBIRD’S NEST.

By (the late) Sir H. C. W. Hawley, Bart.

(Reprinted by permission from Trans. Brit. Mycol. Soc. ix. 239.)

A very young visitor brought in to me the other day a blackbird’s nest of this year’s building [1923], and opportunity was taken to examine the material. Quite a number of Pyrenomyces were found to be in fruit. Other families were conspicuous by their absence. The short list is perhaps of some interest as showing what species were in fruiting condition on August 15th, after a very dry summer. It should be stated to the credit of the blackbird as a collector that several of the species had not been noted in the locality before.

Myosperma moschatum (Pers.) Schroet, on leaves.
Leptosperma microsperma Kunst., on grass leaf.
L. Dolichum (Pers.) Ces. & de Not.
L. rubicunda Rehm. on herbageous stem. Spores 27–30 × 2.5–3 μ. Grove (Journ. Bot. 1912, p. 49) says 20 × 2.5 μ. on Conium; I have a specimen on umbelliferous stem from Gloucestershire with spores 25–40 × 3.5–4.5 μ, second cell from above swollen. Winter says 45 × 2.5–3 μ. Probably all one species.
L. densus (B. & Br.) Auctsw. on Senecio Jacobaea.
Pilospora herbarum (Pers.) Rahd.
P. infectoria Fuck. on grass stem.
Ophiobolus tenellus (Auctsw.) Sacc. on stem of Caloth sp.
Gnaphalium inquisitor (Dez.) Auctsw. on horse-chestnut leaf.
G. ceratium (Reiss) Ces. & de Not. on Acer campestre poltlandi.
Rhytismes acerinum (Pers.) Fr.
Ferrariaeum Deinattia (Pers.) Fr. on woody stem.
T. trichella Fr. on ivy leaf.
Pericoma pyramidalis Frese. on stem.
NEW PLANTS FROM CENTRAL AFRICA.


The following notes are based on a collection of plants made by Dame Alice and the Misses E. and C. Godman in Uganda, December 1923–March 1924. The collection, which is now in the British Museum Herbarium, consists of some 370 specimens from five distinct localities, namely: 1. Entebbe region, 100 specimens; 2. Buganda Island, 35 specimens; Victoria Nyanza, 45 specimens; 3. Mbarara district, Ankole Province, 45 specimens; 4. Buhungi, Kigisi district on the borders of Uganda, Tanzania and the Belgian Congo, 70 specimens; 5. Ruwenzirozi Mountains, 110 specimens.

The collection from Ruwenzirozi affords valuable additional material of many of the endemic forms collected by Scott Elliott and Wollaston. In particular, it includes material of a new genus of Umbellifera which is here described. This is not the first record for the plant, which was collected by Scott Elliott in 1893 but not identified. The collection from Buhungi is of particular interest, as that region appears to be little known botanically. Most of the novelties described here are from this district.

The Northern temperate element so characteristic of collections from the mountains of Tropical Africa is well marked and conspicuous by the occurrence of Linnaea borealis. This was found at Lake Kikuyu in the Mbarara district at an elevation of 6000 ft. under conditions which point to it being of natural origin there. The main distribution of this plant is Northern circumpolar; in Europe it is found throughout the northern countries and in the alpine region. There seem to be no records of it further south, so that its discovery at the equator is of considerable interest, and forms a striking addition to those characteristically Northern temperate plants which are also found on the mountains of Tropical Africa.

Uebelia kigisinos R. Good, sp. nov. *Herba anna parva*, foliis semi-decumbentibus; caulibus stratis sparse pilosis; *folia* sessilibus late ovatis acutis ad basim leviter connatis, urinum glaberrimis, marginebus apiculati- denticeulatis; *florus* pedicellatis pedicelli his- suris atae leviter elongatis; *calyx* 5-fido, 10-nervo, lobis triangula- tatis acutis, nervis et marginibus loborum setulosis; *corolla* alba, petalis 5, anguste spatulatae obtusis, basi connatis; *staminibus* 10; *ovario* glabro, stylos 5 liberis coronato; *capsula* calyce persistenti aequante, suborbiculari; *seminibus* subreniformibus, utrinque subcom- pressis, minuto tuberculatis, nigris.


Internodes 2–3 cm.; leaves 1–12 cm. long by about 1 cm. broad; pedicels in the flowering state about 7 mm. long, slightly longer in fruit; petals 6 mm. long.

Closely allied to U. spatulatfolia Hochst., an Abyssinian species, but at once distinguishable by the shape of the leaves, by the longer pedicels in the flowering state and by the black seeds.

Crotalaria (Sphaeoracra) kigisiosia Bak. fil., sp. nov. *Caulis erectus, ramosus, nemi virgati sparse pubescentes; stipula minima; folia remotata, trifoliolata, foliolis angustis lanceolatis vel linearis lanceo- latis, sparse pubescetibus 12–15 mm. longis, 3–4 mm. latis; petaloid communi 8–12 mm. longo; *florus* pallide lutei in racemis laxis dispositi; *calyx* 6 mm. longus denticibus tubo longioribus; *vestillum* circa 10 mm. longum et latum; *corona* dorsi angulo recto curvata, 12 mm. longa; ovarium lineare, hirtum; *legumen* ignotum.


This is alluded to *C. cernua* Schinz, but the bend in the carina is not so near the base. The leaves are rather remote and the leaflets narrow. The plant, which is 2–3 ft. high, has light yellow flowers.

Lathyris hygrophilus Taub. var. angustifolius Bak. fil., sp. nov. *Caulis tenuis sparsissime pilis vestitis; stipulae sagittate persistentes; folia uninuga, foliolis linearis lanceolatis 3–4 cm. longis, 4–5 mm. latis; *florus* solitarii albi, ±13–15 mm. longi; *calyx* 7–8 mm. longus; *vestillum* externe glabrum; *legumen* ignotum.

*Hab.* Buhungi, 7000 ft. No. 298. "Bamboo forest edge. Flowers white, climbing, 3–4 ft."

Vigna abyssinica Taub. var. ugdensis Bak. fil., sp. nov. *Caulis volubilis; folia oblongo-lanceolata pubescentia; pedunculi 6–8-fiori; calyx 4–5 mm. longus dentibus superiioribus in unum coalescit; *vestillum* ±12 mm. longum ±18 mm. latum; *legumen* maturum non visum.


Differs from type principally in the more numerous flowers and much broader vexillum.

Rubiis Doggetti C. H. Wright var. ovatipollis var. R. Good. *Folia pinnatifidum 3–5-foliolata; foliolis subsessilibus ovatis longe acutis ad basim rotundatis, irregulariter serratis, utrinque glabris; sepala lanceolata longissime acuminata; petala emarginata, paullo quam sepala breviora.

*Hab.* Ruwenzirozi, 7–8000 ft. No. 297.

Differs from the type in the leaflets, which are broadest at the base and taper to a long acute tip, in the sepals which have a long fine tip and are rather longer than the petals, and in the narrower stipules.

Psuedocorum Norman gen. nov. (ex tribu Ammieaceae).

*Colyce* dentes obsoleti; petala omnino integra discus in stylo- podis parvis conicus productis; *styli* longiusculi rotundi; *fructus* a latere leviter compressus; *carpella* 5-gonae; *jugum* primaria prominentia, acuta, aquilina; *vitae* (nullae?) vel indistinctae; *semen* subteres, laud excavatum.

*Herba* scandens; *folio* bi- vel tri-ternata; *petiolo* volubilis, ad basim virgati; *umbelle* multiformes; *bracteae* involucrati et involucellorum numerosae conspicueae; *floris* albi?
Apparantly allied to *Carum*, but differing in the strongly developed and acute ribs of the fruit, in the entire petals, and in the numerous and large bracts to involucre and involucel. The climbing habit is believed to be unique in the family.

*Pseudocarum clematidifolium* Norman, sp. nov. Herba glabra, petiolis scandens; caulé terete ramoso; foliis, caulina, bi- vel trilimbatis, nervis reticulatis, petiolo volubili; foliolis petiolatis, lanceolatis, cuspida, marginibus valde dentatis, dentibus acuminatis, sepe uncinatis; foliolo terminali maximo; umbellis amplis, radiis 10–20, crassipeculis; bracteis involucro oblongis, obtusis, conspiciuis; involucro lato, similibus, sed minoribus. Fructu oblongo, uno in uicerario sepe soloeto; jugá primarius acutis, aequalibus; nixis inuissibus, petalía indiios, lanceolatis.


Principal measurements: legeotes 3–7 cm. x 1.5–2.5 cm.; umbels up to 7 cm.; bracte of involucre ± 1 cm.; of involucre ± 5 mm. This very remarkable plant has been twice collected on Ruwenzori. Scott Elliott’s specimen, owing to bud pressing, rather conceals than discloses the climbing habit, which would account for its having been hitherto overlooked. The Misses Godman’s specimen shows the climbing habit well. Both specimens, unfortunately, are without radical leaves, but Scott Elliott’s has a few flowers believed to be ripe, and the Misses Godman’s specimen has good flowers.

*Dipsacus kigiiensis* R. Good, sp. nov. Herba erecta; caulé angulato glabra aculeato; foliis radicibus non visis, foliis caulinae sessilibus serrato-dentatis lanceolatis attenuatis acutis, ad basin longe cuneatis et integris, raro lobulo laterali, utrinque hispidis, subius nervis minute aculeatis, marginibus hirsutis; pedunculis aculeatis, supra pilosis; foliis involucris linearibus acutis minute hirsutis, reflexis; sygnas receptaculi suborbicularibus carinatis apice abrupte et longe acuminatis recurvus pilis brevissimis instructis; corolla extrus pubescente quam sygnas receptaculi leviter longiora.

*Hab. Bahungu, Kigii District. 7–9000 ft. No. 158. “Red soil, open country in marsh.”

Leaves not seen, upper leaves up to 10 cm. by 3 cm., sometimes with a lateral lobe at the base; heads about 2.5 cm. across. Involutes bracts up to 1.5 cm. long; scales of the receptacle 5–6 mm., recurved at the tip, rather shorter than the expanded corollas.

Closely related to *D. pilosus* L. and *D. pinnatifidus* Steud. From the former it differs in the shorter broader reflexed scales, which are not ciliated, and its more hairy leaves. From the latter it differs in the sessile stem leaves strongly cuneate at the base, and again in the receptacle scales. Engler, in Bot. Jahrb. xix. 1895, has described a var. *integrifolius* of *D. pinnatifidus*; the authenticated specimen of this variety which I have seen (Volkens 967) agrees entirely with the type of *D. kigiiensis*, except that the receptacle scales are rather more hairy on the edge. In the following short clavis, which illustrates the relationships of these various forms, I have, considered *D. pinnatifidus* var. *integrifolius* Engl. as falling under my *D. kigiiensis*.

Stem leaves cuneate at the base .......... *D. pinnatifidus* Steud. Stem leaves cuneate at the base.

Receptacle scales ciliated, longer than the corollas .......... *D. pilosus* L.*.

Receptacle scales not ciliated, equal to or shorter than the corollas (*D. pinnatifidus* var. *integrifolius* Engl.) .......... *D. kigiiensis* R. Good.

*Anagallis kigiiensis* R. Good, sp. nov. Herba glabra repitans; caulibus tenuibus glaberrimis; foliis oppositis breviter petiolatis integerrimis lanceolatis vel ellipticis acutis, utrinque glaberrimis subius pubilitoribus; floribus solitariis in axillis longe pedicellatis; pedicellis filiformibus glabris, foliis aquambris, in fructu reflexis; calycis profunde 5-fido, lobis linearius acutis 1-nervis; corolla profunde 5-fida lobis lanceolatis ellipticis sub-emarginatis, quam lobis calycis duplo longioribus; filamentis planis ad basim late expansis, quam petalis dimidio brevioribus; stylo fastigato filamentis aquante.

*Hab. Bahungu, Kigii District. No. 214; 234 is conspecific. “Flower white, semi-decumbent. 6 inches long.”

Leaves up to 1 cm. by 5 mm. Pedicels about 1 cm. long; calyx lobes 2–5 mm. Corolla white, lobes 5 mm. long.

A plant similar and closely related to *A. ruandensis* Knuth & Mildbr., but altogether a smaller and more compact plant; it also differs in the shape of the leaves.

**SHORT NOTES.**

*Statice v. Limonium.* Mr. Sprague’s paper (p. 267), touching upon the respective merits of the generic names *Statice* and *Limonium* and the plants to which they should apply, seems to show clearly that our Sea Lavenders should, strictly speaking, come under the latter genus.

Whilst agreeing with the soundness of Mr. Sprague’s exposition, I cannot help endorsing heartily Mr. Pugsley’s view (p. 277) that a sound practical course would be to retain *Statice* and *Armeria* for our Sea Lavenders and Thrifts respectively as nonia conservanda. As regards our British Sea Lavenders, the species stand, under *Limonium*, as enumerated in the London Catalogue, ed. 10, 1908, but the following changes appear necessary among the plants recently discussed in these pages:

*Statice minuta* Lnn.

**Limonium minutum** Fourr. forma *puberula* C. E. S. (J.)

*Bot. 1915, 242.*

var. *microphylla* Boiss. var. *dissitiflorum* Boiss.

var. *microphyllum* var. *dissitiflorum* comb. nov.
S. acutiloba Reichb. var. obtusa Regel. L. acutiloba nov. comb. nov.
S. asterotricha C. E. S. (J. Bot. 1917, 32), var. acutiloba Regel. L. asterotricha nov. comb. nov.
S. anfracta C. E. S. (J. Bot. 1922, 345). L. anfracta nov. comb. nov.
S. vestita C. E. S. (J. Bot. 1923, 97). L. vestita nov. comb. nov.

Both J. Fourreau (in Ann. Soc. Linn. Lyon, xviii. 141; 1869) and Mairé et Petitmengin (in Bull. Soc. Nat. Nancy, sér. 3, ix. fasc. iv. 428; 1908) adopt the genera *Limonium* and *Statice* for sea lavenders and thrifts respectively.—C. E. SALMON.

**Epirotis Lamy F. Schultz in Berkshire.** This local species is not mentioned for Berkshire in Dr. Bruce's *Flora* (1897) nor in his Additions (Report B. E. C. 1818). Mr. J. W. White has determined this plant a dried specimen gathered by the late Anthony Wallis at Reading in 1916.—C. E. SALMON.

"Huzhushi." Can anyone identify this name, which occurs in The Piper's of the Market Place—a novel by "Richard Denham" (Clothtide Graves)—p. 205, "... the huzhush grovin' by the door, as wev nobbl's a Quean's nosey; no rose that ever bloomed, I thou, could 'a sweeter smell?" The scene of the story is laid in Hertfordshire, but the speaker came from the West Midlands. The name is not in the Dictionary of English Plant-names, nor in its MS. Supplement, which has attained considerable dimensions, nor do I find it in The English Dialect Dictionary. In the same book I find "the herbage starred with yellow *frillata* in June"; this, however, is probably merely a misnomer, though I do not know for what: "Marsh Marigold," meaning Marsh Marigold, occurs in The Thames by Mortimer Menpes (p. 32), and I have seen it elsewhere.—JAMES BRITTON.

## Reviews


By the publication of this *Manual*, Professor Bailey has made his debtors not only botanists but horticulturists and the crew of people who, without claim to be either, nevertheless take an intelligent interest in plants and are desirous of obtaining information about those commonly met with in cultivation. Intended, as it is, especially for the United States and Canada, its scope renders it almost equally useful for plant-lovers in this country, who will be well advised to add it to their library, however limited that may be.

The value of the book lies largely in the fact that it is "not a compilation, but is written new... It has required the growing of very many of the species and the assembling of a considerable herbarium collection. So far as possible, the diagnoses in the book are drawn or verified from the specimens themselves." It includes 3095 species (with varieties) and 1246 genera in 170 natural families. "Horticultural varieties, even those bearing Latin names," are excluded; "the identification of these constitutes another problem, and one that is essentially yet new." Although the purpose of the book is to describe the species most commonly cultivated, there are also included many plants "not offered by dealers nor appearing in printed lists [which] are in cultivation in old premises and private gardens, and are likely to be exchanged from hand to hand"; "species of rather recent introduction that promise to be acquisitions but which are not yet well known"; and "certain species of great historic interest that should be known as a matter of general knowledge," including food-plants and "such things as are frequently grown in economic collections." It may be noted that "throughout the work the author has had the devoted aid of his daughter, Ethel Zoe Bailey, on both the botanical and editorial sides, as well as in the development of the herbarium on which so much of the enterprise is based."

The purpose of the *Manual* being thus defined, there follow Sections on "The Herbarium"; "Terms and Names," including a full glossary; "Authorities for the Binomials"; "The Vegetable Community"; and a "Key to the Families as represented in this Manual." In the descriptive portion of the work, in which the arrangement of Engler and Prantl is followed, the account of the family is followed by that of the genera and species, for each of which a key is provided; the descriptions include notes on the derivation of the names with indication of the region from which the plants come. The International Rules of Nomenclature are observed; "the original orthography is followed in the name unless there is evidence of misprint or error." Thus *Malcomia* and *Matthiola* are retained—a practice adopted many years ago in this Journal but subsequently abandoned—on the ground that their author, Robert Brown, "was a critical student, and his spelling of these generic names must be accepted as intentional." The principle laid down is, we think, sound, but Brown's Latin was not always unimpeachable (cf. Journ. Bot. 1922, p. 179). We note that the generally disused practice of putting a comma between the name and authority is retained in the *Manual*.

The English names, when given, are mostly such as are in actual popular use, although some appear to be manufactured—"Cardinal Larkspur" (*Delphinium cardinalis*), for example, seems to have stepped out of a novel, and "Sweet William Catchfly" (*Silene Armeria*) has an Elizabethan sound; and it may be doubted whether such names as "Stokes Aster" for *Stokesia* are really used. Many are identical with our own for the same plants, or analogous with them: some, however, are strange—e.g., "Baby's Breath" (also Journ. Botany—Vol. 62. [November, 1924. 2
errorously applied to Gellum Mollugo) for Gynephalia paniculata and "Youth-and-Old-Age" for Zinnia elegans; a glance through the pages reveals many more, not all of which are included in the index. It would be impossible to notice adequately in these pages a work which suggests and indicates so many points of interest; one or two which occur to us while turning over the pages may be noted. The Gramineae afford many instances of the treatment of species of historic and economic interest to which the introduction refers—e.g. in Triticum, Avena, Zea, Holcus, etc. Taking the last as an example, the description of the genus is followed by a note: "The forms are very many, and the botanical origin of them unknown. The generic name, even, is in dispute; they may be included in the large genus Aegonopyrum; or if separated, they may take the name Sorghum, which was used in pre-Linnean times and was taken up by some post-Linnean botanists; or they may reside in Holcus, to which Linnaeus clearly assigned them." Four species are given—the two well known of Linnaeus—H. halepensis and H. Sorghum and two (H. Sudanica and H. virgatus), described by Dr. Stapf under Sorghum. H. halepensis, "probably Mediterranean, but now widely scattered and naturalized," was "introduced into the U.S. by William Johnson of Alas, and Gov. Means of S. C."—hence it bears the popular names of "Johnson-grass" and "Means Grass." Under this Prof. Bailey places seven varieties which were originally described as species; the first, var. saucoratus (H. saucoratus L.) is defined as a "heterogeneous series in descriptive botanical characters, but constituting a cultural group, grown for the sweet juice from which sirup is made." It may be well to point out that the names of these and of other apparently new combinations (or "transfers," as he prefers to call them) which occur here and there throughout the book were published by Prof. Bailey in Gentes Herbarum, fasc. 3, pp. 132-136, and hence date from Oct. 1923, the year of its publication. Our well-known Holcus lanatus appears as Northolcus lanatus Nash; "sometimes written Northoholcus, but this is not the original spelling." Its American vernacular name is "Velvet-Grass."

The attribution of Arundinarium falconeri to "Benth. & Hook." (it should in any case be Hook. f.) is a remnant of the bad Kew tradition followed in the first volumes of the Index Kewensis, to which we ventured to call attention when reviewing the first volume of that work in this Journal for 1893 (p. 316)—a tradition happily departed from in the Supplements. Gamble (in Fl. Brit. Ind. vii. 383) attributed the name to "Benth. in Gen. Plnt. iii. 1208," but later and more correctly (in Ann. Bot. Gard. Cale. vii. 20) adopted it as his own, and it stands thus in Ind. Kew. Suppl. 2, p. 18.

The genera Rosa and Rubus receive very full treatment, 31 species of the former and 29 of the latter being described, with much information of interest. We note that Rosa Banksi is stated to have been "described from plants of the garden of Sir Joseph Banks," but according to Brown's MS. description, reproduced textually (though without his name) in Ait. Hort. Kew. ed. 2, iii. 258 (1811), the plant came from Kew Gardens—the date "July 17, 1811," is entered on the MS.; the figure in Bot. Mag. t. 1954 (1818) was "from a specimen communicated from her Ladyship's seat at Spring-Grove." The Roses usually known as R. wauchleri are in great part referred to R. cathayensis Bailey, which was established by him as a distinct species in Gent. Herb. i. 20. The Rubi have been more fully treated by Prof. Bailey in Gentes Herbarum, part 5, a notice of which will be found in this Journal for March, pp. 83-86.

The Loganberry appears as R. loganobaccus—a name first published in Gent. Herb. p. 155, where there is an interesting account of the origin of the plant—a supposed hybrid of R. arvensis Cham. & Schlech., one of the Pacific coast blackberries, and R. Idahoa, communicated by Dr. Logan of Santa Cruz, California, whose name it bears and in whose garden it originated in 1888. "No one may yet say what the loganberry is, but it represents a dominating race and one that cannot be referred to any of the wild Pacific dewberries or blackberries without considerably enlarging the diagnoses of them and perhaps beyond the probabilities of their natural variation." In contrast with the treatment of these genera may be noted that of Croton in which C. Ozyacantha and C. monogyna remain undivided. The Linnean genus Spina is split up in accordance with more recent monographs; our British species are referred to Fispendula as F. Ulmariata Maxon. and F. hexapetae Gilib.; the earlier name, F. vulgaris Hill (Brit. Herb. 24 (1756)), is not entitled to recognition, the binominal in that work being merely accidental.

The temptation to continue this running commentary is well nigh irresistible; it is almost literally true to say that there is no page of the volume which does not afford matter of interest or suggest points for comment.

The valuable book upon our common English cultivated plants might be produced by taking the Manual as a basis for information which could be conveyed in somewhat amplified form; the treatment, here so admirably condensed, would suggest the lines for such a work. Prof. Bailey has himself supplied more detailed information with regard to certain genera—e.g. in the history of the cultivated Brassicas (Gentes Herbarum, vol. i. part 2) and in Some Cultivated Rubi (part 5) already referred to; the Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture, which appeared under his editorship, should also be consulted; it would have been helpful if, in instances such as those mentioned, the author had given references to the place of publication of his more detailed investigations.

A word must be said in praise of the typography and general arrangement of the volume. The type, though in the descriptive portions small, is very clear, and the matter is admirably arranged; we note with pleasure that the spaces at the headings of the pages are fully utilised, the order and the genus under each being indicated; there is also an excellent index, which includes both Latin and English names. Useful figures are given of the "structures" of the principal families.

We know of few works in which both matter and manner are so completely satisfactory.

The publication, after an interval of eleven years, of the fifth and last volume of Messrs. West's Monograph is an event which will be cordially welcomed by all who are interested in the study of Algae. It is probably not generally appreciated to how large an extent this excellent work has stimulated the study of Desmids, but there is no doubt that it has borne rich fruit not only in this country but also on the continent, as testified by the numerous papers in the last decade or so, of which the British Desmidiaceae forms the basis; no other recent systematic work on Algae reaches the level attained in the monograph. Dr. Nellie Carter, to whose labours the present volume is largely due, had no very easy task to maintain the high standard of the first four, but one can unreservedly congratulate her on its successful achievement. Having almost continuously for many years past made use of the earlier volumes, the writer feels in a position to state that there is no falling off in this fifth volume either in style of treatment or in the accuracy of the subject-matter. Practically the entire letter-press is Dr. Carter's own work, and although the life-long experience of the Wests is lacking, the author has clearly made a very careful study of the relevant species, and her critical remarks on several of them are very much to the point. A very large number of the figures are copies of G. S. West's drawings, but it would be impossible to distinguish those for which Dr. Carter is responsible, were such not indicated by an asterisk. It is to be regretted that, as in the earlier parts, some of the figures on occasional plates are unduly small (e.g., upper half of Pl. 165).

Three-quarters of the volume deals with the genus Staurostrum (begun in Vol. IV.), the few British filamentous Desmids occupying the remaining pages. The genus Staurostrum, probably one of the most recently evolved among Desmids, is one of peculiar difficulty, since the lines of demarcation of several of the species are very hard to fix. Dr. Carter's treatment of some of these difficult forms (e.g., S. gracile and S. paradoxum) is admirable and will doubtless be helpful to students of the group; the writer doubts, however, if the difficulties can be really removed until the taxonomy of Desmids is looked at from a different angle to what it is at present. The index, which covers all the five volumes, appears thoroughly reliable. There are a number of typographical errors which would seem to be more the fault of the printer than of the author.

F. E. Fitch.

The Bulletin of the Torrey Bot. Club for September contains a paper by P. A. Rydberg on “Some Seneiod Genera,” in which Cucalia L. is considered, and the genera Pseudococcus Casa. (13 spp., 2 new), Rhamnae Casa. (4 spp.) and Mesadenia Raf. are re-established for plants mostly placed in Cucalia. J. K. Small describes “Plant Novelties from Florida,” many of which are evidently of great interest—among them a Tropaeolum (T. roseum), “the fragrance of whose flowers, which resembles that of tea roses, fills the air in the neighbourhood of the plants.” Five new genera are described: Dentoceras (Polygalaceae), Deeringothamnus—“named for Charles Deering, generous patron of the Sciences and the Arts”—(Annonaceae); Sanicophyllum (Hypericaceae), Litrisa—“an anagram of Trilosa”—(Eupatoriceae), and Ammopurpurea (Compositae), “related to Lacinaria” (Liatria).

In the Botanical Gazette (Sept.) R. Holroyd discusses the “Morphology and Physiology of the Axis in Cucurbitaceae” (3 pl.); “L. E. Rhine the “Divergence of Catalase and Respiration in Germination”; Robertson continues his observations on the relations between “Flowers and Insects”; H. Lisk writes on the “Cellular Structure of Tendrils”; E. G. Campbell on the “Nitrogen Content of Weeds”; E. M. Round on “Correlation of Fossil Flora of Rhone Island and New Brunswick” ; and S. R. Bose describes three new species of Bengal Polyoporaecae (with figures).

Science Progress for October contains, in addition to Dr. Salisbury’s useful review of recent researches in botany (which includes a summary of Longley’s important papers on Rubus and Ovates in the American Journal of Botany), an interesting paper by H. Mace, entitled “Passive Resisters?” wherein some aspects of the struggle between animals and plants are discussed. The editor, Sir Ronald Ross, contributes a lively “proeminary” between Statesman and Scientist on “The Encouragement of Discovery.”

George Webster, who died at his residence at York at the beginning of August, was born on June 22, 1851, at Aldborough, near Boroughbridge, in the same county. As traveller for Messrs. Backhouse & Sons, of York, and in other connexions, he had many acquaintances in various parts of the world whom he interested in mosses and hepatics and who sent him numerous specimens, in the determination of which he was greatly interested. These included gatherings from S. Africa, N. India, New Zealand, S. Australia, and the Solomon Islands, one or two of the mosses from the last locality proving new to science. His friendship with the late M. B. Slater, of Malton, brought him into communication with Spruce; through the former, who was Spruce’s executor, Webster became possessed of a number of mosses which had from time to time reached Spruce from various parts of the world and had remained unnamed. These he made it his task to get determined, and in this connexion was at
one time a frequent visitor to the Kew Herbarium. Webster had been for more than thirty years a member of the York Field Naturalists' Society, of which he was at one time president, and had recently devoted much time to the botanic garden connected with the Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

In the Orchid Review for October Mr. Henry Mousley continues the interesting notes on the underground development of *Spiranthes cernua* and *S. Romanzoffiana* to which we referred on p. 127. The number also contains a paper on "The Non-Symbiotic Germination of Orchid Seeds in Belgium," by Drs. G. & M. Balloon, of the Botanical Laboratory of Ghent University.

Three more Contributions from the Gray Herbarium of Harvard University have reached us—two of them reprinted from *Rhodora*, whence comes also Dr. Robinson's interesting biographical sketch (with portrait) of Miss Mary Anna Day (1852-1924), for thirty-one years librarian of the Gray Herbarium. No. LXXI. contains "Notes on North American Scutellarias" by C. W. Penland; 17 species and some new varieties are described, with two plates showing the nut-glands of various species. No. LXXII. includes papers, all by M. L. Fernald, on *Polystichum moehrioides*; on "The Dwarf Antennaries of N.E. America (A. vexillare and *A. Peasei* spp. n.; 1 pl.); on "E. American Representatives of *Artemisia alpina* (A. Griseo* sp. n.; 1 pl.); on "Some Senecios of Eastern Quebec" (1 pl.); and on "New or Re-studied Plants of E. America," in the course of which various changes of nomenclature are shown to be necessary. In No. LXXIII. Dr. Robinson describes his papers on Tropical American *Eupatorium*, with descriptions of many new species; Ivan M. Johnson describes new plants from Portuguese West Africa, and a new species of *Enplasia* (Proteaceae), to which genus he transfers numerous plants from other genera with resultant "comb. nov.," and continues his "Studies in the *Boraginaceae*": two new genera, *Microcaryon* and *Oreogenie*, are based respectively on *Eritrichium pygmeum* Clarke and *E. Munroi* Clarke.

Reproductions of the collection of prints of old gardens which was made by the late Sir Frank Crisp, with his notes upon them, have been published by Mr. John Lane in a six-volume volume entitled *Medieval Gardens*. The book has been edited by his daughter, Mrs. Paterson, who has arranged the notes and selected the illustrations.

The *Essex Naturalist* (xxi. pt. 1; Sept.) contains the first part of what promises to be a useful and interesting paper by Mr. T. A. Dymes "On Collecting and Curating [the word is new to us] Fruits and Seeds for the Study of Local Dispersal," and an account of the "Dedication of Hatfield Forest"—"the munificent gift of the late Edward North Buxton, and of members of his family, to the people of Essex and of England," which was handed over on May 10 by his son, Mr. Gerald Buxton, to Viscount Ullswater as representing the National Trust, of which he is a Vice-President. A portrait of the donor and an account of his previous work in securing Epping and Hainault Forests for the public is also given.

The *Bulletin of the New York Botanic Garden* (vol. xii. no. 45; Sept. 13) is mainly occupied by "A Review of the Fossil Flora of the West Indies with Descriptions of New Species," by Arthur Hollick, illustrated by 15 plates; the number also contains a paper on "Henlock [*Zygia canadensis* Carr.] and its Environment," by the Hemlock Committee of the Garden.

We have received from the Publications Committee of the Institute of Brewing a copy of the *Collective Index* of the Journal of the Institute from 1911 to 1923, with a request that we would review it in our columns. Neither the nature of the publication nor its contents affords material for a detailed notice: we gladly bear witness that as an Index it is evidently exhaustive and carefully done. Such entries as "Ascochromatium," "Aspergillus," "Helminthosporium" and the like, with "Barley" and "Hop," under which are grouped the various diseases whereby these important crops are subject, sufficiently indicate the comprehensive nature of the publication. The index is compiled by Mr. W. H. Bird, Secretary of the Institute, and is published by Messrs. Harrison and Sons of St. Martin's Lane.

The Contributions from the U.S. National Herbarium (vol. xx. pt. 13) are entirely from the pen of Dr. S. F. Blake; they include a revision of the American species of *Rinorea* (*Alsodea*); 50 species, 5 of which are new; descriptions of numerous new species of various families from Venezuela; and the establishment of a new genus, *Hemibaccharis* (Composite Baccharidinae), separated from *Baccharis* and allied genera on various grounds; it includes 15 species, most of them already described under *Baccharis*, but 6 of them new. Each paper is accompanied by figures in which no details are given.

In the *Journal of the Department of Agriculture* (Pretoria) for June, Mr. V. A. Putterill treats at length of the "Vrotootjes or Take-all" of Wheat (*Ophiobolus carvetti* Sacc.), illustrating his paper with numerous figures; another Wheat disease, "Covered Smut" (*Tilletia Tricei*) and the methods of treating it is discussed by Mr. G. F. Puttick.

The third and fourth series (1s. each) of the cards illustrating British Flowering Plants published by the British Museum (Natural History) show a marked improvement on the earlier issues. The figures of each plant are accompanied by dissections, and the colouring on the whole is very satisfactory; but is it not rather absurd and an unnecessary expense to print "Post Card" and the usual instructions on the reverse side of the card? Each packet contains a brief account of the British Flora, followed by a description of the plants included; the absence of the authority for the Latin names gives them a somewhat unscientific appearance. The *Strawberry* and
Dropwort (series 3) and the Fritillary and Hawthorn (series 4) may be noted as especially satisfactory.

The new Session of the Linnean Society opened on October 23 with the Fellows' Annual Dinner, which took place at Stewart's Restaurant, followed by a Reception by the President, Dr. A. B. Rendle, in the rooms of the Society. A large number of Members and their friends were present. Some interesting exhibits were shown in the Library, and during the evening Lt.-Col. A. T. Gage, who has been appointed Librarian and Assistant-Secretary, gave a short lecture, illustrated by photographic lantern-slides, on the Calcutta Botanic Garden, of which he was until recently the Superintendent.

Professor A. C. Seward, Master of Downing College and Professor of Botany in the University, has been appointed Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cambridge.

We regret to announce the death on October 7, at the age of 80, of Dr. William Botting Hemsley, F.R.S., formerly Keeper of the Herbarium and Library at the Royal Gardens, Kew.

Our readers will learn with deep regret that the long association of Mr. James Britten with the 'Journal of Botany' was ended by his sudden death on Wednesday, October 8th. His name appears in the list of contributors to the first volume (1863), and he was Editor from 1880 to the time of his death.

Dr. A. B. Rendle, Keeper of the Department of Botany, British Museum, is at present taking charge of the Journal, and a definite announcement as to its continuation will be forthcoming in the next number. All communications should be sent to Dr. Rendle at the British Museum (Nat. Hist.), Cromwell Road, London, S.W. 7.
JAMES BRITTEN.
(1846–1924.)

(With Portrait.)

An eminent botanist, referring to the obituary notice in the Times of October 10, commended its value as an epitome of Mr. Britten's life-work, but added "that wasn't the Britten we knew." I wish to put on record, if possible, a sketch of the life and work of the man who has been a familiar figure to many British botanists for forty years or more. There are British botanists whose personal knowledge of our friend covers more years than does my own; but, none, I think, whose association has been, botanically, so constant and so intimate.

"When you come to write my biography, I hope you will bear in mind," he would say, "I did not think the time to fulfil his wish would come at so short notice. On Tuesday morning he paid one of his frequent visits to the Museum, discussed with me one or two things for the Journal, retold a couple of his stories (they bore reiteration, for he told them well) anent the workings of Providence, and went off in good spirits at the prospect of a visit to Ireland at the end of the week. The next day he, literally, fell asleep.

I first met Britten in October 1888. I had come up to the Museum to report myself to Mr. Carruthers as the successful candidate for the vacancy in the Department of Botany caused by Mr. Ridley's departure for Singapore. Mr. Carruthers took me down to be introduced to the Director, Professor Flower, and as we crossed the Hall we met Mr. Britten, who explained that he was leaving early to attend a meeting.

Then, as now, the Assistants in the Great Herbarium worked in their respective bays or at the large central tables, and we were thrown very much together. In the earlier days relations were, I fear, sometimes a little strained between Britten and myself; but I soon began to appreciate him better, and to realize that even five years at Cambridge had not exhausted all that was to be learnt in Botany, and that Britten embodied a vast amount of knowledge of which I had scarcely an inkling. He had a good eye for plants and a wonderful memory, and would often "visualize" a specimen which he had seen in such and such a position in the herbarium, and thus suggest a name for a puzzling specimen. He rarely used a lens or dissected a flower, and he declared that he could never see anything down a microscope. When in the mood he worked rapidly, and would get through a great deal of useful herbarium work in a short time. Of the modern side of Botany he professed to have no knowledge, and he gave the impression of not having had any definite botanical training. He had a good knowledge of British plants, and in his younger days was a keen field-botanist. He would mention species familiar to him as a boy on the riverside at Chelsea before the days of the Embankment, and recall plants found in walks along the Thames between Kew and Isleworth, sometimes in the company of Professor Daniel Oliver, during the short period of his service in the Kew Herbarium. He had great respect and, I think, affection.
for Professor Oliver. Before entering Kew he was for a time at High Wycombe, where the medical studies to which reference has been made in several obituary notices were prosecuted. Between 1865 and 1869 he worked on the Flora of Buckinghamshire, and published a preliminary list in 1867, and also supplementary notes and lists in the Naturalist and the High Wycombe Natural History Magazine. An exhaustive Flora of the county was contemplated, but was not carried out. He also supplied lists of plants of several counties to White's History and Directory. While at Kew (1869-1871) he prepared an account of the South African Cassulaca for the Flora Capensis, which Oliver was editing. This was his most important piece of purely taxonomic work; his interests lay more on the bibliographical side: he was a book-man in the broadest sense. His Bibliographical Notes scattered through the pages of the Journal are an invaluable exposition of the relation between the early collections in the Banksian Herbarium and contemporary botanical literature, and he prided himself on having brought to the notice of botanists the great wealth of material in these collections. This work was especially appreciated by American workers, as some of the earlier American collections were the subject of his notes. During the latter period of his service at the Museum, and subsequently, he worked at a history of the Sloane Herbarium, and it is to be regretted that this remains unfinished.

He also edited a volume of illustrations of Australian plants, collected by Banks and Solander during Captain Cook's first voyage (1768-71); these were copied from the original drawings prepared under Banks's supervision for the illustration of the great work on the Botany of the voyage, which was never published. The Dictionary of English Plant Names, compiled, with Robert Holland, for the English Dialect Society (1886), remains by far the best book on the subject, and the Biographical Index of English and Irish Botanists, brought out in conjunction with G. S. Bouger (1893-1908), is an invaluable work of reference. Partly owing to a mishap to the publisher's stock this has long been out of print, and, although a large amount of material for a new edition had been accumulated for some years and we discussed publication at intervals, Britten could never make up his mind to undertake it.

His greatest contribution to botanical work was his editorship of the Journal of Botany. After Henry Trimen left the Museum, in 1879, to take the Directorship of the Peradeniya Gardens, Britten was for a short time acting editor, Trimen still retaining responsibility for the Journal. But this was found inconvenient, and Britten soon assumed sole charge, and held it up to the time of his death. He had contributed to the Journal from its start under Dr. B. Sennemann in 1863; a list of rare and exotic plants at Kew Bridge appears under his name in Vol. 1. The Jubilee of the Journal and of Britten's association as contributor and editor was celebrated by a pleasant gathering in 1913, at which the editor was the guest of his botanical friends.

During the sixty-one years of its existence the Journal has filled a distinct place in British Botany. It has been the organ of public

ication of much of the work done in the Department of Botany, and also the most important medium for botanists interested in the British flora. In later years botanical nomenclature has been a subject of frequent discussion.

Dr. Otto Kuntze's attempt to apply the principle of priority to its utmost limit, expressed in his Revisio generis Plantarum (1891-98), made botanical nomenclature a field of often bitter conflict, into which Britten entered with zest—it was the kind of thing he loved. At first, he sided with Kuntze; he felt, like many others, that it was the only logical position, and the plea of convenience did not appeal to him. The outcome of the movement was the discussion of the rules of nomenclature at the Vienna Congress in 1935 and the elaboration of the "Vienna Code." We prepared together the answers to the Texte Syntopique, which formed the basis of discussion; Britten's consent to the list of Nomina conservanda was given very grudgingly, and I do not think he ever came to like it. He had hoped to attend the Congress, but was prevented. Shortly afterwards we prepared together a List of British Seed Plants and Ferns, with a view of testing the working of the New Code; the result illustrated the difficulties of formulating and interpreting a set of Rules. Recently Britten had been a helpful member of the Committee on Nomenclature appointed to prepare a series of resolutions for consideration by the Imperial Botanical Conference last July.

Britten joined the Museum Staff in 1871. William Carruthers had recently succeeded J. J. Bennett as Keeper of the Department of Botany, and Henry Trimen was his Assistant.

It would have been hard to find two men of more different temperament than Britten and Carruthers, but they had one trait in common—they were both fighters. There were episodes in connection with the conduct of the Linnean Society in Britten's younger days in which Carruthers took an active part; and there were Royal Commissions in which eminent botanists figured, and which, if they did nothing else, left a legacy of embittered feeling and unhealthy rivalry; and in these and their sequel Britten played an important part.

Britten's recollections of the Department in the old days in Great Russell Street were interesting and amusing, and his history of the Department, as he had known it, including memories of quaint visitors and episodes, would have been good reading if it had been written.

After his retirement in 1909, when he had completed forty years' service as a Civil Servant, Britten was a very frequent visitor to the Museum, ostensibly for the work of the Journal; but he retained his interest in the Department, and his readiness to help—and criticize—in matters within his knowledge was a great asset to his former colleagues. He also continued his work on the early collections, the results of which appeared in the Journal from time to time, and in the Journal of the Linnean Society he recently published an account of Some early Cape Botanists and Collectors (1920).
Britten joined the Linnean Society in 1870, and in his younger days frequently attended the evening meetings. But, so far back as I can remember, he rarely sat through a meeting; a chat with his friends in the tea-room had greater attraction for him. In pre-war days the meetings were at 8 o'clock, and tea was served in an adjoining room after noon. He did not often take part in the discussions, but when he did he spoke well, and his remarks were always to the point. He never served on the Council, but had been a very useful member of the Library Committee. At the Commemoration of the Centenary of the Death of Sir Joseph Banks, held at the Society in June 1920, he gave an interesting account of Sir Joseph's botanical work. It was his boast that he had discovered Banks as a botanist, and not merely a collector and patron of the Science.

Britten was born in Chelsea (May 3, 1846), and was educated privately. He rarely referred to his boyhood except in reference to the finding of some interesting plant, and one felt that his life was not that of the ordinary boy and that his interests did not lie in the direction of sport or manual work. I never heard him refer to any kind of sport, and he professed a total ignorance of the use of tools. But he must have been a tremendous reader, and his entry into the Roman Catholic Church at the age of twenty-one probably closed a period of mental and spiritual disturbance. That his adopted Church could have found no more devoted disciple is shown by the tributes to his life and work in the Catholic press, where he was described as the most active Catholic layman, and on hearing of his death Cardinal Bourne at once offered a Requiem Mass at the Westminster Cathedral.

A tribute to his work for his adopted Church was the conferment of the Knighthood of St. Gregory in 1887, followed in 1917 by promotion to Knight Commander. He was buried at Isleworth Cemetery, and many older and newer botanical friends paid their last respects to his memory at the grave-side and at the service which preceded it at the Church of our Lady of Sorrows in Little River-side.

He lived at Isleworth during the two years he spent at Kew, and began there his social work among the boys, which he continued in Southwark, where he had a comfortable old house in West Square off St. George's Road. The Boys' Club which he started in Southwark has developed into an important permanent institution. He was also interested in local affairs, and was for a time a member of the "Vestry"; he would amuse his colleagues at the Museum with official reports of the meetings. And he was a keen politician; intensely devoted to the cause of Ireland—it was quite impossible to discuss the subject with him. It is reported that he got into trouble through over-zealous participation in the Fenian movement; for a Civil Servant must be discreet in his expression of political opinions. He was interested in Music and Art, and had spent many holidays in Italy. In his younger days he often went abroad with the Toyabee Hall parties, but I believe he had never travelled beyond Southern Europe. His well-stored and retentive memory, keen sense of humour, and ready wit made him an excellent companion. At times he was a little difficult, but those who knew him well got on with him best. His was the kind of temperament for which a waste-paper basket, mental and material, is required, to receive communications which are best discarded straight away and forgotten; there were plenty that were worth preserving. Many of the present generation of British botanists gratefully remember help and guidance received from the Editor of this Journal; he would take endless trouble to reduce an apparently hopeless contribution to a condition fit for publication, and the Editor was not to blame if the result did not altogether meet with the contributor's approval. For seven years he edited Nature Notes for the Selborne Society, and his capacity as an editor was also recognised and highly appreciated in his Church.

Some years before his retirement from the Museum he left London and took a house at Brentford, where he lived until his death. He was what folks would call a confirmed bachelor, and he was far too busy ever to feel lonely. I think his home-life was happy; he would refer gratefully to his faithful old housekeeper, and he had numerous friends, botanical and otherwise, among whom he visited, or with whom he would spend a holiday. It is not easy to conceive a life more fully occupied than his or one holding a greater variety of interests; nor could one imagine an easier death, a painless passing while still enjoying comparative vigour of mind and body.

A. B. Rendle.

Note.—The portrait is from one taken about two years ago, kindly lent by Mr. Harold Britten.

The following bibliography prepared by Mr. J. Arelagh, Librarian in the Department of Botany, does not include Mr. Britten's numerous contributions to the Journal of Botany, nor various short notes in scientific journals:

Exotic and Rare Plants at Wandsworth. Ibid. 1863, pp. 411-413.
Aveneae opeania. Ibid. pp. 511-512.
Notes on a few Buckinghamshire Rarities. Naturalist, i. 1865, pp. 56-58, 137-141, and 161-165.
Notes on Buckinghamshire Plants. Ibid. pp. 171-172.
Flora of Buckinghamshire. Wycombe. 1867.
A List of Buckinghamshire Orchids. Ibid. pp. 73-78.
Crassulaceae in Flora of Tropical Africa (D. Oliver), vol. ii. 1871.
A List of Suffolk Plants in ‘White’s History and Directory of Suffolk.’ 1874.
A Sketch of the Botany of Leicestershire and Rutlandshire by W. H. Coleman, revised by J. Britten in ‘White’s History and Directory of Leicestershire and Rutlandshire.’ 1876.
Plant-lore Notes on Mrs. Latham’s West Sussex Superstitions. *Folklore Record*, i. [1878], pp. 155–159 [also reprinted].
Nature Notes, ed. for the Selborne Society by J. Britten, 1890–1897.
Illustrations of the Botany of Capt. Cook’s Voyage ... in 1768–71 ... with Determinations by J. Britten. *London*, 1900–05.

**THE BOTANICAL NAME OF THE QUINCE.**

By T. A. Sprague, B.Sc., F.L.S.

Three different names have been adopted for the Quince in the four editions of Schinz and Keller’s *Flora der Schweiz—Cydonia vulgaris* Pers. (ed. 1, 2; 1900, 1905), *C. oblonga* Mill. (ed. 3; 1909), and *C. maliformis* Mill. (ed. 4; 1923). This instability in nomenclature is due primarily to the rejection of tautonyms under Art. 55, 2e., of the International Rules (see *Journ. Bot.* 1924, 41–47). But for that unfortunate provision, the combination *Cydonia Cydonia* (L.) Pers. would have been adopted for the Quince, and no trouble would have arisen. Even now, stability has not been attained: we must revert to *C. oblonga* as there is no valid reason for replacing it by *C. maliformis*. Schinz and Thellung (Vierteljahrschr. Nat. Ges. Zürich, i. 355; 1915) based their acceptance of *C. maliformis* on Art. 46, which provides that when an author unites two groups bearing names of the same date, and adopts one of the names, his choice cannot be modified by subsequent authors. But there is no evidence that G. Beck, who adopted the name *C. maliformis* for the Quince (Fl. Nieler-Osterr. ii. Abth. 1, 710; 1892), united *C. oblonga* with it—neither he nor any of the authors whom he cited mentioned *C. oblonga*. The fact that he described the fruit as globose or pyriform is immaterial: the recognition of varieties or forms with pyriform fruits does not necessarily imply that he had identified these with *C. oblonga* or *C. rusticana*. The first author who united *C. oblonga* and *C. maliformis* and chose one of these names appears to be C. K. Schneider (Ill. Handb. Laubholzkr. i. 664; 1909), who adopted *C. oblonga*, which is therefore the name to be accepted under Art. 46.

*Sorbos Cydonia* Crantz *Stirp. Austr.* ii. 57 (1763).
*C. maliformis* Mill. op. cit. n. 2.
*C. rusticana* Mill. op. cit. n. 3.
*C. vulgaris* Pers. op. cit. 658.
University Herbarium. It will be seen later that two forms must be removed from v.c. 36.

During several past years Mr. Binstead and myself have visited any areas in this dry county likely to contain Harpidea; and have revisited most of the old sites, often reducing the plants. The destruction of Vallets Wood, Pembridge, some years ago gives a historical interest to some of the Rev. J. F. Crouch's early records. Including our new finds, we have now a total of about thirty forms for the county. Many of these recent gatherings have passed through the Moss Exchange Club, and nearly all have been seen and named by Mr. Wheldon and a few by the late Mr. Ingham. For his ever-ready help I tender my thanks to Mr. Wheldon.

The arrangement and nomenclature follow those of Mr. Wheldon's "Key to the Harpidoi Hypna," published in the *Naturalis* in 1921 and 1922; this work was mainly founded on the researches of Renaud and Loske.

In the list the numbers preceding the enumeration of the localities are those of the botanical districts of the *Flora*. Those who collected the plants are indicated by initials, L., Ley, B., Binstead, A., Armitage. I have put apart, for local use, a representative selection of voucher specimens from my Herbarium.

**Lippichthia intermedia** (Lindb.) Loske. Bogs and marshes, née 2. Howle Green, A. [also as *Hypnum Cossou L.*]. 13. Bell Ors, Dorton, L. [as *H. vernicosum*].

**forma vera Sando, 14. Cefn Hill, B. and A.**

**[L. vernicosum] (Lindb.) Loske must be removed from the Herefordshire list; Mr. Wheldon found the plant to be *L. intermedia*.


THE HARPIDOI HYPNA OF HEREFORDSHIRE.

BY ELEONORA ARMITAGE.

Purchas and Ley's *Flora of Herefordshire* was published in 1889, and "Additions" followed in 1894 and 1908. So much taxonomic work has been done with the Harpidea since the first date that the nomenclature of the *Flora* is considerably in need of revision, and there are many later finds to be added to the list.

The late Mr. E. Clemenshaw was kind enough to put aside several old packets of Harpidea from the Ley Herbarium when he was arranging the moses for the University of Birmingham. These were left on my desk, and I submitted them to Mr. J. A. Newbould, who has kindly corrected some errors in naming, and also brought the names up to date. The moses were then returned to the

[H. falcate var. *virescens* Schimp., now called *Cratoneuron irrigatum* (Zett.) Wheldon, for which three localities are named by Ley (Fl. Heref. p. 437), must be omitted for v.c. 36; this is a northern plant and does not occur with us.]


**LA GASCA IN ENGLAND.**

In this Journal for 1908 (pp. 168-170) Dr. Duce and myself gave such information as was then available as to the connexion of this Spanish botanist with England. While staying lately with Mr. Groves, I came across a book which contained information additional to that which was published in the Journal relative to La Gasca's stay in this country; and although it includes little of importance, it may be worth while to put it on record.

The book—"*Dos Noticias Históricas del... D. Antonio José Cava-

ilones y D. Mariano La Gasca y Segura... por el Dr. Eduardo Reyes Prósper"—was published in Madrid in 1912; a copy is in the Library of the Linnean Society. The portion devoted to La Gasca, of whom a portrait is given, occupies pp. 210-251; it gives a very appreciative account of La Gasca's life and botanical qualifications, based upon the memoranda of those personally acquainted with him. The date of his birth at Encimaconvia, Zaragoza, is given as Oct. 5th, 1776; he was a pupil of Cavalleres, and took a medical degree at Madrid in 1805. The account contains much information about his botanical contemporaries, but I propose to confine myself to the passages which relate to his stay in England, and the reception accorded to him here; these should be read in connexion with the account in this Journal already indicated. It may be noted that the graphic description by J. A. Schultz of his meeting La Gasca in Lambert's herbarium in 1824, quoted from Bot. Misc. i. in Journ. Bot. 1908, p. 169, is cited by Señor Prósper as written by "the eminent botanist, Hooker." A note by Prósper throws some light on Schultz's remark that La Gasca "cast a glance full of sorrow and indignation upon some packages which belonged to the herbarium of Ruiz and Pavón." Señor Prósper says that "during his stay in London [La Gasca's] noble character experienced bitterness and annoyance in learning that the unfortunate and eminent José Pavón had to send his rich herbarium to Lambert, and apply what it brought to his own subsistence and to save from death a son persecuted for political opinions."

I have availed myself throughout of the translation of Prósper's
work made for Mr. Groves by his friend Señor John Velasco; but I have not quoted this textually, as the English of the translation is not always idiomatic. Señor Prosper's information was largely derived from Dr. A. Yáñez, an "eminent Spanish botanist" and warm personal friend of La Gasca, at whose funeral, and subsequently at the Academy of Science and Arts of Barcelona, he delivered a eulogy which was published in that city in 1842.

La Gasca arrived in London from Gibraltar in 1824, and was cordially received: "The consideration which was lavishly bestowed upon him by all classes of English botanists of note softened the rigours of his emigration. The generous Loudon, the venerable [William] Anderson, the celebrated Robert Brown, the savants Smith, Lindley, Bentham, Hooker, David Don, Webb, and others, heaped upon him evidences of their high appreciation. The London Pharmaceutical Society [The Society of Apothecaries], at the instance of the learned Anderson, permitted him to sow in the Chelsea Garden the Umbelliferae and Graminaceae with which he was much occupied.... Smith, who had a real affection for La Gasca, proposed him for a Chair in a North American University. The eminent R. Brown suggested that he should write the Flora Graeca from the materials that Sibthorp had collected, but he did not start on this work, which was done by a compatriot of Sibthorp. Lastly, an English botanist, who in his travels had gathered together a large herbarium of Oriental plants, engaged La Gasca to classify them; and as the scientific work of that nation is splendidly paid for—as is well known—the poor emigrant, with what his labour brought in, transported from Spain to London his family, from whom he had been separated for two years. When we consider among its members, the Royal (sic) Linnaean Society of London conferred on La Gasca gratuitously the title of membership, exempting him from entrance fee and annual subscription; and this distinction, so highly honorable, was conferred upon him in consequence of the eminent services which he had given to the science of plants."

When La Gasca came to London he brought with him a "Herbarium Picton" in six folio volumes containing 1,383 coloured figures of plants, "well designed and preserved," mostly of European plants, with the Linnaean and Tournefortian names. They were executed at the order of Miguel Barnades, a professor at the Madrid Garden, author of a Spanish flora which remained unpublished. The Herbarium was bought by La Gasca in 1820, for the sum of 30,000 reals (=£300 sterling), and La Gasca, in a letter published by Prosper, offered it to the Duke of Bedford for £250; there is no evidence that the letter was acknowledged.

The climate of London not suiting his health, La Gasca left England for Jersey in 1831, where he remained until August, 1834; he arrived at Barcelona at the end of the year after a stay in Paris. He then went to Madrid, where he obtained the appointment of a committee of professors charged with the direction and the administration of the Museum of Natural Sciences: of this he became President. It became necessary for him to seek a milder climate, and he went to Barcelona at the end of 1838. Here he became the guest of the Bishop of Barcelona, in whose episcopal palace he remained until his death on June 29 of the following year. "The Bishop of Barcelona, the Town Council of that city, the personages and cultured Societies, and especially the Academy of Arts and Sciences, contributed to his burial, and the obsequies were worthy of the great man of science and worthy patriot."

James Britten.

Some additions may be made to the foregoing from the records of the Linnean Society. In the Smithian correspondence there is a Latin letter from La Gasca to Smith, dated 9th November, 1826, addressed from 25 Camden Place, Camden Town, of which the following is an abstract:

"An exile from my country and deprived of everything I possessed, with my wife and four [quatroque] children needing education, as hostages, it occurred to me last summer to prepare a Hortus siccus Londinensis and to issue it quickly. I have therefore diligently got together no small number of London plants. I have nearly completed the first fasciculus of 20 plants, which could be issued at the end of this month. But a short time ago it occurred to me that these plants should be collated with the herbaria of Linnaeus and your own, and I beg the favour of this. In a day or two a small packet will be sent, containing 52 London plants; with it I will send the second fasciculus of Mexican plants edited by my friend La Llave, and with him, Lecerza. I trust you will accept these and return me an answer whether my plants are the same as those you have described in your golden English Flora. ... Your most obedient, Mariano La Gasca."

A long account will be found in Loudon's Gardener's Magazine, ii. (1827, 220–221), of the projected Hortus; the editor was evidently anxious to help the refugee. The author's preface to the Hortus and a transcription of the labels accompanying the specimens are given by Dr. Druce in the notice of La Gasca in this Journal for 1808 (pp. 164–165).

After the death of Smith in 1828, it was suggested that La Gasca might edit the rest of the Flora Graeca, but Lindley was selected to bring out the last three volumes.

The English botanist alluded to by Señor Prosper, as having gathered a large herbarium of Oriental plants and engaged La Gasca to "classify" them, was, I think, only point to Nathaniel Wallich, who arrived in London in 1828 with his large herbarium, and might possibly have engaged La Gasca to sort the plants before getting other botanists to work up special groups, such as Kunti, Meissner, Bentham, and A. de Candolle.


The following letter gives fuller information about La Gasca's
election than the Minute-book of the Society, which is silent on the matter. His name appears in the annual lists from 1831 to the time of his death, without any address, possibly for fear of political vengeance. He was elected on December 20, 1831, his certificate being signed by Robert Brown, Edward Forster, W. J. Burchell, N. Wallich, Francis Boott, Wm. Anderson, H. H. Solly, N. B. Ward, John J. Bennet, and others—an assemblage of names which sufficiently indicates the warmth of his reception by English botanists:—

"9 George Street, "St. Heliers (Jersey), 20. January 1832.

"My dear Sir,

"It is only four days ago that I had the pleasure of receiving your most esteemed letter of the 22nd last informing me of the honor, which the Linnean Society of London has been pleased to confer on me by my election as a Fellow of that highly distinguished Body: and I beg you will convey to the same my most sincere thanks for so marked and gratifying distinction, assuring them that I am not [sic] all my misfortunes; nothing could be more satisfactory to me than to have obtained a title at which it has always been my ambition to aspire since the first time I resolved to devote myself exclusively to the natural sciences, and particularly to Botany. It grieves me however to see my ardor, once indefatigable, now much debilitated from the effects of my long and uninterrupted sufferings, altho' no exertions will ever be wanting on my part to endeavour to correspond in a proper manner to the high honor bestowed on me this occasion. I feel also deeply grateful to the Council for the favour of exempting me from the payment [sic] of Fees both annual and for admission: and renewing my assurance that it will be always my anxious study to render myself worthy of their esteem and consideration.

"I have the honour to be

"My dear Sir

"Your most obedient humble servant

"[Signed] MARIANO LA GASCA.

"To J. E. Bioeno, Esq. Secretary to the Linnean Society."

[Linn. Soc. Archives.]

B. DAYTON JACKSON.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

BY THE LATE JAMES BRIERRE.

The following notes, from sources of value, are a continuation of those published in this Journal for 1904 (pp. 294-302), and, like them, are derived from sources not likely to be consulted by botanists in search of botanical information:—

ADAM AFZEELIUS (1750–1837).

[The following is from the Travels of Rev. E. D. Clarke (1769–1821) vol. vi. pt. 3, sect. 2, pp. 174–5 (1823).]

"The morning after our arrival [at Upsala] (November 14 [1799])."

we waited upon Mr. Afzeelius in his apartments in the Palace. He had been during ten years engaged in foreign travel; and was at this time unpacking his collection, which consisted of natural curiosities from Africa and other distant regions which he had visited . . . As Mr. Afzeelius had been in England, and was in Cambridge but a short time before we set out upon this expedition, he seemed to be well aware of the striking contrast which a comparison of the two Universities must necessarily afford; and said to us: 'You must not expect to find everything here upon the same footing as in England; we have neither the same funds nor the means of exciting an equal degree of emulation among our students.'

PATRICK BOWNE (c. 1720–90).

In the Linnean Society's library is an 8vo MS. "Fasciculus Plantarum Hiberniae" dated 1788, the history of which is given in the Banksian correspondence at Kew. Writing to Banks from Castlebar, co. Mayo, Sept. 8, 1787, Browne says: "I have just now by me a Flora Hiberniae, having travelled at different times thro' many parts of ye kingdom, but infiniitiae and having no assistance renders it a poor catalogue, not above 600, or thereabout. A Sanieula [probably Pinguicula grandiflora] and few others now expected." In Banks's copy of his reply he says "I should advise you by all means to offer your Flora Hibernia to the Provost of the College of Dublin, and you are welcome if you choose it to him that I advised you to do so. I have had some conversation with him on the subject of an Irish Flora and yours theo' not yet perfect might under the title of Fasciculus form a beginning well worthy the notice of a body who wish to encourage the increase of science in Ireland".

JOHN COVEL (1688–1722).

Master of Christ's College, Cambridge. (See Dict. Nat. Biogr. xii. 354.) During his chaplaincy to the British Embassy at Constantinople (1670–77) Covel paid much attention to botany, although no collections of plants by him are known to exist. In Sloane MS. 4008, ff. 2–6, are drawings of four Turkish plants with full descriptions: 3340, ff. 325–327 contain descriptions of fifty plants, transcribed from his MSS. by Petiver; these often give the date of observation, the locality, and other details showing Covel to have been an accomplished botanist. The letters to Sloane and Petiver (Index p. 126) contain nothing of botanical interest.

MIDDLETON.

Can any information be obtained about a surgeon of this name, of whom I only know what is given in the following quotations from descriptions of Eunothera odorata Jacq. (E. undulata Ait.)?


"The present species was first raised in Europe in 1790, from a
collection of seeds made by the surgeon of a merchant ship at Port Desire (a harbour on the eastern coast of Patagonia), frequented by vessels on their passage to the Pacific Ocean. Sir Joseph Banks purchased the parcel which was brought home, and presented it to Professor Jacquin, by whom our plant has been figured in the *Transplantation* as *pantropical*, and its history given in his *Collectanea,* where the native place is said to be on the banks of Champion river; a river unknown to Geography." Bot. Reg. ii. 147 (1816).

There are specimens, presumably from Middleton, in the British Museum Herbarium from Port Desire—the types of *O. undulata* Hort. Kew. ed. 2. ii. 34—and others labelled "Hort. Kew. 1791. Semina a Port Desire."

**Benjamin Robertson** (1760).

"The setting aside of Robertson's will is well known, but the details concerning it are given by Haworth (Miscellanea Naturalis, p. 190: 1803). Sims (Bot. Mag. t. 790) refers to Robertson as being "so much attached to the science of Botany as to intend leaving his garden for the use of the public; but through some informality in the instrument, the will was set aside, and his intention of course frustrated." Smith in Rees (s.v. Sibthorp) says his "ill-made will was set aside by the law of the land."

"This gentleman's enthusiasm in favour of the science of Botany was infinitely greater than is generally understood. He not only made and kept up a Botanic Garden upon a select, liberal, and judicious plan, during his life; but absolutely left by will (drawn by a counsellor of eminence, and duly executed by himself) the whole of his extensive property, except a few legacies, to seven trustees (of which number I had the honour to be the third); with complete and absolute power and authority for them to appropriate the whole of it, to the establishment and continuance of a permanent Botanic Gardens upon a scale of immense magnitude; by the name of the 'Stockwell Botanic Garden.' This Will, however, unfortunately for the science of Botany and Horticulture, was never permitted to be carried into effect; but was declared formally, after a very short hearing by the Lord Chancellor Eldon, to be null and void, as to the bequest of the garden. In consequence of which the whole of the testator's property, except some considerable legacies, reverted to his heirs-at-law.

"Mr. Robertson commenced life in circumstances, and with property, of the most humble kind. He inherited nothing from his relatives or friends; but by a well-planned, patient, and assiduous adherence to his mercantile and other concerns, acquired a fortune of very great magnitude; and died in the month of December 1800, unmarried, and without issue, at an advanced age; without altering or revoking the above will." A. H. Haworth, Miscellanea Naturalis, p. 190 (1803).

**Stillingfleet, Bute, and Hill.**

[The following extracts are from the *Letters of Thomas Gray,* edited by D. C. Towey, vol. ii. pp. 199–201 (London, 1804). The notes on Bute and Hill appear as footnotes to the text, in which the reference to Stillingfleet appears.]
while to meddle with such a Botanist, though I shall find means to
distinguish myself &c. If you should go to Ireland pray inquire &
send me word what sort of a Man it be & do not take notice of an
acquaintance with me. I do not doubt att all but you will find a
great many new things there & make ashamed this Botanist, who
in his whole Catalogue hath but one plant that hath not been known
to grow there, viz. Pseudostachys Alpina. C. Buch. and that out of
observation of another man.”

Dillenius to S. Brewer, Aug. 19, 1727 (MS. in Bot. Dept.).

SHORT NOTE.

CARNARVONSHIRE Sphagna. The following Sphagna were found
in Cwm Idwal last September. They have been named by Mr. W. R.
Sherrin, L.L.S., and are mostly new to v.c. 49; two have not been
recorded from Britain before:—Sphagnum rubellum Wils. var. ru-
bescens W.; S. plumulosum Roll. var. versicolor W., forma ascen-
dens W., Cwm-y-Glo; S. compactum DC. var. subaquosum W.
forma densum W.; S. squarrosum Pers. var. spectabile Russ. forma
rugosum W.; S. subulaidatum Ehrh. var. subulaidatum Ehrh. forma
rigescens W. subf. densum Ingh. & Weihl.; var. plumulosum Schimp.;
S. molluscum Bruch var. vulgatum W. forma compactum W.; S.
hercynicum W., a form new to Britain, stem-cortex resembling that
of var. Binatae W., but a smaller, more highly-coloured plant;
S. auriculatum Schimp. var. ovatum W. forma rigescens W. subf.
subauplex W. (found by Holt at Llanberis); S. bacariacum W.
var. menophyllum W., var. new to Britain; the small stem-leaves on
this plant are wider than long.—ELEONORA ARMITAGE.

REVIEWS.

The Roses of Britain. By Lt.-Col. A. H. Wolley-Dod. London:
Taylor and Francis, 1824. Post 8vo, pp. 112, Wrapper. 5s. net.

Students of our native flora will welcome this authoritative
account of British Roses from the pen of Col. A. H. Wolley-Dod,
whose earlier contributions on the same subject, published as Supple-
ments to this Journal for 1808, 1810, 1811, and 1820, have already
made him well known as an ardent and able worker on one of our
most difficult genera. As the author’s views have been modified since
the publication of his last work, the present contribution may be
regarded as an expression of his matured opinions gained from an
experience extending over twenty years. To quote the words of its
sub-title, the book gives “Detailed descriptions of the Wild Roses
known to grow in the British Islands, with notes on their peculiar-
ities and affinities, and on their comitonal distribution.”

Recent cytological studies tend to show that the baffling poly-
morphy of most British roses is due to hybridity, and that very few
true species remain. “The result,” writes Col. Wolley-Dod (p. 3),
“is that they run into every conceivable form . . . no hard-and-fast
line exists between any of our Series, Subseries, Species, or varieties.”
That the naming of roses presents real difficulties is known to every
botanist who has tried it, and more than one rhodologist in the past
adopted the plan of referring specimens, not to precise varietal names,
but to the aggregate species or group to which they belonged, a
procedure which seems to have followed the discovery that “authors’
types or specimens named by them often differ in their descriptions
in the very features which they emphasise therein” (p. 4). Despite
the difficulties, the author of the present work deals with 17 species,
110 varieties, 48 forms, and 26 hybrids. The species are distributed
among four sections of the genus which are here called Series, an
unusual use of the name. Of these definitions are given at p. 7.
Since the large section CANIS, which stands as Series IV., occupies
seventy pages of the book, it would have been an advantage if the
leading features of its three Subseries had also been given at the
outset.

The names of species and hybrids, all of which bear pseudo-
pecific names, are numbered 1 to 48 and are printed in heavy type.
The inclusion of a synoptic table of the aggregate species described
would have been a useful guide to the contents of the book, while a
class for their determination would have proved helpful, since the
analytical keys placed at the end of the work are for the determina-
tion of varieties and forms and can be used only when the specific
name is known.

The varieties and forms of the several species—the former in
heavy type, the latter in small capitals—are divided into groups
where their number demands such subdivision. Of R. davidii L.
forty-seven varieties and forms are described, and of R. doumerour
Thouit. twenty-two, while its boreal derivatives, R. doumer var.
and R. corisifolium Fr. have eight and fifteen respectively. It is clear
from the author’s remarks that the number of names under the last
two species might be increased, as it undoubtedly would be, if the
same attention were given to variations in leaf-shape, pubescence,
shape of fruit, etc. While no new species are described, a number of
new varieties and forms (six under R. doumer) are included.
The descriptions of most of these have already appeared in a paper by
the author in this Journal for July (pp. 202–209). The majority of
the names, however, are those employed by earlier writers, Desgelois
and others, who in many cases used them as specific names. To allow
them to stand as such would have resulted in a long list of species of
the “micro” order. Col. Wolley-Dod, rightly, we think, has pre-
ferred to reduce them to the rank of varieties or forms; this has
necesitated the frequent use of “comb. nov.” which appears about
seventy-seven times.

Along with the names adopted the author gives those synonyms
he has been able to verify, with references to the place of publication. These references are not always easily followed. Thus, at p. 77, under R. mollis Sm., occurs


The reference to Baker is, of course, not in Fl. Spa, but can be found only by turning back to p. 68, where under R. corifolia var. pruinosa comb. nov. there appears the last mention of that author’s paper in Journ. Linn. Soc. xi. (1860).

It is not possible to enter into any details regarding the plants described, the position accorded to some of them, or the opinion expressed by the author as to their status. But, in spite of some uncertainty surrounding the name, the group Subanneum of R. glauca seems to have received rather scant treatment. It is merely mentioned; yet there occur in Scotland undoubted forms of R. glauca having reflexed sepals which do not appear referable to any other group.

But it is in his treatment of the hybrids that the author makes a notable departure from the views of the older botanists. Fourteen of the twenty-six stand to his name. Smith’s R. involuta has generally been regarded as a complex series of forms of Spinosisissima × Villosa parentage, many of which have received varietal names. These, and R. involuta itself, are now segregated under pseudo-specific names, while some of them are transferred to other hybrid groups. Of the new hybrids described some must be difficult to determine, such as R. x Stoddredi W.-Dod, which is regarded as R. mollis × omisa var. suberecta. For two somewhat different plants, both believed to be R. spinosisissima × mollis, two new names are introduced, viz., R. scotsica W.-Dod and R. mayoensis W.-Dod. Again, two hybrids, both referred to the parentage spinosisissima × omissa var. suberecta, have been distinguished as R. Barclayi W.-Dod and R. borealis W.-Dod. No doubt some of the forms of the involuta aggregate are peculiar and may deserve distinctive names, but it would have been better to have employed names not already in use, both scotsica and Barclayi having been adopted for sub-species of the group R. Africana Fr. by Alinquist and Tmaen, whose descriptions appeared in this Journal for 1913, p. 127.

The book is very free from typographical errors, although at p. 89 leaflets of R. tomentosa var. Brittoni W.-Dod are described as “very large, often 1½ in. long by ½ in. wide.” It is to be regretted that page headings are not used to convey useful information instead of the rather tiresome reiteration of “The Roses of Britain.”

J. R. Matthews.

4th, pp. xvi, 434; 48 plates, 97 text-illustrations. London: Macmillan, 1923. Price 3s. 6d. net.

This admirably printed volume, issued under the competent editorialship of Prof. L. H. Bailey, is the work of several authors, each a recognized expert in the section committed to his care. It chiefly appeals to horticulturists, who have long been in need of such a book; it is fifty-five years since The Book of Evergreens, by Josiah Hooper, which was for long indispensable, was published in New York; “a half century has brought us into a new atmosphere; the knowledge of insects has vastly increased, and the science of plant pathology has come into being.”

The volume is divided into four parts: I. The place and care of Coniferous Evergreens grown for ornament; II. The kinds of cultivated Conifers in North America; III. Certain Broad-leaved Evergreens; IV. Inventory of Woody Evergreens grown in North America. The parts are divided into chapters dealing with various branches of the subjects indicated; thus in the first, the cultivation and propagation of Conifers, their adaptation to different regions, their place in the landscape, and their diseases and injuries are discussed at considerable length; in part III, the evergreens other than conifers are similarly treated. It is, however, with parts II. and IV. that the botanist will be principally interested; these are in the capable hands of Mr. Alfred Rohder, of the Arnold Arboretum, whose many valuable contributions on the botany of woody plants will be familiar to readers of the journal of that institution.

The Systematic Enumeration of the Conifers begins with a short introduction, in which the nomenclature is dealt with and the arrangement explained. The International Rules of Botanical Nomenclature are followed and have been strictly applied, but in cases in which the name adopted in the Official Catalogue of Standardized Plant Names, of which we hope shortly to publish a notice, differs, “that name is given as an alternative and may be used instead of the name considered correct under the International Rules by those who prefer to follow that Catalogue.” For horticultural purposes, all subdivisions of species are designated “varieties”; “in general usage this term is often dropped and the variety name directly joined to the specific name, although this is not strictly correct. No attempt has been made to substitute new names for combinations like Chamaecyparis pisifera var. plonosa aurea; such names are retained for horticultural purposes and placed in quotation marks to indicate that the writer does not consider them botanical combinations.”

We note that the comma separating the trivial from the generic name is retained throughout. The descriptive portion begins with a key to the genera, each of which is supplied with one to the species; the descriptions are, as might be expected, full and careful, with a brief but useful citation of synonymy; the varieties enumerated are in some cases very numerous; it would be interesting to compare those under Taxus baccata with those in Messrs. Dallimore and Jackson’s Handbook, lately reviewed in these pages; we note by the way that the neglect to utilise the page-headings, to which we called attention when noticing the Handbook, also of hands here.

The number of Broad-leaved Evergreens which attain to the size of trees is very limited, and moreover they are slow in growing, even to a small size.” The genera represented are Biscus, Osmanthus, Mahonia, Berberis, Ilex, Pieris, Lecanorh, Kulain, and Rhododendron, and with much ingenuity those are brought into one key. A useful “inventory” or “check-list” of woody evergreens brings the volume to a close, save for the excellent one-alphabetical index.

A word must be said about the excellent illustrations, both plates and in the text; the former, from photographs, are largely of specimens in the Arnold Arboretum, which has also supplied most of the material for the figures in the text, all prepared specially for this work.

[J. Britten.]

BOOK-NOTES, NEWS, ETC.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society on November 6, Mr. E. G. Baker exhibited a specimen sent by Dr. J. A. Voelcker, which consisted of a big woody tuber about 75 cm. in circumference, collected at P.O. Chania Bridge, British East Africa. The tuber had thrown out some slender shoots, which bore flowers but no leaves. The shoots resemble those of Vigna kotschyi Schweinf, which Dr. de Wildeman places in the genus Lobehteatia. The flowers were of a regular papilionaceous character, but examination showed the style to be that of Vigna but of Dolichos, being terminal with penicillate hairs. The nearest ally found either in the collections at the National History Museum or at Kew was Dolichos Oliveri Schweinf, from Southern Abyssinia, but it was advisable to wait for the development of leaves before making a final decision as to the species. Dr. Daniell remarked that if the plant should prove to be Dolichos Oliveri, the existence of a tuber in that species has been overlooked. Several tuber-bearing Leguminosae have been confused with the most conspicuous example—that is, Dolichos pseudopapyrhizus, widely spread in Africa. There are some eight to ten African species with thickened roots, usually a simple spindle-shaped swelling or a rather stout woody rootstock; only two or three seem to have a really large tuber—namely, D. pseudopapyrhizus, a S.W. African species called D. Seileri, and the simple-leaved species D. simplicifolius. As to edible quality, there is D. esculentum, a wild tuber of the Congo region, but none of the others are edible and none are cultivated; they have rather a tendency to a poisonous quality, some having a coloured resinous juice with medicinal applications. The plant may prove to be a new species, or, like so many others, may be found to be the widely-distributed D. pseudopapyrhizus.

Two papers were read—one by Mr. W. H. Pearsall and Dr. W. H. Pearsall, F.L.S., “Phyto plankton of the English Lakes,” the other by Dr. B. M. Griffiths, F.L.S., “Studies in the Phytoplankton of the Lowland Waters of Great Britain: the Phytoplankton of Shropshire, Cheshire, and Staffordshire.” Dr. Pearsall said that detailed examination of the phytoplankton in eleven of the larger
English Lakes has shown that these lakes fall into three groups according to their plankton types: (1) those with green algae dominant, (2) those with Dinobryon dominant, (3) those with diatoms and Myxophyceae dominant. Three tests have been used to substantiate these facts—the distribution of the species according to their maximum abundance in the various lakes, their constancy in various samples from the same lake, and the average percentage of the phytoplankton in the various lakes. The classification of the lakes on the basis of their phytoplankton agrees very exactly with their classification according to physical characters, water analyses, and rooted vegetation, as previously established.

Dr. Griffiths said that his investigation comprised some twenty-three bodies of water in Shropshire, Staffordshire, and Cheshire. Most of the smaller lakes and pools of the Lowlands of England were artificial, but many of those of Shropshire and Cheshire were natural. These natural waters frequently showed “water-bloom,” due to a prodigious development of blue-green algae. The blue-green alga of the district was poor in desmids, but rich in Protococcus, Myxophyceae, and Bacillariaceae. There was a characteristic desmid, Stevanus paradoxus var. hirudinum. One new genus, a species of Closterium, a remarkable twisted form, was found in Marbury Mere. The Paroecinnae, Ceratium hirudinella, very commonly occurred, and often in great abundance. In general, these Lowland waters resembled those of the European plain and differed from the lakes of the British mountain areas.

Mr. Charles Turner sent for distribution a number of slides of material from Resles Mere, Cheshire, showing the alge causing the “breaking” of the meres, or water-bloom. Amongst the algae were Aphaniotomum flus-aquae, a sp. of Anabaena, Eudora elegans, and Microcystis arugaensis.

British Mycological Society. The November meeting was held at University College on the 15th ult. Dr. C. A. Pratt gave an account of the staining of cultures of Fusarium by the production of sodium bicarbonate; Dr. W. Robinson described the experimental conditions controlling growth and reproduction in Sporodinia; Mr. W. J. Dowson recorded the occurrence of a new die-back of Rambler roses caused by Gymnoma Rubis; Mr. A. W. Evell described the structure of the hymenium in Sternum hirsutum and S. purpureum, and the President, Mr. J. Ramsbottom, showed various lantern-slides and exhibits relating to the mycologists of the last century.

Imperial Botanical Conference. At a recent meeting of the executive committee which was reappointed to consider the resolutions passed at the Conference in July, it was decided to proceed at once with the publication of a Report of the work of the Conference. The Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. T. Brooks, kindly agreed to act as editor of the Report, which will be issued in due course by the Cambridge University Press.

Journal of Botany.—Arrangements as to continuation: subscribers and readers are referred to the notice on the third page of the wrapper.
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DR. H. O. FORBES'S MALAYAN PLANTS.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

By A. B. Rendle, F.R.S.

A systematic account of Dr. Forbes's New Guinea plants was published as a Supplement to the Journal of Botany for 1923. As stated in the introduction to that paper, Dr. Forbes also made extensive collections, mainly in Java (J.) and Sumatra (S.), during 1878 to 1883, and the present Supplement gives an account of these. I have again to express regret that the collections could not be worked out at the time of purchase by the Museum, and that the credit due to Dr. Forbes for his pioneer-work of botanical exploration in the Malayan Archipelago has been long deferred. In order to indicate the importance of Dr. Forbes's work, a reference to the original description has been given in the case of species which have been described since the date of his collecting.

The information as to habit, colour of flowers, &c., is taken from the collector's notes. Dr. Forbes has given an account of his itinerary in his Naturalist's Wanderings in the Eastern Archipelago, which contains also a list of the plants from Timor.

The staff of the Department of Botany has devoted considerable time to the determination of the collections during the past few years, and, in addition, help has been given by Miss S. Graves (Myrtaceae), Mr. Cecil Norman (Monispermaeae), and Mr. H. N. Ridley (Monocotyledons).

I am again indebted to the courtesy of the Editor of the Journal of Botany for facilities for publication.

POLYPECTAL.

By E. G. Baker, F.L.S.

Ranunculaceae.


Ranunculus diffusus DC. J.; Tjiaang Ket, Goenoeng Malawar, Preanger, 3800-6000 ft. 814, 1064.

Dilleniaceae.


Journal of Botany, July, 1924. [Supplement.]
WORMILIA OBLONGA Wall. S.; Goenong Dempo, Palembang, 6000 ft. 2555a.

DILLENIA SCORTECHINII Ridl., i. c. 7. S.; Suka-Radjia, forest N. of R. Roepit, Palembang, 500 ft. 2974. Large tree; flowers in bud green, open generally yellow, color derived from bright yellow stamens; perianth green.

MAGNOLIACEAE.

MICHELIA MONTANA Bl. S.; above Lake Rana, Palembang, 2000 ft. 2124. Very large tree; fruit thick, cylindrical, green spotted with white.—M. CHAMACOS L. J.; Pasir Orau, Kosaia, Bantam, 1500 ft. 345. Large tree +80 ft.; flowers emit a powerful fragrance and are worn by Malay women in their hair. The wood, bark, leaves and roots are used for various purposes, and medicinally in the native pharmacopoeia.


KABEERA SCANDENS Bl. J.; Mt. Malawar, Pranger, 5000 ft. 801 a. Climber.

ANNONACEAE.


DEPANANTHUS RAMULIFLORUS Maingay. S.; Suka Radja, Palembang, 300 ft. 2013. Tree 60 ft. high; flowers pale yellow on stems of thin branches.


POLYALATHIA KINGI Bak. fil. sp. nov. Arbor; ramulis teretibus, novellis rufo-pubescentibus; foliis ellipticis vel elliptico-obovatis vel oblongis, apice aminatis superne praeterr comum dunum glabris, nervis lateralis utrinque 12-14 areulis, laminis 10-15 cm. longis, 4-7 cm. latis, petiolo pubescens 4-6 cm. longo praelitis; floribus lateralis; pedunculis brevissimis spatio 2-floris, petellis longicubis, rufo-pubescentibus, bracteatis; bracteis semi-amplocauloibus, extus rufo-pubescentibus; sepulis extus rufo-pubescentibus; petalis late lineariobus, rufo-pubescentibus, 20-25 mm. longis; staminibus 3-15 mm. longis, ovario in specimine nostro vix evolutis, parvissulis; carpellis marginis ignotis.

S.; Hills S.W. of Goenong-Trang, Penanggoeng, Lampong, 400-600 ft. 1556, 1760. Large tree; flowers yellow, fleshy, fragrant.

Allied to P. similamun H. f. & T. Distinguished by the leaves, elliptical or elliptical-obovate, with 12-14 lateral nerves, inlucensceous lateral; peduncles short, generally 2-flowered, petals broadly linear, rufo-pubescent.

POLYALTHIA (EUPOLYALTHIA) SUBSESSIFOLIA Bak. fil., sp. nov. Arbor; ramulis teretibus; foliis oblongis vel oblongo-oblanceolatis nervis utrinque incompleis tenuibus apice neutis; laminis 9-15 cm. longa, 3-6 cm. lata petiolo brevissimo suffillis; floribus axillaribus fasciulatis, fasciule 1-4-floris; pedicellis pubescensibus, brevius vel medioercibus; sepulis crassiusculis; petalis oblongo-lanceolatis, crassiusculis extus sericeis ±11 mm. longis; staminibus numerosis ±1 mm. longis; ovario oblongo biovolutis atigmate claviformi pubescente; carpellis maturis globosis ±2-seriatis.

S.; Penganggoeng, Hills N. of the Goenong-Trang, Lampong, 400-800 ft. 1577, 1643, 1702. Large tree; flowers cream; fruit in rough green capsule with purple cheeks; seeds bright verrucinum.

Allied to P. subordinata Blume. Leaves oblong, petals very short; outer petals oblong-lanceolate, about 13 mm. long; fruits small, subglobose, slightly pubescent at first, then glabrous, ±11 mm. in diameter, stipe 10-15 mm. long.
**POLYPTALAM**

**MELODORUM FISCALIFORUM** Hook. f. S.; Boekit Tinggi, S.W. of Paoe, Palembang, 3500 ft. 2182. Moderately large climber; fruit turning from green to red.—M. PAPYRIFLORUM Schult. S.; Tandjong NIng on R. Bli, Palembang, 500 ft. 2827. Large climber; flowers in bud pale green covered with a grey silky pubescence.

**XYLOPHILA SCORPISIGMA** King, var. nov. LONGEPETALATA Bak. fil. Remuli cortice nigroscuscepti; folii ovatis vel oval-ellipticis discoloribus superne praeter costa impressum glabri petiolo pubescentes 18-20 mm. longis; floribus axillariis fasciculatis fasciculis paucioribus, pedicellis bracteatis 10-15 mm. longis; sepaldis ovatis; petalis 30-35 mm. longis ab ungue evanescantibus; staminibus 15-15 mm. longis; carpellis maturos 18-20 mm. longis, 13-15 mm. latis, plurispermis. S.; Peninggoengan, Lampongs, 500-600 ft. 1468, 1714. Large tree; flowers cream-white; fruit dark green.

Leaves oval or oval-elliptical, rather large, with well-marked lateral nerves (especially on the underside); petals linear, flat, fuscous-tomentose, 30-35 mm. long; pedicels with a small amplexical bract near the middle; mature fruit slightly grooved, rather longer than broad.

**PHILLIPHANTHUS SUMATRANUS** Miq. S.; near Soeka Radja, Palembang, 800 ft. 2911. Small tree, 10 ft.; flowers yellowish cream.

**MENISPERMACEAE.**

(By Cecil Norman, F.L.S.)

**TINOSPOA CRISPA** Miq. S.; Goenoeng Tenggomes, Lampong, 3000 ft. 1831. Moderate climber; fruit passing from yellow to bright scarlet.

**TINOSOMICUM PETIOLARE** Miq. S.; Forest W. of Hoekjong village, Krohe, 4000 ft. 1907. Soeka Radja, Palembang, 350 ft. 2064 a. Climbing shrub; flowers very pale green in great profusion along the stem; fruit from dark green to golden yellow.

**LOMACIA VELUTINA** Miq. S.; Soeka Mengkoem, R. Rawas, Palembang, 500 ft. 3044. Large climber; fruit bluish green.

**STEPHANIA CORTISBOA** Miq. W. J.; Pungelangan, Panger, 5000 ft. 991.—S. CAPITATA Sprung. S.; in great forest Peninggoengan, Lampong, 900 ft. 1675. Moderate climber; fruit dark green.

**CYCLEA KORHALIS DIOLS. S.; Banks of R. Moesi, between Lampar and Butoe Pantjeh, Palembang, 600 ft. 2022 a. Climbing shrub; fruit very pale green in clusters.

**CAPARIDACEAE.**


**CHABREVA RUGOSA** Fost. S.; K. Rapit, nr. Tresvan Village, Palembang, 200 ft. 3013. Tree ±36 ft.; flowers white, very large stamens.
VIOLAEE.


BIXACEE.

SCOLOPEA ROXYTHRICHA Clos. S.; Mt. Karangnata, Napal-Litjin, R. Rawas, Palembang, 900 ft. 3105. Small tree, 2 ins. diam. at 4 ft. from ground; fruit light green.


RYPAROSA CASIA Bl. S.; Ayer Angat, foot of Kaba Volcano, Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 2000–4700 ft. 2271, 2271 a, 2213, 2878.—R. CASIA Bl. var. nov. SUMATRANA Bak. fil. Arbor; foliolis 15–20 cm. longis, 4–5 cm. latas, petiolis 1.5–2.5 cm. longis; pedicellis 8 mm. longis; ab typo differt pedicellis longioribus, et foliis angustioribus; S.; large shrub of Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 4000 ft. 2940. Tree 25–30 ft.; flowers in racemes, corolla-segments yellow but ‘general colour green from the prominence of the stigma and calyx.—R. JAVANAICA Kurz in Koord. & Velet. in Meded. Land. Plantent. xxxiii. 11 S.; Foot of Kaba volcano, 2000 ft. 2897.

TARANTHEA RENIOLEK KING in. c. 122. S.; Moema Mengkoelem, 2000 ft. 3033, 3163 a, 2977. Tree 40 ft.; flowers green-white.

PIPTOSPORACEE.

PIPTOSPORUM FERROGENUEM Alt. S.; Boekit Tinggi, nr. Paoe, Palembang, 3800 ft. 2460. Tree slender, 40 ft. high; fruit small, dark green.
C. PENTADELPHUM Turez. S.; Bigin-telok, R. Rawas, Palembang, 500 ft. 3248. Large tree 6 ft. in circumference; fruit dark green with fabled purple checks. **Hypericum japonicum** L. J.; Goeoeng Bodas, nr. Malawar, Preanger, 3000 ft. 1128. Near the hot lakes.

**Guttifere.**


**Calophyllum fulcbermium** Wall. S.; Tandjong-ning, on R. Mooses-odeo, Palembang, 5000-6000 ft. 2756, 2872. Large tree; flowers white on longish pedicels.—C. **ISOPHYLLUM** L. S.; Taratas, sea-level. 1803. Tree; long branches; flowers white rose-like; fruit (as seen) light green, yellow when ripe.—C. **GRIFFITHII** T. And. S.; Bigin-telok; Moarea Mengkoelem on R. Rawas, Palembang, 500-600 ft. 3069, 3220 a. Great tree, or slender 8 ft.; fruit pale green.

**Ternstroemieae.**

**Adinandra dumosa** Jack. S.; Mt. Besagi, Krome, 5700 ft. 2051 b.

**A. macrantha** Teys & Binn. S.; R. Rawas, Moarea Mengkoelem, 500 ft. 3191. Large tree; flowers yellowish white with prominent brown stamens. W. J. 691. Large tree.


fore buds open. “Kayoe geloogoe.” S. bracteolata Dyer. S.; S. acuta Benth. J.; Mt. Waringin, Preanger, 5000 ft. 3050. Very large tree; flowers pinkish cream-yellow, rose-pink or rainbow-purple inside; green bracts.—S. leufueula Miq. S.; Soeka Radja, R. Roepit, Palembang, 500 ft. 3001. Immense tree, circumference at 10 ft. above ground, 10 ft. 11 in.; flowers pale yellowish-white; fruit light green with yellowish woolly pubescence. “Marati.”—S. damaam Kooyong. From bark wall-work of dwellings is made, prahus are constructed from stem, and the damar is burned in native lamps.


Hopsia multiflora Brandis op. cit. 90. S.; Soeka Radja, on Bookit Tjirmin, Palembang, 800 ft. 2017. Great tree; flowers in bud pale whitish green. Produces the “dumar tjaengal itam.”—H. griffithii Kurz var. pedicellata Brandis op. cit. 69. S.; Bigin Telok, R. Rawas, Palembang, 300 ft. 3035. Large tree 4 ft. in circumference; flowers pale yellowish white with pale orange edges to corollas lobes.—H. mengawaran Miq. S.; Bigin Telok, R. Rawas, Palembang, 450 ft. 3210 a.

Ancistrocladus extensus Wall. var. pinangianus King. S.; Moeara Mengkoelum, R. Rawas, Palembang, 500 ft. 3090. Moderately large climber; fruit deep green within five wings which are green or flushed with pink.

Malacca.

Sida acuta Benth. J.; Mt. Waringin, Preanger, 5000 ft. 708. Leaves used in medicine. “Sadaguri,” “Dum Sasapu.”—S. rhombifolia L. S.; Gedong-Tetahan, Lampongs, 450 ft. 1261. S. scophylla var. tomentosa Miq. J.; Preanger, Tjirjaroe, 5000 ft. 607; the seeds adhere with great persistance to garments, etc. “Psemporeoetan,” “Poeoetan.”


Trespesia populnea L. S.; Lampongs, Bay of Sumangka, sea-level. 1808. Small tree; flowers rose-purple and pale yellow.

Boschia griffithii Mast. S.; R. Rawas, Palembang, Moeara Mengkoelum, 6000 ft. 3008. Large tree, circumference at 4 ft. from the ground, 8 ft.; flowers orange, showing pink when more mature being to the colour of the stamens.
**STERculiaceae.**


**Helicteres littoralis** Dryander. S.; Coasts of Bantam. 1182.

**KLEINHOVIA HOSPITA** Linn. S.; Bingin on R. Roepit, Palamang, 480 ft. 3016. Medium-sized tree; flowers pink with the carina-tip light orange, fruit 5 pale green pods with central placenta. "Tomah."

**Helicteres hispida** Lour. W. J.; Genteng, Bantam, 1500 ft. 45. Tree, 8-10 ft.; flowers purple; fruit oblong, green.


**Melochia corchorifolia** L. W. J.; Genteng Labak, Bantam. 43.—M. VELUTINA Wall. ex Bodd. S.; Poo, Palamang, 3200 ft. 2746. Small tree; flowers red-pink. Kotta Djawa, Lampongs, 600 ft. 1343. Tree ±30 ft.; flowers light purplish pink. "Ki-missi."

**Buettneria anquala** Bl. S.; Kotta Djawa, Lampongs, 400 ft. 1373. Scanted on great forest trees; fruit dispersed, thorny.

**COMMersonsia echinata** Forst. W. J.; Tijiladebum, Koalsa, Bantam, 1500 ft. 437. Large tree; flowers white, produced in great profusion. S.; Hoedjoeng, Lampongs, Goenoeng Meraksa, Palamang, 900-2000 ft. 2577 n. 1942. Small or large trees; flowers white; fruit green.
white, crowded together on the branches.—E. obtusus Bl. J.; Goenoeg Poentjak Tjatjting, Preanger, 5000 ft. 833. Small tree; flowers white on stem; usually 1 or 2 of the fruits mature, more rarely, 4.


ELEOECARUS CELEBESIANUS Bak. fil. sp. nov. Arbor; ramulis novisibus pubescentibus; foliis papyraceis oblongo-oblatis vel ovatis, apice obtusis vel sub-acutis, basis cuneatis, nervis lateralisibus subtus prominentibus, utrinque 9–10, costa tomentosa, lamina 8–11 cm. longa, 3–4 cm. lata, petiolo pubescente, 12–15 mm. longo, suffulto; floribus minutis in racemis multifloris, 8–10 cm. longis dispositis pedicellis hirtis; sepala trianguliformis, acutis 2 mm. longis, extus hirtis; petalio circ. 2 mm. longis, apice in laciniis fatis; disco crasso 5–lobato; ovario hirto 3–lobulato, loculis paeoni-acutilibus; fructu in sicio nigrescente, glaber, circ. 1 cm. longo. Celebes. 1185 a. Ex Hort. Bogor. J. Tree characterised by the small flowers in many-flowered racemes; allied to E. rievisulus Vieill. from New Celebes.

GONOSTYLACEAE.

GONOSTYLUS FORBESII Gilg in Engl. & Prantl. Plantenfam. Nachtr. i. 232 (1909). S.; Moera Mengkoelom, R. Rawas, Palembang, 500 ft. 3078. Great tree, circumference at 5 ft. from ground, 4 ft. 10 in. — G. BACTRANUS BAILL. S.; Moera Mengkoelom, R. Rawas, Palembang, 600 ft. 3138. Tree 5 ft. in circumference at 5 ft. from the ground, about 40 ft. high; flowers pale yellow or yellowish-green.

LACACEAE.

ROUCHHERIA GRIFFITHIANA Planch. S.; Moera Mengkoelom, R. Rawas, Palembang, 450 ft. 3083. Climbing shrub; flowers large.


MALPIGHIACEAE.

ASPIDEIERTYS CONVEXA A. Juss. S.; Seeka Radja, Palembang, 500 ft. 2941. Large climber; fruit very pale green, almost white.

OXALIDACEAE.

DAPANTIA RACEMOSA Korth. S.; Penanggoengan, Lampongs, 550 ft. 1712. 600 ft. 1724. Moderate climber; fruit light green, pointed.
POLYTELA

S.; Moeara Mengkoeloen, Palambang, 500 ft. 3070. Erect shrub, ±3 ft.; fruit crimson-lake.
Characterised by the oblong or oblong-obovate acuminate leaflets with 12-17 lateral nerves, somewhat shingling above, and the very long very lax panicle, the pedicels being 2-3.5 mm. long.

Sanitaria longepaniculata Bak. fil., sp. nov. Arbor; foliis ½-bijugis; fulvis parvisculis, glabris superne nitidis, ellipticis vel oblongo-ovatis, apice longe acuminatis, basi cuneatis, nervis lateralisibus utrinque 7-8, aromatis, lamina 8-9 cm. longis, 3/4-4 cm. latissima, petiolulis 15-18 mm. longis; paniculis fulvis longifloribus, multifloris; pedunculis pedicellisque puberulis; floribus minutis; calyea 1 mm. longo, puberulo, equilatero trilobo; petalai ovato-ellipsoideis, 9 mm. longis, staminibus carnosis, disco conspicuo, stylo brevissimo, fructu ignoto.

Allied to S. fusciculata. Benth., differing in the smaller leaflets and longer acumens.

MELIAECEAE.

Dyssoxylum alliaceum Bl. J.; Preanger, 589 a.—D. Indorit DC. var. novum Sumatranum Bak. fil. Arbor alta; foliis oblongis, apice cuneatis, basi inaequaliter rotundatis, 15-23 cm. longis, 55-50 cm. latissimis, utrinque pubescentibus; floribus paniculatis; calyea 1-2 mm. longa; petalae 4-5 mm. longae; antherae 8, 0-75 mm. longae; disco capituliformi; ignoto crasso. S.; Penanggoengang, Lampong, 585 ft. 1640. Large tree; flowers in long spikes, whitish

Byzantium* Benth. Engl. i. c. 182. S.; Moeara Mengkoeloen, Palambang, 600 ft. 3026. Tree; fruit bright yellow fleshed with lake.—S. oblongifolia Bl. S.; Tandjong Ning, Lampong, 600 ft. 2981, 2769. Large tree; fruit green.—S. legiosa Bl. S.; Tandjong Ning, Palambang, 600 ft. 2775, 3045. Large tree.—S. fusciculata A. W. Benn. S.; Moeara Mengkoeloen, Palambang, 500 ft. 3160.

Sanitaria Forbesii Bak. fil., sp. nov. Species ad S. foliolatum accedens. Frutex; ramiis validis glabris; foliis 4-5-jugis, 20-35 cm. longis, integerrimis interjugalibus 5-6 cm. longis, foliolis percurrentibus vel oblongo-ovalibus, sepiis 20-24 cm. longis, sepsemine 3-5-6 cm. latis, rarius 6-5 cm. latis, proximialibus minoribus, apice acuminatis, acuminem 15 mm. longo, instructis, basi cuneatis, petiolulis 6-10 mm. longis, nervis numerosis 12-17 ante margine curvatis; paniculis fulvis longifloribus laxissimis, pedicillis strictis 2-3 mm. longis; calyce brevi lobis triangulilibus glabris; petalae ignoto; drupae ovoides in seco nigrecescentibus glabris, 12-14 mm. longis.

S.; Moeara Mengkoeloen, Palambang, 500 ft. 3070. Erect shrub, ±3 ft.; fruit crimson-lake.
Characterised by the oblong or oblong-obovate acuminate leaflets with 12-17 lateral nerves, somewhat shingling above, and the very long lax panicle, the pedicels being 2-3.5 mm. long.
S.: Tandjung Dijati, on Lake Ranau, Palombang, 1700 ft. 2096 a. Large tree; flowers white, on stem of tree. Mt. Tengauces, Lampongs, 3000 ft. 1823. Large tree; fruit yellow, on tree-trunk.

Allied to D. ramiflorum Miq. and D. caulotachygyn Miq. The noticeable features are the flowers, large for the genus; the few-flowered short inflorescence; the staminal tube 17 mm. long; the very hispid ovary.

Dysoxylum lasiophyllum Bak. fl., sp. nov. Arbor magna; folis 4-5-jugis, foliolis elipticos vel oblongo-ellipticos, apice subacuminate, subtus insigniter pubescentibus, nervis lateribus, subtus conspiciens, utrinque 12-16, petioliis 3-4 mm. longis, lamina 15-18 cm. longa, 6-7 cm. lata; infloraeceitas paniculata, paniculæ quam foliis dimidium brevioribus; calycy cupuliformi breviter dentato, extus pubescentes; petalæ 4, extus pubescentibus; tubo stamina circ. 1 mm. longo; antheris 8; ovario hisroto; stylo crasso, stigmatum crasso, terminali; fructu ovoido-pyriiformi, 3-4 cm. longo, 4-4 5 cm. lato, seminibus 18-20 mm. longis.

S.: Kotta Djawa, Lampongs, 300 ft. 1874. Great forest tree; fruit purplish orange. The staminal tube is free. The leaflets are densely pubescent beneath. Allied to D. interruptum King.

Chisocheton diversoens Bl. S.; in virgin forest, Tandjung Ning, Palombang, 600 ft. 2723. Large tree; flowers small, white, in massive trusses, very fragrant.

Chisocheton sumatratus Bak. fl., sp. nov. Arbor; ramis novellis, cinereo-puberulis; foliis 3-4-jugis, foliolis ellipticos vel oblongo-ellipticos, petiolulatis, apice acuminatis, basi cuneatis, glabris, laminae lateritalis 7-10, laminae 10-12 cm. longa, 3-4 cm. lata; paniculæ angustis, elongatis, ramis lateritalibus abbreviatis; calycy extus pubescentes, levissemen dentato, vis 1 cm. longo; petalæ 4 angustis, extus cinereo-pubescentibus, ±5 mm. longis; tubo stamina extus et intus pubescente, 4 mm. longo; disco cupuliformi; ovario pubescente, loculis uniovulatis, stigmatum terminali, crasso.

S.: Paeo, Palombang, 5000 ft. 2278. Large tree; flowers white, in trusses.

Allied to C. philippinum Harmas. The calyx is short, there are 4 strap-shaped petals 5 mm. long, and the staminal tube is free and laciniate at the apex.

Chisocheton dempensis Bak. fl., sp. nov. Arbor alta; ramulis teretibus; foliis imparipinnatis, 2-4-jugis cum impari, foliolis elliptico-lanceolatis vel ovato-lanceolatis, apice acuminatis, apice ipso obtuso utrinque glabris, basi cuneatis, costa subito concava, lamina 6-10 cm. longa, 18-25 mm. lata, petioliis 3-5 mm. longis; floribus circa 5 mm. longis, albis, pedicellatis, pedicellis 2-4 mm. longis, in paniculas digestis; calycy 1-1.25 mm. lango, dentibus acutis; antheris intra marginem tubi insertis, stylo oreto; stigmatum capitato; ovario hirta; fructo ignoto.

S.: Mt. Dempo, 4000 ft. 2229. Large tree; flowers white.

Allied to C. sumatranus Bak. fl. Differents from C. lasiognys Boerl. & Koord. in the much smaller calyx etc. The inflorescence is paniculate, and the outside of the staminal tube hairy, the lateral nerves of the leaves are slender and inconspicuous, and there are 4 petals, the total length of the flowers is 5 mm.

Amoora Rohituka W. & A. S.; Penanggoengan, Lampongs, 1000 ft. 1734. Large tree; flowers in bud, cream-yellow.


Aglaia (Euaglaia) oboratissima Bl. var. nov. Forrecher Bak. fl. Arbor; foliis 1-2-jugis cum impari, foliolis ovatis vel obovatis vel breviter acutis, nervis lateralis tenuibus haud prominulis, lamina 6-10 cm. longa, 4-6 mm. lata, superne glabris, foliolis junioribus subtus subito microscopice cinereo-pustulatis, petioliis 3-5 mm. longis; paniculæ multiformes, minute rufuro-furfuraceae; floribus petalis concavis, circ. 1.5 mm. longis; antheris 5, intra marginem tubi insertis; fructus ignoto. S.; Kotta Djawa, Lampongs, 400-700 ft. 1387, 1405. Tree ±20 ft.; flowers inconspicuous, greenish white. The leaves are 1-2-jugate, the leaflets when young minutely cinnamomeus pustulatum below, but when older are almost glabrous; the flowers are minute and pedicellate, there are 5 anthers. Differs from the type by the shape of the leaflets.

Aglaia kabaensis Bak. fl., sp. nov. Arbor ad A. palembanica Miq. accedens; ramulis stellato rufo hisroto; foliis 2-3-jugis cum impari, foliolis oblongo-obovatis, olivaceo-viridibus, subito prope ad costam stellato-pubescentibus, superne denuo glabris, apice acuminatis, basi cuneatis, nervis lateralis utrinque 10 parallatis marginem...
versus arcuatais, petiolaris brevissima, lamina 8–16 cm. longa, 4–6 cm. lata; paniculatis ramosis, spne 10–12 cm. longis; calyx rufo-hirsute; floribus non bene evolutis; fructus pyriformis, 16–20 mm. longis, 12–17 mm. latae, exin us rufo-pubescentes.

S.; foot of Kaba Volcano, Palembang. Sinu no.

Aglaia longipepliulata Bak. fil., sp. nov. Arbor alta ad A. oligophyllum Miq. accedens; foliis sepalsim 2-jugis cum impari, foliolorum. lamina preter nervos costamque glabra, ovata vel elliptica-ovata, basi cuneata, apice acute, nervis laterales utrinque 8–10, paralleliis, subtus conspicua, costa lepidota, 10–16 cm. longa, 5–8 cm. lata, petiolaris lepidota, 2–3 cm. longa; floribus ignoto; fructibus globosissimus, cinnamomeo-pubescentes, 15–17 mm. diam. bilioculiari, seminibus siccitatis nigrescentibus, 10–12 mm. longis, 8–9 mm. latissimis, pedicellis fructiferis, 2–4 mm. longis.

S.; in virgin forest, Penanggoengan, Lampangs, 600 ft. 1647.

A large tree; fruit bright red.

Allied to A. oligophyllum Miq., from which it differs by the much longer petiolas.

Aglaia pyricarpa Bak. fil., sp. nov. Arbor ad A. latifolium Miq. accedens; rami cortice rufo-pubescentes tectis; foliis 2–4-jugis cum impari, rachae 10–12 cm. longa frutexfusa, foliolis cuneato-obovatis vel cuneato-ellipticis, petiolaribus nervis lateraliis parvis utrinque 13–15, lamina subtus densa lepidota, 12–15 cm. longa, 4–5 cm. lata, petiolaris 8–10 mm. longis, interstis interiugulatis 3–5 cm. longis; infrutescentia fructifer a ±2 cm. longa; fructus formati 4-loculari, maculati pyriformi, 5–6 cm. longo, 4–5 cm. lat., externe cinnamomeo-lepidotis, pedicellis crassis, seminibus disquiis 3–2–5 cm. longis, ±15 mm. latissimis, siccitatis nigrescentibus.

S.; Lampangs, 3800 ft. 1677 a. 2279. Flowers scarlet or orange; fruit purplish.

An aberrant member of the genus, noticeable on account of its very large pyriform fruit.

Aglaia aspera Teijsm. & Binn. var. nov. sumatrae Bak. fil. Arbor (2) rami fore glabri; foliis majusculis, 6-jugis, petiolatis foliolis oblongis apice acuminatis, basi inequilateralibus, cuneatis, superne glabriis, subtus lepidotis nervis lateraliis 13–15 parvis, laminis 15–18 cm. longis, 4–5 cm. latissimis; paniculatis amplis multifloris; fructus ignoto.

S.; Peranggoengan, Lampangs. 1688.


Cedrella sinensis A. Juss. J.; Mt. Gede, nr. Butenung, 5200 ft. 1209. Tall tree. “Soorian.” Supposed to have been introduced originally, and spread naturally. S.; Pao, Palembang, 3500 ft. 2193. Large tree; flowers in bud, small, white; fruit greenish grey. C. ferruginea Bl. var. verrucosa C. DC. S.; forest on Kaba Volcano, 3900 ft. 2881. Large tree; fruit pale green.

POLYPETALAE

Chailletiaceae.

Chailletia sumatrana Miq. S.; Tandjong Ning, R. Bliti, Palembang, 600 ft. 2781. Moea Mengkoellem, Palembang, 500 ft. 3148, 3176. Long slender climbing shrub; flowers very small, white; fruit pale sea-green. Goenong Trang, Lampangs, 690 ft. 1598 a. Moderate climber; leaves large, prominently 3-veined; fruit green, in unbelliferous heads.

Olocaceae.


Ctenolophos parvifolia Oliver. S.; Soka Radja, R. Rupit, Palembang, 500 ft. 3092. Large tree, very hard wood, circumference at 5 ft. from ground, 5 ft. 8 in.; fruit pale pink. 2818. Large tree; fruit immature, pale green flushed with pink, a reddish brown. “Kaye Lomat.”

Leptonurus sylvaticus Bl. S.; in virgin forest, nr. Goenong Trang, Lampangs, 400 ft. 1571. 1596 a. Thorny shrub; flowers in catkiss, light yellow.

Stemonurus skordiflorus Bl. J.; Pasir Orai, Kosa1a, 2700 ft. 580. Shrubs.


Gonocaryum longe-racemosum King in. c. 120. S.; Soka- Radja, R. Rupit, Palembang, 600 ft. 2967. Small tree, about 18 ft. high. Fruit dark green.

Plethes exserra Bl. J.; Pasir Orai, Kosa1a, Bandan, 2600 ft. 588. Large tree; fruit scarlet. “Kilohang.”

Phytotere braclatae Wall. S.; Tandjong Ning, R. Bliti, Palambang, 500 ft. 2784. Large climber; flowers in large trusses of gompho-green colour.

Phytotere Forbesii Bak. fil., sp. nov. Species ad P. macrophyllus Bl. accedens, differt foliis laminosis et petiolaribus. Rami sulcati; foliolis ovatis nunc subulatis, nunc integris, alternis, basi cordatis, subtus obovato-costomatosis, 15–17 cm. longis, 10–14 cm. latissimis, 6–7 nervis, petiolis 7–9 cm. longis, pilis longisauce, sparse vestitis inflorescentia 20–25 cm. longa, 2–3 cm. lata, licae velutae orta, pedunculo brevisimo, capitulis 8–11-floris, cinerina-liliosa 4–5 mm. diam.; calycis segmenti 4–5, triangulares; fructis illiformibus, antheris 0–5 mm. longis; fructus ignoto.

J.; Tjempa, nr. Pengeleengan, Preanger, 1800 ft. 1219. Large climber.

The leaves are either entire or lobed. The spikes of inflorescence are very dense, and the bracts do not protrude as in P. braclatae Wall. and P. purpurea Stapf. Differs from P. macrophylla Bl. in the thinner leaves etc.
Strombosia rapanatoidea S. Moore, sp. nov. *Arbor? glabro; ramiulis teretibus, crebro foliolatis, cortice olivaceo-fusco cinctis; foliis petiolis 5 mm. longis, ovato-oblongis, obtusis, basi obtusis vel rotundatis, costaibus, minute punctatis, in sicco griseis, 7–12 x 3–5 cm.; floribus in fasciculis sessilibus pulvinatis digestis; paniculatia tenuebus, 1 mm. longis vel paullulam ultras; calycis segmentis rotundatis, 4 mm. longis; petalis oblongis, obtusis, intus puberulis 2 mm. longis; antheris ovoideis 3 mm. longis; ovariis 1/2-supero viribus mm. longis; stylo crassissimo, 3 mm. longo. S.; Penangcoengiana, Lampongs, 900 ft. 1749. AQUIFOLIACEAE.


Kotta Djawa, Lampongs, 700 ft. 1401. Small tree, ±12 ft.
flowers small, white.

**Aphania montana** Bl. S.; Penanggoengan, Lampongs, 550 ft.
1709 a. Flowers very pale green. Mt. Tengamoe, Lampongs,
3000 ft. 1821. *Schizolobium* 8–10 ft.; fruit red.

**Lepisanthes angustifolia** Bl. ex. descript. J.; Goenoeng
Waringin, Preanger, 4500 ft. 1187. Tall tree. "Kilalajoe."—
Penanggoengan, Lampongs, 600 ft. 1700. Small climber; fruit
light green.

**Lepisanthes Forbesi** Bak. fil. sp. nov. Arbor; foliis multiformoliatis, rachis hisutus, foliolis oblongis, insinuiter inconsequenteris
acuminatis, apice ipso oblongis, basi eunatis, marginibus undulatis,
nervis lateralis utrinque 9–11, lamina 10–15 cm. longa, 25–30 mm.
lata, petiolulis rafii hisutatis, 9–5 mm. longis; racemis 4–9 cm. longis,
e ligno velato ore, pedunculis brevibus, rachis cineroso hisutis; calycis
5 mm. longis, pubescente, disco annulari pubescente, ovario sessile,
pubescente, 4-loculari, loculis ovulatis; fructu in siccis nigriscente,
exas pilis crassis sparse munito, 8 mm. longo, 5 mm. lato.

S.; R. Rawas, Moosa Mengkoboel, Paleambang, 600 ft. 3097.
*Small tree; fruit very dark green on stem.*

Distinguished from **L. montana** Bl. and **L. Blumeana Koord.**
& Valet. by its unequal-sided leaves.

**Otophora alata** Bl. S.; Buitenzorg. 1160.— **O. imbricata**
S.; Buitenzorg. 1100. — **O. citrina** Bl. S.; Penanggoengan.
600 ft. 1717. Large tree; flowers small.

**Xerospermum brachyphyllum** Radlk. l. c. 348. J.; Tijihai,
Kosala, 2500 ft. 452. *Tijihai, Preanger, 1700 ft. 806.* Large
tree; fruit eaten. — **X. cylindraceum** Radlk. l. c. 348. S.;
Tanjong Tinggi, Paleambang, 500 ft. 2715. Large tree; fruit cylindrical,
covered with spines, green. **X. thalidinium** Radlk. in Fedde, Repert. xvi. 340 (1922). J.; Goenoeng Waringin,
Preanger, 4500 ft. 1216 a. "Ki-pi." Tijihai, Kosala, Bantam,
Soeka Radja, R. Rapit, Paleambang, 400 ft. 2018. Fruit passing
from dark green to yellow.

**Nepheleium Forsseri** Bak. fil. sp. nov. Arbor; foliis alternis
estipulatis, foliolis 1–2-jugis, utrinque glabris oblongis vel
oblungis rarius latioribus, nervis lateralis utrinque 10 12
ovario patulis subaequulis, lamina 12 18 cm. longa, 3 25 dm. lata,
racemis latioribus, petiolulis 4 5 mm. longis; inflorescentia paniculata
multiflora; calycis lobis ovatis extus pubescentibus; stylis inclusis
insertis centrales exsertis, filamentos filiformibus, antheris
parvis 0 50 mm. longis; style erecto apice trifido lobis recurvatis;
fructu ignoto.

S.; Hill N. of Goenoeng Tjang, Lampongs, 100 ft. 1922. Tree
±10 50 ft.; flowers white. Allied to **X. globiferum** Noronha.

The following numbers are closely allied to the above, but differ
slightly in leaf-form and colour of flower.—1625, flowers greenish white, with narrower leaves; 1837 a, flowers lake-coloured; 1653, yellow and lake with broader leaflets.

N. subfalcatum Radl. l. c. 353. S.; R. Rawas, Moera Mengkoek, Palembang, 600 ft. 3042. Large tree 31 ft. in girth at 53 ft. from the ground; fruit dark blue,—N. malajense Griff. S.; R. Rupit, Soeka Radja, Palembang, 5600 ft. 3010. Tree 20-30 ft.; flowers white, corolla fringed, rich honey odour.—N. dasyneurum Radl. l. c. 353; Tandjong Ning, R. Bliti, Palembang, 600 ft. 2542—N. alabrum Noronha. S.; Bigin Telok, R. Rawas, Palembang, 300 ft. 3225. Large tree, circumference at 4 ft. from ground 51 ft.; fruit dark glossy green with white dots. Moera Mengkoek, R. Rawas, Palembang, 600 ft. 3085. Young fruit flushed with faded purple.


Pometia Forbesii Bak. fil., sp. nov. Arbor; foliis imparipinnatis trijugis cum impari, foliis oblongis vel ellipticis, costa suprane impressa, glabris, basi uncinatis apiicem versus attenuatis, foliis distis imparibus 12-15 cm. longis, 5-5.5 cm. latis, petiolaribus 4-5 mm. longis, suffultiis, interstiiis interjugalibus 3-5 cm. longis, paribus proximalibus minoribus 8-9 cm. longis; floribus pedicellatis parvis racemosis regularibus; calyce parvo cupulati; petalis delapiss; stamina 5, antheris parvis; ovario hirtot, 3-loabo, stylo elongato; fructu ignoto.

S.; Tandjong Ning, R. Bliti, Palembang, 600 ft. 2825. Large tree; flowers rich yellowish cream, fragrant; calyx white flushed with pink; pedicels lake-pink.

Guioa Forbesii Bak. fil., sp. nov. Arbor; ramosis ferrugineo-vel fusco-pubescentibus; foliis 4-5-jugis, rachi alata, interstiiis interjugalibus 15-30 mm. longis, foliis inaequaliter oblongis vel elliptico-oblongis, apiic eminuitis basi late cuneatis, subus cordoibus pubescentibus petioliis brevissimis, lamina 5-9.5 cm. longis; paniculis spiciformibus axillarios pedunculis pedicellisque pubescentibus; sepaltis ovatis pubescentibus; petalis insinuiter ciliatis; stamina circ. 1 mm. longis, antheris 0.3-0.5 mm. longis; disco annulari; fructu ignoto.

S.; R. Goerga, Lampar, Palembang, 600 ft. 2617. Large tree; flowers small, white. Differences from G. pleuropterus Radl. in the longer acuminate leaflets.

Arytera littoralis Bl. S.; R. Moei, Palembang, 500 ft. 2629. Small tree; fruit light green.

Misochopus sumatranus Bl. S.; Goenoong Arab, Paeo, Palembang, 4000 ft. 2475. Large tree; flowers small, white.

Paranephelium xestophyllum Miq. S.; virgin forest. Penanggoen, Lampongs, 600 ft. 1641. Hill Bukoe, Napal Litjin, R. Rawas, Palembang, 300-500 ft. 3160, 3170. Large tree; flowers greenish white; fruit covered with grey-pink rugosities; ground-colour green.


Balsaminaceae.

By Sir J. D. Hooker.

[We are indebted to the Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, for permission to publish these descriptions transcribed from the late Sir Joseph Hooker’s MS. in the Kew Herbarium.]

Impatiens albo-rubra Hook. f., sp. nov. Herba humilis, caule simplice erecto 1-5 dm. longo, basi repente, supra pubescente, inferne nudu. Folio 7.5-10 cm. longo, alterno, longe petiolato, ovato-vel oblongo-oblanceolato, acuta vel acuminata, orta superne interjuga et numerus minimus, vel integerrima sedulis marginata, membranacea, supra sedulis adpressa, subulata, pubescentia, basi acuminata in petiolum gracilem 2.5-7.5 cm. longum puberulum eglandulam angustata; nervis utrinque costa 7-8; glandulis stipularibus nulla. Petalis brevibus, gracilis, pubescentes, uniflori, pedicellis brevibus, bracteis minutis. Flores parvi, albidi, velixo rubro-purpureo. Sepala 2, ovato-lanceolata, acuminata, 6 mm. longa, membranacea, pilis flaccidiis, pubescentibus. Fertilium orbiculare, ciphatum, costa dorso incrassata. Aere longe stipitato, 23 mm. longe, angustate lobatis splendidatis, dorso lanceatus, distalis duo majori, stipitato, angustate dolabriformi, dorso late exeptulo; auricula dorsalis parva. Labello eymbiforme, pilosum, acuminatum, basi calcareo minuto incurvo auricula. Filamenta brevia, gracia; antheris parva, didyma. Ovarium lento curvum.

S.; Mt. Siminoot, Palembang, 4500 ft. 2143. Erect herb with creeping stem. Flowers whitish with purplish-red vexillum. I have seen only one flower of this very distinct but incommunispecies.

Impatiens depressa Hook. f., sp. nov. Herba glaberrima ramosis gracilibus rigidis nudis vel ciliotectis. Folio 0.5-1 cm. longo, alterno, longe petiolato, membranaceae, ovato-vel oblongo-lanceolato, acuminata, suberecta vel subulata, basi nuda vel 2-glandulosa, in petiolum gracilem 2.5-7.5 cm. longum nudum angustata; nervis utrinque 8-10, gracilibus; glandula stipularis pulvinata? Flores parvi, solitari, longe pedicellati, matulii; pedicelli 5-7.5 cm. longi, gracilissimae, basi arrecta ovata membranacea acuta, ceterum nuda. Sepala 2, ovato-oblonga, rotunda, acuta vel ovata, 8-10 mm. lata, nervis utrinque 6-10 gracilibus. Fertilia ovobovatum vel cuneiforme, apice rotundatum introrse ve bilobatum; costa dorso basi versus tumida, apice numerum recurvo aurita. Alae 2-3 cm. longo, aracte connatae; lobis basales stipitati, ovatobovatum stipitati fulcatum incurruc; distalis illa subangulata vel brevior, oblongi, marginibus dorsalis graciulis, apicibus libera obtusis vel crixulis; auricula dorsalis obtusa. Labello limbis eymbiformis, 1.5 cm. longum, ov acute; calcar limbo breviss.
Incurvum, erassum, apice obtusum vel inflatum. Filamenta elongata, linearia; antherae oblongae, obtuse. Ovarium rectum, acutum. 
Stout erect herb, 1-2 ft. high; flowers rose-pink, marked with lake-brown in the interior and with light orange on throat of vexillum.

The sepals vary considerably in form, being orbicular in 2467 and one specimen of 2267, and ovate-oblong in the other specimen of the latter number. The spur of the lip in 2467 and one specimen of 2267 is inflated, in the other simple. The distal lobes of the wings vary greatly in size.

Impatiens Forbesii Hook. f., sp. nov. Fructiculus glaberrimus, caule simplice 1-2 pedali basi crasso elongato radiante superiore gracile. 
Folia 7-5-12.5 cm. longa, alterna, elliptico-elongata ve ovato-oblonga, acuminata, crenata setulis interiectis, membranacea, basi integerrima in petiolum gracilium nudum vel pauci-glandulosum 2.5-5 cm. longum angustata, nervis utrinque costae 7-10 gracilibus; glandulis stipularibus nulla. 
Pedunculi 2.5-7.5 cm. longi, graciles, patuli, paniculiflori. 
Flores inter minores, subumbellatin dispositi, campanulati, pedicellii 1-2.5 cm. longi filiformibus; bracteis ovatis, acuminatis, deciduis. 
Sepala 2, late ovata ve rotundata, acuta ve cupulata, 0-3-nervia. 
Vexillum cucullatum, dorso medio gibbo rotundato acutum, costa apiculata. 
Alae breves, late stipitate, ad 20 mm. longae, angustae; lobus basalis parvus, rotundatus; distalis dolabiformis; auricula dorsalis protrusa. 
Labellum infundibulare, in calcar gracile incurvum, limbus ausquis constrictum, utrinque acuminato. 
Fili- 
menta gracillia, 7 mm. longa; antherae mediocres. 
Ovarium falcum, rectum, apice acuminato incurvo. 
Capsula 15 mm. longa, stipitata, longo rostrate, polysepalia. 
Semina orbicularia, compressa, subrugosa pallida. 
S.; Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 3700-3800 ft. 2218, 2541 b. 
Flowers white, marked with lake in the interior. 
Hoedjoeng, Lampung, 2700-3000 ft. 1900. 
Flowers bright yellow.

The young leaves have very minute scattered hairs on the upper surface. No. 2105 from Mt. Siminco, 3000 ft., may be a variety or different species, having stout glandular petioles and peduncles, with larger bracts, the flowers being noted as "yellow with lake."

Impatiens heterosepala Hook. f., sp. nov. Herba glaberrima, caule 1.5-4-5 dm. longo erecto velarsity erecto sed incassato repente radiante. 
Folia 2-5-10 cm. longa, alterna, petiolata, elliptica, oblonga ve ovata, acuminata, grosse setoso-serrata, membranacea, basi longe integerrima in petiolum gracile nudum 1.25-5 cm. longum angustata; nervis utrinque costae 3-5; glandulis stipularibus nulla. 
Pedunculi 2.5-5 cm. longi, gracillimi, erecti, 1-3-flori. 
Flores inter minores, subumbellatin dispositi, pedicellii capillaris; bracteis lineares, persistentes. Sepala 2, heteromorpha, alias anguste lorumformis acuitis 10-13 mm. longis falcatis, allis 8 mm. longis, lineari-oblongis acuminatis sigmoido-curvatissimis 5-nervosis. 
Vexillum cucullatum, orbiculari, dorso medio tumidum. 
Alae breves, late stipitate, quam longae, sesealae; lobus basalis flabelliformis; distalis minor, supra basalem gracillimis angusti, dolabriformis; geniculato in auriculum dorsalem elongatam cavi eam rectam vel decurrunt pro-ducto. 
Labellum parvum, sectatum, calare geniculatum flexuoso erecte limbo labelli aequante, ore horizontali acuto. 
Filia 7 mm. longa, gracillia; alterna parva. 
Ovarium acutum; acus acuminato incurvo. 
Capsula inserta longa graciiliter pedicellata, longo rostrate. 
S.; Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 7500 ft. 2377. 
Flowers pale yellow or orange, with bright lake-red on vexillum.

Very different from any other species known to me in the extraordinary variability in form of the sepals of different specimens, from narrowly strap-shaped, nearly half an inch long and one-nerved, to less than one-third of that length and oblong, with a costa and lateral nerves. These differences occur between two altogether similar specimens on the same sheet. The form of the small wings is very curious, the distal lobe arching over the larger basal one and protruding dorsally at the curvature a long stout ariicle.

Impatiens lonchocarpa, Hook. f., sp. nov. Herba pedalis, erecta, caulis e basi repente erectis gracilibus strictis simplicibus longe nulis, apicis versus foliis. 
Folia paucis, 5-7.5 cm. longa, alterna, ovato-vel elliptico-lanceolata, acuta ve acuminata, nervis interiectis minoris ve nullis, basi integerrima, in petiolum gracilem 2.5-3.5 cm. longum nudum vel pauci-glandulosum longe angustata, supra glabra; nervis utrinque costae 5, subitus nervulosis pubescentibus; glandulis stipularibus nulla. 
Pedunculi gracilibus, elongati, erecti, pilosi, uniflori (?); pedicelli gracilici, truncati pedunculis uncinatis. 
Flores inter minores, laxe. 
Sepala 2, linear-oblonga, 10 mm. longa, acuta, pilosa, 3-nervia. 
Vexillum cucullatum, pilosum, dorso medio gibbosum. 
Alae stipitate, 23 mm. longae; lobus basalis rotundatus, majusculus, distalis triplo major, late dolabiformis; auricula dorsalis parva. 
Labellum limbus cymbiformis ad 12 mm. longum, acutum, pilosum; calcar gracile, acutum, lento incurvum, limbo equeolungum. 
Capsula 18 mm. longa, lato stipitate, dein turgide; in rostro spiniforme recto, integerrimis desinens. 
Semina magna, orbicularia, compressa, 3 mm. diametro, glabra. 
S.; Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 6500 ft. 2552 a. 
Flowers yellow. 

Narly allied to I. pyrrokhoriae Miq., but leaves narrower, glabrous above, flowers not half the size; sepals narrow, 3-nerved; limb of lip cymbiform; capsule straight with a long stipes, stout spiniform back, and large seeds.

I. javensis var. glabra Miq. J.; Pengelangan, Praeur, 2500 ft. 1025. 
Leaves glaucous beneath.—I. pyrrokhoriae Miq. S.; Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 3500-4500 ft. 2255 a. 
Erect herb; flowers bright yellow. This plant growing in masses forms bright patches of colour in the dull monotonous green of the forest.—I. chinebrams Hassk. J.; Tjilisang, Praeur, 470 5280 ft. 995, 1109. 
Erect, or with creeping stem. Mt. Mulawar, Praeur, 6200 ft. 1028.

S.; great forest Tanjung Ting, R. Bliti, Palembang, 600 ft. 2794. Moderate tree; flowers in bud light red.

ANACARDIACEAE.


BOUCA MACROPHYLLA Griff. S.; R. Rupit, Palembang, Soeka-Radja, 800 ft. 2986. Small tree; fruit rich yellow and plum-like, eaten.

Manisieria KEMANGAN Bl. S.; Bigin Telok, 500 ft. 3198. Tree 40-50 ft.—M. GRIFFITHI Hook. f. S.; Tanjung Ting, R. Bliti, Palembang, 400 ft. 2746. Large tree; flowers in bud pale greenish white.


Semecarpus HETEROPHYLLA Bl. S.; Lampar, bank of R. Moei, Palembang, 500 ft. 2627. Large tree; flowers minute and white, flower-buds cream-yellow; the sap produces excoriations of the skin. "Rengas."
KOOMPASSIA MALACCENSIS Maingay. S.; R. Rawas, Mocaa
Mengkolem, Palembang, 700 ft. 3056. Long climber; calyx
gambose-green with rust-brown pubescence, corolla isabelline white,
style jet-black.

BAUHINIA TOMETOSA Linn. S.; Penangoengan, Lampongs,
600 ft. 1703. Climber; flowers scarlet.—B. albo-lutea Pfitz
l. c. 1315. S.; Penangoengan, Lampongs, 600 ft. 1584 a.
Climber; flowers yellow.

CELELITARIA BONDOUX ROXB. J.; Preanger. 1230 a.
“Sertatul”
Penangoengan, Lampongs, in the great forest, 855 ft. 1783. Large
climber, thorny; flowers yellow. “Oentjoechosse.”—C. Novia Ait.
S.; Tarratas, Lampongs, sea-level. 1895. Moderate climber, thorny;
flowers yellow.

ADENANTHERA FORBESI Gagnep. in Lecomte, Not. Syst. li. 61
(1911). S.; Soeka-Radja, Palembang, 800 ft. 3006. Tree about
50 feet, very hard wood; flowers yellow, fragrant, with light red
stamens.

LEUCENIA GLAUCRA Bentham. S.; Lampar, Palembang, 500 ft.
2683. Shrub or small tree; flowers white. “Pita malakka.”

ACACIA FARNESIANA Willd. J.; Kosa Hills, Bantam, 1550 ft.
541. Shrub and small tree; cultivated in villages; perfume made
from flowers; women wear them in their hair.

ALANTHIA MYRISTICIFLORA Bentham. J.; Mt. Malawar, Preanger,
2500 ft. 1210. Considerable tree.

PITHECOCLUM FASCICULATUM Bentham. J.; Tjibaduri, Kosa.
Bantam, 2800 ft. 436. Large tree; leaves beaten up in water used
as a litter for the hair. S.; R. Roepit at Soeka-Radja, Palembang,
500 ft. 2955. Small tree ± 6 ft; flowers very small, green.—
P. DURANUM Bentham. S.; Tarratas near sea-level. 1801. Tree
about 30 ft; fruit in dark green pods.—P. LOHATUM Bentham. S.;
Mocaa Mengkolem, R. Rawas, Palembang, 450 ft. 3051. Tree
45 ft. Pods have a disagreeable odour. “Djiring.” S.; Goenoong
Trang, Lampongs, 387 ft. 1519. Small tree; flowers small white.—
Moderate tree 12 in. in diameter at 4 ft from the ground; flowers
white; pods green.—P. CYRPEIALA Bentham. J.; Tjilaki, Preanger,
4700 ft. 1200 b.

ROSAEUM.

PARNABIAS CUSTATUM Bl. S.; Tandjung Ning, R. Bliti,
Palembang, 600 ft. 2867. Large tree with beautiful foliage.

PYGONUM GRISEUM Bl. J.; Pengelengan, Preanger, 5000 ft.
Mt. Dempa, Palembang, 600 ft. 2364 a; also 2463 ex Kochen l.c.
Large trees; flowers white flushed with red, petal-like pink; tree
profusely loaded with flowers.—P. PARVIFLORUM Teysm. & Binn.
J.; Tjilaki, nr. Pengelengan, Preanger, 4500 ft. 901. Large tree.

PYGONUM GLABIUM Bak. fl. sp. nov. Rauw javaneus lenticellos
teretes; foliis lanceolatis vel oblongo-lanceolatis aeeo nemimpinis
basii roculatis nervis lateraliibis inconspicuis, 10 13 cm. longis
35–4 6 cm. latis, utrinque glabris, petiolo 7–8 mm. suffultis, costa
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MUCUNA DIPLOCAULIS Bak. fl. sp. nov. Species ad M. bi
diplocaulac Teysm. & Binn. accedens. Caulis volubilis pro genere robustus
deum glaber; foliiis trifoliolatis, foliolis terminalibus oblongo-ovalatis
apice rotundatis vel subacusus superne glabris subtilis pilis vestitis,
11–13 cm. longis, 8–9 cm. latissi, nervii laterales 6–7, foliolii
laterales inaequilateriis 11–13 cm. longis, 8–10 cm. latis, basi
leviter subcordatis, foliorum terminalium petiolula ± 4 cm. longis
lateralm 4–5 mm. longis, petiole communi 6–7 cm. longo suffultis;
trophis est multiora corymboso-racemosa; bacteis 8–9 cm. longis
pilis urentibus vestitis; calyces lobis campanulatis dentibus lanceolatis
curvis 12–15 cm. longis, 3–5–5 cm. lati transverso lanellato pilis urentibus
vestito plurispermo.

S.; Kota-Djawar, Lampongs, 300 ft. 1417. Long climber;
flowers isabelline white with flush of purple; fruit in flat, hairy pods
suggesting briskly skin-brushed.

Shrub about 6 ft; flowers yellow; fruit in green pods. “Hiries”;
“Kutjang gedeh.”

DALBERGIA FORBESI Prain in Journ. As. Soc. Beng. lx. 2, 61
(1901). S.; Bigin Telok, R. Rawas, Palembang, 300 ft. 8216.
Climbing shrub; fruit in bright green pods.—D. TAMARINDIFOLIA
ROXB. S.; Batoe Pantiqeh, R. Moei, Palembang. 2694 a. Scendent
shrub; flowers white.

DERINIS THURIANA Bentham. J.; Pasir Onai, Kosa, Bantam,
2300 ft. 600. “Kl-Tjang.”—D. ELLITICA Bentham. S.; Lampongs,
S. of village of Goenoong Trang, 387 ft. 1029. Rather
slender climber; flowers pink.

KUNSTLERIA FORBESI Prain ex King in Journ. As. Soc. Beng.
lxvi. 111 (1897). S.; Bigin Telok, R. Rawas, Palembang, 400 ft.
3241. Climber; flowers in bud dark lake; open, very deep lake-red,
almost black, basal parts lake-purple.

PONGAMIA GLABA Vent. S.; shores of Semangga Bay, Lam-
pongs. 1890.

OMORSHA SUMATRANA Prain ex King l.c. 150. S.; Lampar,
R. Moei, Palembang, 800–900 ft. 2648, 2592. Large tree; flowers
pinkish white; seeds scarlet. “Kepang.”

PETRONEUM FERRUGINEUM Griff. S.; Lampar, R. Moei,
Palembang. 500 ft. 2626. Fairly large shrub; flowers white.—
P. DASYRACHIS Griff.; R. Rawas, Boekey Hill, Napal-Litijin, 700 ft.
3163. Great tree, 7 in circumference at 7 ft from the ground;
flowers white flushed with pink.

CASTILLA NOBILIS Hand. ; Penangoengan, Lampongs, 400 ft.
—C. JAYANICA Linn. S.; Gedong-tetahan, Lampongs, 400 ft. 1275.
Great tree; flowers yellow. “Pantiqeh-dalen.”—C. MIMOSODES
Linn. S.; Palembang, Mt. Arab, 3500 ft. 2454. Small shrub;
flowers yellow; fruit in green pods with purple band in the centre.—
subtus prominentis; racemis solitariis vel ternis 2-2.5 cm. longis. rhachis tomentosa; floribus pedicellatis, pedicellis 2-3 mm. longis; *cupula turbinate; antheris minutis, drupa mihi ignota.*

S.; rocky bank of R. Saling, nr. Tandjong Nung, Palembang, 700 ft. 2728. Small tree; flowers with fallen corollas have general yellow colour from the stamens and the prominent stigmas.

This differs from *P. lampongamu Miq.* in the shape and apex of the leaves, which are gradually narrowed to a long slender acumen.

*Fygeum viride* Bak. fil., sp. nov. *Rami teretis lenticellis; foliis suboblongis vel oblongis apice acuminate apice tpsa obtusis costis subtus prominentibus, laminis basi acutis, 12-15 cm. longis, 4-5 cm. lata, petiolo 18-20 mm. longo suffrutinis; racemis fasciculatis 4-5 cm. longis apice densioribus; *cupula externa tomentosa; floribus pedicellatis, pedicellis 2-4 mm. longis, tomentosis; *petalis birtitis; staminibus numerosis antheris minutis filamentis filiformibus; stylo erecto, stigmatici terminali; drupa mihi ignota.*

S.; Ayer Angat, Base of Kaba Volcano, Palembang, 8000 ft. 2876. Tall tree of moderate thickness ±12 in. diameter; flowers pure white with grey stamens, very fragrant. “Bitusan.”


**SAXIFRAGACEAE.**


**POLYPTERAE.**

*Trang, 450 ft. 1176. Also 1690. Tall erect shrub; flowers pale blue; fruit dark blue.—*D. latifolia* Miq. J.; Mt. Malawar, Preanger, 4400 ft. 930. Shrub; flowers blue. Under shade of great forest.*


**HAMAMELIDACEAE.**

*Altingia excelsa* Noth. J.; Tjilaki, Preanger, 4700 ft. 1201.

**HALORAGACEAE.**

*Gunnera macrophylla* Bl. S.; Kaba Volcano, Palembang; 6000 ft. 2908. Shrubby herb, inflorescence in spike.

**RHIZOPHORACEAE.**


**RHIZOPHORA MUCRONATA** Lam. J.; 1230 ε*

*Carallia confinis* Bl. var. *latifolia* Miq. S; forest E. of Soeka Radja, R. Rupit, Palembang; 700 ft. 2989. Great tree; flowers small, greenish yellow. A variety with oblong-obovate leaves.

*Gynochoricus Dutchmalaearum* Bl. S.; Karang-Nata hill, R. Rawas, near Napal-Littin, 700 ft. 3148. Large tree, circumference at 4 ft. from ground 4½ ft.; flowers small, white; fruit from green to lake or faded scarlet. Forest E. of Soeka Radja, R. Rupit, Palembang, 500 ft. 2976. Tree ±50 ft. Flowers and fruit green.

**CUMBERLACEAE.**

*Territorialis Catappa* L. S.; Tarratas, Lampongs, sea-level. 1800. Tree 25-30 ft.; flowers very small, greenish. Very fine timber; bark and leaves used as dye and in native medicine. —*T. citrina* Roxb. var. *malayan* Clarke. S; in virgin forest nr. Tandjong Nung, R. Saling, Palembang, 600 ft. 2707. Large tree ±60-60 ½ ft.; flowers greenish, in clusters.

Eugenia, Section Jambosa.

Eugenia amboinensis Greve, sp. nov. Arbustula ramis et ramulis graciliis teretibus cortice Brunneo obtectis glabrissulis; foliis ovato-lanceolatis basi cuneatis 13-15 cm. longis 5-6 cm. latiss supracastaneis costa impressa subulis pallidioribus costa et venis conspicuis utrinque glabris venis ±18 et ±4 mm. inter se distantis eum vena marginali 2-3 mm. a margine constrictis, petiolo 0-3 cm. longo 2 mm. crasso rugoso; floribus magnis in cymis laxis paniculare e ligno ramulorum ortis; pedunculis 5 cm. longis pedicellis 1-5 mm. longis quadrangularibus; calycibus tubo 1-5 mm. longo turbinato extus striato et rugoso lobis rotundatis extus punctulatis 7 cm. longis 1 cm. latiss.; petalis 4 magnis albis 1 cm. longis 1-8 cm. latiss extus punctulatis margine scorpiato ondulato.

Amboina; 800+ 3267. Large shrub; flowers in bud white. Upper leaves sessile; lower ones with long peduncles. Allied to E. javanica Lam., but differs in the inflorescence and shape of the flower.

Eugenia denpoensis Greve, sp. nov. Arbor 5-6 metraulis; ramisi et ramulis graciliis teretibus cortice Brunneo obtectis glabriscellis; foliis lanceolatis acuminatis basi cuneatis 13-16 cm. longis 5-6 cm. latiss supra griseo-viridibus costa impressa subulis pallidioribus costa et venis conspicuis utrinque glabris venis ±12 et ±9 mm. inter se distantis eum vena marginali 3-4 mm. a margine constrictis, petiolo 0-3-12 cm. longo 2 mm. crasso rugoso; floribus magnis in cymis laxis paniculare e ligno ramulorum ortis; pedunculis 1 cm. longis, pedicellis 1-5 mm. longis quadrangularibus; calycibus tubo ±1 cm. longo infundibuliformi extus rugoso lobis rotundatis extus punctulatis 2 parvis 3-4 mm. longis 8 mm. latiss 2 magnis 8 mm. longis 1 cm. latiss.; petalis 4 magnis albis extus punctulatis.
E. kabaneuus Greve, sp. nov. Arbor parva; ramis teretibus coriaceis brunneo oblongis; ramulis teretibus glabrisculosis; foliis ovato-lanceolatis apice acuminatis basi cordatis 30-39 cm. longis 14-19 cm. lati in seco supra castaneis costa impressa subtus pallidioribus costa maximo conspicua utrinque glabris venis conspicu is 30-40 et 8-10 mm. inter se distinctibus ad 1-4 mm. a margini cum venis internali conjunctis, petiolo 1-5-2 cm. longo rugoso; floribus adnato vel erudi in cymis compactis multifloris laxe paniculatis 6-15 cm. longis digestis ramis et basi tunicato supramaxillare oriundis patentibus circ. 6 et 4 cm. longis, pulchellis 1 mm. longis; calyce tubo 0 cm. longo turbinato extus punctulato, lobis 3 cm. longis.


Allied to E. pergamentaceae King, but differs in the venation of the leaf, the longer petiole, and in the evidently smaller, more numerous flowers.


F. siphonantha King. MS. in Herb. Kew. sp. nov. Arbor magna ramis coriaceis brunneo oblongis; ramis teretibus gracilissimis glabrisculosis; foliis lanceolatis apice acuminatis basi euneatis 9-12 cm. longis 2-4 cm. lati in seco supra griseo-viridibus costa impressa subtus pallidioribus costa maximo conspicua utrinque glabris venis inconspicuis circa 30 ad 1 mm. a margini cum venis internali conjunctis, petiolo 5-8 cm. rectis crugosis; floribus in cymis axillares pucifloris palucnecis 3 cm. longis et in cymis terminales multifloris; sepaliis 0-8 cm. longis; calyceis tubo 0-3 cm. longo; tubiflorum valde attenuato extus rugoso lobis 4 semi-elliptisis 1 mm. longis 3-4 cm. lati; staminibus 8-1 cm. longis; ovario tubifor me; stylo 1.2 cm. longo.

S.: Begin-telok, R. Rawas, Palembang, 300 ft. 3207. Great tree, circumference at 4 ft. from ground 5 ft.; flowers white.

Allied to E. caryophyllata Thumb., but differs in having longer and narrower leaves and in the very long attenuate flowers.
Mammilia verrucosa Bak. fil., sp. nov. *Ervicosa, caulis glabri novelli angusti; folii oblongo- vel elliptico-lanceolata glabra triplinervia apice acuminatus brevissime petiolaris, lamina 7-8 cm. longa 25-30 mm. lata. Pedicel 1-2 mm. longo; floribus 10-12 mm. longis in paniculam terminales dispositis panacharum ramis primarins sub angulo recto abstractus; calyce glabro in toto 3 mm. longo; petalis 5-10 mm. longis inequilateralibus; Stamina 10 anthoris 3 mm. connectivo postice 1-calarato; ovario externo glabro; baccis 4-5 mm. longis et latis.

S.; Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 4000 ft. 2252 a. Epidendric climber; flowers rose-pink; fruit light red.

Allied to *M. Curtissii Hook. fil. and *M. jacquemontii Bl.; differs from both in smaller flowers and very short pedicels to the leaves. The connective has a dorsal spur. The fruit is warped.

Medinilla sumatrena Bak. fil. sp. Nov. Ramii verrucosi teretes novelli dense fuso- vel rufo-pubescentibus; folii sessilis oblongis vel ellipticis 5-plinervii superne glabrae apice acuminatii nervis secundarii ab costa sub angulo recto abcentibus, lamina 7-10 cm. longa 3-4 cm. lata; floribus in paniculam laterales dispositis paniculorum ramis primarins sub angulo recto abstractus; calyce glabro in toto 3 mm. longo; petalis 3-6 mm. longis antheris curvatis 3 mm. longis; baccis calyce limbo constrictis in toto 5 cm. longis.

S.; Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 7500 ft. 2414 a. Large shrub; flowers white, pedicels faded red; fruit turns from pale green to red.

All of *M. Curtissii Hook. fil. Noticeable on account of the verruca branches, the sessile leaves and the lax lateral panicles of flowers.

The secondary nerves of the leaves are more prominent than in the previous species and the leaves are quite sessile.


Astronium spectabilis Bl. J.; Tijlak, Preanger, 4000 ft. 908. 986 a. Trailing shrub; foliage rufo on under side; flowers white.

Pierandrea Forbesii Bak. fil. sp. Nov. *Frutex scandens ramis glabris teretibus vel subteretibus; folii brevissime petiolaris demum glabris trinervis elliptico-lanceolata apice acuminatis basi cuneatis, lamina 12-15 cm. longa 5-6 cm. lata nervis secundarii ab costa sub angulo recto abstractus; floribus ignotis; cymae axillarisibus paucifloris; stylis gracillis elongatis; baccis ovoidalis externe laevibus
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+++ 8 mm. longis et latis 4-locularibus multispermis; seminibus pallide brunneis 1:25-1:5 mm. longis.

S.; Bigin Telok, R. Rawas, Palembang, 300 ft. 3119. Large climbing shrub; fruit pale green with white dots. A plant with glabrous, elliptic-lanceolate, trinated leaves. Flowers are absent, but the fruit is in short spikes, 4-celled, and many-seeded. Allied to P. capitellata Jack and P. coruleescens Jack.


LYTHRACEAE.

Cryperonia paniculata Bl. S.; in virgin forest S.W. of village of Goenoeng Trang, Lampongs, Tandong Ning, R. Bliti, Palembang, 500-600 ft. 1552, 2370, 2783. Large tree; fruit small, green, flushed with fadel purple, in long thyrse.

Lawsonia inermis L. J.; nr. Tjiniroen, Mt. Malawar, Prenanger, 4900-5200 ft. 775, 1137 a. Shrub, low-growing amidst grass under shade of Datura hedges.


ONAGRACEAE.


SAPINDACEAE.

Cassavia moluccana Bl. S.; margin of R. Rawas, nr. Bigin Telok, Palembang, 300 ft. 3119. Small tree; fruit bright green. "Madang Klape." This is the same as Teysmann No. 13815, in Herb. Kew, but flowers are required.—C. flavo-virescens Bl. J.;

Pasir Omi, Kosala, Bantam, 2900 ft. 492. Tree; fruit the hard capsule, coriaceous, containing speckled seeds. "Kukakoel.

Cassaria Forbesii BAK. fili., sp. nov. Planta ramosa teretula, pubescentibus; folius alternis, ellipticis vel oblongo-ellipticis apice acuminitatis basi cuneatis margine serrulatis, nervis latissimis 11-13 arentis, lamina subtus tomentosa, 18-20 cm. longa, 6 cm. lata, petiolis 10-12 mm. longis; floribus funal visus; carpellis breviter pedicellatis, ellipsoideis 17-19 mm. longis 11-13 mm. latissimatis costatis in sieco nigroescentibus.

S.; Boekit Tinjung, nr. Pago, Palembang, 1500 ft. 2454. Shrub or small tree 10-12 ft. Leaves very pale gambooge-green, stamens dehiscent; fruit from light gambooge-green to orange.

This species is allied to C. velatifolium Miq. The leaves are tomentose below and the margins markedly serrate; the pedicels are 6-7 mm. long.

PASSIFLORACEAE.

Adenia acuminata KL. J.; Pasir Omi, Kosala, Bantam, 2500 ft. 565. Climbing shrub; fruit red, containing seeds on long stalks; eaten by Malay. "Tjanar."

CUCURBITACEAE.

Trichosanthes tricuspidata LOUR. S.; Tandong Djiati, L. Ranau, 1000 ft. 2081. Epidendrum climber; fruit scarlet from green to pale orange.

Gymnopetalum cochinense Kurz. J.; Kosala Hills, Bantam, 1650 ft. 228. Slender climber; flowers white; fruit round, red, and bitter; leaves rough and scalloped. "Lopang puit." Hills N.W. of Goenoeng Trang, Lampongs, 500 ft. 1543. Climber; flowers white; fruit orange.


Bryonopsis laciniosa Naud. J.; Pengelelang, Prenanger, 2000 ft. 1040.

BEGONIACEAE.

Mollugo pentaphylla L. J.; 393.

Umbelliferae.

Hydrocotyle javanica Thunb. J.; Tjia-sorelii, Preanger, 4400 ft. 996. Herbs with creeping stem. "Dawa sentok."

Centella asiatica L. J.; by lake near Pengelengan, Preanger, 4500 ft. 673. Herbs with creeping stolon.


Araliaceae.

Aralia montana Bl. J.; Tjia-sorelii, Preanger, 4500 ft. 1149. Large prickly shrub. "Baliik Scumpa."

Aralia pinnatifida Miq. S.; Boekit Tinggi, Pao, Palembang, 4000 ft. 2207. Tree; flowers very small, white; fruit green.

Panax chinensis Bl. J.; Pasir Orai, Kosala, Bantam, 3000 ft. 476.

Aralia horsfieldii Seem. S.; Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 7200 ft. 2419. Tree 60-70 ft., fruit light green.

Schefleri canaliculata Bak. fil., sp. nov. Species ad S. subulatum Seem. et S. tomentosum Hassk. accedens. Arbuscula vel frutex; rami longitudinaliter striatis; folii digitatum compositis foliolis

6 ellipticis vel ovato-ellipticis basi cuneatis apice graciliter acuminatis superiori glabris subulis puberulis, lama 17-20 cm. longa 6-9 cm. lata, petiolulis 18-40 mm. longis, nervis lateralisibus utrinque 6-8, petiolo 24-25 cm. longo; umbellulis racemosis racemorum rami lateralisibus brevissimis, pedicululis brevissimis; floribus in umbellis 1-12 flores dispositis; ovario-loculari eutro longitudinaliter canaliculato; fructu ignoto.

S.; Lampar, R. Moei, Palembang, 500 ft. 2011. Large shrub; flowers in bud deep lake, open yellow. Leafltes 6-foliolate, acuminate. Umbels racemously arranged; the lateral branches of the raceme very short.


H. scandens Seem. S.; Ayer Angat, Kaba Valeumo, 2500 ft. 2938. Climbing shrub, often ascending some distance. Flowers white, but of general yellow colour from prominent stamens. "Kibarol."

Arctophyllum diversifolium Bl. J.; Pasir Orai, Kosala, Bantam, 2800 ft. 279, 470. Erect shrub; flowers greenish.

A. ovatifolium Miq. S.; Mt. Dempo, Palembang, 5800 ft. 2508. Scandent, epipetric shrub; immature fruit green and white-topped.


Macropanax dispermus Bl. J.; Tjia-sorelii, Tjia-koei, nr. Pengelengan, Preanger, 400-4400 ft. 888, 917, 692. Large shrub or small tree. "Pangang poejoe."

CORNACEAE.


GAMOPETALE.

By Spencer Moore, F.L.S.

CAPRIFOLIACEAE.

Sambeucus Javanica Reinw. J.; Mt. Malawar, Preanger, 5400 ft.
Glands at base of pedicels in opened flowers full of nectar.


RUBIACEAE.

Sarcoccephalus junghuhni Miq. S.; Batee Pantjeh, Palambang, 600 ft. 2074. Great tree; fruit brown with short stump-like exocarps; outer layers of woody yellow, inner red.—S. surdivus Miq. S.; Bakti Tinggi, Palambang, 4000 ft. 2456. Tree 60 ft. Flowers white.

Adina polycephala Benth. S.; Forest S.W. of Goenoeng Trang, Lampangs, 450 ft. 1553. Large tree; flowers minute white. Penanggoeng, Lampangs, 600 ft. 1652.


Nauclea superba S. Moore, sp. nov. Frutex clathatus scandens; rambus ulmis validis compressis coriicis rimoso rubro-griseo oblongatis glabris; foliis magnis petiolis brevi crasso complanato anguste alato insidentibus late ovatis apice subito cuspidato-acuminatis ipso obtusis basi late rotundatis (summis minoribus basi obtusis) pugneasnum utrobique glabris usque 20×15 cm. par ultimum 14×7 cm. costis lateralius utrinque 12 (foll. summ. modo 7) sub margine areariis conjunctis; capitulis magnis (6 cm. diam.) solitariis pedunculis 2-6 mm. long. insidentibus; receptaculo abunde setiferis 2 cm. diam.; ovario cylindrico glabro 1-25 mm. long.; calyceis 5 mm. long. limbo inerme (uti ovario) brunneo-rubro glabro paniculato superne subtilissimo grisco-sericceo lobis a basi sat lata filiformibus parte persistenti subulata neva; corolla glabra tubo superne ampliato 1 cm. long. infrene ±5 mm. sub limbo fere 2 mm. lata, lobis ovatis oblongis 1-5 mm. long.; staminibus inclusis; stylo superne incrassato glabro 10 mm. long.; stigma exserto.

S.; near stream in virgin forest, S.W. of Goenoeng Trang, Lampangs, 450 ft. 1478, 1471.

Allied to N. cryptotupa Miq. from which it can be told easily by its flowers with their glabrescent (not densely hairy) ovaries, their reddish-brown orate calyx-limb, and filiform (not laciniate) calyx-lobes.

No. 2006 a from Lampur, R. Musi, Palambang, 500 ft., with smaller leaves narrowed at the base, 20×10 cm., the terminal pair only about 9×3 cm., is unspecific.

Nauclea megaphylla S. Moore, sp. nov. Frutex vel arborescens; ramiulato viso compasso glabro coriice fusco salico obtuso; foliis magnis (27×15 cm.) petiolatis (pt. 2-5 cm. long.) ovatis breviter acuminatis acuminato obtuso basi rotundatis pugneasnum mag . utavis glabris costis lateralius utrinque 14-16 sub margine solum arcuata uti costa centralis supra planis subutus optimis emunctibus costulis rectis inter esse subdistantibus; capitulo solitario 4 cm. diam. pedunculo petiolis fere squilloquo insidente; ovario anguste ovatio compresso glabro 4 mm. long.; calyce obvo ovario cylindrico brevior glabro lobis 3 mm. long. persistentibus limbum excisantium lineari-spatulatis superne grisco-sericceo albis glabris uti limbus in siccis fuscos; corolla glabra tubo anguste infundibulatis 7-8 mm. long. lobis oblongis obtusis 2-5 mm. long.; staminibus inclusis; stylo exserto complanato glabro.

S.; without locality and number.

Close to N. superba; the calyx serves to distinguish the two: the members of the Reclita-like arrangement of the leaf-nerves of N. megaphylla is another easily noticed feature.


Wendlandia glabrama DC. J.; Rinung-Goenoeng, Preanger, 5200 ft. 1202.

Lerchea capitata S. Moore, sp. nov. Fruicusulus circiter bipithamens; caule erecto simplici primo scabriusculo deinde glabro cortice griseo obdueto 3–4 mm. crass.; folis lanceolato acuminatis basi in petiolum gracilem 1½–3 cm. long. gradatim extenuatis firme membranaceis glabris supra in scie ollaceis subus pallidis plerisque 10–16 x 3½–4 cm. costis lateribus utrineque 11–12 pag. sup. planis pag. inf. (uti costa centralis) eminentibus; stipula lanceolato cordato-acuminatis usque 7 mm. long.; floribus subsessilibus in capitulum subglobosum pedunculatum (ped. 1½–2 cm. long.) acuto con- fertis; ovario globoso 7½ mm. long.; calyce 1 mm. long. ultra medium in lobos triangulares acutos diviso; corolla alba extus glabra intus barbata tubo 2 x 1 mm. lobis triangularibus acutiusculis reflexis 1 mm. long.; stamina 4 juxtap a medium tobum insertis antheris subsessilibus oblongis acutis 1 mm. long.; style glabro 3 mm. long., stigmatic lobis abbreviatis; fructu globose discooo calyce persistente coronato 2 x 2 mm.; seminibus pluribus minitis.

S.; under the virgin forest. Kotta-djawa, Lampong, 700 ft. 1332 a. No. 1439 a from bed of stream, hills N.E. of Goenoeng Trang, Lampong, is conspecific. The globose capita afford an easy means of distinguishing this species, apart from peculiarities.

XANTHOPHYTUM FRUTICULOSUM Reinw. S.; Goenoeng Trang, Lampong, 400 ft. 1445 a. Low shrub; creeping stem; flowers white.


Boekit Tinugi, Palembang, 3700 ft. 2197. Flowers white.—A. PARVIFLORUM Benn. S.; Mt. Besagi, Krabi, 4000 ft. 2060. Flowers white; conspicuous from its bright yellow stamens.


ANOTIS LESCHENALITZANA Wight & Arn. J.; Mt. Malawar, 6500 ft. 978, 1017 a. Growing in large patches in forest shade, like our own Galium.

OPHRORHIZA EXTENUATA S. Moore, sp. nov. Var. similisiter eunfrutex; caule ascendente puberulo dein glabro; folis oppositis cujusque jugi similibus vel subsimilibus ovato-lanceolatis breviter acuminatis apice obtusis basi in petiolum gracilem ±2 cm. long. gradatim extenuatis membranaceis usque 9 x 3 cm. (sapisius ±7 x 2½ cm.) supra in scie fuscis glabris subus pallidioribus in costis puberulis costis lateribus utrinoque 8 teneris prope marginem arcuatius; cymis terminalibus paeulloribus pedunculo tenui subsparsim pubescente folia circiter semi-